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Proposal for University-based Detector R&D  
for the International Linear Collider: Project Summary 

 
At the start of the millenium, the world’s particle physicists arrived at a consensus that an 
International Linear Collider (ILC) should be the next major facility for high energy 
physics. Since then, progress has been swift. Candidate technologies for the accelerator 
were developed, the community agreed on the technology to be used and now a global 
center to coordinate the completion of the design is forming. Nationally, the Department 
of Energy’s Office of Science has developed a 20-year plan that identifies the ILC as its 
highest midterm priority. 
 
Realizing the vision of the ILC will be a great challenge both technically and in 
timeliness. The technical challenges lie in both detector and accelerator areas and derive 
from the need for high luminosity and high precision of measurement. The timeliness 
challenge lies in the need to have significant overlap with the Large Hadron Collider 
(LHC) if the full synergy of the two approaches to the energy frontier is to be achieved. 
Thus it is imperative that the high-energy physics community marshal its resources to 
address these issues. 
 
The detectors for the ILC are highly challenging. This is not always fully appreciated. 
While many advances in detector technology were required for the LHC experiments, 
different challenges must be addressed for the ILC experiments. To gain perspective, one 
may compare these ILC needs with those of the LHC. ILC detectors must have: inner 
vertex layers about 5 times closer to the interaction point; 30 times smaller vertex 
detector pixel sizes; 30 times thinner vertex detector layers; 6 times less material in the 
tracker; 10 times better track momentum resolution and 200 times higher granularity of 
the electromagnetic calorimeter. (See the Brau et al. report on ILC R&D). This proposal 
addresses key aspects of these requirements. In order to provide governments with a 
convincing design and cost estimate, in time for substantial overlap with the LHC, 
conceptual designs for the detectors will need to be developed in the next few years. This 
proposal seeks to take an important step towards that goal. 
 
This proposal will have scientific impact beyond the ILC. The detector R&D will lead to 
advances in a number of technical fronts, complementing well the detector development 
done for the LHC. Detector technologies optimized to perform precision measurements in 
the low-radiation environment characteristic of a linear collider will have applications in 
other areas of high energy physics, as well as in other fields. 
 
The collaborating groups have a strong history of outreach to undergraduates and K-12 
students and teachers. The work supported by this proposal will be integrated into these 
outreach efforts. Students in K-12 classrooms, and undergraduates, will be introduced to 
the exciting energy frontier physics to be studied by the International Linear Collider, and 
the state-of-the-art technologies required for its implementation. This dissemination of 
the concepts explored by basic research in high-energy physics to students in their 
developing years will provide for an increased understanding of the field by the general 
public, and will foster the public’s interest in science in general. 
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 Proposal for University-based Detector R&D  
for the International Linear Collider: Project Description 

 
 
Introduction 
 
This is a collaborative supplemental proposal by 37 U.S. university groups, 6 U.S. 
national and industrial laboratories, and 36 foreign institutions to carry out detector R&D 
for the ILC. Its 41 projects broadly cover the previously identified detector R&D needs of 
the International Linear Collider (ILC) [1].   Support for the projects in this proposal will 
provide urgent, supplemental support for high priority projects currently supported with 
annual subcontracts within the LCDRD program.  This proposal derives from the high 
level of interest by university groups in the ILC, their excitement about the physics to be 
done with the instrument, and their conviction that the ILC represents the future of the 
field.   
 
 
1.  Preamble 
 
In 1999, the International Committee for Future Accelerators (ICFA) recognized the 
world-wide consensus that the next large facility for particle physics should be an 
international high energy, high-luminosity, electron-positron linear collider. The strong 
recommendation in 2002 from the U.S. High Energy Physics Advisory Panel (HEPAP) 
[2] that such a collider be the highest priority of the U.S. program was paralleled in 
Europe and Asia. Each region recognized the central importance of the physics to be 
studied, the maturity of the accelerator designs being advanced at laboratories in the U.S., 
Germany and Japan, and the necessity for international cooperation. 
 
Since then, progress on the ILC has been swift. Regional steering committees, charged 
with organizing and coordinating ILC activities in Asia, Europe and the Americas, have 
been formed, as has their global counterpart, the International Linear Collider Steering 
Committee (ILCSC). In 2003, the International Linear Collider Technical Review 
Committee (ILC-TRC) convened by the ILCSC reviewed two designs based on differing 
accelerator technologies and concluded that both were feasible [3]. Then, in 2004, an 
international panel recommended that the ILC be based on superconducting technology 
for the main accelerator. The world’s major high energy labs have accepted that decision, 
and in November 2004, accelerator physicists gathered at KEK to identify the research 
required in order to complete the design. Currently, the ILCSC is forming the Global 
Design Effort, which will manage this research. At the national level, the U.S. 
Department of Energy announced inclusion of the ILC in its 20-year plan for new 
facilities, according it the highest priority among the mid-term projects under 
consideration. At the HEPAP meeting in February 2005, Ray Orbach, director of the 
DOE’s Office of Science said that the ILC is “our highest priority for a future major 
facility.... Were going to work our hardest to bring the LC to these shores.”  In April, 
2006, the EPP 2010 report was released, providing an assessment of the field of 
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elementary particle physics and making recommendations for the future of the field; the 
report strongly supported aggressive R&D efforts in preparation for the ILC. 
 
The response from the U.S. High Energy Physics community has been equally swift. In 
early 2002, physicists from U.S. universities and laboratories organized a series of 
workshops at Chicago, Fermilab, Cornell, SLAC and U.C. Santa Cruz aimed at 
identifying important directions for research and collaboration toward the ILC. These 
groups organized themselves into the University Consortium for Linear Collider 
R&D(UCLC) [4] in the context of NSF support and the Linear Collider Research and 
Development Working Group (LCRD) [5] in the context of DOE support, with the 
American Linear Collider Physics Group [6]coordinating the work of both groups. This 
year, with the development of a joint process for the review and funding of ILC R&D at 
universities, UCLC and LCRD have effectively merged, and they now comprise groups 
from 49 U.S. universities, 7 national and industrial research laboratories and 23 foreign 
institutions. All concerned are working together to coordinate their activities to the single 
task of building the linear collider. 
 
 
2.  Physics Goals of the International Linear Collider 
 
The physics goals of the ILC are ambitious and compelling. Over the past decade, a wide 
variety of experiments has shown that elementary particle interactions at the TeV scale 
are dictated by an SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) gauge symmetry. The non-zero masses of the W 
and Z particles imply, however, that the electroweak SU(2) × U(1) symmetry is broken 
spontaneously. We do not know how the symmetry is broken, and we will not know until 
the agents of electroweak symmetry breaking are produced directly in the laboratory and, 
also, are studied in precise detail. But we have every reason to believe that whatever is 
responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking will be accessible at the ILC. 
 
Although we do not know the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking, we have 
some good hypotheses. In the so-called Standard Model, one doublet of scalar fields 
breaks the symmetry. This model has one physical Higgs particle, which is the window to 
electroweak symmetry breaking. The global consistency of precision electroweak 
measurements gives this model credence, and suggests that the Higgs boson is relatively 
light, mH < 200 GeV. However, we know this model works poorly beyond TeV energies. 
A theoretically preferable scenario is based on supersymmetry (SUSY) at the expense of 
a whole new spectrum of fundamental particles and at least five Higgs states. But the 
lightest of these states looks much like the Standard Model Higgs, with nearly standard 
model couplings and a mass less than 200 GeV or so. Nature may break electroweak 
symmetry through some other mechanism, of course, but most realistic mechanisms we 
have imagined result in a Higgs boson or some related phenomena accessible to the ILC. 
 
The TeV scale is the natural place to look for the agents of electroweak symmetry 
breaking. Thus, the ongoing Run 2 at Fermilab’s Tevatron has a chance of getting the 
first glimpses of these phenomena. Starting later in the decade, CERN’s LHC, with seven 
times the energy, will almost certainly observe the Higgs boson, and has a very good 
chance of discovering something else. Most high-energy physicists believe, however, that 
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the LHC will not unravel the mysteries of symmetry breaking on its own. 
Experimentation at a linear e+e− collider provides information that cannot be obtained by 
other means. Let us just cite two examples. First, a series of cross section and branching 
ratio measurements will trace out a detailed profile of the Higgs boson, in a model-
independent way, and incisively test whether its couplings are proportional to mass. 
Second, if SUSY is at play, the ILC can determine the lightest superpartners’ masses with 
exquisite precision. The ILC measurements would be key to determining, for example, 
whether supersymmetric particles are the “dark matter” in the universe. In both these 
cases, the ILC adds critical information to what will be learned at the LHC. The ILC is 
the right next step for experimental high energy physics, and now is the time to take it in 
order to maximize the interplay of its results with those of the LHC. 
 
The full scientific case for the ILC can be found in the Resource Book[7] prepared for 
Snowmass 2001 or the physics chapter of the TESLA Technical Design Report[8]. We 
believe the essential elements of the physics case have been made persuasively, and we 
are responding by banding together to meet the technical challenges that remain, so that 
the instrument can be built in a timely and cost-effective fashion. 
 
 
3.  The Need for Detector R&D for the International Linear Collider 
 
Four candidate detector concepts have emerged for the ILC. The Global Large Detector 
(GLD) uses a large radius EM calorimeter (r = 2.1 meters) in order to separate showers, 
and hence allow precise jet energy measurements. Another design (SiD) is aimed at 
taking advantage of the precision of a silicon-tungsten EM calorimeter, and the timing 
resolution of a compact all-silicon tracker. A third concept, the Large Detector Concept 
(LDC) lies midway between the two, using a medium-sized gaseous tracker. A fourth 
concept is based on compensated calorimetry.  In addition to EM calorimetry and 
tracking devices, all of the detector concepts incorporate precision vertex detectors, 
hadron calorimetry, muon identification, and critical beamline instrumentation. 
 
For all of these detectors, the physics of the ILC demands significant advances over the 
currently available technologies. In comparison with the LHC, the radiation environment 
and data rates are mild, but the demands for precision are greater. Measurement of the 
Higgs branching fraction to b quarks, c quarks andgluons requires a beampipe with a 
radius 1/5 that of the LHC and a vertex detector with a pixel size that is smaller by a 
factor of 30. In order to tag a Higgs recoiling against a Z boson, the tracker must have 
only 1/6 of the material of the LHC trackers and a factor of ten better momentum 
resolution. And, in order to distinguish W and Z jets, the jet energy resolution must be 
better than 30% /√E(GeV), which is a factor of two better than the LHC target. The 
projects in this proposal are aimed at achieving these goals. 
 
The time-scale for this R&D is already tight. If ILC construction is to begin in 2010, as is 
needed to optimize the interplay between the LHC and ILC programs, the detector 
technologies must be selected and the conceptual designs developed in the next few 
years. As a first step, by spring 2006 each candidate detector concept is to prepare a 
written outline that includes an introduction to the detector concept, a description of the 
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detector, its expected performance, subsystem technology selections or options, status of 
ongoing studies and a list of needed R&D. More formal Conceptual Design Reports will 
accompany the accelerator’s Technical Design Report shortly thereafter. 
 
 
4.  Broader Impact of the Work described in this Proposal 
 
The proposed research will advance our technical capabilities in particle detection and 
electronics. It complements the detector research done for the LHC in that it focuses on 
precision measurement in a low radiation environment. This research will have 
applications for other experiments in high energy physics, and in other fields. 
 
The proposal will also have impact in education and outreach. Numerous ongoing 
activities at the participating universities are aimed at K-12 students. For example, in the 
last two years, Notre Dame has involved 24 high school students in research. NIU 
sponsors a science camp for kids. Boston University sponsors a ”Saturday Morning 
Physics” program and Cornell has initiated a monthly “Visiting Scientist Series”. Boston 
and Cornell sponsor a one-day outreach programs for girls, and Michigan sponsors an 
annual Physics Olympiad. Cornell has co-hosted a session for local home-school students 
grades 4-9 and their parents, has coordinated a three-day workshop exposing secondary 
students to careers in accelerator physics and X-ray experimentation, and has designed 
and posted interactive web pages describing high-energy physics and accelerator research 
aimed at secondary school audiences and instructors. An estimated 1,400 people tour the 
Cornell research facility each year, and of these, approximately 500 are students. Those 
who can’t visit the lab in person can watch the lab’s video, or take an interactive tour of 
CESR and CLEO on the web. Boston and Wayne State have provided access to 
sophisticated research equipment to local high school classes. 
 
One of the most effective ways to reach students is to reach their teachers. The groups at 
Berkeley Boston, UC Davis, UC San Diego, UC Santa Cruz, Chicago, Hawaii, Indiana, 
Iowa, Iowa State, Kansas, Kansas State, Notre Dame, Oklahoma, Oregon, Purdue, Rice, 
UT Arlington, Texas Tech, Washington and the national laboratories host Quarknet 
programs, while Cornell, Notre Dame and Wayne State host Research Experience for 
Teachers programs. In collaboration with multiple research centers on campus, Cornell 
has exposed over 250 high school physics teachers to resources on the Standard Model 
and provided educational materials, supplies and laboratory investigations for their 
students. Chicago, Cornell, Indiana, Kansas, Michigan, NIU, Notre Dame, Oregon, 
Purdue, Temple, Wayne State and many others have involved undergraduates in research, 
both individually and through Research Experience for Undergraduates programs. The 
Wayne State and Temple programs have been particularly effective at reaching 
minorities. At Cornell alone, approximately fifty undergraduate students hold research 
related jobs each year. Purdue opens their facilities to an undergraduate lab course each 
year. 
 
New education and outreach efforts are centering on the ILC. Each year, at least 10 
undergraduates will contribute to the projects in this proposal, either independently or 
through Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) programs. Wherever possible, 
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the ILC will be introduced into outreach activities aimed at K-12 students and the general 
public. These activities have already begun at the workshops of the American Linear 
Collider Physics Group. The 2003 ALCPG workshop in Arlington included exhibits for 
the public, and Rick van Kooten gave a lecture ”What is the Linear Collider?” for high 
school science teachers and undergraduates at the 2003 workshop at Cornell and (with 
Helen Quinn) for 450 science high school students at the 2002 workshop at Santa Cruz. 
At the ALCPG workshop in Snowmass outreach was an important component. 
 
The broader impacts are discussed in more detail in the descriptions of the individual 
projects. 
 
 
5.  Structure of this project description 
 
The detailed descriptions of the proposed detector R&D projects, including detailed 
budgets, statements of work, deliverables and broader impact, are provided following the 
references. 
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Overview of Luminosity, Energy, Polarization Proposals 
 
One distinct advantage of the Linear Collider is the well-defined initial state in the 
collision process.  Realizing this advantage, however, requires adequate measurements of 
the beam properties at the interaction point (IP).  These measurements present some new 
challenges in beam instrumentation, and the proposals described here address these 
challenges.  An ALCPG Working Group[1] has been formed with the charge of ensuring 
that the beam instrumentation is optimized for the LC physics goals.  This group has 
produced a white paper describing the measurement goals for luminosity, luminosity 
spectrum, energy, and polarization.[2]  The white paper describes a strategy for realizing 
these goals using both beam-based instrumentation and analyses of physics processes at 
the IP.   
 
A Letter of Intent was recently put forward to the SLAC PAC to start a beam 
instrumentation test facility in End Station A (ESA).[3]  The beams available in ESA (as 
used by the E158 collaboration) have characteristics very similar to that expected at an X-
band linear collider.  With a 10% χ0 radiator, a disrupted beam with an energy spectrum 
and angular dispersion comparable to that expected after the LC IP can also be created.  
Direct tests of energy spectrometry, polarimetery, and pair monitors (with a solenoid 
around the target) are envisioned.  This idea has received support from the lab, and it is 
expected that beam time will be available to test many of the devices proposed in this 
section. 
 
Luminosity 
 
Precision extraction of cross sections depends on accurate knowledge of the luminosity. 
For many measurements, such as those based on threshold scans, one needs to know not 
only the energy-integrated luminosity, but also the luminosity as a function of energy, 
dL/dE. 
 
Low-angle Bhabha scattering detected by dedicated calorimeters can provide the 
necessary precision for the integrated luminosity.  Options include secondary emission 
(A) and fast gas Cerenkov (B) calorimetry in the polar angle region from 40-120 mrad.  
Acollinearity and energy measurements of Bhabha, e+e− → e+e−(γ) , events in the polar 
angle region from 120-400 mrad can be used to extract dL/dE and are under study.  
Additional input from measurements of the beam energy spread and beam parameters 
that control the beamstrahlung spectrum will improve this determination of dL/dE.  
Techniques include measuring the angular distributions of e+e− pairs (C) in the polar 
angle region from 5-40 mrad, and measuring the polarization of visible beamstrahlung in 
the polar angle region from 1-2 mrad (D).  
 
All the proposed detectors may also be used for real time luminosity monitoring and 
tuning.  The locations of some of these detectors in the forward region of an NLC 
Detector are shown in Figure 1. 
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 Figure 1:  Forward Region of the (proposed) NLC Silicon Detector 
 
 
Energy 
 
Beam energy measurements with an accuracy of (100-200) parts per million are needed 
for the determination of particle masses, including mtop and mHiggs.  Energy measurements 
both upstream and downstream of the collision point are foreseen by two different 
techniques to provide redundancy and reliability of the results.  Upstream, a beam 
position monitor-based spectrometer is envisioned to measure the deflection of the beam 
through a dipole field.  Downstream of the IP, an SLC-style spectrometer is planned to 
detect stripes of synchrotron radiation (SR) produced as the beam passes through a string 
of dipole magnets. The downstream SR spectrometer also has the capability to measure 
the beam energy spread and the energy distribution of the disrupted (from beam-beam 
effects) beams. 
 
 
Polarimetry 
 
Precise measurements of parity-violating asymmetries in the Standard Model require 
polarization measurements with a precision of 0.5% or better.  High statistics Giga-Z 
running motivates polarimetry at the 0.1% level.   The primary polarimeter measurement 
is envisioned to be a Compton polarimeter located in the extraction line.  For evaluation 
of systematic errors, it is desirable to compare results from measurements of 
backscattered electrons and photons, and also to compare results from single and multi-
Compton counting.  Quartz detectors will be investigated for both scattered photons and 
electrons and a study of expected backgrounds will be carried out.   Most of the LC 
physics program requires longitudinal polarization for the colliding beams, but if both 
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electron and positron beams are polarized the physics reach can be improved with 
additional measurements using transverse polarization asymmetries.  One can infer the 
transverse polarization from knowledge of the spin rotator settings, measurements of the 
spin transport matrix and measuring how close the longitudinal polarization component is 
to 0.  Direct transverse polarization measurements will also be investigated. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
Project Name: “PPACs (Parallel Avalanche Counters) for luminosity monitor at ILC” 
 
Personnel and Institution requesting funding 
 

University of Iowa, Department of Physics and Astronomy: 
Yasar Onel (professor), E. Norbeck (professor), J.P. Merlo, A. Mestvirisvili, U. Akgun, 
(post-docs), A.S. Ayan, F. Duru, J. Olson (grad.students), I. Schmidt (mechanical engineer), 
M. Miller (electronics engineer), J. Parsons, J. Wetzel (undergrad. scholar) 

 
Collaborators 
 

Fairfield University, Department of Physics: 
Dave Winn (professor), V. Podrasky (engineer), C. Sanzeni (programmer) 
 
Bogazici University, Department of Physics, Istanbul, Turkey: 
Erhan Gülmez (professor) 
 
Cukurova University, Department of Physics, Adana, Turkey: 
Gulsen Onengut (professor) 
 
METU, Department of Physics, Ankara, Turkey: 
Ramazan Sever (professor) 
 
INFN-Trieste and University of Trieste, Department of Physics, Italy: 
Aldo Penzo (professor) 

 
Project Leader 
 

Yasar Onel 
yasar-onel@uiowa.edu 
(319)335-1853 

 
Project Overview 
 
The forward angle calorimeter for the ILC will have large counting rates and be exposed to large 
radiation doses, of the order 1.0 Grad/yr.  The forward detector region is described in Ref [1].  
The luminosity detectors are needed for a) Pair-LuMon region from 6-36 mrad for luminosity 
tuning. (Electron and positron are low energy ~1 GeV) and b) Instrumented mask region from 
36-117 mrad for determining absolute luminosity from Bhabhas (high energy).  This concept is 
discussed in Ref [2].   
 
We will explore the PPAC (low pressure Parallel Plate Avalanche Detector) for this region. 
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Project Description 
 
The extreme operational conditions of the ILC will require innovative detector technology.  
PPACs (Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters) have been in use for a quarter of a century [3,4] as 
detectors for low and intermediate energy heavy ions, but they have seen little use in high-energy 
physics.   
 
A PPAC is a simple device, two conducting plates with a suitable gas between them.  A voltage 
is applied between the plates so that the device operates as a proportional counter.  Each electron 
ejected from a gas molecule by a passing charged particle develops an avalanche.  The avalanche 
occurs because an electron gains enough energy between collisions to ionize another gas 
molecule.  The avalanche process can provide current gains of 104 to 105. 
 
PPACs are often given position resolution by having one of the electrodes be a set of wires or a 
set of conductive strips evaporated on a suitable insulating substrate.  For use with heavy ions, 
the electrodes are made extremely thin so that the particles to be measured can get into the 
detector without losing a significant amount of energy.  For use in calorimeters it is better to 
have two heavy, grounded plates to withstand atmospheric pressure with a single, thin plate at 
high voltage between them, test the performance of the detector we will construct a double 
PPAC as shown schematically in Fig. 2.  Signals are taken from the two plates that are at high 
voltage.  A comparison of the two signals provides a measurement of the energy and time 
resolution of the PPAC.   
 

                                 
 

(a)                                                     (b) 
 

Figure 2:  (a) Single (double chamber) PPAC and (b) Double PPAC with two output signals. 
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The PPAC can be made of a metal that is identical or similar to the metal used as the absorber in 
the calorimeter.  This way each PPAC affects the shower development in the calorimeter only by 
the introduction of 4 mm of essentially empty space.   
 
For low energy applications the PPAC is usually used in a vacuum with the thinnest possible 
windows to minimize the energy lost by heavy ions.  This necessitates the use of low gas 
pressures, such as 5 torr isobutane [5].  At these pressures a minimum ionizing particle can often 
get through the gas without making even a single electron-ion pair.  For high-energy applications 
the PPAC will be in air and so is most conveniently operated at atmospheric pressure.  
 
PPACs are often given position resolution by having one of the electrodes be a set of wires or a 
set of conductive strips evaporated on a suitable insulating substrate. 
 
Atmospheric pressure PPACs should be excellent detectors for measuring the ionization in a 
sampling calorimeter.  In a sampling calorimeter, a shower is produced in a heavy-metal 
absorber that has particle detectors strategically located throughout the material to measure the 
shower particles.  A single minimum ionizing particle will make about a dozen electron-ion pairs 
in passing through 0.5 mm of R134a gas, and the cross section of a TeV shower contains 
hundreds of charged particles.  
 
The PPAC can be made of a metal that is identical or similar to the metal used as the absorber in 
the calorimeter.  This way each PPAC affects the shower development in the calorimeter only by 
the introduction of 0.5 mm of essentially empty space.   
 
It can be useful to combine PPACs with other detectors.  Quartz fibers are often used in sampling 
calorimeters because they can withstand all but the highest levels of radiation.  With hadrons, 
Čerenkov light is produced in the quartz by the relativistic electrons resulting from neutral pions 
that are produced in the shower [6].  This provides information about the shower that is different 
from the measure of the number of low energy electrons that are measured by a PPAC.  
Sampling the shower with alternating layers of quartz fibers and PPACs can provide information 
not available using either type of detector alone.  An event-by-event comparison of the two 
signals can distinguish, for example, between a single particle and a jet of many particles but 
with a similar amount of visible energy. 
 
The energy and time resolution can be measured by have two PPACs in series with the same 
particles going through both of them.  This is best done by using high-energy particles from as 
accelerator such as the 120 GeV protons available at the Fermilab test beam. 
 
At Iowa we have studied a number of gasses and gas mixtures in a simple PPAC with 0.5 mm 
plate spacing and a small enough diameter so that the RC time constant of the system does not 
add additional time to the duration of the signal.  The best gas we have found so far is R134a.  
With this gas we find electron signals of width 1.0 ns and ion times of 1800 ns using a 137Cs 
gamma-ray source.   
 
R134a gas has the additional advantage that under extended use it does not leave deposits on the 
plates or damage them (if they are gold plated).  In resistive plate chambers (RPCs, essentially 
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PPACs with plates that are highly resistive) better signals are obtained with the addition of small 
amounts of isobutene and SF6 to the R134a.  The mixture that is often used with RPCs does not 
work as well as pure R134a for PPACs. 
 
Proposed Research 
 
Design and construct double PPACs.  This will involve machine shop costs and some 
engineering time.  Provision must be made to insulate the two plates, which may require voltages 
up to 5000 V.  Connections must be made to supply gas to the region s between the plates.  The 
signal must be separated from the high voltage and put into standard coax cable.  Considerable 
ingenuity and experimentation will be required to avoid serious reflections with such fast signals.  
 
Develop electronics for measuring the extremely short times, measured in ps.  This will require 
some costs for the time of a professional electronics engineer.   
 
E. Norbeck has had considerable experience with low-pressure gas detectors, mostly at NSCL 
and Saclay.  See, for example his paper "Heavy Gases, Iso-Octane and C3F8 in Charged Particle 
Detectors" [5].  Y. Onel is the group leader for the CMS group at Iowa which has designed the 
CMS-HF quartz fiber calorimeter for the Large Hadron Collider at CERN [6]. 
 
Broader Impact 
 
The Iowa QuarkNet and other programs that bring high school teachers and their students into 
the U of I laboratory allows these people to experience the excitement of frontier scientific 
research.  For the US to retain a lead in science and technology it is essential that talented young 
people become motivated to make a career in physics and related fields. 
 
A major part of the program at the ILC is the study of Higgs and SUSY particles, the 
SUperSYmmetric analogs of the currently known elementary particles.  SUSY particles are 
expected to decay to the lightest SUSY particle, which would be stable and a candidate for the 
“dark matter” that astronomers claim accounts for most of the mass of the universe. 
 
A massive computer grid is being established to allow individual researchers access to the huge 
amount of data that will become available when the ILC turns on.  In preparation, the UI is 
developing grid-computing infrastructure.  As a result of these developments a number of faculty 
in other fields are now using grid computing.  This process will be accelerated when real ILC 
data becomes available. 
 
The study of known, or expected, particle physics phenomena at a much higher energy is good 
science and will provide a valuable increase our understanding of nature, but there is also the 
possibility of something totally new.  Much of what makes us comfortable today is the result of 
physics discoveries that were not even conceivable at the time of Isaac Newton.   
 
Results of Prior Research 
 
As a result of previous work, we received a $5K award from the University of Oregon. 
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Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources 
 
Resources available for use on this project include the University of Iowa High Energy Physics 
Labs, the UI Machine Shop, Fermi National Lab and test beam facilities, Argonne National Lab, 
and CERN test beam. 
 
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables 
 
Tasks to be accomplished: 
 
A.  Three proposed tests using the double PPAC:   
 
1. Test of PPAC at the Advanced Photon Source using 80 ps pulses of 7 GeV electrons to create 

electromagnetic showers: 
 
Electromagnetic showers will be generated by allowing the halo of the beam to strike the edge of 
the beam pipe.  The number of electrons contributing to the shower can be varied by small 
changes in the beam-line magnets.  Since all of the electrons in the bunch are essentially 
simultaneous, the shower will appear in the detector as if it were caused by a particle of 
arbitrarily high energy.  This device functions as two PPACs in series so that the same shower 
goes through both detectors.  Because the PPAC signal from the shower is generated by 
hundreds of simultaneous but independent ionization events, we expect the energy resolution to 
be limited primarily by the statistics of the generation of ionizing electrons in the shower.   
 
2. Test of PPAC at Fermilab test beam facility with 100 GeV protons and pions: 
 
This test will provide an energy calibration and measure the performance of the detector at the 
low end of its energy range.  It will also test our prediction that the Texas tower effect is not a 
problem with low-pressure PPACs.   
 
3. Test of PPAC at CERN-CMS test beam facility between 20 and 300 GeV with protons and 

pions:  
 
This test, using the double PPAC, will provide more detailed information about the performance 
of the detector and will sample the infrastructure at CERN. 
 
B.  Search for a gas to use in a PPAC that will not be subject to aging problems: 
 
A PPAC can be constructed of materials that are extremely resistant to radiation, i.e. metals and 
ceramics, but under extreme radiation conditions isobutane can polymerize to form non-volatile 
materials.  These can be removed by cleaning the detector, but it would be better if they were not 
formed in the first place.  There are several candidate gas mixtures.  We are confident that we 
can find one that, if it does not cure the problem entirely, will at least be better than isobutane.  
We have made a PPAC with a collimated alpha source inside.  With this device the signal size 
and time resolution will be measured for a range of candidate gases.   
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Test performance of a PPAC with different gasses and gas mixtures to find one that is better than 
pure R134a.  This will require the purchase of chemicals and additional gas handling hardware. 
 
C.  Simulations using Geant4:   
 
We will do simulations to determine the material for the walls of the detector that will result in 
the best signal.  Several of our graduate students will be learning how to use the Geant4 
simulation program. 
 
Conduct computer simulations using the Geant 4 program.  This will require a considerable 
amount of CPU time and memory. We will do simulations to determine the material for the walls 
of the detector that will result in the best signal.  Several of our graduate students are learning 
how to use the Geant4 simulation program. 
 
Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007 
 
Following is the timeline for the three proposed tests. 
 

Detector simulation FY07 

Construction of the PPAC at Iowa Machine Shop and basic tests FY07 

A. 1. Test of PPAC at the Advanced Photon Source FY07 

A. 2. Test of PPAC at Fermilab test beam facility FY07-FY09 

A. 3. Test of PPAC at CERN-CMS test beam facility FY07 

B. Search for a gas to use in a PPAC FY07 

C. Simulations using Geant4 FY07 

Data analysis  FY07-FY09 
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Total Project Budget, in K$ 
Institution: University of Iowa 
 

Item FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 TOTAL 
Other Professionals  0
Postdoctoral Research Assoc. 10.5 5.4 0 15.9
Graduate Students 6.3 6.4 4.5 17.2
Undergraduate Students 2.0 2.0 2.0 6.0
Total Salaries and Wages 18.8 13.8 6.5 39.1
Fringe Benefits 2.9 2.3 1.0 6.2
Total Salaries, Wages and 
Fringe Benefits 21.7 16.1 7.5 45.3

Equipment  0
Travel 5.4 3.6 3.6 12.6
Materials and Supplies 11.8 1.5 0 13.3
Other direct costs 1.0 1.3 1.0 3.3
Total direct costs 39.9 22.5 12.1 74.5
Indirect costs 10.1 5.5 2.9 18.5
Total direct  
and indirect costs 50.0 28.0 15.0 93.0

 
 
Budget justification: University of Iowa 
 
Following is the budget justification/detailed budget for the University of Iowa, including fringe 
and indirect cost rates. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA 

(Y. Onel) 
BUDGET JUSTIFICATION / DETAILED BUDGET 

           
           
   Year 1 Year 2 Year 3  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total 
           
SALARIES         
Principal Investigator, Y. Onel       
Professor, summer support        
 months/year: 0.00 0.00 0.00      
 rate/month: 10,500 10,815 11,139  $0 $0 $0 $0 
           
Postdoctoral Research Associate       
 months/year: 3.00 1.50 0.00      
 rate/month: 3,500 3,605 3,713  10,500 5,408 0 15,908 
           
Graduate Research Assistant, 50% time      
 graduates 1 1 1      
 months/year: 3.00 3.00 2.04      
 rate/month: 2,083 2,145 2,209  6,249 6,435 4,497 17,181 
           
Undergraduate Research Assistant       
 hours/year: 200 200 200      
 rate/hour: 10 10 10  2,000 2,000 2,000 6,000 
     Total Salaries    18,749 13,843 6,497 39,089 
           
STAFF BENEFITS        
 Faculty 27.0% 28.0% 28.3%  0 0 0 0 
 Postdoc 16.7% 18.0% 19.0%  1,754 973 0 2,727 
 Grad Res Asst 16.7% 18.0% 19.0%  1,044 1,158 854 3,056 
 Hourly  7.3% 7.3% 7.3%  146 146 146 438 
     Total Staff Benefits    2,944 2,277 1,000 6,221 
           
TRAVEL (Domestic)        
Travel to Oregon for scientific collaboration      
 Trips  3 2 2      
 Persons 1 1 1      
 Days  5 5 5      
 Airfare  600 600 600 /trip 1,800 1,200 1,200 4,200 
 Hotel&PerDiem 190 190 190 /day 2,850 1,900 1,900 6,650 
 Car Rental 50 50 50 /day 750 500 500 1,750 
      Total Travel     5,400 3,600 3,600 12,600 
           
MATERIALS         
 Detector/Raddam testing/operations  6,000 1,510 0 7,510 
 Engineering Supplies    5,802 0 0 5,802 
     Total Materials    11,802 1,510 0 13,312 
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   Year 1 Year 2 Year 3  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total 
           
OTHER DIRECT COSTS        
Tuition          
 graduates 1 1 1      
 cost/grad 2,975 3,750 4,500  992 1,250 1,018 3,260 
      Total Other Direct Costs   992 1,250 1,018 3,260 
               
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS    39,887 22,480 12,115 74,482 
           
FACILITIES & ADMINISTRATIVE (F&A) COSTS     
Off-campus rate, 26%, applied to Modified Total      
Direct Cost (MTDC)        
           
Total Direct Costs 39,887 22,480 12,115      
Less Exclusions:         
 Tuition  992 1,250 1,018      
MTDC by year 38,895 21,230 11,097      
           
F&A rate  26.0% 26.0% 26.0%      
F&A cost     10,113 5,520 2,885 18,518 
           
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST    $50,000 $28,000 $15,000 $93,000 
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STATUS REPORT

Extraction Line Energy Spectrometer

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Eric Torrence (associate professor), University of Oregon

Collaborators

Mike Woods, Ray Arnold, SLAC

Project Leader

Eric Torrence
torrence@uoregon.edu
+1.541.346-4618

Project Overview

A measurement of the absolute collision energy with a relative precision approaching 10−4 is a
critical component of the linear collider physics program. Measurements of the top quark and
Higgs boson masses to 50 MeV can only be performed if this level of precision is achieved.
The ongoing project described here will carry out the conceptual design of a downstream
beam energy spectrometer capable of this level of precision, initial beam tests to validate this
design, and simulation studies to show how this beam energy measurement can be combined
with other available information to determine the luminosity-weighted collision energy.

The downstream spectrometer design is based on the WISRD spectrometer which provided a
continuous absolute energy scale measurement with a precision of 2× 10−4 during the eight
years of SLC operation at SLAC.[1] In the WISRD scheme, shown in Figure 1, two horizontal
dipole magnets produce stripes of synchrotron radiation that are detected at a downstream
wire array. The separation between these stripes, provided by the bending of a third vertical
dipole magnet, is then inversely proportional to the beam energy.

In the current RDR design for the ILC, we have inserted a 4-magnet chicane in the extraction
line and use additional wiggler magnets to produce the signal synchrotron stripes. The
detector plane would be constructed from a quartz fiber array which would detect Cherenkov
radiation from secondary electrons produced by the incident synchrotron radiation. The
advantages of quartz fibers over wires include simple readout with multi-anode PMTs, reduced
RF pickup from the beam passage, and a natural energy threshold at 200 keV from the
Cherenkov threshold in quartz.

In addition to the design and optics layout in the extraction line for the ILC spectrometer,
beam tests of the detection of O(1 MeV) photons via secondary electron Cherenkov radiation
in quartz fibers are starting at SLAC End Station A (ESA). A prototype detector saw first
beam in 2006, and installation of a magnetic chicane plus wiggler will hopefully be completed
in time for the ESA run in summer 2007.

1
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Figure 1: The SLC WISRD energy spectrometer

This work is being proposed as a single component of a broader coordinated effort to pro-
vide the beam instrumentation necessary for the LC physics program. The downstream
spectrometer is seen as a complimentary effort to the upstream BPM-based spectrometer
which is being pursued by other groups. In addition, the critical question of how to stitch
together the various beam-based measurements and physics reference reactions to determine
the luminosity-weighted collision energy at the interaction point must also be answered. Coor-
dination of a world-wide effort to demonstrate an answer this question, as well as involvement
with the Machine-Detector Interface activities of the GDE, is also funded by this project.

Status Report

This project has been funded since FY03 by DOE with University LC R&D funds. In that
time, the Oregon group has constructed a prototype quartz fiber detector with eight 100
micron fibers and eight 600 micron fibers on a 1 mm pitch, read out using a Hamamatsu
R6568 (16 channel) multi-anode PMT. Figure 2 shows the R6568 with the 16 fibers from the
prototype detector coupled in from the right. This detector was installed in Fall 2005 in the
bend line leading the ESA as shown in Figure 3. During the ESA testbeam run in Spring
2006, this device demonstrated that it was observing a Cherenkov signal on all fibers, as was
reported at the Vancouver Linear Collider Workshop in July 2006 [2].

The primary motivation of this initial beam test is to measure directly the yield of Cherenkov
photons in order to validate the Monte Carlo models needed to design the ILC extraction-
line spectrometer. A secondary motivation is to test the detector design concept and look
for other unexpected sources of background in the detector. Possible examples include stray
beam particles, scintillation, or RF pickup. The installation of the prototype detector in
the ESA bend line was a “phase zero” configuration of the approved ESA beam test (SLAC
T-475) [3].

This installation was an opportunistic source of hard synchrotron radiation to get some beam

2
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Figure 2: The PMT used to read out the prototype Quartz fiber detector is shown.

Figure 3: The prototype Quartz fiber detector installed at SLAC. Synchrotron radiation from the
ESA bend magnets exits from the port shown at the right. The PMT box is installed below the
beam line in a shielded box.

3
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exposure before the full chicane and wiggler system were available in the ESA around the start
of FY07. This location was locked down and inaccessible during BaBar operations, and as a
result it was essentially impossible to make any changes to the hardware to test systematic
effects. As a result, while it appears certain that signals are being seen above background in
this detector, our understanding of these signals is still quite limited.

The complete chicane and wiggler layout shown in Figure 4 which is designed for both T-475
and the BPM-based spectrometer tests [4] (SLAC T-474) are currently being installed in the
ESA at SLAC. For the ESA run in Spring 2007, the wiggler will probably not be present. A
second-generation SPEAR wiggler, shown in Figure 5, has been secured for use, but resources
to rotate and install this device to give a vertical stripe will not be available until later in
2007.

10D45
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Detector
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Figure 4: Layout of end station A for 2007 including a four-dipole chicane and a vertically-mounted
wiggler. The T-474 BPMs and the T-475 quartz detector are shown.
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Figure 5: Drawing of a second-generation SPEAR wiggler acquired for use in SLAC ESA for T-475.

Simulation of the expected flux of synchrotron radiation in both the ESA bend line and the
final chicane location has been performed using the GEANT4-based BDSIM package, as well
as a GEANT3-based program used in background simulations. The expected photon flux on
the prototype detector for the 2007 ESA run are shown in Figure 6. From this simulation
work, we expect the SPEAR wiggler to provide even more rate at nominal magnet currents
than was seen with the device installed upstream in the bend line, which means that we can
likely get good data on detector response as a function of photon critical energy by reducing
the wiggler excitation current.

In addition, work is ongoing using the extraction line optics decks produced at SLAC for the
ILC beam delivery design to asses the ILC spectrometer performance and provide feedback to
the optics design. An Oregon undergraduate (Matt Sternberg) has studied the performance
using different wiggler lengths and dipole configurations, and has resulted in some changes
in the RDR extraction line design to both reduce costs and increase the spectrometer perfor-
mance. Examples of the geometry used and distributions expected at the detector plane are
shown in Figures 7 and 8.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

The project goals for FY07 are to put as much instrumentation into the ESA at SLAC and
exploit the available beam time there to the fullest. Due to conflicts with the construction
and ultimate operations of the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), it is unclear whether
the ESA facility will be available for any beam tests after 2008. As a result, there is a
real sense of urgency to get the spectrometer tests (T-474 and T-475) commissioned in 2007
and allow one round of refinements for the possibly final run in 2008. Much of the project
activities described here go beyond what had been originally planned for this stage of the
project due to this very likely hard deadline on the ESA testbeam program, and much of the
work “scheduled” for FY07 is already underway now.

5
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Figure 6: Simulated photon flux for the 2007 ESA installation of T-475. Photon distribution is
shown at the detector plane (in millimeters) and includes the soft radiation from the chicane dipoles
as a horizontal band, and the hard wiggler radiation as a vertical stripe.

Figure 7: The simulated geometry of the 14 mRad extraction line used in BDSIM.
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Figure 8: Simulated photon distribution at the detector plane in the 14 mRad extraction. Here,
the wiggler photons make a horizontal stripe on top of the vertical band of synchrotron radiation
from the energy and polarimeter chicane bends.

Currently at Oregon, construction of a beampipe section for the ESA with an exit window
and mounting scheme for the first generation detector has begun. Beyond the original design,
we are now adding a linear stage with remote motor control to allow the detector to be quickly
scanned across the signal synchrotron stripe without an access to ESA. Further, the mount is
being designed to allow the angle of the fibers with respect to the incident photon flux to be
adjusted, which is an important parameter for the simulation of the Cherenkov photon yield.

Additional instrumentation is also being planned to allow faster understanding of the results
of the prototype detector. This includes a scintillating screen imaged on a commercial CCD
camera installed just behind the fiber detector. Similar devices have been used successfully to
give real-time information on the shape and variation of synchrotron radiation at SLAC and
elsewhere. The availability of immediate information about the beam profile will undoubtedly
save time when commissioning and understanding the ESA chicane and wiggler. Currently,
there is no money to put together this system, although if it appears as though this will
become available in FY07, we will try to purchase and install this equipment by summer
2007.

Finally, plans to construct a second prototype detector with 64 thin (100 micron) fibers on
200 micron pitch are being accelerated. This device would be read out with a 64-channel
multianode PMT (Hamamatsu R7600) by a front-end card to perform the analog to digital
conversion. Mechanical design of this detector and the readout electronics are currently
underway at Oregon. The plan is to have this second prototype ready for the second 2007
ESA run in summer. Again, the funds to complete this were only scheduled to become
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available in FY07, although as much of this work as possible is being done now to try to get
something which could be tested with beam by the summer.

Additional project goals for FY07 are to continue the ILC extraction line design studies, par-
ticularly in relation to firming up the specification of the extraction line dipoles, collimation,
and masking scheme to allow both energy spectrometry as well as polarization measurement
to be performed downstream.

A complete beam simulation based on Geant4 for the ILC extraction line is currently under
development at Oregon with significant help from other people working on beamline simu-
lations. The basic G4 simulation of the existing optics decks has been completed, and now
increasing levels of detail of the spectrometer detectors and the complicated extraction line
geometry needs to be added to refine the simulation. Obtaining G4 descriptions of all of
the necessary components, particularly full field maps of the various magnetic components
including the detector solenoid is a significant amount of work, and we will steadily work
towards this goal in collaboration with MDI activities of the GDE. This simulation will be
the primary tool for refining the spectrometer design and leading the the specifications for
the extraction line spectrometer technical design.

One critical part of this simulation is a validation of the Cherenkov signal rate observed in
the quartz fibers. Since the efficiency of converting O(1 MeV) synchrotron radiation into
Compton electrons then observing the Cherenkov radiation in 100 micron fibers is very small,
a data-derived calibration of this yield is essential. Investigating other sources of background
in a dirty accelerator environment is also important, as these could easily swamp the signal if
they are larger than expected. By the end of FY07, it is expected to have a detailed simulation
of the ESA prototype detector which has been validated with the T-475 ESA data.

FY2008 Project Activities and Deliverables

The specific project activities for FY08 are somewhat unclear at this point, as they depend
upon many factors, not the least of which is the future of the ESA program in the LCLS era.
One of the key future milestones for this project is to make beam energy measurements in
ESA which can be validated against the T-474 BPM-based measurement. The second, larger
prototype detector is a critical part of this exercise, and depending upon the results obtained
in FY07, some amount of redesign may be necessary for a final run in 2008.

One critical missing component of the ESA program is a full-time postdoc-level staff to
oversee the planning, installation, and data analysis of the T-474 and T-475 data in 2007
and 2008. For this reason, Oregon and Notre Dame have jointly filed a supplemental grant
request to fund a postdoc for two years who could take a leading role in pushing both of these
spectrometer test programs. Currently, we have no word on the fate of this supplemental
grant request, but in order to get the most out of the ESA program over the next two years,
we feel strongly that having a full-time staff concentrating on these issues would be most
beneficial.

Further work to refine the ILC extraction line technical design will also be needed into FY08
and likely beyond. A full description of the optics, magnetic elements, and detectors will
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be needed for the ILC TDR, and we intend to pursue this activity vigorously over the next
several years.

Budget justification:

We are requesting support for one undergraduate student and half of a graduate student to
continue the design work which has been ongoing at the University of Oregon, as well as test
beam activities at SLAC. The other half of the graduate student will either be supported by
the University of Oregon physics department as a teaching assistant, or will be funded out of
our main DOE grant. Starting in FY08 we expect to fund a full-time graduate student (which
might actually be two half-time students) to do detailed design work for the ILC TDR.

Travel funds are requested to allow Torrence to more fully participate in the ILC Machine-
Detector Interface activities which are being held on the machine side. These funds ($2500 per
year) would allow Torrence to attend one additional meeting in Europe or Asia per year, and
have good continuing contact with the GDE planning and activities. In FY06, this funding
was used to allow Torrence to attend the Vancouver workshop, where among other things he
organized a session on ESA testbeam results, and gave a plenary talk on MDI activities [6].
In addition, $800 of travel funds are requested to allow an Oregon student to participate in
a one-week test beam run at SLAC.

Equipment money of $2.5k per year is requested to support the test beam operation at SLAC.
This includes a beampipe section and mechanical mounting hardware for the T-475 detector
downstream of the ESA chicane ($1.5k) and a linear motor system for precise linear positioning
of the detector during test beam operations ($1k) for FY07. In addition, there is a one-time
request of $2k to build the scintillator-camera synchrotron radiation monitor, and $6k to
complete a second prototype detector at the start of FY07. This includes a spare 64-channel
R7600 PMT ($2.5k), completion of the readout electronics ($2k), design and machining of the
detector housing ($1k), and a simple fiber cutting/polishing station ($500). Some of this work
has already started, funded by reallocation of other equipment money in the FY06 budget.

Two-year budget, in then-year K$
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Item FY2007 FY2008 Total
Graduate Student 14.532 25.248 39.780

Undergraduate Students 6.0 6.0 12.0
Total Salaries and Wages 20.532 31.248 51.780

Fringe Benefits 2.792 5.587 8.379
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 23.324 36.835 60.159

Equipment 10.5 2.5 13.0
Travel 0.8 0.8 1.6

Foreign Travel 2.5 2.5 5.0
Other direct costs (Tuition) 5.269 11.065 16.334

Total direct costs 42.393 53.700 96.093
Indirect costs 9.066 10.499 19.565

Total direct and indirect costs 51.459 64.199 115.658
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Project Overview

This proposal seeks to demonstrate that a BPM-based Energy Spectrometer can be built
which is both compatible with the ILC accelerator and can meet the energy measurement
requirements driven by the ILC physics program.

Much of the physics of the future e+e− Linear Collider will depend on a precise measure-
ment of the center-of-mass energy (ECM), the differential dependence of luminosity on energy
(dL/dE), and the relationship between these two quantities and the energy of a single beam
(Ebeam). Studies estimating the precision of future measurements of the top mass[1] and the
higgs mass[2] indicate that a measurement of the absolute beam energy scale of 50 MeV for
a 250 GeV beam (δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 1 − 2 × 10−4) will be necessary to avoid dominating the
statistical and systematic errors on these masses. If precision electroweak measurements be-
come necessary, the requirements on the beam energy measurement are even more stringent.
Studies of a scan of the WW pair production threshold[3] have shown that an experimental
error of 6 MeV may be possible, implying a needed precision of δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 3× 10−5 (and
likely an alteration in accelerator parameters to control dL/dE). Provisions must be made in
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the overall accelerator design to provide adequate beamline space for the devices which will
provide these energy measurements. Moving accelerator components well after construction
in order to provide additional space for energy measurement instrumentation is likely to be
both extremely disruptive and extremely expensive. We are in a situation, however, where no
direct energy measurement technique except resonant depolarization (RDP)[4] has provided
an energy determination of sufficient precision. Since RDP will not work in a single-pass
collider, spectrometer techniques must be developed which meet the specifications demanded
by physics measurements.

Previous experimental requirements on precision energy measurements at electron-based ac-
celerators have led to the development of several techniques. At Jefferson Lab, wire scanners,
etc.[5] have been used to provide a precision of δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 1 × 10−4 at beam energies of
about 4 GeV. At higher energies, dedicated magnetic spectrometers have been constructed.
At the SLC, the WISRD (Wire Imaging Synchrotron Radiation Detector)[6] was used to mea-
sure the distance between two synchrotron stripes created by vertical bend magnets which
surrounded a precisely-measured dipole that provided a horizontal bend proportional to the
beam energy (∼ 45 GeV). This device reached a precision of δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 2× 10−4, where
the limiting systematic errors were due to the relative alignment between the three dipole
magnets and background issues associated with measuring the precise centroids of the syn-
chrotron stripes. At LEP2, a magnetic spectrometer was incorporated into the LEP ring[7].
A precise map of the magnetic field at a series of excitations allowed a comparison of the
nearly-constant bend angle across a range of LEP beam energies[8]. Since a precise calibra-
tion using RDP at the Z0 pole was possible, the spectrometer provided a relative energy
measurement between this lower point and and physics energies (∼ 100 GeV). In this case,
standard LEP Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) fitted with custom electronics were used to
provide the angle measurement. This spectrometer has provided an energy determination at
LEP2 energies of δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 2 × 10−4, where the dominant errors have come from the
stability of the BPM electronics.

As can be seen from the above results, ILC physics may require between a factor of 5 and 10
more precise energy determination than has been achieved with existing techniques. In order
to achieve this performance, we need to develop a prototype support and position-monitoring
system for the “magnetic spectrometer” option for Energy measurement, and, coupled with
RF-BPM development at LBL and SLAC, a prototype BPM-based energy spectrometer which
can demonstrate the required accuracy and stability in an electron beam test. The end goal
of the proposal is the design of a magnetic-spectrometer-based Energy Measurement system
for the ILC which can reach the desired precision. The “magnetic spectrometer” option is
chosen as the focus primarily because it may be the only technique capable of achieving this
goal in a position upstream of the Interaction Region, where manipulation of the beam phase
space is very restricted.

The need for tests of this nature is becoming critical as the Global Design Effort progresses,
since it directly impacts the design of the ILC Beam Delivery System. The allowed emittance
growth in the chicane is a primary design parameter and requires design iteration with the
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optics experts. The constraints provided by the available space and the limits on modifications
of the beam parameters drive the stability and resolution requirements of the spectrometer
components. However, if tests show that these tolerances are not feasible, the accelerator
insertion will need to be redesigned. An additional urgency has been injected into this program
from the concern that the SLAC End Station A facility will be unavailable for test beam work
after FY08 due to LCLS running.

Test beam results and plans for the near future are discussed below.

Figure 1: A schematic outline of an accelerator dipole chicane which could accommodate a
BPM-based magnetic spectrometer at a future linear collider. The yellow rectangles denote
possible BPM locations.

Energy Spectrometer Overview

As summarized in Figure 1, a magnetic spectrometer at the LC will consist of a chicane
of dipoles which deflect the beam for an energy measurement and return it to the lattice.
In order to make an absolute, stand-alone energy measurement, the main dipoles will need
to be turned “off”, in the situation shown at the center of Figure 1. Once the central
BPM or BPMs measure a straight line, the dipoles can be re-energized, and the deflection
relative to the initial straight line can be measured, determining the energy. Cycling the
magnets between negative and positive polarities (“dithering”), cancels several systematic
errors, especially that due to residual magnetic fields for the “straight line” measurement.
Comparisons between the straight-line and “dithered” measurements will also be necessary
to determine some systematic errors. To avoid hysteresis effects during operation, it is most
likely that these dipoles should be super-conducting rather than typical iron dipoles. The
BPMs external to the chicane are necessary to measure the incoming position and angle of
the beam.
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In order to make the energy measurement, the BPM response/gain/calibration must be stable
over the time it takes to move the BPM or BPMs between the extrema of their excursions; the
position of each of the BPMs relative to the inertial straight line must be known with sufficient
accuracy and stability; and the BPMs must be able to be moved repeatedly and accurately
over length scales of order 1cm with a precision of tens of nanometers. This proposal seeks
to demonstrate the feasibility of each of these conditions in the context of deriving an overall
design for a BPM-based spectrometer that is consistent with the ILC Beam Delivery lattice.

BPM Resolution and Stability

For the chicane pictured above, the resolution of the spectrometer is determined by the
precision with which one can measure the central deflection of 5 mm. For δEbeam/Ebeam ∼

1 × 10−4, the total error on the BPM position measurement must be bounded by 0.5µm.
Several aspects of the accelerator conspire to push the performance significantly below this
value, however. Betatron position jitter of (0.25− 0.5)× σx will lead to lateral movements of
order 50 microns during a bunch train; the contribution from betatron angle jitter is smaller,
but still amounts to a few microns. Corrections for these effects will need to be made on
a pulse-by-pulse basis using the BPMs external to the chicane. Extrapolation to the center
position will be limited by the uncertainties in several factors, dominated by the precision
with which the magnetic fields in the bends are known. Also, it is expected that many of early
pulses in the ILC train will contribute less to the luminosity because of the time required for
the various feedback loops in the machine to correct the drifts that have occurred between
trains. Therefore it is desireable to obtain an energy measurement over a subset of the
train, necessitating higher ultimate BPM resolution. Finally, information gleaned on energy
and position variation on a pulse-by-pulse basis, if this is possible, may prove an invaluable
diagnostic tool for accelerator tuning. Based on the above issues, we are aiming for a total
resolution that is significantly smaller than the upper bound of 0.5µm. Since cavity BPMs
at ATF have demonstrated a pulse-by-pulse resolution of 17 nm[9], a total mechanical and
electrical resolution of order 100 nm should be achievable. The extent to which we fall short
of this goal determines the level of averaging that will be necessary to obtain the desired
accuracy on the energy measurement.1

Prototyping the (mechanical) stability of a BPM-based Energy Spectrometer breaks down
into several projects:

• development of “local” monitoring capability that can survey the electrical and mechan-
ical stability of a BPM pair or triplet located at a given position

• design, fabrication, and testing of mechanical support structures and BPM movers to
ascertain their short- and long-term stability using the local monitoring equipment.

• establishment of a reference “straight line” optical or mechanical system to serve as the

1The complementary studies of BPM performance and susceptibility to various beam parameters (tails, current
variation, accelerator backgrounds, etc.), and BPM calibration and stability are an integral part of the End Station
A spectrometer tests but are funded by a separate proposal led by Yury Kolomensky. Only mechanical, magnetic
field, and integration issues are discussed here.
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Figure 2: Drawing of the FY07 installation of a four dipole chicane and the wiggler for the
combined spectrometer test. Installation will be finished winter 2006.

reference line for the energy measurement; demonstration of its stability, sensitivity to
motion, and transverse measurement accuracy

• linking multiple BPM stations using the straight line reference to monitor the stability
of the beam-based measurements

• addition of a dipole chicane to prototype the full spectrometer system and provide a test
of the full energy resolution

Status Report

Substantial progress has been made on this project, driven by the urgency of the technology
demonstration and the need to interface with other R&D efforts, such as the nano-BPM test
program at ATF[10]. All of the proposed FY06 project deliverables have been achieved.

SLAC End Station A Test Beam Facility

An extensive test beam program began in 2006 at SLAC’s End Station A[12], currently
comprising four experiments. Several more are expected to join in the coming year. Two
of these experiments, T-474[11] based on this proposal, and T-475, are intended to provide
for a complete test of a BPM-based spectrometer and sychrotron-based spectrometer system,
respectively, in a multi-year series of short experiments. I am co-PI of T-474. This is a
global effort, with essentially all interested parties world-wide involved in various aspects
of the design, construction, and analysis. This is the only dedicated energy spectrometer
installation, and, as such, provides a unique opportunity to debug and commission these
devices. It also represents a substantial effort and investment by SLAC in this program.
SLAC has provided infrastructure, mechanical design, and logistical support for all of the
experiments.

The initial program includes electronic stability tests of cavity BPMs that were moved from
the front end of the SLAC linac, looking at single and multi-bunch resolution issues with the
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BPMs

Interferometers

Figure 3: Photograph of the interferometer installation in End Station A, completed July
2006. Each of the three interferometer heads on the aluminum table (left) illuminates a retro-
reflector mounted on each of the three copper BPM blocks on the right of the photograph.
The image on the right shows the CAD drawing of the installation, including a schematic
drawing of the laser paths.

expected ILC bunch spacing. Preliminary measurements were conducted in Summer 2005
of the mechanical stability of the beamline area using seismometers, and of the remnant
magnetic fields using fluxgates. These data showed no pressing concerns for the use of the
End Station for our experiments beyond what was expected given the human activity at the
site. The steel spectrometer rails in the End Station do have a significant remnant field, but
this should not impact the proposed tests using refurbished SPEAR electromagnets.

FY07 and FY08 will see the measurement of the mechanical and electrical stability and their
impact on the ultimate energy resolution of the spectrometer, and a test of the entire energy
measurement system.

For the spectrometer effort, SLAC is currently refurbishing four SPEAR dipoles that will be
used to construct a chicane for beam energy measurements, an integral part of the tests needed
to demonstrate the technical performance of the spectrometer systems. This installation is
shown in Figure 2. T-474 has been re-designated as T-491 for the dipole chicane test.

Magnetic Measurements

As discussed above, a primary goal of the End Station A program is to demonstrate the full
performance of the spectrometer techniques. In winter 2006, a four-dipole chicane and wiggler
will be installed in order to allow the interoperability of the two spectrometer tests in the
context of an actual energy measurement. Magnetic measurements of single Spear dipole are
currently underway in the End Station beamline. Magnetic instrumentation (NMR and Hall
probes) is being integrated into the DAQ system so that we will have continuous monitoring
of the fields during the spectrometer tests.
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Position Stability Monitoring

The development of “local” position monitoring capability is now complete. In July 2006,
a three-head Zygo interferometer system was installed in the End Station A beamline to
monitor the mechanical position of three BPMs installed on a single girder. As shown in
Figure 3, a retro-reflector mounted on each of the BPMs acts as a target for the individual
interferometers. The optical signals are combined and transported via an optical fiber to
a VME-based ZMI-4004 board, where analysis of the modulation and phase shift of the
heterodyne interferometer signal provides λ/2048 spatial resolution (∼ 0.3 nm per count) at
velocities up to 5 m/s.
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Figure 4: Positions of the BPM blocks relative to the interferometer table recorded at 1 ms
intervals for the first (left plots) and second (right plots) BPMs on the girder, along with the
FFT of each of the spectra. Significant energy at 60 Hz is present in the first BPM, whereas
the second BPM is mechanically decoupled and oscillates at a lower frequency, but with much
larger amplitude.

The first data on the stability of the BPMs on the girder yielded images of large transverse
oscillations of the BPMs relative to the interferometer table. Figure 4 shows the position of
the upstream and central BPMs recorded at 1 ms intervals, as well as the FFT spectrum. For
the central pickup, oscillations large compared with the measured resolution (∼ 0.5 µm) can
easily be seen. This is due to the cooling water circuit for an upstream protection collimator,
which is currently under study for possible remediation, and the pliant design of the support.
So, as an initial study, the mechanical structure supporting these high-resolution BPMs fails
the criteria for a stable support and will need to be redesigned for future tests with these
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Figure 5: Residual means (left) and residuals (right) extrapolating the horizontal beam po-
sition from the surrounding BPMs to the center BPM (top plots) and the first outer BPM
(bottom plots). While the mean of the residual is very similar, the resolution for the outer
BPM is much better due to the smaller girder vibration. The width of the gaussian is 1.5 µm
for the central BPM and 1 µm for the outer BPM.

pickups.

Figure 5 shows the difference in measured BPM resolution for the central pickup compared
to the upstream outer pickup. Here, the residual is computed using the beam trajectory
extrapolated from BPMs elsewhere in the beamline compared with the position measured
by the BPM in question. Due to the vibration, the resolution is 50% worse on the central
pickup. Analysis is underway using the interferometer data to remove the vibration and
measure the intrinsic BPM resolution. The stability of the residuals, as shown in the left
hand plot, has already achieved better than 100 nm over a 30 minute period. Better intrinsic
resolution, however, is required to meet the Spectrometer goals. We expect that the BPMs
being designed by UCL that are specifically optimized for the spectrometer to do much better
in this regard. These should be installed in FY07.

Although the analysis that will correlate the interferometer measurements with the BPM
data is still ongoing, the operation of the interferometer during the test beam running can be
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called an uqualified success. The radiation shielding of the laser allowed flawless operation
for the duration of the run, and the interferometer readout was successfully integrated into
the End Station A data acquisition system and was synchronized with the BPM data. The
interferometer system was able to diagnose severe vibration issues with the BPM mounting
girder that will be addressed, both locally for the next run and in the design of the BPM
supports for the mid-chicane location.

Long term tests show slow but large (> 2µm) relative motion of the BPMs and interferometer
table that are directly correlated with the ambient temperature. These slow variations will
easily be removed by the relative calibration procedure under which the spectrometer will
operate, but observing their magnitude gives a preview of the types of motion that will need
to be addressed in the final design.

The Straightness Monitor

Figure 6 shows a preliminary design that has been developed during FY06 for the so-called
“straightness monitor”. Since the design goal is merely to measure the relative lateral shifts
between the BPM stations, absolute “straightness” is less important than achieving adequate
position resolution in the plane transverse to the beam direction. This configuration was
designed using the SimulGeo[14] metrology simulation package developed for the CMS ex-
periment. The basic unit of the spectrometer metrology system is two interferometer heads
coupled to a stable “girder” such that their relative positions are known very precisely. This
can be fabricated from some low-expansion-coefficient material such as Invar. A separation
of 50 cm yields transverse resolutions below 100 nm if the accuracy on the relative changes
in the arm length is kept at the 10 nm level, even for arms more than 20 m long. Final
installation of this system requires a vacuum enclosure to protect the individual arms from
ambient fluctuations and the addition of at least 4 more interferometers for an initial test on
a single BPM station. A significant amount of mechanical design work will also be necessary.

Figure 6: A schematic drawing of a prototype “straightness monitor” used to measure the
relative lateral shifts of two BPM stations, where the interal monitoring of the BPMs will
take place. Each unit of this installation would be two interferometer heads mounted such
that their relative position would be known to great precision. The shifts in relative path
lengths is used to determine the lateral shift in the position of the BPM station. Three pairs
of interferometers would be used to monitor two BPM stations.
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Figure 7: A drawing of a prototype reference interferometer designed for stabilizing and
monitoring the performance of the LiCas alignment system. Something similar is needed
for the “reference girders” that are part of the proposed Straightness Monitor. This will be
designed and constructed during FY06/FY07.

One of the primary goals for the FY06/FY07 program will be the design and construction
of a single “reference” interferometer structure. This will serve as the first reference “girder”
for the straightness monitor installation. We expect to produce something comparable to
the one designed for LiCas[13] and shown in Figure 7 and are collaborating with Oxford on
this issue. Designed as an Invar cage, the retroreflector mounts are carefully constructued to
cancel the thermal expansion of the optical components. This will allow us to characterize
the absolute stability of the laser system (which is spec’ed at ∆λ/λ < 10−8 over 24 hours)
and give us insights on how to mount and stabilize such a system in the accelerator enclosure.
A critical issue is how one either monitors or controls an overall rotation in the reference
interferometer/girder in the final straightness monitor.

As suggested by the straightness monitor design, each of the reference girders contains two
or four interferometer heads for the external reference lines and one internal reference for
consistency monitoring. It is likely that these will need to be placed in vacuum jackets for
stability.

Pending the construction of the reference girder, which we intend to finish in time for summer
2007 running, the mid-chicane location and the upstream BPM platform will be “linked” by
placing a retroreflector on the upstream platform and forming a single arm interferometer
approximately 8 meters long. This configuration, which will be ready for the March 2007
run, is shown in Figure 8; see caption for details. This installation will allow a first look at
the issues related to stability and position measurement over long distances. For isolation, we
will use a PVC pipe to block air currents rather than a full vacuum system. A CAD model
of the dipole girder assembly (minus the light pipe) is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: A plan drawing of the proposed layout on the upstream Spear girder. The location
of the current interferometer table (left) and the new, mid-chicane location (right) are shown
in blue. The light pipe connecting the two tables is shown in green. The mid-chicane BPMs,
which will be monitored with the interferometer system, are shown in yellow. This installation
should be complete for the March 2007 running.

Figure 9: A shaded CAD drawing of the girder assembly pictured above, showing the girder,
two of the dipoles, the upstream and mid-chicane BPMs, and the two interferometer tables.
The light pipe will run between the two interferometer tables at approximately beam height,
allowing relative motion of the two tables to be measured.
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FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

FY2007 will see the installation of a four-dipole chicane in the End Station A line for a pro-
totype energy measurement. As mentioned above, part of the interferometer installation will
be moved to the mid-chicane location and the first correlation between BPM stations will be
made using the additional interferometer components. The first prototypes of the straightness
monitor, including the first reference girder, will be installed. We will attempt to perform
a 10−4 energy measurement and correlate results with the synchrotron light spectrometer.
Studies of BPM calibration procedures and a first look at spectrometer operation procedures
will be made.

FY2008 Project Activities

Although it is not yet funded, we expect this program to continue in FY08 with an installation
of the full straightness monitor to allow a test of the full spectrometer system with complete
diagnostics. This should allow the first look at systematic errors that are inaccessible without
sufficient constraints on the measured BPM positions along the chicane. This will be the
most important step toward demonstrating the feasibility of the entire project. We expect
studies of systematic effects and operating procedures to dominate the activities.

One-year budget, in K$

Institution: University of Notre Dame

Item FY2007

Other Professionals 20
Graduate Students 0

Undergraduate Students 0

Total Salaries and Wages 20
Fringe Benefits 4

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 24
Equipment 69.1

Travel 6
Materials and Supplies 1.5

Other direct costs 0

Total direct costs 100.6
Indirect costs 15.8

Total direct and indirect costs 116.4

Budget justification: Travel funds sufficient for visiting SLAC and KEK are included.

This year will involve mechanical design and fabrication of the straightness monitor prototype
and the local position readback system. Costs for design (1/4 FTE) and fabrication are
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included. Manpower for mounting this effort will come from a technician with extra assitance
from SLAC.

The equipment purchases include that necessary to install a full interferometer-based position
monitoring system, excluding the protoype that will be constructed with the FY06 funds. This
includes an additional Zygo four-channel VME board at $16k each, an additional laser ($8500),
and the optical components for each reference interferometer assembly ($10k for assembly, $9k
for optics). Approximately $40k of this equipment was included in a supplemental proposal
submitted for time-critical projects during the summer of 2006. If this supplement is funded,
this equipment request will be revised accordingly. The equipment purchases are “front-
loaded” so that we have the funds in hand to fabricate and install all necessary components
for the FY08 End Station running. This is necessary as we try to complete the prototypes
before the End Station A facility is shut down.

Fringe is assumed 20% on salary; the indirect cost rate at Notre Dame is 50%.
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Project Overview 
A high (~80%) and precisely known electron beam polarization is considered as a key feature at 
LC to detect and unambiguously interpret new physics signals [1]. Accurate measurements of 
beam polarization will be needed.  The goal for the precision polarimetry is 0.25% as explained 
in [2].  Primary polarimeter is currently envisioned to be similar to SLD polarimeter, measuring 
the asymmetry of Compton-scattered electrons near the kinematic edge using a threshold gas 
Cherenkov counter.  Our goal for this proposal is to investigate alternate polarimeter schemes. 
 

i) use of a quartz fiber calorimeter (or counter) for either the Compton-scattered 
gammas or electrons 

ii) W-pair asymmetry using forward W-pairs; determining forward detector 
requirements to do this. 

 
Following the remarkable success of Compton backscattering polarimeters [3] at SLC and LEP, 
this method is a prime choice also at LC [4].  
 
Detection schemes 
The performance of electron polarimeters in the challenging environment at LC will crucially 
depend on the detection schemes for scattered electrons or photons. Quartz Fiber Calorimeters 
[5] have been proposed for a number of applications in extreme experimental conditions of very 
severe radiation levels both at hadron and lepton machines. Extensive studies have been carried 
out for the design of large detectors and realistic beam tests on full scale prototypes [6] have 
been performed recently. In particular, the Iowa group has been leading an effort aimed at 
building a very forward QFC (HF) for the CMS experiment at LHC [7] since 1994. The available 
information and know-how collected give evidence that such a type of detector would respond 
ideally to the highest level of requirements for a LC polarimeter, as already demonstrated at SLC 
[8]. QFC are radiation hard at the level of more than 2 Grad. The 0.2 MeV Cerenkov threshold 
makes the detector insensitive to a large fraction of soft radiation. With high-Z absorber material 
(for instance tungsten), the showers corresponding to high energy electrons or photons are 
completely contained in a compact device. Their transverse size is so small to provide an 
excellent position resolution and angle determination. The flexibility in the QF arrangement and 
in the PM readout can be matched to the required granularity for space resolution and density for 
energy resolution. The basic formalism for Compton polarimeter is given in Ref [9]. 
 
R&D Program 
Our R&D study of a QFC designed for a LC polarimeter will largely benefit from our experience 
on the QF technology and the calorimetry properties of such devices. We gained this experience 
in the design and tests of the prototypes for the HF calorimeter of CMS. This extensive work 
background means substantial savings of time, efforts and costs in case of a specific project for a 
LC polarimeter detector. We have already begun our R&D effort with studies and simulations to 
determine requirements for a QFC polarimeter and investigate its systematics [see attached 
progress report]. We will compare single and multi-Compton operation, and compare electron 
and gamma measurements. We intend to design and build a prototype QFC module of sub-
millimetric granularity using multi-anode PMT (16 or 64 channels) for the QF readout. The 
prototype will be tested over a broad energy range relevant for scattered electrons and backward 
scattered photons. 
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We propose to perform detailed simulation and engineering studies during the second year FY07, 
to investigate the role of this calorimeter for the electron detection and electron energy resolution 
and photon detection. We will also collect data to understand radiation damage properties of 
quartz fibers with the 24 GeV proton beam at CERN and gammas/neutrons irradiations at ANL. 
We will develop a method to extrapolate our previous measurements at LIL-CERN up to 20 
Grad. And finally, we will develop a method to monitor the radiation damage of quartz fibers 
online during data taking. 
 
We hope to finalize the conceptual design of the polarimeter towards the end of the second year, 
and during the third year, to start design-studies for W-pair asymmetry and we will complete 
Compton polarimeter studies, hardware and beam test in the third year. 
 
Conclusions 
A QFC with optimized granularity and energy resolution for high energy EM Showers appears to 
be an essential component of an electron beam polarimeter at LC. Its advantages are radiation 
hardness, soft background rejection, good localization, and directional precision as well as 
energy resolution. Our group has ample experience with this type of detector, as well as with the 
use of multi-anode PMT [10]. Such accrued competence gives us complete confidence in our 
ability to design, build and test a prototype in order to demonstrate its suitability for polarimetry 
at LC in a timely and cost-effective fashion. 
 
Relevant Experience 

• Project leaders Y. Onel and A. Penzo have worked in the field of Experimental HEP Spin 
Physics and polarization for many years.  They invented the “Spin Splitter” concept to 
polarize anti-matter in a storage ring with Robert Rossmanith.  R. Rossmanith has also 
developed and designed the LEP polarimeter. 

• Y. Onel and A. Penzo were co-spokesmen for the proposal on Nucleon Spin Studies with 
polarized proton and anti-proton beams at FNAL (E863). Onel/Penzo have edited two 
books in the field of spin/polarization physics, namely Spin and Polarization Dynamic in 
Nucleon and Particle Physics (World Scientific, 1990) and Trends in Collider Spin 
Physics (World Scientific, 1997). 

• Y. Onel and A. Penzo were also involved in the Ultrafast Readout with multi-anode PMT 
development RD17 at CERN. 

• Y. Onel and D. Winn have jointly proposed the quartz fiber calorimetry for the CMS 
forward Calorimeter (HF) in January 1994 after prototyping the quartz fiber calorimetry 
using SSC GEM closeout finds.  There are now 6 U.S. and 9 international institutions (15 
in total) in the CMS-HF group. 

 
• The U.S. CMS HF group at Iowa was responsible for: 
1- HF detector prototypes 

a. Engineering design of prototypes and preproduction prototypes and manufacturing 
the modules and components (in the machine shop at University of Iowa.) 

b. Engineering design and manufacturing of the Readout box for the preproduction 
modules (in the machine shop at University of Iowa.) 

c. Engineering design and manufacturing of the optical system for the preproduction 
modules. 
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d. Engineering design of the HF calibration system (LASER and LED) and development 
of source calibration systems for the preproduction modules. 

e. Production and engineering design of the HCAL LED drivers (HB, HE, HO and HF) 
and manufacture of prototypes in the electronic shop at the University of Iowa. 

2- Selection and purchase of US quartz fibers in addition to the responsibilities of 
procurement procedures, contracts, insurance, quality control at manufacturer (CMS IN 
2002/028) and delivery schedules and final delivery. 

3- Fiber radiation damage tests and studies at Iowa LIL/CERN facilities 
4- Selection and purchase of Photomultiplier Tubes (PMT’s) in addition to the 

responsibilities of procurement procedures, contracts, insurance, delivery schedules and 
final delivery. 

5- Construction of the CMS-HF IOWA PMT test station facility. 
6- Test and quality control of the HF PMT’s and maintenance of a web-based database. 
7- Design and construction of the HF light guides for the first two wedges (2 of 36) in the 

University of Iowa machine shop.  Procurement of the light guide material for the 
remaining 34 wedges. 

8- Design and construction of the source distribution mechanics, including source tubing 
couplers and coupler pins in the (University of Iowa machine shop.) 

 
Broader Impact 
The Iowa QuarkNet and other programs that bring high school teachers and their students into 
the U of I laboratory allows these people to experience the excitement of frontier scientific 
research.  For the US to retain a lead in science and technology it is essential that talented young 
people become motivated to make a career in physics and related fields. 
 
A major part of the physics program at the ILC will be to study Higgs and SUSY particles, the 
SUperSYmmetric analogs of the currently known elementary particles.  SUSY particles are 
expected to decay to the lightest SUSY particle, which would be stable and a candidate for the 
“dark matter” that astronomers claim accounts for most of the mass of the universe. 
 
A massive computer grid is being established to allow individual researchers access to the huge 
amount of data that will become available when the ILC turns on.  In preparation, the U of I is 
developing grid-computing infrastructure.  As a result of these developments a number of U of I 
faculty in other fields are now using grid computing.  This process will be accelerated when real 
ILC data becomes available. 
 
The study of known, or expected, particle physics phenomena at a much higher energy is good 
science and will provide a valuable increase our understanding of nature, but there is also the 
possibility of something totally new.  Much of what makes us comfortable today is the result of 
physics discoveries that were not even conceivable at the time of Isaac Newton.   
 
Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources 
IOWA HEP Labs, IOWA HawkGrid, Physics machine shop, IOWA Hospitals radiation facility, 
Fermi National lab, Fermilab test beam facility, Iowa radiation damage measurement facility at 
CERN PS, CERN test beam facility SPS, Argonne National Lab - radiation facilities. 
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FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables, and Beyond FY2007 
We will concentrate on the Monte Carlo simulations in FY07.  We will produce a 
Report/Research Document showing the results and the details of our Monte Carlo simulations 
for the specific geometries and configurations as shown in our proposal to design a Cherenkov 
Calorimeter for ILC. 
 
We will initially focus on the simulations/study necessary for developing the detector 
requirements and estimating systematic errors.  If we are successful in 07, we propose to 
continue with our R&D by constructing a prototype in 08.  We will be collaborating with the 
group of Dr. M. Woods/SLAC and Eric Torrence/U. Oregon on this research. 
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2001-047, February 2001. Compton polarimetry at a 1-TeV collider. M. Woods, Int. J. Mod. 
Phys. A 13, 2517 (1998), e-print hep-ex/9802009. Polarimetry at a future linear collider: How 
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[13] NLC Extraction Line Studies, Y.M. Nosochkov and T.O. Raubenheimer, SLAC-PUB-
8313 (1999), e-Print Archive: physics/0106065.  The NLC Extraction Line Design, Y. 
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Total Project Budget, in K$ 
Institution: University of Iowa 
 

Item FY2007 FY2008 TOTAL 
Other Professionals 0 
Graduate Students 6.3 6.1 12.4 
Undergraduate Students 0 
Total Salaries and Wages 6.3 6.1 12.4 
Fringe Benefits 1.0 1.1 2.1 
Total Salaries, Wages 
and Fringe Benefits 7.3 7.2 14.5 

Equipment 0 
Travel 3.7 3.7 7.4 
Materials and Supplies 0 
Other direct costs 1.1 1.2 2.3 
Total direct costs 12.1 12.1 24.2 
Indirect costs 2.9 2.9 5.8 
Total direct 
and indirect costs 15.0 15.0 30.0 

 
Available equipment: FERA ADC 160 channels, discriminators, DAQ equipment, 1 16-channel 
H6568 PMTs, and calibration electronics and equipment to test QF Calorimeter (LED systems, 
Laser systems, PIN diodes systems, and radioactive source calibration). 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

DETAILED BUDGET
University of Oregon (Continuation)

(Y. Onel)
     
   Yr 2 Yr 3 Year 2 Year 3 Total 
SALARIES    
Principal Investigator, Y. Onel  
Professor, summer support   
 months/year: 0.00 0.00  
 rate/month: 10,500 10,815 $0 $0 $0

Graduate Research Assistant, 50% time  
 graduates 1 1  
 months/year: 3.00 2.85  
 rate/month: 2,083 2,145 6,249 6,113 12,362
     Total Salaries  6,249 6,113 12,362

STAFF BENEFITS   
 Faculty 27.0% 28.0% 0 0 0
 Grad Res Asst 16.7% 18.0% 1,044 1,100 2,144
     Total Staff Benefits  1,044 1,100 2,144

EQUIPMENT   0 0 0

TRAVEL (Domestic)   
Participation in scientific conference  
 Trips  2 2  
 Persons 1 1  
 Days  5 5  
 Airfare  650 650 /trip 1,300 1,300 2,600
 Hotel&PerDiem 190 190 /day 1,900 1,900 3,800
 Car Rental 50 50 /day 500 500 1,000
      Total Travel   3,700 3,700 7,400

MATERIALS    
 Quartz Fiber, Copper Absorber, & PMT 0 0 0

OTHER DIRECT COSTS   
Tuition     
 graduates 1 1  
 cost/grad 2,975 3,750 992 1,188 2,180
Telephone, postage and misc. supplies 125 49 174
      Total Other Direct Costs 1,117 1,237 2,354

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS  12,110 12,150 24,260

FACILITIES & ADMINISTRATIVE (F&A) COSTS  
Off-campus rate, 26%, applied to Modified Total Direct Cost (MTDC)  
Total Direct Costs 12,110 12,150  
Less Exclusions:    
 Tuition  992 1,188  
 Equipment 0 0  
 Subs >25,000 0 0  
MTDC by year 11,118 10,962  

F&A rate  26.0% 26.0%  
F&A cost   2,890 2,850 5,740

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST  $15,000 $15,000 $30,000
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GEANT4 Monte Carlo Simulation Studies for the Quartz-Fiber to be Used in 
the ILC Compton Polarimeter 

 
 
1 QF Calorimeters 
 
QF (Quartz Fiber) Calorimeters are proposed to measure the beam polarimetry of photons in the 
Compton Polarimeter at ILC. The QF detector will be an integral part of the Compton 
Polarimeter at ILC and therefore is subject to several size and geometry considerations. 
 
We consider two different QF designs: Tungsten-Quartz Fiber and Tungsten-Ribbon Quartz 
Fiber. These designs are based on the Quartz Fiber Calorimeter technique of the Forward 
Calorimeter (HF) of the CMS detector. 
 
In the subsequent sections these will be explained in more detail. 
 
1.1 Tungsten-Ribbon Quartz Fiber Calorimeter 
 
The Tungsten-Quartz Fiber Calorimeter design is based on the forward calorimeter design of the 
CMS detector. It is composed of Tungsten absorber embedded with quartz fibers. The diameter 
of the quartz core of the fiber is chosen to be 600 microns. The fibers run parallel to the beam 
direction. The fiber to fiber distance is 300 microns. Different fiber to fiber distance and the fiber 
core diameter lead to different quartz-absorber packing fraction and hence to different response 
of the detector. 

 

 
           (a) Cross sectional view.                          (b) Angled view. 
Figure 1: Tungsten-Quartz Fiber ZDC DESIGN1: Quartz Fibers run parallel to the beam 
direction 
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The calorimeter is divided into four Towers each being read-out separately. Each tower has a 
cross sectional area of 6 cm x 6 cm. A schematic view of the detector is shown in Figures 1(a) 
and 1(b). 
 
A GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation setup of this design was completed. A custom Cerenkov 
light generation algorithm was employed. The effects of the light attenuation in the quartz fiber 
is also taken into account. The quantum efficiency characteristics of the photomultiplier tube 
(PMT) as a function of photon wavelength and the light guides between the fiber bundles and the 
PMTs are simulated too. 
 
We plan to study and optimize the geometrical parameters as well as Absorber-Quartz packing 
ratio. Some preliminary results of the simulation on the response to electrons were obtained. In 
Figure 2(a) the response of this detector to 50 GeV electron beam is shown. Similarly in Figure 
2(b), the 100 GeV electron beam response is shown. The response to electrons is linear. In 
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) the response to pions are shown. The response of the detector to pions is 
lower than to it is to electrons due to the nature of the hadronic and electromagnetic shower 
development. 
 
 

 
        (a) 50 GeV electron beam.    (b) 100 GeV electron beam 
 

Figure 2: The response of the Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN1). 
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2. Tungsten-Ribbon Quartz Fiber Calorimeter 
 
The second design under consideration is also composed of Tungsten absorber and Quartz 
Fibers. However in this case, ribbons of quartz fibers are formed and placed in between Tungsten 
plates of thickness of 1 cm. There are 100 plates. Each plate has a cross sectional area of 9.6 cm 
x 12.5 cm. The fiber radius is 0.4 mm with a 0.3 mm quartz core. The fibers run along the length 
of the Tungsten plate, i.e., 12.5 cm. The tungsten plates and the ribbons are placed at an 45 
degrees angle with respect to the beam direction as seen on Figure 4. 
 
The GEANT4 simulation coding of this design had been completed. Some preliminary results of 
this design on the response to 50 GeV and 100 GeV electrons are shown in Figures 5(a), 5(b), 
6(a) and 6(b). Similarly the response of this design to proton beam are shown in Figures 7(a) and 
7(b). In Figures 8(a) and 8(b) the response the calorimeter to 250 GeV protons and in Figures 
9(a) and 9(b) are shown.  
 
 

 
 
         (a) 50 GeV pion beam.                                                 (b) 100 GeV pion beam. 
 

Figure 3: The response of the Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN1). 
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Figure 4: Tungsten-Ribbon Quartz Fiber (DESIGN 2) Calorimeter geometry. 
 
 

 
 

(a) The response to 50 GeV electron beam. (b) Longitudinal energy deposition profile in 
absorber for 50 GeV electron beam. 

 
Figure 5: Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN2). 
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(a) The response to 100 GeV electron beam. (b) Longitudinal energy deposition profile in 
absorber for 100 GeV electron beam. 

 
Figure 6: Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN2). 

 
 
   

 
 
(a) The response to 50 GeV proton beam. (b) Longitudinal energy deposition profile in 

absorber for 50 GeV proton beam. 
 

Figure 7: Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN2). 
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(a) The response to 250 GeV proton beam. (b) Longitudinal energy deposition profile in 

absorber for 250 GeV proton beam. 
 

Figure 8: Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN2). 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
(a) The response to 50 GeV pion beam. (b) Longitudinal energy deposition profile in 

absorber for 50 GeV pion beam. 
 

Figure 9: Tungsten-Quartz detector (DESIGN2). 
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The results shown are preliminary. Each run is composed of 500 beam particles. Higher statistics 
is obviously needed as it is clear from the statistical fluctuations in the figures. Particularly in 
order to study the shower containment and the leakage, obtaining a longitudinal shower profile 
that is not suffering form the statistical fluctuations is essential. 
 
2 Conclusion and Outlook 
 
The current status of the Monte Carlo simulation studies for QF Calorimeter for ILC-Compton 
polarimeter detector is presented. The results shown are preliminary as the debugging and the 
optimization in the simulation code is still underway. Some quick conclusions though can be 
drawn regarding the light yield of the two different Tungsten-Quartz Fiber. The ribbon design 
has a higher response to the same energetic beam due to the the 45 degrees angle that the fiber 
have. 
 
We plan to further study the geometrical considerations, quartz fiber packing fractions, and those 
effects on the response of the detector design, as well as the light guide system and coupling 
schemes to the multianode PMTs. 
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 3.7 Luminosity, Energy, Polarization
   
 

3.7: Compton polarimeter backgrounds 
 

(renewal) 
 

Luminosity, Energy, Polarization 
 

Contact person  
William Oliver  

william.oliver@tufts.edu 
(617) 627-5364 

 
Institution(s)

SLAC 
Tufts 

 
 

FY07: 15,000 
FY08: 15,000 
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STATUS REPORT 
 
Compton polarimeter backgrounds  

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding  
William Oliver, Tufts University  

Collaborators  
Collaborating personnel who are working on the project, but are not requesting funding here, 
are Ken Moffeit and Mike Woods of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center.  

Project Leader  
William Oliver  
william.oliver@tufts.edu 
617 627 5364  

Project Overview 
Beam polarization is an important feature of the International Linear Collider. The beams can 
be polarized to enhance the expected Standard Model interactions, or can be polarized in the 
opposite sense to suppress the SM background in the search for new physics processes.  

The electron beam polarization is expected to be 80 – 90 % at the ILC; it is important to 
measure the polarization accurately. We are designing a Compton polarimeter to achieve an 
accuracy of 0.25 % in this measurement.  

The ILC will have beams that are much more intense and more sharply focused than the 
beams at the Stanford Linear Accelerator. As a result there will be a greater disruption of the 
beams at the interaction point (IP) due to the collective action of the particles in one bunch on 
the particles in the colliding bunch. In addition to the disruption of the primary beams, the 
collective action generates two secondary gamma ray beams (beamstrahlung) that have 
roughly 5% of the power of the colliding beams and are primarily at angles of less than 0.2 
mrad to the beam axis. The disrupted beams and intense beamstrahlung can generate high 
backgrounds, so it is necessary to carefully incorporate polarimeter design considerations into 
the design of the extraction line optics. It is the central feature of our project that we calculate 
these backgrounds to determine what design modifications are required for both the 
extraction line optics and for the polarimeter detector.  

The IP Beam Instrumentation Group has described [Status of Linear Collider Beam 
Instrumentation Design, D. Cinabro, E. Torrence and M. Woods (2003), 
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/lcd/ipbi/notes/white.pdf] current plans for beam 
diagnostics in the beam extraction line. The extraction line features a chicane to separate the 
primary beam from the beamstrahlung beam to facilitate beam diagnostic measurements, 
including a precision Compton polarimeter. Following the chicane, the recombined primary 
and beamstrahlung beams are directed to a common dump. The polarimeter laser beam 
intercepts the primary beam in the middle of the chicane at the Compton interaction point 
(CIP), roughly 100 meters downstream of the IP. At the CIP a 250 GeV/c electron beam has a 
dispersion of 20 mm, consequently a laser beam of 200-micron diameter samples the electron 
beam within a narrow momentum range of 1.0%.  
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The electrons scattered from the laser beam proceed forward to pass through a magnetic 
spectrometer formed by the downstream dipole magnets of the chicane. The laser-scattered 
electrons emerging from the spectrometer are offset from the recombined charged particle 
beam (and the beamstrahlung beam).  

The laser beam is aimed to intercept the vast majority of the primary beam particles that pass 
through the IP with little disruption. The depolarization suffered by such particles in the 
collision is small, so the polarization measured downstream is a good indication of the beam 
polarization upstream of the IP.  

The polarimeter detector is a threshold (approximately 10 MeV for electrons) gas Cerenkov 
counter segmented in the bend plane to provide rate measurements of the Compton-scattered 
electrons in different momentum bins. The rate asymmetry (comparing rates for electron and 
photon spins aligned versus anti-aligned) measured by the Cerenkov counter segment with 
the greatest offset (detecting the backscattered electrons) from the beam axis provides the 
greatest sensitivity to the beam polarization.  

We propose to calculate the background expected in the segmented Cerenkov counter to 
determine if the polarimeter design provides a signal-to-background ratio adequate to achieve 
an accurate measurement of the beam polarization. We will calculate the effects of a variety 
of processes to determine the particular sources that produce the most background in the 
counter. The principal concerns to us are the effects of the severely disrupted primary beam 
particles, and of the 500-kW beamstrahlung.  

The disrupted primary beam includes electrons scattered at large angles or with large energy 
loss. The transport of these particles through the beam extraction system is not accurately 
portrayed by a matrix-element approach. We propose to track these highly scattered particles 
through the system to calculate their effect on the Cerenkov counter. We expect the principal 
effect will be due to electromagnetic showers produced in the beam pipe as the most 
disrupted particles are not successfully transmitted to the region downstream of the Cerenkov 
counter. 

The beamstrahlung has spread considerably when it reaches the region of the Cerenkov 
counter, but remains predominately within 2 cm of the beam axis. However the 
beamstrahlung is so intense that the relatively low flux of gamma rays outside the core might 
still be able to produce effects that seriously degrade the performance of the Cerenkov 
counter. Since the counter is not in the beam vacuum system, there must be a thin window to 
allow the Compton-scattered electrons to escape the vacuum. The frame for this window 
must necessarily have a section close to the beam axis. The wide-angle beamstrahlung 
gamma rays producing electromagnetic showers in this section might spray background 
particles into the Cerenkov counter at a rate such that the signal from the Compton-scattered 
electrons is significantly obscured. To guide the polarimeter design, it is important to 
calculate the background produced by the beamstrahlung striking the frame. 

In addition, we will calculate the background due to: 1) synchrotron radiation in the 
extraction line dipoles and quadrupoles, 2) beam-gas interactions, 3) radiative Bhabha 
interactions, and 4) pairs generated in the beam-beam interaction at the IP. 
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Status Report    
We began the project by downloading a GEANT3 model of the proposed beam extraction 
line for the 20-mrad crossing region from the site of the IP Beam Instrumentation Working 
Group at SLAC. After some development work, we were able to run the GEANT program 
successfully at Tufts. In the commissioning process, we checked the code carefully and ran 
numerous tests to verify that the program gives the expected results in simple situations. We 
added models of the laser beam and the Cerenkov counter, and a model of the beam pipe 
since it might be an important source of background in the Cerenkov counter.  

Originally we supposed that we would use a different frequency laser for each of the primary 
electron beam energies. However we have now turned to the possibility of using the same 
laser frequency for all primary beam energies, with the currents in the chicane magnets 
remaining the same. For each primary electron beam energy the position of the laser beam 
must be adjusted to strike the electron beam at its different transverse positions in the middle 
of the chicane. We have performed detailed calculations of the analyzing power of the 
polarimeter when operated with this fixed-frequency, but adjustable-position, laser beam. We 
found [as described in detail in High Energy Physics at Tufts University, Progress Report 
2002-2005, DOE/ER/40702-25] that the Cerenkov counter can be designed with both a fixed 
segment granularity and a fixed position in the lab, yet give nearly optimal analyzing power 
for all beam energies in the 46 – 500 GeV range. It was remarkable and surprising to find that 
the kinematics and dynamics of Compton scattering lead to this optimal performance 
independent of the primary electron beam energy.  

In 2006 we turned our attention to the extraction line required if the crossing angle of the 
primary beams is 2 mrad. We downloaded the GEANT model (provided by the IP Beam 
Instrumentation group) of the extraction line proposed for the 2-mrad crossing region. We 
added models of the laser beam and Cerenkov counter, then performed calculations of the 
signal of Compton scattered electrons expected in the Cerenkov counter. 

The principal result of the calculation is that it is significantly more difficult to measure the 
polarization for the 2-mrad region than for the 20-mrad region.  In both regions the 
polarimeter chicane bends the beam in the vertical plane, but for the 2-mrad region an 
additional bend in the horizontal plane is required to steer the outgoing beam away from the 
incoming beam.  A particularly awkward feature of the separation of the two beams is a 
quadrupole magnet in which the incoming beam passes through the good-field region at the 
center of the quad, while the outgoing beam passes through the fringe-field region between 
two of the magnet poles. 

The effect of the horizontal bending is to produce a horizontal dispersion at the Compton 
interaction point in addition to the vertical dispersion created by the polarimeter chicane. We 
calculated that a 250 GeV electron beam at the CIP has an initial horizontal dispersion away 
from the beam line of 75 mm. The horizontal deviation reaches a maximum of 22 mm at Δp/p 
= -6%, then returns to zero at Δp/p = -11%.  For lower momenta, the horizontal deviation 
grows toward the beam axis.  The vertical dispersion is 20 mm, so the horizontal width of the 
laser beam selects a momentum band that is too narrow to utilize the full vertical width of the 
laser beam. Thus not all the laser power is useful for producing Compton scattered electrons.  

We downloaded from the IP Beam Instrumentation site a file of 20,000 electrons emerging 
from the IP as calculated by the GUINEAPIG program. We tracked these particles through 
the 2-mrad extraction line and found that 21 of these electrons were lost upstream of the 
Cerenkov counter, with 19 lost in the magnets of the polarimeter chicane itself. The power 
available in the laser beam limits the Compton scattering to roughly one in a million of the 
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incident electrons. The threshold of the Cerenkov counter is 10 MeV, so it is clear that the 
electromagnetic showers produced by the beam particles lost upstream could well overwhelm 
the signal of Compton-scattered electrons.  Alarmed by these numbers, we increased the 
horizontal aperture of the magnets in the polarimeter chicane from 20 cm to 30 cm.  This 
expedient allowed the 19 beam electrons previously lost in the chicane to be transmitted 
through the chicane to regions downstream of the Cerenkov counter.  There remains the 
problem of the 2/20000 particles still lost upstream; perhaps careful design can eliminate this 
problem. 

Toward the end of 2006, the IP Beam Instrumentation Group moved to the consideration of 
extraction lines for a 14 mrad crossing region.  The 14 mrad region has the virtue that no 
horizontal bending is required in the extraction lines. We downloaded the GEANT model of 
the 14-mrad extraction line and added our models of the laser beam and Cerenkov counter. 

Ken Moffeit proposed that the dipole magnets in the downstream half of the polarimeter 
chicane be run at twice the current of the magnets in the upstream half in order to essentially 
double the distance to the beam axis of the backscattered Compton electrons emerging from 
the chicane.  The background in the Cerenkov counter due to upstream electromagnetic 
showers should then be greatly reduced.  We tracked the Compton scattered electrons through 
the modified chicane to the Cerenkov counter and verified that the positions correspond quite 
closely to the predictions of a thin-lens model of the dipole magnets in the chicane.      

 

 

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables 
We intend to calculate the effect on the Cerenkov counter of the scattered primary particles 
emerging from the IP as they proceed through the beam extraction system. We will include 
the effects of electromagnetic shower generation by particles scraping the edges of the 
aperture of the beam extraction system. We will augment our GEANT model of the Cerenkov 
counter to include realistic representations of the walls between the segments, and of a possi- 
ble preradiator to determine if the Compton-scattered signal can be enhanced relative to the 
background. These calculations will be based on the existing file of 20,000 primary particles 
emerging from the IP as calculated by the GUINEAPIG program.  
 

FY2008 Project Activities and Deliverables  

We have already downloaded GUINEA PIG to our Tufts computers. In 2008 we plan to run 
GP extensively to accurately determine the effects of the most severely disrupted primary 
beam particles on the Cerenkov counter. We will also include at this stage the effects of the 
synchrotron radiation generated by the primary particles as they pass through the dipole and 
quadrupole magnets of the beam extraction system.  
We intend then to turn to the calculation of the background due to the interactions of the 
beamstrahlung beam in the unavoidable material elements in the beam extraction system. We 
will pay particular attention to the frame that supports the thin window through which the 
Compton-scattered electrons emerge from the vacuum, and to the wall of the beam pipe 
adjacent to the Cerenkov counter. We will also consider beam-gas interactions as a source of 
background.  
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Budget justification: Tufts University  
The requested budget is exclusively for the half-time support (for the academic year) of a 
graduate student to assist in performing the calculations described above.  

Two-year budget 

Institution Tufts University 
 
 
 

Item  FY2007 FY2008 Total 
Other Professionals  0 0 0 
Graduate Students  10,638 10,638 21,276 

Undergraduate Students  0 0 0 
Total Salaries and Wages        10,638 10,638 21,276 

Fringe Benefits  0 0 0 
Total Salaries and Fringe Benefits  10,638 10,638 21,276 

Equipment  0 0 0 
Travel  0 0 0 

Materials and Supplies  0 0 0 
Other direct costs  0 0 0 

Institution 2 subcontract  0 0 0 
Total direct costs        10,638    10,638 21,276 
Indirect costs(1)  4,362 4,362 8,724 

Total direct and indirect costs  15,000 15,000 30,000 

(1)  26% of 50% of direct costs plus 56% of remaining 50% of direct costs 
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 3.8 Luminosity, Energy, Polarization
   
 

3.8: Incoherent and coherent beamstrahlung at 
the LC 

 
(renewal) 

 
Luminosity, Energy, Polarization 

 
Contact person  

Giovanni Bonvicini  
giovanni@physics.wayne.edu 

(313) 577-1444 
 

Institution(s)
Wayne State 

 
 

FY07: 41,000 
FY08: 85,000 
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�'�.monz�É�Wyz�X�.m��¾nNu�§��©�Uh°nN��§onNu.§o�W�U�½��nNnNu.yz�W�U�B§���e
º �U�B���6n¡hji.��u.n¡�U�B�¾moi��l��i>u.�Wy��²´Wµ�µj¶���m����xhju.��n¡hj§o§omoª²�W�Uh�y3� ��i.�¾��m����¾i.hjmo�U��moix¨Ryz�Wy��B�²³©r ¦ �'¬qÞ'��ª¾�Y�
ª¾�W����uÛÔ$� �G� ¶@�Çµj´[®I���.h{�6�B�Ûixh²��m � i.��§qe�}~m����xhjux�$n¡hj§o§¯moª²�W�Uh�yz�Npx���.�X�x�NkGmon¡�½§�hj�U�B�$��i[�*�/hjmoil��m¯i � nN�W���Y�
wSmo§om��a�¾w�ux�I���x�X�U�B�U���.mo�Éi.h��$��§o§�h{��u.�¼�Uh²�.yzh>n¡�N�B�É�'m����*��uxw�§¯monN�W��m�hji�e
�i*�B�Wyz§��É´Wµ�µj¶��6�Xmoi[�Uy�hG�.u.n¡�B�*�Uhjª1�vkW�Wyzmo�W��m�hji��I�Uh²hjuxy$�x�NkGmon¡��px���.m¯nz�°�©��ixh{�Ín¡hji���mo�x�NyI�Uh²w/�vmoiÉ�
ÀSi.��§�k��Ny3��m�hji�e º §o§Sh�¨\���x�(kY�Wy3mo�W��m�hji.�6��moª1�B�*�W�¼ª²�W�Gmoi � hju.y6�/h��U�Bi[��mo��§/��m � i.��§Dª1h�y���y�h�w�u��U�Ne�|�¿xn¡�N�.�
¨Rh�y1moi.n¡y��B���zmoi � ���x�*�.�W���Èyz�W�U�:¬q���zª²��§o§ ª²h>�.moÀ�nN�W��m�hji/®�pcixhjix��h�¨$���x�*��n¡��m�k>mo��m��B�Xh�¨�´Wµ�µj¶Èn¡hju�§o�sw/�
��y��B�.mon¡�U�B���W�'���.����moª²�X�6���$yzh��U��hjuxy��.y��NkGm�hju.�(�>���W��u.��Ô$�N�/h�y����W�����.�X�Bi.�Èh�¨©´Wµ�µj�>e(}·���Gixh@�7h�¨
i.h£�/hj����m�w�§o�fª²���Uh�yXmoª²�.y�h{k��Bª²�Bil�½�UhÛ���x�²�x�NkGmon¡��pKh����x�Ny����.��i·���x�¾���xhj�U�²���.�W�X�©�Ny��²m¯ª1��§��Bª1�Bi[�U�B�
����mo�¼���B�WyBe
��m�y3�U�Np��W¨R�U�Ny'�Uy��Gmoi � À�k��X�.mÅÄ/�Ny��Bi[���U�/�Bn¡�Uyz��§�y�� � mohji.�¼��m����£���xy��N�X�.m�ÄD�Ny��Bi[�$�a�[�/�½h�¨c���xh��Uhjªfu.§���mo��§om��Nyz�
¬q³©r ¦ ®�px�©�v�.�{k��(���N�U��§��B�*hjiÉ���x�NÀ�i.m���mok��'�x�N�U�Bn¡�Uh�y��Wyzyz��i � �Bª1�Bi[�I���.mon3�°m¯i.nN§ou.�x�B��¹�k>m¯��m�w�§��B»�³ r ¦ �
¬ � µ�µ��
	����Wµ�µ�i.ª*®v��m������:n¡hjªXwSmoi.�W��m�hji�h�¨�kGmo��mow�§��¾³©r ¦ �*¬qÞ���ª²��ª²�W����uÙÔ'¶Wµ���[®X��i.�����B§o§�h@�
ÀS§��U�Nyz�Np���i.���Ô�³ r ¦ �Np�i.�N��§���w/hju � �[�fÞ���ª²��ª²�W���zu�Ô'´�´�´�Ý���mo�����:moi.¨Pyz�Wyz�B�sÀ�§o�U�Ny°¬«ÝWµ�µ���	��
�Wµ�µ�i�ª*®�e º �'moiÉ���x�Xh�yzm � moi.��§\�.y�h��/hj����§qpx���x��¹�k>m¯��m�w�§��B»fyz�W�U�fmo��ª²h�y��½���.��i����>e ����wS��n�� � y�hju.i.��pD��i.�
��i[�É��m � i.��§�m¯�I�Uh¾w/�(¨Phju.i��Émoi*���x�Xix�B�Wy'moix¨Ryz�Y�«y��B��e
}·�£��§¯�Uh:y��¡�Çª²��nz��moix�B�����x�Én¡hj§o§omoª¾�W�Uh�y��z§om����fmoi����x�É�U�.yzmoi � pc��i��`���.�*i.�N�¸�z§om������©�Ny��£m¯i.�U����§o§��B�`moi
�[u.ix�v´Wµ�µj¶fw[� � yz���.u.�W�U�v�U��u��x�Bil�¼|�e[}~mo��i.mo�N���U�GmS��i.�*r`eGt(u.w.y�h{kGmoi�e ¦ �6hfy��B��§om � i.ª²�Bil�6yzu.i.�©�6�Ny��
u�i.�x�Ny����W���Bi�m¯i��[u.ix�1��i.�s�>�N���U�BªXw/�NyBe ¦ �x�1ix�N� ��§¯m������.y�hG�.u.n¡�1�£�Yà(�*ª¾ª á n¡hj§o§omoª²�W��mohji�p/��m����·�
��mÅÄDy3��n¡��m�hji¾§om¯ª²m��ch�¨\µGe � ¶Xª²yz����plªfu.nz�°��ª²��§¯§��Ny����.��i¾���x� � ª1yz���¾��i � u.§o�Wy�y��B��hj§oux��m�hji1h�¨����.�'�x�NkGmon¡��e
¦ �x�v��mo�x�vn¡hj§o§¯moª²�W�Uh�yz�$ª¾moi.moª²moËN�'�.yzh�w�§��Bª²�6y��B§o�W�U�B�£�Uh¾���.m¯nz�É�U�/h��¼h�¨b���x�½�.yzm¯ª²�Wy��¾ª²moy�y�h�y½¬]���.m¯nz�
�����¼�1�Yª¾ª �'mo�x���/®b�6���Iw/�Bmoi � h�w��U�Nyzk��B�°��uxyzmoi � �f���Wy���monNu.§¯�Wy©yzu�i�p[���I�6�B§o§/���¼��ª²��§o§S�6�N�N�l�«�UhW�«�6�N�N�
kW�Wyzmo�W��mohji.�¼h�¨b���x�Xmoi.n¡hjª¾moi � w/�B��ª���i � §���e
}·�½�.hfixh��¼��§��I�B�G�6���W���½�.�W���f��m����°��§o§ � ¶f³ r ¦ �6wD�Bm¯i � h��/�Nyz�W��m�hji���§qp[wSux�©m��Imo�6�/hj����m�wS§�����i.�°m��I�.���
w/�N�BiÈ�xhjix�X�U�Nk��Ny3��§K��moª²�B�Ne ¦ �x�Xix�N�7moix¨Ryz�Wy��B�£³©r ¦ �Bp�moi£�S�Wy���monNu.§o�Wy{p.�.�Bk��f��§oª1hj�U�'�B§omoª²moi��W�U�B�*hjuxy
yz�BnNuxy�yzmoi � ³©r ¦ n¡h[hj§om¯i � �.y�h�w�§o�Bª²�Ne�Ô$�¡�Çª¾��nz�.moi�moi � ���x�X��§¯m����I�Uh¾�¾�1ª¾ª ��mo�x���É�����$moi.n¡y��B�����B�É���x�
�¡¿G�/�Bn¡�U�B�:��m � i.��§©¬q��i.�ÛwS��n�� � y�hju.i.�/®�p/moª1��y�h{kGmoi � ���x���U���W��mo����monN��§K�U�Bi���m���m�kGm��Ç������� � w[�£��¨]��n¡�Uh�y�h�¨
� e��i.n¡y��B���zmoi � ���x���.�W���½���W�Gmoi � yz�W�U��¨Ry�hjª±µGe � Þ'Ë��Uh � Þ�Ë��.���6moi.n¡y��B���U�B�²���x�'�U���W��m¯�U��monN��§����Bi.��m���m�kGm��a�
w>�É��ixh����x�Ny$¨]��n¡�Uh�y�h�¨ � e
}~m��������x�I�x�B§��f¨Py�hjª�kW�Wyzm�hju.��ÂI|6�xÔs���[�G��monNmo�U���Bp@���x�I�.�W���'���W�>m¯i � nN��ifw/� y3u.i½y��Bª²h��U�B§��½¨Ry�hjªÍ}��{�>i.�
�G���W�U��p.��i.�°�©�(�.�Bk��(���W���BiÉ¨Ry�hjª hjix�(�Uh����.y��N�v�.�B�G�6h�¨K�.�W���f¨Ph�yI�B��n3�Éª²����h�y�ÂI|I�GÔ¼�ÎÂÙ�.�W���f���W�Gmoi �
�/�Nyzmoh>��px�U���Wyz��moi � º �.yzmo§�´Wµ�µj¶>e
�G�Bn¡hji.��pW�©�6�$y�h��U�©¨Pyzhjª���n¡y3�W��nz���'i.�N��rÈhjil�U�$ÂI�Wyz§oh'��moªfu.§o�W��m¯i � ���x�I§�h{�`�Bix�Ny � �½yz����mo�W��m�hji½�Bª¾m��U�U�B�
w>�ÛÂI|6�xÔ�w/�B��ª²�$moi*���x�vÀSi.��§��[u����xyzux�/hj§��B�Ne ¦ �.�vh�yzm � moi.��§D�.yzh � yz��ªÉp.�$y3m��U�U�Bi*w[�£�De.Þ'�Bi.�x�Nyz��hji£moi
� �����>px�I���©¨Phju.i��²�Uh�ixh��©� � y��N�(��mo���1���x��h�wS�U�Ny�k��B�°yz�W�U�B�6��i.�¾�/hj§o�Wy3m�ËB�W��m�hji1h�¨����x�*¹�kGmo��m�w�§o�B»v³ r ¦ �Np
��§o���xhju � ��m����X� � y��N�Bª1�Bi[�X��m����:���.�²hj§o�`ÂI|I�GÔ�¬q�W���Bix�Ny � m��B�½�Ww/h@k��°�Ûd�����®��I���½�a�[��m¯nN��§o§��Û�'m����.moi
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�°¨]��n¡�Uh�yvh�¨ �a�©h*h�¨ ���.��hj§o�·ÂI|I�GÔ7h�w��U�Ny�k��B�:w���nz� � yzhju.i.�.�Ne ¦ �.�fix�N�#rÈhjil�U��ÂI�Wy3§�h°� � yz�N�B�vª�u.n3�
w/�N�U�U�Ny'��m����*yz�W�U�B�'��i.�É�/hj§o�Wyzm�ËB�W��mohji�pGwD�BnN��u��U�vh�¨���i�¹��¡¿G��n¡��»��Uy��B�W��ª1�Bi[��h�¨�§o�Wy � �½��i � §��½yz����mo�W��m�hji�e
g6� ���.mo�²�6�·ª1�B��i����.�W�Np � mok��Bi ���.���W�.��y�hB¿xmoª²�W��m�hji�n¡hji.��m¯�x�Ny��B��¨Rh�y*���x� �[u.���.yzux�/hj§��£yz����mo�W��m�hji�p
���.�¾§o�Wy � �¾��i � §��¾n¡hjª1�/hjix�Bi[�Xmo�½�zmoª�u�§o�W�U�B�:�¡¿G��n¡��§o��e ��m � e � mo�½�Û����ª1��§��1À � uxy��1�.y�hG�.u.n¡�B�:w>�:���x�
��y�h � yz��ªÉpj���.h{��moi � ���x�Iw���nz� � yzhju.i.�1moi[�U�Bi.��m��a�X������¨Ru�i.n¡��m�hjifh�¨����x�Iw/�B��ª#§�hji � m���u��.moi.��§[n¡h[h�yz��moi.�W�U��e
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��m � uxy�� � � ÂI��§onNu�§o�W�U�B�X�U�Gi.n3�xy�h��Uy�hji�w���n�� � y�hju.i����W��ÂI|6�GÔXp{���b��¨]u.i.n¡��m�hji½h�¨x���x�©§�hji � m���u.�.moi���§�n¡h[h�yz��moi.�W�U��e
| i.�Ny � �`�U�Uy3m��>m¯i � r�m�y�yzh�y1´>p6�[�«�Dhj§¯�Wyzm�ËB�W��m�hji�p ¨Ph�y²��§o§6yz����mo�W��m�hji���i � §��B����� ¶:ª1yz����e ¦ �x�É���xyz�N�°�/�B�W�G�
n¡h�y�y��B���Dhji��*�Uh²���x�X§�hGnN�W��m�hjiÉh�¨b���x�½���.y��N� �[u����xyzux�/hj§��B�Ne

¦ �x�frÈhji[�U�²Â¼�Wyz§�h*��moªfu.§o�W��m�hjiÛ�6���(ª²���x�f�/hj����m�wS§��½w>�Ûª�u�nz�:�x�B§��È¨Py�hjª t(yz�Ne �.h�yz���U�Ny½��i.���G� � ��i
�W��Â¼|6�GÔXpS���.h°�x�B§o�D�B�È��m��������x�¾ÂI|I�GÔ���moªfu.§o�W��mohjiÛ¨]��nNmo§om��a��ÂI|I�GÔ��fpS��y�h>��u.nNmoi � i[u.ª²�Ny�hju.��ix�N�
yzhjux��moix�B�'y��N��uxyzi�moi � ���Ww�§��B�'h�¨ ��§o§K���x�fwD�B��ª ¦ ��m¯���$���Wy3��ª1�N�U�Nyz�(��i.��ª²� � ix�N��mon�À.�B§o�Èª²�W���Ne ¦ �x�B�U�
���WwS§��B�$��i.�£ª¾�W���¼�.y�h@k>m¯�x�v���x�½moix�Sux�I¨Ph�y$���.�½��moªfu.§o�W��m�hji�e
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¦ �x� moi[�U�Ny��B�U�Eh�¨x���.mo�K�zmoª�u�§o�W��m�hji½mo�\���.�W�bmo�\��mo§o§Ww/� �WwS§����Uh(��moªfu.§o�W�U���.yz�BnNmo�U�B§������x� �ÁbÂ·w���n�� � y�hju.i��.�Np
� mok��Bi:� �[u.mokY��§��Bi[� ¦ ��mo�z�����Wy3��ª1�N�U�Nyv���Ww�§��B�v��i.��À.�B§¯��ª¾�W����¨Ph�yv���x� ��moi.��§ �.hGnNu.�vª²� � i.�N���½�W�v���x�
�ÁbÂ(e º ��m¯ª�u.§¯�W��m�hji�w������B�Ùhji��¡¿x��n¡�*§¯�Wy � �È��i � §o�Èyz����mo�W��m�hjiÙn¡hjª²�Dhji.�Bil���*mo� � hjmoi � �Uh`w/��ª�u.n3�
ª²h�y���yz�B§omo�Ww�§��X���.��iÈ�W���.y�hB¿xmoª²�W��mohji.�$w������B�ÈhjiÈËN�Ny�h*��i � §����W�.�.y�h{¿Gm¯ª²�W��m�hjiÈ���.�W��nN��i�w/�Xh�w�����moix�B�
¨Ry�hjª5nNuxyzy��Bil�(�ÁbÂ��U�Gi.nz�.y�h��Uy�hji�yz���.mo�W��mohji��zmoª�u�§o�W��m�hji.�Ne(}·�¾n¡hji���mo�x�Ny����.mo����m��Bn¡��h�¨6�Uh�¨P�a�6�Wyz�²���x�
n¡�Bi[�U�Ny���mo�Bn¡�½h�¨E��i[���g~��moªfu.§o�W��m�hji°�W�¼���x�v�ÁbÂ�e ¦ �.m¯�6�zmoª�u�§o�W��m�hji°�.y�h � yz��ª¸�'mo§o§.w/�vª²���x�½�{kY��m¯§o�Ww�§��
�Uh¾���x�XÁbÂ�n¡hjª²ª�u�i.m��Ç�°hji.n¡�½�6�X�.�{k��½��uxwS§omo���x�B�°�1À.y3�U�¼��m � i.��§qe
��moi���§o§���p����.��n¡hjª�w�moi.�W��m�hjiÈh�¨�h��/�Bi.moi � ��§om����Bp.y��B�.u.n¡�B��i>u.ªXw/�Ny'h�¨�w�u.i.n3�x�B���W�XÂI|I�GÔ½p���m����Û��m � �x�Ny
nNu.y�y��Bi[���D�Nycw�u�i.nz��pj��i������x�¼���xh�y��U�Ny6Â¼|6�GÔÌw/�B��ª ¬ � µGe � ª²ª ����h��.�/hj�U�B���Uhv���x�¼�.yz�Nk>m�hju�� � ´>eßÝWª¾ª*®
�����¾moª1��y�h{k��B�Ù���x�£�¡¿G�D�Bn¡�U�B� ��m � i.��§��xyz��ª²�W��monN��§¯§���eÙ�i����Wyz��monNu.§o�Wy1���x��nz�.��i � �Èmoi�wSu.i.nz�Ù§��Bi � ���
m¯i.n¡y��B���U�B�����x����m � i.��§Ew>�Éhjix��h�yz�x�Ny�h�¨ ª²� � i.m���u��x��e'}·�1ª1�B���zuxy��f���x��wSu.i.nz��§��Bi � ���Èw>�Û��i.��§��>ËBmoi �
Â¼ÁK|6Ï �.���xy�hji.m¯n��Nk��Bil���Np���i.����§�h��U��moi � ��i��·À.�U��moi � ���x�²k��Ny��U�¡¿s�.m¯�U�Uyzm�w�u.��m�hji�e ¦ �x�²§��Bi � ����h�¨I���x�
§¯u.ª²moixhju��¼y�� � m�hji:mo���°¨R��n¡�Uh�yvh�¨ � ´¾���.h�y��U�Ny(���.��i����x��w/�B��ª §��Bi � ����eXÏ(u.y'�.�W���°���W�Gmoi � mo�'§¯moª²m��U�B�
�Uh¾���x�BiÛÂIÁE|6Ï7���W���B�'�.�W���²��§o�UhÈ¬]���x�vw�u.i.n3�É§��Bi � ���£m¯�Ik��Ny��Én¡hji.�U����i[�$¨Pyzhjª yzu.i*�Uh²y3u.iÉ��i.�*¨Ry�hjª
���B�*�Uh¾�.�{�*���$¨R�Wy����¼�©��nN��i£�U�B§o§qp.��i��*�©�½�'mo§o§D�.y�h�w��WwS§��¾�xy�h��Û���.mo�Iy�� �>u.m�y��Bª²�Bil�$ix�¡¿G�¼���B�WyN®�e
}·�vixh@�~�¡¿>�/�Bn¡�I�����Yg��~µ��ãµj� Ñ µ�� � p.�xh{�6�Nk��Ny¼���x�'�zm � i.��§K¬]�'�.monz�°�x�N�/�Bi.�.� y�hju � �.§o�fhji����x�(nNuxy�y��Bi[�
nNu.wD�W®���i.�·���x�²wS��n�� � y�hju.i.��¬q§¯moix�B�Wy½nNuxy�yz�Bil�X�.�N�D�Bi��x�Bi.n¡�W®��Wy��¾���Uy�hji � §��:n¡h�y�y��B§o�W�U�B�`��i.�·���x���U���Y�
��m¯�U��monN��§���i.��§��G��mo�¼i.�N�B�.�I�Uh²w/�v�xhjix�½nN�Wy��N¨]u.§o§���e�g6�B��ª��Bª¾m��U����i.n¡��p.¨Rh�y¼�¡¿G��ª²��§���p.nz����i � �B�$���x�½�zm � i.��§
w>�·�£¨]��n¡�Uh�y�h�¨$´>p���i.�·w/�B��ª-��i � u.§o�Wy½kW�Wyzmo�W��mohji.�½��i.�sw�u.i.n3�G�«�UhW�«w�u.i.n3��nz���Wy � ��ÃSu.n¡��u.�W��m�hji.�X��§o�Uh
n3�.��i � �*���x�°��m � i.��§©�W�����x�É´Wµ � §��Nk��B§qeÛrÈhj�U�1moª1�/h�y�����i[�Npb��ux�¾�Uh:ª²��i.� � �B�Ww�§o�°�.m�ÄDyz��n¡��mohji��¡Ä/�Bn¡���
��i��£moª1�.yzh{k��B�£�Uh�¨R�Ç�I�Wy���pS�©�½w/�B§omo�Nk����6�XnN��iÈixh{�Íª²h�y��½y��B§om¯�Ww�§��²�.yz�B�.mon¡�I���x�½w���nz� � yzhju.i.��e
�i hjuxy��.�W���`���W�Gmoi � �6�È���Bk��:§�h[h����B���W�°���x�Û�¡¿G�/�Bn¡�U�B� w/�B��ª �Dhj�zm���m�hji�w�u.����§o�Uh��W�¾¨Rhjuxy°h����x�Ny
�/hj��mo��m�hji.�¼moi*���x�XwD�B��ª���m��/��px§�h>nN�W�U�B�È�.m�y��Bn¡��§o���Ww/h{k���pSwD�B§oh{�½p.§��N¨R�$��i.�Éy3m � �l��h�¨E���x�XÎ³bp.��mo���É�.�W���
���W���Bi�moi º �.yzmo§/��i.���>�N�.�U�Bª�wD�Ny�¬«ÝW�xyz�¼h�¨��.�W���Gp.h�y(´�Ý�ÝWµ�µ¾�.�W���¾�/hjmoil���Bp>�/�Ny$�/hj��mo��m�hji/®�e ¦ �x�B�U�Xyzu.i.�
�6�Ny������W���BiÈmoi��x�N�/�Bi.�x�Bi[��§��¾h�¨c���x�X��§¯m � i.ª1�Bi[�$yzu.i��I�Uh¾À�i.�£���x�½�³Ee ¦ �x�½�Suxy��/hj�U�vmo�¼�Uh°u.§���moª²�W�U�B§o�
ª¾�W���°�Ûk��Ny����U�Uy�hji � nN���U�������W�X�6��u.i.�.�Nyz�U����i.�·���.�¾w���nz� � y�hju�i.�s�W��kY�Wyzmohju.�X��i � §o�B�Ne*t(�W���È�6�Ny��
���W���BiÙ�W�1���x�ÉÎ³�m¯i º �.yzm¯§qp º u � u��U�Np6Ï(n¡�Uh�w/�NyBp6��i.�Ì��h@k��BªXw/�NyBpI��i.�����xhj�U�£�.�W���·�Wyz�*i.h{� w/�Bmoi �
��i���§��[ËN�B�~��i.� ���x��kY�Wy3m�hju.�²À��U��moi � �U�Uyz�W�U� � m��B�*�Wy���w/�Bmoi � �Uh�yz�U�B��e º §o§'���x�È���W���`���W�Gmoi � mo�°�xhjix�
yz�Bª1h��U�B§��*w[� � yz���.u��W�U�X�U��u.�x�Bi[�$|$e�}�mo�zi.m��N���U�Gmqp>���xh²��§o��h1�D�Nyz¨Ph�yzª¾�I���x�vÀ.yz�U�$���W���1y��B�.u.n¡��mohji�e
L�� Jb<lM{<>��M{AS=lÚ ¦ �x��Îg7�x�N�U�Bn¡�Uh�yX�.���(w/�N�Bi:�x�Nk��B§�h��/�B��¨Rh�y�ÂI|6�GÔXpS������ix�>���Uh£�*�v� �b�ÇrÈÔ� � yz��i[�
¬q�v� �b�Ç³ Þ	���Çµ ��� ¶Wµj��Ý[®�e�Î��mo��n¡hjª1��§��N�U�B§��£m¯i.�U����§o§��B�·¬q��§¯§����Wy����'�.�Bk��fw/�N�BiÉh��/�Nyz�W�U�B�È�W��§��B���U�'hji.n¡�W®�e
Î�'n¡hji���mo�U����h�¨b¨Rhjuxy'h��.��monN��§\�U�B§o�B��n¡h��/�B�Np���mo���£��i � u.§o�Wy���nNn¡�N�.����i.n¡�fh�¨�µGeßÝ � ª1yz��� á �B��nz��pD�B��nz�Èw/�B��ª
w/�Bmoi � h�w����Ny�k��B��w[���Ç�6h½h�¨����.�BªÉe ¦ �x�6�.yzmoª²�Wyz�½ª²m�y�y�h�y3�b�Wyz�I§oh>nN�W�U�B�1yz�B�U�/�Bn¡��m�k��B§��X�W� ��
 � µGeß�½ª1yz���
¬qm¯i.ix�NyX�B� � �W®(��i.���
'�Î�W´>eß���x� � yz�N�B�Np�h�y ��
 ��� ª1yz���s��i�����
��a�WµÈ�x� � yz�N�B�Ne ¦ �.�¾yz���.m¯�W��m�hji�¨Rh�y
�B��n3���U�B§��B��n¡h��/��mo���.m�kGmo�x�B�Émoi[�Uh¾�²kGmo��mow�§��v��i.�£moi.¨Pyz�Wyz�B�£n¡hjª1�/hjix�Bi[�$w[�£�¾�U�N��h�¨��xh����Yn¡hj§¯�Èª²moy�y�h�yz�Np
��i����U�S§om�� moi[�Uh�� Ñ ��i.��� Ñ �Dhj§¯�Wyzm�ËB�W��m�hji�n¡hjª1�/hjix�Bil���6w>�²��nN��§¯nNm��U�'w/�B��ª¸�U��§¯m��U�U�NyBec| ��nz�°yz����mo�W��m�hji
m¯�$n¡hju.i[�U�B�ÛmoiÉ�1�U�N�S�Wyz�W�U�X���.h��Uh���uxw/��px�Uh�����§omoi � � ¶��S�xh��Uh���uxw/�B�¼¨Rh�y$���x�½���.hj§��v�U�>���U�BªÉe
�(mo��mow�§��(yz���.mo�W��mohji£mo�$ª1hj����§��ÉmoiÉ�²w���i�� � �Wµ�� 	�� �Wµ�µ�i.ª ���x�Ny��v���.�Ny���mo��§om��U��§��½��m � i.��§�¬q§��B�������.��i
µGe � Þ�ËXhji£�1w���nz� � y�hju�i.�£u.��u���§o§��¾�¡¿xn¡�N�B�.moi � � µ�µ�µ�Þ'ËW®�p�n¡hji[�Uyzm�w�ux��m¯i � �1�.y��BnNmo���v�NkY��§ou��W��m�hjiÉh�¨c���x�
wS��n�� � y�hju.i.��e
�ix¨Ryz�Wy��B�Èyz���.mo�W��mohjiÈnN��i�¨]uxy����x�Ny�w/��h�w����Ny�k��B�:moiÛkW�Wyzm�hju���w���i��.�Np/��i.�Èm¯iÛ���x���������'�6���Uh[h*�.�W���*moi
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���.�¾¶��Wµ�� 	 �#ÝWµ�µ�i.ª ��i��s�W�Wµ�� 	 � � µ�µ�µ�i.ªÉpEwD�N¨Rh�y��²�U�N�U��§¯moi � ¨Ph�yXÝWµ�µ � 	 � �Wµ�µ�i.ªÉpKu���moi �
³©r ¦ ��¬qÞ���ª²��ª²�W����u·Ô�´�´�´�Ý[®¼���.�W�'yz� �[u.moy��Xixh°n¡h[hj§om¯i � e ¦ �x���.y��NkGm�hju.�'³ r ¦ pSix�N�B��moi � n¡h>hj§omoi � moi
���.�X¨Rh�yzª�h�¨��¾§¯moª²m��U�B�É��u.�.��§���h�¨�§om �>u.mo�*i.m��Uy�h � �Bi\p � �Bk��1u.��hji.§��*�¾�.�W���¾���W�>moi � ��moi.�.h{�Óh�¨ ´   �xyz�
�W¨R�U�Ny��B��nz����nNn¡�B���Bp����.mon3���.yzh{k��B���UhÈw/�°��i`u.i[�6h�y��Y�WwS§�����mo��u.�W��m�hji�¬]���x�°ª¾��nz�.moi.��mo�Xh�¨P�U�BiÌ�W�1m����
§oh{�6�B�U�'§ou�ª²moixhj��mo�Ç�1yzm � �[�$�W¨R�U�Ny'��iÛ��nNn¡�B�z�¡®�e
¦ �x�1��uxy��/hj�U��h�¨I���W�Gmoi � �.m�ÄD�Ny��Bi[�½moix¨Ryz�Wy��B��w���i��.�½mo�(�Uh�u.�U�1�UhÛ���xkW��i[��� � �°moi[�U�Bi.��mo�Ç�:�x�N�/�Bi.�x�Bi.n¡�
hji:�I�Bk��B§o�Bi � ����e º ��moª²��§om�À.�B�£�¡¿>�.yz�B����m�hji�¨Rh�yv���x�1§o�Wy � �1��i � §����B§��Bn¡�Uy�hji:w/�B��ª²���Uyz���.§ou.i � �/h{�6�Ny½mo�
� mok��Bi�p.���.m¯nz�É�U�Uy��B�z�U�B�$kW�Wyzm�hju.�I�U�B�����Ww�§��½�.yzh��D�Nyz��m��B�Ih�¨E�g

��� ¬ 	�� �G®���� � � á	
 á ��� �¡¿G� Ñ ¬��Ü�� � á �W´�	�® á �

Ü � mo�*���x��w/�B��ª&§��Bi � ����p ��� �Wyz�����x�·�/hj��m��Uy�hji���i��~�B§��Bn¡�Uy�hjiÍnNu.y�y��Bi[���Np���i�� 
 ���x�sy��B§o�W��m�kGmo�U��mon
�S�Wyz��ª1�N�U�NyBe º ��hjuxy'��i � §��B�Np����.�X�U�Nyzª ��m����.moi*�S�Wy��Bil���.�B�U�B�'m¯���W�.�.yzhB¿xmoª²�W�U�B§��*� �>u.��§\�Uh � pD��i.�Û���x�
�¡¿G�/hjix�Bi[�b�W�.��y�hB¿xmoª²�W�U�B§��v� �>u.��§[�Uh�� �>e ¦ �.�©��m � i���§lyzm¯�U�B�K�����Wy���§��(���x�Bi����x�©�6�{k��B§��Bi � ���1moi.n¡yz�B���U�B�Npj�
¨R�B�W��uxy��'moi.n¡hji.��m¯�U�U�Bil�c��mo���1n¡hjª²ª1hji²�U�Gi.n3�xy�h��Uy�hji1y3���.mo�W��m�hjiÉ¬Ç�GÔ½®�ejÁKm����N�'mo�U��pj���x�$�.�Bn¡y��B����moi � �zm � i.��§
m¯il�U�Bi.�zm��Ç�È��m����:moi.n¡y��B���zmoi � wD�B��ª �Bix�Ny � ��¬ � � 
 áW®$mo�(ixh��½�°¨P�B�W��uxyz�1�UhÉwD�f�¡¿G�D�Bn¡�U�B��¨Py�hjª5n¡hjª¾ª1hji
���>i.n3�xy�h��Uy�hji£yz���.mo�W��m�hji\e
��������� =YA�^S=@H��ÙÚ
º �¼����mo� �/hjmoi[�6�©�v���xhju�§o�²w/��y��B���x�¾�Uh�À�i�����n¡hji[k>moi�nNmoi � ��m � i.��§qec³�yzh�¨ae�g6hji[k>monNm¯i.mSm¯�©ÀSi.��§om�ËBmoi � ���x�
��i���§��>�zmo�'��h�¨P�a�6�Wy���e ¦ �x���x�NkGmon¡�f��i�����h�¨P�a�6�Wy��1�'mo§o§����x�Bi�w/�f��uxyzix�B��h{k��Nyv�Uh � yz����u.�W�U�²�U��u.�x�Bi[�(|$e
}~mo��i�m��N���U�Gmqp����xhÉ�'mo§o§b�.y�hG�.u.n¡�1�.mo�(���.�B��mo�vu.��m¯i � ���x�¾n¡hji[��moi[u.hju.��§����.y�hG�.u.n¡�B��ÂI|I�GÔ �.�W���Ge ¦ �x�
ª¾moi.moª²��§6�U�B�U�����Uhsw/�É�/�Ny�¨Rh�yzª1�B��moi�nN§ou.�x�É�U�Nk��Nyz��§'�U�/�BnNmo��§om�ËN�B��r���nz��moix���>��u��.m��B�1ª1�B����u.y��Bª1�Bi[���Ne
¦ �x�B�U�½�Wy�� �
� �zmoi � §��(w�u.i�nz�É�.�W���1���W�Gmoi � ¬q�W¨R�U�Ny'�¾��u ��� �B�U��m�hji£¨Py�hjª�tfeSÔ�mon¡�W®�e6Ï(�D�Ny3�W��moi � ÂI|6�xÔ���m����*hji.§o�
hji.��w�u�i.nz�È�/�Ny'w/�B��ª ��§o§�h{�'�'hji.���Uh*nz�.��i � �f���.��w/�B��ªÆ�xh�yzm�ËNhji[����§b��i � §��fw[�Ûu.�È�Uh � ª²yz����p
m¯iÈ���.�f��y�h>n¡�B�z��n3�.��i � moi � ���.�f�¡¿G�/�Bn¡�U�B�·��m � i.��§Ew>�Û�Ç�6hÉh�yz�x�Ny3�'h�¨6ª²� � i.m���u��x��e��Gmoi � §o�Xw�u.i�nz�
��§¯�Uh²��§o§�h@���Ihjix�v�Uh²moi.n¡yz�B���U�(���x�vw�u.i.n3�Énz�.�Wy � �vw[�*ux�*�Uh¾��¨]��n¡�Uh�y$h�¨E�a�©hxp��¡ÄD�Bn¡��m�k��B§o�°�U�B����moi �
���.� � � � á	 �.�N�D�Bi��x�Bi.n¡�vh�¨bwD�B��ª¾�U�Uyz���.§ou�i � e� g6�B��ª��«w/�B��ªÊ��nN��i.i�moi � e º �½��m����`��§o§�w/�B��ª²���Uyz���.§ou.i � ���x�Bixhjª1�Bi��GpE���x�°yz���.m¯�W��m�hji�moi.n¡yz�B���U�B�
�'�x�BiÉ���x�vw/�B��ª²�$�Wyz�½hWÄ/���N�Ne �.h�y�� � Ü·hWÄ��U�N�'moi �Spx���x��� Ñ �/hj§o�WyzmoËB�W��m�hji°�>m��B§¯�Émoi.n¡y��B���U�B�$w[�É�
¨]��n¡�Uh�yvh�¨6´>eß�>p\��i��È���.� � Ñ �/hj§o�Wy3m�ËB�W��m�hjiÈ�>m��B§¯�Û�x�Bn¡y��B�����B�(w[�   µ �*e �cm � eX´¾���.h{�������.mo�'�¡Ä/�Bn¡�
¬q��§¯�Uh1�>i.h{��i£���¾¹UnN��ª1�B§�w���nz�°�¡Ä/�Bn¡��»>®©¨Rh�y¼���x�v�Uh�����§K�>m��B§¯��e Ï(uxyI�U�B§��B��n¡h��/�B�$�.�{k��X�²�Uhjª²�N���.�W�
�.�Bn¡y��B���U�B�°�U�Bi.��m���mok>m��a���Uh����.mo� ���x�Bixhjª1�Bi.hji�pl�.ux���UhX���x�Bm�y6�WËBmoªfux���.��§�§oh>nN�W��m�hji\e ¦ �.mo�c�U�B�U�6��mo§o§
w/�vw/�B�U�$�xhji.�v��m����É�1¨]u.§o§��¾h��D�Ny3�W��m�hji.��§\�x�N�U�Bn¡�Uh�y{pS�Uh1���.�W�����x�X�U�Bi.�zm���m�kGm��Ç�°nN��iÉw/�½ª²�Y¿Gm¯ª²��§qe

Î��mo�X�xh��/�B�s���.�W�Np�hji.n¡�°���x�°�.�Nk>mon¡��yzu.i.��n¡hjil��m¯i[uxhju���§��:���x�Bix�Nk��Ny²ÂI|I�GÔ m¯�Xyzu�i.i.moi � �W�1nN§�hj�U���Uh
ª¾�Y¿Gmoªfu.ª�§¯u.ª²moixhj�zm��Ç��px���x����i.��§��G��mo�¼h�¨c��§��Bi[��m�¨]u.§��.�W���¾��mo§o§D¨]uxy����x�Ny$�B§¯u.nNmo�.�W�U�½���.�Xu.��� � �f��i.�É�/hj���
�zm�w�mo§omo��m��B� h�¨b���.mo���x�Nk>m¯n¡��e
LN� ��� =YA�^�=YH��ÙÚ ¦ �x�(ÂI|I�GÔ��x�Nk>m¯n¡�'mo�6n¡hjª1��§��N�U�B§o�²u.i.�x�Ny©���x��y��B���Dhji���m�w�mo§¯m��Ç�½h�¨ � yz���.u.�W�U�(�U��u.�x�Bi[�
|�ex}�m¯��i.m��N�����>mqp[���xh1�.���¼��§o��hf��yzm��U�U�BiÉ� � h>h>�*¨Ryz��n¡��m�hji*h�¨b���x�v�Uh�¨R�Ç�I�Wy��Xmoi*u.�U��e ¦ �x�v§o���U�¼���Wy����Ih�¨
���.�Xix�Bn¡�B�����Wyz�*��h�¨P�a�6�Wy��X��mo§o§Dw/�vÀ�i.mo�z�x�B�°w[�*³�y�h�¨Îe�g6hjilkGmonNmoi�m�ixh²§o�W�U�Ny�������i �.�Nw.yzu��Wy��*´Wµ�µl�[e
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��m � uxy���´ � � Ñ �/hj§o�Wyzm�ËB�W��mohji�¬q�xh��U�U�B�/®�p � Ñ �/hj§o�Wyzm�ËB�W��m�hji`¬q�.�����x�B��®�p/��i��Û�Uh�����§�§o�Wy � �f��i � §o��w/�B��ª²�U�Uy3���.§ou.i �
�Gm��B§o�É���$�1¨]u.i.n¡��mohji*h�¨b���.�vwD�B��ª1�«wD�B��ª�hWÄ/�U�N�Ne

¦ �x� ix�¡¿G�E�U�U�N�fmo�\�Uh'À�i.��§omoËN�����x�B��m � iv¨Ph�yb���x���ÁbÂ·Îgs�x�N�U�Bn¡�Uh�yBe���h�nz�.��i � �B�E�.�{k��©w/�N�Bi�ª²���x���Uh'hjuxy
wS���U�B§omoix�v�x�B�zm � i�p ��m � e � p.�'�.monz�Ûn¡hji.��mo�U���$h�¨b�1y3moi � �Ç§om����(�.y3moª²�Wy��°ª²m�y�y�h�y{pGn¡h@k��Nyzmoi � � � � �Ù´Wª²yz���
¬q�È��moi��xh{� h�¨�hji.§��·µGeß�Ûª²yz���s���.hju.§o�·w/�¾��u �¾nNm��Bi[�Npcmo¨6���.�Ny����Wy���y��B��§©�B�U���W�U�Émo����ux�B�N®�e ��hj§o§�h{�'moi �
���.�£ª²m�y�y�h�y{p�hjix�É��mo§o§©�.�Bk��È�·n¡hj§o§omoª²�W��m¯i � �x�NkGmon¡��¬q���.h{��i���n3�x�Bª²�W��monN��§¯§��`moi ��m � e � ®�p©��m¯ª²mo§o�Wyf�Uh
���.��ÂI|6�GÔÓhjix�½w�ux�¼ªfu.nz�Û§�hji � �NyBpxw/�BnN��u.�U�vh�¨b���x�Xªfu.n3�£��ª²��§o§o�NyI��i � u.§o�Wy¼y��B�Uhj§¯ux��m�hji�e ¦ �.��y3moi � mo�
���.�BiÈ�.mok>mo�.�B�£moi[�Uh¾�Ç�6h*�/hj§o�Wyzm�ËB�W��m�hji��X¬qixh��(���xh@��iÈm¯i ��m � e � ®$��i.�Û�.y�h �U�Bn¡�U�B�Èhji[�Uh*�Ç�6h�¨]���U�½Â$Â6t
nN��ª²�Nyz���Ne ¦ �.�¾ª²���Uh�yf���xkW��i[��� � ��h�¨¼���.m¯�X�x�B��m � ismo�v�����W�����x�°�.mÅÄ/yz��n¡��m�hji�§¯moª²m��v¨Rh�yX���x�°ª²m�y�yzh�yXmo�
ªfu.n3�·��ª²��§o§��Ny(���.��i·m¯iÈ���.��nN�����1h�¨©���x�²�Yàv�Wª²ª²á�n¡hj§o§om¯ª²�W�Uh�yz�vmoi·ÂI|6�xÔ½e ¦ hÉn¡hjª1�S�Wy���pK�W��ÂI|I�GÔ
���.����i � §���h�¨ h�w��U�Ny�kW�W��m�hji:mo� � µ°ª²yz����pD���x�fn¡hj§¯§omoª²�W��m�hji���i � §�� � ª1yz����pD���x�1�.mÅÄ/yz��n¡��m�hji�§omoª²mo�$µGe � ¶
ª²yz����px��i.�°���x�(�Ç�>��monN��§Dw���nz� � y�hju�i.�*��i � u.§o�Wy¼�U�.yz�B��� � ª1y3����e º �¼���x�(ÎÁcÂ�p[���.��h�wS�U�Ny�kW�W��m�hji*��i � §��
m¯� � ª1yz����px���.�½n¡hj§o§omoª²�W��mohji°��i � §��Xmo�¼µGeãµj�Wª1y3����p.���x�½�.m�ÄDyz��n¡��mohjiÉ§omoª²m��IµGeãµj�²ª²yz����px��i.�É���x�v�a�[�SmonN��§
wS��n�� � y�hju.i.����i � u.§o�Wy��U�.y��B���Ûh�¨�h�yz�x�Ny�µGe � ª²yz����e ¦ �x�B����i>u.ªXw/�Nyz���Wy����Bi�n¡hjuxyz� � moi � �Bixhju � ��¬q��i.�
��§¯�Uh�ixh��6�B���U�²�Uhfmoª1�.yzh{k��'u.�Dhji�®�e º �6�ÁbÂ�i.hjª²moi.��§Sn¡hji.�.m���m�hji��Npj���x���U�N��ux�°h�¨��cm � e � �6hju.§o�²n¡hj§¯§��Bn¡�
��hjª1��µGeß�Yà � µ���k>m¯��m�w�§��¼�S�xh��Uhji.�©�D�Ny6gIg©'¬]¨Ph�y6�B��nz�*w�u�i.nz�G�«�UhW�«wSu.i.nz��n¡hj§o§omo�zm�hji�plixh��6¨Rh�y©�B��n3���Uy3��moi/®�e
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Hollow mirror imaging system for detection of beamstrahlung radiation 

e+

e –

• Large solid angle to collect the beamstrahlung radiation
�=2 �Cos

�
min �Cos

�
max

�
• Confocal imaging to achieve high spatial resolution 

x∆ =y∆ �0 .61�
�
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z∆ � 0 . 61�
�
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• Detection scheme includes optical filters, polarizers, 
CCD matrix to measure angular intensity distribution  

��m � uxy�� � � ÎÁcÂ�Îg~n¡hji.n¡�N����u.��§K�x�B�zm � i�e

º �f��m�����ÂI|6�xÔ½pK���.���¡¿G�Uy��Bª1�*����mo§o��h�¨$���x�*w/�B��ª ��i � u.§o�Wy���i.�Ì�U���W��mo��§6�.mo���Uyzm�w�ux��mohji·ix�N�B���Uh�w/�
�zmoª�u�§o�W�U�B�:�©�B§¯§Ew/�N¨Rh�y���hjix�²n¡hjª²ª²mo���(�UhÉw�u.mo§o��moi � ��u�nz�·�É�x�NkGmon¡�1¨Rh�yv���x�1ÎÁcÂ�e\ÂI|6�GÔ ��moªfu.§o�W��m�hji
�z�xh{� kGm�y���u���§o§�����§o§�w���nz� � y�hju�i.�~�Uh�w/�:n¡hjª¾moi � ¨Pyzhjª&n¡�Ny�����moi��U���W��m¯��§(y�� � m�hji.�*��mo���.moi ���x�:À�i.��§
�>u.���xy3ux�/hj§��B�Np��Ww/hjux� � �UhÉ��Üs¨Ry�hjª ���x�fn¡�Bi[�Uyz��§c�Y¿xmo�Ne º �zmoª�u�§o�W��m�hji�pD������nNnNu.yz�W�U�1���'�/hj���zm�w�§���p.h�¨
���.�½ÎÁcÂ w���n�� � y�hju.i��.�¼��mo§¯§Sw/�v�/�Ny�¨Rh�yzª1�B�*w>�°�¾�U�Bn¡hji.� � yz����u.�W�U�X�U��u.�.�Bil�Ne
Þ��BkGmoi � ��nNnNu�ª�u.§¯�W�U�B�·�¡¿>�/�Nyzmo�Bi.n¡�1��m��������x��ÂI|I�GÔ �x�NkGmon¡��p\�6�²�.�{k��¾n¡hjª1�²�Uh � yz�����s�Uhjª1�1h�¨6���x�
���.kY��i[��� � �B�������W�$���x�XÁEmoix�B�Wy'Â6hj§o§¯mo�x�NyI��§o��i.i.�B�°�.�Nk>mon¡��¬ �cm � e � ® �.y�h@k>m¯�x�B�Ne
��m�y3�U�Np[�Uhjª²��h�¨����x��§�h{�6�Ny �>u.��§omo�Ç�1�.�W���f�W�IÂI|I�GÔ �z�xh{� yz�W�U�'ÃSu.n¡��u.�W��m�hji.�©moi1���x�'w���n�� � y�hju.i���e Ï(uxy
�.�Nk>mon¡�B�¾�U�N�Éhji.§�������ª²��§o§6��m¯i.�xh{� moi��WËBm¯ª�ux���\p©��i.����i[����ª²��§o§Inz����i � �ÛmoiÌ���x�Éw/�B��ª
�.moy��Bn¡��m�hji
�'mo§o§/w/�½y��NÃ.�Bn¡�U�B�Èmoi£��nz�.��i � �fmoiÉ���x��h�w��U�Ny�k��B�Ûyz�W�U��e ¦ �.mo�$�¡ÄD�Bn¡�'��mo§o§/w/�½�B§om¯ª²moi.�W�U�B�Ém�¨b���x�����xhj§��
�WËBm¯ª�ux���Èmo�$h�wS�U�Ny�k��B�£���.�½���xhj§��X��moª1��e6a¨chjix�½�S�Wy���h�¨c���x�½y3moi � mo��h{k��Ny����.�B§oª1�B�£w>�*w���n�� � y�hju.i��.�Np
hji.�¾nN��is��§��I�B�G�fu.�U�1���x�²�S�Wy��½h��.�/hj��m��U�1�UhÈm��½moi��WËBmoªfux����e�Ô$�N¨Îe�Ð � Ò �z�xh{���½���.�W�½hjix�²hji�§���i.�N�B�.�
�UhÉª1hji�m��Uh�y  �WÝ¾y3���.mo��i.�'�Uh*y��Bn¡h{k��Ny½¨]u.§o§Emoix¨Rh�yzª²�W��m�hji\e ¦ �x�f�Ç�6hÉ�/hj§o�Wyzm�ËB�W��mohji.����§o��h°�.m¯�U�Uyzm�w�u.�U�Xmoi
�WËBm¯ª�ux���s��nNn¡h�yz�.moi � �Uhs¬q��moi á ´ �EpEn¡hj�3á\´ �K®'�.mo�U�Uy3m�w�ux��m�hji��NeXÎ¨6��§¯§�¨Phju.y½�WËBmoª�u.���.��§�ª1hG�.u.§o�W��mohji.�v�Wy��
h�wS�U�Ny�k��B��p��.mo���Bil����i � §¯moi � ��m � i.��§���i.�`w���n�� � y�hju.i�����mo§¯§�w/�¾ª�u�nz�`�B����m��NyBeÛÔ��N¨ae�Ð � Ò ��§o��hÛ�.mo��nNu����U�B�
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�.h{�7���.mo�$�x�NkGmon¡�½w/�Bn¡hjª1�B��¨Ru�§o§��¾�/h@�©�Ny�¨]u.§��'�x�Bi£�B��n3�Û�/hj§o�WyzmoËB�W��m�hji£mo�$ª²�B����uxy��B�Û�Uh � �¸h�y�w/�N�U�U�NyBe
º nN§��B��i£�6�{�°�Uh°�.mo�U�Bi[����i � §��v��m � i.��§/¨Pyzhjª w���n�� � y�hju.i��É��mo§o§/�x�B§o�\e
�G�Bn¡hji.��p.w���nz� � yzhju.i.�.�$�W����§o§�w/�B��ª �Bix�Ny � m��B�½¬]¨Ry�hjª � eß�²�Uh���d�����®6���Bk����z�xh{��iÛ�U�Uy�hji � � Ñ �/hj§o�WyU�
moËB�W��m�hji`¬«¶Wµ°�Uh ����°p��x�N�/�Bi.�.m¯i � hjiÛ�Bi.�Ny � ��®�e ¦ �.�W����mo§¯§\��§oª1hj�U�(n¡�Ny�����moi�§��*wD���Uyzux���W�'���.���ÁbÂÍ���
�6�B§o§qe ¦ �x�1u.��� � ��h�¨ ���Wyz��monNu.§o�Wy��/hj§o�Wyzm�ËB�W��m�hji��'moi����Wyz��monNu.§o�Wy(�WËBmoªfux���.��§c�U� � ª1�Bi[���½ª²�{�Ûy�� �U�Bn¡�v���x�
wSu.§��¾h�¨b���x�½wS��n�� � y�hju.i.�É�'�.mo§����.y��B�U�Nyzk>moi � kGm�y���u���§o§��¾��§o§\h�¨E���x����m � i.��§�moi.¨Ph�yzª¾�W��m�hji�e
��moi���§o§���p¼�W�ÉÂ¼|6�GÔ m��������²w/�Bn¡hjª1�:nN§��B�Wy������W�����x�È�¡ÄD�Bn¡�*h�¨v���x�Èw/�B��ª ��i � u�§o�Wy��.m¯�U�Uyzm�w�u.��m�hji�mo�
m¯ª1�/h�y�����il�Ne ¦ �.mo���¡ÄD�Bn¡�vmo�'n¡�Ny�����moi.§�� � hjm¯i � �Uh*w/�½k��Ny��Ûm¯ª1�/h�y�����il���W�'���.���ÁbÂ�pD�������.��w/�B��ª²� � �N�
��mo�Uyzux���U�B��moi*���.�(gIg6 p.��m����°���x�½ª²�Y¿xmoª²��§/�x�NÃ��Bn¡��m�hji*h�¨Eh�y3�x�Ny¼h�¨b��¨Ryz��n¡��m�hji*h�¨ � ª1yz���\e�t(m�ÄD�Ny��Bi[�
�S�Wy����ch�¨����x�¼�x�N�U�Bn¡�Uh�y ��mo§o§[w/�6mo§¯§ou.ª²moi��W�U�B�½�.mÅÄ/�Ny��Bi[��§��Xm�¨ÎpW¨Ph�y��¡¿x��ª1��§���p����.�6w/�B��ª²�c�Wy��$i.h��cn¡hj§¯§omo�.moi �
�¡¿x��n¡��§��s�.�B���G�«hji�eÈ³ y��B§omoª¾moi.�Wy����B�U��moª²�W��mohji.���z�xh{�±���.�W�f���.mo�Xm¯��moi��x�N�B�s��§o�Wy � ���¡ÄD�Bn¡�NesÏ(ix�°nN��i
yz�B���Uhji.�Ww�§��°�¡¿G�D�Bn¡�¼�����W�¼���.mo�¼�x�NkGmon¡�½ª²m � �[� � m�k��Xu.§o��moª²�W�U�B§��²��y�h{kGmo�x�vª1h�y��½m¯ix¨Ph�y3ª²�W��m�hji°���.��i ��u.�U�
���.��¨Rhjuxy �[u���il��m���mo�B���x�B�zn¡yzm�w/�B�smoi�Ô$�N¨Îp�Ð � Ò p ��i.�Ì��§o��hÈ���.�W�f���x�*�x�NkGmon¡���'mo§o§�yz�B§o�W��m�k��B§��·�6�Bm � �����x�
w/�B��ª ����mo§o�v���.��is���x�¾w/�B��ª-n¡h�y���e*t��N����m¯§��B�snN��§onNu�§o�W��m�hji.�½�Wyz��ix�N�B�x�B�`��i.�·��m¯§o§cw/�²�/�Ny�¨Ph�y3ª1�B�·moi
´Wµ�µjÝ>e
�i�n¡hji.nN§¯u.��m�hji�p����.�1�Ç�6hÈmoª1�/h�y�����i[�(���Wy����v¨Rh�y½���x�1�ÁbÂ��Wy��²�É���xh�y�hju � ��nN��§onNu.§o�W��mohji:h�¨6���.�1w���n��[�
� yzhju.i.�.�NpK�Uh£�x�N�U�Nyzª²moi.�1À�i.��§b¨P�B���zm�w�mo§omo�Ç��p\��i.�·��§o��h£moª1�/h�y�����i[�½mo�(�UhÛ�.�{k��¾�É�U�Bi.�U�1h�¨I�����W�½mo�(���x�
���Bi.��m���m�kGm��a�Éh�¨ ���.mo���x�NkGmon¡��moiÛ���.�f�ÁbÂÍ�Bi[k>moy�hji.ª1�Bi[�Np/���x�Ny��f���x���.mo�Uyzu.�.��m�hji£��i � §o��m¯��h�¨©���x�1����ª1�
h�y3�x�Ny�h�¨c���x��h�w��U�Ny�kW�W��m�hjiÛ��i � §���e ¦ �x�B�U�XnN��§onNu�§o�W��m�hji.�'nN��iÛ��§oª1hj����n¡�Ny�����moi.§o�°w/�½n¡hjª1�S§��N�U�B�Ûw>�*���x�
�Bi��Éh�¨�´Wµ�µjÝ>e
� A��E<[=Y<>CDMv��<>H��`?NM{=YH��bFRQbCE^\Ú ¦ �x�¼ª²mon¡y�h@�6�{k���n¡hji.n¡�N�.�Np[�.y��B�U�Bi[�U�B�²moi�Ô$�N¨Îe¯Ðã� Ò �.���cw/�N�Bi1n¡yzmo��monNm�ËN�B�
��ux�1�UhÛ���x�²§¯��n��·h�¨I��il�:kGmo�Ww�§��²nN��§onNu�§o�W��m�hji�e°ÂIhj�x�Ny��Bi[�X�U�Gi.nz�xyzh��Uy�hji·yz���.m¯�W��m�hji·mo�½��u.w ���Bn¡�v�UhÈ���x�
n¡hj�.�Ny��Bi.n¡��n¡hji��.m���m�hji*h�¨cÔ$�N¨Îe¯Ð�¶ Ò p

Ü�� ��	 ����� � ��� �
�'�x�Ny����*mo�����x�Xw/�B��ª��Sm��/�½�.mo��ª1�N�U�Ny���i.�	�����.�X�Ç�>��monN��§Kyz���.mou��¼h�¨�nNuxy�kW�W��uxy���e�d(m�k��BiÈ���x�½�a�[�SmonN��§
ª¾� � ix�N��monvÀ.�B§¯�Éix�B�Wy��1w/�B��ªÉp

� � ´�
 á������
� Ü �BÜ�� � � µ���� �

���.�Xw/�B��ª��«w/�B��ª nNuxyzkY�W��uxyz�½yz���.mou��¼�W�����x��ÎÁcÂ~mo�$h�¨ch�yz�.�Ny � ª²�N�U�NyBe º n¡hj�x�Ny��Bi[���Bi.�.��i�n¡�Bª1�Bil��mo�
���.�Ny��N¨Ph�yz�½�¡¿>�/�Bn¡�U�B�Û¨Ph�y�µ�� � ��	��   ª²ªÉe
¦ �x�Xn¡hj�x�Ny��Bi�n¡��n¡hji.�.mo��m�hji£mo�$�z�W��mo�UÀ.�B�Ûh{k��Ny(�²¨]��m�yz§��°§o�Wy � �½�I�Bk��B§��Bi � ���È�'moi.�xh@�Ó��i.�£���x�X�¡¿Gmo���U�Bi.n¡�
h�¨���u.n3���È���x�Bi.hjª1�Bixhji��W�f���.�°�ÁbÂ mo�fixh��1moi��xhjuxw.�Ne º §¯�UhÈ���.� �>u.��§om����W��mok���¨R�B�W��uxy��B�1���.h{��i�moi
Ô��N¨ae¯Ð�� Ò ���xhju.§o��w/�·n¡h�y�y��Bn¡�Ne ¦ �.�B�U�·moi.nN§ou.�.���Ìyz�W�Smo�.§���moi�n¡y��B����moi � ÂIg �Gm��B§o����m�����w/�B��ª��«w/�B��ª
hWÄ��U�N�Np����Bi.��m���m�kGm��a�1�Uhf���.��w/�B��ª¸§��Bi � ���*Ü��f¬]����monz�°�.y�h@k>m¯�x�B� ���.�(§oh{�6�Ny'ÂIg nNu.�UhWÄ¼®���i��°���Bi.��m���m�kGm��a�
�Uh��W��§��B���U�$hji.�½h����x�Ny$w/�B��ª��«w/�B��ª�ª²m¯��ª²�W��nz�\e
Þ'h{�6�Nk��NyBpD���x�XnN��§onNu�§o�W��m�hji.�¼h�¨cÔ$�N¨Îe¯Ð�� Ò �6�Ny��½�/�Ny�¨Rh�yzª1�B�Ém¯iÉkY��nNu�u.ª���i.�É¨Rh�y$�/�Ny�¨R�Bn¡��§��°h{k��Nyz§o�W����moi �
��i � u.§o�Wyvyz���.m¯�W��m�hji����W�U�U�Nyzi:¨Ry�hjªÆ�B��nz�s���Wy��(h�¨ ���x�1w/�B��ªÉef���Bmo���x�Nyvh�¨©���.�B�U�²n¡hji.�.m���mohji.�'�Wyz�1�Uyzux�
m¯i£y��B��§omo�Ç��e��i£�S�Wy���monNu.§o�Wy'�.y��B§om¯ª²moi.�Wy���nN��§onNu.§o�W��m�hji��'���.h{�7���.�W�'�'�x�Bi£���x�f��i � u.§o�Wy����W�U�U�Nyz�(�xh°ixh��
h@k��Nyz§o�W�\p����x�Xn¡hj�x�Ny��Bi[�$yz����mo�W��m�hji£�x�Bn¡yz�B���U�B�$w>���a�©h�h�yz�x�Nyz�Ih�¨�ª²� � i�m���u.�x��e
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º ¨R��moyz§��vy�h�w�u��U�Npjm�¨�ixh��ck��Ny��f�.y��BnNm¯�U��p�nN��§onNu.§o�W��m�hji1m¯�EwS���.§��½ix�N�B�x�B�\eEÎ¨����x�¼n¡hj�x�Nyz�Bil��w/�B��ª²�U�Uy3���.§ou.i �
�Gm��B§o��mo�6�W�6���.��§��Nk��B§Dh�¨\�Nk��Bi*�f¨R�N� }��W�U���Np����x�'�ÁbÂÙ�U�Bi.��h�yz�©�.h{��i.���Uy��B��ª±h�¨\���x�(moil�U�Ny3��n¡��m�hji°�Dhjm¯il�
�'mo§o§Dw/�½�YÄD�Bn¡�U�B��e º i��*h�¨cn¡hju.yz�U�X��u�nz�£�1§o�Wy � �X��m � i.��§������¼�Uy��Bª1�Bi.�.hju.�$ª1hji.mo�Uh�yzmoi � �/h��U�Bil��m¯��§qe
Ô��Bn¡�Bil�1�6h�y��`w[� º � hj����i.� ��h���h@�j��Ðã� Ò ���xh@� ���.�W�1m��1mo�fmoi.�x�N�B���/hj����m�wS§��²�Uh:�NkY��§¯u.�W�U�£n¡hj�x�Ny��Bi[�
w/�B��ª²���Uyz���.§ou.i � moiÛ���6�{�£���.�W��mo�$hji.§o�£§omoª²m��U�B�*w>�É���x��ª1�B���È��m�ËN��e ¦ ��mo�$mo�'���.m �¾nNu.§��$nN��§onNu�§o�W��m�hji
�����W�²��mo§o§6w/�£moi.mo��mo�W�U�B��moiÌ���x�Û���Bn¡hji.�����Wyz�1h�¨v´Wµ�µl�[e º �U�Bn¡hji.� � y3���.u.�W�U�Û�U��u��x�Bil�¾�©hju.§¯�Ì���x�Bi
n¡hjª²��§��N�U�Xm��¼¨Rh�y$��u.w�§omonN�W��m�hji*��i.�Û�����x�B��mo�Ne
� A��E<[=Y<>CDM�� <[H��`?NM{=YH��bF]QECE^\Ú��'h���y�h � y��B�����Uh:y��N�/h�y����x�Ny��É�����6�*�Wyz�°¨]u.§o§o�:n¡hji�n¡�Bil�Uyz�W��m¯i � hji
� �N�U��m¯i � �·ÂI|I�GÔ �zm � i.��§�hju.�X¨Rh�y���u.w�§omonN�W��m�hji\e ¦ ��mo�½���Wyz�Xh�¨¼���x���.y�h �U�Bn¡����m¯§o§�ixh��f�.y�hGn¡�N�B�`u.i[��mo§
�`n¡hjª1�.y��B�.�Bi.��m�k���nN��§onNu.§o�W��m�hji mo�¾u�i.�x�Ny����W���Bi�e ¦ ��mo�²mo���sª²���Uh�y���y�h ���Bn¡�����.�W�°��mo§o§Iy�� �>u.m�yz�Éhjuxy
u�i.�.m�kGmo�x�B�°�W�U�U�Bil��mohji£¨Rh�y'�U�Nk��Nyz��§Kª1hjil�����Ne

��� Õ�Ö�Ö�� ;½=YAG�B<>��M Ø ��M@OP¤KOPM@OR<[?�H�CEJ��É<GFROP¤D<[=YH.�cFP<>?
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 BeamCal and GamCal LCDRD Proposal 
 

Personnel and Institutions Requesting Funding 
 William M. Morse, Francesco Lanni, Zheng Li, David Lissauer, Brett Parker, 
 Veljko Radeka; Brookhaven National Lab, Upton, NY 
 
 Uriel Nauenberg, Joshua Elliot, Kyle Miller, Gleb Oleinik, Joseph Proulx, Elliot 
 Smith, Paul Steinbrecher, Joseph Stech, Yiaxin Yu; University of Colorado, 
 Boulder, CO 
 
 Michael Zeller, Grigor Atoian, Vladimir Issakov, Andrei Poblaguev; Yale 
 University, New Haven, CT 
 
Collaborators 
 Wolfgang Lohmann, Christian Grah, Wolfgang Lange, Martin Ohlerich; DESY, 
 Zeuthen, Germany 
 
 Gunther Haller, Angel Abusleme, Marty Breidenbach, Dieter Freytag; 
 SLAC/Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA  
 
Project Leader 
 William M. Morse; morse@bnl.gov; 631-344-3859; December 12, 2006 
 
Project Overview 
The ILC Forward Detectors consist of the LumiCal, BeamCal, and GamCal. The 
LumiCal and BeamCal provide hermeticity almost down to the beam-pipe for physics 
searches with missing PT, especially to identify 2 photon processes which are a major 
background for SUSY particle searches. The LumiCal also provides a precision 
measurement of the luminosity by measuring the forward Bhabha events. The goal is 
several 10-4 accuracy in dL/L. The BeamCal also measures beam-strahlung e+e- pairs. 
The GamCal measures beam-strahlung gammas which go into the beam-pipe. The latter 
two measurements are used for beam diagnostics, interfacing with the final focus team. 
The U.S. Forward ILC R&D effort is part of the International FCAL R&D Collaboration: 
 
Spokesman - W. Lohmann (DESY Zeuthen) with coordinators: 
1. Beam Diagnostics (BeamCal/GamCal) - W. Morse (BNL), 
2. Simulation - B. Pawlik (Cracow), 
3. Sensors - W. Lange (DESY), 
4. Readout Electronics -TBD, 
5. LumiCal Laser Alignment - W. Wierba (Cracow). 
 
W. Morse is also the SiD forward coordinator. The LumiCal R&D is mostly in the EU. 
The R&D is for precision laser alignment, medium occupancy readout architecture, mip 
to 500 GeV dynamic range, and simulation of backgrounds. The GamCal R&D is mostly 
in the US. The main R&D issues are interfacing with the extraction beamline, 
background simulation, and detector technology. The BeamCal R&D is both EU and US. 
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The R&D issues are radiation damage, fast readout for beam diagnostics, very high 
occupancy “physics” readout architecture with 10 bit accuracy, and beam-strahlung 
simulations. 
 
A crucial aspect of precision measurements at the ILC goes by the acronym LEP: 
luminosity, energy, and polarization. We are proposing R&D towards conceptual designs 
of detectors which will measure the beam-strahlung gammas (GamCal) and beam-
strahlung pairs (BeamCal), and which provide robust, complementary information on all 
three aspects of LEP.  The beam-strahlung gamma energy is typically 200 MTeV per 
beam crossing, which presents unique GamCal detector design challenges. Furthermore, 
these detectors must be integrated into the ILC exit beam-line, so there are integration 
issues which need to be studied. The present status of this project is that Bill Morse 
(BNL) and Wolfgang Lohmann and Martin Ohlerich (DESY Zeuthen) have done 
analytical and simulation calculations where we have convinced ourselves of the need for 
both the BeamCal and GamCal detectors in order to achieve the ILC LEP goals in a 
robust and reliable manner. We have a draft ILC Note on this subject. The Yale group has 
become interested in the GamCal detector, and is presently thinking about the detector 
technology and background issues. The FCAL R&D Collaboration has been studying the 
BeamCal detector technology and backgrounds for several years already. 
 
The ILC uses a flat (σy = 5nm), wide (σx = 500nm) beam in order to minimize the 
deleterious beam-strahlung, which gives detector backgrounds from the pairs, beam 
energy losses of several percent, and high electro-magnetic fields which precess the spin. 
Achieving the ILC luminosity goals while minimizing the beam-strahlung is a challenge, 
to say the least. The electron bunch properties can be described by the parameters N, 
<x>, <y>, σx, σy, σz, θx, θy, etc., and similarly for the positron bunch. These parameters 
change during the collision due to the very large Lorentz forces. The instantaneous 
luminosity is given by: 
 

o
y

o
x

oo

inst
NN

L
σσ

+−∝      (1) 

 
where the superscript o denotes that these parameters pertain to only the overlap region of 
the two bunches. 
 
The SLC used feed-back from pickup electrodes to match the <x> and <y> of the 
electron and positron beams. The ILC pick-up electrodes are being designed by the Beam 
Delivery System Team and they are presently studying EMI noise, backgrounds from 
charged particle spray, etc [2]. The ILC Feedback Team requests from the Forward 
Detector Team a signal, either analog or digital, effectively proportional to luminosity at 
≈3MHz, the bunch crossing rate, and more detailed information in some to be specified 
data base on the bunch characteristics at ≈5 Hz, the bunch train rate. The latency of the 
former signal should be ≤1µs.  
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A small fraction of the beam-strahlung gammas convert into pairs, mainly by the Bethe-
Heitler process. The number of Bethe-Heitler pairs is then given by: 
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Dividing both sides by Nγ  gives: 
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where No is the positron (electron) number for the left (right) detector. Thus the sets of 
detectors provide the information content required for equ. 1. 
 
The  beam-strahlung process was studied with the Guinea Pig simulation program. The 
Guinea Pig simulation program includes all pair production processes, ie. Bethe-Heitler 
(γe→eee), Landau-Lifshitz (ee→eeee), and Breit-Wheeler (γγ→ee). The number of pairs 
per beam crossing from the above processes vs. the pair energy is shown in Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1. From C. Rimbault et al., Phys. Rev. STAB 9, 034402 (2006) showing dNee/d 
log10(E) where E is in GeV for the Bethe-Heitler, Landau-Lifshitz, and Breit-Wheeler 
processes. We plan for ≈10cm of low Z material in front of the BeamCal to minimize 
back-scattered electrons and positrons from following the solenoidal field lines back to 
the vertex detector. This low Z material will absorb up to 0.02 GeV in the above plot. 
 
FCAL has a conceptual design of a BeamCal detector [1], which intercepts a fraction of 
the beam-strahlung pairs and measures their energy each beam crossing. Fig. 2 is from 
our draft ILC Note and shows the pair and gamma energy per beam crossing vs. vertical 
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beam offset misalignment. Fig. 3 shows the luminosity and the ratio of the pair to the 
gamma energy. Indeed, the ratio tracks luminosity remarkably well, as predicted from 
equ. 3. We have also studied other bunch parameter deviations which are included in our 
draft ILC Note. We need the beam-strahlung pair to gamma ratio available at the 3MHz 
rate, and detailed information on the radial distributions, etc. [1,2] at the 5Hz rate. It may 
be that measuring the number of gammas, instead of their energy, will give more robust 
information. We plan such a study, including the exit beam-line integration issues.  
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Fig. 2. Energy of the gammas (MTeV, left scale) and the pairs hitting the BeamCal (TeV, 
right scale) per beam crossing vs. the bunch vertical offset. 
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Fig. 3. Luminosity (1033 cm-2 /s, left scale) and the ratio of the pair to gamma energy 
times 10-6 (right scale) vs. the bunch vertical offset. 
 
The beam energy and polarization are also important quantities at the ILC, and must be 
known precisely in order to accomplish our physics goals. A detector which measures the 
gamma energy directly gives the average energy radiated when combined with the 
number of particles from the pickup electrode. This is valuable complementary 
information to the other energy measurements. We want to minimize the energy radiated, 
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while achieving our luminosity goal. Happily, the minimum in radiated energy 
corresponds to the maximum luminosity in Figs. 2-3. The spin precession through the IP 
electro-magnetic fields is a more complicated issue, which is discussed in our draft LC 
Note, but clearly the energy radiated gives complementary information on the electro-
magnetic fields experienced at the IP.  
 
The SLC had a beam-strahlung gamma detector, which made the first experimental 
observation of beam-strahlung. The ILC beam-strahlung gamma characteristic 
parameters for the nominal √s = 500 GeV ILC luminosity are shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Beam-strahlung gamma characteristic parameters. 
 ILC SLC 
Beam-strahlung power ≈ 0.5 MW ≈10-5 MW 
Energy/BX ≈ 200 MTeV  
Nγ per BX ≈ 4 × 1010  
 
For the case of perfect head-on collisions, ie. identical <x>, <y>, σo = σ, etc, the ideal 
analytic results for the total number and energy of beam-strahlung gammas and Bethe-
Heitler pairs are: 
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Thus for the 3MHz signal proportional to luminosity, we can use either the ratio of the 
pair to gamma number or energy. We plan to study which is more robust. For the 5Hz 
data base, it would be useful to have both. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the number and 
energy of the beam-strahlung gammas as the bunch length is varied from the Guinea Pig 
simulation program (see equ. 4 and 6 above for the ideal analytic equations). 
 
The beam-strahlung pairs produce a very challenging BeamCal radiation damage spec of 
10MGy/yr from electrons and gammas and 1.6×1014 neutrons/cm2/yr at the inside edge, 
and three orders of magnitude less at the outside edge. The neutrons are produced 
primarily via the giant dipole resonance. Our EU FCAL collaborators are studying 
diamond and gallium arsenide as possible the sensor materials. The first tests with 
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diamond sensors did not give encouraging results. We are proposing here to study rad-
hard silicon as the sensor material. 
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Fig. 4. Energy of gammas per beam crossing (MTeV left scale) and number of gammas 
(×1010 right scale) vs. bunch length (µm) from the Guinea Pig simulation program. 
 
The requirements of hermeticity and identification of the 2 photon backgrounds in the 
presence of the beam-strahlung and Bhabha pairs are very challenging. The EU FCAL 
simulation efforts thus far have been encouraging. We are proposing here to contribute to 
this effort by including the realistic SiD magnetic field map with the anti-DiD and anti-
solenoid fields for the 14mrad crossing angle. Brett Parker (BNL Magnet Division) is 
leading the design of these magnets. Furthermore, we plan to include into the simulations 
the effects of increased electronic noise due to the radiation damage at the inside edge. 
 
Integration of the BeamCal into the 14mrad beamline [3] will be challenging. Brett 
Parker is leading the design of the 14mrad final focus quadrupoles. The BeamCal is 
adjacent to these magnets. There are many space issues that need to be addressed. We 
propose an integrated SiD BeamCal-final focus conceptual design. 
 
References 
1.  http://www-zeuthen.desy.de/ILC/fcal/; W. Lohmann et al., R&D for the ILC-
Detector: Instrumentation of the Very Forward Region, DESY PRC R&D 02/01 (2006). 
 
2. Philip Burrows, ESAT-488 Fast Feedback, Vancouver ILC Workshop/GDE Meeting, 
19-22 July, 2006; http://vlcw06.triumf.ca. 
 
3. http://www-project.slac.stanford.edu/ilc/acceldev/beamdelivery. 
 
Broader Impact 
This proposal has extensive efforts for the education of students. At the University of 
Colorado, we involve many undergraduates and a few graduate students. For about a 
decade now we have involved undergraduates in this research. The total number of such 
undergraduates over the years has been about fifty. In the present year we have two 
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graduate students working towards a Masters degree and five undergraduates. Their work 
was associated with the simulation of the production of  Supersymmetric particles in a 
Linear Collider and the subsequent analysis to measure their masses. In fact, it was the 
students, many years ago, that pointed out to me (U. N.) the dangerous background from 
the two photon process. The funding of the undergraduates is mostly done by the 
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP) funded by the University of 
Colorado. The graduate students have been working on detector development with the 
Silicon Photo Detectors (SiPDs) that have just appeared. The students carried out their 
work and were required to write a report. This report was then located on the web 
http://hep-www.colorado.edu/SUSY so that the results become available to the 
community. Presently, the student's work is now associated with the simulation of the 
detector itself and with the BEAMCAL. The purpose is to understand the resolution of a 
calorimeter design we have proposed and to understand how well we can determine the 
presence of the two photon process and how well we can measure the energies of the two 
high energy electrons. At BNL we had three high school students who worked over the 
summer on the forward calorimeter simulations. One of them submitted his work for the 
Intel Talent Search. 
 
Results of Prior Research 
We submitted a very high priority ILC Detector R&D proposal abstract to Jim Brau, 
Univ. of Oregon, June 2006 entitled “Detector to Measure the Beam-strahlung Gammas 
at the ILC”. We were encouraged to write a proposal due in August, which we did. We 
have been informed that the awards will not be announced until Congress has passed the 
FY07 budget. This budget request includes the very high priority ILC Detector R&D 
proposal which we submitted August 2006 of $40k Yale and $40k BNL, ie. if the very 
high priority proposal is approved, then the budget shown below should be reduced by 
$80k. 
 
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables 
1. Concept for detectors integrated with extraction beamline 
2. Radiation hardness studies completed 
3. Concept for readout 
Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007 
1. Prototypes in test beam: 2008 
2. Efficiency in detecting 2 photon processes in SiD: 2008 
2. Final conceptual design: 2009 
 
Total Project Budget, in k$ 

Item FY2007 
Other Professionals 225.9
Graduate Students 0
Undergraduate Students 0
Total Salaries and Wages 225.9
Fringe Benefits 79
Total Salaries, Wages 
and Fringe Benefits 304.9
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Equipment 0
Travel 1.3
Materials and Supplies 20
Other direct costs 5
Total direct costs 331.2
Indirect costs 172.85
Total direct  
and indirect costs 504.05

 
Univ. of Colorado Budget, in k$ 

Item FY2007 
Other Professionals 40
Graduate Students 0
Undergraduate Students 0
Total Salaries and Wages 40
Fringe Benefits (25%) 10
Total Salaries, Wages 
and Fringe Benefits 50
Equipment 0
Travel 0
Materials and Supplies 0
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 50
Indirect costs (51.5%) 25.75
Total direct  
and indirect costs 75.75

 
Budget Justification for University of Colorado, Boulder, CO: Simulation of the 
BeamCal Characteristics for the 14mrad SiD Configuration 
This work is being done in collaboration with the European FCAL collaboration which 
has so far concentrated in studying the beamstrahlung spectrum for the TESLA Linear 
Accelerator design for 0 and 20mrad crossing angle for the Large Detector Concept 
(LDC). In this work we propose to study the energy deposition at the beam calorimeter 
detector (BEAMCAL) due to beamstrahlung for the standard ILC beam parameters in the 
14mrad crossing angle case. This is being done for the design of the Silicon Detector 
(SiD). This BEAMCAL detector is located next to the beam pipe at a distance of 295 cm 
from the interaction point. We then propose to overlay the two photon process to 
determine, using the energy distribution for many randomly chosen bunches, to 
determine how well we can detect and measure the energy of the energetic electron from 
the two photon process. This process needs to be detected and removed with good 
efficiency because it is a major background in the search for Supersymmetric particles. It 
is expected that there will be one Bhabha in the BEAMCAL for each beam crossing; we 
plan to study this situation to determine how we can separate the Bhabha events and the 
two photon events. In addition, it is likely that we will have one or two beam particles 
that have a gas scatter and go into the BEAMCAL. All of these occurrences we will try to 
study. We request funding for a research associate to help us obtain these results with the 
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help of undergraduate students. The undergraduates are being funded by the University 
via the Undergraduate Research Opportunities (UROP) program. 
 
We are carrying out a very detailed measurement of the beamstrahlung energy deposition 
in the BEAMCAL detector in the SiD design. This work is being done with the use of the 
"Guinea Pig" software tool. To obtain the beamstrahlung spectrum due to bunches 
crossing we need to input the description of the bunches in terms of parameters. The 
standard ILC beam parameters we are using at present for this study are as follows: 
 
E (GeV) N σx σy σz εx εy

250 2×1010 655nm 5.7nm 0.3mm 10µm .04µm 
 

The beamstrahlung electron/positron particles are then propagated towards the 
BEAMCAL using the detector solenoid and Anti-DiD field parameters using the GEANT 
4.0 program.  We have generated the beamstrahlung distribution of one bunch crossing to 
determine the Anti-DiD field strength needed to maximize the beamstrahlung energy 
into the beam pipe in order to reduce the amount of energy deposited in the BEAMCAL. 
Reducing that maximizes the ability to observe the two photon process. The result of this 
study is shown in Fig. 1.  
 
Nevertheless, to perfect this work we need to wait for the field parameters of the Anti-
Solenoid field being designed by the BNL/SLAC effort which is looking at the final 
focus quadrupoles. This effort has to wait for the design of the push-pull arrangement 
being proposed for the single beam line configuration of the Linear Collider. The Anti-
Solenoid field is necessary to remove the field contribution from the detector solenoid in 
the region of these quadrupoles. Since these are near the BEAMCAL location it has an 
effect on the propagation of the beamstrahlung electron/positron particles traveling 
towards the BEAMCAL. We expect this effect to be small so the results presented here 
are expected to be almost correct.  

 
Fig. 1. The figure on the left shows the total energy deposited inside the beam pipe as a 
function of the anti-DiD strength scale factor. The figure on the right shows the 
percentage of the energy deposited. 
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We have determined the number of electrons/positrons and their energies that hit the 
calorimeter in the very forward direction, near the beam pipe (BEAMCAL). This is 
shown in Fig. 2. This clearly indicates that the large energy deposition comes from a 
large number of rather low energy particles as compared to the energy from a single high 
energy particle from the two photon process. 

 
Fig. 2.  Number of electrons-positrons from the beamstrahlung pulse that deposit the 
amount of energy in the beamcal. This indicates that the large energy deposited is due to 
a large number of rather low energy particles.  
 
This leads us to surmise that the shower shape due to a single high energy particle 
superimposed on a large number of low energy particles should be quite distinct from the 
shower shape due to the same total energy but all deposited by a large number of low 
energy particles. Hence we plan to use this as a way to separate the two signals and use 
the difference in the shapes to determine the energy of the high energy single particle that 
comes from the two photon process.  
 
The Moliere radius of the showers is about 1 cm. Hence the appropriate cell size in the 
BEAMCAL is about 1-2 cm and we need to study the energy deposition distribution 
across the BEAMCAL in cell sizes of this order of magnitude. The shower will be 
measured over 25 samples in depth each consisting of 1 radiation length of Tungsten 
interleaved with sensing layers (which still are being determined). We then need to 
determine the variations in this energy deposition by running various random bunches 
and generating the showers produced by the beamstrahlung products and determine the 
energy deposition variations in each layer.  
 
We propose to use our computing farm in Colorado to generate the data to study the 
characteristics of the showers we just discussed. We then propose to generate two photon 
events using the Pythia and/or BDK software packages to overlay the energy of the 
energetic electron/positron from the two photon process on the beamstrahlung data and 
then develop algorithms to determine how to separate the energy deposition associated 
with the two photon process and deduce the energy of the high energy electron/positron 
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from the two photon process. Finally we will study the overlap of the two photon events 
with Bhabha events that are expected to occur in the BEAMCAL every beam crossing. 
We also plan to study the overlap with errant beam particles as a result of beam gas 
interactions. We state here the milestones we project we will achieve over the next two 
years: 
 
1. We expect to determine at the end of the first year the mean and the standard deviation 
of the energy deposition by the beamstrahlung in every 1cm2 area of the BEAMCAL in 
the SiD detector final focus design. This will be done in everyone of the 25 layers of the 
detector. 
 
2. We expect, by the end of the first year, to overlay various shower depositions due to 
the high energy leptons from the 2 photon events. 
 
3. During the second year of this proposal we will study these shower depositions to 
determine how well we can measure the energy and direction of the high energy leptons 
from the 2 photon events. 
 
4. By the end of the second year we propose to have studied the overlap of two photon 
events with Bhabha events and errant beam particles to study whether this overlap makes 
the analysis more complicated. We will study the complications that may arise from these 
processes. 
 
We request funding for a post-doctoral research associate to maintain locally the software 
being developed in SLAC associated with the various detector efforts in the LCDRD 
program; to maintain the software associated with the simulation like ISAJET, PYTHIA, 
BDK, Guinea Pig, CIRCE, etc.; to help with  the computer simulation effort of the 
BEAMCAL involving and guiding the students in this effort in association with Prof. 
Nauenberg. 
 
Yale University Budget, in k$ 

Item FY2007 
Other Professionals 22.9
Graduate Students 0
Undergraduate Students 0
Total Salaries and Wages 22.9
Fringe Benefits (30.6%) 7.0
Total Salaries, Wages 
and Fringe Benefits 29.9
Equipment 0
Travel 1.3
Materials and Supplies 0
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 31.2
Indirect costs (26%) 8.1
Total direct  39.3
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and indirect costs 
 
 
Budget Justification for Yale University: Beamstrahlung Measurements 
As was seen above and pointed out in ref. 1, measuring the characteristics of the 
beamstrahlung beam, such as the number of beamstrahlung photons, the spatial 
distribution of the photons, and the integrated beamstrahlung energy can give information 
about the conditions of beams during their collision.  In what follows we present some 
ideas for an R&D program with the goal of making such measurements. 
1.  Counting the Photons 
 
1.1  Optical Transition Radiation Camera 
One means of measuring the number of beamstrahlung photons employs an “Optical 
Transition Radiation Camera”. The device is situated in the beamstrahlung beam about 
100m from the interaction point.  The beamstrahlung photons are intercepted by a thin 
foil (<10-4 radiation lengths) which converts a few of these into single e+e- pairs. These 
proceed at very small angle into another thin foil in the beamstrahlung beam line oriented 
at 45 degrees to the beam. Upon crossing the vacuum-foil boundary transition radiation 
(TR) is emitted at 90 degrees to the beam in the optical frequency, and is detected by an 
optical detector. The detector possibly might be a CCD allowing study of the 
beamstrahlung shape. The method of 90 degree Optical TR (OTR) has been used 
routinely by accelerator physicists for electron beam diagnostics where the electron beam 
goes directly into the 45 degree foil, see [2,3] and the references therein. The method has 
even been proposed for various aspects of ILC diagnostics. However the experience is at 
comparably low energies, and as far as we can determine the technique has not been used 
to study beamstrahlung.  Therefore simulation and R&D is required to determine the 
feasibility of such a detector at the  ILC. We have performed an analytic calculation for 
the probability of bremstrahlung photon production as a function of photon energy using 
a published paper [4], and obtain about 3 photons per electron.  This number depends 
critically on the beam shape parameters, and is consistent with Chen's result and that of 
Daniel Schroeder in his thesis [5].  The spectrum is also consistent with that of Chen.  
Folding this result with the pair production spectrum and theoretical calculations of the 
number of transition radiation photons with wavelengths between 400nm and 500nm we 
obtain about 5×104 transition radiation photons per 2×1010 primary electrons for a 10-4 X0 
pair production foil.  With 3000 bunches per second, we expect 5×107 photons per 
second. We are implementing Guinea Pig to study this in detail. For the 14mr extraction 
beamline, as opposed to the 2mr line, the foils from the OTR camera can only work in the 
periphery of the beamstrahlung beam since the beamstrahlung beam overlaps the 
extracted electron or positron beam. Calculations [6] indicate that the beamstrahlung 
beam is substantially wider than the charged beam.  Because conversion of 
beamstrahlung is only at the 10-4 level, however, stray electrons from the beam would 
have a 104 higher probability of producing transition radiation that beamstrahlung 
photons.  This makes a TRD camera problematical for the 14 mr beam. We propose 
further study of the possibilities of  an OTR camera to measure the number and spatial 
distribution of beamstrahlung photons. 
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1.2   Gas Jet Spectrometer 
An interesting possibility of measuring the number of beamstrahlung photons is via pair 
creation of a fraction of the photons, and the subsequent observation of the number of 
electrons and/or positrons created. We have investigated using a gas jet of a heavy gas for 
conversion.  Particle densities of approximately 1014 particles per cm3 are appropriate and 
such jets are quite feasible.  The jets can be well defined in space with a lateral extent as 
small as 1 mm, and would not disturb a surrounding vacuum as low as that in the beam 
pipe (≈10-7 Torr). Our first concept for a spectrometer for determining the number of 
produced pairs of leptons is the first dipole in the Compton Polarimeter Chicane. A figure 
for this concept is seen in Fig. 1. Using this dipole involves a minimum of disruption to 
the ILC system, and directs the electrons and positrons produced by the jet to a region in 
space that is a suitable location for detectors. The detectors we envisage are similar to 
those we employ at the LHC: Tungsten-quartz calorimeter modules.  They are radiation 
hard, which is necessary for detectors in the ILC beam environment, and have a well 
understood response to electrons. 

 
Fig. 1. Concept of gas jet at the Compton Polarimeter chicane to observe beamstrahlung. 
 
We are in the act of bringing the program Guinea Pig on line on our computers. This is a 
program that simulates the photons from beamstrahlung from colliding e+e- beams. Once 
this program is available we will study the influence of beam parameters on our proposed 
devices. If building such devices appears fruitful, where practicable we will build and test 
prototypes.  We will also build and test prototype detectors to be used in these systems.  
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BNL Budget, in k$ 

Item FY2007 
Other Professionals 163
Graduate Students 0
Undergraduate Students 0
Total Salaries and Wages 163
Fringe Benefits (38%) 62
Total Salaries, Wages 
and Fringe Benefits 225
Equipment 0
Travel 0
Materials and Supplies 20
Other direct costs 5
Total direct costs 250
Indirect costs (55.6%) 139
Total direct  
and indirect costs 389

 
Budget justification for BNL 
The BNL budget request consists of 50% Zheng Li from Instrumentation Division to 
study the BeamCal radiation damage issues: 
 
1. Design and processing prototype MCZ Si detectors for the R&D. 
2. Study MCZ Si detectors electrical characteristic (current and depletion voltages) and 
charge collection properties after irradiation of both neutrons and gamma ray at various 
fluences (n/cm2) and doses (Mrad’s) up to the total fluences and doses of two year 
operation of ILC. 
3. Study the possible interaction of neutrons and gamma’s on the detector properties. 
4. Study the dependence of detector leakage current on the operating temperature. 
5. Find out the optimal combination of fluence and dose that can result in the minimum 
possible operating bias voltages, and optimal operation temperature that may be lower 
than room temperature. 
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6. Refine the design and processing to make a second prototype batch for a new iteration 
if necessary. 
7. Make recommendation for the best material, design, processing, radiation and 
operation conditions. 
 
50% mechanical engineer and 50% designer to interface with Brett Parker (Magnet 
Division) et al to integrate the detectors into the extraction beam line. The engineer and 
designer would be in either the Magnet Division or the Physics Department. Also 25% 
technician to start with prototypes. For completeness, we give below our SLAC/Stanford 
collaborator interests. 

 
BeamCal Electronics by Gunther Haller SLAC/Stanford University 12/6/06 
The signals from the BeamCal detector need to be amplified, shaped, and digitized. 
Candidates for sensors are CVD diamond, silicon, or GaAs. For space, power, and 
performance reasons a custom integrated circuit is required. The upper limit energy 
deposition on a pad is equivalent to about 10,000 MIPs with at least a 10 MIP resolution 
requirement. The occupancy will be high so most of the 3,000 pulses need to be read out 
with at minimum a 10-bit dynamic range and resolution. There are some discussions to 
have a second amplification range to have a higher resolution but that is under 
investigation. A multi-channel ASIC needs to be designed, with the maximum number of 
channels possible to be determined from our investigations. 64-channel appears to be a 
reasonable goal. Radiation tolerance and low-power requirements are further 
complications. In addition to the science data to be recorded, a low-latency (≤1µs) output 
signal needs to be provided for accelerator feedback. We are proposing to design a 
prototype integrated circuit for the BeamCal front-end electronics. As the baseline we are 
designing for silicon as the detector material, but that can be revisited when more data is 
available in respect to detector performance. The first task will be to define an adequate 
architecture for the readout electronics, considering that information from every cell for 
every single bunch crossing will be recorded. In principle there are several choices for the 
readout architecture: analog memory, digital memory, a hybrid of analog and digital 
memory. Although analog memory seems a good choice for multichannel, high-speed 
digitization, the large number of storage cells (~3,000 for each channel) and discharge 
from transistor leakage current may make it impractical for available IC technology. 
Exclusive use of digital memory implies real-time digitization, which has power and 
space consequences. In addition there is a risk of significant coupling noise issues on the 
front-end amplifiers. After the architecture has been defined, the circuit will be designed, 
simulated thoroughly, laid out, fabricated and tested. The circuit design involves the 
analog front-end design and the readout implementation. The front-end electronics will 
be based on a charge amplifier and analog pulse shaper, and its design for low noise will 
be addressed using gm/Id methodology, extended for low noise design of charge 
amplifiers. Another goal of this study is what the impact is on the electronics if the 
number of bunches in a train would be increased to ~6,000. 
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Sanjib R. Mishra, Professor
Carl Rosenfeld, Professor
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC 29208

Project Leader

Carl Rosenfeld
lcr@sc.edu
(803) 777-8145

Project Overview

We are seeking support for the fabrication and testing of new electronics for the time-
of-flight system (TOF) of the MIPP experiment. MIPP [1] is a hadroproduction survey
experiment sited on one of Fermilab’s Meson West beam lines. The first run of the ex-
periment completed data-taking at the end of February 2006. The collaboration recently
added a few new institutions and at the behest of Fermilab management proposed a second
run with a substantially upgraded detector [2]. The upgrade to the TOF electronics is a
necessary component of this project.

Table 1 shows the data that MIPP acquired in its first run by target, and beam energy.
Prescaling conditioned on beam Cerenkov counters yielded roughly equal proportions of π,
K, and p. The targets come in three categories: liquid H2; thin elemental targets including
beryllium, carbon, aluminum, bismuth, and uranium; and the MINOS target, which is a
stack of carbon blocks with a total depth of 90 cm [3]. The figures in the table are numbers
of triggers recorded. The proportion of triggers that are events in the target is about 30%.
The quantity of data on these targets accumulated in MIPP’s first run is about 25% of
what was contemplated in the proposal. The most significant reason for the deficit was the
performance of the data acquisition system. Whereas the proposal had envisioned that the
DAQ could operate at 60 Hz, the reality turned out to be close to 15 Hz. The most significant
aspect of the upgrade is new front-end electronics for the time projection chamber (TPC)
coupled with a new data acquisition system. The combination will improve the data-taking
rate by a factor of about 100.

The benefit of the work proposed here to ILC detector R&D comes not from the TOF
electronics per se, but from the voluminous additional data that the second run of MIPP
will produce. A second benefit is the possibility of using the MIPP spectrometer to create a
tagged neutral particle test beam in which the response of ILC calorimeter prototypes could
be measured. Below we elaborate on each of these benefits and subsequently return to some
of the details of the proposed TOF electronics.
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Table 1: Summary of MIPP data acquired prior to shutdown at the end of February 2006.

Data Summary Acquired Data by Target and Beam Energy
27 February 2006 Number of events, ×106

Target E GeV Total
Z Element Trigger 5 20 35 40 55 60 65 85 120

0
Empty Normal 0.10 0.14 0.52 0.25 1.01
K Mass No Int. 5.48 0.50 7.39 0.96 14.33

Emptly LH Normal 0.30 0.61 0.31 7.081 LH Normal 0.21 1.94 1.98 1.73

4 Be p only 1.08 1.75Normal 0.10 0.56 120

6
C Mixed 0.21 1.33C 2% Mixed 0.39 0.26 0.47

NuMI p only 1.78 1.78
13 Al Normal 0.10 0.10

83 Bi p only 1.05 2.83Normal 0.52 1.26
92 U Normal 1.18 1.18

Total 0.21 2.73 0.86 5.48 0.50 13.97 0.96 2.04 4.64 31.38

Hadroproduction on nuclei and the hadronic shower simulation problem. The
upgraded MIPP spectrometer will measure multi-particle production on nuclei using six
beam species, π±, K±, and p±, in the momentum range ≈1 GeV-120 GeV. The TPC will
measure the protons from nuclear breakup that travel forward in the laboratory, and the
plastic ball detector will detect the evaporation neutrons and protons emitted backwards in
the laboratory. The high data rate will enable the acquisition of an unprecedented quantity
of data on more than thirty nuclear targets including those commonly encountered in particle
physics detectors. Such data will raise the standard for validation of simulation codes and
may possibly be usable directly as a library of events in a fast Monte Carlo [4].

The hadroproduction data from HARP and from the proposed NA49 upgrade will be
valuable, but they will not substitute effectively for the MIPP upgrade data. HARP has no
data with kaon or antiproton beams, and the range of beam momentum covered, 3-15 GeV, is
comparatively narrow. The maximum momentum at NA49 is 158 GeV, 75% higher than at
MIPP, but the beam is positive only, the spectrometer has no particle ID device comparable
to MIPP’s RICH, and the data rate will be lower by a factor of about 100.

We suspect that the reader already appreciates that the accurate simulation of hadronic
showers will be an important tool for the validation of calorimeter designs for the ILC
detectors. Computational assessment of the popular particle flow algorithm [5] is particularly
sensitive to the quality of the shower simulation. Figure 1 shows the width of a 10 GeV π−-
induced shower in two calorimeter designs as determined by a variety of shower simulators
available in Geant3 and Geant4. The widths are normalized to the narrowest width obtained.
The variability across simulators is 35%.

Evidently reliable validated hadronic shower simulation is still a work in progress. Addi-
tional data from MIPP will have substantial leverage on the improvement and validation of
the various simulation codes. At the workshop on Hadronic Shower Simulations [6] experts
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Figure 1: The width of a 10 GeV/c π− energy deposit in scintillator and RPC readout
calorimeters as simulated by a host of simulation programs available in Geant3 (G3-) and
Geant4 (G4-). The widths are normalized to the minimum width obtained.

on GEANT4, FLUKA, MARS, MCNPX, PHITS, and several lesser known shower simula-
tion codes met and discussed the status of their codes and what additional steps would bring
further improvement. The participants acknowledged that more particle production data
would help substantially to improve algorithms. Indeed there were calls for rapid publication
of existing MIPP data, and support for the MIPP upgrade was enthusiastic.

The problem of hadronic shower simulation stems from our lack of understanding of the
strong interaction. Although QCD constitutes a fundamental theory of the strong interac-
tion, it cannot be used to calculate even a rudimentary non-perturbative process such as
elastic scattering. Ninety-nine percent of processes contributing to the total cross section
are beyond the reach of the fundamental theory. The situation stands in stark contrast to
the simulation of electromagnetic showers for which fundamental theory embodied in the
EGS code regularly makes predictions that are verified by experiment.

The particle production codes DPMJET and QGSJET, components of GEANT4 and
MARS, generate the minimum bias cross section using the supercritical pomeron (which on
its own violates unitarity). Via application of the optical theorem, cut pomerons produce
the total cross section. The codes approximate the cut pomeron by a quark gluon string,
which they then hadronize. The soft part and the hard part of the scattering cross section
are joined very carefully, but arbitrarily. It comes as no surprise that such methods might
not faithfully reproduce nature’s phenomena ab initio.

The simulation codes handle nuclear break-up using a plethora of models among which
are binary cascade, Bertini cascade, CHIPS, CEM03, and GEM2. Each model incorporates
its own assumptions concerning the nuclear break-up mechanism. As emphasized by Wig-
mans [7] the resulting number of spallation neutrons and protons has significant impact on
the accuracy of the calorimetric simulation. The linearity and the resolution of a calorimeter
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Table 2: Destination of 1.3 GeV total energy carried by an average pion produced in hadronic
shower development in lead. Energies are in MeV.

Binding Evaporation n Cascade n Ionization Target
Energy (# neutrons) (# neutrons) (#cascade p) recoil

Before first reaction (250)(πin)
First reaction 126 27(9) 519 (4.2) 350(2.8) 28
Generation 2 187 63(21) 161(1.7) 105(1.1) 3
Generation 3 77 24(8) 36(1.1) 23 (0.7) 1
Generation 4 24 12(3)

Total 414 126(41) 478(4.6) 32

depend critically on compensating for the energy that settles in neutrons and nuclear binding
energy where it is invisible. Table 2 [7] shows how the energy of a 1.3 GeV pion is deposited
in lead. On average only 37% of the pion energy generates the detectable ionization. The
balance is ordinarily invisible. In a compensating calorimeter the introduction of a suitable
proportion of hydrogenous material allows the neutrons to make knock-on protons, which
increases the visibility of the energy in neutrons and thus reduces fluctuations. Whether
the models cited above adequately reflect the way that nature does nuclear break-up is not
clear at present.

The proponents of the simulation codes validate their work using inclusive particle spec-
tra from single-arm spectrometer experiments some of which are over 30 years old. These
data have the disadvantage of being discrete in the transverse momentum variable. They also
harbor systematic error to a greater extent than modern open geometry experiments such
as HARP, NA49, and MIPP. A third shortcoming of single-arm spectrometer data is that
they offer no opportunity for testing predictions for multi-particle correlations. Designers of
ILC detector calorimeters, however, now have a strong interest in the lateral development
of hadronic showers, which depends on particle correlations. The modern open geometry
experiments clearly bring useful new data to the simulation business.

Finally, we want to dispel the occasional misunderstanding that data from hadron
calorimeter modules exposed to a test beam is useful for tuning the algorithms used in
the simulation codes. At the Hadronic Shower Simulation Workshop the Geant4 group
collectively answered a question by stating that “We only change our models based on mi-
croscopic data” [8]. What is “microscopic” data? They responded that they use the term
to mean data from thin elemental targets. With calorimeter data the various nuclear and
readout effects are thoroughly convolved, and tuning the underlying algorithms against such
data is a game of blind man’s bluff. In effect then, only experiments like HARP, NA49, and
MIPP, which produce data from thin targets, can help to improve the simulation algorithms.

Tagged neutral beams for ILC detector R&D. The requirement that ILC detector
designs be capable of separating the processes W → jet + jet and Z → jet + jet dictates

that the fractional energy resolution of a jet meet the stringent standard σE/E ≤ 0.3/
√

(E),
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E in GeV. Three of the four ILC detector concepts, SiD, LDC, and GLD, have adopted
the particle flow algorithm [5] as the means to achieve this performance. The ideal for the
particle flow algorithm is that the tracker determine the energy of the charged particles
in a jet, and the calorimeter determine the energy of just the neutrals. The separation
of the energy deposit by neutrals from the collocated energy deposit of charged particles
is a demanding proposition for a calorimeter. Simulations may guide the design of such
calorimeters, but ultimately prototypes will have to be evaluated in particle beams outside
a computer.

The exposure of a calorimeter prototype to a charged particle beam is a comparatively
simple undertaking. Fermilab already operates a suitable beam line. The exposure to
neutral particles of known energy is more problematic. The upgraded MIPP spectrometer,
however, offers a unique opportunity to expose calorimeter modules to energy-tagged beams
of neutrons, K◦

L’s, and anti-neutrons.
The strategy is to utilize the reactions

pp → nπ+p (1)

K+p → K̄◦π+p, K̄◦ → K◦
L (2)

K−p → K◦π−p, K◦ → K◦
L (3)

p̄p → n̄π−p (4)

In these reactions the beam particle, p, K+, or p̄, has undergone diffractive dissociation,
and the forward propagating neutral is one of its daughters. This technique requires that
the beam particle scatter from a proton and therefore utilizes MIPP’s cryogenic hydrogen
target. The upstream components of the MIPP spectrometer measure the momenta of the
two charged particles. For the charged daughter of the beam particle the RICH or the
differential Cerenkov counter will generally determine the particle ID. The final state proton
derives from the target proton and is therefore slow in the lab frame. For this particle
it will frequently be the TOF system that produces the particle ID. A 3-C kinematic fit
yields the momentum of the neutral with a precision comparable to the spread in the beam
momentum, normally 2%. The plastic ball recoil detector, to be added to MIPP as a part
of the upgrade, will serve as a redundant veto against neutral target fragments such as slow
π◦’s. The calorimeter under test would sit at the downstream end of the spectrometer in
space now occupied by MIPP’s own hadron calorimeter.

R. Raja has used the DPMJET code to simulate the tagged neutral beam [9]. Table 3
gives the expected daily number of tagged neutrals within the geometrical acceptance of the
MIPP calorimeter for a selection of beam momenta. Figure 2 shows the momentum spectrum
of the tagged neutrons for the same beam momenta but omitting 20 GeV. Additional plots
are available in the reference.

New TOF electronics. The current TOF electronics consists of 112 channels of discrim-
inator, 112 channels of TDC, and 112 channels of ADC distributed across four CAMAC
crates. MIPP’s first run exposed deficiencies in this system. Most notably the late-arriving
start signal from the trigger logic necessitated the use of long delay cables, which had poor
thermal stability. Diurnal fluctuations of the temperature in the experimental hall induced
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Table 3: Expected number of tagged neutrons, K◦
L, and anti-neutrons per day with an

upgraded MIPP spectrometer.

Beam momentum Positive beam Negative beam
(GeV) n/day K◦

L/day K◦
L/day n̄/day

10 20532 4400 4425 6650
20 52581 9000 9400 11450
30 66511 12375 14175 13500
60 47069 15750 14125 13550
90 37600 - -

Figure 2: Momentum spectrum of neutrons within the calorimeter acceptance from the
diffractive process pp → pnπ+ for a selection of incident proton momenta.
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secular shifts in the delay of these cables that was about eight times the intrinsic resolution
of the time measurement. Other features of the system make it unsuitable for use after
the upgrade. For example the CAMAC interfaces are no longer maintainable, and it is
unlikely that any CAMAC interface is a good match to the high data rate of the upgraded
experiment. For these reasons we will completely replace the TOF electronics.

The new design, promoted by Fermilab engineers, calls for custom front-end printed
circuit boards that incorporate TDC-GPX chips from ACAM GmbH for the TDC function
(also used by LHC-b) and TripT chips for the ADC function (also used by the MINERνA
experiment). We will use the TDC chips in a mode that provides 30 ps resolution, which
is better than the 50 ps least count of the existing system. These front-end boards will
interface to a back-end VME system that is shared with the upgraded TPC electronics. As
a part of the upgrade, MIPP’s trigger system will also be replaced. The new trigger system
coupled with the new TOF electronics will not require any delay to be provided by cables.
Thermal effects in the irreducible cable plant will be comparatively benign, but we will in
any case monitor the ambient temperature rather carefully.

The estimate for the hardware cost of the front-end circuit boards is $17,000. Fermilab
engineers will assist with the design of the TOF front-end boards, but none of their time is
included in the budget of this project. Carolina personnel will arrange for the fabrication of
a prototype of the front-end boards and will test this prototype. So far as possible the testing
of the prototype will determine that it meets specifications in the system environment in
which it will ultimately be deployed. Once we have certified the prototype, we will arrange
for the fabrication of the (rather small) production quantity.

Broader Impact

In a real sense the “broader impact” of the MIPP experiment is its most significant
output. Only for a minority of the collaborators is the hadronic physics that flows directly
from the MIPP data the primary interest. For most the utility of the measurements to other
experiments is the primary motivator. The ILC detector R&D seems poised to join the ranks
of the beneficiaries of the the broader impact of MIPP. The Carolina high energy physics
group, being a university group, trains students at the undergraduate and graduate level.
Students at both levels will participate in this project, and the the augmentation of the
scientific workforce is thus another of the project’s impacts. In due course the results from
MIPP will appear in the archival journals of physics and thus will be broadly disseminated. It
is likely, however, that the MIPP collaboration will provide access to the results to physicists
with a special interest well before publication.

Results of Prior Research

Sponsoring agency: DOE
Award no: DE-FG02-95ER40910
Funding for the

current project period: $1,671,000
Period covered: 1 June 2004 - 31 May 2007
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TPC PID: < 1 GeV/c DCKOV PID: 3-17 GeV/c

TOF PID: 1-3 GeV/c
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JGG Analysing
Magnet 0.6T

Rosie Analysing
Magnet 0.5T

Physicists

Figure 3: Schematic with cutaways of the MIPP spectrometer. The TOF wall covers the
upstream face of ROSIE, the second analyzing magnet.

The challenge of the MIPP detector design was how to build a sophisticated instrument
with only a shoestring budget. The solution was to assemble it primarily from components
handed down from decommissioned experiments. The TOF apparatus was a notable ex-
ception. From the inception of MIPP the University of South Carolina high energy physics
group took responsibility for the TOF. Our task was to fabricate this system from scratch,
but the $185K budget allocated to it was modest to a fault. Comparable TOF systems in
other experiments have had budgets several times higher. The goal then was to produce not
a state-of-the-art system but the best that we could afford.

At momentum below about 0.7 Gev the TPC discriminates pions from kaons by ioniza-
tion. Above 2.5 Gev a differential Cerenkov counter and a ring imaging Cerenkov counter
make this distinction. The role of the TOF is discrimination of pions from kaons in the
“gap” from 0.7 to 2.5 Gev. In Fig.3 we show how the TOF “wall” fits into the spectrometer.
It sits only 5.5 m downstream from the target, rather a short distance over which to measure
time of flight. It consists of 54 bars of scintillator, each 3.0 m tall. The central 40 bars have
a cross section of 5 cm x 5 cm, and for the 14 bars in the wings it is 10 cm x 10 cm.

The first step in our effort to calibrate the TOF wall counters was to optimize the
distribution of the time of flight of uninteracted beam tracks between the T01 counter and
the scintillator bar that these tracks traverse. (The T01 counter is a 4 cm x 4 cm scintillator
in the beam line about 8 m upstream of the TOF wall.) The plot in Fig. 4 is the distribution
of the average of the times registered by the phototubes at the top and bottom of the bar
minus the T01 time. The arrival times have been corrected for fluctuations in the pulse
height of the PMT signals. The good news is that the 190 ps sigma of this distribution is
roughly the resolution that we were hoping to achieve. The bad news is that the run for
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T320-T01+(arbitrary offset) (ns)

Figure 4: The time of flight of beam tracks from T01 to the TOF wall. The TOF wall time
is the average of the times registered by the PMT’s at the top and bottom of the scintillator.
We adjusted each arrival time according to the amplitude of the pulse. The origin of the
horizontal axis has no physical significance.

which we made this histogram was one that we selected to have substantially no ambient
temperature changes during the run.

As of December 2006 we have learned to compensate for the secular shifts in cable
delays associated with ambient temperature fluctuations. There remain, however, several
calibration issues that require considerable attention. For example we must determine the
relation of the mean arrival time of the PMT signal at the discriminator to the vertical
position at which a track penetrates the scintillator. Because of the substantial spread
in the gains of the phototubes we must make this determination bar by bar. In short, a
respectable plot of time of flight vs. particle momentum is at this point a work in progress.

Other portions of the MIPP analysis are similarly still under development. The experi-
ment has not yet published any results.

Since the start of Carolina’s participation in MIPP, two postdoctoral fellows, two gradu-
ate students, and four undergraduates have worked on one or another aspect of the project
with substantial benefits to their scientific training.
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8. The members of the Geant4 group attending the Hadronic Shower Simulation Work-
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L beams in an Upgraded MIPP Spectrometer.”

Facilities, Equipment, and Other Resources

Computing. The high energy group as a whole operates the following computing equip-
ment:

Linux workstations, server class 7
Linux workstations, desktop class 17
DEC workstations (Alpha) 1
Macintoshes (G4) 3
Windows workstations 2
Disk drives 9.4 TB
DLT tape drive 1
Laser printers 3

Test and measurement. The group has basic equipment for electronic test and mea-
surement including two 350 MHz digital oscilloscopes, a logic analyzer, and a NIM bin with
various modules for pulse generation and conditioning. We have three low-current high-
voltage supplies, two in NIM and one in CAMAC format. We have about eight channels of
high voltage capable of powering photomultiplier tubes. We have a stock of approximately
100 CAMAC modules repatriated from the AMY experiment. Custom memory look-up
units, latches, and discriminators account for most of this stock. We also repatriated six
CAMAC crates with serial controllers and two Jorway 411 branch drivers. One of the crates
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is interfaced to a Macintosh via a Jorway 73A controller, and a second one is interfaced to a
Linux workstation via a Jorway 411. We have a programmer for ROM’s and programmable
logic devices, which can handle devices with as many as 160 leads.

Fabrication. The College of Science and Mathematics operates a rudimentary machine
shop, staffed by two machinists, which is at the disposal of the group. Shop work is recharged
to the group at a nominal $17/hr. The shop was indispensable to the R&D work on the
MIPP time-of-flight system. For assembly of the four-meter long TOF modules we negotiated
temporary access to some high-bay space in a building adjacent to the science complex.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

We assume that funding for this project would start in accord with the DOE schedule on
1 September 2007, i.e. just one month before the start of federal FY2008. It thus appears
likely that a significant portion of the activities declared below would actually transpire in
FY2008.

• Collaborate with Fermilab engineers to design the front-end circuit boards.

• Fabricate a first prototype of the design.

• Test the first prototype.

• Iterate the design, fabricate, and test additional prototypes if necessary.

• Fabricate the production quantity of the front-end circuit boards.

Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007

This proposal does not contemplate any activities or deliverables beyond the first year.
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Budget

Item FY2007 k$
Other Professionals 0
Graduate Students 0
Undergraduate Students 8.4
Total Salaries and Wages 8.4
Fringe Benefits 0.1
Total salaries, Wages,
and Fringe Benefits

8.5

Equipment 17.0
Travel 0
Materials and Supplies 0.1
Other direct costs 0.8
Total direct costs 26.4
Indirect costs 3.8
Total direct and
indirect costs

30.2

Budget explanation. The stipends for the undergraduate students support them for
three months of work in the summer. For students the fringe benefit rate is 0.6%. We
have assumed that we can persuade our university to treat the purchases of parts for the
electronics as equipment purchases exempted from indirect cost recovery notwithstanding
the fact that individual unit costs will be less than the $5,000 threshold for capital equipment.
Travel to Fermilab to consult with engineers will be supported from the group’s DOE base
budget grant. The other direct costs are exclusively tuition for the students for the summer
semester. The indirect cost rate is 44%.
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I. Introduction  

Ia. Project Overview  
The Particle Physics Theory Group at Baylor is now engaged in the further precision exploration of the 
Standard Model  and its possible extensions, in order to address the many still unanswered questions that 
this successful non-Abelian gauge theory, at the quantum loop level[BW1], has raised: where/what is the 
Higgs, top production and decay, gauge hierarchy, little hierarchy, EW-QCD unification, EW-QCD-gravity 
unification,  ν masses, CP violation, nonperturbative solutions of QCD, etc.. In the context of the study of 
these issues at an ILC-type colliding beam device, a high precision luminosity calculation is essential, as 
we have seen from the success of the precision EW and QCD physics at LEP1 and LEP2.  In the current 
proposal, the PI and Dr. Yost ask that the DoE support their research during 2007-2010 as they pursue the 
development of a high precision luminosity calculation, by MC methods on an event-by-event basis, for 
such ILC-type colliding beam devices with  ~ 1 TeV cms energy.  

The plan of our  approach is to build on the successful  BHLUMI4.04[BW2]  MC which the PI and his 
collaborator Dr. S. Jadach developed, with their young collaborators, for the precision luminosity  
predictions at LEP1 and LEP2, where the precision  tags of  0.054% and  0.122%  were  respectively  
realized on an event-by-event basis in the presence of  amplitude-based  multiple  photon  radiation  in 
which infrared  singularities  are  cancelled  to all orders in  .  The goal  for the precision tag  of the 
corresponding  new version of  BHLUMI  which  we would develop  should this proposal be funded, 
version 5.00,  would be  0.01%, as  it is called  for  in ILC preparatory studies.[JB1]  This is then a crucial 
new theoretical result and corresponding deliverable MC that are essential for the use of the ILC 
Luminometer data for discovery physics.  

In the context of the development of the TDR for the TESLA  project, which is  a predecessor of the ILC, 
substantial insight into what would be required to reach the 0.01% precision tag for a MC such as BHLUMI  
at ILC can be gained from an analysis that was made[SJ1]  for assessing what a 0.1% precision tag would 
involve for such a MC at the TESLA-CLIC energy regime. In addition, recently, several groups[TR1,ER1,AP1] 
have embarked on calculating the exact O(2) virtual corrections to massive Bhabha scattering in the low 
angle regime in which the luminosity would be measured at the ILC. These results then extend the massless 
results of  Ref. [DB1]. BHLUMI needs the massive results and we will show below how the massless 
results have been instrumental in some results on the massive results.   

As we will present below, we have identified a viable strategy for using and augmenting as necessary the 
existing the results on the exact O(2) corrections to massive Bhabha scattering in the low angle regime to 
create a version of the BHLUMI MC with the precision tag of 0.01% as needed for the ILC physics 
program. This version of BHLUMI will be version 5.0. 

We believe our experience in developing BHLUMI4.04 for the LEP1,2 physics programs puts us in a 
special position to achieve the goals of this proposal, where we will again work with our collaborator Dr. 
Stanislaw Jadach from the Institute of Nuclear Physics in Cracow, Poland. As always, we will use 
conservative well-tested (at LEP1,2) methods to determine when we have actually achieved the desired 
precision tag, paying particular attention to both technical and physical precision issues. 

Ib. Broader Impact 

The project, if funded, would result in the training of one graduate student and one post-doc in the area of 
theoretical high energy collider physics, an energy frontier discipline from the standpoint of laboratory 
experiments. As the PI is a black American, evidently the funding of the project would make at least a small 
improvement in the participation of minorities in science. The project would foster the continued 
interaction between the PI’s group and the groups of Prof. Jadach in Cracow and Prof. Bardin in Dubna as 
well as the collaborative interaction between the PI’s group and Prof. F. Jegerlehner in Berlin. These would 
then be important contributions to the infrastructure of the field. 

  

Ic. Results of Prior Research 
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We will build on our ongoing collaboration with Dr. S. Jadach and his group at the INP, Cracow, Poland, on 
the development and implementation of YFS MC methods for the calculation of high precision predictions 
for high energy collider physics scenarios, especially at SLC/LEP1, LEP2, and more recently for the LHC. 
Our research in this work was funded over the last 5 years as follows: 

1. DOE grant DE-FG05-91ER40627, Task B, $80,000 ($5,000 UT matching computer funds) 
 
, April 1, 2001-March 31, 2002 Title: “Theoretical High Energy Physics at UTK”                                                             
Personnel: PI - B.F.L. Ward; Research Assoc. Prof. - S.A. Yost; Graduate Student – M. Ozer                                                              

Summary of Results: Developed, implemented and applied key MC precision calculations for applications 
to LEP2 physics: KK MC based on the new theory of coherent exponentiation for 2f production, YFSWW3 
1.16 for W pair production and decay at LEP2 energies, and KoralW 1.51 and the concurrent MC 
KoralW&YFSWW3 with all background graphs and O() corrections to W pair production at LEP2 
energies; calculated exact result for O(2) hard bremsstrahlung in 2f processes for implementation into KK 
MC; investigated recoil phase effect in exclusive B decays in connection with CP violation – such phases 
are now more evident in the data. The project resulted in the training of one graduate student toward the 
Ph.D. in physics, one junior research faculty and in the further development of the collaboration between 
the Cracow and Knoxville theory groups. 

Publications:  

 
1) Exact differential O(alpha**2) results for hard bremsstrahlung in e+ e- annihilation to 2f 
at and beyond LEP-2 energies, S. Jadach, M. Melles, B.F.L. Ward, S.A. Yost, 
Phys.Rev.D65:073030,2002.  
  
2) Recoil phase effect in exclusive B decays: Implications for CP violation. 
B.F.L. Ward,  Acta Phys.Polon.B32:1835-1846,2001.  
 
3) The Monte Carlo program KoralW version 1.51 and the concurrent Monte Carlo KoralW 
and YFSWW3 with all background graphs and first order corrections to W pair production, 
S. Jadach, W. Placzek, M. Skrzypek, B.F.L. Ward, Z. Was, Comput.Phys.Commun.140:475-
512,2001.  
  
4) The Monte Carlo event generator YFSWW3 version 1.16 for W pair production and decay 
at LEP-2 / LC energies, S. Jadach, W. Placzek, M. Skrzypek, B.F.L. Ward, Z. Was, 
Comput.Phys.Commun.140:432-474,2001.  
  

 
5) Precision predictions for (un)stable W+ W- pair production at and beyond LEP-2 energies, S. 
Jadach, W. Placzek, M. Skrzypek, B.F.L. Ward,  Z. Was, Phys.Rev.D65:093010,2002.  
 
6) Coherent exclusive exponentiation for precision Monte Carlo calculations, S. Jadach, 
B.F.L. Ward, Z. Was, Phys.Rev.D63:113009,2001.  
 
2. NATO grant PST.CLG..977751, $8800, May 15, 2001 – May 14, 2003,    
Title: “Cracow-Dubna-Knoxville-Moscow-Novosibirsk Radiative Corrections Project” 

Personnel: PI – B.F.L. Ward, PI – D. Bardin; Co-PI’s – S. Eidelman, S. Jadach, F. Tkachov; Scientists – 
Anton Andonov,  P. Christova, L. Kalinovskaga, A. Milstein, W. Placzek, N. Root, Z. Was, Scott Yost ; 
Graduate Students – Gizo Nanava, M. Ozer 

Summary of Results: New results on e+e- → νν (nγ) using the KK MC and the exact one-loop corrections 
from DIZET were calculated; the O() corrections to W, Z and H decay to 2f were calculated and used to 
cross-check the program PHOTOS for such processes; the SANC system for automated O() corrections to 
2→2 and 1→2 processes was developed and implemented; version 1.51 of KoralW was developed and 
implemented; the problem of the electric charge screening effect was resolved for MC’s such as KoralW; 
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the elements of the extension of YFS-style methods to QCD were completed; new hadronic matrix 
elements for πτ 4→  in TAUOLA were developed and implemented. The project contributed to the 
training of two graduate students toward the Ph.D. in physics, to the training of seven junior research 
faculty, and to the further development of the collaboration between the respective Cracow, Knoxville, 
Dubna and Moscow (INR) theory groups. 

Publications:   

1) Predictions for ν νγ production at LEP, D. Bardin et al., Eur. Phys. J. C24: 373,  2002. 

2) Comparison of SANC with PHOTOS and KORALZ, A. Andonov et al., Acta Phys. Polon. B34: 
2665, 2003. 

3) Novosibirsk hadronic currents for πτ 4→ channels of τ decay library TAUOLA, A.E. Boudar et 
al., Comp. Phys. Commun. 146: 139, 2002. 

4) YFS MC Approach to QCD Soft Gluon Exponentiation, B.F.L. Ward and S. Jadach, Acta Phys. 
Polon. B33: 1543, 2002. 

5) Electric Charge Screening Effect in Single-W Production with the KoralW Monte Carlo, M. 
Skrzypek et al., Eur. Phys. J. C27: 19, 2003. 

3. DOE grant DE-FG05-91ER40627, Task B, $70,000, April 1, 2002-March 31, 2003 Title: “Theoretical 
High Energy Physics at UTK”                                                             Personnel: PI - B.F.L. Ward; Research 
Assoc. Prof. - S.A. Yost; Research Associate C. Glosser; Graduate Student – M. Ozer                                                                         

Summary of Results: We developed and made the first MC realization of the new theory of QCD 
resummation based on the amplitude based approach of Yennie, Frautschi and Suura, which we extended to 
QCD; we resolved the electric charge screening effect for MC’s such as KoralW; we continued the 
implementation and refinement of the MC’s KorlaW&YFSWW3 and the KK MC which realizes coherent 
exponentiation in the EW theory for final LEP2 data analysis. We developed the new resummed quantum 
gravity theory, a UV finite approach to the union of quantum mechanics and the general theory of relativity. 
The project resulted in the training of one graduate student toward the Ph.D. in physics, one junior research 
faculty and one post-doc, and in the further development of the collaboration between the Cracow and 
Knoxville theory groups. 

Publications:  

1) Quantum corrections to Newton’s law, B.F.L. Ward, Mod. Phys. Lett. A17: 2371 (2002). 

2) YFS MC approach to QCD soft gluon exponentiation, 
B.F.L. Ward and S. Jadach, Acta Phys.Polon.B33:1543-1558,2002. 

3) Electric charge screening effect in single W production with the KoralW Monte Carlo, S. 
Jadach, W. Placzek, M. Skrzypek, B.F.L. Ward and Z. Was, Eur.Phys.J.C27:19-32, 2003. 

4) Precision W pair physics with the YFSWW3 and KoralW Monte Carlos. 
M. Skrzypek, S. Jadach, W. Placzek, B.F.L. Ward and Z. Was, in Proc. 
6th International Symposium on Radiative Corrections: Application of Quantum Field 
Theory Phenomenology (RADCOR 2002) and 6th Zeuthen Workshop on Elementary 
Particle Theory (Loops and Legs in Quantum Field Theory), Kloster Banz, Germany, 8-13 
Sep 2002, eds. J. Blumlein et al., Nucl. Phys. B Proc. Suppl. 116: 358, 2003.  

5) QCD soft gluon exponentiation: YFS MC approach. 
B.F.L. Ward and S. Jadach, in Proc. *Amsterdam 2002, ICHEP*: 275-278 , 2003.  

4. DOE grant DE-FG05-91ER40627, Task B, $70,000, April 1, 2003-March 31, 2004 Title: “Theoretical 
High Energy Physics at UTK”                                                             Personnel: PI - B.F.L. Ward; Research 
Assoc. C. Glosser; Graduate Student – M. Ozer                                                                                                                                     

Summary of Results:  We introduced the new theory of the simultaneous exponentiation of multiple photon 
and multiple gluon radiative effects, QED x QCD exponentiation, as we began to prepare for precision 
QCD physics at LHC realized by MC event generators which are exact through O(s2,s,2)  in the 
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presence of parton showers without double-counting; we continued with the s-channel precision study of 
the O() virtual correction to single-hard bremsstrahlung in 2f production in e+e- annihilation with an eye 
toward its extension to the analogous processes in QCD for the corrections to single heavy gauge boson 
production at the LHC, toward its application to radiative return physics at the B-factories and the phi-
factories, and toward its application to precision ILC physics, especially as it and its t-channel analog relate 
to establishing the desired 0.01% precision tag for BHLUMI for the ILC luminosity problem; we also 
continued with the application of the new resummed UV finite approach to the problem of quantum general 
relativity, showing that massive elementary SM point particles, which would be classically black holes in 
Einstein’s theory, are not black holes in quantum general relativity due to quantum loop effects.  The 
project resulted in the training of one graduate student toward the Ph.D. in physics and of one post-doc and 
in the further development of the collaboration between the Cracow and Knoxville theory groups. 

 Publications:  

1) Are massive elementary particles black holes?, 
B.F.L. Ward, Mod.Phys.Lett.A19:143-150, 2004.  

2) Massive elementary particles and black holes,  
B.F.L. Ward, JCAP 0402:011, 2004. 

3) Precision electroweak and hadronic luminosity calculations, 
Scott A. Yost, Chris Glosser and B.F.L. Ward, 
in Quantum Theory and Symmetries: Proceedings, eds. P.C. Argyres, T.J. Hodges, F. 
Mansouri, J.J. Scanio, P. Suranyi & L.C.R. Wijewardhana, (World Scientific, Singapore, 
2004) p. 775. 

4) QED x QCD threshold corrections at the LHC, 
C. Glosser, S. Jadach , B.F.L. Ward and S.A. Yost, Mod.Phys.Lett.A19:2113-2120, 2004. 

5) Comparisons of fully differential exact results for O(alpha) virtual corrections to single 
hard bremsstrahlung in e+ e- annihilation at high energies, C. Glosser, S. Jadach , B.F.L. 
Ward, S.A. Yost, BU-HEPP-03-12, UTHEP-03-1201, Dec 2003, Phys.Lett.B605:123-128, 2005. 

6) The virtual correction to bremsstrahlung in high-energy e+ e- annihilation: Comparison 
of exact results, 
S.A. Yost, C. Glosser, S. Jadach and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc.  32nd International Conference on 
High-Energy Physics (ICHEP 04), Beijing, China, 16-22 Aug 2004, vol. 1*, 478-481. 

7) Threshold corrections in QED x QCD at the LHC, 
B.F.L. Ward, C. Glosser, S. Jadach and S.A. Yost, in Proc. 32nd International Conference on 
High-Energy Physics (ICHEP 04), Beijing, China, 16-22 Aug 2004, vol. 1* 588-591. 

8) Radiative corrections to bremsstrahlung in radiative return, 
Scott A. Yost, S. Jadach and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. Cracow Epiphany Conference on Hadron 
Spectroscopy, Cracow, Poland, 6-8 Jan 2005, Acta Phys.Polon.B36:2379-2386,2005.  
9) Final state of Hawking radiation in quantum general relativity, 
B.F.L. Ward, Acta Phys.Polon.B37:347-356,2006. 
10) Black holes and massive elementary particles in resummed quantum gravity, B.F.L. 
Ward, in Focus on Black Hole Research, 2005, ed. P. V. Kreitler, (Nova Scienec Publ., New 
York, 2006) p.95. 
11) New results on precision studies of heavy vector boson physics, 
B.F.L. Ward, C. Glosser, S. Jadach, W. Placzek, M. Skrzypek, Z. Was and S.A. Yost, in Proc. 
DPF 2004: Annual Meeting of the Division of Particles and Fields (DPF) of the American 
Physical Society (APS), Riverside, California, 26-31 Aug 2004, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A20:3258-
3262, 2005. 

12) Quantum corrections to Newton's law in resummed quantum gravity, 
B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. DPF 2004: Annual Meeting of the Division of Particles and Fields 
(DPF) of the American Physical Society (APS), Riverside, California, 26-31 Aug 2004,  Int. J. 
Mod. Phys. A20:3502-3506, 2005. 
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13) Massive elementary particles and black hole physics in resummed quantum gravity, 
B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. DPF 2004: Annual Meeting of the Division of Particles and Fields 
(DPF) of the American Physical Society (APS), Riverside, California, 26-31 Aug 2004, Int. J. 
Mod. Phys. A20:3128, 2005. 

14) Threshold corrections in precision LHC physics: QED x QCD. 
B.F.L. Ward, C. Glosser, S. Jadach and S.A. Yost, in Proc. DPF 2004: Annual Meeting of the 
Division of Particles and Fields (DPF) of the American Physical Society (APS), Riverside, 
California, 26-31 Aug 2004, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A20:3735-3738, 2005. 
5. NATO grant PST.CLG..980342, $14,235, Feb. 15, 2004 –Feb. 15, 2006, extended to Dec. 31, 2007   

Title: “Cracow-Dubna-Knoxville-Moscow-Novosibirsk Radiative Corrections Project” 

Personnel: PI – B.F.L. Ward, PI – D. Bardin; Co-PI’s – S. Eidelman, S. Jadach, F. Tkachov; Scientists –A. 
Milstein, D. Anipko, S. Yost, C. Glosser; Graduate Students – G. Nanava, M. Ozer 

Summary of Results: To date we have obtained new results in comparison to those of Kuhn et al. in 
Karlsruhe on the important radiative return process in e+e- annihilation especially as it relates to B-Factories 
and Φ-factories as well as to the ILC type energies, so that 5 x 10-5 agreement is shown. We continued 
with thw development and application of the new theory of QEDXQCD exponentiation and with the 
application of the new approach to quantum gravity as it relates to the final state of Hawking radiation. 
(Work is still in progress by our some of Dubna, Cracow, Novsibirsk and Moscow collaborators but visa 
problems to the USA have hampered its completion.) The project resulted in the training of three junior 
research faculty, one post-doc, and two graduate students, as well as in the further development of the 
collaborations between the Cracow, Knoxville-Baylor, Novosibirsk and Moscow (INR) theory and 
experimental groups. 

Publications:  

1) Comparison of exact results for the virtual corrections to bremsstrahlung in e+ e- 
annihilation at high energies, 
S.A. Yost, C. Glosser, S. Jadach and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. 
International Conference on Linear Colliders (LCWS 04), Paris, France, 19-24 Apr 2004, 
eds. H. Videau and J.-C. Brient, (Ec. Polytechnique, Paris, 2005).  

2) The virtual correction to bremsstrahlung in high-energy e+ e- annihilation: Comparison 
of exact results, 
S.A. Yost, C. Glosser, S. Jadach and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc.  32nd International Conference on 
High-Energy Physics (ICHEP 04), Beijing, China, 16-22 Aug 2004, vol. 1*, 478-481. 

3) Massive elementary particles and black holes in resummed quantum gravity, B.F.L. 
Ward, in Proc. 32nd International Conference on High-Energy Physics (ICHEP 04), Beijing, 
China, 16-22 Aug 2004, vol. 1* 419-422. 

4) Threshold corrections in QED x QCD at the LHC, 
B.F.L. Ward, C. Glosser, S. Jadach and S.A. Yost, in Proc. 32nd International Conference on 
High-Energy Physics (ICHEP 04), Beijing, China, 16-22 Aug 2004, vol. 1* 588-591. 

5) Final state of Hawking radiation in quantum general relativity, 
B.F.L. Ward, Acta Phys.Polon.B37:347-356,2006.  

6) HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the implications of HERA for LHC physics: 
Proceedings Part A. 
S. Alekhin et al., CERN-2005-014, DESY-PROC-2005-01,   
Proceedings HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the Implications of HERA for LHC 
Physics: CERN - DESY Workshop 2004/2005 (Midterm Meeting, CERN, 11-13 October 2004; 
Final Meeting, DESY, 17-21 January 2005), CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, 26-27 Mar 2004. 

7) New applications of resummation in non-Abelian gauge theories: QED x QCD 
exponentiation for LHC physics, IR-improved DGLAP theory and resummed quantum 
gravity, B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. 7th International Symposium on Radiative Corrections: 
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Application of Quantum Field Theory to Phenomenology (RADCOR 2005), Shonan Village, 
Kanagawa, Japan, 2-7 Oct 2005, Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl.157:215-220,2006. 
6. DOE grant DE-FG02-05ER41399, Task A, $195,000, June 1, 2005 – May 31, 2008 

Personnel: PI – B.F.L. Ward; Co - PI S. Yost; Post-Doc S. Majhi 

Summary of Results: In this project we have continued the development and application of our new theory 
of QEDXQCD exponentiation for LHC physics in the presence of parton showers, to be realized by MC 
methods through exact O(s2,s,2), where we have developed two different approaches to the problem of 
shower/ME matching without double counting; we have also continued to develop and apply the new 
theory of resummed quantum gravity, where we have shown that b one expects Planck scale cosmic rays as 
an end product of the Hawking radiation process – of course, these would be rare events, presumably but 
we have encouraged experimentalists to look for them; we have also continued our precision study of the 
virtual correction to hard bremsstrahlung in e+e- annihilation as this is essential to precision radiative return 
physics and to the error budget for any 0.01% version of BHLUMI for the ILC, for example. In progress 
now are more detailed comparisons with the literature and the exact calculation of the up-down interference 
processes in relative to Bhabha scattering. The new theory of IR-improved DGLAP evolution has been 
introduced to open the way to precision structure function evolution beyond what is currently available, as 
the large IR effects we have identified are currently not taken into account as accurately as the LHC 
precision requirements would seem to indicate that they should be. The project is resulting in the training of 
one junior faculty and one post-doc, and is further developing the collaboration between the Cracow and 
Baylor theory groups.  

Publications:  

1) Resummed Quantum Gravity, 
B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. ICHEP06, Moscow, 2006, in press. 
2) QED X QCD Exponentiation: Shower/ME Matching and IR-Improved DGLAP Theory at 
the LHC, 
B.F.L Ward and  S.A. Yost, in Proc. ICHEP06, Moscow, 2006, in press. 
3) Numerically Stable Calculations of Radiative Corrections to Bremsstrahlung in Electron-
Positron Annihilation, 
S.A. Yost and  B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. ICHEP06, Moscow, 2006, in press. 
4) Exact quantum loop results in the theory of general relativity, 
B.F.L. Ward, hep-ph/0607198, submitted to Phys. Rev. D.  
5) Planck Scale Remnants in Resummed Quantum Gravity, 
B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. Cracow Epiphany Conference on Neutrinos and Dark Matter, Cracow, 
Poland, 5-8 Jan 2006, Acta Phys.Polon.B37:1967-1974,2006.  
6) Comparisons of exact results for the virtual photon contribution to single hard 
bremsstrahlung in radiative return for electron-positron annihilation. 
S. Jadach, B.F.L. Ward and S.A. Yost, Phys.Rev.D73:073001, 2006.   
7) Virtual corrections to bremsstrahlung in high-energy collider physics: LHC and e+ e- 
colliders, Scott A. Yost and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. 7th International Symposium on Radiative 
Corrections: Application of Quantum Field Theory to Phenomenology (RADCOR 2005), 
Shonan Village, Kanagawa, Japan, 2-7 Oct 2005, Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl.157:78-82,2006.  
8) New applications of resummation in non-Abelian gauge theories: QED x QCD 
exponentiation for LHC physics, IR-improved DGLAP theory and resummed quantum 
gravity,  
B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. 7th International Symposium on Radiative Corrections: Application of 
Quantum Field Theory to Phenomenology (RADCOR 2005), Shonan Village, Kanagawa, 
Japan, 2-7 Oct 2005, Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl.157:215-220,2006.   
 9) HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the implications of HERA for LHC physics. 
Proceedings, Part B, 
S. Alekhin et al., CERN-2005-014, DESY-PROC-2005-01, Dec 2005. 330pp.  
Proceedings, Part B HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the Implications of HERA and 
LHC Physics (Startup Meeting, CERN, 26-27 March 2004; Midterm Meeting, CERN, 11-13 
October 2004), Hamburg, Germany, 21-24 Mar 2005.  
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10) HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the implications of HERA for LHC physics: 
Proceedings Part A. 
S. Alekhin et al., CERN-2005-014, DESY-PROC-2005-01, Dec 2005. 326pp.  
Proceedings HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the Implications of HERA for LHC 
Physics: CERN - DESY Workshop 2004/2005 (Midterm Meeting, CERN, 11-13 October 2004; 
Final Meeting, DESY, 17-21 January 2005), CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, 26-27 Mar 2004.  
 11) Virtual corrections to bremsstrahlung with applications to luminosity processes and 
radiative return, 
S.A. Yost, S. Majhi and B.F.L. Ward, in Proc. 2005 International Linear Collider Physics and 
Detector Workshop and 2nd ILC Accelerator Workshop, Snowmass, Colorado, 14-27 Aug 
2005, ECONF C0508141:ALCPG1911,2005.  
 12) QED x QCD exponentiation and shower/ME matching at the LHC. 
B.F.L. Ward and S.A. Yost, in Proc. HERA and the LHC: A Workshop on the Implications of 
HERA and LHC Physics (Startup Meeting, CERN, 26-27 March 2004; Midterm Meeting, 
CERN, 11-13 October 2004), Hamburg, Germany, 21-24 Mar 2005.  
13) IR-improved DGLAP theory, 
B.F.L. Ward, hep-ph/0508140, submitted to Mod. Phys. Lett. A.  

 
I.d Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources 

The project requires access to 5 PC’s with at least 2GHz clocks and .5GB DRAM memories and 
these are already in place at Baylor and already accessible by the PI and his collaborators 
through CERN and the INP in Cracow as well. There is thus no issue regarding the appropriate 
facilities, equipment and other resources.  

 

 

 

  

 II. Proposed Research for 2007-2009 

        
II.1. Prelude 
 

The success of the SM precision EW tests at CERN in the LEP1 and LEP2 experimental programs during 
1989-2000 has shown that the non-Abelian loop corrections predicted by the ‘t Hooft-VeltmanBW1 
renormalization theory for the SM EW theory are indeed correct. The same renormalization program was 
applied by Gross, Wilczek and Politzer[BW1] to predict asymptotic freedom which has also been 
corroborated by the CERN LEP1/LEP2 experimental programs as well as other experimental works. These 
discoveries resulted in the 1999 Noble Prize in Physics for Profs. ‘t Hooft and Veltman and the 2004 Nobel 
Prize in Physics for Profs. Gross, Wilczek and Politzer. The 1999 Academy citation for Profs. ‘t Hooft and 
Veltman reads, “...  for elucidating the quantum nature of the electroweak interactions in physics....The 
theory’s predictions verified... large quantities of W and Z have recently been produced under controlled 
conditions at the LEP accelerator at CERN. Comparisons between measurements and calculations (this 
proposal involves extension of some of the calculations used at CERN in the comparisons referenced here) 
have all the time showed great agreement, thus supporting the theory’s predictions. ...” The 2004 citation 
for Profs. Gross, Wilczek and Politzer reads “…The theory has been tested in great detail, in particular 
during recent years at the European Laboratory for Particle Physics, CERN, in Geneva (this proposal 
involves extension of some of the calculations used at CERN in the tests referenced here)”. The High 
Energy Physics Theory Group at Baylor is now engaged in the further exploration of the SM and its 
possible extensions, in order to address the many still unanswered questions as we noted above,  and we 
ask that this special DoE program support our research during 2007-2008 as we pursue our exploration of 
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the development and implementation of version 5.0 of the MC BHLUMI[BW2] for the Bhabha scattering 
lumnosity process at the ILC energy regime and its attendant 0.01% precision tag.  

Baylor University has allocated a significant number of faculty positions to High Energy physics, 1 
Distinguished Professor and Chair (BFLW ), 1 Full Professor , two regular Associate Professors ( SAY+1 ), 
and two regular Assistant Professors ( JRD+1). The DoE thus has a chance again in funding the current 
proposal to add significantly to the national and regional infrastructure in the research capability in HEP, 
thereby opening up new opportunities for the training of the next generation’s scientists in this important 
area of fundamental research. We emphasize that there is every intention at Baylor to expand the 
experimental group and to enhance the research efforts described in this proposal with further faculty 
appointments in turn. This is all coordinated with the recent move of the Physics Department into a state-of-
the art new facility, the more than 500,000 sq. ft. New Science Building at Baylor, which opened in June , 
2004. This means that any funding by the DoE in this special program would have its chances for success  
and impact on students and post-docs significantly enhanced. 
 

We turn now to the proposed research by the Baylor HEP Theory Group on the development and 
implementation of version 5.0 of the YFS MC BHLUMI for 0.01% luminosity predictions in the ILC 
energy regime. 

 

II.2.  Development and Implementation of BHLUMI 5.0 
 
 
Our development and implementation of version BHLUMI 5.0 so that the precision tag of 0.01% is 
achieved would proceed as follows, should this proposal be funded. 
 
First, let us recall that, as the precision requirement at LEP1 was 0.061% for version 4.04, 
we have not implemented in version 4.04 all of the exact results which we have actually calculated in Refs. 
[BW3,BW4]. Let us elaborate here for definiteness. 
 
In Ref. [BW4], we have calculated the error budget for BHLUMI 4.04, which we reproduce here for 
reference in Table 1. 
 

LEP1 LEP2

Type of correction/error Past [BW5,BW6] Present Past [BW5,BW6] Present

(a) Missing photonic O(α2) [BW7] 0.10% 0.027% 0.20% 0.04%
(b) Missing photonic O(α3L3) [BW8] 0.015% 0.015% 0.03% 0.03%
(c) Vacuum polarization [BW9,BW10] 0.04% 0.04% 0.10% 0.10%
(d) Light pairs [BW11,BW12] 0.03% 0.03% 0.05% 0.05%
(e) Z-exchange [BW13] 0.015% 0.015% 0.0% 0.0%
Total 0.11% 0.061% 0.25% 0.122%

Table 1: Summary of the total (physical+technical) theoretical uncertainty for a
typical calorimetric detector. For LEP1, the above estimate is valid for the angular
range within 1◦ − 3◦, and for LEP2 it covers energies up to 176 GeV, and angular
range within 1◦ − 3◦ and 3◦ − 6◦ .

 
From Table 1, it can be seen that the goal of 0.01% for BHLUMI 5.0 is indeed reasonable. Indeed, there 
have already been analyses of the calculational results that would be needed that are not already available 
in Refs. [BW3,BW14, BW15]. We will return to these analyses presently. First, we can see from Table 1 
that achieving 0.01% precision for BHLUMI 5.0 would involve the following steps: 
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1. The item (a) in the table scales like ln(|t|/me
2) where t is the relevant squared momentum transfer. 

At LEP1, we had || t  �2GeV whereas at a .5-3 TeV ILC with acceptance in the 25-100 mrad 

regime, we have || t  up to 75GeV, giving as much as a 30% increase[SJ1] in the size of item (a) 
in Table 1.  Since our goal is 0.01% here, we have to introduce the results from 
Refs.[BW14,BW15] into BHLUMI 4.04, as their omission from v. 4.04 is what is already 
responsible for the 0.027% error listed for item (a) in Table 1. This would reduce  

      this error to that for the variations in the published results for the pure 

     2)(
π
α

constant terms, which can be estimated reliably from Refs.[BW3, BW14, 

      BW15,  TR1, ER1, AP1, DB1] as �0.001%. The resources and time needed to 
      accomplish this are discussed below. For reference, we show the size of these  

     2)(
π
α

constant terms in the Figure 1 below as they occur in the s-channel; we need 

      these terms for the t-channel for BHLUMI 5.0 – a crossing transformation,  
      something  standard. The point is that for the typical luminometer cuts, the 
      difference between the theoretical results is at or below 0.001%. 
2. The item (b) is also a known result from Ref.[BW15] and is currently omitted from v. 4.04 of 

BHLUMI.  Given its size already at LEP1, we would need to implement this  third order leading-
log result into BHLUMI 5.0. This would mean that we would be addressing the missing 

 corrections, and we can use the scaling rules just illustrated in the previous step to 
give this error as 0.015%(1.7)/ln(M

)( 23LO α
Z

2/me
2)=0.0011%. The resources and time required to achieve 

this step are presented below. 
3. Item (c) is the error on the hadronic vacuum polarization contribution. It has been shown in Refs. 

[SJ1] that the error shown in Table 1 for this uncertainty increases to 0.14% at the ILC energies up 
to 3TeV. Thus, we need an improved version of the vacuum polarization function in BHLUMI 
4.04. In Ref. [FJ1], it is shown that the necessary strategy to provide this improved function is in 
progress, and it is argued there that a precision of just under 0.01% is indeed reasonable to expect 
in the not-too-distant future. We would need this new function for BHLUMI 5.0 and we remain in 
contact with Prof. Jegerlehner so that we will implement the improved vacuum polarization 
function in a timely manner. 

4. Item (d) is the uncertainty due to light pairs. These effects are available in the 
literature[BW11,BW12,ON1,BW16] and can be implemented in the new version BHLUMI5.0 or they can 
be calculated using a separate calculation, either BHLUMI2.30[BW12] or the program in Ref.[ON1] 
for example, as it was done by the OPAL Collaboration at LEP. Once this is done, this error can be 
reduced to 0.005%. 

5. Item (e) is the Z exchange and in general the s-channel γ exchange. Both s-channel exchanges 
have been shown[SJ1] to be well-below 0.01%. But, the t-channel Z-exchange with its EW 
correction[SJ1] can be up to 0.09% for energies up to 3TeV. The result for this effect is available in 
the literature[DB2,HOL] and we would need to implement it in version 5.0 of BHLUMI. This 
would reduce this error then to 0.001%.  

6. Finally, we discuss the beamsstrahlung. We intend to provide a user input so that the 
beamsstrahlung spectrum can be provided by the user. We would then use a FOAM- related 
algorithm to realize the beamsstrahlung effect directly in the program. A proto- typical version of 
this procedure already exists in Ref.[SJ1] and we would need to include this procedure in 
BHLUMI5.0. We assume the beamsstrahlung spectrum can be measured/determined as accurately 
as needed. So, we do not included an error for this in the new error budget for BHLUMI 5.0. 

In this way, we would, if this proposal is approved, generate version 5.0 of BHLUMI, with the error 
budget  as shown in Table 2.  The issue is what new resources would we need to accomplish  the steps 
1-5.  We base our assessment on the efforts required to achieve the 0.061% precision of BHLUMI 
4.04. Achievement of steps 1 and 2 involve our taking known results and cross checking them for 
technical and physical precision as they would be implemented in the new version of BHLUMI. This 
work would be done in collaboration with Dr. S. Jadach and with the assistance of one post-doc and 
one Ph. D. student. Summer salary for the PI and Dr. Yost (one month for each in FY07 and FY08) 
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would be needed and funds to support Dr. Jadach’s 1-3 month visit to Baylor would also be needed 
($10000/yr). Step 3 would then be accomplished as the new results from Prof. Jegerlehner and others 
on the hadronic vacuum polarization become available with the new resources just called-out. Step 4 
has two solutions: if we use BHLUMI2.30 or the program in Ref. [ON1], we do not need further 
action; if we want the pairs in version 5.0 of BHLUMI, then we need to act with the resources already 
called-out, so that such a version of BHLUMI would be available about 1.5 years after the version 
without the pairs included—it takes about 1.5 years with the resources so far called-out to introduce 
the multiple soft pairs into a version of BHLUMI which does not already have them.  Step 5 would 
involve introducing known results from Refs.[DB2,HOL] into BHLUMI. Steps 3 and 5 would again be 
accomplished with the resources so far called-out, with additional need for travel support between 
Baylor and Berlin, Dubna and MPI-Munich (1 trip/year for 8 days for each of the Baylor-Dubna, 
Baylor-Berlin and Baylor-MPI-Munich interactions, at $1500/trip for the first two and $1000/trip for 
the last one). While all of this is in progress, it is essential that the PI’s group be able to maintain 
contact with ongoing ILC related efforts through visits to centers of ILC research and through 
participation in relevant ILC Workshops and Symposia. Some travel for two such trips a year($2000) is 
also included in the estimated budget. 
     

 

 
 

In summary, with the requested budget, the steps 1-5 leading to version BHLUMI 5.0 with the 
precision tag 0.011% could be realized by the PI and his group working as usual in collaboration with 
Prof. S. Jadach from the INP, Cracow, Poland. The time scale from the arrival of the needed resources 
to the first proto-type of the new MC is ~3 years, based on previous experiences.  
       The basic estimated schedule would give the following:   
▪ Project Deliverables for Fiscal Year 2007 
Steps 1-2 could be done in the first year of the project, producing a version of BHLUMI with precision 
tag approaching 0.1% for ILC. 
▪ Project Deliverables for Fiscal Year 2008 

      Step 5 could be done by the end of the second year, and presuming the plan of  
      Jegerlehner for the vacuum polarization, step 3 as well could be done by the end of  
      the second year; finally, the pairs correction (step 4) could be introduced as 
      a separate program as a package by the end of the second year as well. 
      ▪ Project Deliverables for Fiscal Year 2009      
      Step 4 could be introduced directly into BHLUMI by the end of fiscal year 2009. 
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 III.  Budget  Explanation Pages  
Year: 2007-20098 Year 1 
 

  On-Campus        Off-Campus

Salaries 
  
 1 month of summer salary for Dr. Ward                                                                          $12,083 
 1 month of summer salary for Dr. Yost                                                                            $ 7,165 

 
 1 Postdoctoral Research Associate                                                                          $34,000 

  
 1 graduate student stipend                                                                                                $18,000                                                    

 
     Sub-Totals                $ 71,248           

Fringe Benefits (x 0.28 fac. x 0.38 post-doc)                                 18,309                
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       TOTAL SALARIES PLUS FRINGE                            $ 89,557              
 

Travel 
  Domestic: 
 

Travel to  ILC Physics Working Group Interactions                                                            2,000 
and Meetings for the PI or appropriate group member (2 (3-5day)-trips /year )  
           

 Foreign: 
                                      
Travel to Dubna by the PI or appropriate group member (1 trip at $1500 (air fare))           1,500 
Travel to MPI, Munich by the PI or appropriate  
group member (1 trip at $1000 (air fare))                                                                             1,000  
Travel to Berlin by the PI or appropriate 
group member (1 trip at (1500))                                                                                            1,500 
 
Consultation Services                                              

Visit to Baylor by Prof. S. Jadach for consultation                                                             10,000  
     
 
 
          Subtotal                                                                                                $105,557              
 
          Facitilies & Administrative Costs ($101,094 x 32.5%)                                    $  34,306  

          
 
            TOTAL BUDGET (Year 1)                                      $139,863 
 
 
 
 
III.  Budget  Explanation Pages -- continued 
Year: 2008-2009  Year 2 
 

  On-Campus        Off-Campus

Salaries 
  
 1 month of summer salary for Dr. Ward                                                                          $12,627 
 1 month of summer salary for Dr. Yost                                                                            $ 7,487 

 
 1 Postdoctoral Research Associate                                                                          $34,000 

  
 1 graduate student stipend                                                                                                $18,000                                                    

 
     Sub-Totals                $ 72,114           

Fringe Benefits (x 0.28 fac. x 0.38 post-doc)                                 18,552                
 
       TOTAL SALARIES PLUS FRINGE                            $90,666            
 

Travel 
  Domestic: 
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Travel to  ILC Physics Working Group Interactions                                                            2,000 
and Meetings for the PI or appropriate group member (2 (3-5day)-trips /year )            

 
                                        

 
 
 

 Foreign: 
Travel to Dubna by the PI or appropriate group member (1 trip at $1500 (air fare))           1,500 
Travel to MPI, Munich by the PI or appropriate  
group member (1 trip at $1000 (air fare))                                                                             1,000  
Travel to Berlin by the PI or appropriate 
group member (1 trip at (1500))                                                                                            1,500 
 
Consultation Services                                              

Visit to Baylor by Prof. S. Jadach for consultation                                                             10,000  
     
 
 
          Subtotal                                                                                                $106,666              
 
          Facilities & Administrative Costs  ($101,094 x 32.5%)                                   $  34,666 

          
 
            TOTAL BUDGET (Year 2)                                      $141,332 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IV. Two-year budget, in then year K$ 
 
Institution: Baylor University 
 
   
      Item       FY2007 FY2008 Total 
Other Professionals 53.248 54.114 107.362 
Graduate Students 18.000 18.000 36.000 
Total Salaries 71.248 72.114 143.362 
Fringe Benefits 18.309 18.552 36.861 
Total Salaries, Wages 
and Fringe Benefits 

89.557 90.666 180.223 

Equipment    
Travel 6.000 6.000 12.000 
Materials and Supplies    
Other direct costs 10.000 10.000 20.000 
Total direct costs 105.557 106.666 212.223 
Indirect costs 34.306 34.666 68.972 
Total direct and indirect 
costs 

139.863 141.332 281.195 
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Vertex Detector Proposals Overview 
 
The Vertex Tracker has to provide the jet flavor identification and accurate track 
reconstruction that are prerequisites to most if not all of the linear collider physics 
program. In some detector concepts, the vertex detector takes on an added role of charged 
particle pattern recognition as well. If the Higgs boson exists and is light, as the data 
collected so far indicate, its couplings to fermions of different flavour and mass  must be 
accurately measured to test the Higgs mechanism of mass generation. Efficient flavor 
tagging in multi-jet events and determination of heavy quark charge will be instrumental 
to study signals of New Physics both through the direct production of new heavy 
particles, coupled predominantly to b and t quarks, and through precision measurements 
of electroweak processes at the highest energies. Physics requirements push the vertex 
tracker specifications to new levels. While much has been learned in two decades of 
R&D on Si detectors for the LHC experiments, the linear collider requirements motivate 
new and complementary directions for detector development. The linear collider 
environment, with its lower event rates and lower radiation, admits Si sensors that are 
substantially thinner, more precise and more segmented than at the LHC. Technologies 
which have not been applicable in the high radiation environment of proton colliders are 
available, as well as sensors based on new concepts. Significant R&D is required to solve 
the detector problems of the LC environment. CCD vertex detectors have already 
demonstrated very high resolution and segmentation with moderate multiple scattering. 
But for the CCD technology to be applicable to the LC improved radiation hardness and a 
factor of 100-1000 increase in readout speed are required. Technologies successfully 
developed for the LHC program, such as hybrid pixel sensors, are sufficiently radiation 
hard and can be read out rapidly. But they now need to be developed into much thinner 
devices with smaller cell size to improve their tracking resolution capabilities. Finally 
new technologies, such as CMOS sensors, have emerged as potentially attractive 
solutions. But they need to be demonstrated on large scales and be tailored to the linear 
collider application. These developments need to be guided by a continuing program of 
physics studies and detailed simulations to define the optimal designs and technology 
choices. 
 

Contents 
 
Overview and contents.....................................................................................................134 
 
4.1  Pixel Vertex Detector R&D for Future High Energy Linear e+ e- Colliders (Charlie 
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4.4  Vertex Detector Mechanical Structures (Henry Lubatti: renewal) ...........................155 
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        December 15, 2006 
 
 

Pixel Vertex Detector R&D for 
Future High Energy Linear e+ e- Colliders 

 
J. Brau, O. Igonkina, N. Sinev, D. Strom            University of Oregon 

 
C. Baltay, W. Emmet, H. Neal, D. Rabinowitz            Yale University 

 
 
 
 

Over the past two years of this R&D project, in collaboration with SARNOFF, Inc., we have developed a conceptual 
design for a Monolithic CMOS Pixel detector that we believe will satisfy the requirements of the Vertex Detector for 
the ILC, and that SARNOFF believes they can build.  This design has been described in detail in our recent proposals 
as well as reports at recent conferences (D. Strom at Snowmass 2005, J. Brau at Bangalore LCWS 2006,  C. Baltay at 
SLAC-Novosibirsk Instrumentation Conference, April, 2006, and J. Brau at the Hiroshima Semiconductor Detector 
Conference, Carmel, September, 2006). A detailed description of this design is in the report titled “HEP Vertex 
Detector Macropixel Design”  by Sarnoff Corporation, dated February 28, 2006 is appended to the supplemental 
proposal submitted earlier in 2006  (http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/LCRD/FY07-08_detector_supplements 
/LittleBigDoc_numbered.pdf). 
 
The currently approved FY 2006 funding for this project will allow SARNOFF to carry out the detailed design of the 
first prototype devices, resulting in a “ tape out”  from which the prototypes can be fabricated.  The current estimate is 
that this will be completed by December of 2006.  The present plan is to use the FY 07 supplement that we requested  
(but that has not yet been a proved by the DOE) to start the actual fabrication of the first set of prototypes.  The FY 07 
funding requested in this proposal would be used to complete the first prototypes and get started on the second set of 
prototypes.  The FY 08 funding we plan to request when the time comes is expected to finish the fabrication and carry 
out the testing of the second prototypes, as detailed in the budget plan at the end of this proposal. 

1. Introduction 

Studies carried out in the U.S., Europe, and Asia, have demonstrated the power of a pixel vertex detector in 
physics investigations at a future high energy linear collider. At one time, silicon CCD’s (Charged Coupled 
Devices)1 seemed like the detector elements of choice for vertex detectors for future Linear e+ e- Colliders.  
However, with the decision for a cold TESLA-like superconducting technology for the future International Linear 
Collider (ILC), the usefulness of CCD’s for vertex detection has become problematical.  The time structure of this 
cold technology is such that it necessitates an extremely fast readout of the vertex detector elements and thus 
CCD’s as we know them will not be useful.  New CCD architectures are under development2 but have yet to 
achieve the required performance.  For these reasons there is an increased importance on the development of 
Monolithic CMOS pixel detectors that allow extremely fast non sequential readout of only those pixels that have 
hits in them.  This feature significantly decreases the readout time required.  Last year, recognizing the potential 
of a Monolithic CMOS detector, we initiated an R&D effort to develop such devices3.  Another important feature 
of our present conceptual design for these CMOS detectors is the possibility of putting a time stamp on each hit 
with sufficient precision to assign each hit to a particular bunch crossing.  This significantly reduces the effective 
backgrounds in that in the reconstruction of any particular event of interest we only need to consider those hits in 
the vertex detectors that come from the same bunch crossing. 

2. Straw Man Vertex Detector Design 

The overall vertex detector design we are working towards is shown in Figure 1, and the numbers and sizes of the 
120 detector elements (chips) are summarized in Table 1. 
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     Figure 1 

 
     Table 1 
 
 

The detailed time structure of the ILC is still to be settled on in the future.  For the purposes of our present design 
we are using the time structure of the TESLA design, shown in Figure 2.  We assume that the ILC design will 
have the same basic features.  This design has 2820 bunches in a bunch train, with 5 bunch trains per second.  The 
separation between bunches 337 nanosec, which makes each bunch train about 1 millisec long, with about 200 
millisec between bunch trains. 
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Figure 2 
 
 

Extensive background calculations4 indicate that the maximum total hit rate in the innermost layer of the vertex 
detector will be 0.03 hits/mm2/bunch crossing. 
 
Will use 12.5 cm x 2.0 cm as a typical chip size as an example, and for hit rates we will use the estimates for the 
innermost layer.  Clearly the chips further out and the smaller chips in the forward disk layers will represent an 
easier problem. 

 
3. Progress on Monolithic CMOS Pixel Detector Design 
 
During the past two years a feasible conceptual design for a monolithic CMOS sensor that should meet the ILC vertex 
detector requirement has been developed in collaboration with SARNOFF (RCA’s silicon fabrication house) through 
an R&D contract.  The report from Sarnoff of February, 2006 is attached to the supplemental proposal we submitted 
earlier in 2006 (http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/LCRD/FY07-08_detector_supplements/LittleBigDoc_numbered.pdf) 

. 
 

3.1 General Description of the Design 

 
The current design is for chips up to 12.5 cm x 2.0 cm in size with a single layer of 10 µ m x 10 µ m pixels.  
Each pixel has its own electronics under it, but both the sensitive layer and the electronics are made of one 
piece of silicon (monolithic CMOS) which can be thinned to a total thickness of 50 to 100 µ m, with no need 
for indium bump bonds.  The electronics for each pixel will detect hits above an adjustable background.  For 
each hit the time of the hit is stored in each pixel, up to a total of four different hit times per pixel, with 
sufficient precision to assign each hit to a particular beam crossing (thus the name “chronopixels” for this 
device).  Hits will be accumulated for the 2820 beam crossing of a bunch train and the chip is read out during 
the 200 millisec gap between bunch trains.  There is sufficient intelligence in each pixel so that only pixels 
with one or more hits are read out, with the x,y coordinates and the time t for each hit.  With 10 micron size 
pixels we do not need analog information to reach a 3 to 4 micron precision so at the present we plan on 
digital read out, considerably simplifying the read out electronics.   
 
To get some feeling for the hit rates and occupancies we use the estimated 0.03 hits/mm2/beam crossing for 
the worst case innermost layer.  With 2500 mm2 per chip (a total of 25 x 106 pixels/chip) and 2820 beam 
crossings per train we expect 2 x 105 hits/chip/bunch train, or an occupancy of the order of one percent. 

 
This appears much too high to allow efficient pattern recognition.  The crucial element of our design is the 
availability of the time information (i.e., bunch crossing number) with each hit.  If we trigger on an event that 
we are interested in from another part of the detector (tracker or calorimeter) with a time, i.e., the bunch 
crossing number known, we need to look only at those vertex detector hits which are consistent in time with 

 

Time Structure for the TESLA Design 
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the event of interest and the occupancy drops to below 10-5 per pixel (SLD worked well with an occupancy of 
~ 10-3 per pixel in the Vertex Detector).  
 

3.2 Detailed Design 
 

SARNOFF has carried out a design of the electronics under each pixel of this chronopixel array.  A schematic 
is shown in Figure 3 and a block diagram is shown in Figure 4.  The functionality of this design has been 
verified by an hspice simulation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
    Figure 3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chronopixelel Array 
Architecture 
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The power consumption of this circuitry has been estimated.  The analog parts of the circuit (the boxes 
labeled “Detector” and “Comparator” on Figure 3) consume most of the power, estimated at this stage of the 
design to be ~ 15 milliwatts/mm2.  The remaining digital components are estimated to be around 0.05 
milliwatts/mm2.  The analog components are only needed during the time when hits are accumulated during 
the bunch train, ~ 1 millisec.  The average power can thus be reduced by a factor of ~ 100 by turning off the 
analog parts during the 200 millisec digital readout.  This would reduce the average power consumption to the 
vicinity of 0.5 watts per chip or to the order of 100 watts for the vertex detector, which seems acceptable. 
 
 

3.3 Read Out Scheme 
 

Each chip will consist of 2000 columns with 12500 pixels each.  Each chip will be divided into 40 read out 
regions of 50 columns each.  At the end of the bunch train when the electromagnetic interference due to the 
beam has died off the 40 read out regions will be read out in parallel at 25 MHz into a FIFO buffer located at 
the end of each chip.  The contents of the FIFO buffer will be read out off the chip at 1 GHz.  We thus expect 
to read out the full chip (2 x 105 hits, with 38 bits per hit) in about 8 millisec.  This leaves a safety margin of 
25 with the 200 millisec gap between trains. 
 

Figure 4 
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3.4 Fabrication Strategy  

 
The expected read noise of about 25 electrons, and the demand for high efficiency with low backgrounds, sets 
the requirement for signal.  Monte Carlo calculations indicate a 15 micron thick charge sensitive epitaxial 
layer will yield the required response of 800 electrons for a minimum ionizing particle crossing at normal 
incidence.  Fabrication of chronopixel detectors on a 15 micron thick resistivity epitaxial layer will require 
the use of a custom CMOS process.   We will produce our first prototype detectors using a standard process 
CMOS process that contains a 7 micron epitaxial layer with somewhat lower resistivity than will allow full  
depletion of the detector. This will allow the pixel electronic circuit to be tested at a reasonable cost, but  the 
pixel will not be sensitive to minimum ionizing particles over its entire area.  
 
The sensitivity of the first prototype detectors will be measured using a calibrated infrared laser and with an  
Fe-55 source.   We are developing a detailed simulation of the sensitive portion of the pixel to facilitate these 
comparisons.  Once the first prototype detectors have been verified we move to a custom CMOS process that 
will allow us to use custom wafers with properties required for the sensitivity over the entire pixel. 
 

3.5 Charge Spreading 
 

In order to be able to use digital readout the charge spreading has to be kept well below the pixel size.  This 
can be accomplished by fully depleting the charge sensitive expitaxial layer. 

 
 
4 Presently funded work. 

 
Under the present contact, using the recently awarded ILC R&D funds for FY 2006, SARNOFF is proceeding with the 
detailed design of the Chronopixel Monolithic CMOS devices, as described in the February 28, 2006 report from 
SARNOFF referred to above. The detailed statement of work is as follows: 
 

1. Layout Environment Setup  
Before a layout work starts, it is required to set up the CAD environment according to a given process 
technology. This work includes installing the design kit and various technical files provided from the foundry. 

 
2. Chronopixel Layout  

Based on the Chronopixel schematic design, each component of the pixel needs to be translated into layout. 
Then, they are assembled together to form a Chronopixel layout.  

 
3. Chronopixel array schematic design (Schematic, Simulation) 

Chronopixel array detector will consist of pixel array and readout circuits.  Readout circuits consist of row 
decoder, row driver, column decoder, signal multiplex circuit, bias reference circuit, global bunch counter, 
timing controller, i/o interface. For each of the components, spice simulation will verify their functions and 
electrical performances including the noise performance with the size of signals expected. When all of the 
components are completed and assembled together, top simulation that integrates entire CMOS circuits will 
be implemented to verify the overall operation of the chip. 

 
4. Floor-plan Design (Layout) 

Based on the schematic design, each of the component’s physical size and will be estimated. In addition, 
physical position of each circuit block will be investigated for the optimum utilization of the available silicon 
space. This careful floor planning will expedite the physical layout design. 

 
 

5. Pixel-array Layout Design 
Physical layouts for each circuit components need to be created based on the schematic design. Once layouts 
of each component are completed, they are assembled together to form the entire array chip. 
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6. Design Verification 
When the layout is completed, careful and through verification such as DRC and LVS will follow. DRC 
stands for design rule verification and LVS represents layout versus schematic. 
 

7. Tape-out 
This work is needed, for example, to ask process related questions, to place an order, to follow up tape-out 
procedure, to get feedback from foundry, to fix any problems in submitting the design, etc. 

 
 

8. Meeting and Documentation 
Technical meeting at Sarnoff, Teleconference, Presentation, Report. 
 

Deliverable: Final Report, Tape-out to the Foundry, selected by the customer 
 
This effort is expected to be complete by the end of December of 2006. At that time we will be ready to build and test 
the first set of prototypes. 
 
5. Future work for which supplemental funding is requested. 
 

As described above by early 2007 we (i.e. SARNOFF) will be ready to start the fabrication of the first set of 
prototype devices. It will be important not to lose momentum and proceed with this next stage of the project as 
soon after the completion of the present phase as possible.  

 
5.1 First Year (FY 2007) 

 
a) Starting with the “tape out” from the present stage of the project, SARNOFF will supervise the fabrication of 

the first set of prototypes.  This first set will consist of 40 devices 5 mm x 5mm each, using a 0.18 µ 
technology, with 50 µ x 50 µ pixels.  The ultimate devices we are aiming for, to be fabbed ~ 5 years (?) from 
now, call for chips 125 mm x 20 mm each with 10 µ x 10 µ pixels using a 0.045 µ technology (which is not 
available now but is projected to be available and a mature technology 5 years from now).  However, the 
smaller prototype devices with larger pixels will have all of the functionality of the final devices and are thus 
a very important test of the concept and the design. 

 
b) Packaging of the prototype devices 

 
c) Basic functional design testing at SARNOFF, including testing board design and fabbing 

 
d) Detailed specific design testing and radiation testing to be carried out at Yale and the University of Oregon. 

 
SARNOFF’s estimate for parts a, b, and c above is $145,000.   
 
 

Subcontract to SARNOFF for a, b, c, above  $145,000 
Fabrication of 40 prototype devices   $70,000 
Packaging of the prototype devices       5,000 
SARNOFF Functional device testing, 
  Consulting with UO and Yale during their testing, 
  And Project Management       70,000 

 
Building of test fixtures, testing of prototypes 

at Oregon         17,500 
at Yale             17,500 
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      $180,000  
 

 
5.2 Second Year (FY 2008) 
 

We expect that after testing the first prototype we will move on to the second set of prototypes.  The details of this 
second set are not clear at this time since the details will depend on the performance of the first set of prototypes.  
However, we expect that the cost of the second set of prototypes will be similar to the first set with two 
exceptions: 
 

i. There will be some costs associated with doing whatever redesign is needed for the second set of 
prototypes to be an improvement over the first set. 

 
ii.  The costs at SARNOFF for testing will be reduced since they will not have to redesign and refabricate a 

large fraction of their testing equipment. 
 

We thus anticipate the following funding requirement for FY 2007: 
 

Subcontract to SARNOFF for      $160,000 
Redesign      $35,000 
Fabrication of prototypes       $80,000 
Packaging of prototypes         5,000 
Functional design testing at 
  SARNOFF, project management, etc.     40,000    
  

Building of test fixtures, testing of prototypes 
at Oregon         11,500 
at Yale             11,500 

         $183,000 
 

5.3 Two Year Budget Plan 

    As discussed above we expect this two year R&D plan, which will result in the fabrication and testing of two sets of 

prototypes, to require a total funding of  

 Year 1  $180,000 

 Year 2  $183,000 

 Total  $363,000 

Our proposal plan to obtain this funding is as follows 

 

 FY 07 Supplement (already proposed)  $125,000 

 FY 07 Base (this proposal)    $113,000 

 FY 08 Supplement    $125,000 

 Total      $363,000 

the detailed budget plan is given in the following table. 

__________________ 
1K. Abe, et al., “Design and Performance of the SLD Vertex Detector, a 307 Mpixel Tracking 
 System,” Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A400, 287 (1997) 
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2C. S. J. Damerell, LCWS 2004, Paris, April, 2004, http://hepww.rl.ac.uk/lcfi/public/lcws-damerell.ppt; Y. 
Sugimoto, 7th ACFA Linear Collider Workshop, Taipei, Nov. 10, 2004, 
http://hep1.phys.ntu.edu.tw/ACFA7/slides/B-4 Sugimoto.ppt 
3J. Brau, et al., 2005 ALCPG & ILC Workshop, Snowmass, Colorado 
4Takashi Maruyama, “Backgrounds,” 2005 ALCPG and ILC Workshop, ALCPG 0909 
 

Detailed Spending Plan 
 

     FY07   FY07  FY08 
Cost Item              Suppl           Base          Suppl 
 
1st Set of Protoypes 
  
 Fabrication     70 
 
 Packaging       5 
 
 SARNOFF Project Management  50 
 
 SARNOFF Testing      20 
 
 Testing at 
 
  Oregon      17.5 
  Yale University     17.5 
 
2nd Set of Prototypes 
 
 Redesign       35 
 
 Start Fabrication      23 
 
 Complete Fabrication        57 
  
 Packaging          5 
 
 SARNOFF Project Supervision & Testing     40 
 
 Testing at 
  Oregon        11.5 
  Yale         11.5 
       ___  ___  ___ 
Totals       125  113  125 
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PROJECT REPORT

Design of a Monolithic Pixel Detector Module

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Marco Battaglia

Dept. of Physics, University of California, Berkeley CA 94720, USA
and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley CA 94720, USA

Collaborators

Devis Contarato, Leo Greiner, Derek Shuman

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley CA 94720, USA

Project Leader

Marco Battaglia
MBattaglia@lbl.gov
(510) 486-7029

Report of the Project Activities (July 2006 - November 2006)

The project started shortly after notification of approval in May 2006. The first stage con-
centrated on the back-thinning a batch of CMOS pixel sensor chips (MIMOSA-V chips,
17×18 mm2, 1 M pixels, 0.55 mm native thickness) below 50 µm, thermal characterisation of
the STAR ladder prototype and FEA analysis of composite ladders. The chip back-thinning
was carried out by Aptek Industries, San Jose, CA. Aptek uses a proprietary hot wax for-
mula for mounting wafers and die to stainless steel grinding plates. The use of wax as an
adhesive offers greater flexibility for handling thinner parts as well as eliminating the effects
of ESD damage. The back-thinning is performed by a wet grind process with a rust inhibitor
for cooling the chips and keeping the grind wheel free of debris which could cause damage
when thinning below 100 µm. The process allows accurate thickness measurements in-situ.
After grinding, a polish process is performed which minimises the stress from the backside of
the device and allows to achieve thicknesses below 50 µm. Yields are dependent on various
factors related to the quality of the silicon, including where in the ingot the wafers are taken
from. Front-side processing factors such as oxides or polyamides as well as doping of a wafer
can cause stress in the silicon lattice and may result in failure in the silicon at ultra thin
specifications. The batch included a functioning chip as well as three non-functioning chips,
to be used for mechanical characterisation. They have been thinned down to 40 µm. At this
thickness, chipping of the sensor edges was observed and the process was stopped. Inspection
under a microscope revealed that the edges of the chip have been damaged, but only outside
the guard ring area, thus not affecting the electrical functionalities of the device. Subsequent
detailed tests, showed that thinning a CMOS pixel sensor below 50 µm affects neither the
noise nor its response to minimum ionising particles (see Figure 1). Detailed simulation and
reconstruction of charged particle tracks in hadronic jets, performed with the Geant-4-based
Mokka program and dedicated custom code developed by our group within the C++ Marlin

reconstruction framework, have been used to study the impact of the sensor thickness on
the track extrapolation accuracy. The Vertex tracker consists of five layers of 100 µm carbon

1
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Figure 1: Back-thinning chip test (left): 1.5 GeV e− cluster pulse height, before (solid) and after
(dotted line) thinning to 40 µm. Prototype ladder test (right): infrared image of ladder with
heating on and 3.5 m/s airflow.

composite ladders with sensors of variable thickness, providing 2.5 µm single point resolution.
Preliminary results show that, below approximately 50 µ, the multiple scattering distortions
to particle tracks are dominated by the contributions of the ladder support and of the beam-
pipe. Therefore we shall start by considering sensor thicknesses in the range 40 to 60 µm,
which our back-thinning R&D has proved to be feasible, from for this study.

One 40 µm-thick and one 50 µm-thick chips have been measured at a high-precision optical
metrology machine to determine their shape. Ultra-thin Si loses most of the mechanical
properties of unthinned sensors. In particular, the chip warps very significantly. It has been
measured that the resulting deviations from flatness of an umounted 40 µm-thick chip exceeds
1 mm. The sensor thickness has also been measured over its entire surface, by placing the
chip on a vacuum chuck, and found to be constant, within ≤ 5 µm.

In parallel to the back-thinning activity, work started for a detailed FEA simulation of a
vertex tracker ladder. The ladder consists of 50 µm-thick CMOS pixel sensors, each measuring
30×30 mm, disspating power along a 5 mm thick strip located along both outer edges, where
ADCs and data sparsification electronics could be located. It is assumed that the electronics
dissipates in the range 0.1-1 mW per column and can be power cycled. The sensors are
mounted on a carbon composite support structure mounted at both ends. The ladder length
is 15 mm. FEA simulation is also performed for the prototype STAR ladder, which had been
built at LBNL and is made of 50 µm-thick Mimosa sensors mounted on a carbon composite
support. As part of this LCRD project the thermal properties of the STAR prototype have
been characterised. A heating cable has been attached to the ladder, which has been mounted
on a test bench equipped with capacitive probes to measure its distortions and vibrations
and an IR camera to monitor its temperature. A laminar airflow of variable speed has been
applied. These measurements have been used to determine the maximum heat dissipation
which can be removed by airflow, the ladder vibrations induced by the airflow and to validate
the FEA simulation. The data collected in November is currently being analysed. This study
will represent the foundation of a first detailed design of a very low mass ladder to hold the
ultra-thin chips and offer the required material budget and mechanical stability.

2
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Design of a Monolithic Pixel Detector Module
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Marco Battaglia
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Project Leader

Marco Battaglia
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Project Overview

This proposal concerns the continuation, in its second year, of the project titled Design of
a Monolithic Pixel Detector Module. It addresses the conceptual and engineered design of a
ladder for the Vertex Tracker with the required mechanical stability and system integration,
while minimising the amount of material. The Vertex Tracker performance is critical for
accomplishing the objectives of the ILC in understanding key issues of particle physics from
the origin of mass to its relation to the Cosmo. Preliminary simulation studies have shown
that a single point resolution better than 5 µm and a material budget not significantly in
excess to 0.1 %X0 per layer are needed to fulfill this goal.

While a very significant effort is being deployed in developing Silicon pixel sensors which are
much more precise, thinner and faster than those ever installed in a particle physics exper-
iment, only a limited attention has been devoted to the design of a detector module stiff
enough to guarantee the sensor accuracy in the detector reference frame and light and inte-
grated enough to offer minimal disturbance to the passage of particles and provide electrical
and thermal services. The ILC Si sensor R&D has now successfully progressed to the stage
when the design of a realistic detector module is needed to guide further R&D towards the
choice of an optimal pixel sensor for the Vertex Tracker. There are three main open issues to
which the proposed program could answer. The first concerns the optimisation of the sensor
thickness. Early experience on sensor backthinning, to which our group contributes, shows
that the thinning of pixel chips down to 50 µm and below is feasible. CMOS pixel chips
have been backthinned to 50 µm and to the epi-layer (' 20µm), DEPFET test diodes to
50 µm and CCDs to 20 µm. These first tests have been successfull and a more systematic
characterisation of yields and performances is currently in progress. Below about 100 µm of
thickness, the problems offered by mechanical stability and, possibly also charge collection,
are becoming quite increasingly important and it is essential to leverage the advantage of a
reduced material budget from thinner sensors with the increased requirements on the chip
support structure. The goal of 0.1%X0/layer is ambitious. The VXD3 detector at SLD, the

1
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most precise vertex detector installed at a collider experiment, achieved 0.41%X0/layer. Sev-
eral concepts based on thin sensors mounted on various supports (carbon-fiber composites,
Si carbide foam, diamond-coated composite materials are among those considered), which
would amount to about 0.1%X0, have been proposed and some studies are being carried out
at RAL in the UK. The proposed project will continue the design of a low-mass detector mod-
ule, with a support structure based on carbon composites and vitreous carbon foam, produce
a prototype, mounting thinned Si chips and perform a full characterisation of mechanical
behaviour and stability, including temperature and humidity cycling. In a possible second
phase, beyond FY08, working detectors could be installed and the ladder tested under oper-
ational conditions, including power cycling. Sensor technology and detector concept specifics
will be considered and both CMOS and DEPFET pixel sensors could be tested.

The second issue concerns chip cooling requirements, which has significant implications both
in terms of sensor technology and material budget. We have started the study of airflow
cooling both in terms of heat extraction, under realistic conditions such as power cycling, and
in terms of ladder stability. This study is assessing the power dissipation threshold beyond
which active cooling of the modules is needed and the module stability under temperature
change and airflow-induced vibrations.

Finally, the design of a detector module will need to address the issue of the routing of signal
lines and services, which also contribute to the overall material budget of a detector layer.

The project will also investigate offline software alignment procedures. This will be carried
out, based on the experience gained by the LBNL group with the alignment of the Babar
vertex detector at PEP-II. In FY07, we propose to build a test facility to study the ladder
cooling and alignment. The test setup will reproduce the geometry of a Vertex Tracker
made of five concentric barrel layers with constant coverage in polar angle. Ladders will be
made of aluminium, with the exception of the prototype ladder(s) under test and mounted
on plexiglass or aluminium end-rings. The test setup will be installed on an optical table
and instrumented with temperature sensors, capacitive probes to survey temperature and
displacements and an IR camera. Heating wires will simulate the power dissipation of the
pixel electronics and a laminar airflow of variable speed will be applied. Such setup will
allow to study the collective effect of the complex multi-layered tracker structure on cooling
in rather realistic conditions

This program will significantly profit of synergies with activities of other groups at LBNL in
the Physics, Nuclear Science and Engineering Divisions, channeling the know-how accumu-
lated in major projects, from CDF and Babar and the concurrent ATLAS and STAR projects,
to the ILC application, minimising the cost-to-benefit ratio. We plan to extensively consult
the team of engineers and technicians in charge of the ATLAS pixel mechanics and with the
LBNL composite material group.

At the same time, we are actively engaged in reaching out to partner groups, engaged in R&D
for the ILC Vertex Tracker, to share the resources made available through this project to a
wider community. We have established contacts with SLAC, Fermilab, Purdue University,
Max Planck Institute, Munich (Germany), Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot (UK),
IReS, Strasbourg (France) and INFN, Italy. Max Planck Institute and IReS share pixel
structures for the ladder construction and characterization. We shall keep close links with
the detector concept groups, in particular the SiD Vertex group and the LDC Vertex contacts
as well as other US institutions interested in Vertex Tracker R&D, which will have access to
the facilities and expertise being established at LBNL.
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Broader Impact

The development and deployment of increasingly complex high granularity trackers in particle
physics experiments has come at the expense of increased material in the tracking volume.
At next generation detectors for the ILC, but also for the LHC upgrade, tracking granularity
and channel counts will increase even further. Lower mass is crucial at the LHC due to the
tenfold increase in track multiplicity as well as at the ILC to provide the required precision
track reconstruction and minimize the deterioration of calorimetric measurements.

This project aims at developing highly integrated electrical-mechanical-thermal structures
with particular emphasis on material reduction. Experience earned in this project will benefit
other applications in HEP and beyond relying on low-mass, high-resolution detectors.

As the activity described in the present proposal is being carried out as a collaboration be-
tween Universities and a National Lab, the project will see the participation of students. One
UC Berkeley Engineering undergraduate is contributing to the project and we are actively
seeking engagement of more students from the Engineering departments on the Berkeley cam-
pus. We also plan to involve an additional GSR, working part-time on software alignment
and funded independently from this proposal. The project is also be open to undergradu-
ate students, within the framework of the Undergraduate Research and Apprentice Program
(URAP) at UC Berkeley, which is already offering research opportunities in the ILC program
and has laready effectively enabled under-represented minorities and disabled students to con-
nect to research. The educational impact from student contribution to cutting edge research
and technology development reaches far beyond the academic world because a large fraction
of these students will find employment in industry. We shall actively encourage women and
students from minority-serving institutions to join this program.

Results of Prior Research

Results of the semester of the project activity are given in a separate report. In addition,
LBNL is engaged since the beginning of FY05 in an R&D program on advanced Si pixel sensors
for the ILC. A part of this project addressed the study of backthinning of CMOS pixel sensors.
Results of the successfull campaign of tests and measurements have been presented to several
conferences, including SNIC06 Symposium at Stanford, the 2006 “Hiroshima” Conference and
the 2006 Joint DPF/JPS Meeting and are being published on Nucl. Instrum. and Meth. A.
The know-how and samples obtained with the backthinning activity, offers an important
synergy with this project. In addition, the STAR group at LBNL, which collaborates to this
project, is developing a very ambitious Vertex detector, based on CMOS pixel sensors, similar
to those being considered for the ILC, and respecting almost equally tight constraints in terms
of material budget. In addition, the know-how of the LBNL ATLAS engineering group in
the field of composite materials is available to our project and it has recently been agreed to
integrate more the ATLAS upgrade, STAR and ILC activities at LBNL. Their partnership
ensures that this project will continuously profit from experience of cutting-edge solutions for
low mass mechanics for detector applications, tailoring it towards the ILC requirements.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

LBNL is well equipped for the production of support structures using composite material
and their mechanical characterisation. Further, there is a very significant know-how on light-
weight structures for high precision detectors in collider experiments. Work for the CDF
Run2b upgrade has demonstrated the viability of a highly integrated Si detector module,
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including cooling, support and embedded electronic bus-work. Experience with the ATLAS
Pixel detector, whose mechanical structure has been designed and built at LBNL and is
presently being installed at CERN, and the STAR vertex detector, being designed at LBNL
for the STAR upgrade at RHIC, offers an important opportunity to start the ILC specific
R&D on the foundation of state-of-the-art design concepts.

The ILC Advanced Detectors R&D Lab of our group has an environmental chamber which
will be used to characterise temperature cycling and humidity effects on prototype ladders.
We can also perform power cycling of CMOS pixel sensors to study power dissipation and
survey the temperature gradient of prototype ladders using a high resolution IR camera. We
have access to a fully equipped characterisation facility to perform studies of cooling and
mechanical stability with nitrogen and air flow. This is equipped with a laser holography
system which will be used to measure in real time distortions in prototype structures with
sub-micron resolution. This system is very useful for looking at thermal distortions and
small scale bending over a large area. A capacitive probe system measures the position of
refernce points with sub-micron resolution and a bandpass of 1 KHz. This is above the
resonant frequencies of any of the structures that we intend to construct alowing to study for
displacements and vibration induced by the air cooling or any other driving forces.

Alignment studies and data analysis will be performed at NERSC using the computing and
data storage resources awarded to the ILC project.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

In the second year of this project, the ladder design will be finalised and one ladder prototype
will be produced, equipped with at least one working detector chip and Si dummies of equal
size and thickness. This will be characterised on the proposed test facility. Its stability will
be studied with collimated lasers and the performance in terms of material budget will be
assessed on the new LBNL ALS 1.9 GeV e− beamline at the BTS which is now equipped with
a beam telescope made of thin CMOS pixel sensors. Finally backthinning test of new retical-
size sensors produced in AMS 0.35-OPTO technology will be performed while DEPFET
thinned structures will be made available at no costs by MPI, Munich as part of an ongoing
collaborative effort.

Budget justification: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

The budget request covers the cost of engineering support, production of one prototype and
the limited additional equipment needed to extend the capability of the ILC detector lab in
the characterisation of ladder prototypes.

We request support for 0.2 FTE from the Engineering Division at LBNL, if this will be
awarded, matching funding should be made available by the Physics and Engineering divisions
to make 0.5 FTE available to this program. The engineer will work in close contact with the
group working at the design of the STAR vertex detector upgrade and adapt that design to
the ILC specifications based on experience at STAR and ATLAS. In addition, we request
1 month of a mechanical engineer machinist and mechanical shop recharges for prototype
production. Finally, funding is requested for part of the costs for the ladder test setup and
chip backthinning.

Institution: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley CA.
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Item FY2007
Other Professionals 9000
Graduate Students 0

Undergraduate Students 0
Other Professionals 3000

Total Salaries and Wages 0
Fringe Benefits 8160

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 20160
Equipment 3000

Travel 0
Materials and Supplies 1000

Other direct costs 1270
Total direct costs 5270

Indirect costs 0
Total direct and indirect costs 25430
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ILC Detector R&D Project 
Vertex Detector Mechanical Structures 

FY 2007  Request 
December 15, 2006 

 
 
Personnel and Institution Requesting Funding 
 
Henry J. Lubatti, University of Washington 
Colin Daly, University of Washington 
Tianchi Zhao, University of Washington 
Mark Tuttle, University of Washington 
William Kuykendall, University of Washington 
 
Collaborators 
 
1.  Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) 
William Cooper 
Marcel Demarteau 
 
2.  Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) 
Su Dong 
 
Collaborating personnel will work on the project but are not requesting funding here. 
 
Project Leader 
 
Henry J. Lubatti 
lubatti@u.washington.edu 
(206) 543-8964 
 
Project Overview 
 
We are requesting funding to continue the work with the Fermilab Si-detector group (Bill 
Cooper, Marcel Demarteau, et. al.) on the design and analysis of mechanical support 
structures for an ILC Vertex Detector. The University of Washington ground consists of 
members of the Physics Department (H. Lubatti and T. Zhao) and Mechanical 
Engineering Department (C. Daly, M. Tuttle and W. Kuykendall). 
 
During the past year, despite severe budget constraints, we have developed and evaluated 
designs for low mass carbon-fiber support structures.  FEA analyses of the mechanical 
and thermal properties were carried out and some prototype lay-ups were made. This 
proposed budget requests support to continue this work at a somewhat increased level. 
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The design goals of the proposed 5-layer vertex detector are that the support structures 
hold and maintain the position of the sensors, both within a sensor and among the full 
array of sensors, to a reproducible precision of better than 5 µm from one cool-down to 
the next. At operating temperature, variations in sensor geometry should be negligible 
during any period of less than a month. 
 
The work proposed will continue to be carried out in close collaboration with personnel 
at Fermilab (Bill Cooper and colleagues). The Fermilab Group is the lead group for the 
work proposed here. The UW team concentrates on those aspects related to their proven 
competence in finite element analysis and design and fabrication of advanced carbon 
fiber/epoxy structures. 
 
Broader Impact 
 
In addition to the impact this work will have on the development of a precise and 
effective vertex detector for the ILC, it has the potential for impacts that go beyond the 
ILC experiment. Development of new techniques for fabricating low Z compact vertex 
detectors will certainly have an impact on the broader field of collider physics, both for 
high and intermediate energy experiments. Developing new ways to assemble 
geometrically complex carbon fiber structures could have an impact, and be useful, to our 
engineering colleagues who are developing high performance carbon fiber structures. 
This work will also have an impact on undergraduate education because we plan to 
engage undergraduate physics and engineering majors in this work, both as independent 
research students and as hourly workers. We have a tradition of involving undergraduates 
in all of our research efforts and believe that this is our most effective way of having a 
broader impact that touches the greatest number of people. 
 
Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources 
 
Since 1990, the University of Washington group (a collaboration of the Physics and 
Mechanical Engineering Departments) has been involved in the design and fabrication of 
several particle detector subsystems. These have included the muon subsystems for the 
SDC detector at the SSC, the end cap muon subsystem for ATLAS at the LHC and the 
Run2b upgrade to the innermost two layers of the silicon detector system at D0. The 
latter was de-scoped to be just the addition of a new layer0 to the Run2a system and this 
device has been completed, installed in D0 and is now running successfully. All of the 
D0 work has involved the design, FEA analysis and fabrication of very lightweight, stiff 
and precise carbon fiber/epoxy structures. As a result, the UW group has developed a 
major core competence in this area. Another new major resource is the FAA Centre for 
Excellence for Advanced Materials in Transport Aircraft Structures that has been 
established at the University. The major thrust of this center is R&D on advanced 
composite structures. 
 
The University of Washington Physics Department machine shop is one of the largest 
physics department machine shops in the United States. We have available four CNC 
mills, one of which has a travel of 72” x 32” x 32”. We also have two CNC lathes 
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(turning centers), a wire EDM machine, a die-sinker, five conventional lathes and five 
conventional mills, all with digital readout. In addition, we have clean-room facilities 
with temperature control available, a Brown and Sharp Coordinate Measurement System 
(resolution 4 µm) and a Smart Scope (magnification x250, resolution 1µm) for precision 
measurements. The machine shop is staffed with six experienced machinists and tool & 
die makers. The joint work with Mechanical Engineering gives us access to that 
Department’s composite materials laboratory, which has available for our use a hot press, 
curing oven, and abrasive water jet cutter. That laboratory also has a large universal 
tension/compression testing machine that will be used to study the mechanical behavior 
of candidate materials and structures. For example, we are able to measure the 
orthotropic properties of various carbon fiber lay-ups. We also have access to an 
autoclave, and a larger oven in the Department of Material Sciences, which we used for 
fabrication of the D0 silicon vertex detector layer0 installation tooling. We estimate, in 
this project, approximately 100 hours of machine shop time per year, with the Physics 
Department contributing two-thirds of the cost on a cost-share basis. We have high 
performance PC workstations with the required CAD/CAM (Unigraphics) and FEA 
(Ansys) software and personnel with long experience with these systems. 
 
Publications from prior support 
 
“Electrical properties of carbon fiber support systems”, W. Cooper, et. al., Nuclear 
Instruments and Methods, A 550 (2005), 127-138. 
“ATLAS Drift Tube Production in Seattle”, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., Vol. 51, p 1568-
1574, Aug. 2004, T. Zhao, H.J. Lubatti, W. Kuykendall, R. Davisson, et.al. 
 
Design and FEA Studies  
 
Results for FY2006 
 
Working in close collaboration with the Fermilab group, in the first year we have 
produced initial designs for a very lightweight carbon fiber/epoxy (CF) composite 
support structure for layer1 of the proposed 5-layer vertex detector (Figure 1). Solid 
models in our CAD system were used to generate finite element models in Ansys (Figure 
2). The deflection of the structure under both gravity (Figure 3), and thermal loads was 
then calculated. Based on results of the FEA we designed and fabricated  some prototype 
structures that have been sent to Fermilab for evaluation. Various modifications were 
made to the initial design to study their effects on deflection. While it was easy to get the 
gravity deflections within the desired limits, it has proved more difficult to keep the 
thermal deflection within these limits. He thermal properties of these thin, 4-layer CF lay-
ups are not well predicted using the standard tools used in industry and it became 
apparent that we need to do actual experiments with simple models that can also be well 
understood analytically. This work has been initiated. 
 
Proposed Work for FY2007  
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In the second year, we will continue the studies on the thermal properties of the CF 
structure materials both experimentally and analytically. Working from this, we will then 
continue to refine the design of the CF structure for layer1 using FEA studies. This will 
lead to further prototypes that will be evaluated at Fermilab after the addition of dummy 
silicon sensors. The major problem is the difference in the thermal expansion coefficients 
of the CF and the silicon sensors. We will obtain much thinner silicon (≤ 50 µm) as it is 
clear that the 320 µm that we have is too thick. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1.  UnigraphicsCAD solid   Figure 2.  Ansys FEA model of layer1. 

     model of layer1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.  Deflection of Structure with Gravity Load in X-direction. 
 
The end membranes on layer1 are very stiff in the radial direction and have not been 
modeled in detail until we have a better idea of the cable access requirements and the 
features needed to connect each layer to the complete vertex detector. These features will 

Gravity 
l d
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be added to both the CAD and FEA models. The FEA work will be extended to the other 
4 layers by generating a parametric model in Ansys. This will allow generation of a 
model of any layer by just changing a few parameters. The FEA analyses will be 
compared with tests done at Fermilab on prototype structures. 
 

Fabrication of Prototype Structures in FY2006. 
 
Work began in June of 2006 to develop fabrication techniques for a carbon fiber support 
structure for layer1 of the proposed 5-layer ILC vertex detector. The first step was to 
build a simple lay-up mandrel with arbitrary dimensions within the general scale and 
geometry of the detector. This mandrel was used to identify fabrication issues related to 
this particular design concept and to evolve a fabrication process. Once a fully developed 
prototype design became available, including 3D solid models (Fig. 4), two identical 
precision steel mandrels were CNC machined.  
 

 
     Figure 4. 3D model of prototype layer1 support structure. 
 
The first mandrel was used for lay-up of prototype parts. After several fabrication 
iterations, the lay-up and finishing processes have been refined, and a first set of three 
useful prototype structures have been produced and shipped to Fermilab. The thin, fragile 
support structures are easily broken if mishandled; therefore it was necessary to provide a 
plastic support mandrel with each prototype. These support mandrels were cast from a 
rubber mold created from one of the precision steel mandrels. Support structures and 
mandrels are shown in Figure 5. Structures are 4-ply lay-ups with [0,90,90,0] fiber 
orientations with the 0° fibers running longitudinally. Overall length is 130mm.  
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             Figure 5: Carbon fiber support structures and mandrels 
 
 
The second steel mandrel was sent to Fermilab to be used as a precision support surface 
during the installation of sensors and end-support rings. In order to safely handle the thin 
silicon sensors a special vacuum chuck has been fabricated (Fig. 6). This chuck was 
designed to mount onto existing silicon placement tooling at Fermilab.  
 
 

 
          Figure 6:  Porous ceramic vacuum chuck. 
 
 
The work described above was completed in December of 2006. The steel mandrels and 
the vacuum chuck body were fabricated by the UW physics instrument shop. The balance 
of the work was done by a 0.20 FTE engineer.  A summary of layer1 fabrication 
deliverables is presented in Table 1. 
 
 
 
 

Lay-up Mandrel 

Support Mandrels 
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Table 1:  Layer1 completed deliverables. 
Item Quantity Completed 

Proof-of-concept mandrel (aluminum) 1 July 2006 
Proof-of-concept structures (carbon fiber/epoxy) 6 August 2006 
3D model of layer1 support structure (Unigraphics NX4) 1 September 2006 
3D model of prototype mandrel (Unigraphics NX4) 1 September 2006 
Prototype mandrels (steel, CNC machined) 2 October 2006 
Flat panels (carbon fiber/epoxy; various fiber angles) 6 October 2006 
3D model of vacuum chuck (Unigraphics NX4) 1 October 2006 
Support mandrel mold (silicone rubber) 1 November 2006 
Support mandrels (cast polyurethane) 3 November 2006 
Template for cutting material (aluminum, CNC waterjet) 1 November 2006 
Prototype structures (carbon fiber/epoxy) 3 December 2006 
Vacuum chuck (aluminum body, porous ceramic plate) 1 December 2006 
 
Proposed Work in FY2007 
 
The delivered layer1 prototype support structures will be fitted with dummy silicon 
sensors. The assemblies will then be measured under a variety of mechanical and thermal 
loading conditions. Results from these tests will be used to validate and refine FEA 
models, and to guide the direction of future design iterations. Evolution of the layer1 
design will require continued fabrication and testing of prototype structures, as well as 
the further refinement of fabrication and assembly techniques. Design and fabrication of 
new tooling and fixtures will also be necessary. The scope of the work may be expanded 
to include the layer2-5 support structures, as well as pixel disk support structures. A 
comprehensive 3D CAD model of the vertex detector will be developed and maintained. 
Proposed activities and deliverables for 2007 are listed below: 
 

• Measurements of assembled structure deformations between room temperature 
and operating temperature. 

• Design, analysis, and fabrication of the next generation(s) of layer1 carbon fiber 
support structures. 

• Design and fabrication of the next generation(s) of layer1 mandrels and assembly 
tooling as appropriate. 

• Design, analysis, and fabrication of the first generation of layer2 carbon fiber 
support structures. 

• Design and fabrication of the first generation of layer2 mandrels and assembly 
tooling. 

• Fabrication of molds and polyurethane handling mandrels as needed. 
• Design, analysis, and fabrication of prototype end-support rings (all layers). 
• Design, analysis, and fabrication of the first generation of pixel disk support 

structures. 
• Comprehensive FEA model of the evolving detector. 
• Comprehensive 3D CAD model of the evolving detector. 
• Engineering drawings of all delivered parts and tooling. 
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Budget Justification:  University of Washington 
 
The proposed structure design will be done in close collaboration with Fermilab 
personnel and this will require travel by C. Daly, Senior Engineer, to several working 
meetings at Fermilab to develop the design and to ensure integration of the structure with 
other detector components such as silicon detector chips, cables etc. H. Lubatti and T. 
Zhao will cover their travel through the NSF base grant. 
 
Materials and supplies include carbon fiber prepreg and related lay-up supplies. In the 
second year, we will need to renew software licenses for CAD and FEA systems, for 
which we receive University rates that are shared with several groups. 
 
Hourly student labor and shop costs relate to construction of the prototypes listed above. 
The costs are based on D0 Si-detector fabrication experience. 
 
Budget (two year) 
Institution:  University of Washington 

Item FY2007 
Other Professionals   

Jr. Engineer*    $10,800  
Sr. Engineer+    $-  

Undergraduate Students   $1,000  
Total Salaries and Wages   $11,800 
Fringe Benefits    $3,038 
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits  $14,838  
Equipment    $-  
Travel**    $4,000  
Materials and Supplies++   

Materials/Supplies    $3,000  
Shop Charges    $3,675  

Software Licenses    
                                           Unigraphics    $1600 

Ansys    $2400 
Total Direct Costs    $29,513  
Indirect Costs    $3,570  
Total Direct and Indirect Costs  $33,083 

 
Notes 
Fringe Benefits calculated at 11.1% for hourly and at 27.1% for professional staff 
Indirect Cost of 55.5% applied to Sr. Engineer salary/fringe benefits and all travel 
*  Jr. Engineer @ .20 FTE 
+  Prof Colin Daly and Prof Mark Tuttle will not receive support during initial two years 
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**  Travel to Fermilab for Sr. Engineer (approx. 4 trips, incl. car, per diem, etc) 
++  Includes hours for machine shop as follows: 

Year 1 - 100 hours @ $70/hour of which 65% of cost will be contributed by the 
Physics Dept. 
Year 2 - 150 hours @ $70/hour of which 65% of cost will be contributed by the 
Physics Dept. 

 
Budget Justification:  Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 
 
Collaborating institutions, Fermilab and SLAC, are not requesting funding from this 
source. 
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A Pixel-level Sampling CMOS Vertex Detector for the ILC
Status Report and Project Initiatives

Precision vertex reconstruction at the ILC requires a detector capable of exquisite spatial reso-
lution while withstanding significant low momentum charged particle fluxes and modest radiation
damage. Lessons can be learned from the development of an ultra-thin CMOS pixel detector device
for the high-occupancy environment of a Super B-Factory. The Continuous Acquisition Pixel (CAP)
detector is based upon a Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor (MAPS) style architecture fabricated in a
commercially available process. The capacity of pixel-level signal processing makes the device ideal
for a future International Linear Collider (ILC) vertex detector.

We propose to continue to evolve the CAP architecture and verify the suitability of either a
MAPS or a SOI technology implementation for the ILC through fabrication and evalatuation of
further prototype devices.
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I. PERSONNEL AND INSTITUTION
REQUESTING FUNDING

Given the level of funding available, Principle In-
vestigator Gary Varner plans to support partially
engineers Martin (ASIC design and test) and Rosen
(mechanical support and thermal issues), as well
postdoc Jin for ILC-specific ASIC development and
evaluation.

Department of Physics & Astronomy
University of Hawaii at Manoa.

II. COLLABORATORS

As an outgrowth of the development effort for
a Belle Pixel Upgrade, the CAP collaboration is
highly international, with the University of Hawaii
the only institution requesting direct support from
the LCDRD.

The Belle pixel group consists of physicists and en-
gineers from the KEK laboratory and the Univeristy
of Tokyo (Japan), the H. Niewoniczanski Institute of
Nuclear Physics in Krakow (Poland), the University
of Pittsburgh, the Nova Gorica Polytechnic Institute
(Slovenia), the University of Melbourne (Australia)
and National Taiwan University (Taiwan). A break-
down of task sharing and institutional leaders for the
Belle pixel effort is provided in Table I.

TABLE I: CAP Pixel Collaboration.

Institution Resource Contact

INP, Krakow Readout Elec. H. Palka

KEK Infrastructure T. Tsuboyama

Nova Gorica Poly Rad. monitor S. Stanic

Univ. Hawaii Detector G. Varner

Univ. Melbourne Production G. Taylor

Univ. Tokyo Testing H. Aihara

Natl. Taiwan Univ. Detector P. Chang
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These institutional responsibilities are a logical
continuation of current activities within the Silicon
Vertex Detector group. The Krakow group has built
the readout chain for the current and original SVD,
with KEK providing mechanical, integration and in-
frastructure support. Melbourne built most of the
production silicon ladders that have been used in
Belle and will be available for production work once
they have concluded their ATLAS endcap silicon
assembly. Radiation and environmental monitor-
ing will be performed by Nova Gorica Polytechnical.
Hawaii will focus on detector design and ladder me-
chanical structure. The Tokyo and Taiwan groups
will focus on pixel vertex detector testing, evaluation
and simulation. All these groups have expressed in-
terest in extending this effort toward an ILC vertex
detector, to the list of which, Ray Yarema’s group
at Fermilab has also joined this development effort.

III. PROJECT LEADER

Gary Varner
varner@phys.hawaii.edu

(808) 956-2987

IV. PROJECT OVERVIEW

The development effort detailed below is targeted
toward the exquisite position resolution and occu-
pancy requirements of the innermost components
of a vertex detector of an ILC detector. While
many groups worldwide are working on this prob-
lem, no prototypes to date yet have the speed, low-
power, low-mass and mass manufacture capability
needed to address the physics requirements. We ap-
ply lessons learned from the very challenging back-
ground conditions of a next-generation B-Factory
vertex detector to address this need.

Already the world’s highest luminosity collider,
the KEKB accelerator [1] can now produce in ex-
cess of one million B meson pairs per day. Upgrade
plans call for increasing this luminosity by a factor
of 30-50, providing huge data samples of 3rd gen-
eration quark and lepton decays. Precise interroga-
tion of SM predictions will be possible, if a clean
operating environment can be maintained. Extrap-
olation of current occupancies and radiation dam-
age to this higher luminosity mandates the switch
to a more robust vertexing technology than double-
sided silicon strips. Initial prototype device devel-
opment indicates that the Continuous Acquisition
Pixel (CAP) [2–4] is capable of meeting these re-
quirements.

A. Continuous Acquisition Pixel [CAP]

The Continuous Acquisition Pixel project was ini-
tiated by Varner [5] to explore improving the rate
handling capability and resolution of the innermost
layers of vertex detector for Belle at higher luminosi-
ties [6, 7]. As the success of this project has been
demonstrated, it has been widely suggested during
public presentations that this technology could be
well matched to an ILC vertex detector. Of note
is the sampling flexibility and in-pixel processing al-
lowed by the use of a high quality CMOS process.
This is seen in Fig. 1, where readout can be tailored
to beam structure and thus reducing power draw,
an essential feature for making an ultra-thin detec-
tor work without adding significant mass for cooling.

We describe below this progress and results from
testing to date.

B. Choice of Technology

Until recently, the state-of-the-art in precision ver-
texing with pixels has been defined by the success
of the CCD-based SLD detector [9] and the hy-
brid (sensor and ASIC readout electronics – bump-
bonded together) devices developed for the AT-
LAS [10] and CMS [11, 12] detectors. However, de-
spite the utility of these two types of pixel detectors
for their particle physics experiments, they are not
well matched to an ILC detector. Such LHC-type
hybrid pixel detectors are too thick and have poor
transverse resolution in each plane, which degrades
the vertexing performance below Super-B [7, 13] and
ILC requirements. While CCDs have impressive per-
formance, as of yet their radiation hardness is insuf-
ficient [14] and their readout times are too long, or
equivalently occupancy too high.

In the last few years groups in Strasbourg [15],
LBNL [16], Hawaii [3] and others [17] have reported
promising initial results with prototypes of so-called
Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS), which are
thin, radiation-hard monolithic pixel detectors based
on CMOS technology. A comparison between the
standard Double-Sided Strip Detectors employed in
Belle and a MAPS detector is shown in Fig. 2.

In MAPS the silicon epitaxial layer upon which
the readout electronics are fabricated is used as the
detection medium. This has the distinct advan-
tage of providing a very thin detector with no need
for bump-bonding or high-voltage biasing. Despite
these promising initial results, no group has yet op-
erated a MAPS-based detector in a running exper-
iment. Indeed, before doing so, the following key
issues need to be addressed:
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FIG. 1: The CAP architecture allows optimization of the sampling functionality to be made based upon the collision
environment. In both the Super B Factory and ILC cases, this optimization involves taking advantage of the machine
bunch structure to minimize power consumption – a necessity for operating an ultra-thin silicon detector.
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FIG. 2: A comparison of current silicon tracking technol-
ogy with that proposed for the upgrade. In MAPS only
the top ∼ 10µm are used, so devices can be made very
thin. Because of the large capacitances involved with the
Double-Sided Strip Detectors, a thick detector must be
used to provide a sufficiently large charge signal.

1. Radiation Hardness

2. Readout Speed

3. Full-sized Detector

4. Thin (50µm thick) Detector Construction

To address these fundamental issues, a systematic
development program has been established by the
proposer.

C. The CAP Architecture

The operating principle of the Continuous Ac-
quisition Pixel (CAP) architecture is illustrated in
Fig. 3. The fundamental unit is a 22.5µm square
pixel cell with a 3-transistor readout circuit (shown
at the upper left part of the figure). Ionization elec-
trons diffuse onto the gate of transistor M2, which
forms the collection electrode. Since the collected
charges are small, they are not transferred directly
to the readout bus, but rather the threshold shift of
M2 is detected by a sense current applied via indi-
vidual pixel addressing through transistor M3. Tran-
sistor M1 resets the electrode potential at the end of
each readout cycle.

The inset diagram in the upper right shows a sam-
pling cycle. Immediately after reset, a sample is
taken. During the integration time, leakage current
is collected, leading to an expected difference com-
pared with a sample taken at the end of integration.
The detection of a charge particle passage is made
by observing a larger than expected shift, as seen as
the dotted line. In its simplest form, this CAP cycle
is repeated indefinitely at high rate.

In KEKB, the beam circulation time is 10 µs. Col-
lisions occur for 9 µs and there is a 1 µs-long “abort”
gap when no beam particles are present. In the
simplest CAP variant, frame samples are integrated
during the 9µs live time and read out during the
1µs abort gap. The data from the most recent two
cycles are stored and transferred continuously, thus
the designation “continuous acquisition.” Operation
in this mode provides great robustness against back-
ground. Extrapolating current backgrounds, an oc-
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FIG. 3: Illustration of the Continuous Acquisition Pixel
(CAP) detector operating principle, with the fundamen-
tal sensing circuit at the upper left, sampling cycle at
the upper right, and flow out of the chip at the bottom.
Details are provided in the text.

cupancy of well below 1% is expected [19]. A 1%
occupancy corresponds to
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which corresponds to a severe 16 MHz single silicon
strip hit rate.

V. STATUS REPORT

The results shown below have largely been sup-
ported by the US-Japan Foundation, with funds co-
ordinated through KEK and Fermi National Accel-
erator Laboratory. Additional salary support for
participation by members of the University of Hawaii
High Energy Physics Group is provided through
DOE base support.

A. CAP Version 1

In order to gain experience with the capabilities
and limitations of the MAPS technology, a first gen-
eration device, designated CAP1, was developed by
the Hawaii group as shown in Fig. 4.

Fabricated in the TSMC 0.35µm CMOS pro-
cess [18], it consists of an array of 132 by 48 pixels,
each 22.5µm × 22.5µm.

A critical feature is the use of Correlated Double
Sampling (CDS) to remove the intrinsic channel dis-
persion, as well as noise/quantum uncertainty due
to reset. This process is illustrated in Fig. 5, which
shows data taken with a radioactive source and an

Column Ctrl Logic

1.8
mm

132col*48row ~6 Kpixels

TSMC 0.35 m CMOS

Control/
Readout

FIG. 4: Die photograph of the CAP1 detector. The active
area is approximately 1 x 3 mm, which for a pixel size
of 22.5µm square, represents an array of 6,336 pixels
arranged in 132 columns by 48 rows. Sample data from
this device are shown in Figs. 5, 12 and 17.

8 ms sampling time. First differences are formed
between samples from just after and just before a
beam cycle that has produced a trigger of interest.
A channel-by-channel leakage current correction is
then applied.

Here when the difference is taken between succes-
sive sample frames, some peaks can be seen. Some of
these are due to “hot” channels, i.e. channels that
are known to have high leakage current. Of these
more than 6,000 pixels shown, the worst case leakage
current is only 18fA. These are removed in the sec-
ond step, when the channel-by-channel leakage cur-
rent subtraction is made. After this, the hit candi-
date is clearly visible. The 8ms integration time for
the test arrangement shown in the figure is almost
1,000 times longer than we plan to use at KEKB,
there the leakage current will be negligible.

Figure 6 is an example of an event where a high
energy particle traverses a stack of four CAP pixel
detectors.

CAP1 Readout and Radiation Hardness. A
crucial feature of deep sub-micron CMOS is its re-
sistance to radiation damage. This was the key to
earlier work by Varner [20] with others that resulted
in an improvement of the radiation hardness of the
Belle silicon vertex detector readout electronics. In
order to evaluate radiation hardness and readout
speed, the CAP1 was mounted into a readout board
as seen in Fig. 7.

This choice of form factor proved very versatile, as
all power and control could be provided over a single
set of standard unshielded ethernet cable. All sig-
nals in and out are completely differential, to reduce
radiated emissions. Even with a long cable, single
pixel noise values of 16e− were observed.

A series of radiation tests were performed with
this set-up and are plotted in Fig. 8. Here the leak-
age current is plotted versus radiation dose for vari-
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FIG. 5: Graphic illustration of the Correlated Double Sampling and leakage current subtraction steps used to cleanly
identify hit candidates in the CAP pixel detector.

Charged Particle Track

FIG. 6: Detected event where a high energy particle tra-
verses four CAP pixels. Note that the detectors are
slightly misaligned.

All LVDS digital I/O

300-600Mbaud link

On board ADC ~1mm x 3mm

Power/control over 
standard CAT5 
ethernet cables

FIG. 7: Readout configuration for the CAP1 detector.

ous periods of annealing, where the zero irradiation
and 200kRad points are highlighted in the inset fig-
ure, demonstrating the clear evolution and spread in
leakage current of all 6336 pixels as a function of irra-
diation. The accelerated dose rates are conservative
when compared with an example from the published
literature [21], made in the same fabrication process,
shown as data points for comparison. These points
correspond to slow exposure rates that are more like
those that will occur in actual operation. (Practical
limits on access to radiation sources precluded fol-
lowing the methodology of Ref. [21], though it will
be considered for a final detector design.)

Even if we take the worst-case numbers from our
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FIG. 8: Test results of the leakage current dependence
of the CAP architecture, where the various curves repre-
sent observed leakage currents after a given 60Co MeV
γ irradiation and subsequent annealing. The inset shows
the leakage current evolution of all 6336 pixels at no and
200kRad irradiation.

measurements and extrapolate to the short (i.e.
9 µs) integration times planned for Super Belle, the
impact of these leakage currents will be minimal. A
larger concern is the possible reduction in the charge
collection efficiency, a topic that is being actively
pursued. Recent results indicate [22] no charge col-
lection efficiency loss up to at least 1MRad of 1 MeV
γ exposure, which is the relevant damage benchmark
for a B-factory environment.

B. CAP Version 2 (Pipelined)

A limitation observed during the testing of CAP1
was the readout rate that was actually achievable.
While the small die could be read at the necessary
100kHz (10µs) frame rate, scaling to a larger detec-
tor indicated problems. A solution to the problem
is to place pipeline storage inside each pixel, to de-
couple the sampling rate from the triggered readout
rate. Therefore, in CAP2 a small, 8-deep pipeline
was placed inside each pixel, as seen in Fig. 9. Here,
the TSMC 0.35µm process was used again.

On the left, the standard 3-pixel cell is augmented
with an array of 8 selectable storage cells. The out-
puts are independently accessible, completely decou-
pling storage from reading operations. On the right
is the actual pixel cell layout, with various mask lay-
ers of different colors, indicating complete utilization
of the available pixel area.

Col8

VAS

VddPixel Reset

Sense

Output Bus

REFbias

Col2

Col1Sample1

Sample8

Sample2

22.5 m x 22.5 m

Storage cells

FIG. 9: Schematic diagram (left) and pixel layout draw-
ing (right) of a CAP2 pixel, with an 8-deep pipeline.

C. Beam Test Results

In order to evaluate the performance of CAP1 and
CAP2 beam tests were performed at KEK and Fer-
milab. The same basic setup was used in both cases
and seen in Fig. 10. The two views on the right show
the array of 4 pixels located on the beamline; at the
top, a clear view showing the co-alignment of the
detectors and the bottom indicating the small foot-
print and required cabling plant. In the lower left
figure may be seen the compact PCI crate containing
the Backend (B-board) readout controller and em-
bedded CPU. This test assembly is compact and self-
contained, which makes it easy to deploy for beam
tests of opportunity.

Many results have been reported from these
tests [2, 3]. These include measurements of charge
spread, SNR and noise level. A spatial resolution of
just under 11µm at KEK as seen in Fig. 11. At top
left is the detector layout. At top right is shown a
residual self-determination method that uses Layer
4 [L4] and L2 to project onto L3 and compare with
the L3 independent determination. The resultant
residual histograms in the two axes perpendicular
to the test beam are shown at the bottom left.

These resolutions are consistent with GEANT
simulations of the detector spacing and materials
used, which indicates that multiple-scattering dom-
inates over the intrinsic resolution for this detector
configuration with the relatively low momentum π
beam used.

1. CAP Version 3 (full-scale)

One of the lessons learned from CAP2 was
that with only 4 metal routing layers, insufficient
power distribution caused significant baseline stabil-
ity problems. To address this and to provide addi-
tional storage within each pixel, a third generation
of CAP detector, designated CAP3, was fabricated.
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FIG. 10: Various photographs of the June 2004 beam test at the KEK PS π − 2 beamline. This compact test set-up
readily fits in two suitcases and all of the power and signal cables were provided over standard network cables.
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FIG. 11: Detector layout and spatial resolution results
from a beam test of the CAP1 detector.

In Fig. 12 is seen the schematic representation
(left) and layout diagram (right). Fabrication was
moved to the TSMC 0.25µm process allowing an in-
crease in the number of routing layers to 5, which
improves power distribution and allows for 10 stor-
age cells (8 for CAP2) within each pixel.

a. A full-sized CAP Detector. The most recent
(third) generation CAP detector (CAP3) is shown in

36 transistors/pixel
5 metal layers5 sets CDS pairs

TSMC 0.25 m Process
5-deep double pipeline

120Kpixel sensor (128x928 pix)

FIG. 12: CAP3 pixel cell block diagram and layout.

Fig. 13. These devices permit exploration of all of
the outstanding issues, including processing the sen-
sors to reduce the thickness for evaluation of heat
extraction and mechanical support of thinned de-
vices.

Indeed, the CAP3 detector is large enough to be
considered for the basic building block of a complete
pixel vertex subdetector, as drawn in Fig. 14 and in
the process of preliminary mechanical design studies,
with a focus toward thermal issues.
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928 x 128 pixels = 118,784

~4.3M transistors

21 mm
Active area

20.88 mm

>93% active without active edge
processing

FIG. 13: Illustration of the 3rd generation of Continu-
ous Acquisition Pixel detector. This “full size” device
consists of almost 119,000 pixels. On the left, scale is
given by comparison to coins. On the right, a zoomed in
view of the bonding pads, spliced together with the view
from the far end of the array, to indicate the small dead
space involved.

32 CAP3/ladder

6 ladders/L1 layer

23 Mpixels

20-30kBytes/event (after L3)

Scaling to high L (5x1035):
0.5-1% occupancy

SVD2.0 Ladders

Layer 1

FIG. 14: Engineering 3D model of a CAP3 ladder con-
figuration, consisting of 6 ladders, each of which have 4
CAP3 sensors axially by 8 sensors in width. Experience
gained in support and heat conduction will be valuable in
considering a larger ILC detector array.

b. Laser Scan Tests. A crucial element of mak-
ing a functional pixel detector subsystem is the abil-
ity to broadcast the data with low noise and power
from the detector. The space allocated for this, at
the interface between the detector and accelerator, is
extremely congested and careful planning and mono-
lithic integration are required to make such a system
viable. A compact readout-flow scheme is illustrated
in Fig. 15. CDS pairs are broadcast from the CAP3
detector and are analog-differenced and multiplexed
in the nearby pixel readout chip (PIXRO1) [6] onto a
single, high-speed analog fiber link to the electronics
hut. Operation at the speed required to make this
work was found to be unachievable in CAP3 due to
the settling time on the long readout lines across
the chip. This is due to the large capacitance of the
readout bus lines, a known but pernicious problem.

e- e+

# of Detector / layer ~ 32

End view

128 x 928 pixels, 22.5 m2

~120 Kpixels / CAP3

0.25 m process

CAP3
5-layer flex

PIXRO1 chip
Pixel Readout Board (PROBE)

Side view

Half ladder scheme

Double layer, offset structure

r~8mm

Length: 2x21mm ~ 4cm

17o30o

r~8mm

FIG. 15: Planned data flow from pixel detector to Belle
Data Acquisition system. A key element in this chain is
the PIXRO1 chip, which is common to an ILC readout
scheme.

The basics of the CAP3 development are pre-
sented in Ref. [8]. A sample laser pulse is seen in
Fig. 16.

FIG. 16: Sample laser shot recorded with the CAP3 de-
tector.

Laser scans across the 120k pixel array in a single
device may be viewed online:

http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/b̃ellepix/Results SetUp.htm

Evaluation of the storage cells has indicated that
the are strong bias effects which will make the pro-
posed low duty-cycle operation at the ILC a chal-
lenge. This should not be surprising. For even a
modest surge current of 20µA per pixel, with more
than 100k pixels, this represents more than 2 Am-
peres! Great care in the operational ramping, by-
passing and power wiring will be needed to operate
in this mode.
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D. Further Prototypes

Based upon the lessons learned from CAP3, the
details of which will be covered in a subsequent pub-
lication, two new prototypes have been designed and
submitted for fabrication. The first, CAP4, has ac-
tually been fabricated, as may be seen in Fig. 17.

FIG. 17: Die photograph of the CAP4 detector, and eval-
uation platform for three design concepts as described in
the text.

CAP4 is an attempt to address two of the prob-
lems that were not adequately addressed in CAP3.
The first is the readout speed of the long analog
lines, being weakly driven. One option is to provide
a threshold-level scan (e.g. Wilkinson-type) encod-
ing of the stored analog information. This is one of
the three options prototyped. The second two pro-
totypes consider the second problem encountered.
Specifically the data flow in the case of a Super-Belle
vertex detector. As these architectures are not rele-
vant to an ILC vertex detector, no further mention
of them shall be made.

Last year we had the opportunity to prototype
in a new Silicon-On-Insulator process that is under
development by OKI Semiconductor[23], the various
Test Element Group die of which are seen in Fig. 18.

Due to exploratory choices of guard-rings and
back-bias protection, full depletion was not possible
in this first prototype round. A subsequent fabri-
cation round, which closed in December 2006, has
been joined by a number of groups worldwide. The
advantage of SOI is that it can be operated in full
depletion, which eliminates the issue of small sig-
nal yield, which has been endemic to the standard
MAPS detectors.

Results from this next round should be available
by late spring 2007. It is worth emphasizing that the
commercial interest in this process is two-fold: to
reduce power consumption from parasitic substrate
capacitance, as well as intrinsically high radiation
resistance. Both are attractive for an ILC detector
for performance reasons.

'05 10 Submission Layouts

FIG. 18: Layout plots of prototype SOI detectors, used to
evaluate the performance of the deep sub-micron, fully-
depletable process offered by OKI Semiconductor.

E. ILC Prototype

We propose to design, fabricate and test an evolu-
tionary descendant of the CAP architecture tailored
to the planned ILC operating environment.

While the operating environments in the inner de-
tection layers at Super B and the International Lin-
ear Collider are different, the requirements on thick-
ness, data volume, low-power consumption and the
instantaneous occupancy are actually quite similar,
as may be seen in Table II. In these comparisons in-
tegration time is dependent upon the reset and sam-
pling times needed, which is in turn related to the
machine bunch structure shown in Fig. 1. In both
cases the electronics operation is optimized to reflect
the machine structure available, as described below.
For the ILC, there are two options listed for some
parameters, with the first for technologies capable
of storing samples within a bunch train (Column
Parallel CCD (CPCCD) with storage or CAP) and
the second with longer integration time (higher oc-
cupancy) corresponding to devices without in-pixel
storage (standard CCD or DEPFET).

Of the comparisons listed, it is interesting to note
that the data rate and radiation tolerance require-
ments are actually more severe for Super Belle than
for the ILC [24]. That is, any detector capable of
successful operation in the Super B environment is
a viable option for the ILC vertex detector.

1. Optimizing CAP architecture

In the first phase, we plan to pursue an ILC-
specific CAP design, designated LCAP1, optimized
for the ILC beam structure. As the CAP architec-
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ture is quite flexible, it can be tailored for the ma-
chine operational environments, as mentioned earlier
in Fig. 1. The first generation will explore issues of
maximum sample storage depth. A future genera-
tion will follow-up with lessons learned, as well as
exploring ultra low-power operation, a major con-
cern for reducing support infrastructure.

Discussions have been ongoing [26] on possible
joint collaborative efforts to make a variant of the
CAP architecture that is tailored to the ILC require-
ments. These discussions have affirmed that a de-
vice suitable for a high-luminosity Belle could also
serve as a functioning prototype for a future ILC
vertex detector. Given the long and uncertain de-
velopment time table for completion of the ILC de-
tector, it makes sense to develop experience through
the completion and commission of a working pixel
vertex detector system under demanding operating
conditions.

2. T-943 at Fermilab

Varner is spokesperson for the T-943 experiment
at Fermilab, which has the charge of evaluating the
ultimate resolution of high sensitivity, pipeline op-
eration MAPS devices. Evaluation of the LCAP de-
tector will be performed at the Meson Test Beam
Facility [27], where it will be necessary to have very
high energy, minimum ionizing particles (120GeV/c
protons) to confirm that the single-point resolution
meets the µm-level ILC requirement.

VI. FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND
OTHER RESOURCES

Considerable expertise and engineering resources
are available at the University of Hawaii and our
activities are well supported. We have two full-
time machinists available through the Department
of Physics and Astronomy machine shop, as well as
the support infrastructure described below.

A. Instrumentation Development Laboratory

The CAP progress demonstrated up to this point
would have been impossible without the support
of an entire engineering team at the University of
Hawaii. With strong support from the High En-
ergy Physics Group, the Instrumentation Develop-
ment Laboratory [28] develops world-class instru-
mentation such as the CAP pixel.

Dedicated to the development and support of
high-performance instrumentation for world-class
research in High Energy and Particle Astrophysics,
the ID Lab is available to the University of Hawaii
research community at large.

FIG. 19: Some of the engineers, post-docs, graduate
and undergraduate students, and visiting researchers who
make the University of Hawaii Instrumentation Develop-
ment Lab. successful.

As can be seen in Fig. 19, the lab serves as host
to a diverse group, bringing together talent from
throughout Asia, Europe and North America.

Electronics design support consists of worksta-
tions and software for the design of printed circuit
boards, FPGA/CPLD firmware and ASICs. Assem-
bly benches and prototyping facilities, with avail-
able and well-trained student technician support, are
maintained. Test instrumentation in NIM, 6U/9U
VME, CAMAC, FASTBUS, compact PCI and Lab-
View/GPIB are available. Silicon pixel and custom
detector development are facilitated by a Cascade
motorized probe station, Agilent parameteric ana-
lyzer, K&S wire-bonder, all located inside an assem-
bly clean room. Three SMT assembly/inspection
stations are complemented by a BGA rework sta-
tion.

The ID-Lab provides expertise in IC and board
design, as well as software and firmware. Lab chief
engineer Kennedy is coordinating the pixel readout
system design. Engineering doctoral fellow Martin
will complete the PIXRO1 as her dissertation topic.
A particularly valuable asset is mechanical engineer
Rosen, who designed the current Belle beampipe and
will lead the mechanical design of the pixel ladder
structure.

Excellent laboratory space is provided by the Uni-
versity, with over 2000 square feet available to the
ID Lab, as can be seen in Fig. 20.
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TABLE II: Comparison of Super B-Factory and ILC pixel vertex detector operating conditions. For the ILC there
are often two parameters listed with a slash between, referring to the possible choice between candidate technologies.
As no single technology has demonstrated itself capable of meeting all of the design and environmental requirements,
it is expected that this R&D effort should remain active for the next few years, with a decision to be made in 2010 at
the earliest [25]. Evolution of the CAP technology to meet these requirements shows real promise.

Parameter ILC Super-B Notes

Integration time 25µs/1ms ≤ 10µs Belle (trigger dep.)

BX collision timing 300 (150) ns 2 ns

# bunches/integ. time 75(150)/2.8k 1-5k CPCCD or MAPS/DEPFET for ILC

Expected occupancy ∼ 1% ∼ 0.5 − 1% Belle extrapolation (max.)

# pixel channels (Million) 100’s to 1k 10-50 5 layers versus single

Duty cycle (high power) few % 5-10% within acceptance

Readout cycle between trains continuous

Pixel readout rate (raw) 500/10 Gpix/s 200-1000 Gpix/s Belle 10kHz trigger

Radiation requirements 0.5kGy/yr few 10kGy/yr neutron dose not considered

clean room
pixel
test
area

BGA rework

FIG. 20: Pictures of the excellent laboratory space and
equipment available for CAP pixel development.

B. Hawaii Faculty, Researchers and Students

Faculty members Browder and Varner are active
participants in this project. Senior researcher Parker
is a wealth of information on silicon fabrication and
processing. The CAP pixel project has been the pri-
mary task of post-doc Barbero, and will be for his
replacement. Recently hired post-doc Jin will con-
tinue to be more heavily involved. Student Uchida
has participated in all beam tests, with student Sa-
hoo to join and gain hardware experience.

Our current DOE grant supports all of these
group members. Pending this award, new student
Nishikawa will join the effort and start detailed stud-
ies of detector optimization.

a. Other Facilities In addition to the full-time
machinists and shop mentioned, the university also
provides computing support and access to a high-
performance computer farm.

VII. FY2007 PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND
DELIVERABLES

In the second year the target will be to develop
a first generation of ILC-specific sampling architec-
ture. Our current studies show that down to quite
small storage cell capacitances, as shown in Fig. 21,
the kTC noise looks manageable. The current design
exercise is to explore the maximum packing density
possible, to maximize the number of storage cells,
which reduces the effective occupancy for a given
integration period.

FIG. 21: Contribution to noise due to storage cell ca-
pacitance. For small storate cells, this term can become
important though this can represent a very small storage
element.

The first ASIC design is designated LCAP1
(Linear Collider CAP #1) and the development
timescale is matched to a fiscal year. From expe-
rience with three generations of CAP detector, this
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is a reasonable interval in which to perform the tasks
outlined below:

1. design – 3 months

2. fabrication – 3 months

3. eval board – 2 months

4. firmware – 2 months

5. test/document 2 months

The deliverables are a set of fabricated die after 6
months, a functioning die on test board, available for
radiation, noise, resolution and other testing within
10 months. Finally, a publication documenting re-
sults of these test round out the year development
cycle.

VIII. PROPOSED BUDGET AND
JUSTIFICATION

A summary of the proposed budget for FY2007
is given in Table III. The budget is broken out by
salary, travel, equipment fabrication, stipend, ma-
terial & supplies and miscellaneous costs (shipping,
document).

TABLE III: Total budget for FY2007, all values in K$.

Item FY07

Salaries & fringe $0.0

Travel $2.0

Equipment fabrication $34.4

Stipend $7.9

Other direct costs $1.0

Indirect costs $0.6

TOTAL $45.9

b. Operations. Engineering support is costed as
part of the LCAP1 equipment breakdown in Ta-
ble IV. Stipend support will cover ASIC design and
evaluation work by Martin and all work will be com-
pleted in 2007.

c. Travel. Travel is requested for the proposer
and other participants to perform the measurements
of detector performance as part of a beam test ex-
periment at the Fermilab MTBF facility.

d. Equipment. We describe here the major fab-
ricated equipment costs, which are dominated by the
ASIC fabrication costs.

Costs for the first ILC detector prototype are
listed in Table IV. This prototype builds heavily
on the systems developed above. Some electrical en-
gineering design time is required for an improved

portable data acquisition system and to establish
the data link. Student labor costs are not included
here. Budgeting is based upon completion of the
task within FY2007.

TABLE IV: ILC CAP “LCAP1” prototype budget.

Item Est. Cost

LCAP1 ASIC fabrication $17K

Engineering (mechanical) $2.5K

Engineering (electrical) $7.5K

ICs, parts & materials $2K

Board fabrication $2.5K

misc. cabling, housing $1.5K

Test structure assembly $1.4K

Estimated total: $34.4K

Common to these tasks, additional non-recurring
engineering costs support the design and printed-
circuit board layout capacity of the Instrumentation
Development Laboratory.

IX. BROADER IMPACT

As one of the founding mentors, Varner was in-
strumental in establishing the Quarknet program in
Hawaii. Being separated from the US mainland
and Asia by thousands of miles of open ocean, it
is essential to expose high-school teachers and lo-
cal, underserved students to the excitement of fron-
tier physics though our local activities. Our annual
Physics Open Houses are very well-attended and be-
ing able to involve and interest the community at
large is crucial.

Public support for funding of the ILC in the long-
haul depends upon educating the educators, the next
generation of students, and the general public in
the exciting discovery possibilities at the ILC, and
the very interesting technical challenges (being ad-
dressed right in Hawaii!) to meet them. This type
of hands-on hardware exposure for the young and
inquisitive pupils is sorely needed as collaboration
sizes have increased.

X. PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND
DELIVERABLES BEYOND FY2007

At the conclusion of this last year of the current
funding umbrella we expect to have feedback not
just from the LCAP1 prototype, but also for subse-
quent generations of Super Belle CAP pixel detector,
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both MAPS and SOI. In the latter cases the experi-
ence with handing very thin devices and operating at
high speed and low power will be valuable in shaping
the direction of the next generations of system-level
demonstrator prototypes. In the CAPS lineage, this
would be designated LCAP2 and the development
cost would be expected to increase as a “full sized”
device fabrication would be requested.

Costs for this LCAP2 detector prototype are tabu-
lated in Table V. This prototype will be an evolution
based upon lessons learned with the LCAP1 proto-
type. It is assumed that a deeper submicron pro-
cess will be used, consistent with evolving industry
trends. Student labor costs are again not included
here. Budgeting is based upon completion of this
task in FY2007.

TABLE V: ILC CAP “LCAP2” prototype budget.

Item Est. Cost

LCAP2 ASIC fabrication $67K

Engineering (mechanical) $2K

Engineering (electrical) $5K

ICs, parts & materials $2K

Board fabrication $2.5K

misc. cabling, housing $1.5K

Test structure machining $1.2K

Estimated total: $81.2K

At the present time since none of the technologies
demonstrated to date solve all of the speed, sensitiv-
ity and power requirements, it is necessary to con-
tinue to evaluate new technologies, such as the SOI
process mentioned above. Moreover, it should be ex-
pected that consolidation of the various efforts will
happen. Success and failure of these efforts will dic-
tate the form the subsequent evolution shall take.
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Overview of Tracking Proposals 
 
Experimental physics goals for a future Linear Collider create challenges for charged 
particle tracking, particularly in regard to momentum resolution, multi-track separation, 
and the precise and efficient reconstruction of tracks at forward angles. The momentum 
resolution is driven in part by the need to measure the di-lepton recoil mass spectrum in 
the process , with . Ensuring that the mass spectrum be limited 
by the beam energy spread, and not by momentum resolution, requires that 

 GeV [1].  The momentum-resolution target is also driven by the 
need to measure high-energy isolated charged particles [2], expected to be prevelant in 
new physical processes (supersymmetric interactions, heavy lepton production, 
production of leptopquarks, etc.), as well as Standard Model processes with a propensity 
to produce high-energy leptons (

HZee →−+ −+→ μμZ

5102)/1( −×≈tpσ 1−

tt , , −+WW ZZ ,  production). All in all, the 
requirement on the precision of the momentum measurement is an order of magnitude 
more demanding than that of existing collider detectors. Clearly, the full exploitation of 
the physics potential of a Linear Collider places stringent demands on the performance of 
the tracker. 

−+ll

 
The Linear Collider presents several other challenges that are more demanding than that 
faced at previous electron-positron colliders. Linear Collider backgrounds are expected to 
be somewhat worse than those experienced at previous high-energy electron-positron 
colliders, while hadronic jets associated with underlying parton-level processes will be 
denser and more energetic. Accurate reconstruction of hadronic jets in this environment 
will be an essential tool in unraveling the physics of the Linear Collider. Particle-flow 
algorithms, discussed in the section on calorimetry, are only effective to the extent that 
charged tracks are individually accounted for and associated with discrete calorimetric 
clusters. Achieving the jet-energy resolution promised by the energy-flow approach will 
require excellent charged-particle pattern recognition, superior two-track separation 
resolution, as well as the precise determination of particle trajectories as they exit the 
tracking volume. 
 
Forward (high θcos ) tracking will be of particular importance at the Linear Collider. 
Flagship supersymmetric processes (selectron and chargino production) have the 
potential to exhibit forward-peaked cross sections. The process of diboson (WW and ZZ) 
production, which may prove essential to uncovering the secret of electroweak 
symmetry-breaking, is also increasingly forward-peaked at high energies, with the 
corresponding jets more tightly collimated about the underlying parton trajectory. Finally, 
adequate modeling of beamsstrahlung requires a precise in-situ differential luminosity 
measurement, which in turn requires that the acolinearity of bhabha-scattered electrons be 
measured to the accuracy of  ~0.01 mrad. 
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Overview of Tracking Proposals 
 
Tracking proposals of the LCRD groups are coordinated with those of the NSF-based 
UCLC groups, and cover three broad areas. Work on the simulation of physics processes 
is oriented towards establishing tracker performance criteria that are required for the full 
realization of the physics potential of the Linear Collider. Simulation of detector response 
and performance is focused upon assessing the capabilities of specific tracking scenarios, 
and of their ability to achieve the established performance criteria. The goal of research 
and development work on instrumentation hardware is to provide a proof-of-principle for 
the more promising of those tracking scenarios. All three of these components are 
essential for the design and optimization of a tracker that will be capable of exploiting the 
great potential of the Linear Collider physics program. 
 
At this point, the choice of technology for the central tracker remains open. The most 
mature candidates are a large-volume TPC, an axial drift chamber, and an all-silicon 
tracker, although the axial drift chamber seems to be falling out of favor at this point. The 
baseline designs, established in March 2001, employ disks of silicon strips in the forward 
region. This choice, however, was not motivated by studies (other than closed-form 
calculations of tracking errors expected under ideal circumstances), and a broad and 
open-minded R&D effort is called for. Groups contributing to the joint LCRD/UCLC 
proposal are considering, in addition to the basline choice of silicon strips, CCD and 
active pixel layers, and both GEM- and straw-tube based forward tracking. 
 
Physics Simulation 
 
Physics simulations have clarified many of the design goals for the LC detector, 
including the central tracker.  Studies of sparticle production and decay are needed to 
establish more quantitatively the physics requirements on momentum resolution, 
including that of low momentum tracks. 
 
 
Silicon Central Trackers 
 
Silicon central trackers have the advantage of compactness, and may prove to be 
particularly good at tracking particles in dense jets. Two groups plan to develop the 
design for a low-mass silicon strip detector optimized for the environment and physics 
context of the Linear Collider.  One will address pattern recognition in such a device. 
They will start by developing stand-alone pattern recognition in a CCD vertex detector, 
and then incorporate reconstruction algorithms for use with an axial-only silicon strip 
tracker.  Another group will develop a long shaping-time readout chip that limits its 
period of operation to the small fraction of time that beams are present in the machine, 
and work with an international group to develop and test a prototype two-meter-long 
silicon detector ladder. 
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The silicon drift detector is an attractive option because it is compact and offers 3-D 
space points, which should make pattern recognition more robust in the presence of 
background.  One project will further develop this technology.  The group will continue 
developing the necessary simulation and reconstruction algorithms.  On the hardware 
side, they will work to increase wafer size, extend the drift length, reduce the channel 
count and bring the wafer thickness to 150 microns.  Finally, they plan to develop a 
CMOS-based front-end chip. 
 
Achieving the resolution goals with a relatively compact silicon central tracker requires 
precise control of detector alignment and distortions. A “real-time” tracking device 
alignment system will be important at the Linear Collider, particularly for a low-mass, 
non-rigid silicon tracking system. 
 
 
TPC Central Tracker 
 
A TPC promises excellent momentum resolution and resilient pattern recognition. A 
number of groups will work on TPC development.  Two intend to improve fabrication 
techniques for GEMs, and optimize GEM design for use in TPC readout. One of these 
groups will focus on photo-lithography and use simulation to optimize design.  A second 
group will use prototype TPC’s with GEM and MicroMegas readout to explore 
resolution, segmentation, noise, ion feedback, etc.  
 
 
Forward Trackers 
 
Forward tracking is more important at the Linear Collider than at previous e+e- machines 
because of the increased contributions of t-channel processes at the high center-of-mass 
energies.  Forward tracking is also important for differential luminosity measurement. 
  
 
 
[1] “Impact of Tracker Design on Higgs Mass Resolution and Cross Section”, H. Yang 
and K. Riles, presentation at the Santa Cruz Linear Collider Retreat, June 27-29, 2002, 
http://tenaya.physics.lsa.umich.edu/~hyang/talks/trackres-ucsc.pdf; see updated report at  
http://tenaya.physics.lsa.umich.edu/~keithr/LC/HiggsTrackSummer2002.pdf . 
 
[2] J. Brau et al., “International Study on Linear Collider Detector R&D”, 
http://blueox.uoregon.edu/~lc/randd.pdf; “The Detector List”, 
http://blueox.uoregon.edu/~jimbrau/LC/rdpriorities . 
 
  
 
. 
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Project Overview

We propose a research and development effort for the International Linear Collider, based on
our interest in forward tracking. We propose a comprehensive research program for the for-
ward region, including development of tracking software for the forward region and simulation
studies of tracking and particle flow in this region.

We will study the need for additional tracking in the region beyond the TPC endplate in
detector concepts with a TPC as the primary central tracker, including the LDC [1], GLD
[2], and 4th [3] detector concepts). We are concentrating on the region of angular acceptance
extending down to the forward-most edge of the tracking acceptance region (approximately
100 mrad from the beamline.) For the last three years, we have been associated with the LDC
detector design (Fig. 1), contributing to the baseline configuration in the recently completed
Detector Outline Document [4]. (In this document, the proposed detector is referred to as
the Endcap Tracking Detector or ETD; in the earlier TELSA design[5], a similar device based
on straw tubes was called the Forward Chamber or FCH, and this terms is still in some of
the detector simulation software.)

We will evaluate the usefulness of an ionization chamber equipped with multiple gas electron
multiplier (GEM) preamplifiers[6] in the intermediate to forward region; as such devices offer
an expensive, fast, radiation-hard, and low-material profile tracking solution. Incorporating
GEMs for forward tracking will also reduce the number of heterogeneous detector technologies
in this region, since GEMs will likely be used to readout the TPC. Recently, we have also
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Figure 1: (left) A quarter view of the detector in the LDC Detector Outline Document. The ETD
is visible between the TPC endplate and the endcap ECAL. (right) Detail of the LDC tracking
region.

joined the LC-TPC detector R&D collaboration, in order to develop a plan for the ETD that
is fully compatible with the TPC design, as well as to facilitate common studies of GEMs,
readout electronics, and overall tracking optimization.

In the sections that follow we will describe the major components of how proposed research,
the broader impact of this research, and a detailed progress report on prior research. After
that we will describe the proposed work for the next year with expected deliverables, followed
by budget requests and justifications for each of the collaborating institutions.

This request is for continuation of current Department of Energy funding received through the
Linear Collider Research and Development (LCRD) working group, for Year 3 of the current
funding cycle. Additional funds are requested for new collaborators from Indiana University
and the Oklahoma University.

Forward Tracking Chambers

Previous uses of ionization-based tracking systems equipped with gas electron multiplier
(GEM) preamplification stages have found that such systems can provide 60 microns level
resolution and radiation hardness up to 2 Mrad. A GEM is a perforated foil of insulating
material approximately 50 microns thick and coated on both sides with a thin conductor ap-
proximately 5 microns thick. The holes have a radius on the order of 50 microns and are in a
grid pattern in which the distance between adjacent holes is on the order of 150 microns. The
photo-lithography based technology to construct this preamplifier was developed at CERN
by Fabio Sauli and collaborators [6]. When used as a preamplifier in front of a micro-pattern
device, the signal can amplified 100 fold [7] and can operate in harsh radiation environments
up to at least 2 Mrad [8]. Charge multiplication occurs when the electrons pass through the
foil holes whose sides have had an electric potential difference applied to produce electric fields
on the order of 40kV/cm. With multiple GEMs serving as preamplifiers, the charge can be

2
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detected directly on a segmented printed circuit board due to the large gains which approach
106 [9]. An evaluation of GEMs for use in the inner tracking system of HERA-B concluded
that they are better suited for the harsh radiation environments of their experimental setup
[10].

We intend to evaluate the system for use in the LDC as the Endcap Tracking Detector, by
constructing a prototype to confirm the above observations and work to improve the system’s
response time as well as further test the radiation limits of a prototype detector using a high
energy electron beam. Our prototype chambers have been used to study foil spacing, pressure
dependence of response, and to engineer techniques for chamber construction. We are one of
the first groups to test the larger 30 cm X 3 cm GEM foils. In the next year, we will complete
tests of the 30 cm chamber and begin design work for custom foils and readout planes that
match the ETD geometry. This progress is described in detail in the Progress Report section.

Forward Tracking Studies

Forward tracking will potentially be more important at the International Linear Collider
than at previous e+e− colliders, as many interesting t-channel processes have differential
cross sections peaked in the forward direction, including WW and WZ production, dominant
background channels to many new physics and intermediate mass Higgs decays. For SUSY
searches, selectron pair production includes contributions from t-channel gaugino exchange.
Other slepton production channels may be characterized by very forward, low pT leptons
due to small slepton-chargino mass splitting for some regions of the SUSY parameter space.
Detailed understanding of the Higgs boson can also potentially benefit from forward tracking.
It will also be important to accurately measure differential luminosity cross-sections at the
ILC, with angular resolutions on the order of 0.1 mrad [11].

Several critical issues need to be addressed in determining the detector configuration best
suited for forward tracking. These include background radiation levels and overall rates, trig-
gering, timing resolution, and hit resolution when the forward detector is used in conjunction
with other tracking elements.

We propose to address these issues through an integrated hardware and simulation effort. We
will devote part of our Linear Collider simulation efforts to understanding the specific physics
issues involved in forward tracking, and the optimization of tracking and particle flow in TPC-
based detector designs. We will study the effect of the TPC endplate of track reconstruction
and particle flow, and we will simulate in detail various options, including our proposed
GEM-based ETD, for supplemental tracking between the TPC and the encap calorimeters.
This includes modifying the existing detector simulations to incorporate alternative detector
technologies in the forward region, with corresponding modifications to the existing track
reconstruction software.

A major new component of this year’s proposal is the addition of collaborators at Indiana
University and Oklahoma University. These groups are primarily interested in applying their
expertise in tracking to the development of forward tracking software for the ILC. We per-
ceive this as a major missing component of current ILC studies, which our collaborators at
Oklahoma are well-suited to addresses. The Oklahoma group proposes a systematic software
effort to understand tracking capabilities and develop tracking algorithms in the forward di-
rection, to about 110 mrad from the beamline. These studies will use the detailed Monte
Carlo and simulation being developed at SLAC, known as SLIC [12]. A realistic simulation
must include beam related backgrounds, accurate simulations of charge deposition, full en-
ergy deposition from tracks and backgrounds, realistic detector response, digitization, cluster
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finding, merging and hit recognition algorithms, detailed coordinate determination, and accu-
rate track finding algorithms. Some of these parameters are not yet in the ILC Monte Carlo
simulation. We would make the Monte Carlo more realistic and use the enhanced Monte
Carlo to investigate the forward tracking potential. Such an effort will allow an informed
choice for forward tracking technologies and design parameters. We will help determine the
essential hardware components needed to assure quality tracking and physics capabilities in
the forward direction, and to eventually develop quality pattern recognition and tracking
algorithms in the forward direction. The software tools we develop will be used to facilitate
future physics studies.

The Indiana group proposes to concentrate on the design of the forward tracking elements in
LDC, including both the FTD silicon disks and the ETD. Indiana will also assist in develop-
ment of readout electronics and participate in test beam activities.

There are a number of tools that have been developed within the high-energy community, or
are being developed within the Linear Collider community that can be adapted for the purpose
of understanding tracking in the forward region. For instance, very good forward tracking
has been attained by the DØ collaboration using the “AA” tracking algorithm. Tools and
algorithms developed for DØ tracking may be useful to compare with current forward tracking
algorithms in the ILC environment. By integrating tools that have been developed within the
high energy community and current Linear Collider software tools, and by developing new
algorithms and tools, our Indiana and Oklahoma collaborators will provide a comprehensive
and precise understanding of forward tracking.

Broader Impact

Louisiana Tech University has a long tradition of involving under-represented groups in re-
search project. A previous master’s degree graduate was a woman, Jena Kraft, whose thesis
was the evaluation of the gain and quantum efficiency properties of the GEM detector as
a function of the gas pressure. We have a strong record of recruiting American students,
including traditionally under-represented minorities, into our physics program at both the
undergraduate and graduate level.

An X-ray lab, developed for this project, has enhanced the infrastructure of the facilities at
Louisiana Tech and will allow the research to expand into the area of medical imaging. We
hope that the detector will have some impact on the current methods of medical imaging. A
partnership has been created between the Biomedical Engineering department at Tech, the
Biomedical Research Foundation of Shreveport, and the Center for Applied Physics studies
to evaluate the usefulness of this device in the area of medical imaging.

Indiana University has been a QuarkNet center from the very first year of its inception in
1999 with the participation of 150 high school students and 10 high school teachers. They
have been involved in learning the concepts of particle physics and participating in hands-on
construction activities such as cosmic ray telescopes operating at six Indiana high schools.
The particle physics group has also had excellent success in attracting and mentoring under-
graduate students as part of a Science, Technology, and Research Scholars program partnering
outstanding students with faculty through all their four years of their stay at Indiana Uni-
versity.

Oklahoma University focuses on developing a broader impact by teaching and training a post-
doctoral researcher in the area of tracking software. The requested funds will be used for the
salary of one researcher who will be learning from the principal investigator at Oklahoma,
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who has years of experience in developing tracking software. In essence, the entire request for
funds is for the purpose of education. Oklahoma, like Indiana, has been a QuarkNet center
since it started in 1999, and is active in involving high school students and teachers in their
research.

Progress Report on Prior Research

We report progress to date on our previous GEM-based detector development and forward
simulations work. This work at Louisiana Tech was carried out with support from a Depart-
ment of Energy base grant DE-FG02-99ER41117, and linear collider-related supplements in
2003 and 2004. In 2005, we were awarded $27,000 as a sub-contract through the combined In-
ternational Linear Collider University-based Linear Collider Detector program, funded jointly
through the DoE and the NSF. For Year 2 renewal (2006) the LCRD award amount was
$14,000, which primarily funds one Master’s student and limited travel to ILC-related meet-
ings.

In this progress report, we detail our work to date in establishing a testing facility for the GEM
based prototype tracking system, development of readout and trigger electronics, construction
and testing of prototype chambers, simulation studies of the Large Detector Concept (LDC),
and tracking studies in the forward region. We concentrate on just the activities and promised
deliverables from the past year; a resume of prior found in previous progress reports [13].

Briefly, an ionization chamber with two GEM pre-amplification stages and a 2-D charge
collector was procured from F. Sauli’s group at CERN during the first year of funding. Front
end amplification, pulse shaping and 128 channel multiplexing electronics arrived during the
first year of this work which were based on the HELIX128 chip developed by the Heidelberg
ASIC laboratory in collaboration with a group from the MPI [14]. Students involved have
been working on fabricating PC boards to integrate the HELIX chip onto the detector’s
charge collector, designing current monitors, installing driver signals for the HELIX chip
and setting up a cosmic ray test stand. A data acquisition system is now in place with
ADC and TDC readout electronics for 8 GEM channels. A second prototype detector, with
three GEM pre-amplification stages, was constructed by Louisiana Tech students during the
second year of this work and is currently operating in conjunction with our data acquisition.
This prototype is shown in Figure 2a. Recently, we have completed construction of the first
prototype chamber based on 30 cm X 30 cm GEM foils obtained form 3M, Inc. (Figure 2b).
This chamber incorporates many of the important features we wish to investigate for an ETD
prototype, including larger overall size, use of Rohocell for the chamber cover, and small foil
spacing. A reconfigurable chamber for the 30 cm foils, in which foil spacing can be modified,
is currently under construction.

Readout Prototyping

As reported in an earlier progress report, we have evaluated the HELIX-128 readout board for
the GEM detector. These readout boards were developed by the Heidelberg ASIC laboratory
in collaboration with a group from Max Planck Institute to utilize a highly integrated and
radiation hard readout chip called the “HELIX-128 ” which can read out 128 anode strips at
40 MHz and store the information for last 8 events in a pipeline [14]. A single board computer
was programmed to download board parameters through a serial interface. Unfortunately, the
HELIX board failed to maintain or reproduce the parameters programmed through the serial
interface. We observed that the HELIX board pre-amplification stage changed with time.
An alternative readout scheme, currently being used at Jefferson Lab on a similar detector,
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Figure 2: a) The second prototype 10 cm x 10 cm GEM tracking chamber, designed and developed
by students at Louisiana Tech. b) Construction of the 30 cm X 30 cm chamber.

is being adapted for use until the HELIX board problem is understood. A preamplifier card
from the Jefferson Lab electronics has been installed on the Louisiana Tech GEM detector
prototype. The response time of the preamp card is sufficient for our application. The preamp
card will be altered to include additional amplification and then used in conjunction with the
front end electronics from Jefferson Lab for a complete readout system. A faster readout
scheme is still sought due to the slow (microsec) front end electronics response times.

Another student had worked to provide the low voltage differential signals (LVDS) to control
the Helix chip. The initial attempt by the student was to use our in-house function generators
to create the LVDS signals. This was abandoned due to the high noise levels (150 mV) on
the function generator output. An LVDS signal converter chip has been purchase to output 4
LVDS pulses from a single TTL input pulse. A data acquisition system, based on the CODA
system developed at Jefferson National Laboratory, is now in place. Currently we are reading
a LeCroy 1182 8-channel ADC. DAQ files are being written to disk and software has been
written to convert the RAW data files to ROOT ntuples for analysis.

Subsequent to our efforts to successfully incorporate the Helix-128 cards into our GEM pro-
totypes, we have found that there are more advanced versions of GEM front end readout
electronics being used for other experiments. These include electronics for the BoNuS exper-
iment at Jefferson Lab [15], which use GEMs for a time-projection chamber and incorporate
the ALTRO front end card, a next generation of front end electronics based on the Helix-128
design. The TOTEM experiment at CERN [16] will also incorporate a next generation GEM
front end read out scheme based on the VFAT chip. We are investigating the possibility of
incorporating these more advanced front end cards for our prototype and eventual final GEM
detectors.

A substantial effort has been taken to redesign the HV distribution board used in the original
GEM prototype detector. The previous HV network contained too many sharp edges which
would be responsible for low noise spark discharges. The new HV network is contained on
a PC board most of which is within the gas chamber. This should substantially reduce the
leakage current.

A pulsed X-ray tube is being used to perform detailed position resolution as well as response
time studies on the completed prototype detector. The CAEN N470 power supply is used
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Figure 3: (left) A sample GEM detector hit. The top trace shows the Jefferson Lab-built preamp
signal, while the bottom trace shows the signal read directly from the third GEM foil. (right)
Prototype 10 cm x 10 cm GEM chamber,with the top removed to show the re-designed HV distri-
bution.

in conjunction with a newly acquired PVX-4140 high voltage pulse generator from Directed
Energy, Inc. to pulse the nanotube based X-ray source. The pulse generator can apply up
to 3500 kV within 25 ns and has a tight pulse width of 60 ns. When collimated, this pulsed
X-ray source will be used to perform position and timing measurements of the detector.

Deliverables

In last year’s renewal request, we identified the following deliverables:

1 We will build a prototype GEM-based tracking detector using the new 30 cm × 30 cm
GEM foils from 3M, Inc. We will carefully test this chamber’s performance compared
to the 10 cm× 10 cm currently being tested, with foils manufactured at CERN. We will
use our new X-ray test facility, as well as source and cosmic ray testing. The X-ray lab is
a new addition to our lab, is based on carbon nanotube technology to facilitate pulsing,
and is capable of delivery 1 kHz of 8 and 20 keV photons. The goals of these tests will
be to establish the operational limits of the proto-type device.

2 We will continue our simulation studies of forward tracking in the LDC. We will use
the Mokka front-end to GEANT4 to perform detailed studies of the improvement to
tracking with an Endcap Tracking Detector (ETD) between the TPC endplate and the
EM calorimeter. We will begin studies of different detector readout configurations and
begin the process of optimizing the detector design for the GEM-based ETD.

3 We will begin applying the Mokka-based simulations to studies of particle flow and
overall detector performance in the forward direction. We will contribute to the writing
and editing of the LDC conceptual design report.

1) 30 cm X 30 cm Chamber As mentioned earlier, we have completed the first prototype
chamber based on the 30 cm GEM foils from 3M, Inc., and using Rohacell construction.
The GEM chamber was checked extensively for gas leaks. Initially a major gas leak was
found to be due to a crack in the rohacell window and the window was replaced. A second
leak was found along the side of the chamber and was corrected by coating the side of the
chamber in white silicon caulk. After this it was retested and several smaller leaks were found
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along the main chamber bolts and the gas line connections. These were also corrected by
smearing a small quantity of white silicon caulk onto the bolts and the gas connections. Some
residual leakage remains, and we are using these tests to refine the large chamber design.

The GEM chamber was also tested by applying the high voltage to the foils to test for
continuity. The foils were connected individually to the high voltage line and setting the
voltage supply to -400 volts. Then each section of each foil was tested to see if the foils were
carrying the voltage across by using a voltmeter. After this was accomplished and the GEM
chamber was assembled and high voltage was reapplied to the chamber. This time the voltage
was allowed to rise slowly (over a period of 4 hours) to a voltage of -1700V on the upper foil.
After remaining at this voltage for 1 hour the voltage was then allowed to climb to a voltage
of -2700V over a period of 3 hours, then held at that voltage for another hour. After this the
voltage was set to climb to -3400 then held at voltage for 12 hours to allow the foils to ”burn
in.” Testing with the X-ray source and cosmic is underway. We have not had the opportunity
to test the chamber at a test beam (we were finished with chamber construction just as the
Fermilab Test Beam facility closed for upgrades and repairs), but we have committed to take
part in a test beam run with the University of Texas - Arlington (part of the GEM-based
digital hadron calorimeter project) when the Fermilab test beam returns to operation in 2007.

We are funding two graduate students on chamber development, with money from the De-
partment of Energy LCRD supplement and matching university funds. If funded, our new
collaborators at Oklahoma University will devote part of their postdoc’s time to detector
devolvement, particularly with supervising test beam activities and developing readout elec-
tronics.

2) Simulation Studies of Froward Tracking in LDC We have pursued detector simulation stud-
ies on two fronts: detailed studies of GEM chamber simulations in order to better understand
pulse shape, ionization, and drift times; and GEANT4 [17] based studies of the forward
tracking needs of the proposed ILC detectors configurations, with a particular interest in
forward tracking needs and its contribution to particle flow algorithms in the endcap regions.
Discussion of previous results the chamber simulations are described in our earlier progress
reports.

In last year’s report, we showed preliminary results using the SGV [18] fast simulation frame-
work. These results are currently included in the LDC DoD. Since last summer, we have
made significant progress in full detector simulation studies, and are poised to make signifi-
cant contributions in this area.

Full detector simulations based on GEANT have largely settled on two packages: the MOKKA
[19] simulation program, largely developed at DESY and IN2P3 and which grew out of the
simulations packages for the TELSA proposal; and SLIC [12], which is being developed at
SLAC. Both output events stored using the LCIO [20] format, potentially allowing the same
reconstruction programs to read events from both program. There are major differences be-
tween the two approaches. While both development groups claim that the detector geometry
is driven by XML files, Mokka retains detector drivers written in C++ and which contain
critical detector parameters. We find the SLIC detector description much easier to use and
modify, starting with compact detector formats that are then converted to full XML specifi-
cation files via a JAVA program. However, Mokka has developed in parallel with the Marlin
[21] reconstruction environment for LDC, and we wish to use and extend Marlin for forward
track reconstruction.

We have spent considerable time installing, updating, and running both programs, both on
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Figure 4: Number of reconstructed muons and reconstructed momentum, comparing the output of
the Mokka (left) and SLIC (right) simulation environments.

our local cluster and (in the case of Mokka) at DESY. We have begun studies of the level
of agreement between Mokka and SLIC, taking the same generator files, processing them
through both simulations, and them reconstructing the output using Marlin. An example
is shown in Figure 4, for a file of 1000 events containing twenty muons per events with 10
GeV/c momentum on average and produced in the forward region of the detector.

Although there appear to be large differences in the number of reconstructed particles, the
comparison is not entirely fair. (The size of the Mokka output is also nearly twice as large as
the SLIC output, although there are roughly the same number of LCIO collections in each.)
We use the only available LDC detector XML for SLIC (“ldcaug05”), prepared for the Snow-
mass 2005 workshop. For Mokka we use a roughly analogous LDC geometry (“LDC00Sc”).
There are differences in the two geometries, and neither correctly describes the DoD version of
LDC (a newer version of the LDC geometry, LDC01, is available for Mokka). An undergradu-
ate physics major is modifying the ldcaug05 geometry file, and we are very close to producing
an updated SLIC compact detector description for LDC, based on the DoD baseline detector,
which we will release for general use in the ILC community.

3) Contribution to the LDC Detector Outline Document With travel funds provided in the
LCRD supplement, we have participated in the the American Linear Collider Physics Group
meetings in Vancouver in August, 2006. One of us (Sawyer) attended the LDC meeting
at DESY in February, 2006, in preparation for the Bangalore WWS meeting, as well as
phone conferences of the LDC DoD editors between the Bangalore and Valencia meetings.
Members of both Louisiana Tech and Indiana’s ILC groups participated in the Snowmass
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Linear Collider workshop in 2005. Two of us (Sawyer and Van Kooten) are co-editors of
the LDC DoD chapter on Supplementary Tracking. As mentioned earlier, results from the
Louisiana Tech group are included in the LDC DoD, and we are contributing to ongoing
simulations which will be included in future updates to this document.

We believe we have made satisfactory progress on all the promised deliverables, are doing
additional work beyond the deliverables, and have put in place a solid detector research
and development program for the ILC. We feel renewal funding in justified based on past
performance.
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Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

This research project represents collaboration between the Institute for Micromanufacturing
and the Center for Applied Physics Studies at Louisiana Tech University. The Institute
for Micromanufacturing has the facilities to fabricate the ionization chambers, assemble the
components in clean rooms, and wire bond the readout electronics to the ionization chamber.
To shorten development time, GEM foils have been purchased. The Center for Applied
Physics Studies contains the high energy and medium energy physics groups who will be
developing the GEM detectors. The collective experiences of the Center for Applied Physics
Studies members will ensure the development a GEM-based forward tracking prototype and
detailed studies of the tracking needs in the forward region..

The principal investigator and co-PIs at Louisiana Tech (Sawyer, Greenwood, Wobsich) are
members of the high energy physics group at Louisiana Tech, are members of the D0 exper-
iment at Fermilab, and have extensive experience in detector development and simulations.
The Louisiana Tech group built and installed portions of the Intercryostat Detector for the
D0 upgrade. Dr. Sawyer has worked on the ALEPH, D0, SDC, and ATLAS experiments,
while Dr. Greenwood has built a number of neutrino detectors and is currently involved in
Run IIb upgrades to the D0 Silicon Tracker and the ATLAS forward pixel detector. Dr.
Wobisch was previously in the H1 experiment at DESY, is a member of the D0 and ATLAS
experiments, and is the co-author of the FastNLO Monte Carlo program.

Our collaborator, Steve Wells, is a member of Louisiana Tech’s medium energy group, with
experiments at Jefferson Lab. He is developing GEM-based trackers for the proposed Qweak
experiment at JLAB. His experience with tracking in that detector system will be used in
developing the forward tracking prototype. In addition, other members of the medium energy
group are collaborating on studies of GEM-based tracking applications, and students from
both the high energy and medium energy groups are collaborating in our detector development
lab.

Co-PI Van Kooten, joining the effort this year, is a member of the particle physics group at
Indiana, is currently a member of the D0 Collaboration at Fermilab, and has a great deal of
experience in the simulation, construction, and commissioning of tracking systems in the D0
(built and installed parts of the scintillating fiber tracker), OPAL, and Mark II detectors. He
was co-convenor of the American Higgs Physics Working Group for five years, and his physics
research has included new particle searches, including searches for supersymmetric particles.

Co-PI Mike Strauss, joining the effort this year, is a member of the high energy physics group
at Oklahoma University, is currently a member of the D0 and ATLAS experiment, and has
been involved with silicon tracking as well as tracking algorithms on both experiments. He
worked previously on the SLD pixel vertex detector.

In addition to their new involvement in development of simulations and tracking software in
the forward direction, the new collaborators from Indiana and Oklahoma provide access to
additional machining and electronics facilities, electronics engineering, and masters students
in electrical engineering as well as physics, with the opportunity to work on hardware and
electronics.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

1) In year three of the current funding cycle, we will perform beam tests of a prototype 30 cm
X 30 cm chamber. (This is the only deliverable from last year’s proposal not finished, due to
delays in finalizing construction of the chamber.) We will also perform source and cosmic ray
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tests on a reconfigurable version of the chamber, and present our results at one of the ILC
workshops.

The current chambers are the last square geometry chambers we plan on constructing. If
funded, we propose to develop the layout of a 1/16th ETD prototype module. This include
engineering designs, GEM foil layout, and the layout of the readout plane. We have electrical
engineering Master’s students who can do the design as part of their theses. As discussed
below in the out-year research plan, we would expect to submit the artwork for the foils and
readout to either CERN or another manufacturer in the following year (FY2008).

2) We will develop a SLIC-based simulation of the LDC comparable in detail to Mokka (this
work is very near completion), and use it to study the effect of the ETD in the LDC detector
design. We will model various proposed detector technologies in this region, including GEM
chambers, straw-tubes, and silicon strips, in order understand the required detector precision
need to correct for multiple scattering in the TPC endplate.

3) We work closely with our collaborators in the LDC study group and the LC-TPC col-
laboration on the optimization of the LDC design and the overall tracking and particle flow
efficiency. We will provide simulation results and contribute to the further refinement of the
LDC design as it evolves into a Technical Design Report.

4) The Oklahoma group would hire a post-doctoral researcher who will increase the realism
of the Monte Carlo in the forward direction, develop and adapt tools for LC forward track
finding, and investigate the tracking efficiency and purity for various detector geometries. This
postdoc also become involved in GEM chamber development, and will take part in testing
chambers and working with the Louisiana Tech group in developing readout electronics.

After the first year we expect to have developed a realistic Monte Carlo including backgrounds
in the forward region, full energy deposition, and accurate detector response, implemented
existing reconstruction tools into a unified package, and determined tracking efficiency and
purity for the default detector technologies and geometries in the forward region. Further
work will need to be done to develop and optimize future algorithms, to develop mature
tracking algorithms, and to add more realism to the simulation.

Project Activities and Deliverables for FY 2008-2010

During the period of the next LCRD umbrella grant, we will develop a realistic prototype
chamber for the ETD, based on our current detector development activities. This is design
will be supported by our ongoing simulations efforts, which will be finalized during this period.
We envision having the ETD prototype foils and readout plane by the end of 2008. In 2009 we
construct the prototype chamber. We allow for the additional purchases of modified foils and
readout planes in 2010 after our initial tests. During 2008-2010, we will acquire the necessary
readout electronics, based on the results of our current work in this area.

As part of the our input to the U.S. 5-year ILC Detector R&D Plan, we have developed a
timeline for the ETD prototype development only. The portion covering the period of the
next umbrella grant is shown in the table below. It is assumed that this funding would come
from multiple sources, including the LCRD proposal.

In parallel with the detector development and prototyping activities, the simulations work
started at the three collaborating institutions will continue. We foresee emphasis moving
towards more detailed studies over this period, as the final design of the LDC takes shape
and realistic detector parameters are incorporated into the simulations.
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Item FY2008 FY2009 FY2010
Faculty FTE 1 0 0

Postdocs 0.5 1 1
Graduate Students 2 2 2

GEM foils, Readout Boards) $8,000 $0 $8,000
Travel $3,000 $3,000 $3,000

Materials and Supplies $1,000 $1,000 $1,000
Electronics $5,000 $5,000 $5,000

Total estimated costs $ 68,000 $95,000 $ 95,000

Table 1: Expected out-year funding for the ETD prototype development, during the period of the
next LCRD umbrella grant.

FY 2007 Budget justification: Louisiana Tech University

As part of the LCRD grant, we were granted funding for Year One of $27,000, and funding
in Year Two of $14,000.

For Year Three, we request materials and supplies of $1,00 to cover gas and other consumables.
We request continued support for one graduate student ($12,500). We request travel funds
of $4,000 to cover the predicted increased number of trips needed to collaborate onthe test
beam at FNAL and on the Technical Design Report for the LDC. Indirect (F&A) costs are
computed at 48% of total salaries and wages only.

FY 2007 (Year 3) Budget

Institution: Louisiana Tech University

Item FY2007
(Proposed)

Other Professionals 0
Graduate Students $ 12,500

Undergraduate Students 0 (Supported by base grant)
Total Salaries and Wages $12,500

Fringe Benefits 0
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits $ 12,500

Equipment 0
Travel $ 4,000

Materials and Supplies $ 1,000
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs $ 17,500
Indirect costs(1) $ 6,000

Total direct and indirect costs $ 23,500

Budget justification: Indiana University

The budget request is to cover hourly salaries of undergraduate students to work on simula-
tions of the forward tracker. An amount of $10,250 each year would cover summer salary of
one full-time student plus one or more students during the academic year.
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We plan at least two ILC-related trips, one to one ILC conference ($1,000), plus trips to
simulation workshops ($1,000). We would also contribute towards beam tests ($1,500).

FY 2007 (Year 3) Budget

Institution: Indiana University

Item FY2007
Other Professionals 0
Graduate Students 0

Undergraduate Students $10,250
Total Salaries and Wages $10,250

Fringe Benefits 0
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits $10,250

Equipment 0
Travel $3,500

Materials and Supplies 0
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs $13,750

Indirect costs 0
Total direct and indirect costs $13,750

Budget justification: Oklahoma University

The budget is for supporting a post-doctoral researcher half time. The other half of the
time the post-doc will be involved in doing physics with DØ or investigating other aspects of
physics at the ILC. The proposed tracking studies and detector prototyping need manpower to
use the available tools and develop new tools to answer the relevant questions. Consequently,
the most important use of funds for answering these questions is to support people who can
develop and run the needed sophisticated simulations as well as provide oversight for graduate
students working on detector prototypes.

FY 2007 (Year 3) Budget

Institution: Oklahoma University

Item FY2007
One-half FTE Post-doctoral Researcher $20,000

Total Salaries and Wages $20,000
Fringe Benefits $7,400

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits $27,400
Total direct costs $27,400

Indirect costs $13,152
Total direct and indirect costs $40,552
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STATUS REPORT 
 

Development of a Micro Pattern Gas Detector Readout for a TPC 
 
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding 
 

D. P. Peterson, R. S. Galik, 
   Laboratory for Elementary-Particle Physics, Cornell University 
G. Bolla, I. P. J. Shipsey, Physics Department, Purdue University 

 
Collaborators 
 

none 
 
Contact Person 
 

Dan Peterson 
dpp@lns.cornell.edu 
(607)-255-8784 

 
Project Overview 
 
This project involves construction and studies of time projection chamber (TPC) 
prototype detectors. This includes a "small-prototype" at Cornell and contributions to the 
construction of a "large-prototype", in collaboration with the LCTPC group [1].   

 
(A)  Motivation 

 
Unprecedented tracking performance, in both multi-track separation and momentum 
resolution, is required to meet the experimental physics goals of the International Linear 
Collider (ILC). A TPC may provide the best combination of detector segmentation and 
continuous track measurements, leading to optimal multi-track separation and noise 
immunity. However, as described below, the segmentation used in current technology 
TPCs is insufficient for precision reconstruction of ILC events. In addition, obtaining 
spatial resolution that is required to meet the momentum resolution goal is challenging 
with the current technology. This prototyping project is part of a world-wide coordinated 
study to develop a TPC readout with the segmentation and resolution required for the ILC 
program.  
 
Multi-track separation, which leads to efficient track reconstruction, is required for a 
“particle flow analysis”, the precision measurement of jet energies using tracking 
information to determine the charged energy component [2-5]. Particle flow analysis will 
require efficient track reconstruction within jets where the track density is of order 
100 tracks/steradian. TPCs using multi-proportional-wire-chamber (MWPC) 
gas-amplification, of which the STAR, Aleph and ALICE [6] chambers are typical 
examples, have pad readouts with azimuthal segmentation of order 1 cm. This 
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segmentation is insufficient for reconstructing tracks in dense jets.  For example, consider 
a TPC with 1 cm pads, 4 cm effective longitudinal segmentation, and a two-pad FWHM 
pad response function. The solid angle segmentation would be about 10-3 steradian at a 
detector radius of 1 meter. Thus, the pad occupancy within a jet would be 10% - a 
challenging environment for track reconstruction. In a simulation of digitized detector 
response [7], a 1 cm pad width was shown to provide only 94% reconstruction efficiency 
while a pad width of 2 to 3mm is required for the ultimate efficiency of over 99%. 
Simply increasing the detector segmentation in a wire anode TPC will not result in 
increased reconstruction efficiency because the signal width is determined by the 
inductive readout. A gas-amplification technology with pad response function width less 
than 2mm is required to take advantage of increased readout segmentation.  
 
Spatial resolution, which determines charged particle momentum resolution,  is also 
limited in MWPC TPCs. Charged particle momentum resolution, σ(1/p), of order 
10-5/GeV is required to determine the Higgs mass through the precision measurement of 
the recoil mass of di-leptons in Higgsstrahlung events [8-9]. This momentum resolution 
can be achieved only if the TPC spatial resolution is of order 100µm. This spatial 
resolution is very challenging in a MWPC TPC not only because it represents 1% of the 
pad size but also because the radial electric field in the vicinity of the wires leads to a 
significant spatial distortion due to an ExB effect.  
 
A TPC readout based on a micro-pattern-gas-detector (MPGD) gas-amplification device 
such as a GEM [10] or Micromegas [11] promises to provide both improved 
segmentation and resolution. Segmentation is improved due to a fundamentally reduced 
transverse signal size; the signal is created on pick-up pads by electron transport rather 
than induction. The pad size can then be significantly reduced. Spatial resolution is 
improved due to the reduced signal size and reduced ExB distortion of the drift path in 
the vicinity of the amplification device. Operation in a high rate environment may be 
simplified because these readout systems are expected to naturally suppress ion-feedback 
into the drift volume.  
 

(B) The world-wide TPC study 
 
Research groups in Europe, Canada, and Asia, as well as the Cornell/Purdue group in the 
United States, have joined to form the LC-TPC group [1] and are currently studying gas-
amplification devices in prototype TPCs.  The LC-TPC group meets regularly at the 
international and regional workshops. Groups from Victoria [12], DESY [13], Karlsruhe 
[14], and Aachen [15] have been studying GEM gas-amplification. The 
Berkeley/Orsay/Saclay [16] group has been studying Micromegas gas-amplification. The 
Carleton [17] group has been studying Micromegas gas-amplification with an additional 
resistive foil over the pad plane to control the pad response function. The 
Asia/MPI/DESY group, joined by Carleton and Berkeley/Orsay/Saclay has made 
comparative measurements [18] with wire, GEM and Micromegas gas-amplification 
devices operated in a common TPC. As described below, the Cornell/Purdue group is 
also making comparative measurements but using more sensitive electronics. 
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Results from the individual groups and recent reviews [19] of this work have been 
presented at the linear collider workshops. Results from these groups are encouraging; 
several groups report spatial resolutions of less that 100 µm with MPGD devices. 
However, the results are preliminary.  Measurements of different gas-amplification 
devices are difficult to compare because they are taken by different groups under various 
conditions. In addition, there are sometimes discharge problems in the gas-amplification 
devices that must be understood. Significant development and operating experience, 
involving many groups, are required before a full-size design for a detector incorporating 
a GEM or Micromegas can be finalized.  
 
Groups within LC-TPC will continue to study the MPGD devices in small TPCs for the 
next one or two years. At the same time, LC-TPC is beginning the design stage of a large 
collaborative prototype [20], with diameter of 80 cm, to study issues associated with 
operating a TPC employing a system of  MPGD devices. A magnet with 85 cm bore and 
1.5T field is being assembled with EUDET funds at DESY to provide a facility for this 
next phase in ILC TPC development [21]. EUDET will provide the TPC field cage and 
other infrastructure. LC-TPC participants will provide the endplates, readout devices and 
the electronics. To stay on schedule for the construction of the final TPC for an ILC 
detector, the interface to the field cage and readout panels must be defined in 2006, and 
the construction completed in 2007. The commissioning is scheduled for early 2008. 
Thus, the design and construction are concurrent with this proposal. 
 

(C) The Cornell/Purdue program   
 
The Cornell/Purdue small-prototype TPC at Cornell is used to directly compare the 
response and reliability of different gas-amplification devices while minimizing the 
systematic differences of readout electronics and other experimental conditions. These 
measurements address critical design choices for the TPC in both the LDC and GLD 
concepts. These measurements complement similar measurements being made with the 
MPI prototype TPC at KEK [18]. 
 
An important distinction of the Cornell/Purdue prototype, when compared to the other 
small prototypes, is the readout electronics. Other groups are using prototype or 
decommissioned electronics from the STAR and Aleph TPCs. These electronics typically 
have lower dynamic range. The Cornell/Purdue group has a background in small-cell 
drift chambers and did not have access to electronics suitable for reading out a TPC. The 
necessary purchase of commercial electronics has provided a readout system that, 
although limited to fewer channels, has higher dynamic range and improved noise 
suppression. Using these electronics, we are capable of making measurements that may 
not be possible with other electronics. 
 
The readout system described above allows the Cornell/Purdue group to perform 
comparative measurements of ion-feedback, which presents a serious limitation to 
operating a TPC. Positive ions drifting back into the main drift volume cause time-
dependent distortions of the electron drift trajectory.  In MWPC gas-amplification TPCs, 
the ion-feedback is controlled by a gating grid. Such a gating grid adds complexity, 
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internal stresses and material to the TPC endplate that we seek to avoid at the ILC. 
Although the GEM and Micromegas devices have reduced ion-feedback, it must be 
demonstrated that the natural suppression is sufficient to eliminate the need for a gating 
grid.  The Berkeley/Orsay/Saclay group has made measurements of ion-feedback [22] 
with Micromegas gas-amplification. Aachen has made similar measurements with triple-
GEM gas-amplification [23]. Purdue has made measurements with a Purdue-3M 
produced GEM  [24]. In each case, measurements were made with a small drift length 
and with the primary ionization created by an intense source. Feedback was measured via 
the current through the drift volume cathode. In contrast, Cornell/Purdue plans to 
measure ion-feedback on individual tracks by measuring individual ion signals on the 
drift field termination grid (shown below in figures 2 and 5). These measurements will 
directly compare MWPC, GEM and Micromegas gas-amplification devices and provide 
input to the critical design choice of whether it is necessary to implement a gating grid in 
the TPC for both the GLD and LDC concepts. 
 
Longer range studies will involve the large prototype being planned by the LC-TPC 
group. As part of the participation in that program, Dan Peterson has accepted the 
responsibility of "convener" of the mechanical design, including the detailed design of 
the endplate. There are important issues regarding the tiling of the TPC endplate with 
MPGD devices that must be studied with the large prototype. Inactive areas between 
readout panels must be minimized. Fringe electric fields on the edges of the gas-
amplification devices must be controlled. The drift field must be terminated without 
distortion at the face of the gas-amplification. We must develop a procedure for optically 
locating the modules with a precision of 20µm because track-based alignment will be 
affected by magnetic field distortion uncertainties [25]. At the same time, the endplate 
structure must be low mass to reduce the interactions of electrons and photons before 
they enter the forward calorimeters. Cornell/Purdue will work with other LC-TPC groups 
to design the endplate and standardize the manufacture of the readout modules.  
 
We anticipate that the development of a large prototype endplate will require a three-step 
process. A preliminary design will be machined at Cornell. After evaluation of the 
preliminary design and design revisions, the "first endplate" will be fabricated at Cornell 
for the first year of operation of the large-prototype. Based on evaluation of the first 
endplate, construction procedures may be modified and the "second endplate" will be 
fabricated at a commercial machining facility. 
 
Purdue will be involved in the design and prototyping of readout modules used for 
populating the endplate. Development will be done in cooperation with other interested 
LC-TPC groups and will lead to a design that can be transported to other institutions.  
 
Purdue is also involved in several studies of manufacturing techniques for the purpose of 
providing large scale production of reliable GEMs and Micromegas. Prototype GEMs, 
produced by 3M, have been delivered and tested at Purdue and CERN. Preliminary 
results indicate that the performance of GEMs manufactured by 3M, when appropriate 
materials are used and the process is carefully controlled, is indistinguishable from the 
performance of those manufactured at CERN [24,26,27].  Testing of prototype 
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Micromegas, also prodced by 3M is described below. It is expected that the MPGD 
manufacturing will require several years of development. The development of new 
manufacturing techniques for GEMs and Micromegas is important because it may 
provide reduced cost and procurement time for large scale implementations such as a 
TPC or a hadron calorimeter in a linear collider. Much of this work is at an early stage; 
extensive R&D and testing, including radiation hardness studies, will be required. 
Funding exists for this work and we are not seeking additional funding for it at this time. 
These studies will be performed by many groups, including Purdue, over the next few 
years. We expect to incorporate each of the successful alternative manufacturing 
technologies into TPC readouts. The Cornell TPC will be used to test and compare 
MPGDs that are manufactured with new techniques as well as devices produced at CERN.   
 
Our coordination with the world TPC study will be strengthened by cooperating on 
projects of mutual interest with the Carleton group consisting of Prof. Alain Bellerive and 
Dr. Madhu Dixit. The infrastructure at Cornell will enable us to make a direct comparison 
of Carleton MPGD readout devices with those prepared at Purdue. This will help in 
reducing systematic uncertainties and in optimizing the readout design for the MPGD 
TPC. The partnership between Carleton and Cornell/Purdue will benefit from the 
geographic proximity of Ottawa and Ithaca. 
 
 
Status Report 
 
In December 2004, the Cornell group commissioned the small prototype TPC, shown in 
Figure 1, with a 64 cm drift field and 10 cm square readout aperture.  Cornell purchased a 
 

 
Figure 1: Time Projection Chamber at Cornell University. The drift cage has an 
inner diameter of 14.6 cm and length of 64 cm. 

 
low-noise high voltage system that provides  20kV for the drift potential as well as 
biasing voltages for the gas-amplification devices. Cornell/Purdue also purchased a VME 
based DAQ system with low-noise power supplies to improve the signal sensitivity for 
prototype detectors. TPC signals are digitized with commercial flash-ADCs with 
8 channels/unit, 105 MHz sampling rate, +/- 200mV input range, and 14 bit resolution.  
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The initial purchase was for a total of readout 32 channels. Currently, measurements are 
made with zero magnetic field using cosmic rays. 
 
The small prototype accepts interchangeable readout sections. A MWPC gas-
amplification readout, shown in Figure 2, was used for initial tests in January 2005, with 
the results shown at LCWS05-Paris [28]. A single-GEM, operated with a gas gain of 100, 
was tested in April 2005. Results for charge width and resolution, compared to that of a 
MWPC device, were shown at ALCPG05-Snowmass [29]. The single-GEM 
demonstrated the low-signal sensitivity that will be necessary to complete the ion-
feedback measurements. A double-GEM was tested in October 2005, with results for 
charge width and resolution shown at ECFA05-Vienna [30].  For the initial tests in 2005, 
a coarse pad pitch, 5mm by 10mm, was chosen because it allowed us to demonstrate 
 

   
Figure 2: (left) TPC Readout Module. A MWPC gas-amplification section is 
mounted in front of the pad board on the left. Pad biasing voltage distribution 
cards are mounted behind the pad board.  (right) The field cage termination can 
be seen in front of the readout. In this photograph, double-GEM gas-
amplification is installed.  

 
the TPC operation with the minimum number of channels. Resolution measurements, 
using MPGD gas-amplification, were limited in 2005 by the 5mm pad pitch because the 
width of the pad response function is then a fraction of the pad width. The small 
prototype and initial readout and HV electronics described above were procured and 
assembled using Cornell funds not derived from this grant. GEMs were purchased and 
tested using Purdue funds not derived from this grant.  
 
FY2005 funds became available in November 2005. The stated FY2005 deliverables for 
the small prototype program were comparative measurements, including signal width and 
operational stability, of various gas-amplification devices: MWPC, GEM and 
Micromegas. While some of the planned measurements are reported below, these 
measurements will be completed when we have expanded the DAQ system to take full 
advantage of the new pad board. As described below, our emphasis shifted during 
FY2005 toward initial measurements and preparation for our longer range plan for ion-
feedback studies. This was done in response to an increased priority given to these 
studies by the LCTPC group for the design of an ILC TPC.  
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In FY2005, several upgrades were made to the small-prototype in preparation for 
precision resolution measurements.  Acquisitions include additional FADC channels and 
the addition of a positive HV supply that is part of the integrated HV system. The latter 
provides more flexibility in biasing the gas-amplification devices and further noise 
reduction. Upgraded readout pad boards include four rows of pads with 2mm pitch. The 
field cage termination board was revised to include two wire layers which will facilitate 
the ion collection in ion-feedback studies.  
 
In March 2006 through June 2006, measurements were taken with a mass-produced 
Micromegas [31], shown in figure 3, developed by the Purdue group in collaboration 
with the 3M corporation. Measurements were made using Ar-CO2(90:10) and 
Ar-iC4H10(90:10) gas mixtures and presented at ALCPG06-Vancouver [32].  
 

       
 Figure 3: (left) A Purdue-3M Micromegas is mounted on readout pad board in 
preparation for installing in the TPC. (right) A "bulk Micromegas" had been 
mounted on a pad board by the Saclay group. 

 
Measurements of the pad-distribution-function width are shown in figure 4. The observed 
signal width increases with drift distance due to diffusion. The diffusion is greater in the 
Ar-iC4H10, as expected. However, it is unclear why the widths for the two gas mixtures 
are not equal at small drift distance. Spatial resolution is shown as a function of drift 
distance in figure 4. The observed resolution increases with drift distance due to diffusion 
and extrapolates, at zero drift distance, to intrinsic resolutions of 170µm in the case of 
Ar-CO2(90:10) and 180µm in the case of Ar-iC4H10(90:10). (In both cases, the low drift 
distance measurement is not taken onto account in determining the intrinsic resolution 
because the signal width becomes too small to provide sufficient charge sharing.) These 
measurements were made with 56 instrumented readout channels out of available 80 
channels on the pad board.  Further studies will benefit from fully instrumenting the pad 
board and were deferred.  
 
In the second half of FY2005, we have concentrated on preparing for studies of ion-
feedback. The Cornell/Purdue prototype offers the best ability to compare the ion-
feedback rates in different gas-amplification devices.  
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Figure 4: (left) The characteristic width of the pad-distribution-function for 
observed signal using the Purdue-3M Micromegas is plotted for Ar-CO2(90:10) 
and  Ar-iC4H10(90:10) gas mixtures.  The quantity plotted is the width to contain 
95% of the signal pulse height, approximately 3σ . (right) The spatial resolution 
is plotted for the same gas mixtures. 

 
There have been three studies performed at Cornell in preparation for the ion-feedback 
measurements. In the first, presented at  ALCPG06-Vancouver [32], we measured 
relative pulse height observed on the readout pads to determine the electron transmission 
fraction through the double layer field cage termination (figure 5) as a function of bias 
potential difference between the two layers. This provides an indication of the collection 
efficiency for ions moving back into the field cage.  
 
In the second study, also presented at  ALCPG06-Vancouver [32], we demonstrated that 
the ion signal is observed on the instrumented field cage termination. A MWPC readout 
was used to create pad signals and ions. Pad signals were observed on six rows of the pad 
readout. Eight of the  FADC channels were used to read out the field cage termination 
signals as shown in figure 6. In this configuration, the field cage termination is effectively 
a cathode plane for the MWPC. We observed the prompt induction signal spread over 
several channels. At approximately 200µs after the induction signal, we observed the 
signal due to ion collection on only one channel. As expected for the ion signal, the delay 
time depends on the spacing between the anode and the field cage termination and the 
signal strength depends on the collection efficiency established in the first study.  
 
The third study, presented at ECFA-06-Valencia [33], was a measurement of GEM 
electron and ion transmission as a function of the GEM voltage difference, which is 
relevant to evaluation of the use of a GEM gating grid. A GEM was installed in front of a 
MWPC readout as shown in figure 5. In this configuration, drifting electrons must pass 
through the GEM to reach the anode wires. Similarly, ions produced in the gas-
amplification must pass through the GEM to reach the field cage termination. The pad 
signal strength is proportional to the electron transmission.  The field cage termination 
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Figure 5: (left) The instrumented layer of a double layer field cage termination 
plane is used to collect the positive ions drifting back into the field cage. (center) 
A single GEM is placed in front of a MWPC gas-amplification readout to 
measure the electron and ion transmission of the GEM. (right) The single GEM 
installed with the MWPC readout is installed in the TPC behind the field cage 
termination. 

   

   
Figure 6: (left) A display of the FADC readout for an event with  the ion signal 
observed in the field cage termination. Pad signals (1) are shown for six pad rows 
with a full-width time is 82µs. Field cage termination signals are shown in the 
lower traces with full-width time of 650ms. The induction signal (2) is in time with 
the pad signals. The ion collection signal (3) is delayed by the ion drift time of 
approximately 200µs. (right) Electron and ion (transmission x gain) is plotted as 
a function of GEM voltage difference.  

 
signal strength is proportional to the product of the electron transmission and the ion 
transmission. The result is shown in figure 6. The electron transmission is low, on the 
order of 10% for low GEM voltage. The increase above 200V is due to the onset of gain. 
Ion transmission is low for all GEM voltages. The decrease above 100V may be because 
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the extraction field for the ions is actually the drift field, only 300V/cm. The effect of 
varying the drift field will be studied in the future. 
 
The other aspect of this project involves the design and construction of the "large-
prototype", in collaboration with the LCTPC group. The large prototype, as shown in 
figure 7, will have a diameter of 80 cm; the area will be about 6% of that of a final TPC 
for an ILC experiment. The plans call for operation with an initial endplate and modules 
at the EUDET facility at DESY in 2008.   
 

  
Figure 7: (left) The LCTPC large prototype will be 80 cm in diameter and will 
represent a small section of a final TPC for an ILC experiment. Readout panels 
will be supported by a framework on the endplate. (center) Readout panels will 
each be a package containing several thousand pads and the gas-amplification 
device. (right) The figure illustrates details of the geometry showing the relation 
of the readout panels (red/green), endplate (blue) and field cage (orange). 

 

     
Figure 8: (left) A test plate machined with a framework similar to that which will 
be used on the large-prototype endplate to support and locate the readout panels. 
(right) A close-up view of the supporting framework.  

 
Currently, we are designing a structural endplate which serves as the interface between 
field cage and the readout panels as shown in figure 7. The endplate must allow mounting 
readout panels employing various gas-amplification technologies. It must also be rigid 
and provide the gas seal.  
A further goal of the Cornell group is to investigate machining processes that will provide 
the mechanical tolerances and stability required for readout panels [25].  A series of test 
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plates, as shown in figure 8, are being constructed using various machining and stress 
relief operations. These are being evaluated using measurements from a coordinate 
measuring machine at Cornell.  
 
Work described in this section has also been supported at Cornell by NSF cooperative 
agreement PHY-0202078, 4/1/2003 – 3/31/2008, entitled "Support of the Cornell 
Electron Storage Ring (CESR) Facility". Work at Purdue has also been supported by DoE 
grant DE-FG02-91ER40681, 1991-present, entitled "An Experimental High Energy 
Physics Program at Purdue University". 
 
FY2006 Year Project Activities 
 
FY2006 of this project has recently started with the availability of FY2006 funds in 
November 2006. Activities are reviewed here to put the FY2007 activities in context. 
FY2006 deliverables are stated in the FY2006 change-of-scope document (May 2006). 
 
The small-prototype readout will be expanded to take full advantage of the readout pad 
board. Using the small-prototype at Cornell, we will study gas-amplification devices, 
including GEMs and Micromegas, using various gas mixtures with zero magnetic field. 
In the near future, we will measure properties of a "bulk Micromegas" developed by 
Saclay, as shown in figure 3. We will develop the ion-feedback measurement procedure, 
which includes a pulsed bias control and gated preamplifiers for the instrumented field 
cage termination.  
 
For the large-prototype, we will complete the design and, if there are sufficient funds, 
construct an endplate. This will be the first of a series of progressively more sophisticated 
versions. It will not provide full mechanical precision but will allow testing of readout 
modules and will address system issues in the EUDET facility in calendar year 2008. 
 
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables 
 
In FY2007, starting with the availability of funds in about November 2007, we will 
continue measurements with the small-prototype investigating the resolution, operating 
stability and ion-feedback characteristics of several gas-amplification devices. 
Operational procedures and analysis techniques will mature during the FY2006 studies.  
 
The CLEO program at Cornell will end in March 2008. Reconfiguration of the CLEO 
interaction region and the schedule of other activities at CESR will allow a 10-day run of 
the small-prototype in the 1.5 Tesla CLEO magnet. There is a possibility of a second run 
early in 2009. Our deliverable will be comparative measurements of various gas-
amplification devices in a magnetic field. 
 
We will construct a precision large-prototype endplate and some mating readout modules 
during calendar year 2008. The deliverable will be the completion of the precision large 
prototype endplate. 
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Project Activities and Deliverables beyond FY2007 
 
In FY2008, starting with the availability of funds in about November 2008, we will take 
advantage of two possible runs in the CLEO magnet by taking additional data with the 
small-prototype. 
 
We will be taking data with the large-prototype at DESY and, depending on the direction 
of the LCTPC group, developing an endplate for the next phase of prototyping.  
 
Total Project Budget, in then-year K$ 
 

   FY2007 
Other Professionals 0 
Graduate Students 0 
Undergraduate Students 4.000 
Total Salaries and Wages 4.000 
Fringe Benefits .440 
Total Salaries Wages and Fringe Benefits  4.440 
Equipment 85.000 
Travel 5.000 
Materials and Supplies 15.000 
Other Direct Costs 0 
Total Direct Costs 109.440 
Indirect Costs 13.786 
Total direct and Indirect Costs 123.246 

 
Budget, in then-year K$  
Institution: Cornell University 
 

   FY2007 
Other Professionals 0 
Graduate Students 0 
Undergraduate Students 0 
Total Salaries and Wages 0 
Fringe Benefits 0 
Total Salaries Wages and Fringe Benefits  0 
Equipment 80.000 
Travel 5.000 
Materials and Supplies 10.000 
Other Direct Costs 0 
Total Direct Costs 95.000 
Indirect Costs 8.850 
Total direct and Indirect Costs 103.850 
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Budget Justification: Cornell University 
 
The equipment budget provide for a substantial fraction of the costs associated with 
building a precision endplate for the large prototype TPC. These include 
commercial machining and coordinate measuring services.   
 
Travel costs are for the shipment of endplates to DESY. 
 
The material and supplies budget of $10K includes gas for the small TPC program 
at Cornell as well as fixtures and trigger counters for the magnetic field run.  
 
There are no indirect costs for capital materials. Materials and supplies and travel 
have overhead applied at 59% in FY2007. 
   

Budget, in then-year K$  
Institution: Purdue University 
 

   FY2007 
Other Professionals 0 
Graduate Students 0 
Undergraduate Students 4.000 
Total Salaries and Wages 4.000 
Fringe Benefits .440 
Total Salaries Wages and Fringe Benefits  4.440 
Equipment 5.000 
Travel 0 
Materials and Supplies 5.000 
Other Direct Costs 0 
Total Direct Costs 14.440 
Indirect Costs 4.956 
Total direct and Indirect Costs 19.396 

 
Budget Justification: Purdue University 

 
Purdue is requesting support for undergraduate students with a total of 
approximately 400 hours for the year. Undergraduate salaries have a fringe benefit 
applied at a rate of 10.10%.  
 
The materials and supplies budget, is for the purchase of MPGDs. These will be 
used for modules for the small-prototype and the development of a design of 
readout modules for the large-prototype endplate. The (capital) equipment budget is 
for power supplies related to the testing of GEMs in the small-prototype.  
 
There are no indirect costs for capital materials. Materials and supplies, student 
salaries and fringe benefits have overhead applied at 52.5%. 
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STATUS REPORT

Linear Collider Tracker Alignment
System R&D and Simulation Studies

Classification (subsystem)

Detector (Tracking)

Personnel and Institution requesting funding

E. Jung, K. Riles, H. Yang, Physics Department, University of Michigan

Project Leader

J. Keith Riles
kriles@umich.edu
(734) 764-4652

Project Overview

The University of Michigan group has a long-term interest in helping design and construct
the central tracking system for a linear collider detector. This interest is driven not by a
particular favorite technology, but by the critical importance of charged-particle tracking to
the physics processes we wish to investigate, which include Higgs production and decay, along
with certain Supersymmetric channels.

This project has two thrusts: 1) R&D for a silicon tracker alignment system based on
frequency-scanned interferometry; and 2) detailed simulation and evaluation of key physi-
cal processes that govern the design of the tracker. The research proposed here builds on
extensive work by our group in both areas. While the R&D work is most closely relevant to
the SiD detector, where silicon tracking will be pervasive, it is also relevant to the forward
angle silicon disks envisioned for the other proposed Linear Collider detectors. The simulation
work and benchmarking is relevant to all proposed detectors.

More detail is provided below under “Research Plan” and in the description of deliverables.

Broader Impacts

Riles has worked closely with undergraduates for many years, both in high energy physics
and in LIGO-related research. Three undergraduates (Tim Blass, Sven Nyberg and Euimin
Jung) have worked on the alignment R&D work described below. Nyberg has received partial
support from the NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) Program. Five other
undergraduates, Jennifer Lindahl, Tim Bodiya, Phil Szepietowski, Peter Troyan, and Ramon
Armen, have worked with Riles in the same laboratory on LIGO-related research. There is
considerable cross-fertilization (and sharing of equipment!) between the two research teams
working on different interferometers on optical tables only five meters apart. Undergraduates
provide essential contributions to the PI’s research.

More generally, Riles has served for many years as a physics department adviser to majors, has
participated in high school recruiting programs, including helping organize Physics Olympiads
and rewriting a handbook for physics majors used in recruiting. As an adviser, he also meets
with most of the entering freshmen with calculus-based Advanced Placement Exam physics
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credit and advertises to them the opportunities open to physics majors. Riles has given
frequent presentations on frontier physics to a variety of student groups and delivered a pair
of “Saturday Morning Physics” lectures to the general public in spring 2005. These lectures
were videotaped for web archiving[1] and are shown repeatedly on a local community cable
television channel.

Results of Prior Research

Since 1998, we have contributed extensively to linear collider simulation studies, both in
technical tracking reconstruction issues and in evaluating physics analysis demands upon
tracker performance. Riles has served as a co-convener of the American linear collider central
tracking working group since 1998, sharing leadership responsibilities in different years with
Dean Karlen, John Jaros and Bruce Schumm.

Assistant Research Scientist Haijun Yang began linear collider studies in fall 2000. He has
carried out several related studies: 1) Studies of Higgs and Supersymmetry physics capability
and 2) influence of central tracking performance on Higgs and Supersymmetry physics. As
a member of the Higgs working group, he has evaluated the precision with which the Higgs
mass and cross section can be evaluated at 350 GeV and 500 GeV center of mass energies.
This study has used both the JAS fast Monte Carlo and the full simulation packages. Yang
has independently confirmed and improved upon preliminary findings by European groups
with the use of a more sophisticated and powerful fitting technique, based on Monte Carlo
event interpolation.

In parallel, Yang has examined the influence of central tracker parameters on the precision
of Higgs and slepton mass determination. In addition, he has assisted the SLAC simulations
group in comparing the tracker’s performance in full Monte Carlo simulations vs performance
in parametrized fast Monte Carlo simulations. He or Riles has given numerous presentations
on Higgs physics, Supersymmetry and tracking at various linear collider workshops[2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and at the Snowmass 2001 & 2005 meetings[15, 16, 17].
Yang’s studies of the Higgsstrahlung process found that previous baseline tracker designs in
the U.S. were close to where improved resolution does not yield comparable improvement
in Higgs recoil mass resolution, because of expected intrinsic beam energy spread in the X-
band accelerator designs, but that further improvement could be attained with the smaller
beam energy spreads of S-band accelerators. More recent work on slepton and neutralinos[8]
indicated that in large regions of sparticle mass parameter space, measuring lepton spectrum
end-points to determine sparticle masses is less sensitive than was previously believed to
degraded momentum resolution[18]. A very recent study (to be presented at December 19,

2006 SiD Benchmarking Meeting[19]) by Yang indicates that one could detect the rare decay

H → µ+µ− for MH = 120 GeV and that the detection significance improves significantly with

improved momentum resolution, but that branching ratio precision improves only modestly

with resolution improvement (for the nominal Standard Model expectation for the branching

ratio).

At the Stanford Linear Collider Workship in March 2005, Yang presented[12] updated stud-
ies of the Higgsstrahlung and slepton processes, incorporating new ILC beam parameters
with much smaller energy spread than had been used in earlier warm-technology simulations.
Consistent with earlier studies, he found[12] that with the smaller spread, one can gain sig-

nificantly in Higgs mass precision with improved track momentum resolution over present

baseline detector designs. In contrast, slepton mass precisions benefit little from improved
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tracking resolution, thanks to intrinsic smearing from beammstrahlung and initial-state ra-
diation, when uncertainty in the neutralino mass resolution is considered. In addition, Yang
presented a new study on the effects of improved momentum resolution on measurement of
Higgs branching ratios. As he had found earlier for Higgs cross section measurements, the
precisions of Higgs branching ratio measurements are quite insensitive to tracking resolution.

The unprecedented excellent track momentum resolutions contemplated for linear collider
detectors demand minimizing systematic uncertainties in subdetector relative alignments. At
the same time, there is a strong desire for a very low-material tracking system (see discussion
below). In the case of a silicon main tracker and in the case of silicon forward disks (envisioned
in all linear collider detector designs now on the table), the low material budget may lead
to a structure that is far from rigid. The short time scales on which alignment can change
(e.g., from beam-driven temperature fluctuations) probably preclude reliance on traditional
alignment schemes based on detected tracks, where it is assumed the alignment drifts slowly, if
at all, during the time required to accumulate sufficient statistics. A system that can monitor
alignment drifts “in real time” would be highly desirable in any precise tracker and probably
essential to an aggressive, low-material silicon tracker. The tradeoff one would make in the
future between low material budget and rigidity will depend critically upon what a feasible
alignment system permits.

During the last 31

2
years, we have investigated the capability of a novel precise alignment

scheme based on Frequency Scanned Interferometry (FSI), first developed by the Oxford
group for the Atlas Detector[20]. The FSI system incorporates multiple interferometers fed
by optical fibers from the same laser source, where the laser frequency is scanned and fringes
counted, to obtain a set of absolute lengths. In order to explore this technique, we have set up
a bench test in our laboratory at Michigan. We have purchased, installed and commissioned
the components of a self-contained FSI system that operates at optical wavelengths. These
components include a Newport RS4000 optical table, two New Focus Velocity 6308 tunable
lasers (λ = 665-675 nm – one laser is borrowed), a high-finesse (>200) Thorlabs SA200 F-P
Fabry-Perot spectral analyzer, a Faraday isolator, several photodiodes with amplifiers, a fem-
toWatt photoreceiver, retroreflectors (both prism and hollow), a National Instruments data
acquisition card with 4-channel analog/digital conversion, steerable mirrors, beamsplitters,
optical choppers, optical fibers, fiber couplers, a microscope for inspecting fibers, and an array
of thermistors.

With this apparatus, we have reached and extended the state of the art in precision distance
measurements at DC over distance scales of a meter under laboratory-controlled conditions.
We have attained precisions better than 100 nm, using a single tunable laser when environ-
mental conditions are carefully controlled. Precisions under uncontrolled conditions (e.g.,
air currents, temperature fluctuations) were, however, an order of magnitude worse with the
single-laser measurements. Hence last year we commissioned a dual-laser FSI system (with a
2nd laser borrowed from New Focus) that employs optical choppers to alternate the beams
introduced to the interferometer by the optical fibers. By using lasers that scan over the same
wavelength range but in opposite directions during the same short time interval, we are able
to eliminate major systematic uncertainties, a technique pioneered by the Oxford ATLAS
group.

A number of significant technical complications had to be overcome in implementing the dual-
laser system, primarily the reduction by half of the light seen by the interferometer photodiode
from each chopped beam, the reduction of useful Fabry-Perot transmission peaks, and the
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difficulty in handling “edge effects” at chopped-beam transitions, all leading to increased
statistical uncertainties in FSI distance determinations, despite the decrease in systematic
uncertainties. With refinement of our beam-chopping method and with improved analysis
software, however, we were able to overcome these hurdles. As a result, we achieved precisions
of 200 nm under highly unfavorable conditions, using the dual-laser scanning technique. This
achievement marked a major milestone in our R&D plans[17]. Results from our alignment
studies have been presented by Yang or Riles at five linear collider workshops[9, 10, 11, 13, 14];
an article concerning our single-laser benchtop FSI appeared in Applied Optics[21]. An article
on the dual-laser results was recently submitted to Applied Optics[22].

The research and results described above have been partly supported by the following NSF
and DOE grants:

• NSF Grant PHY-9984997 “Electron-Positron Collider Physics,” 6/15/00-2/28/05,
$695,661 (L3 Experiment & Linear Collider)

• NSF Subcontract 43422-7323 (Cornell U.) “Tracker Simulation Studies and Alignment
System Research and Development,” 9/15/03-8/31/04, $9,702 (Linear Collider)

• DOE Grant DE FG02 04 ER41345 “Linear Collider Tracker Simulation Studies and
Alignment System R&D,” 9/1/04-8/31/05, $45,000 (Linear Collider)

• NSF Subgrant 206381B - 5.8 (U. Oregon) “Linear Collider Tracker Simulation Studies
and Alignment System R&D,” 8/15/05-8/31/07, $40,2500 + $50,500 (Linear Collider)

Research Plan

With the international decision on ILC technology[23] and efforts underway worldwide to
create conceptual design reports for at least two detectors (using large gaseous or silicon
central trackers), it is appropriate to narrow the focus of our work in two ways. In our
detector R&D, we are addressing overall detector constraints on alignment system design,
including detailed layout of sensors and lines of sight, along with the material budget. In
our simulation studies, we are confronting specific tracking system designs with ever more
realistic detector and event reconstruction imperfections.

1) Alignment System
Now that we have achieved several key milestones in our alignment research and develop-
ment, using off-the-shelf commercial components, we are moving onto our next major goal,
miniaturization of the FSI optical components, as preparation for building a partial proto-
type of the alignment system. We are most concerned about the material and mounts for
the optical retroreflectors, since some of these components must be distributed well within
the fiducial volume of the tracking system. The Oxford ATLAS group is using aluminum
pellets which provide a simple robust solution for an LHC detector. For the ILC, however,
minimizing material is more critical than at the LHC, even for the discretely distributed
retroreflectors. Fortunately, the relatively low expected radiation doses in an ILC tracker
permit consideration of materials unsuitable for the LHC. We are attacking this R&D issue
on several fronts. We have bought and tested a variety of commercially available small plas-
tic (gridded) optical retroreflectors, which we find to work well. We are also in discussion
with several rapid-prototyping companies on customized designs, and we have exploited an
on-campus (and cheap!) rapid-prototyping 3-D printing facility to fabricate coarse prototype
retroflectors with a variety of shapes, to gain experience in handling and coating components
of this size.
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In parallel, we wish to begin confronting the technical issues in constructing multiple interfer-
ometers fed by common lasers through an optical fiber fanout. We will need to purchase fiber
splitters and additional optical and photodiode components, along with more DAQ channels,
for these multiple interferometers. Once we have multiple fiber interferometers, we can verify
with a benchtop movable-stage test that 3-D reconstruction of positions of tracker element
mockups can be achieved.

For now, we have chosen to work with optical lasers and corresponding optical components.
For development of techniques on a benchtop, that choice has proven wise in dramatically
shortening the turn-around time on configuration changes, in allowing us to exploit existing
laser/optics infrastructure in our laboratory, and in fostering a safer work environment. In
the long term, however, in building a full alignment system for a Linear Collider Detector,
we expect signficant cost reductions to be possible by using mass-produced infrared lasers
and beam components, because of the prevalence of infrared devices, including scannable
lasers, in the telecommunications industry. Within the next two years, we expect to make a
decision on whether to continue working at optical frequencies or to switch to infrared. The
decision will depend not only on the relative speeds of commercial technology improvements
at those frequencies, but also on the status of the Linear Collider development itself and the
availability of funds to move to infrared technology. The faster the ILC effort moves, the
sooner we will have to confront this important technology decision. In any case, the optical
system appears to be a solid fallback solution.

It should also be noted that the methods we develop for central and forward tracker alignment
may also prove useful for a vertex detector, where again, there is a strong desire for thin
detector material that may be subject to short-term position fluctuations. Similarly, our
methods may prove useful for alignment monitoring of accelerator components far upstream
of the detector (e.g., in the main linacs). Given the natural wide distribution of accelerator
components vs a relatively compact tracker system, however, it’s not clear that a tracker
solution will be cost effective for the accelerator. In any case, we will stay cognizant of
vertex detector and accelerator needs and explore these possibilities, as the tracking alignment
system design evolves.

2) Simulation Studies
In the coming years we will continue our study of processes that can govern the performance
requirements of the tracking system. As we’ve shown previously[12], the slepton spectral
end-point analysis is less relevant than previously thought to tracking requirements, when
uncertainty in the neutralino mass is considered. Aside possibly from special regions of
parameter space (discussed below), slepton pair production doesn’t seem to govern track
momentum resolution requirements. We are now examining other processes, starting with
Higgsstrahlung with H → µ+µ−. In a preliminary study we find[19] that this process can
be detected with nominal SiD tracking resolution for MH = 120 GeV, that the significance
of detection improves significantly with improved tracking resolution, but that the branching
ratio precision improves only modestly (for Standard Model couplings). We will study more
carefully the dependence on Higgs mass and assumed couplings. We also hope to find other
reactions that may govern track momentum resolution requirements.

A longstanding question in the Linear Collider Detector community is the importance of
material burden in the central tracking system. One naturally wishes to avoid introducing
unnecessary material in the tracker because it creates multiple scattering, affecting momen-
tum resolution for low-momentum tracks, and because it leads to photon conversions and
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electron bremsstrahlung, causing confusion in event reconstruction. On the other hand, as
discussed above, going to the extreme of an ultra-lightweight silicon tracker, to avoid material
burden, invites mechanical support and alignment troubles. We wish to help quantify this
tradeoff. Our earlier work on slepton spectral endpoints indicates that one can, in fact, toler-
ate relatively large material in the tracker, but the not-yet-addressed case of nearly denerate
sparticle masses could lead to final states of very low momenta, where the effects of multiple
scattering are more pronounced. We will carry out further Supersymmetry studies with a eye
to this issue.

We also propose to carry out more realistic analysis studies of a variety of Higgs and Supersym-
metric final states, using information from both the central tracking system and the calorime-
tery in the new detector designs. Yang has developed with colleagues on the Mini-Boone Ex-
periment at Fermilab a new general-purpose analysis technique called “boosting,”[24] which
allows the effective use of a large number of input variables for signal/background discrimina-
tion. Unlike a neural net approach, boosting is highly deterministic (minimal dependence on
arbitrary starting parameters), fast, and able to make good use of many dozens of variables.
Yang and collaborators in the Mini-Boone Experiment[25] have recently shown that boosting
gives better than a 50% improvement in signal detection efficiency (fixed background fraction)
compared to a mature neural-net algorithm that had been developed over several years for
that experiment. We believe the boosting method can be applied quite effectively in Linear
Collider studies too. As a pioneer in applying the boosting method to high energy physics
data analysis, Yang is well positioned to implement this powerful new method.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources The University of Michigan provides strong
support for high energy physics reseearch. Within the last decade the University opened up a
new 70,000 square foot Physics Research Laboratory within which our group occupies a large
5-bay area. Our group has optical tables, a variety of lasers, and many optical components
(lenses, mirrors, polarizers, Faraday rotators, electro-optic modulators, photodiodes, etc,)
useful in interferometry. The department’s high energy physics electronics lab is a state-of-
the-art electronics facility, allowing in-house design of multi-layer printed circuit boards and of
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chips. Its facilities include regular and double-
density, surface-mount assembly and test stands. The department maintains a machine shop
(and separate student shop) with computer-controlled machine tools. The department Com-
puter Services Group provides maintenance support for Windows PC’s, for our group’s small
linux cluster, and for our high-speed access to the internet. Our College of Engineering also
has micro- and nano-fabrication facilities for prototyping. The Michigan High Energy Physics
group includes 15 faculty members working on accelerator-based experiments at CERN, Fer-
milab, DESY, and Protvino.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

We will continue tracker alignment R&D. Specifically, we will continue to quantify the ro-
bustness of the dual-laser FSI system against environmental disturbances. We will tackle in
parallel the key tasks of miniaturizing the optical components of the system and demonstra-
tion with multiple interferometers of 3-D position reconstruction. We will also come up with a
conceptual design of an alignment scheme for the new silicon detector baseline tracker design
and the silicon forward disk trackers for both the gaseous and silicon central trackers. We will
write a general simulation program that allows the performance evaluation of various layout
schemes. It is envisioned that hundreds of absolute length measurements between pairs of
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reference points would be used in a global fit to determine the local and global alignment
parameters of the tracking subsystems. Status reports will be presented at Linear Collider
Workshops and technical documents written.

During the next year we will also carry out simulation studies of any tracking performance
requirements imposed by measurements of slepton production, specifically imposed by desired
precision on sparticle masses in the near-degenerate realm and by other relevant processes,
including H → µ+µ−. We will write a detailed technical report on our findings in which the
new gaseous and silicon tracker designs are compared quantitatively. Presentations will be
given at Linear Collider Workshops. Our work will focus on the SiD detector design, but we
expect to address gaseous detectors in part too.

Beyond FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

(For completeness and reference we summarize here our plans and resource needs beyond the
coming year, in preparation for upcoming technology decisions.)

We will complete a multi-interferometer, dual-laser demonstration FSI system on our bench-
top to address remaining critical technology and methodology issues, with incorporation of
miniaturized optical components. Specifically, we must design and prototype tiny mounts for
optical fiber beam delivery and return, including beam splitters and retroreflectors. We will
take full advantage, however, of the considerable R&D already carried out by the ATLAS
FSI groups. An article describing this work will be submitted for publication to a refereed
journal (probabably Nuc. Inst. Meth.), and presentations will be made at Linear Collider
Workshops.

Simulation studies in future years will depend on our findings in the coming year, but con-
centration on more detailed studies of channels found to be key is likely. We will continue to
report on our findings and make presentations at Linear Collider Workshops.

We hope by the start of the next year to have a concrete design in hand for a full alignment
system and to have evaluated singly the primary issues affecting that design. At that point
we would wish to build a partial prototype of the system to test system integration issues, in-
cluding the critical miniaturization. There is considerable uncertainty at this point, however,
since we may wish to switch at some point to infrared lasers, as discussed above. We assume
for now that we will not make that switch in the following year. A technical report will
be written on our design and prototyping work, and presentations made at Linear Collider
Workshops.

Budget justification:

In the following budget, we request half-time support for Assistant Research Scientist Haijun
Yang and part-time employment of two undergraduates. In addition, we request travel funds
for Riles and Yang to attend two Linear Collider Workshops per year. We also request funding
for laboratory equipment, specifically additional optical and electronic components needed for
the minaturization work and multichannel studies.

Third-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: University of Michigan
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Item FY2007

Asst. Research Scientist (0.5) 26
Undergraduate Students 8

Total Salaries and Wages 34
Fringe Benefits (@35%) 12

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 46
Equipment 10
Travel 6
Materials and Supplies 2

Total direct costs 64
Indirect costs (@53%) 34

Total direct and indirect costs 98
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STATUS REPORT

Long Shaping-Time Silicon Microstrip Readout

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Vitaliy Fadeyev, Alex Grillo, Greg Horn, Luke Kelley, Jurgen Kroseberg, Forest
Martinez-McKinney, Bruce Schumm, Ned Spencer, Lei Wang, Max Wilder

Santa Cruz Institute for Particle Physics

Collaborators

Mikael Berggren, Wilfrid Da Silva, Guillaume Daubard, Jacques David, Jean Francois
Genat, Jean Francois Huppert, Didier Imbault, Frederic Kapusta, Herve Lebbolo, Tranh
Hung Pham, Francois Rossel, Aurore Savoy-Navarro

LPNHE-Universite Pierre et Maris Curie/IN2P3-CNRS

Project Leader

Bruce A. Schumm
schumm@scipp.ucsc.edu
831-459-3034

Project Overview

Silicon microstrip tracking is all but guaranteed to play an essential role in any detector
that will instrument an interaction region of the International Linear Collider (ILC).
Whether reconstructing the Higgs, or measuring supersymmetric masses, the capabilities
of the ILC machine place stringent demands on the precision of charged-particle
momentum reconstruction. Solid-state tracking is unparalleled in its ability to provide
precise space points for traversing minimum-ionizing tracks. This, combined with the
large areas associated with Linear Collider tracking systems, point to microstrip sensors
as a likely component of any Linear Collider detector [1]. Indeed, three current detector
concepts – GLD, LDC, and SiD – incorporate silicon microstrip systems with active
areas in excess of 105 cm2.

Thus, there is an urgent need to put forth designs for microstrip systems that can provide
excellent point definition and momentum resolution over the full range of momenta,
while instrumenting relatively large areas within the tracking volume. Since no existing
microstrip detector is optimized to do this, particularly for the unique environment of the
ILC, microstrip tracking development lies on the critical path of ILC detector R&D.
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This R&D hinges upon the development of readout systems (both analog and digital) that
take advantage of the characteristics of the ILC beam spill. Although the selection of
beam delivery parameters is not yet finalized, the beam is expected to be delivered in
roughly 1 msec spills of bunches that cross every 250-500 nsec, with spills repeating at 5
Hz.

This spill structure is rather beneficial for microstrip tracking. If the readout electronics
can settle within 1 msec after activation, a duty cycle of approximately 10-2 can be
achieved, eliminating the need for active cooling, and its associated complexity and
material burden. On the other hand, the relatively relaxed bunch spacing allows for the
use of long shaping-time electronics, with its attendant low-noise performance. This
allows, in turn, either for the instrumentation of long daisy-chained ladders of sensors,
eliminating complexity and material by minimizing the number of readout channels, or
for the achievement of ultra-fine point resolution with shorter ladders.

The goal of the microstrip R&D work being done at SCIPP (synergistically with other
SCIPP projects, as well as collaboratively within the international SiLC group, as
represented on this proposal with the collaboration of LPNHE Paris) is the development
of a prototype readout system optimized for a generic Linear Collider Detector. This
system would include the front-end analog amplification circuitry through the
discrimination and digitization steps, as well as data processing and buffering. We hope
to be able to provide a proof-of-principle of the complete system in a test beam run in
early 2008.

Also within the scope of this proposal is the continued contribution of the SCIPP/UCSC
group to ILC tracking simulation studies. Over the years, the SCIPP/UCSC group has
made significant contributions, relying in large measure on the participation of
undergraduate thesis students from the UCSC physics department. This simulation work
is geared primarily towards resolving issues fundamental to the SiD tracker design.

Increasingly, the SCIPP ILC group is incorporating its work within the broader SiLC
group, whose interest encompasses the gamut of silicon tracking applications for the ILC,
including both central and forward systems, as well as microstrip tracking layers that will
be ancillary to information provided by a large-volume TPC. The collaborating institute
on this proposal (LPNHE Paris) is the lead institute of the SiLC group; their appearance
on this proposal represents the mutual commitment of SCIPP and SiLC to continue and
enhance collaboration on R&D for ILC silicon microstrip tracking.

If built, the International Linear Collider would offer a vast potential for precise,
definitive tests of the Standard Model and the exploration of a wide range of possible
extensions to the Standard Model. The precision and reliability of the detector must meet
this challenge. Given this, there is a natural direction for silicon microstrip R&D: to
develop the capability to read out long sensor ladders (of 1-2 meters in length) with a
minimal number of electronic channels. The readout should also be designed to exploit
the ILC’s relaxed duty-cycle to avoid the material and complication associated with
active cooling of the readout system. In addition, the electronics should be versatile
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enough to provide an optimal solution for reading out shorter strips in the high-rate
environment encountered in the forward tracking system.

For the central tracking region, the ILC/SiD tracking group at SLAC (with collaborators
at Oregon, BNL and FNAL) has proposed an alternative to this natural approach – tiling
the region with short (10cm) sensor ladders – that may offer an advantage in pattern
recognition due to the increased segmentation in the direction parallel to the beamline.
This approach presents numerous challenges, such as the development of a lightweight
support structure that can position the short modules with sufficient accuracy, and a
readout system with low enough mass to avoid compromising the tracker and calorimeter
performance. An aggressive program is underway at SLAC to demonstrate that this can
be done without sacrificing the accuracy and economy promised by the long-ladder
approach; software studies are also being done within SiD (to which SCIPP is
contributing, and which comprise a portion of this proposal) that will explore the need for
this increased segmentation.

For all three of these applications – long or short ladders in the low-rate central tracking
environment, or short ladders in the high-rate forward tracking region – we believe that
our LSTFE (Long Shaping Time Front-End) chip to be an essential development path for
the ILC community, and one that should be pursued with highest priority. The reasons for
this are as follows.

The SCIPP LSTFE effort is based on the philosophy of developing an efficient
amplification and digitization scheme that provides only the information warranted by the
readout of microstrip sensors employed by an ILC detector. The LSTFE design is
rigorously optimized for ILC microstrip readout, making use of the results from a
complete simulation of the collection, amplification, digitization, and reconstruction
chain. Following a low noise pre-amplifier and µsec-scale shaper, the signal is evaluated
by two comparators – one with a high threshold to suppress noise hits, and the second
with a lower threshold to provide pulse-integral information in the region surrounding a
high-threshold crossing. The gain of the amplification stages is high, with pulse height
(but not integral) saturating between two and four times minimum ionizing. In this way,
the application of the high and low thresholds is made insensitive to irreducible channel-
to-channel variations. Analog information (up to over 100 times minimum ionizing) is
provided by time-over-threshold from the second comparator – an effectively logarithmic
response that emphasizes the minimum-ionizing region for which the reconstruction of an
accurate centroid is necessary to provide a point resolution of better than 7 µm. Studies
done with the pulse-development and readout simulation suggest that, due to the intrinsic
limitations of the charge deposition process, no usable information is lost by this time-
over-threshold approach, and the 7 µm goal can be achieved (see Figure 1).

The use of time-over-threshold offers a number of critical advantages over full analog-to-
digital conversion. The chip’s proposed digital architecture (currently implemented in
basic form on FPGA’s at SCIPP) allows for the accumulation of time-over-threshold
information in real time, eliminating the need for buffering. Thus, the LSTFE approach
will allow for operation at arbitrarily high data rates with close to single-bucket timing,
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an essential feature for forward-tracking applications. In addition, the dual-comparator
time-over-threshold solution is elegant, avoiding a great deal of complexity. As a result,
substantial headway has been made with the initial design of the LSTFE, and we appear
to be well on our way to producing a chip that will have all the required functionality
needed for the optimal readout of ILC detector microstrips. The relative simplicity of the
LSTFE design is also advantageous for the kilo-channel ASIC application envisioned in
the SLAC tracker design, for which the issue of channel yield will be of central
importance.

Figure 1: Resolution for 167cm- and 132cm-long 50 µm pitch ladders, as a function of the low-
comparator threshold setting, from the SCIPP pulse development simulation.

For central tracking, the LSTFE approach is applicable to both long- and short-ladder
designs (with a minor change in the amplification and shaping parameters). Should the
SLAC effort to develop sensors, servicing, and mechanical support for a short-ladder
design show that to be an attractive approach, a natural point of collaboration would
arise: using the LSTFE channel design in a kilo-channel chip with bump-bond channel
contacts, producing an optimized detector/readout module appropriate for any region of
the detector. Should long ladders be thought a better option for central tracking, the
LSTFE chip will again provide an optimal approach to reading out the sensors.

The block design of the LSTFE prototype chip is shown in Figure 2. To maximize
sensitivity for minimum-ionizing pulses, the preamplifier begins to saturate for pulse
heights above twice minimum ionizing. For larger pulses, the “Ramp Control” circuitry
acts to pull the signal out of saturation after an elapsed period that is roughly proportional
to the logarithm of the pulse height, providing pulse-height resolution adequate for dE/dX
measurements of adequate accuracy for the steeply-varying 1/β2 regime.
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After the preamp and shaper stages, the amplified signal is brought in parallel to two
identical comparators, one that imposes a high threshold (to limit occupancy), and the
other a low threshold (to accumulate pulse-integral information). The comparator
sampling rate will be controlled by a clock with a period of between one-tenth and one-
third the shaping time (200-400 nsec), depending on the chosen shaping time. Low
threshold crossings will only be identified and recorded if they are within two channels of
a channel that has undergone a high-threshold crossing within a time window that is
within three σt of the high-threshold crossing, where σt is the temporal resolution of the
low-threshold comparator.

Figure 2: Block design of the LSTFE prototype chip.

Finally, switching circuitry (“Power On”) is designed to toggle the chip from an active
state to an isolated dormant state that reduces power consumption from approximately
750 µW to 0.5 µW per channel, effectively eliminating the chip’s power consumption
during the dormant phase. The circuitry is designed to reach stable operation within 1 ms
of toggling back into the active state.
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Status Report

Substantial progress has been made to date on the LSTFE design. Over the 2006 fiscal
year, the LSTFE-1 prototype has been available for testing, and many of the design
features, including the projected noise performance, have been demonstrated. Results are
repeatable, with three LSTFE boards currently performing at this level. We have learned
much from the LSTFE-1 prototype, and expect to submit a correspondingly modified
LSTFE-2 chip in early 2007, which should then hope to exercise in a testbeam run in
early 2008.

Figure 3: Noise in equivalent electrons vs. load capacitance, as extracted from comparator
excitation data. The purple dotted line represents the expectation used in the pulse-development
simulation, while the dashed green line represents the load associated with a 100cm ladder. The

fit to data (black line) yields σn = 375 + 8.9*C

Initial tests of the LSTFE-1 revealed environmental sensitivity that introduced noise 2-3
times higher than expectations. This additional noise was traced to a sensitivity to power-
supply ripple, and has been attenuated using filtering toroids on external power lines.
This sensitivity has been modeled in simulation, and eliminated for the LSTFE-2 design
by the addition of additional buffering. With the use of toroids for the LSTFE-1 system,
measurements of the comparator efficiency as a function of threshold level indicated that
the noise at the comparator is gaussian, as expected from the white noise generated by the
preamplifier transistor. Figure 3 shows the measured noise performance as a function of
the capacitive load applied to the channel input, compared to the expectation (dotted
purple line) on which our pulse-development simulation was based. The measured noise
performance of

σn = 375 + 8.9*C
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in equivalent electrons, with the capacitance C in pF, is roughly 20% better than
expectations for C = 130 pF, the capacitive load associated with a ladder of 1 meter
length.

We have tested the dual-comparator channel readout, and found that the behavior of the
two comparator channels is fully independent, with no discernable cross-talk from the
low-threshold comparator into the high-threshold comparator for a given channel.

Figure 4: Switch-on time for the preamp and shaper circuitry for case where leakage-cancellation
current (approximately 800 pA) is applied to the preamp input. The preamp and shaper are

biased, and exhibit full gain, at the point that the traces return to baseline, approximately 900 µs
after the downward transition on the control line.

An essential feature of the LSTFE design, necessary to avoid unnecessary power
consumption and the need for active cooling of the tracker, is fast power-switching. The
approach employed for the LSTFE-1 prototype involved isolating the power-on bias
levels during the power-down part of the power cycle, thus reducing to 1 msec or less the
time required to restore the power-on bias levels. For the LSTFE-1 prototype, leakage
currents (presumably through the protection diodes at each channel’s input) compromise
this isolation, leading to switch-on times of between 20-40 msec, which would
correspond to a 5-10 times power savings for the 5 Hz operation of the ILC. However,
the injections of a small (less than 1 nA) current into the front-end can be used to cancel
the protection diode leakage, leading to switch-on times of less than 1 msec, and a power
savings of 99% (see Figure 4). Excitation of the chip with a minimum-ionizing scale

Preamp Response

Power Control

Shaper Response
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calibration pulse shows that the chip is fully functional at the point at which the shaper
response has returned to baseline, approximately 900 µsec after switch-on.  Based on
these results, the LSTFE-2 design will incorporate a low-power active feedback that
maintains the power-on bias levels during the power-off stage, thus achieving the better
than 1 msec switch-on time achieved in the test of Figure 4.

One concern with the progression to ever-smaller feature sizes is the accuracy of channel-
to-channel matching, which degrades as surface geometrical tolerances become an ever-
larger fraction of the total component area. Of particular concern to tracking devices,
which need to suppress backgrounds to minimum-ionizing signals, is the consistency of
the effective comparator threshold from across the channels of the chip. By employing a
high gain, the LSTFE design hopes to avoid degradation of the noise-suppression
capability of the readout, or the need to develop a system to control individual channel
thresholds. Initial studies, with the limited statistics of the outputs of the32 comparators
of a two LSTFE chips, show an rms offset variation of less than 10 mV. At a gain of 150
mV/fC, this corresponds to an effective threshold-level variation of better than 6%, or
about _ of the expected white noise contribution, for a comparator setting of 1.2 fC. This,
combined with an observed gain variation of approximately 1% for the same 32 channels,
indicates that the current design is in good shape with respect to channel-to-channel
matching. Nonetheless, we have identified one or two ideas to explore to further reduce
the effective noise contribution from channel-to-channel variation, and are exploring
these for the LSTFE-2 submission.

Figure 5: Long ladder construction at SCIPP. At left is a 120cm ladder constructed by daisy-
chaining four 40cm modules. The mechanical connection between 40cm modules is shown in the

two photographs at right.
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Another critical step in the development of a long-ladder prototype, as our attention
begins to shift from individual chip performance towards overall system issues, is the
operation and readout of an actual silicon microstrip ladder. SCIPP staff have constructed
a modular long-ladder system, show in Figure 5. Using eight-channel “cut-off” sensors
from the GLAST production, we have developed 40-cm (four-sensor) modules, with
mechanical connectors that allow four-sensor module assemblies to be added or removed
without the need to place the unwieldy assembly on a bonding machine.

To date, studies with the long-ladder modules have been restricted to a single 40cm
ladder, representing approximately 50 pF of capacitive load. With this spatially-extended
load, we are observing approximately 30% larger noise than when the readout channel is
loaded with a discreet 50 pF capacitor at its input. We are beginning a series of studies
designed to characterize this extra noise: it may be due to sensor effects (Johnson noise
from the bias resistors and/or shot noise from leakage currents), an inadequate grounding
scheme, or to electrostatic or radio frequency pickup. In any regard, we hope to emerge
from these studies with a much better understanding of what it takes to operate long
ladders with long shaping-time readout in a realistic environment – an important generic
issue for ILC microstrip R&D.

Finally, we are active in the simulation of the SiD detector. Over the past year or two,
Schumm has been working with UCSC undergraduate senior thesis students to
understand the capability of the baseline SiD design for reconstructing tracks that begin
outside the innermost layers of the vertex detector. This group has made use of code
originally written by Tim Nelson at SLAC that used only the five central tracking layers
to find prompt tracks in the event that the vertex detector is not operational. The UCSC
group has adapted this code to look for non-prompt tracks in the sample of hits left over
after the hits on the tracks found by the vertex-detector seeded track reconstruction have
been removed. Preliminarily, the group has found that requiring such reconstructed tracks
to have five hits is necessary to avoid undue contributions from random hit combinations.
Since the five-hit requirement eliminates all tracks that originate outside the 20cm radius
of the inner layer of the central tracker, this algorithm is only about 40% efficient at
reconstructing non-prompt tracks. This study has assumed no z-segmentation of the SiD
central tracker; we are now further modifying the algorithm to incorporate segmentation,
in order to see if the purity of four-hit tracks can be improved enough to make them
useful. We also hope to begin exploring the advantage of adding in calorimeter-seeded
tracks, beginning with the reconstruction code developed at Kansas State that uses
calorimeter stubs to seed the search for K0

L.

During the remainder of FY2006, which began approximately three months prior to the
writing of this proposal, the readout development will begin to focus on preparation for a
testbeam run that would take place in early 2008. The LSTFE-2 chip will be designed
with 128 channels, with a pad geometry that will allow for its use in a testbeam
prototype. We expect to submit this chip by February 2007, and to begin testing it in late
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March. Meanwhile, we will begin the construction of a prototype long (~1 meter) ladder
of sensors appropriate for exploring the long shaping-time, precise resolution
requirements of the ILC tracker. We are currently discussing with the SiLC (international
Silicon for the Linear Collider) group how this ladder can serve as a generic apparatus for
the 2008 testbeam run, for which we hope to participate as one of several groups taking
part in a collaborative SiLC testbeam run at CERN or FNAL. With the SiLC group, we
will develop a set of specifications that will allow groups interested in microstrip readout
to make use of the ladder. Similarly, we will tailor our back-end digital readout to
specifications developed by the SiLC data acquisition group. Construction of this long
ladder, and preparation for the testbeam run, should begin in FY2006 and extend into the
period of activity of the current (FY2007) proposal.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

There will be two main activities in FY2007: preparation for and execution of the first
testbeam run in early 2008, and then the development of the final (LSTFE-3) prototype.
Principal Investigator Schumm will also continue to work with UCSC undergraduates to
explore the pattern-recognition capabilities of the SiD tracker.

The first four months of the grant period (September through December, 2007) will be
devoted primarily to the preparation of the long ladder for the testbeam run, as well as the
integration of the LSTFE-2 into the SiLC common data acquisition system.  The
mechanical design and construction will be lead by technician Forest Martinez-
McKinney, who developed and built the test-bench ladder shown in Figure 5. Electrical
technician Max Wilder will also be needed to provide help with the integration of the
electronics and data acquisition interface.

For much of the data acquisition work, organization of the testbeam run itself, and
analysis of the testbeam data, we will rely on Assistant Project Scientist Vitaliy Fadayev,
a recent addition to the SCIPP staff who gained extensive experience in the development
of micrsotrip readout and data acquisition during his recent postdoctoral years at LBNL.
Fadayev is currently leading the LSTFE testing effort, and his contributions have been
integral to the progress reported so far.

In early 2008, the group will send two members to either Fermilab or CERN (depending
on the location of the SiLC testbeam run) for one to two weeks to participate in the test
run. Fadayev and either Schumm or Martinez-McKinney (depending on SiLC needs) will
travel to the testbeam run. Analysis of testbeam data will proceed throughout the winter
of 2008, led by Fadayev and Schumm, and most likely involving one or two
undergraduate thesis students (sophomore Luke Kelley has recently joined the group for
this purpose, and is beginning to work with the pulse-development simulation in
preparation for a contribution to the testbeam data analysis next sping). The primary
goals of the testbeam run will be to show that the LSTFE readout approach can do single
minimum-ionizing particle detection, with appropriate (2x10-2 or better) zero-
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suppression, while achieving a point-resolution of better than 10 µm for incident angles
of 45 degrees or less.

Based on experience gained from the testbeam run, including both operational experience
as well as the results of the testbeam data analysis, we will begin the design of the final
(LSTFE-3) prototype chip. In addition to addressing any design deficiencies that may be
identified from the preparation, execution, and analysis of the testbeam run, we will
conduct a final optimization of the chip’s performance specifications. In particular, the
current optimization is focused on the use of the chip to read out long ladders in the
central region. The next step to be addressed in the design of the LSTFE chip may be to
produce a version optimized for the readout of shorter forward-tracking ladders, which
would benefit from a somewhat shorter shaping time to provide more precise timing
resolution as well as the maximize the rate capability of the chip.

Thus, we propose the follow deliverables for the funded period (2007-2008):

•  An LSTFE prototype, with 1 msec power-switching capability, suitable for use in a
testbeam run

•  A long (~ 1m) ladder, to be used as a generic test facility for SiLC electronics
development studies

•  Participation in a testbeam run, and demonstration of minimum-ionizing detection
capabilities, with point resolution of better than 10 µm for any incident angle.

•  Progress on development of the final LSTFE prototype, optimized for forward
tracking if appropriate.

Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007

There remains a clear R&D path beyond the testbeam activity of FY2007, although
it will almost certainly be in the context of a closer cooperation with the SiLC group
and its overall goals of developing microstrip instrumentation for the various ILC
detector designs, including of course SiD. Although discussions within SiLC have
not gone beyond the 2007-2008 testbeam effort, if a detector TDR (or several
TDR’s) are to be generated by 2011, a number of critical areas that will require
progress will likely remain wholly unaddressed by the end of 2007-2008. These
issues are largely associated with the integration of the sensors and readout into the
full system, and include power distribution, shielding schemes, and data
transmission. The latter of these items is particularly closely coupled to the readout
scheme, and would be a natural place for SCIPP to contribute. Initial discussions
with engineering faculty who are part of SCIPP suggest that the development of
burst-mode optoelectronic transmission components would be quite feasible in
collaboration with faculty in the Electrical Engineering Department, which has a
particular expertise in optoelectronics, as well as a direct connection with SCIPP
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(two engineering faculty, both with extensive backgrounds in optoelectonics, are on
the SCIPP roster).

Another area that will require further development is the digital architecture, currently
designed but not yet implemented.  It was our hope to deliver this, along with the analog
front-end, at the time of the testbeam run, but the level of effort permitted by our
requested funding level will probably not permit this. Developing the digital protocols on
an FPGA will probably require about 6 months time from a postdoc or 4 months time
from Vitaliy Fadayev; transferring this protocol onto the front-end ASIC will probably
require another few months of engineering time as well as another fabrication run.

Perhaps most importantly though, after the testbeam run of 2008, we envision a second
optimization of the LSTFE chip, very likely with an eye towards forward tracking. The
changes to the version optimized for central tracking would not be major: reducing the
shaping time to be commensurate with the strip lengths chosen for the various systems,
and making the return-to-baseline as short as possible to maximize the data-rate
capabilities of the readout. The fabrication of this re-optimized chip would be combined
with the migration of the digital architecture from an external FPGA onto the front-end
ASIC, so for now we only envision one more LSTFE prototyping fabrication beyond
2008 (we also envision two prototyping runs of the optoelectronic readout chip).

Budgets

Total Project Budget, in then-year k$

Item FY2007
Other Professionals 36
Graduate Students 0
Undergraduate Students 0
Total Salaries and Wages 36
Fringe Benefits 9
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits 45
Equipment 0
Travel 7
Materials and Supplies 5
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 57
Indirect costs 29
Total direct
and indirect costs 86
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Budget justification

Although we engage several undergraduates in the LSTFE development work, and intend
to continue to do so, they do so in pursuit of their senior thesis requirement, and do not
require support. In addition, we do not ask for funding for lead engineer Ned Spencer, as
we will be making use of independent, unrestricted funding from our main (“Task A”)
DOE grant. Postdoctoral fellows Kroseberg and Wang work primarily on BaBar, and will
only spend a fraction of their time on ICL R&D, and thus are funded from the TASK A
grant. The funding requested here is primarily to support staff that will be instrumental to
the success of the project: technicians Forest Martinez-McKinney and Max Wilder, and
project scientist Vitaliy Fadeyev. All three of these have extensive experience in the
development and deployment of microstrip readout systems, and will essential to
reaching the milestones set forth just above. In addition, we will require support ($6500)
for travel and lodging for the 2008 SiLC test beam run, as well as a materials and supply
budget ($5500) for the components that we will bring to the run. Preparing for and
executing the testbeam run within this budget will require substantial collaboration with
the broader SiLC effort; these discussions are now getting underway.

As indicated above, the portion of the requested $86,000 that is requested for fringe
benefits is approximately $9,000. Fringe benefit rates vary between 23.3% and 26.1% of
base compensation, depending on the position. Indirect costs, at a rate of 51.0%, amount
to approximately $29,000.
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STATUS REPORT

Continuation of Reconstruction Studies for the

SiD Barrel Outer Tracker

December 15, 2006

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Frederic Blanc, Stephen R. Wagner - University of Colorado, Boulder

Collaborators

None at current time

Project Leader

Stephen R. Wagner
stevew@pizero.colorado.edu
(303) 735-6072

Project Overview

Further development of tracking code for SiD Barrel and Endcap Outer Tracker. Finish
development of simple (Kalman) fitter to properly take into account material scattering in
detector, and compare with results from existing weight-matrix and helix fitters. Incorporate
elements of light-weight Kalman fitter into pattern recognition studies, and produce and
support SiD barrel and endcap reconstruction packages that inter-operate with the other
standard classes and packages to produce tracks which can be used by other groups for
detector optimization and physics justification studies. Contribute to the improvement of
base tracking classes in org.lcsim, the Java/JAS-based Monte Carlo (MC) reconstruction
package, to make them more functional for tracking developers and those doing detailed
physics analysis studies. Bring experience gained working on CMS tracking detector to SiD
track reconstruction, as the detectors and problems faced are very similar.

Status Report

Wagner’s FY06 activities related to this project:

• Participant and member of Organizing Committee, American Linear Collider Physics
Group Detector Simulation Workshop at University of Colorado, January 9-11, 2006.

• Migrated track finding and fitting code in org.lcsim from 2D circle tracks to full 3D
helix tracks.

• Attended SiD Detector Workshop Oct 26-28, 2006 at SLAC; presented brief status report
at tracking/vertexing parallel session.

1
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Blanc’s FY06 activities related to the project:

• Attended the American Linear Collider Physics Group Detector Simulation Workshop
at University of Colorado, January 9-11, 2006.

• Attended the Vancouver Linear Collider Workshop, July 19-22, 2006. Presented the
status of the track finding (SODTrackFinder) and track fitting (KFFitter) packages.
Blanc was awarded a VLCW06 Fellowship for young scientists which helped pay a portion
of his travel costs.

• Finished porting the track finding code (SODTrackFinder) to the JAS3/org.lcsim
framework, and made it available to other user through the CVS repository.

• Started the development of a track fitting code using the Kalman Filter technique. This
code is now able to reproduce the results of a helix fit by ignoring the effects of the
detector material.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the fitted transverse momentum pT from a helix fit to the
track reconstructed with the SODTrackFinder package. The data are from 10GeV/c
single-track pion Monte-Carlo generated with the sidaug05 detector configuration.
This plot and subsequent ones were made in the JAS3 framework.

The porting of the existing track finder in the outer barrel, SODTrackFinder, to the org.lcsim
framework was finished in FY06. The performance of the code was tested on data gener-
ated for the Silicon Detector August 2005 (Snowmass) 2 milliradian version of the detector
(sidaug05). These studies showed the high efficiency of the hit-adding algorithm. Over 99.9%
of the tracks with pT > 5GeV/c are reconstructed with at least 9 hits in 10 layers. At
pT = 2GeV/c, the efficiency is reduced to 99.3%, due to the effect of increased curvature of
the tracks.

In physics 2-jet events, the efficiency for reconstructing randomly embedded Z 0 → µ+µ−

decays is 99.5%, and is reduced to 97% when the muon tracks are near the center of the
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jet. The latter reduction is believed to be due to the embedding technique and is subject of
further investigation.

Since the code to find tracks solely in the pixel vertex detector in org.lcsim is not yet complete
(Rich Partridge is porting this code), Blanc wrote a package to find these tracks using Monte
Carlo truth (but using the smeared hits). This package puts a list of standard org.lcsim
tracks into the event, so it can trivially be changed out to use the realistic finding package
once that is available, with no changes required to subsequent code.

With these tracks which include the z information provided by the pixel-based vertex detec-
tors, Wagner upgraded the 2D circle finding and fitting code in SODTrackFinder to a full 3D
helix fit. The purpose of the helix fit is to provide the Kalman Filter fitter with reasonable
initial parameters describing the particle trajectory. Blanc and Wagner applied a series of test
to the helix fitter to evaluate resolution effects. A resolution ∆pT /pT ≈ 0.2% is found for the
measured transverse momentum in tracks generated in the range 2 − 20GeV/c (see Fig. 1).
It is also found that the bias between the measured and generated value of pT is less than
0.1%. The resolution for other track parameters (distance of closest approach, dip angle, and
z0) was also measured. The distributions of the fitted z0 and tan(λ) parameters are shown
in Fig. 2 for 10GeV/c single-track events generated with tan(λ) = 0. Blanc presented the
results of these studies at the Vancouver Linear Collider Workshop (July 2006), as well as
intermediate status reports at SiD Tracking and Simulation meetings.
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Figure 2: Distributions of the fitted z0 (left) and tan(λ) (right) from a helix fit to the
track reconstructed with the SODTrackFinder package. The r.m.s. resolutions are
5.5 µm for z0 and 155 µrad for the dip angle (tan λ). The data are from 10GeV/c
single-track pion Monte-Carlo generated with the sidaug05 detector configuration.

The SODTrackFinder package has been made available to other users through the CVS repos-
itory. Feedback from the other groups who have checked it out and used it has resulted in
improvements to the code.

In presence of a uniform magnetic field, charge particle trajectories in vacuum are described
by a helix. In a particle detector, however, the trajectory is modified from its ideal helix
representation due to energy loss and multiple scattering in the matter of the detector, as
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well as to irregularities in the magnetic field. These effects can be optimally accounted for
with the Kalman Filter technique [1, 2].

Blanc has developed a new package, KFFitter, designed to implement a Kalman Filter for
fitting particle trajectories in the SiD detector. The Maven code management software was
used as development tool, and the code was tested both with command line calls and with
JAS3 to produce diagnostic figures. The code is based on a modular and flexible implemen-
tation inspired by the Kalman-based fitter used in the BABAR experiment [3]. Tracks are
defined as collections of sites, which may be any combination of measurement, material, and
magnetic field irregularity locations. The Kalman Filter is applied by propagating the track
fit parameters from one site to the next, and each site’s properties are used in the refinement
of the parameters. The track propagation is done in both directions from and toward the pro-
duction point of the particle. The optimum track parameters are obtained from the average
of the inward and outward fits.

In the current implementation of KFFitter, only measurement sites are being used while
matter effects are ignored. One of the top priorities for future developments is to include the
effects of material and, if needed, of the magnetic field variations. Without accounting for
material interactions, the performance of the Kalman Filter is expected to be comparable to
that of the helix fit. This was tested on 20GeV/c single-track Monte Carlo. The results are
illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the fitted pT with the helix and Kalman Filter fitters. The
high correlation between the helix and Kalman Filter parameters is illustrated for the trans-
verse momentum in Fig. 4, demonstrating that the Kalman Filter code is working properly.
The approximately 14MeV/c bias (0.07%) present in both fitters is likely due to the neglect
of material effects. This bias is expected to vanish when the material effects will be properly
accounted for in the Kalman Filter.

A preliminary version of the KFFitter package has been submitted to the contribution area of
the CVS repository, and is available for other groups to use. Feedback from users is expected
to contribute to a rapid convergence toward a stable and efficient fitter.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

We will finish the work needed to use the SODTrackFinder hit-adding code on tracks going
through the forward disks of the outer detector.

We plan to continue to develop the track fitting package KFFitter to include material and
geometrical characteristics of the detector. The packages will be tested on physics events.
Performance factors such as efficiency, resolution and speed will be used to design improve-
ments to the code. Ultimately, the Kalman Filter and the track finder will be combined to
reconstruct tracks faster and more efficiently.

We will participate in final optimization of SiD detector for LOI/TDR using tools we develop,
and we will continue to support others using these tools.

The work done on SODTrackFinder and KFFitter has utilized the simplified detector geom-
etry used in GEANT4 Monte Carlo studies so far (such as the sidaug05 detector). Recently
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Figure 3: Distribution of the fitted transverse momentum pT from a helix fit (left)
and from a Kalman Filter fit (right). The fractional r.m.s. resolutions are 0.15%
and 0.14%, respectively. The data are from 20GeV/c single-track pion Monte-Carlo
generated with the sidaug05 detector configuration.

a much more detailed detector description has become available through the work of Tim
Nelson and Jeremy McCormick at SLAC. While this geometry will most likely be used to
fine-tune the simplified detector geometry used in most SiD Monte Carlo studies, if this be-
comes the preferred way to do physics Monte Carlo studies we will migrate our code to this
geometry as best as time allows.

Budget justification: University of Colorado, Boulder

The majority of the FY05 and FY06 funding ($27K and $31K, respectively) spent or obligated
so far goes to pay the salary of Blanc for the fraction of his time he working on the LCDRD
project, and to cover the travel expenses of Wagner and Blanc for this activity.

The majority of the funding being requested is for half of a post-doc’s salary for FY07. It is
expected the remander of this post-doc’s salary will come from the CU base DOE grant (as is
the case with Blanc now), and that they will spend the remander of their time on one of that
grant’s funded projects (most probably CMS, but possibly BaBar or the neutrino program).

There is also a line to hire one undergraduate (at a time) for 10 hours/week during the
school years and 40 hours/week during the summers. While we would like to get more
undergraduates involved, we assume any additional ones will be funded through the CU
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP).

The Equipment funds are to provide desktop computing for those working on this project.
The Travel request assumes one US conference or workshop and one foreign conference, and
includes the travel of the the Project Leader for the work proposed.
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Helix vs Kalman Filter

Figure 4: Distribution of the transverse momentum pT of tracks fitted with a helix
parametrization (vertical) versus the pT obtained from a Kalman Filter fit (horizon-
tal). The data are from 20GeV/c single-track pion Monte-Carlo generated with the
sidaug05 detector configuration.

Benefits are calculated at 25.0% of salary for the post-doc and 0.9% for the undergraduate,
and indirect costs are calculated at 49% of direct costs. These rates are those used in the CU
base grant.

One-year (FY07) budget

Institution: University of Colorado, Boulder

Item FY2007 Total

Post-Doctoral Research Associate 24.4 24.4
Undergraduate Students 8.0 8.0

Total Salaries and Wages 32.4 32.4
Fringe Benefits 6.2 6.2

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 38.6 38.6
Equipment 2 2

Travel 3 3

Total direct costs 43.6 43.6
Indirect costs 21.4 21.4

Total direct and indirect costs 65.0 65.0

References

[1] P. Billoir, NIM A225 (1984) 352
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STATUS REPORT

Calorimeter-assisted Tracking for Particle Flow and Reconstruc-
tion of Long-lived Particles with the SiD Detector

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding T. Bolton1, D. Onoprienko1, E. von
Toerne1,2

1 Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS
2 Bonn University, Germany (no funds are requested for Bonn University)

Collaborators Collaborators
M. Demarteau et al., FNAL
N. Graf et al., SLAC
U. Mallik et al., University of Iowa
Collaborating personnel will work on the project but are not requesting funding here.

Project Leader E. von Toerne
evt@fnal.gov
(785)532 1644

Project Overview The high energy physics group at Kansas State University participates in
the Silicon Detector (SiD) design study [2]. The SiD has excellent prospects for the application
of particle flow algorithms, resulting in improved energy and momentum measurements.

One interesting aspect relevant for the SiD design is the reconstruction of long-lived particles,
such as K0

S and Λ0. Inside-to-outside tracking algorithms for the SiD require at least 3
Vertex detector hits that are usually absent on tracks from the decays of long-lived particles.
Outside-to-inside algortihms that rely on the tracker alone are expected to have little impact
if the SiD tracker will be axial-only.

Our algoritmm, the Garfield trackfinder package, has been written for the specific purpose of
reconstructing long-lived particles in the context of the SiD detector.

We reconstruct tracks by using ECAL clusters (MIP-stubs) as seeds for tracks which are
then extrapolated into the tracker volume. The advantage compared to solely tracker based
outside-to-inside algorithms is obvious since the Electromganetic calorimeter for SiD will be
finely semgmented with a large number of layers (∼30). So the ECAL alone gives a fair
track seed. The cluster provides the track’s endpoint and the track direction at that point.
The algorithm extrapolates the track into the tracking volume and assigns tracker hits to the
track. The algorithm constitutes a full outside-to-inside tracking algorithm that complements
the standard (inside-to-outside) tracking algorithm. Further information can be found here
[3]). Figure 1 shows a reconstructed K0

S decay in a top-pair event at 500 GeV center-of-mass
energy.
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Figure 1: Simulated K0
S → π+π− decay in a top-pair event at 500 GeV center-

of-mass energy. The K0
S decay vertex is located in the 4 o’clock position. the

first and second outer tracker layer. Left: Event Display showing the tracks from
the K0

S decay and some other tracks reconstructed with the Garfield algorithm.
Right: Event Display showing all charged particles.

Status Report

Status of the algorithm A proof-of-principle version was completed in the summer of
2004 and was presented at the ALCPG meeting in Victoria and at several other occasions
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. A recent update was given at the SiD workshop at SLAC and also at
DPF2006[10, 11].

The algorithm is comprised of about 5,000 lines of code and has been implemented for some
time as part of the standard java-based reconstruction software (org.lcsim). Our code is
available through CVS and through the package’s homepage [12].

Recent work went into improving our code which is part of the org-lcsim package1 In earlier
versions the yield of reconstructed K0

S → π+π− was not yet satisfactory in multi-hadronic
events such a tt̄ events with up to 6 jets. In 2006 we gave highest priority to this issue and
postponed some of the physics reach studies to FY07. The low efficieny issue is now resolved
and we obtain reasonable reconstruction efficiencies in ’busy’ events. The code has been
submitted to CVS and is ready for particle flow applications.

Improvements were made in three ways.

1. Cleaner hit lists. We designed our algortihm to run after the standard tracking algo-
rithm which will use vertex detector seeds, and that our tracking would run on hits not

1Org-lcsim is the LCIO compliant version of the java-based ILC software.
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yet assigned to tracks. When we ported our code to org.lcsim we were the first tracking
algorithm and for some time we ran on the full hit lists with dismal consequences for
the performance.
Since the available inside-to-outside tracking algorithms for org.lcsim were either not
committed to the CVS repository or not fully completed, we finally decided to write
a track cheater package (a Monte Carlo-truth-based algorithm) as a replacement for
standard tracking. The cheater algorithm identifies tracks which originate from within 3
cm from the beam axis and have at least 3 vertex detector hits. We would like to point
out that this is the only part of our package that uses MC truth, that this function is not
a core part of our package and that we will replace it by a true reconstruction algorithm
as soon as one becomes available.

2. Better mipstub reconstruction. A mipstub is the short track of a minimum ionizing
particle in the calorimeter. In earlier versions we used the standard Calorimeter cluster
algorithm (NearestNeighborClusterer) and considered all clusters to be Mipstubs. We
tested the University of Iowa Mipfinder with our package. We used the standard config-
uration and also a version customized with our needs. Best results were obtained with
a combination of different finders (NearestNeighbor, customized mipfinder, standard
mipfinder). 2

3. Improved track fitting. We slightly modified our χ2-fitting routines and improved
speed and performance.

Reconstruction Efficiency in single K0
S events and in tt̄ at ECM = 500 GeV Ef-

ficiency for single K0s events as well as K0s efficiencies in multihadronic events have been
calculated using Monte Carlo samples generated by the SLAC group. We used samples based
on the the most recent detector description for which Monte Carlo samples were available
(sid00)[1].

Reconstruction efficiencies are shown as a function of the decay radius of the K0
S in Figure 2

(left plot). Efficiencies for different Mipfinders are shown: (standard mipfinder, customized
mipfinder, combination of NearestNeighborClusterer and the two mipfinders. The require-
ment of at least three hits in the tracker limits the reconstruction efficiency to the radius
of the third layer (∼725 mm) in the barrel. It is interesting to note that the efficiency also
depends on the distance to the nearest barrel layer. Radii of less than 30 have also a small
efficiency since these tracks have enough vertex detector hits to be reconstructed by standard
tracking and are therefore masked for Garfield tracking.

The right plot Figure 2 shows the overall K0
S → π+pi− efficiency as a function of the K0

S

momentum. The efficiency drops for large momenta because of the increasing number of
Kshorts reaching the calorimeter intact. If the efficiency is calculated based on K0

S that
actually decay in the sensitive detector region (R between 30 and 725 cm), the efficiency stays

2When several mipfinder are run together, they all provide seeds and possibly tracks. Double -counting of tracks
is avoided by the requirement that tracks are not allowed to share more than one hit.
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flat at about 75% and decreases for low momentum tracks due to the increase probablility
for a pion from a K0

S decay to become a curler.

In Figure3 the efficiency for K0
S in tt̄ events at

√
s=500 GeV is shown (K0

S rightarrow π+π−

with R between 30 - 725 mm).The efficiencies are well above 50% for high momentum K0
S .
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Figure 2: Reconstruction efficiencies for K0
S → π+π−. Efficiencies are for single-K0

S

events. Left: Efficiencies as a function of the decay radius, right: as a function of the
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FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

In FY2007 we will continue our particle flow and physics reach studies. We will also investigate
tracking in the forward region. Due to its excellent angular coverage of the ECAL our
algorithm can also be applied for tracks in the far forward region. Our algorithm only requires
an ECAL cluster and a couple of hits to form a tracks seed. Our algorithm already performs
well in the forward region. We will study in detail how to optimize our algorithm to the
forward region. Permitting time and resources, we will also implement our algorithm into
other detector concepts as well. Deliverables for 2007 will be the completion of our particle
flow and physics reach studies.

Budget justification: This section provides an explanation and breakdown of our requested
budget for fiscal year FY07. A context for the requests has been provided in the previous
section.

Personnel
We request partial funding (15%) for post-doctoral research associate Dima Onoprienko. We
also ask for funds to pay hourly students for participation in research projects in FY2007.

Equipment/Materials
No funds for equipment or materials are requested from this grant.

Travel
We request support for domestic travel for the post-doc and for von Toerne to collaborate
with other groups, attend simulation workshops and present results at L.C. conferences.

Facilities and Administrative costs (F& A) at K-State
The standard Kansas State University rate for indirect costs (Facilities and Administration)
is 46%. KSU makes a contribution to F& A costs which brings the effective rate down to
33% for the High Energy Physics group.

Final-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: Kansas State University
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Item FY2007
Other Professionals 7.6
Graduate Students 0

Undergraduate Students 1.5
Total Salaries and Wages 9.1

Fringe Benefits 2.5
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 11.6

Equipment 0
Travel 1.9

Materials and Supplies 0
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 13.5

Indirect costs 4.5
Total direct and indirect costs 18.0

Numbers might not add up due to rounding.

References

[1] We used the following Monte Carlo samples:
Single K0short: 1-10 GeV at Theta=90 and 5-25 GeV at Theta=45-135,
Multihadronic events: Top-Pairs at 500 GeV.
Both generated with detector geometry ’sid00’, version v1r13p3.

[2] Silicon Detector Design study (SiD), http://www-sid.slac.stanford.edu

[3] https://wiki.lepp.cornell.edu/wws/bin/view/Projects/TrkKansasCalAssist

[4] Presentation by von Toerne at Victoria Linear Collider Workshop, July 2004, accessible
through http://www.phys.ksu.edu/hep/lc/longlived/k0s lcd.htm

[5] Presentation by von Toerne in the SiD tracking meeting, October 22nd 2004, accessible through
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Development of thin silicon sensors for tracking

Classification (subsystem) Tracker.

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Purdue University: Daniela Bortoletto (Professor), Ian Shipsey (Professor), Kirk Arndt, Gino
Bolla and Petra Merkel

Collaborators

Fermi National Laboratory: Bill Cooper, Marcel Demarteau

Project Leader

Daniela Bortoletto
daniela@physics.purdue.edu
(765) 494 5197

Project Overview

One of the possible detector options for the LC is SiD which incorporates a Silicon/Tungten
calorimeter with a precise silicon tracker and vertex detector. The tracker design includes
a compact silicon tracker with 5 layers in the central region and forward disks. The tracker
is required to provide excellent momentum resolution and pattern recognition in a compact
volume and thereby minimizes the cost of the calorimeter.

The objectives of LC physics include the precision studies of the Higgs and new physics which
can only be achieved by a detector with:

• excellent flavor tagging efficiency and purity for bottom and charm quarks

• superb momentum resolution with polar angle coverage down to about 110 mrad.

• two jet mass resolution comparable to the natural width of the W and Z bosons

• hermeticity to achieve a precision measurement of the missing momentum

These requirements lead to a fully integrated detector and the implementation of particle flow
algorithms to measure the jet energies.

Therefore it is important that the ILC tracking and vertexing systems achieve excellent mo-
mentum resolution even in the forward region and for low momentum tracks, good pattern
recognition, and extremely precise impact parameter resolution to distinguish secondary and
tertiary vertices for flavor tagging. R&D is necessary to substantially improve the vertexing
and tracking subdetector performance that was achieved for LEP/SLC to cope with increased
jet multiplicity, higher track density in more collimated jets and larger backgrounds[1].

Material minimization in the ILC detectors is important both to achieve excellent impact
parameter resolution and for the precise measurement of low momentum tracks. Therefore it
impacts both silicon pixels that provide precise space points near the interaction region and a
silicon microstrip tracker further from the primary interaction region, and the measurement
of tracks at small angle in the forward region.
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The design of the SiD barrel is now quite advanced. It consists of a 5 layer silicon strip
detector. Double metal sensors bump bonded to readout chip will be supported by carbon
fiber shell. The current design of the forward region includes 3 disks at each end. The disks
could be populated by pixel sensors or by pairs of microstrip sensors with strips making
a stereo angle with respect to each other. Many decision have still to be taken about the
forward disks. For example a tiling concept does not yet exist, and a decision between having
shallow angle stereo or large angle stereo is still under discussion. Communication with the
SiD leadership indicated that there is still interest in using detectors thinner than 300 microns
in the forward region.

Status Report

Our interest in thin detector started in 2003 when the Purdue group selected MICRON in
2003 to produce thin silicon sensors with funding from the DOE ADR. MICRON delivered
in 2004 thin silicon strip sensors in the following thicknesses: 150, 200, and 300 μm in 4
inch technology. The sensors were manufactured using the masks developed for the silicon
layer mounted on the CDF beam pipe. Each sensor is 7.84 cm long, 0.843 cm wide, with 256
channels designed to be connected to 128 readout channels. We also received double sided
silicon pixel sensors on 6 inch wafers in 2004. These wafers are 200 and 300 μm micron thick.
Each n+ pixel has a dimension of 100 μm × 150 μm matching the PSI46 0.25 μm readout
chip developed for the CMS pixel detector at the LHC.

The activities that we propose in year 3 benefits from the achievements of year 1 and 2 of this
LCRD award. In year 1 we have carefully evaluated the DC performance of thin silicon strip
sensors including measurements of the capacitance to ground and the leakage current as a
function of the bias voltage. Strip-by-strip scans were also performed to measure the leakage
current (Ileak), the interstrip capacitance (CIS), the coupling capacitance (CC), the interstrip
resistance (RIS) and bias resistance (Rbias) at a bias voltage above the depletion voltage. The
electrical performance of the thin silicon strips were reported last year. The depletion voltage
of the sensors was found to scale with the thickness as expected. The 300 μm thick sensors
have a depletion voltage of about 85 V. The depletion voltage decreases to 30 V and 15 V for
200 μm and 150 μm sensors respectively. The leakage current is usually dominated by the
bulk current and it is expected to increase with the sensor thickness. The current of the 150
μm passes the required specifications including having a leakage current below < 50 nA/cm2

at a bias voltage equal to twice the depletion voltage. At larger Vbias the current is larger and
similar to that measured in 300 μm devices indicating that the leakage current is presumably
dominated by other effects such as surface current. Strip-by-strip scans verified that sensors
were passing the specification of CC > 10 pF/cm and CIS < 1.2pF/cm. The bias resistance of
the 200 and 150 μm thick sensors was within the specification of Rbias = 1.5±0.5 MΩ. It was
below specifications for the 300 μm thick sensors. In summary all seven 150 μm thick sensors
pass the specifications we had set. These results confirm that thin detector processing can be
successfully achieved. The measurements of the capacitance and resistance indicate that the
resolution performance should not be compromised by reducing the sensor’s thickness.

In year 2 we measured the S/N performance using the SVX4 chip developed for run IIb of
the TEVATRON which is a critical step to fully evaluate the feasibility of thin sensors for
the ILC. In a silicon detector, the signal S, for a charged particle depends on the path length
the particle traverses in the silicon and so S is inversely proportional to the thickness. With
currently available electronics the noise is expected to be low enough that reducing the silicon
thickness from 300 μm to 200 μm would still allow a S/N above 15. For example, the SVX4
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chip has a noise of 900 electrons for a capacitive load of 20 pF while the most probable signal
for a 200 μm sensor is 14,440 electrons, yielding a S/N of 16. However, in a thin silicon
sensors there is also an increased capacitive coupling between the two sides of the sensor,
which might increase the noise.

The experimental setup for the S/N measurements used a laser illuminating a microstrip
sensor wire-bonded to the SVX4 readout chip connected to a PTA/PMC based DAQ system[2]
developed for Run IIb of the Tevatron. A custom made printed circuit board hosts a SVX4
ASIC and a sensor. We focused the laser on the sensor surface and then we take a scan as a
function of the strip position. Initially we locate the laser between two strips to maximize the
charge collection. The noise in each channel is estimated from the Gaussian dispersion (σ) of
the pedestal for that channel. In our set-up, the common mode is the dominant component
to the noise since the grounding of the sensor hybrid was not implemented. At a future date,
when proper shielding will be installed, we expect the common mode noise to be significantly
reduced. The differential noise is determined by subtracting the common mode noise. The
total signal was defined as the sum of the charge in the hit strips after a pedestal is subtracted.
The bias voltage was set to 100 V which is above depletion voltage for all sensors. The error
on the signal is typically less than 1 % and the error on the noise is typically less than 3%.
The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios are about 10.5, 8 and 5.4 for 300, 200 and 150 μm sensors
respectively. The noise for all sensors is about 2 ADC counts and it is independent of the
thickness in agreement with the DC characterization. The S/N is about a factor of 2 smaller
for 150 μm than 300 μm sensors. This is consistent with expectations and demonstrates the
utility of thin silicon. Nonetheless, the S/N performance is disappointing even for 300 μm
thick sensors. Studies of the SVX4 ROC indicate that noise of this chip is N=400+45 ×
C, where C is the capacitance of a strip to ground. For our sensors the total capacitance
is about 4 pF and therefore the expected noise is about 570 electrons. Assuming a most
probable charge of 72e-h pairs/μm we expected a S/N of about 38, 25 and 19 for 300, 200
and 150 μm thick sensors. We are investigating the discrepancy between the expectations
and the results of the S/N measurements.

For year 3 we propose to improve our understanding of the S/N with the current setup and
to initiate x-ray irradiation studies that can be easily accomplished with the Cobalt 60 source
available at Purdue university. We are also planning to work more closely within the SID
collaboration. Specifically we would like:

1. Measure the performance of the thin detectors with the KPix chip developed for the ILC
and study the S/N ratio with the laser. For this study we would like again to compare
the performance of sensors of different thicknesses

2. Establish a strong collaboration with the Fermilab group to develop and evaluate possible
support structures for the forward region.

Unique Facilities at Purdue

The proposed effort builds upon our experience in design and testing of silicon micro-strip
and silicon pixels for CDF and CMS. We have access to CADENCE design tools and DESSIS
simulation tools. The mechanical aspects of the project build upon our experience in the
mechanical design, fabrication, and assembly of the silicon detector for CLEO III, and the
mechanical design and prototyping of parts of the CMS forward pixel detector.

The detector facility at Purdue University, P3MD, contains two fully equipped clean rooms
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for the design, testing and assembly of detectors for High Energy Physics. These clean rooms
are part of a complex dedicated to microstructure detector development and fabrication in-
cluding silicon strip and pixel devices and micro pattern gas detectors. The total clean room
space is 3000 sq ft in three laboratories containing a CMM, wirebonder, electrical testing
equipment, probe stations, optical tables, microscopes and high precision measuring devices.
The labs are fully equipped with computer facilities for control, data acquisition and analy-
sis. The labs have both temperature and humidity control and HEPA filtering of the airflow.
Included in the clean rooms is additional space of class 1000. In a separate location there is
a detector irradiation facility with an X-ray source and an ultra clean gas delivery system.

Other technical resources are also available, such as machine and electronic shops within the
physics department, a central machine shop and state of the art facilities on campus, such as
SEM, TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) and EDS (Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy).
In addition to the technical staff, an engineer and technician, there is the normal comple-
ment of graduate students and research associates working on the Forward Pixel Detectors.
There is also an exceptional pool of talented undergraduates who work on R&D and detector
construction projects.

Results from Prior Research

The Purdue group has considerable expertise in the development of silicon detectors. We
played and important role in the design, installation and commissioning of the silicon vertex
detector for CDF. The CLEO III silicon detector was built at Purdue. We are now playing a
strong role for the CMS forward pixel project.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

In FY07 we will irradiate the sensors with x-rays and measure the DC properties of the
sensors after irradiation. We will continue the studies of 300, 200 and 150 μm thick sensors
with the SVX4 chip before and after irradiation. The DAQ system is already operational.
The measurements will be performed by a graduate student under the supervision of G. Bolla
who is already very experienced with this system. We are also planning to repeat these studies
with the first KPix available chips.

In parallel our mechanical engineer Kirk Arndt will collaborate with Fermilab to develop a
layout and support structure for the forward disks.

The FY07 deliverables will be an experimental measurement of the performance of thin sensors
with a ROC specifically designed for the ILC. We will also actively engage in the design of
the forward disks.

Budget justification: Purdue University

We request funds to support 50% of a graduate student and 20 % of Bolla and Arndt. The
remainder of the support for the student, Bolla, and Arndt will come from the Purdue CMS
group. The graduate student is charged at the rate set by Purdue University for 2007.

We request travel support for three trips each year to institutions working on LC vertexing.
We are also asking for equipment items likely to be needed to operate the KPix chip. The
estimate is bases on a similar setup developed for the SVX4 chip (6.4 K$).
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Indirect costs are charged at the off-campus rate of 26% and the Purdue fringe benefit rate
is 44.9%.

FY07

FY07 budget in K$

Institution: Purdue University

Item FY2007
Arndt(0.2 FTE) 17.9
Bolla(0.2 FTE) 14.5

Graduate Students (0.5 FTE) 9.9
Graduate Fee Remissions 3.1

Graduate Student Insurance .06
Scientific Equipment 6.4

Travel 2.5
Indirect costs 15.4

Employee Benefits 14.6
Total direct and indirect costs 84.36

References

[1] Tesla TDR.

[2] S. Behari et al., CDF RUN IIb Silicon Vertex Detector DAQ Upgrade, Published Pro-
ceedings IEEE 2003 Nuclear Science Symposium (NSS) and Medical Imaging Conference
(MIC), Portland, OR, October, 19-24, (2003).
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STATUS REPORT 
 

TPC signal digitization simulation and reconstruction studies 
 
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding 
 

D. P. Peterson, Laboratory for Elementary-Particle Physics, Cornell University 
 
Collaborators 
 

none 
 
Contact Person 
 

Dan Peterson 
dpp@lns.cornell.edu 
(607)-255-8784 

 
Project Overview 
 
This project involves improvements to the simulations of the response of a TPC and 
studies of improving charged particle track reconstruction. The project is equally relevant 
to the GLD [1] and LDC [2] concepts. 
  
Fully efficient charged particle reconstruction is required for precision particle flow 
analysis [3-6]. A TPC for the linear collider must be designed to provide this efficiency 
over a large solid angle in an environment of high density jets and high noise occupancy. 
Reconstruction efficiency can be improved with higher readout pad segmentation to the 
limit of the signal charge width, about 1mm. While it is not even demonstrated that this 
maximum segmentation would be sufficient to provide full efficiency under all 
conditions, there are other limitations to such a high pad density: cost, material, heat, and 
complexity, that may force a larger pad size. Thus, it is necessary to optimize the readout 
geometry for reconstruction efficiency. 
 
Simple models of the TPC response are not sensitive to the hit distortions resulting from 
track overlap and  noise. In the simple models, TPC hits are simulated as 3-dimension 
space points derived from the intersection of the tracks with cylindrical surfaces 
corresponding to the radial centers of the layers of pads [7]. Charge depositions are 
treated independently; multiple hits can be created in the same cell regardless of 
separation.  Thus, there is no straight-forward way simulate the effects of overlapping 
hits. 
 
Having full knowledge of the effects of signal overlap is required for critical design 
questions facing the concepts that include TPC tracking, GLD and LDC. In particular it is 
necessary to determine the azimuthal and radial segmentation required for full tracking 
reconstruction efficiency. Tracking reconstruction also is affected by beam-related 
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ionizing particles entering the detector. Knowledge of the effects of signal overlap is 
required for a full analysis of the effects of these particles and, therefore, is critical for the 
design of the machine-detector interface.   
 
One of the goals of this project is to model the charge spreading and signal overlap to 
provide sensitivity to the effects of overlapping tracks and noise. Charge is spread over 
neighboring pads and then accumulated in a simulation of the pulse train observed by the 
readout electronics, usually a flash-analog-to-digital-converter (FADC). The pulse train is 
analyzed to find the unambiguous threshold crossings in the same way that real data is 
analyzed. Thus, signal overlap is fully simulated.  
 
Another goal of this project is the development of fully efficient pattern recognition 
software. Such software is necessary to isolate the fundamental efficiency of various 
detector configurations. 
 
A current implementation of simulation and reconstruction uses the older (sio) data 
format. Further development will require adopting the LCIO [8] data format and access 
routines which will allow access to larger samples and more complicated events. In the 
past year, there has been significant progress in developing the MARLIN framework and 
organizing a project group [9]. Thus, it will be most efficient to fully develop the FADC 
simulation and the reconstruction as Marlin processors. This will allow using the 
MOKKA package [7] to simulate various detector configurations and create the initial 3-
dimensional space points that is used as a starting point. This will also allow the digitized 
data to be stored directly and will facilitate the addition of noise hit distributions derived 
from beam background calculations such as those being performed at DESY [10].  
 
Up to this point, all development has been done by D. Peterson. Further development will 
require support for a graduate student to perform the software development as described 
above. 
 

 
Status Report 
 
GEANT models of track trajectories through matter and magnetic fields are quite 
sophisticated. They simulate energy loss, scatter and decay. However, the output is 
parameterized as only space points representing the intersections of the track trajectories 
with surfaces as shown in figure 1a. In the period of calendar years 2004 and 2005, a 
procedure has been developed for converting these space points into a pad response 
simulated as a FADC output. 
 
In the first step of this procedure, "charge centers" are created at locations corresponding 
to the center of the sections of the trajectory that project onto each pad in the detector. In 
the second step, "charge" is assigned to the "central cell" (the cell onto which the track 
segment projects) and to "neighboring cells" according to an input pad-response-function. 
The charge has attributes of pulse height, drift time, and pulse shape. Note that in this 
procedure, charge is assigned to a cell not only due to the trajectory section that projects 
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onto the cell, but also from the trajectory sections that project onto neighboring cells. 
Also, while the original space points do not simulate the response from the tops of curling 
tracks, this procedure naturally simulates this response because it uses the sections of the 
track trajectory through the affected cells.  
 
In the third step, the multiple assigned charges in each cell, including charges due to 
tracks and noise, are accumulated in a simulation of FADC readout. Each charge creates 
measured pulse height in affected time buckets according to attributes of that charge. 
Overlapping charges add in the affected time buckets. The effect of overlapping tracks is 
completely simulated.  
 
In the fourth step, the resultant FADC output is analyzed to detect the unambiguous 
threshold crossing. This is actually the beginning of reconstruction as the procedure is 
exactly what would be used for real data. The unambiguous threshold crossings on each 
pad are "hits", with attributes of pulse height and drift distance. This is the input to track 
reconstruction. An example is shown in figure 1b for 1cm pads in a 1.9m outer radius 
TPC. 

 

 
Figure 1: The intersection of a track trajectory with cylindrical surfaces 
(a) are transformed into multiple "hits" on each pad (b) with attributes of 
pulse height and drift distance.   

 
The simulated event in figure 1 is used to illustrate the procedure. All tracks are projected 
onto one endplate. There is no noise and the pad size (10mm) is larger than what would 
be used at the ILC, allowing the individual pads to be (almost) visible. 
 
Events become more complicated with the addition of noise and with the use of smaller 
pads. Figure 2a shows a section of the same event using 3mm pads and with the addition 
of 3.6% (by volume) random single-pad noise. The confusion resulting from several 
overlapping tracks, as well as noise, can be seen in figure 2b. 
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Figure 2: (a) A section of the TPC readout with 3mm pads for an event with 3.6% 
(volume) noise.  There are multiple hits on most pads. As part of the track pattern 
recognition procedure, only hits within a narrow interaction-point-projecting 
section of the chamber are selected. (b) A section from the readout is expanded. 
Color coding indicates pulse height, with red being the highest and blue the lowest. 
 

 
Figure 3: The FADC pulse height spectrum from one pad in the TPC readout. The 
spectrum is separated into 8 lines for display. This is taken from a region of 
overlapping tracks. The resulting overlapping signals are visible (indicated by the 
circle) and only slightly separated in time. Recognized threshold crossings are 
indicated by the pink arrows. Signals from the two tracks are not resolved. (Other 
markings in the figure are diagnostics for the FADC pattern recognition.) 
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Reconstruction of tracks from the resulting charge/time signals is far more complicated 
than the reconstruction using the track-surface intersections (figure 1a) as input. As 
described above, reconstruction first requires pattern recognition of the threshold crossing 
in the FADC, as shown in figure 3. The hits on individual pads (figure 2b) then must be 
clustered to determine the precision hit position information.    
 
Preliminary results for this project were presented at LCWS04, Paris, April-2004 [11]. 
Results indicating the pad segmentation sufficient for full pattern recognition were 
presented at ALCPG04, Victoria, July-2004 [12]. Results indicating  the noise tolerance, 
for the specific case of random noise hits and a particular pad size, were presented 
ECFA05, Vienna, November-2005 [13], 

 

 
Figure 4: (a) Reconstruction efficiency as a function of pad size. (b) 
Reconstruction efficiency as a function of noise density. In both cases the 
TPC has outer radius 1.9m and the magnetic field is 3Tesla.  

 
From the results shown in figure 4, a 3mm pad size is sufficient for full reconstruction 
efficiency. This is for a particular event topology (e+e-  HZ) and a particular chamber 
(1.9m outer radius, 3T field). These studies must be repeated for the current concepts and 
for various events types. The results indicate that the reconstruction is degraded above 
1% noise occupancy. This is for random single-pad noise. Reconstruction may be more 
difficult with correlated noise due to overlapping events or multiple small curling tracks 
coming from scattered beam. 
     
Studies of TPC performance have been done using a modified version of the current 
generation of the CLEO track reconstruction algorithm. This generation of the CLEO 
track reconstruction algorithm was substantially written by DPP and has been used in 
every CLEO publication in the last 7 years [14].   
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Work described in this section has been supported at Cornell by NSF cooperative 
agreement PHY-0202078, 4/1/2003 – 3/31/2008, entitled "Support of the Cornell 
Electron Storage Ring (CESR) Facility. 
 
FY2006 Year Project Activities 
 
FY2006 of this project has recently started with the availability of FY2006 funds in 
November 2006. Activities are reviewed here to put FY2007 activities in context. 
FY2006 deliverables are stated in the FY2006 change-of-scope document (May 2006). 
 
FY2006 funds will provide approximately 45% support for a graduate student to work on 
this project. We have recently recruited a graduate student to work on this project, 
starting December 4, 2006. 
 
Our original goal was to create a simple framework to access LCIO data through the 
provided FORTRAN access functions. This was to be followed by the integration of the 
Cornell simulation into an existing analysis framework. However, we are adapting our 
goals in response to the  significant progress in developing the MARLIN framework. We 
are in consultation with leaders of the MARLIN effort and are changing our priority to 
working immediately within the MARLIN framework. 
 
Our FY2006 activity will be the development of a MARLIN processor that takes as input 
the MOKKA generated space points corresponding to the intersection of tracks with 
surfaces and provides as output the digitized FADC response.  

 
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables 
 
In FY2007, starting with the availability of funds in about November 2007, we will work 
of providing the Cornell reconstruction algorithm as a MARLIN processor.  This is a 
larger and more complicated body of code that is the simulation. We may wrap the 
FORTRAN in C++ or rewrite the code directly in C++.  
 
Our deliverable will be a preliminary working version of the Cornell reconstruction.  
 
 
 
Project Activities and Deliverables beyond FY2007 
 
In FY2008, starting with the availability of funds in about November 2008, we will 
continue to optimize the reconstruction and contribute to detector configuration studies. 
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Budget, in then-year K$  
Institution: Cornell University 
 

   FY2007 
Other Professionals 0 
Graduate Students 30.724 
Undergraduate Students 0 
Total Salaries and Wages 30.724 
Fringe Benefits  
Total Salaries Wages and Fringe Benefits  30.724 
Equipment 0 
Travel 2.000 
Materials and Supplies 0 
Other Direct Costs 18.689 
Total Direct Costs 51.413 
Indirect Costs 19.307 
Total direct and Indirect Costs 70.720 

 
Budget Justification: Cornell University 
 
The budget for FY2007, starting with the availability of funds in about November 2007, 
approximately corresponds to the school year beginning September 2007. It provides one 
full year support for a Cornell graduate student as well as funds for that student to travel 
to one domestic workshop.  
 
Projected costs for a graduate student, for the year beginning September 2007, are 
academic year stipend: $21667, summer stipend: $9056, 50% of tuition: $17090, and 
health insurance: $1599. The tuition payment and health insurance are treated as "other 
direct costs", not fringe benefits.  
 
The $2000 travel cost is for the student to attend one domestic workshop. 
 
The stipends and travel costs are subject to overhead of 59% for FY2007.  
 
References 
 
[1] "GLD Detector Outline Document", 
http://ilcphys.kek.jp/gld/documents/dod/glddod.pdf 
[3] "LDC Detector Outline Document",  
http://www.ilcldc.org/documents/dod/outline.pdf  
[3] see ref [1]. Particle flow analysis is described on page 2. 
[4] see ref [2]. Particle flow analysis is described on page 5 and in section 11. 
[5]  "SiD Detector Outline Document",  
http://hep.uchicago.edu/~oreglia/siddod.pdf, Particle flow analysis is described in section 
2 and on pages 106+ and 169+.   
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[6] The 4th concept does not depend on particle flow analysis, but does require perfect 
pattern recognition. See "4th concept Detector Outline Document", 
http://www.physics.iastate.edu/getfiles/1965.pdf, page 83.   
[7] For example, in the Mokka simulation, TPC hits are described as 3-dimensional space 
points. Information on the MOKKA package is available at http://www-flc.desy.de/ilcsoft, 
and "MOKKA status",  Gabiel Musat, ECFA06, Valencia, 6-November-2006, 
http://ific.uv.es/~ilc/ECFA-GDE2006/ 
[8] LCIO webpage: http://lcio.desy.de/ 
[9]"TPC Reconstruction framework using LCIO and Marlin", Christian Hansen, 
ALCPG06, Vancouver, 19-July-2006 
[10] "Background Studies for the LDC TPC", A. Vogel, ECFA 2005, Vienna, 
15-November-2005, https://ilcsupport.desy.de/cdsagenda/fullAgenda.php?ida=a0575 
[11] “TPC Detector Response Simulation and Track Reconstruction”, D. Peterson, 
LCWS 2004, Paris, 19-April-2004, 
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=a04172  
[12] “TPC Detector Response Simulation and Track Reconstruction”, D. Peterson, 
ALCPG workshop, Victoria, 28-July-2004, 
http://www.linearcollider.ca:8080/lc/vic04/abstracts/detector/sumul/ 
[13] "TPC digitization and track reconstruction: efficiency dependence on noise", 
D. Peterson, ECFA 2005, Vienna, 15-November-2005 
https://ilcsupport.desy.de/cdsagenda/fullAgenda.php?ida=a0575 
[14] CLEO has published 144 articles (total) in the years 2001:2006, not listed separately. 
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Development of New Methods and Conductors for Large Solenoids

Classification General Facility, or Tracking

Personnel and Institution requesting funding

John Hauptman
Iowa State University, Ames, IA USA

Ryuji Yamada
Fermilab, Batavia IL 60510 USA

Alexander Mikhailichenko
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY USA

S.I. Bondarenko, A.N. Omeliyanchuk, A.A. Shablo, N.S. Scherbakova, N.M. Levchenko
Institute for Low temperature Physics and Engineering, Kharkov, Ukraine

Ingrid Fang, Robert Wands, G.P. Yeh
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510 USA

Anatoli Frishman, Norio Nakagawa
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 USA

Project Leader John Hauptman
hauptman@iastate.edu

Project Overview

The 4th concept detector proposes that the main tracking field be returned by a second outer
solenoid instead of the usual iron return yoke. We note many advantages to this iron-free
detector in our Detector Outline Document and in LNS notes. The main solenoid is similar in
size and stored energy to the CMS solenoid, and our present design assumes CMS conductors.
However, this design is 20 years old, and we seek better solutions to building a large solenoid.

We request funding to search out, devise, invent, and to test on small scale prototypes.
Possible new high-TC superconductors will be of interest to all big experiments. It is not
clear that a solution exists, but maybe it is time to look.

The winding of these superconducting solenoids is in line with those at BINP, Novosibirsk.
The technique in use in BINP for a long time allows compact and lightweight construction
with the possibility to evacuate the energy in case of a quench. The basis of this technology
is in brazing the superconducting cable into base alloys that do not remain superconducting
at Helium temperature. In the section Results of Prior Research, we list papers from BINP
that are relevant to this work. It may be that CMS technology is too conservative.

On the other hand, the scientific contacts between Fermilab and Japanese industry can serve
as a financial/engineering check.

Broader Impact The work on this project is directed from within the 4th Concept group
and Fermilab (Ryuji Yamada), and may involve work by low temperature groups in Kharkov
and Novosibirsk, in addition to groups in the US.
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Prior work in this area

Publications about coil design, presented at the 8th International Conference on Instrumen-
tation for Colliding Beam Physics: Novosibirsk, Russia, February 28 – March 6, 2002 and
published in Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section A: Accelerators,
Spectrometers, Detectors and Associated Equipment Volume: 494, Issue: 1-3, November 21,
2002:

1. “Advances in superconducting magnets for high energy and astroparticle physics,” Ya-
mamoto, Akira; Makida, Yasuhiro pp. 255-265

2. “Status of the KEDR superconducting magnet system,” Anashin, V.V.; Barkov, L.M.;
Barladyan, A.K.; Blinov, G.A.; Karpov, S.V.; Kolachev, G.M.; Kulikov, V.F.; et. al.

pp. 266-269

3. “Development of the superconducting solenoid for the CMD-2M detector,” Barkov, L.M.;
Bragin, A.V.; Karpov, S.V.; Okhapkin, V.S.; Popov, Yu.S.; Ruban, A.A.; Smakhtin, V.P.
pp. 270-273

The CMS coil is much thicker than the Novosibirsk ones ( 0.8X0 for KEDR and 0.08X0 for
CMD-2M), and so one question is the assessment of risk for a larger solenoid. The dual
solenoids of the 4th concept need to be integrated with the detectors and also with the
beam elements which themselves are intimately integrated with the detector. We define the
several advantages to this dual solenoid system in our DOD, including precision measurement
of muons, control of the field on and near the beam, some practical advantages of large
consequence for push-pull like the ability to move easily and quickly, the ease of installation
and re-installation, and also costs.

Progress to date includes a detector description, several talks at Linear Collider meetings
(Paris 2004, SLAC 2004, Snowmass 2005, and Vienna 2005, Valencia 2006), the development
of a team of people who work on the 4th concept, and the development of a full first-principles
simulation of the whole detector.
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Documents describing work accomplished by the 4th concept group are accessible at the
website http://www.4thconcept.org, we list most of the items here under talks and Docu-

ments:

Talks at ILC Meetings:

Title Person Meeting Date

“Review of Forward Calorimeter
Technologies”

John Hauptman Paris April 2004

“Dual Readout Calorimeter” John Hauptman Paris April 2004

“Update on the DREAM Project” Richard Wigmans Snowmass Aug 2005
”A Fourth Concept Detector” John Hauptman Snowmass Aug 2005

”Fourth Concept Detector (4th)” John Hauptman Vienna Nov 2005
”TPC for 4th” Sorina Popescu Vienna Nov 2005
”DREAM for ILC” Aldo Penzo Vienna Nov 2005

“Evolution of the Dual-readout
Calorimeter”

Aldo Penzo Bangalore Mar 2006

“TPC for the 4th Concept” Sorina Popescu Bangalore Mar 2006
“Simulation and Reconstruction in the
IV Concept”

Corrado Gatto Bangalore Mar 2006

“Detector Concept 4” John Hauptman Bangalore Mar 2006
“Muon Identification and Pion Rejec-
tion in the 4th Concept”

John Hauptman Bangalore Mar 2006

“Machine and controls aspects” Sorina Popescu Bangalore Mar 2006

“e+ Undulator Considerations” Alexander
Mikhailichenko

Vancouver July 2006

“Calorimetry Plans for the 4th Con-
cept”

John Hauptman Vancouver July 2006

“MDI Issues of the 4th Detector Con-
cept”

Alexander
Mikhailichenko

Valencia Nov 2006

“The muon system of the 4th detector
concept”

Franco
Grancagnolo

Valencia Nov 2006

“Results of Detector Simulation for
the 4th concept”

Corrado Gatto Valencia Nov 2006

“ICLroot” Corrado Gatto Valencia Nov 2006
“The 4th detector concept” John Hauptman Valencia Nov 2006
“Calorimetry in the 4th detector con-
cept”

Aldo Penzo Valencia Nov 2006

Documents:
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Title Authors Date

”Dual Readout Calorimetry for the ILC” LCRD proposal Jan 2005

”Ultimate Hadron Calorimetry” LCRD proposal Jan 2005

”Description of the Fourth Concept Detector (4th)
for the International Linear Collider” (the “Detec-
tor Outline Document”)

Le Du, P., et al.,
version 2.52,

May 2006

“4th Concept Answers to MDI Questions” A. Mikailichenko,
et al.

2006

“4th Concept statement on the proposed push-pull
detector configuration at the ILC

A. Mikhailichenko Dec 2006

“Performance and Physics Study for the Detector
Concepts Report of the Fourth Detector Concept
(“4th”) at the International Linear Collider”

D. Barbareschi, et

al.

Dec 2006

In addition, a full set of papers and figures on all aspects of the dream group work on
dual-readout calorimeters is at the website http://www.phys.ttu.edu/dream.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources Facilities exist at Cornell University, LNS,
and at Fermilab for this work. We do not request facility support. At the first stage, most of
the work is computational.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

Full optimization of coils for lowering the current density and obtaining the field homogeneity
required for operation of the TPC. Modeling of quench propagation and evacuation of energy
will be carried to the end of this year.

FY2008 Project Activities and Deliverables

Developing technology based on the Novosibirsk approach including fabrication of small pro-
totypes of brazed cable into an Aluminum-Stainless steel cylinder.

FY2009 Project Activities and Deliverables

The third year concludes with technology and making a full description of procedures and
coming to a final cost estimate for the building of a large solenoid.

Budget justification: Iowa State University

COMSOL code ($4K) for Mikhailichenko–Yamada common work on several things including
the magnetic design, quench modeling. Support for work at Novosibirsk and Kharkov will
come from these funds through contracts (Personal Services Agreements) between ISU and
individuals.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: Iowa State University

4
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Item FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 Total

Other Professionals 40.0 41.6 43.3 124.9
Graduate Students 10 10 10 30
Undergraduate Students 0 0 0 0

Total Salaries and Wages 40.0 41.6 43.3 124.9
Fringe Benefits 13.2 13.7 14.3 41.2

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 53.2 55.3 57.6 166.1
Equipment 20.0 20.0 20.0 60.0
Travel 8.0 8.0 8.0 24.0
Materials and Supplies 3.3 3.4 3.0 9.7
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0

Total direct costs 84.5 86.7 88.5 259.8
Indirect costs 0 0 0 0

Total direct and indirect costs 122.6 126.0 129.0 377.6

5
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2-D Readout of Silicon Strip Detectors

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Richard Partridge, Brown University
Bruce Schumm, University of California, Santa Cruz

Project Leader

Richard Partridge
partridge@hep.brown.edu
(650) 926-3388

Project Overview

Silicon strip sensors have proven to be an excellent choice for charged particle tracking,
and all of the ILC detector concepts include them in their detector design.  While silicon
strip sensors excel at measuring position coordinates perpendicular to the strip direction,
measurement of the coordinate parallel to the strip direction has proven problematic.  The
simplest approach, which is utilized in the SiD baseline design for the barrel tracker, is to
only measure the bend (r-φ) coordinate, and utilize the detector segmentation to provide a
coarse estimate of the non-bend (z) coordinate.  The z coordinate can be accurately
measured using a second sensor oriented with a small stereo angle, but this increases the
amount of material in the tracking volume, significantly increases the detector cost, and
introduces ghost hits.  Double-sided detectors can provide both axial and stereo
coordinate measurements on the same sensor, but have proven difficult to manufacture
and handle.

A critical R&D need for the ILC is the development of silicon strip tracking detectors
that can economically cover large areas while minimizing the amount of material in the
tracking volume.  Ideally, a single silicon sensor would provide 3D space-point
measurements of charged track hits based on 2-D coordinate measurements in the sensor
plane and the known position and orientation of the sensor.  We propose to initiate a new
R&D effort to develop silicon strip detectors that have this capability.  Our goal is to
maintain the excellent position resolution traditionally available from strip detectors in
the coordinate perpendicular to the strip direction, while simultaneously measuring the
coordinate parallel to the strip direction using a charge division technique.

The technique of resistive charge division has been widely utilized in wire chambers.
Consider a strip with a uniform resistance and capacitance per unit length.  Charge
deposited locally will create a voltage on the local element of capacitance, causing
currents to flow in both directions.  The charge will diffuse down both ends of the strip,
and can be collected by low impedance amplifiers at the two ends of the strip.  The
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fraction of the total charge collected is a function of time and the position z where the
charge was deposited on the strip1:
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where Q0 is the charge deposit and τD = RC is the detector time constant, R is the total
resistance of the strip, and C is the total capacitance of the strip, and L is the length of the
strip.  For t > τD/2, essentially all of the charge is collected from the strip and the hit
position is related to the fraction of charge collected
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The accuracy with which the hit position can be measured is limited by the thermal noise
in the detector.  Since the strip has a low impedance connection at the far end, the strip
acts as a parallel noise source across the amplifier input, producing a noise current
density of

R
kT

iN =2

at the amplifier input.  Radeka2 has shown that with filtering optimized for high S/N and
short resolving time, the equivalent noise charge is

CTk
R
kT

ENC D 17.117.12 =≈ τ .

Note that for optimal filtering, the charge noise is independent of the strip resistance, and
only depends on the strip capacitance.

Since the charge noise on the two ends of the strip is anti-correlated, the total measured
charge Q0 is assumed to have negligible noise.  Thus, the position resolution is given by

0

17.1
Q
kTC

L
z =

σ
.

For a strip capacitance of 10 pF, a strip length of 100 mm, and a charge deposition of
25000 electrons, the position resolution is predicted to be 5.5 mm.

                                                  
1 R.B. Owen and M.L. Awcock, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 15, 290 (1968).
2 V. Radeka, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 21, 51 (1974).
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The ultimate goal of this work is to provide sufficient resolution in the z coordinate
measurement to provide useful tracking in the r-z plane for secondary vertices where
there are few or no hits in the vertex detector.  In this case, we must rely on the silicon
strip detectors and the calorimeter for measuring the polar angle and r-z impact
parameter.  To illustrate the potential use of charge division readout, consider a charged
track that traverses all 5 barrel layers in the SiD concept.  With charge division readout,
the track will have an estimated error in tanλ of 0.007, which can be further improved if
matching hits in the calorimeter and/or vertex detector are found.  We anticipate that this
level of precision will significantly improve the mass resolution for KS and Λ decays, as
well as generally aiding pattern recognition in the tracker, without significantly
increasing the tracker cost or amount of material.

This R&D project proposes to investigate and test the application of charge division
readout to silicon strip detectors.  This effort includes:

• Simulation studies of the electrical performance of sensor and readout electronics
• Design and procurement of test sensors
• Design and submission of a readout chip optimized for charge division

measurements
• Characterization of the performance of the test sensor + readout electronics

We briefly discuss each of these projects below.

Simulation Studies

Simulations studies of the signal and noise performance will be performed to first verify
the feasibility of the charge division technique, and then to optimize the design of the
sensor and readout chip.

A key parameter in the sensor design is the resistance of the strip.  Using an Al strip for
charge division may prove difficult because of the very short charge collection times
required.  At present, it appears that using the implant as the charge division strip is a
better approach.  For example, a 40KΩ/cm implant resistivity leads to a charge collection
time τD/2 ~ 2 µs for a 10 cm long detector.  We will develop a simulation model for the
sensor that can be used to study how the strip resistance affects the charge division
performance and determine the optimal range of strip resistance.  We will also compare
various sensor geometries, including reading out both ends of the implant as well as
single-ended readout of the implant to measure position with readout of an AC coupled
strip to measure total charge.

The performance of the front-end amplifier and shaper circuitry is expected to be critical
to achieving the best possible position resolution.  The front-end amplifier needs to
maintain low input impedance over the appropriate frequency range, while the shaper
circuit is critical to obtaining the desired low noise performance.  We will use simulations
to optimize the amplifier and shaper design and to measure the noise performance that
can be achieved.
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Test Sensors

A sensor submission is anticipated in spring 2007 to test the double metal sensor design
that is the baseline sensor for the SiD detector.  There remains room on this wafer for
additional test structures, and we plan to include a versatile test sensor layout on this
wafer that will allow testing the charge division technique.

Readout Electronics

The readout electronics are a key part of the proposed project.  We plan to develop a
readout chip using the TSMC 0.25 µm process that is optimized for making the charge
division measurement.  The key elements of this chip will be the front end amplifier and
shaper circuitry, and we expect most of the engineering effort will be on developing these
circuits and simulating their performance as part of the simulation studies.

Performance Characterization

We plan to mount the readout electronics on the test sensors and use these devices to
characterize the detector performance.  Key measurements include the magnitude of
correlated and uncorrelated noise, position resolution along the strip direction, and
position resolution perpendicular to the strip direction.  If electrical, source, and laser
tests are successful, we would begin planning for a beam test in the future.

Broader Impact

Silicon sensors take on many forms and are one of the most widely used pieces of
modern technology.  Silicon strip detectors form an important niche within the domain of
silicon sensors, playing a significant role in fields as diverse as particle physics,
astrophysics, and medical imaging.  This research seeks to advance the capabilities of
silicon strip detectors by providing a new method for measuring the coordinate parallel to
the strip direction.  Unlike previous approaches involving stereo measurements, this new
method directly measures this coordinate with no unwanted “ghosts” hits.  If successful,
this effort could have a broad impact on the wide range of fields that make use of silicon
strip sensors.

Results of Prior Research

This is a new R&D project based on a new idea for silicon sensor readout.  We believe
that there is substantial promise in the proposed research and urge that it be supported.

The Brown and UCSC groups bring considerable experience and expertise to the project.

The Brown group has extensive experience in the design of fast electronics through its
responsibilities on the DØ experiment.  Brown has received Linear Collider R&D
funding for tracking simulation studies, and is developing a versatile seed-based track
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reconstruction software for the ILC.  Currently, Richard Partridge is on leave at SLAC,
where he is working on the development of the SiD tracker and is co-leader of the SiD
tracking group.

The UCSC group has extensive experience in the design of silicon sensors and readout
electronics for a variety of experiments.  UCSC receives Linear Collider R&D funding
for the development of a time-over-threshold readout chip and the study of silicon
detectors that utilize long ladders to minimize material.  UCSC has also played a
significant role in tracking simulation studies for the ILC.  Bruce Schumm leads the
UCSC ILC effort, and is a convener of the ALCPG tracking working group.

Facilities_ Equipment and Other Resources

The UCSC HEP group has a very experienced and well-equipped electronics
development facility with considerable experience in developing both sensors and
readout electronics.  The UCSC electronics facility will be used to perform the simulation
studies, readout chip development, and testing.  We anticipate a significant benefit from
synergies with the ongoing LSTFE front-end ASIC design work being done at SCIPP,
making this a relatively economical effort.  In particular, UCSC physics undergraduate
Greg Horn (currently a junior), who would perform the simulation work, is already
contributing heavily to the simulation of the LSTFE prototype revision under the
supervision of lead engineer Ned Spencer.  The sensor development effort is based at
SLAC, which is in the process of developing a silicon detector lab that we anticipate will
be available for detector assembly and testing.  The Brown HEP group has extensive
experience with circuit board design and possesses a wide variety of electronics
instrumentation that is available for testing.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

The FY2007 activities are described in the Project Overview above.  Deliverables for
FY2007 are the simulation studies, test sensor design and submission, and the readout
chip design and submission.

Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007

If the charge division technique proves viable based on the simulation studies and lab
tests proposed, we anticipate performing test beam studies to verify that the expected
performance is achieved with particle beams in both measurement coordinates in FY
2008.  If necessary, we would do a second round of fabrication for the test sensors and/or
readout electronics.  The next step would be to design and fabricate a full-size sensor that
is optimized for charge division measurement.  We would also plan to develop a readout
chip that can be used on a full-size sensor.
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Budgets

Total Project Budget, in then-year k$

Item FY2007
Other Professionals 15
Graduate Students 0
Undergraduate Students 1
Total Salaries and Wages 16
Fringe Benefits 4
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits 20
Equipment 25
Travel 0
Materials and Supplies 3
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 48
Indirect costs 12
Total direct
and indirect costs 60

Separate budgets for Brown and UCSC follow.

Budget, in then-year k$
Institution: Brown University

Item FY2007
Other Professionals 0
Graduate Students 0
Undergraduate Students 0
Total Salaries and Wages 0
Fringe Benefits 0
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits 0
Equipment 25
Travel 0
Materials and Supplies 0
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 25
Indirect costs 0
Total direct
and indirect costs 25
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Budget justification: Brown University

Brown University is responsible for procuring the readout chips.  The equipment cost is
based on the estimated cost of the readout chips from a 0.25 µm TSMC chip submission.
While Brown’s indirct rate is 55%, we do not anticipate indirect costs will be charged for
this procurement of equipment.

Budget, in then-year k$
Institution: University of California, Santa Cruz

Item FY2007
Other Professionals 15
Graduate Students 0
Undergraduate Students 1
Total Salaries and Wages 16
Fringe Benefits 4
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits 20
Equipment 0
Travel 0
Materials and Supplies 3
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 23
Indirect costs 12
Total direct
and indirect costs 35

Budget justification: University of California, Santa Cruz

UCSC will provide engineering and simulation support for this project.  Engineering
support is provided by the UCSC base grant and is not included in this project.  Two
months’ support is requested for an Assistant Project Scientist who has experience with
electronics simulations.  One months’ support is requested for an electronics technician to
design a test board. The materials and supplies request for $3K includes the costs of
fabricating this board.  Additional help with simulations will be provided by UCSC
undergraduate students; 100 hours (2.5 weeks spread out over several months) of support
is being requested.  We expect substantial benefit from synergies with the ongoing
LSTFE readout project at SCIPP.

Professional salaries include:

Assistant Project Scientist (2 months): $10K
Electronics Technician (1 month): $5K
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Fringe benefits (rates differ for different positions, but are approximately 25% for staff
and are very small for undergraduate students) amount to $4K.  Overhead, at the UCSC
rate of 51%, amounts to $12k.
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Introduction to Calorimeter R&D 
 
To explore the uncharted territory of the Electroweak symmetry breaking energies,  
identification of Z, W and Higgs from their respective reconstructed decays is critical. 
This requires good lepton identification and very good jet energy resolution so that  
reconstructed jet-jet energies can be accurately measured. Dijet mass must be measured 
to a precision of ~3 GeV or, in terms of jet energy resolution, ( ) 0.3E Eσ ≈  (E in 
GeV). [52] 
 
The most important aspect of the calorimeter is to provide accurate measurements of the  
four-momenta of charged and neutral particles, individually and in jets. In the present 
parlance of calorimetry, this is best achieved by an Energy Flow algorithm in three 
dimensions. [53] The Energy Flow (or Particle Flow) Algorithm consists of following the 
tracks measured by the tracking detector into the calorimeter and measuring their 
respective energy deposits. These particles, which typically carry ~60% of a jet’s total 
energy, are measured with much higher precision by the magnetized inner tracker. The 
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECal) is used to measure EM showers, carrying on average 
~25% of jet energy, with a resolution of  ( ) 0.12Eσ ≈ E . This way, even though the 
energy resolution of the hadron calorimeter (HCal) for single hadrons may be no better 
than ( ) 0.6Eσ ≈ E , a net jet energy resolution of ( ) 0.3Eσ ≈ E  is achievable by using 
the HCal to measure only the neutral hadrons, typically carrying merely ~11% of the total 
jet energy.  
 
If realized, a detector for the LC will likely be the first with a calorimeter designed 
specifically for Energy Flow Algorithms. [54] It will be a challenge to develop 
algorithms under the unique conditions and constraints of the new facility. These will in 
turn drive the technology and design choices not only for the calorimeter, but for the 
inner tracker and the muon systems as well. For the calorimeter to be able to track and 
isolate charged particles in a jet while staying within a realistic budget, some features 
favored by traditional algorithms of sampling calorimetry may have to be sacrificed to 
gain 3-D tracking or imaging capabilities in the calorimeter. Particularly for the hadronic 
calorimeter, collecting a large number of hits with good position resolution will be more 
important than estimating the amount of energy associated with each hit. The current 
favorite designs for the NLC and TESLA calorimeters have ~30 layers of ~0.25 cm2 cells 
totaling ~25 radiation lengths in the ECal and ~40 layers of 1-10 cm2 cells totaling ~4.8 
interaction lengths in the Hcal. [55, 56]  
 
The Energy Flow scheme clearly requires a highly segmented calorimeter, both laterally 
and longitudinally. In principle, once the energy flow is fully accomplished, the long-
coveted similar response to electrons and hadrons, namely, e/h ~ 1, should not be  
necessary, since energy deposited by each particle will be measured individually. 
However, to what extent this can be accomplished needs to be tested both by realistic 
simulations, and in beam tests. 
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The considerations of cost and the technological challenge in satisfying the desire of 
having the entire calorimeter immersed in a 4-5 T magnetic field limit the radius of the 
calorimeter in the more popular designs. While a finely segmented calorimeter will aid 
muon measurements, the muon system may be required to serve as a “tail-catcher” for 
parts of jets leaking through the relatively thin calorimeter.  
 
Several competing technologies have been proposed and are being investigated under a 
worldwide collaborative effort. [57] Possible alternatives for the ECal include Si-W, 
Scintillator-W or Scintillator-Pb, and lead tungstate crystals. Plastic scintillators, 
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC), and Gas Electron Multipliers (GEM) are all candidates 
for possible active media for the HCal. Hybrids employing multiple technologies are also 
possible for both the ECal and the HCal. UCLC and LCRD proposals aim to study these 
options, with all groups working in close collaboration. 
 
Hardware development must proceed in tandem, and in close cooperation with simulation 
studies. The design optimization must begin with simulation, while data from test-beam 
studies of the prototypes will help fine-tune the parameters of the simulation. 
Development of algorithms and extensive studies of a multitude of physics scenarios are 
key to designing the detector and charting the physics program. While every group 
interested in a specific detector technology accepts the responsibility of testing it in 
simulation, the overall plan involves much more. A flexible yet powerful software 
environment is required to generate millions of Monte Carlo (MC) events under various 
scenarios both within and beyond the Standard Model, simulate detector response to 
those under different options, reconstruct the signatures, tune algorithms, and parametrize 
detector response for very large volumes of MC events for which full detector simulation 
is not feasible. Several university groups, including some primarily involved in 
calorimetry, plan to contribute to the common infrastructure, support, and MC production 
service for the entire LC community. Increasingly, this effort is converging toward a 
global unification. Technical and fiscal considerations favor international collaboration in 
the planning and execution of beam tests as well. [58]  
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Program Outline for
Development of Integrated Scintillator/Silicon Photomultiplier Planes

for ILC Hadron Calorimetry

This one page document serves as a common preface to independently submitted LCDRD
proposals from Northern Illinois (NIU) and the University of Colorado (UC) for a collaborative effort
between NIU, UC, and Fermilab to continue development of a novel hadron calorimetry technology.
Preliminary test beam results, done under the auspices of CALICE, indicate that scintillator and
silicon photo-multipliers (SiPM) have the stability, robustness, and energy response to support fine
grain calorimetry. However, additional R&D regarding the SiPMs; coupling of the scintillator and
SiPMs; the packaging of the SiPMs; the development of electronics; and the integration of the
scintillator, SiPM, and electronics will be necessary to demonstrate that the technology will serve
as an economic and competitive alternative for ILC detectors.

Additional R&D is necessary to develop economical and straightforward integrated construction
techniques for the sensing planes and the associated electronics. All current test beam prototype
planes are composed of individual scintillator cells or strips with embedded WLS fibers leading to
SiPMs. The SiPMs are read out with electronics attached to the sensing planes and also located
remotely. As a result, construction and assembly of the active planes requires handling of numerous
parts. “Scalable” or easily built planes will require reliable integration of the scintillator tiles,
SiPMs, and onboard readout. This can be done in a straightforward way by mounting the cells
and SiPMs on printed circuit boards which also carry traces to transmit bias voltage and signals
between the SiPMs and on-board electronics.

The technology development will start with a study of the direct coupling of the scintillator and
SiPMs in lieu of coupling with fibers. In parallel, an integrated “passive” plane with scintillator
tiles and SiPMs mounted directly on a circuit board with traces leading to edge connectors will
be constructed and tested with cosmic rays in summer 2007. The edge connectors will be used to
read out the prototype boards with already available electronics. The second major R&D step will
entail construction of fully integrated circuit boards or “active” planes which carry the cells, SiPM,
traces, and on- board controls and electronics. The first prototypes will be exposed to beam in late
2008.

UC and Fermilab will continue their efforts characterizing SiPMs. UC has excellent testing
capabilities and has valuable experience studying the detailed behavior of SiPMs. Fermilab has
developed a SiPM characterization facility with a planned emphasis on qualifying suppliers and
developing packaging options. All three institutions will be involved in the study of options for
direct coupling of scintillator and the SiPMs. NIU and Fermilab will work together on development
of integrated passive and active planes and investigate current and new ASIC designs for the active
plane. NIU and Fermilab collaborated on the construction of an initial scintillator-SiPM prototype
detector: both institutions were involved in production of the scintillator at Fermilab, NIU assem-
bled the sensing planes, Fermilab built the absorber structure, and NIU personnel commissioned
the device at CERN and are now analyzing data. Preliminary work is already underway designing
PC boards and specifying electronics for the scalable planes.
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Status Report to DOE/NSF for ILC Detector R&D

December 18, 2006

Project Name

Design and Prototyping of a Scintillator-based Hadron Calorimeter.

Classification (accelerator/detector: subsystem)

Calorimeter: Hadron Calorimeter.

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

G. Blazey, D. Chakraborty, A. Dyshkant, K. Francis, D. Hedin, J. Lima, V. Rykalin, S. Uzun-
yan, V. Zutshi.
Northern Illinois Center for Accelerator and Detector Development/ Northern Illinois Uni-

versity.

Collaborators

F. Sefkow et. al, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Hamburg,
M. Demarteau et. al, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia,
M. Danilov et. al, Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow,
U. Nauenberg et. al, University of Colorado, Boulder,
The CALICE Collaboration.

Project Leader

V. Zutshi
zutshi@nicadd.niu.edu

(815)753-3080

Project Overview

The Northern Illinois University(NIU)/Northern Illinois Center for Accelerator and Detector
Development (NICADD) [1] group is interested in calorimeter R&D for the proposed Lin-
ear Collider. We are engaged in developing, in simulation and in prototype, designs for a
hadron calorimeter (HCal) optimized for jet energy measurement using particle-flow algo-
rithms (PFAs). Software simulations/algorithm development and hardware prototyping are
envisaged as the two main components of our efforts. This proposal addresses the second
component while the first is the subject of a separate proposal. The end goal of this research
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project is the construction and operation of a realistic, scalable prototype of a scintillator-
based hadron calorimeter. Specifically this would be a ’half-wedge’ (3 m x 1 m x 35 layers)
of the full hadron calorimeter for a Linear Collider Detector.

It is clear that for the Linear Collider to fulfill its physics charter multi-jet final states will
have to be exceptionally well measured. In particular, superior resolutions in jet (30%/

√
E or

better) and missing energy measurements will be critical for discovery and characterization
of the new physics as well as for precision tests of the Standard Model (SM). The most
promising means to achieving such unprecedented resolutions at the next linear collider is
through particle-flow algorithms [2] which require fine lateral and longitudinal segmentation
of the calorimeter to individually reconstruct the showers constituting a jet. This approach
allows one to make optimal use of the information available in the event: tracker momenta
for charged particles and calorimetric energy measurements for photons and neutral hadrons.

The NIU team has been investigating a finely-segmented scintillator-based hadron calorimeter
for some time now. This option capitalizes on the marriage of proven detection techniques
with novel photodetector devices. Absence of fluids/gases and strong electric fields inside
the detector aids longevity and operational stability. A scintillator hadron calorimeter will
perform much better at traditional calorimetry than some of the other options under con-
sideration. This is important since the performance of PFA’s degrades as a function of the
center of mass energy. Furthermore the flexibility offered by the scintillator response allows
one to trade amplitude resolution with granularity to optimize overall cost and performance.

The main challenge for a scintillator-based hadron calorimeter is the architecture and cost of
converting light, from a large number of channels, to electrical signal. Our studies demonstrate
that small cells (6-10 cm2) with embedded Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs)/Metal Resistive
Semiconductor (MRS) photodetectors offer the most promise in tackling this issue. The in

situ use of these photodetectors opens the doors to integration of the full readout chain to
an extent that makes a multi-million channel scintillator calorimeter entirely plausible. Also,
in large quantities the devices are expected to cost a few dollars per channel making the
construction of a full-scale detector instrumented with these photo-diodes financially feasible.

The very large number of readout channels can still pose a significant challenge in the form of
complexity and cost of signal transport, processing and acquisition. The development of an
integrated readout layer comprised of the scintillator, photodetector and front-end electronics
will thus be crucial in carrying the scintillator hadron calorimeter design forward. Research
into this integration will be a focal point of our R&D work described later in this proposal.
Note that the current CALICE [4] scintillator hadron calorimeter prototype will not address
these issues. The 1 m3 testbeam prototype constructed by this collaboration (which includes
NIU) will provide valuable information to validate photodetector technology and hadronic
shower Monte Carlo’s but will not lead to a realistic and scalable design. The achievement of
this essential goal requires significant R&D effort for which this proposal seeks funding.

Status Report

To date we have received four grants for work related to the project described here. The
project titled “Design and Prototyping of a Scintillator-based Hadron Calorimeter” was ini-
tially submitted as part of the UCLC proposal to NSF in 2003. We were instructed to
resubmit, without change in scope, in 2004. The 2003 submission resulted in a $11K NSF
“Planning Grant” while in 2004 we were awarded a one year $50K DOE/NSF grant. The
LCDRD submission resulted in a $31.5K award for 2005 and a $47.5K award for 2006. Please
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find below a summary of the covered research:

Tile-Fiber Optimization: Prototype cells of various shapes, sizes, thicknesses, surface treat-
ments and fiber groovings were machined and evaluated together with fibers of different
shapes, dimensions and optical treatments to carry out comprehensive studies of cell process-
ing, light response, response uniformity, efficiency, cross-talk, ageing and radiation hardness.
The results of our studies, demonstrating that small scintillating cells are appropriate for a
finely-segmented hadron calorimeter, are published in [5] and [6].

Photodetectors: We propose to use SiPMs/MRS [7] devices as the photodetectors for the
hadron calorimeter. During the course of our investigations we also studied other solid-state
photodetectors like APDs and VLPCs [8] but found that the SiPMs are the most suitable
for the finely-segmented calorimeter we have in mind. SiPMs are multi-pixel photo-diodes
operating in the limited Geiger mode. They have high gain (≈106) but relatively modest
detection efficiencies (quantum efficiency*geometric efficiency ≈ 15-20%) and therefore deliver
performances similar to (or better than) a conventional PMT. They have a distinct advantage
over the conventional PMTs however, due to their small size (1mm x 1mm), low operating
voltages (≈ 30-80V) and insensitivity to magnetic fields. On the 1mm2 sensor surface there
are typically 1000-1500 pixels , each one of which produces a Geiger discharge when a photon
impinges upon it. The energy is therefore proportional to the number of pixels fired. Typically
a minimum ionizing particle (MIP) fires 10-15 pixels (or photoelectrons).

Furthermore the small size of the sensors implies that they can be mounted directly on the
scintillator tiles (see Fig. 1). This has a number of beneficial effects:

(1) Light Output: The light suffers little or no attenuation as it does not have to travel large
distances in fiber.

(2) Cost: The amount of fiber required (WLS or clear) is drastically reduced.

(3) Simplified Architecture: Since photo-conversion occurs at the tile one can come out of the
detector directly with electrical signals thus largely eliminating the problems associated
with handling and routing of a large number of fibers.

During the course of our investigations into these photodetectors we studied their operat-
ing bias voltage, dark rate, linearity of response,temperature dependence, stability, radia-
tion hardness and immunity to magnetic fields. The results of our studies, showing that
SiPMs/MRS are suitable for a scintillator hadron calorimeter, are documented in [9], [10]
and [11].

CALICE Test Beam: A silicon-tungsten electromagnetic calorimeter and a steel-scintillator
hadron shower imager (see Fig. 2) took beam in the H6B area at CERN in August and
October of this year. The hadron shower imager physically consists of two devices; a hadron
calorimeter (HCAL) and a tail-catcher/muon tracker (TCMT). Both devices use SiPMs to
read out scintillator with embedded WLS fiber. NIU has been intimately involved with their
design, optimization, construction, commissioning and operation and in fact had primary
responsibility for one of them (TCMT).

The active layers of the HCAL prototype consist of 5 mm thick scintillator tiles sandwiched
between 2 cm thick steel absorber plates. In reality the absorber is split into three parts: 1.6
cm absorber plate and two 0.2 cm thick top and bottom skins of the “cassette” which houses
the tiles. Each tile comes with its own 1mm diameter WLS fiber mated to a SiPM embedded
in it. The tiles come in three granularities: 3 cm x 3 cm, 6 cm x 6 cm and 12 cm x 12 cm
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Figure 1: The SiPM sensor (left) mated with a 1 mm WLS fiber and embedded in a 3 cm x 3 cm
tile (right).

Figure 2: The CALICE test beam setup at CERN
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Figure 3: HCAL prototype geometry.

(see Fig. 3). The granularity of the prototype has been optimized to achieve the physics
goals within a reasonable budget. As the initial proponents of the finer granularity we were
responsible for the instrumentation of two-thirds (i.e. 20 layers) of the inner core. A 1 mm
thick co-axial cable runs from each photodetector to a charge integrating amplifier channel.
This single co-axial cable carries both the bias (on its shield) and signal (on its core). The
cables are mounted on a G-10 plate which also has the reflective VM2000 glued to its inner,
tile-facing side.

The active layers of the TCMT consist of 1m long, 5 cm wide and 5 mm thick extruded
scintillator strips. A 1.2 mm outer diameter Kuraray WLS fiber is inserted into the co-
extruded holes that run along the length of the strips. The strips and their associated SiPMs
in each layer, are enclosed in a light tight sheath or cassette (see Fig. 4). The top and bottom
skins of the cassette are formed by 1 mm thick steel with Al bars providing the skeletal rigidity.
The cassettes are inserted, alternately in the X and Y orientation, in a steel absorber stack
which has a fine and coarse section. The upstream fine section consists of eight 2 cm thick
steel plates while the coarse section is comprised of 10 cm thick steel absorber for a total of
approximately six interaction lengths. Both the HCAL and TCMT use common electronics
and DAQ boards developed by the CALICE collaboration as a whole.

The commissioning and operation of the scintillator-SiPM prototypes was the main deliverable
for 2006 and has been achieved (see Figs. 5 and 6). Over a period of twenty one days in
August and October ≈ 25M electron, positron, pion and proton events in the 6-80 GeV/c
momentum range were collected (see Table 1). Also written to disk were ≈ 40M muons of
undetermined momenta. These muon events were collected during parasitic running periods,
with large area trigger counters (1m x 1m) fabricated at NIU. For calibration and monitoring
purposes ≈ 14M pedestal and LED events were taken at regular intervals. Analysis of this
data has begun and looks promising. It is clear that the data accumulated will go a long way
in addressing the overall goals of our program, namely:

(a) Technology demonstration

(b) Exploration of the full range of readout from purely digital to fully analog

(c) Validation of hadron shower models in Monte Carlo

(d) Particle Flow Algorithm development
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Figure 4: A section of a TCMT cassette.

Figure 5: Online display of a 30 GeV pion event in the ECAL, HCAL and TCMT
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Figure 6: Amplitude correlation between the HCAL and TCMT for 80 GeV pions

Energy(GeV) e− e+ π− π+,p

6 130 200 1800 450

8 200 1800

10 170 150 1800 700

12 200 1500

15 120 470 1600 700

18 230 300 1300

20 210 390 1500 800

30 400 2500

40 1700

50 300 1800

80 1800

Table 1: No. of K events of collected.
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Current and Planned R&D

Prototype Operation: The scintillator-SiPM prototypes will again be exposed to hadron and
muon beams in the 2007-2008 period. The tests will recommence in the summer of 2007
at CERN and then move to the Fermilab test beam facility in winter [12]. In the interim,
experience from the 2006 test beam and the ensuing analysis will be used to fine-tune the
detectors and do maintainence work on them. Apart from increased statistics, the qualitative
enhancements of the 2007-2008 CALICE test beam running will include hadron data at various
incident angles, access to much lower energies (down to 1 GeV) and improved particle ID.
As in the 2006 running period we will be playing a major role in the re-commissionng and
operation of the prototypes.

The analysis of the data collected so far and the continued operations of the prototypes next
year will deliver a wealth of information. It is however clear that R&D will need to continue in
parallel to carry the scintillator-SiPM HCAL design forward so as to come up with a scalable
version, optimized for its realization in an ILC detector. Note that the extended ILC test
beam program and our active participation in it permits us to make incremental changes to
the initial design which can then be tested in the beam as a matter of course.

Integrated Readout Layer: A detector consisting of a few million channels requires a high
degree of integration. The small size, low bias and magnetic field immunity of the SiPMs
has already allowed us to take the first step towards this goal. The photo-conversion occurs
right at the tile thus integrating the light transport and conversion functions on the tile
itself. The next logical step is to bring an equivalent level of integration to the electrical
signal path. While individual cables per tile are feasible for the prototype containing a few
thousand channels, they are not a viable option for a device with a few million channels. Our
objective is the design and fabrication of a readout layer with the required mechanical and
electronics integration such that data from many tiles could be sent off the detector on a
few conductors. The strategy is to have a PC board inside the detector which will support
the scintillator tiles, connect directly to the silicon photodetectors and carry the necessary
electronics and signal/bias traces. Design and protoyping of this integrated readout board
will be the key element of our R&D program which we will be undertaken with technical
assistance from Fermilab and in coordination with our CALICE colleagues. Note that the
full assembly of such an integrated readout layer involves a number of interfaces which will
need to be simultaneously investigated:

(a) Scintillator-SiPM: A green WLS fiber in a hole or groove has been used to mediate the
photon transfer between the scintillator and the SiPMs in the prototypes mentioned
earlier. This is a plausible baseline design for the construction of a scintillator hadron
calorimeter for the ILC detector. It is however also clear that the elimination of the fibers
from the tile, if at all possible, would considerably simplify the assembly of a scintillator-
SiPM hadron calorimeter. Assessing the potential and performance of directly coupling
the photodetectors to the tiles without the use of a fiber will be one of the major goals
of our R&D efforts. Our efforts come at an opportune time since the world-wide interest
generated in SiPMs has led to the entry of new SiPM vendors and products (large area
SiPMs, blue sensitive SiPMs etc.)into the market which may bring this to fruition (see
Fig. 7). The studies envisaged will answer questions related to the preferred geometry
for the tile, optimal postioning of a directly coupled SiPM on the tile and the efficiency
and uniformity obtained for such a configuration.

(b) SiPM-PCB: The exact nature of the SiPM-PCB interface is dependent on whether the
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Figure 7: Peliminary current measurements taken at NIU for a directly coupled Hamamatsu MPPC.
The large S/N provides cause for optimism on the prospects of being able to see light directly from
the scintillator.

photodetector is part of the PCB or the scintillator tile for assembly purposes. While
both options are possible and will be investigated, we have chosen to begin with R&D
for the configuration where the SiPM is part of the PCB since this offers the possibility
of exploiting the benefits of surface mount technology used by industry in large-scale
printed circuit board manufacturing.

A staged approach on the development of the PCB will be taken. As the first step in
this direction, a passive integrated readout layer has been designed and is ready to be
sent out for fabrication (see Fig. 8). The ’passive’ refers to the fact that the PCB will
carry the tiles, SiPMs and signal and bias traces but no active electronics. The traces
run to the edge of the board where they will be readout with the CALICE electronics
used in the CERN test beam. This configuration will allow us to study and optimize
the SiPM-PCB interface, signal/bias routing and cross-talk effects between neighboring
channels. These studies will also help in the design of robust packaging for the SiPM
sensors which is optimized for their installation in the integrated readout layer. This
work will be done at Fermilab’s SiDet facility.

In parallel prototyping of an active integrated readout layer will commence i.e. front-end
electronics, ensconsed in the PCB and suited for fast SiPM response will be developed.
Work on the design specifications and costing document has already begun in collabo-
ration with Fermilab electrical enginneering. Conceptually, the design of the integrated
readout layer PCB envisages a 32-channel front end chip with an ADC integrated into it
communicating over few hundred mbps LVDS lines with a FPGA based module which
handles the data buffering, power, bias and clock distribution for several of them. These
in turn communicate over high speed serial links with the data concentrator modules
which have a high speed bi-directional optical link for readout, to the DAQ system.
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Figure 8: Passive integrated readout layer layout.

(c) Scintillator-PCB: In addition to the electronics, the PCB will also carry the scintillator
tiles. The optimal method of mechanically locking the scintillator on the PCB will be
explored. A major issue is the specification of a unit scintillator block for the purposes
of fabrication and assembly. Mechanical considerations having to do with alignment of
the scintillator with the PCB, placement of tiles with respect to each other etc., point
to the individual tiles not being an ideal unit for assembly of the integrated readout
layer. In this regard we have already started studies on the fabrication and assembly of
mega-tiles (see Fig. 9) that will simplify the production of an integrated readout layer.
Irrespective of the final configuration of the unit assembly block, it is clear that the
fabrication of millions of uniform quality, precisely sized and optically isolated scintillator
cells presents a serious challenge. Fermilab and NIU jointly operate a scintillator detector
development and extrusion facility which will serve as a good test bed for this R&D.
In collaboration with outside vendors various aspects of injection molding of mega-tiles
will also be investigated.

FY2007 activities and deliverables

(1) Analysis of the Scint. HCAL and TCMT prototype data,

(2) Operation of the current prototypes in hadron test beam at CERN and Fermilab,

(3) Investigation of direct-coupling and fabrication of mega-tiles,

(4) Results from cosmic and/or beam tests of passive integrated readout layer,

(5) Design and development of electronics for the active integrated readout layer.
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Figure 9: A 32-cell hexagonal mega-tile.

FY2008 activities and deliverables

(1) Continued operation of prototypes and analysis of the test beam data,

(2) Protoyping of active integrated readout layer,

(3) Installation of a few fully integrated layers in the test beam,

(4) Delivery of a Scintillator-SiPM HCAL CDR contribution.

Existing Infrastructure/Resources
The funds requested in this proposal will be augmented by the following support, from other
sources:

(a) NICADD personnel,

(b) NICADD scintillator extruder line,

(c) NIU machine shops,

(d) Collaboration with Fermilab on electrical and mechanical engineering,

(e) Collaboration with University of Colorado on SiPM studies.

Budget justification

FY2007: The R&D activities listed in the previous sections will be carried out by NICADD
staff members (support for 0.5 FTE asked here), graduate (support for 1.0 FTE asked here)
and undergraduate students. The equipment and M&S costs relate primarily to further design
and development of an integrated readout layer. Specifically the funds will be spent on SiPM
purchases, prototyping of the passive integrated layer, investigation of mega-tile fabrication
and design and development of electronics for the active PCB.
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FY2008: The production and testing of fully integrated readout planes for test beam consti-
tute the equipment and M&S costs. Support for NICADD personnel will need to be raised
to 1.0 FTE. Support for students will need to be maintained at the prior level.

The travel funds will cover costs of travel by group members to CERN for test beam activities
(2007), and for attending conferences/meetings (2007 and 2008) for the purposes of this
project only.

The budget takes into account the NIU mandated fringe: 50% and indirect cost: 45% rates.

Two-year budget, in then-year K$ (NIU)

Item FY2007 FY2008 Total

Other Professionals 25.0 50.0 75.0
Graduate Students 23.0 23.0 46.0

Undergraduate Students 5.0 5.0 10.0

Total Salaries and Wages 53.0 78.0 131.0
Fringe Benefits 12.5 25.0 37.5

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 65.5 103.0 168.5
Equipment 40.0 70.0 110.0

Travel 7.0 5.0 12.0
Materials and Supplies 10.0 15.0 25.0

Total direct costs 122.5 193.0 315.5
Indirect costs (45% of non-equipment) 37.0 55.5 92.5

Total direct and indirect costs 159.5 248.5 408.0

Broader Impact

Student involvement in research is a critical aspect of the proposed research program. Stu-
dents can make significant contributions in detector R&D, construction, testing, software
development, data collection and analysis. They are, in the process, exposed to cutting-edge
research techniques and technology which they can utilize in industry or related fields. At
this time two undergraduate and two graduate students (one MS and one Ph.D.) are involved
in ILC efforts.

The scintillator R&D involves collaborative work with chemists and mechanical engineers.
As an example, faculty and students from NIU engineering department have been involved in
extruder die design and operation. Improvements in this technology are applicable to many
fields which need to detect particles including other sciences and medicine.

NIU runs a vigorous outreach program which visits schools and civic organizations in the
northern Illinois region with the purpose of increasing enthusiasm and public awareness
for science. The presentations emphasize energy and light but also address how scientists
make and interpret observations. Over 10,000 students per year attend these presentations.
NIU/NICADD staff and students participate in these outreach events. NIU/NICADD faculty
and staff also volunteer for the Fermilab ’Ask-a-Scientist’ program and a similar one offered
through the NIU outreach website.
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Program Outline for
Development of Integrated Scintillator/Silicon Photomultiplier Planes

for ILC Hadron Calorimetry

This one page document serves as a common preface to independently submitted LCDRD
proposals from Northern Illinois (NIU) and the University of Colorado (UC) for a collaborative effort
between NIU, UC, and Fermilab to continue development of a novel hadron calorimetry technology.
Preliminary test beam results, done under the auspices of CALICE, indicate that scintillator and
silicon photo-multipliers (SiPM) have the stability, robustness, and energy response to support fine
grain calorimetry. However, additional R&D regarding the SiPMs; coupling of the scintillator and
SiPMs; the packaging of the SiPMs; the development of electronics; and the integration of the
scintillator, SiPM, and electronics will be necessary to demonstrate that the technology will serve
as an economic and competitive alternative for ILC detectors.

Additional R&D is necessary to develop economical and straightforward integrated construction
techniques for the sensing planes and the associated electronics. All current test beam prototype
planes are composed of individual scintillator cells or strips with embedded WLS fibers leading to
SiPMs. The SiPMs are read out with electronics attached to the sensing planes and also located
remotely. As a result, construction and assembly of the active planes requires handling of numerous
parts. “Scalable” or easily built planes will require reliable integration of the scintillator tiles,
SiPMs, and onboard readout. This can be done in a straightforward way by mounting the cells
and SiPMs on printed circuit boards which also carry traces to transmit bias voltage and signals
between the SiPMs and on-board electronics.

The technology development will start with a study of the direct coupling of the scintillator and
SiPMs in lieu of coupling with fibers. In parallel, an integrated “passive” plane with scintillator
tiles and SiPMs mounted directly on a circuit board with traces leading to edge connectors will
be constructed and tested with cosmic rays in summer 2007. The edge connectors will be used to
read out the prototype boards with already available electronics. The second major R&D step will
entail construction of fully integrated circuit boards or “active” planes which carry the cells, SiPM,
traces, and on- board controls and electronics. The first prototypes will be exposed to beam in late
2008.

UC and Fermilab will continue their efforts characterizing SiPMs. UC has excellent testing
capabilities and has valuable experience studying the detailed behavior of SiPMs. Fermilab has
developed a SiPM characterization facility with a planned emphasis on qualifying suppliers and
developing packaging options. All three institutions will be involved in the study of options for
direct coupling of scintillator and the SiPMs. NIU and Fermilab will work together on development
of integrated passive and active planes and investigate current and new ASIC designs for the active
plane. NIU and Fermilab collaborated on the construction of an initial scintillator-SiPM prototype
detector: both institutions were involved in production of the scintillator at Fermilab, NIU assem-
bled the sensing planes, Fermilab built the absorber structure, and NIU personnel commissioned
the device at CERN and are now analyzing data. Preliminary work is already underway designing
PC boards and specifying electronics for the scalable planes.
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Status Report to the DoE/NSF for ILC Detector R&D

December 18, 2006

Project Name

Development of a Scintillator Based Hadronic Calorimeter for the SiD Detector Using SiPD’s
as the Sensors

Classification (accelerator/detector: subsystem)

Calorimeter: Hadron Calorimetry

Personnel and Institution(s) Requesting Funding

Paul Beckingham, Keith Drake, Joshua Elliot, Eric Erdos, Kyle Miller, Uriel Nauenberg, Gleb
Oleinik, Joseph Proulx, Elliot Smith, Paul Steinbrecher, Joseph Stech, Yiaxin Yu.
University of Colorado at Boulder

Collaborators

G.Blazey et. al, Northern Illinois University,
M.Demarteau et. al, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory.

Project Leader

Uriel Nauenberg
390 UCB, Physics Department
(303)492-7715
uriel@cuhep.colorado.edu

Project Overview

Our University of Colorado at Boulder group has formed a collaboration with the groups of
Northern Illinois University (NICADD) and Fermilab to build and test a scintillator based
Hadronic Calorimeter for the SiD detector. We propose that the Colorado groups initial
main responsibility will be to test Silicon Photo-detectors (SiPDs) and characterize them for
performance uniformity. We will also measure the light output and uniformity when attached
directly to a scintillator tile. Our study will be for 3 × 3cm2 tiles. Finally we will participate
in the construction of a calorimeter module to take to the Fermilab test beam to measure its
resolution with hadronic and electron beams.

Colorado has developed expertise in the operation of SiPDs to the point that we have obtained
excellent resolution with these devices. We can clearly separate the pulses from one, two,
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three, four and five photoelectrons. In addition we are the one group that has the specialized
equipment that has allowed us to observe, time-wise, the pulse train due to the photons
arrival time and measure the pulse height as a function of time. This allows us to make
critical measurements about the time dependent resolution of these devices that nobody else
has done to date. We would like to continue and enhance this study in the next few years to
determine whether we can improve the resolution of calorimeters. As we show below we have
already shown surprising and exciting results in the use of these Silicon Photo Detectors.

We are involving students, both graduates and undergraduates, in this research effort. This
requires both hardware development and software simulation of detector performance. This
funding request is to support both these efforts in the next few years to understand how
much improvement we can obtain using this new technology. We would like to support
students, a research associate and part time of an electronics engineer (Paul Beckingham) who
is already working at the University of Colorado. In addition we would like to purchase various
SiPDs from various companies to understand their performance uniformity. We propose to
use our results to help the companies to improve their production procedures to improve
the uniformity of performance of their devices. This requires purchasing a reasonably large
number (about 20) of SiPDs from each company to start with. We need to purchase Gigahertz
pulse sampling equipment that has just appeared in the market and is a perfect match to the
measurements we propose to carry out, and we need to purchase various types of equipment
to aid us in these measurements.

Previous Results and Future Plans

A great deal of activity has been taking place in the design and development of the detectors
to be associated with the International Linear Collider (ILC). We propose here to develop
the scintillator based hadronic calorimeter to be associated with the SiD detector. We are
proposing to build a three interaction length calorimeter where the sensing medium is made
up of scintillator tiles 3 × 3cm2 and the light is detected by SiPDs directly attached to the
scintillator face. During the first year of this two year proposal we propose to evaluate SiPDs
from various companies for detector performance and to build one plane of a scintillator panel
with SiPDs attached to a board that is then placed against the scintillator panel. For this
panel readout arrangement we plan to study the readout uniformity for charged particles sent
into the scintillator panel at various positions across the 3 × 3 cm2 tiles of the panel. This
would then give us the necessary information on the uniformity of the readout.

The recently developed Silicon Photo-Detectors have been shown to be excellent sensors. Prof.
Nauenberg, research associates, and students have been working with these devices and have
observed remarkable properties associated with these (SIPDs) that may lead to improvements
of hadronic calorimeters and may allow us to achieve better resolution.

Our group has proposed the development of a scintillator based electromagnetic or hadronic
calorimeter with alternate ”offset” layers to reduce the number of readouts and improve
spatial resolution. All our studies so far have been presented on the web at http://hep-
www.colorado.edu/SUSY. As part of this development we have been studying the perfor-
mance of the brand new silicon photo-detector technology which has been developed by our
Russian colleagues and by CPTA in Russia and is being actively developed by both of them,
Hamamatsu in Japan, Senzl in Ireland, and by Italian, and German companies. These de-
vices are mm in size as shown in Fig 1. Hamamatsu has recently announced far superior
devices to those produced by CPTA. We propose to purchase a few of these to study their
characteristics.
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Figure 1: A photograph of a Silicon Photo-Detector. The dimensions are 1mm across and about 5
mm high and runs on a bias voltage of 40 volts. This is to be compared with the old technology
phototubes which are about 5 cm in diameter and 20 cm high and run on a bias voltage of 2000
volts. These SiPD devices may well make previous photomultipliers obsolete.

We have been studying and improving our understanding of SiPD performance characteristics
using cosmic rays and using a blue light emitting diode into a green wave shifting scintillating
fiber. We show in Fig. 2 the number of events we observe versus the charge collected by the
SiPD using a blue light emitting diode. The resolution of the SiPD is so outstanding that
we can now resolve the signal provided by one, two, three etc. photoelectrons up to about
five. We obtain the resolution shown by sampling the charge collected every 2.5 nsec across
a time interval (gate) of 200 nsec. We then only determine the collected charge in about an
interval of 50 nsec where we can tell the majority of the pulse train appears. Also, because
the pulse train varies in time for different events we adjust the time interval over which we
collect the charge for a particular event to within a few nsec to maximize the resolution and
minimize the background due to noise. This kind of resolution has never been obtained by
previous photomultipliers or charge collecting devices and we hope it will allow us to improve
the resolution of the detectors.

We make the same measurement using cosmic rays with a 5 cm2 tile both for 2mm thick and
1 cm thick cases. The light is retrieved by a 1 mm green wave shifting fiber imbedded in the
tile and connected to the SiPD. The results are shown in Fig. 3.

The measurements above were carried out at room temperature. We have done also mea-
surements where the SiPD is at 0� C and -17� C with a stability better than 0.5 � C. These
were done using the blue emitting diode. The results are shown in Fig. 4. These figures show
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Figure 2: Number of events versus the charge produced by the SiPD and recorded by our pulse
height sampling analyzer. The figure shows the number of samples collected versus the charge
produced by the SiPD due to the light pulses from a blue light emitting diode being driven by a 10
nsec 2.5 volt square pulse. The charge is measured by sampling the pulse height every 2.5 nsec in
an interval determined by the observed pulse train which is about 50 nsec. The pulse heights are
measured by a 100 Megahertz pulse height analyzers which, by means of cable delays, allows us to
sample every 2.5 nsec.

improved resolution as you lower the temperature as long as the temperature remains stable.

During the first year of this proposal we propose to characterize about fifty SiPDs from various
vendors, to determine their uniformity, to continue the present research, and to improve the
resolution of our observations. As seen in the previous plots the resolution deteriorates as we
measure the charge associated with greater than four photo-electrons to the point that we see
no separation in the region above six photoelectrons. We believe this is due, to a large extent,
to the fact that the pulses become more complicated shape-wise in these cases and sampling
every 2.5 nsec is not adequate and we should sample in the sub-nsec scale. This is because
the pulses from the SiPDs are about 10 nsec wide and all the photons arrive in a 50 nsec
time interval. Hence, when we have five or more photoelectrons the pulses begin to overlap
each other and measuring the pulse height every 2.5 nsec may not be adequate to determine
the pulse train charge with the necessary accuracy to separate the charge collected from six,
seven, etc. photoelectrons. We now know how to do this using a recently developed two
Gigahertz sampling device by National Instruments. We have designed a ”trick” that allows
us to sample four times faster leading to the excellent sampling rate of every 0.125 nsec. In
addition we have evidence that running the SiPDs at temperatures of -300 C increases the
gain of these detectors and improves their resolution. We propose to investigate this also. If
we can separate up to 10-15 photoelectron signals with the expected resolution we should be
able to improve the resolution of calorimeters, devices being used in many aspects of research.

Another area we need to investigate is how to improve the dynamic range of the SiPDs. The
limitation of the dynamic range of present SiPDs is due to the small active area of the present
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Figure 3: Number of events versus the charge produced by the SiPD and recorded by our pulse
height sampling analyzer. The figure on the left shows the charge produced by the SiPD due to
the light pulses from cosmic rays in a 1 cm thick scintillator tile. The figure on the right shows the
charge collected by the SiPD due to cosmic rays traversing a 2 mm thick scintillator. In all cases
the light is collected by a wave shifting 1 mm fiber which then sends the light to the SiPD which
converts it into charge.

devices. They presently cover an area of only 1 × 1mm2 New devices with lateral dimensions
of 2.5-3.0 mm or larger are being produced leading to an expected order of magnitude increase
in possible dynamical range.

We also propose to assist with the evaluation of SiPD response uniformity using a SiPD
attached to a 3 × 3cm2 scintillator tile for particle trajectories in various locations across
the tile. For this effort we will receive a board from NICADD and Fermilab that integrates
the tile and SiPM by allowing installation of the SiPDs in an array to be placed on top of the
scintillator panel.

The ultimate goal of this effort is to build an adequate calorimeter to test these ideas in
an actual accelerator derived hadronic beam to determine its resolution. This aspect of our
effort would occur in the second year of this proposal. We need to develop simulation software
right away to determine how well our measurements agree with predictions based on GEANT
based simulations and how good a calorimeter we can expect to develop. Hence we request
funds to support this simulation effort.

Budget Justification

We request funding for two graduate students doing Masters thesis on the SiPD study and
half a research associate time to help with the software simulation aspects of this study. We
are also requesting support to cover 100 hours of Paul Beckingham, an electronics engineer
already working in JILA, an institute located at our university. Paul Beckingham is an
electronics engineer who worked at the Super Conducting Super Collider (SSC) when it was
being constructed. He is very well aware of detector design issues. He would help us design
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Figure 4: Number of events versus the charge produced by the SiPD and recorded by our pulse
height sampling analyzer. In these measurements we keep the SiPDs at lower temperatures in a
stable condition. The figure on the left shows the case where the SiPD is at 0�. The figure on the
right shows the case where the SiPD is at -17� C. In both cases we observe that the pulse height
increases and resolution improves as we lower the temperature but not dramatically.

the electronics board that would allow us to mount and test a group of 25 SiPDs at a time
and another one that could read the data from a group of scintillator tiles that make up a
plane in our test setup simultaneously and would ultimately be applied to the final device
that would read many tiles simultaneously or serially when taken to an accelerator beam.

We are requesting funds to purchase the two Gigahertz National Instrument pulse sampling
device, and the temperature devices that will allow us to lower the operating temperature of
the SiPD and control it. We are requesting the funds to purchase sixteen or so SIPDs from
each of various manufacturers to study their performance uniformity.

Support for two students is crucial in carrying out the detector development since they would
carry out the measurements. The research associate is needed to carry out, with the help of
students, the simulation of the proposed calorimeter to under how our measurements would
lead to improved resolutions. The equipment request is necessary to carry out the 0.125 nsec
pulse sampling to improve the resolution of the charge measurement shown in Fig.4.

Here we define the deliverables for our two year project:

• In the first year we would build a test stand that would accommodate about 25 SiPDs.

• In the first year we would test a large number (about 50) SiPDs to characterize their
uniformity.

• In the first year we would test a single plane scintillator with many tiles to test the light
collection uniformity for tiles 3 × 3 cm2.

• In the second year we would participate in the construction of a calorimeter to bring to
a test beam at Fermilab.
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The Budget

ITEM Cost
A. Salaries and Wages
Research Associate
To be named 50% 12 months 20,000
Graduate Students
To be named(50% 9 mos. AY) 17,413
To be named(50% 9 mos. AY) 17,413

Total Salaries and Wages 54.826

B. Fringe Benefits
Research Associate(25.0%) 5,000
Graduate Students (7.4%) 2,577

Total Fringe Benefits 7,577

C. Equipment
2 Units, 2 Gigahertz, 8 bits National
Instruments Pulse Samplers Model NI-PXI-5152
Unit 779772-01 12,000
50 SiPDs at $50 each 2,500
From TE Technology , Inc
1 Model TM-YE-2(127-127)-1.15P 100
Thermoelectric Module
1 Model PS-12-8.4 Power Supply 150
1 Model TC-24-12 Temperature Controller 300
Auxiliary Equipment, Connectors, Cables 1,000
Construction of Electronic Boards 20,000
Cost of Shipping and Handling 50

Total Equipment 36,100
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ITEM Cost

D. Additional Costs
Electronic Engineer Services at $100/h 10,000
(Paul Beckingham)
Tuition remission (9 credits/sem.) 13,633

Total Additional Costs 23,633

E. Travel Costs
Travel to Various meetings 7,500

F. Total Direct Costs 129,636

G. Indirect Costs on Campus
Indirect Costs (51.5% of MTDC) 41,150

G. Total Costs 170,787
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STATUS REPORT

Particle Flow Algorithm Development

1 Personnel and Institution requesting funding

Matthew Charles and Usha Mallik, The University of Iowa.

2 Collaborators

We collaborate informally with Ron Cassell (SLAC), and with other PFA developers such as Steve
Magill (ANL).

3 Project Leader

Usha Mallik
usha-mallik@uiowa.edu
319-335-0499

4 Project Overview

The International Linear Collider (ILC) is the highest priority future large project in particle
physics and will complement the expected LHC findings with high precision measurements. To
match this physics goal, the detector(s) at the ILC must reach excellent jet energy resolution of the
order of 30%/

√
E. In this project, we are developing a calorimeter-based particle flow algorithm

(PFA) with the goal of reaching this energy resolution. It is absolutely essential that this work be
done, to demonstrate that the ILC will be able to do the physics, and to allow real, quantitative
optimization of the detector design. Progress by the group has been reported at a number of
conferences and workshops, as shown in appendix A.

5 Status Report

5.1 Personnel

Since 2003, the Iowa group has been working to develop and implement a PFA. The post-docs
Matthew Charles, Wolfgang Mader, and Niels Meyer have contributed to the project, sharing their
time between the Linear Collider and the BaBar experiment at SLAC. Wolfgang and Niels left
the group in December 2005 and April 2006, respectively. On average, 1 FTE of effort has been
applied to ILC R&D, of which more than 0.5 FTE in salary has been supported from the Iowa base
program thus far.
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5.2 Particle flow algorithm development

In this section, we describe the PFA approach and the current implementation. The algorithm
was developed and tested with simulated events in detector designs from the SiD concept, but it
is largely independent of the specific detector design parameters and should be applicable to the
other PFA-based detector concepts (GLD, LDC).

5.2.1 The PFA approach

Energy deposition in calorimeters occurs via statistical processes. In general, the physics of electro-
magnetic showers is well-understood and shower development can be modelled straightforwardly.
For photons and electrons of a given energy, there is a good degree of consistency across showers
in the Silicon-Tungsten SiD ECAL, both in terms of the shape and of the total energy deposited
in the active elements. By contrast, hadronic showers are more difficult to model and display a
great deal of variation in structure; the energy resolution of hadronic showers in the SiD projec-
tive RPC calorimeter is expected to be significantly worse than that of electromagnetic showers in
the ECAL. A more accurate way to measure the energy of charged hadrons is to use momentum
information from the tracker and a particle ID hypothesis. For the limiting case of an algorithm
with perfect pattern recognition, the jet energy resolution is then dominated by the neutral hadron
energy resolution.

In practice, the resolution is also degraded by an imperfect algorithm assigning charged energy
to neutral particles and vice-versa: this is often referred to as the “confusion term” in the energy
resolution. One of the main goals of a particle flow algorithm is to minimize this confusion term.
This is only possible if individual particles within jets can be resolved, which in turn implies a
high-granularity (imaging) calorimeter. The precision of the detector will increase the experimental
challenges (e.g. large numbers of channels, calibration, and noise). A realistic PFA is essential to
explore the mutual dependencies between detailed detector design, technical issues, costs, and the
final energy resolution, and to guide the concept towards a final design optimized for physics output.

5.2.2 PFA software infrastructure

Each PFA algorithm so far has been written as a monolithic block of code. This has made it
cumbersome to exchange algorithms and implementations—this typically required a substantial
rewrite to extract code (e.g. a photon finder) from one program and insert it into another. It has
also made it very difficult to compare results from different implementations in a systematic way,
and has largely limited the pool of PFA developers to those who can write an entire PFA.

Starting from the Boulder workshop in January 2006, Steve Magill (ANL), Ron Cassell (SLAC)
and Mat Charles formed a core group and decided, after discussions with the other PFA developers,
that the whole PFA project will benefit by taking a more modular approach. They agreed upon a
set of coding conventions known as the “PFA template” so that algorithms can be interchanged,
re-used, and compared. Mat has led the infrastructure work, providing defined interfaces, support
classes, example/template code, and web documentation1. He presented the template approach
with an example PFA at the VLCWS06 workshop.

1 https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/ilc/lcsim+PFA+guide
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5.2.3 PFA implementation

The Iowa group has developed a complete PFA implementation. The bulk of the algorithm design
and tuning was done with e+e− → qq̄ (q = u, d, s) events at a center-of-mass energy of 91 GeV.
The algorithm is outlined below. The digisim package is used to simulate calorimeter digitization,
and the MCFastTracking package is used to simulate tracking resolution and inefficiency.

• Find photons in the ECAL.

– Identify potential Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP) segments with the Iowa mipfinder

package;

– Exclude hits from MIP segments which begin close to the inner surface of the ECAL
and are connected to a track;

– Identify potential photon clusters with the Iowa MSTPhotonFinder package, which in-
cludes shape and position cuts;

– Exclude photon cluster candidates that are connected to a track;

– Accept the remaining photon cluster candidates.

• Find track segment clusters in the calorimeters with the Iowa mipfinder package. This
includes primary MIPs, other primary charged particles, and secondary charged particles
produced inside the calorimeter.

– Require isolated or near-isolated hits in consecutive layers;

– Track segment clusters are not required to begin at the ECAL inner surface, nor to
connect to tracks from the tracking-system;

– No energy cut is applied.

• Find dense clumps of energy in the calorimeters, such as those following a hard hadronic
interaction, using the Iowa ClumpFinder package.

• Merge the track segments, clumps, and other unassigned hits into large clusters with the
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST). Like other nearest-neighbor clusterers, the MST has a high
efficiency for hadronic showers but poor separation of overlapping/adjacent clusters. Within
each hadronic cluster, the track segments and clumps form the skeletons of individual hadronic
showers.

• Find the individual showers within large MST clusters.

– Within each large MST cluster, look at each pairwise combination of skeleton compo-
nents (track segments and clumps).

– Apply the Iowa LikelihoodEvaluator to determine whether the pair of components
come from the same shower. The selector uses simple geometric criteria such as separa-
tion distance, distance of closest approach of extrapolated tracks, etc., and is tuned on
control samples of events with the same detector design and CM energy.

– When pairs of components pass the likelihood selector, link them together.

– Assign the halo of other hits in the cluster to the nearest identified shower.
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• Separate primary particles from secondary/fragment clusters.

– Clusters which are connected to a track are assumed to be primary charged particles;

– Clusters which have a large number of hits (currently > 10) are assumed to be primary
clusters;

– Clusters with a moderate number of hits (currently 4–10) which point back to the IP
are assumed to be primary clusters;

– All other clusters are assumed to be fragments, except clusters which begin in the first
few layers of the ECAL—these are assumed to be soft photons.

– Fragments are then assigned to the nearest primary cluster.

• Identify charged particles, performing the final round of track-matching.

– Tracks are extrapolated to the inner surface of the ECAL and checked for compatability
with nearby clusters;

– Tracks are matched preferentially to calorimeter MIP segments with consistent position
and direction;

– If no MIP segment is found, a cluster with consistent position is accepted;

– The track momentum is required to be consistent with the total cluster energy at the
3σ level, assuming the pion mass hypothesis.

• The remaining clusters are treated as neutral hadrons.

One important point is that the PFA was designed to require minimal tuning for different detec-
tor designs, energies, and physics processes. In particular, this motivates the use of a geometrical
likelihood selector rather than a series of fixed cuts for hadron shower reconstruction. This makes
it much easier to test its behavior under different conditions. (For practical reasons there are still
some hard-coded numbers, but in general these can be left constant.)

When a track is found and matched to a cluster, the energy of the corresponding particle is
derived from the track momentum. For particles with no matching track, the energy is estimated
from the hits in the calorimeter. We use two different calibrations for this purpose: an ad-hoc
linear calibration developed by the Iowa group and a more detailed, non-linear calibration provided
by Ron Cassell (SLAC).

Ad-hoc calibration: For each simulated event i, we can compute the true center-of-mass energy
ETotal;i, the energy deposited in the ECAL EECAL;i, the number of hits in the HCAL NHCAL;i,
and the missing energy Emiss;i, where Emiss;i is the energy of all particles which do not deposit any
energy in the calorimeters. Assuming that the detector response is linear, we can describe it with
two parameters α and β:

ETotal;i ' αEECAL;i + βNHCAL;i + Emiss;i.

α and β are extracted from control samples of simulated events. Because the detector response is
not really linear, the values of α and β depend not only on the detector design but also on the
center-of-mass energy and the physics process. This is adequate for simple perfomance tests and
has the advantage that it can be used without a PFA.
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SLAC calibration: For this calibration, the calorimeter is treated as six separate subdetectors.
These are the barrel and endcap components of (i) the first 20 layers of the ECAL, (ii) the last
10 layers of the ECAL (with double thickness of absorber), and (iii) the HCAL. The HCAL is
treated as a purely digital calorimeter, whereas analog information from the ECAL is used. The
detector is calibrated with control samples of Z-pole events, using truth information to pick out
the energy deposits from one particle at a time. The calibration includes angular dependence, a
constant offset, and different treatment for photons and neutral hadrons.

5.3 Initial results from PFA studies

We apply the PFA to a range of detector designs and center-of-mass energies. For comparison, we
also perform a “pure calorimetry” analysis in which track information is not used, and a “perfect
pattern recognition” analysis in which the clustering and track-matching uses truth information to
minimize confusion. Results for the PFAs are given here with the SLAC calibration; corresponding
values for the ad-hoc calibration are given in appendix B.

5.3.1 Current performance

For each event, we compute the reconstructed energy sum by adding the energies of all parti-
cles found. When this is compared to the true energy sum, there are several distinct sources of
discrepancy:

• The detector resolution in the track momentum and calorimeter energy measurements;

• Imperfect calibration;

• Confusion/misreconstruction;

• Missing energy (from neutrinos, punch-through neutrals, particles that are lost down the
beampipe, etc.).

The fourth contribution is essentially independent of the PFA implementation. It is an important
consideration when assessing the physics performance of the ILC, but tells us nothing about the
performance of our low-level pattern recognition. We therefore ignore it, using only the visible
energy to measure algorithm performance. We define the visible energy residual ∆E for an event
as

∆E ≡ Reconstructed energy + missing energy − true total energy,

where the missing energy is the summed energy of all particles that do not deposit any energy
in the calorimeters. For example, Figure 1 (a) shows the energy sum residual distribution for the
acme0605 detector with perfect pattern recognition and the SLAC calibration. The distribution is
centered around zero and has a finite spread which is mainly due to intrinsic detector resolution. We
quantify this in terms of rms90 and µ90, the RMS and mean of the contiguous 90% of events which
have the smallest RMS2. For this sample we find rms90 = 1.7 GeV and µ90 = +0.2 GeV. Figure 1 (b)
and (c) show the residual distributions for the same events using the full PFA implementation and

2The rms90 is currently the preferred measure of resolution for ILC simulation studies. It has the advantages of
being insensitive to the far tails of the distribution which can be difficult to model and are not useful for physics, and
not depending on the details of a fit model.
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Nominal CM energy Process rms90 for acme0605 rms90 for acme0605 w rpc

91 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 1.5 GeV 1.7 GeV
200 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 2.6 GeV —
500 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 7.5 GeV —
500 GeV e+e− → tt̄ 4.4 GeV 4.7 GeV

Table 1: Resolution with perfect PFA for various detector designs and event types, using the SLAC
calibration. (q = u, d, s)

pure calorimetry, respectively, and Figure 1 (d), (e), and (f) show the distributions for a sample of
tt̄ events generated at a nominal center-of-mass energy of 500 GeV.

The results with perfect pattern recognition are summarized for two different detector designs3

and four event types in Table 1. We find that with perfect pattern recognition:

• The resolution is 30%
√

E or better;

• The resolution rises faster than
√

E;

• The resolution depends strongly on the physics process.

The results with the current PFA implementation and with pure calorimetry are shown in
Table 2. We repeat the analysis for the subset of events in the barrel region4 and obtain the results
shown in Table 3. We find that:

• The resolution of the current PFA implementation is roughly the same as the pure calorimetry
resolution;

• The resolution is significantly better for barrel events;

• As with perfect PFA, the resolution depends strongly on the physics process and rises faster
than

√
E.

5.3.2 Diagnostics and planned improvements

Clearly, the resolution with the current PFA implementation is not yet at the target 30%/
√

E level.
Reaching the same performance with a non-cheating PFA as with pure calorimetry is an important
milestone and confirms that the PFA approach is viable, but further improvements to pattern-
recognition are needed. We have developed diagnostics to understand what the shortcomings of
the pattern-recognition code are and how to overcome them.

The resolution is degraded for a real PFA implementation with respect to a perfect PFA due
to three effects:

3Both acme0605 and acme0605 w rpc are variants of the compact SiD design, with silicon vertex and tracking
systems, a silicon-tungsten ECAL, and a 5T magnetic field. They differ in the HCAL technology: acme0605 uses
scintillator detectors, whereas acme0605 w rpc uses RPCs. Both use tungsten as the absorber in the HCAL, and both
are assumed to have the same HCAL segmentation.

4Defined as: Primary quark polar angle θ is within | cos θ| < 1/
√

2.
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Figure 1: Visible energy sum residual distributions for the acme0605 detector design. Plots (a,b,c)
are made with Z-pole e+e− → qq̄ events (q = u, d, s), and plots (d,e,f) are made with e+e− → tt̄
events at a nominal CM energy of 500 GeV. Plots (a,d) use perfect pattern recognition with the
SLAC calibration, plots (b,e) use the PFA implementation with the SLAC calibration, and plots
(c,f) use pure calorimetry with the ad-hoc linear calibration.

Nominal CM Process rms90 for acme0605 rms90 for acme0605 w rpc

energy PFA Calorimetry PFA Calorimetry

91 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 5.9 GeV 4.3 GeV 6.5 GeV 5.5 GeV
200 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 10.5 GeV 9.2 GeV — —
500 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 22.3 GeV 24.3 GeV — —
500 GeV e+e− → tt̄ 15.7 GeV 14.8 GeV 17.5 GeV 17.1 GeV

Table 2: Resolution with the PFA implementation (“PFA”) and with pure calorimetry (“Calorime-
try”) for various detector designs and event types. PFA results use the SLAC calibration, whereas
pure calorimetry results use the ad-hoc linear calibration. (q = u, d, s)
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Nominal CM Process rms90 for acme0605 rms90 for acme0605 w rpc

energy PFA Calorimetry PFA Calorimetry

91 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 5.0 GeV 3.9 GeV 5.1 GeV 5.4 GeV
200 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 8.5 GeV 8.2 GeV — —
500 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 18.3 GeV 24.0 GeV — —
500 GeV e+e− → tt̄ 14.4 GeV 14.0 GeV 16.0 GeV 16.4 GeV

Table 3: Resolution for barrel events with the PFA implementation (“PFA”) and with pure
calorimetry (“Calorimetry”) for various detector designs and event types. PFA results use the
SLAC calibration, whereas pure calorimetry results use the ad-hoc linear calibration. Only events

in the barrel region are shown. (q = u, d, s)

• Charged-neutral confusion. This occurs when the track of a charged particle is found and
used to evaluate its energy, but a mistake is made in clustering and some of the calorimeter
hits are treated as neutral energy, resulting in double-counting; or when hits from a neutral
particle are mistakenly added to a charged cluster, resulting in under-counting.

• Neutral-neutral confusion. There are two cases where this can occur. The first is when
different calibrations are used for photons and neutral hadrons, and neutral clusters are
incorrectly identified. The second is when a non-linear calibration is used and neutral clusters
are incorrectly split or merged. For example, with the SLAC calibration neutral hadrons found
in the tungsten-RPC HCAL are assigned an energy of approximately (0.5 GeV + 0.1 GeV per
hit), so if a 10-hit cluster is mistakenly reconstructed as two 5-hit clusters, the total energy
will be wrong by 0.5 GeV. These effects do not apply to the ad-hoc linear calibration, which
may explain why it sometimes out-performs the SLAC calibration for a non-cheating PFA.

• Increased use of calorimetry. One important step in track-cluster matching is to check that
the track momentum is consistent with the cluster energy at the 3σ level; this acts as a sanity
check. Without this check, the PFA resolution would be substantially worse. However, there
is a penalty: when a track match is vetoed in this way, we have to rely on the calorimeter
energy to get the particle’s energy rather than using the track momentum, and the calorimeter
resolution is (of course) much poorer. In the limiting case where every track match failed, we
would be back to pure calorimetry.

We use truth information to determine how much energy is correctly—or incorrectly—reconstructed.
The most important effect is the efficiency with which charged energy is found and matched to a
track, shown in Table 4. This demonstrates why PFA performance is better for e+e− → tt̄ than for
e+e− → qq̄ (q = u, d, s) events at the same center-of-mass energy, and why resolution scales worse
than

√
E with energy. That the efficiency is only 70% even at the Z-pole suggests that significant

improvements can be made with better pattern recognition.
We also break down the sources of charged-neutral confusion, as shown in Table 5. We find that

the largest contributions are from (a) neutral energy misidentified as charged in the ECAL, and (b)
charged energy misidentified as neutral in the HCAL. These suggest problems with photon-finding
and with fragment-handling, respectively. We plan to test alternative photon-finding algorithms
next, since this is an area where very good performance should be possible. Note also that there is
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Event type Detector Charged energy efficiency

e+e− → qq̄, 91 GeV acme0605 70%
e+e− → qq̄, 91 GeV acme0605 w rpc 70%
e+e− → qq̄, 500 GeV acme0605 26%
e+e− → tt̄, 500 GeV acme0605 55%
e+e− → tt̄, 500 GeV acme0605 w rpc 62%

Table 4: Efficiency with which charged energy is found and matched to a track, for various event
types. The rest of the charged energy is measured with calorimetry rather than via the track
momentum. (q = u, d, s)

Event type Detector
Charged to neutral
confusion (GeV)

Trackless to neutral
confusion (GeV)

Neutral to charged
confusion (GeV)

ECAL HCAL ECAL HCAL ECAL HCAL
e+e− → qq̄, 91 GeV acme0605 1.1 3.0 2.4 1.7 4.2 1.4
e+e− → qq̄, 91 GeV acme0605 w rpc 1.1 2.5 2.3 0.7 4.2 0.7
e+e− → qq̄, 500 GeV acme0605 3.1 21.8 8.4 5.0 16.7 2.5
e+e− → tt̄, 500 GeV acme0605 5.0 17.0 9.6 7.5 19.6 5.6
e+e− → tt̄, 500 GeV acme0605 w rpc 5.2 14.0 9.8 4.0 20.6 3.4

Table 5: Sources of charged-neutral confusion for different event types and detectors. The category
“trackless” refers to charged particles whose track is not matched to a cluster and which should be
treated with pure calorimetry; confusion is caused if hits from these particles are included in the
cluster of a different charged particle whose track is found and used. (q = u, d, s)

more neutral-to-charged confusion than charged-to-neutral confusion on average. As a result, the
energy sum has a negative bias.

5.3.3 Conclusions

There has been substantial progress in the past year: we now have a complete PFA implementation,
and the resolution is similar to that obtained with traditional calorimetry. There is still a great deal
to do in order to achieve the target resolution. By examining the PFA behavior in detail with truth
information and by studying different event types, we have indications of where we should focus
our efforts: pattern-recognition for cases where track and cluster energy do not match, to improve
charged energy efficiency; photon-finding, to improve neutral-to-charged confusion; and fragment-
handling, to improve charged-to-neutral. Because these problems are inter-related, progress in
one area will also raise performance in the others—for example, improved photon-finding will not
only reduce neutral-to-charged confusion but will also result in better agreement between track
momentum and cluster energy for charged particles, improving the track-matching efficiency.

We have reported our progress to the ILC community at a number of conferences and workshops,
as shown in appendix A. Communication of this sort is vital, given the truly international nature
of the collaboration
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6 FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

As discussed above, the next step is to improve the performance of the current implementation.
The underlying goal is to achieve an energy resolution of 30%/

√
E, but to reach this we intend to

develop further algorithms to:

• Improve the efficiency and purity of the photon-finding. The first step is to test alternative
photon clustering and identification algorithms, some of which are available in CVS. It will
almost certainly be necessary to adapt the algorithms for use in events at higher center-of-
mass energies.

• Improve the structural likelihood selection to better reconstruct hadronic showers, for example
by adding further likelihood variables.

• Improve the fragment-handling to match charged fragments in the HCAL with their parent
cluster more efficiently.

• Add a second-pass clustering algorithm to feed information back into the clustering, to handle
cases such as bad E/p matches or clusters with more than one track more gracefully.

• Include muon detector information to improve MIP identification and tracking.

Equally importantly, we will continue to develop tools to identify the sources of confusion, and will
focus on the problems which most strongly affect the overall resolution.

In parallel, we will continue to apply the algorithm to a range of event types and detector
designs, to understand how the design parameters affect the resolution. The sensitivity to detector
effects will improve as the algorithm comes closer to the target performance; once we are close to
30%/

√
E, we can begin detector optimization in earnest.

We will also continue working to improve the “PFA template” infrastructure and documenta-
tion. The modules used in our PFA implementation are already publicly available in the org.lcsim
CVS system; we will maintain these, add further algorithmic and diagnostic modules, and release
documented example PFA implementations.

7 Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007

In the longer term, we expect the focus to shift to detector optimization and physics studies using
the output of the full PFA. These will feed back into subsequent iterations of the detector and code
design.

8 Resources and budget

Over the past three years, the group has devoted on average the effort of 1 FTE (post-doc) per
year to PFA development for the SiD concept. The financial support provided to the group (Iowa
Task A) for ILC R&D has been $50,000, $31,500, and $45,000 in this period. Previously we had
used resources from the base grant to supplement salaries and travel (to meetings, conferences and
workshops) for the ILC project, but this is simply not sustainable any longer and we have been
forced to scale back the scope of our work in FY06. At this point in the project development,
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when critical decisions about the detector design are being made and a clear understanding of the
capabilities and limitations of different concepts is needed, a reduced rate of progress is harmful
to the US linear collider effort. We urge strongly that the personnel support be increased to a
minimum of one post-doc. The proposed budget assuming this level of support (including travel,
fringe benefits of 34.8% for the personnel, and 26% off-site indirect costs) is $95,803.

Budget in FY2007 k$:

Item FY2007

Other Professionals 48.000
Graduate Students 0.000
Undergraduate Students 0.000
Total Salaries and Wages 48.000
Fringe benefits 16.704
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 64.704
Equipment 0.000
Travel 11.230
Materials and Supplies 0.000
Other direct costs 0.100
Total direct costs 76.034
Indirect costs 19.769
Total direct and indirect costs 95.803
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Appendix

A Talks and proceedings

Mat, ALCPG workshop 2004 (SLAC), “Calorimeter tracking studies for SiD”
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~mcharles/talks/2004-01-09_slac_eflow/slides.pdf

Wolfgang, LCWS 2004 (Victoria), “Status of particle flow studies in the EM calorimeter”
http://www.linearcollider.ca:8080/lc/vic04/abstracts/detector/calorimetry/wolfgang_mader.pdf

Wolfgang, DPF 2004 (Riverside), “Study of an algorithm for energy flow in the SiD detector”
Proceedings: Int. J. Mod. Phys. A 20 (2005) 3389
http://dpf2004.ucr.edu/talks/talk360.pdf

Wolfgang, LCWS 2005 (Stanford), “MIP Reconstruction Techniques”
http://ppwww.phys.sci.kobe-u.ac.jp/~kawagoe/talks/MIP_WMader.pdf

Mat, Snowmass 2005, “Clustering of hadronic showers with a structural algorithm”
Proceedings: SLAC-PUB-11596
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~mcharles/talks/2005-08_snowmass/pfa_session_talk.pdf

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~mcharles/talks/2005-08_snowmass/sid_cal_session_talk.pdf

Niels, Snowmass 2005, “Electromagnetic shower reconstruction for the silicon detector”
Proceedings: SLAC-PUB-11592
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~mcharles/talks/2005-08_snowmass/niels-20050817-Snowmass.pdf

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~mcharles/talks/2005-08_snowmass/niels-20050822-Snowmass.pdf

Mat, ALCPG Workshop 2006 (Boulder), “Status and results for the structural PFA”
https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/download/attachments/8535/mat_PFA.pdf

Usha, LCWS 2006 (Bangalore), “A Few Particle Flow Algorithms from North America”
http://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=79&sessionId=10&materialId=slides&confId=568

Mat, European ILC Meeting 2006 (Cambridge, UK), “PFA Status”
http://ilcagenda.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=35&sessionId=7&materialId=slides&confId=165

Mat, VLCW (Vancouver), “PFA at Iowa”
http://ilcagenda.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=45&sessionId=33&materialId=slides&confId=316
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Appendix

B Results with ad-hoc linear calibration

The tables below show the resolution for various detector designs and event types, using the ad-hoc
linear calibration.

Perfect PFA:

Nominal CM energy Process rms90 for acme0605 rms90 for acme0605 w rpc

91 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 1.7 GeV 2.4 GeV
200 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 3.1 GeV —
500 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 10.7 GeV —
500 GeV e+e− → tt̄ 7.8 GeV 6.0 GeV

Current PFA implementation with no angle cut:

Nominal CM Process rms90 for acme0605 rms90 for acme0605 w rpc

energy PFA Calorimetry PFA Calorimetry

91 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 5.3 GeV 4.3 GeV 5.3 GeV 5.5 GeV
200 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 10.7 GeV 9.2 GeV — —
500 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 27.5 GeV 24.3 GeV — —
500 GeV e+e− → tt̄ 17.0 GeV 14.8 GeV 17.1 GeV 17.1 GeV

Current PFA implementation for barrel events:

Nominal CM Process rms90 for acme0605 rms90 for acme0605 w rpc

energy PFA Calorimetry PFA Calorimetry

91 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 4.7 GeV 3.9 GeV 4.6 GeV 5.4 GeV
200 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 9.1 GeV 8.2 GeV — —
500 GeV e+e− → qq̄ 24.5 GeV 24.0 GeV — —
500 GeV e+e− → tt̄ 20.9 GeV 14.0 GeV 16.4 GeV 16.4 GeV
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1 Introduction

The LDC and SiD detector design concepts call for a silicon-tungsten (Si-W) electro-
magnetic calorimeter (ECal) as the best option for providing the necessary density and
segmentation to implement the particle flow method (PFA) for reconstruction of jets
at the LC, capable of achieving jet energy resolution of ≈ 0.3/

√
Ejet, as recommended

by LC physics studies. The overriding principle here is that the ILC detectors, in or-
der to complement the capabilities of the LHC, must reconstruct hadronic final states,
even when beam-energy constraints are not possible. The criteria mentioned above
allows reasonable separability of W →jets from Z →jets, for example. It represents
over a factor of two improvement over previous detectors. Since by definition it is
not known which processes may be crucial for understanding the New Physics, the
unique capability to provide an excellent reconstruction of hadronic final states should
be considered a necessity for an ILC detector.

The combination of few mm segmentation possible with silicon and the small
Moliere radius of tungsten provides outstanding capability for reconstructing indi-
vidual photons and for separating the photons from other photons and from hadrons.
At the same time, good electromagnetic energy resolution is achievable — designs
to date have used sampling fractions which give EM energy resolution in the range
(15 to 17)%/

√
E. At this level, the EM contribution to the jet energy resolution is

neglibible. And, so far, there is not a strong physics argument for providing better
EM energy resolution than this for other processes, such as H → γγ. In addition, such
a highly-segmented ECal will provide excellent lepton reconstruction, in particular for
the reconstruction of tau final states, so crucial for many signatures of new physics.
In fact, these are imaging calorimeters and it is likely that we will continue to see
benefits from these designs as the physics simulation studies become more detailed,
for example in flavor tagging.

One of the outstanding technical questions is how to integrate a silicon detector
wafer with its readout electronics. Since the number of detector pixels for these ECal
designs is on order 50 million, a solution to the integration issue is likely to determine
the overall viability of the Si-W approach. A few years ago, we proposed[1, 2] a
possible solution to the integration problem and have received LCDRD support to
pursue this. The integrated approach also provides a design which naturally allows
high transverse segmentation (currently 12 mm2 in our design) and a small readout
gap (currently 1 mm) to maintain a small Moliere radius. In its application to the
SiD concept ECal, this design includes 30 longitudinal layers, with 20 layers, each of
thickness 5/7 X0, followed by 10 layers of thickness 10/7 X0.

Of course, another challenge is keeping the costs under control. In our design
concept, the readout electronics cost is minor (< 10%); the silicon detectors themselves
dominate the cost. We are optimistic that costs will eventually be ≈ $2/cm2 for an
ILC purchase. We have deliberately kept our sensor designs simple (DC coupled, for
example) to avoid higher costs. The small Moliere radius allows effectively better
separability at a reduced ECal radius, thus reducing costs. We have studied, and will
continue to study, various options for longitudinal segmentation in order to provide
optimization between EM resolution, shower containment, and cost. (In our design,
the silicon cost depends to first order only on the number of longitudinal layers;
transverse segmentation is a minor contributor to cost for granularity of a few mm or
larger.)
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While we focus on an implementation of our Si-W approach for the SiD concept
design, the basic ideas and R&D are certainly applicable to other Si-W ECal designs,
notably the LDC concept.

2 Project Status

The main goal of our R&D collaboration is to fabricate a full-depth ECal module
using the integrated technology outlined above, and to characterize the module in
a test beam. The responsibilities within our collaboration break down roughly as
follows:

• Readout chip (KPiX) design: SLAC

• KPiX checkout: SLAC and Oregon

• Silicon detectors: Oregon

• Bump bonding: Davis

• Readout cable: Davis

• Mechanical design: all

During the past year we made important progress. The design of the readout chip
(named KPiX) was completed and was sent to industry. Three cycles of prototypes
have been fabricated. The second prototype (KPiX-2) is functional, but had some
quirks which were partially resolved in the next version, KPiX-3, submitted in July
2006. We are still evaluating KPiX-3, but have submitted KPiX-4, to be delivered
in January 2007. These prototypes are 64-channel versions of the full 1024 design —
in principle functionally identical to the 1024 version, but much cheaper to fabricate.
This effort has been led by SLAC, but with significant effort in evaluating and char-
acterizing the prototypes in the lab at Oregon. Figure 1 shows the KPiX-2 chip on
the test bench (left). Figure 2 illustrates one of the main novel features of the KPiX
chip, namely that the range will dynamically switch. Thus it can handle the huge
expected dynamic range for a tungsten ECal at the ILC. In the plot, as the injected
charge is increased, we see the range switch at about 700 fC. For 320 micron silicon,
1 MIP is equivalent to about 4.1 fC. Thus the upper end of the plot corresponds to
about 2500 MIPs, more than the expected maximum signal for a 500 GeV electron
at shower max in our 12 mm2 pixels. Besides providing for the maximum charge, the
range switching also maintains good signal/noise for MIPs. Since no LCDRD funding
is requested for the KPiX design activity, we do not report on it in further detail here.
A recent discussion of the KPiX functionality can be found in Ref. [3].

We have also made progress characterizing the prototype silicon detectors at Ore-
gon. In fact, we understand the main properties of these detectors, and have incor-
porated this understanding in the design of a new version of detectors, as discussed
below, which will be used to outfit the full-depth ECal prototype.

A group at UC Davis has developed a novel readout cable concept which will help
maintain the thin readout gap. They will also will provide the critical bump bonding
at Davis for the initial prototypes.
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Our work gives us confidence that we are on the right path and we propose to
demonstrate the detector concept with prototypes in an electron test beam — and
to move on to the next phase: The development of a full-depth ECal module which
incorporates the features required for a realistic LC detector. This module could be
part of an international test beam study. The full-depth module requires the additional
funding which we have proposed in the supplementary LCDRD requests, submitted
August 2006. In the budgets, in addition to the current request, we indicate the
pending requests from the supplementary proposal. It is clear that the supplement is
crucial to this program.

Figure 1: KPiX-2 on the test bench.
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Figure 2: KPiX output versus input charge,
showing the dynamic change of range. The
charge is digitized with a 13 bit ADC, the
value of range used is recorded with an ad-
ditional bit.

2.1 Progress at Oregon

In the past year we continued measurements on the 6 inch Hamamatsu (version 1)
prototypes with particular emphasis on parameters relevant to use of the sensors with
electronics (KPiX) designed to accommodate the ILC bunch structure and environ-
ment. The most important measurements in this regard are the measurements of
stray capacitance and leakage current. We have also investigated the use of a ra-
dioactive source for an absolute calibration. The results here are an update of our
presentation[4] at LCWS05.

2.1.1 Pixel Capacitance and Trace Resistance

In almost all cases the noise of an individual pixel charge measurement in our detector
will be directly proportional to the total capacitance seen at the input of the amplifier.
The capacitance of a fully depleted 5 mm pixel in detectors 320 µm thick, is expected
to be approximately 5.3 pF. The majority of the capacitance is due to the stray capac-
itance of the traces which connect the individual pixels to the bump-bonding array.

For the Hamamatsu process used in our prototype detectors, the thickness of the
oxide to the second metal layer is approximately 0.9 µm. In our detector we used
6 µm thick traces, giving a theoretical capacitance of approximately 3.1 pF/cm. The
total amount of stray capacitance associated with a given pixel has two contributions.
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One contribution comes from the capacitance of the traces connecting the pixel to
the bump-bonding array. The second contribution is due to any traces from other
pixels which cross the pixel under test. The total stray capacitance is almost constant
for many of the pixels as can be seen from Figure 3. In region a it can be seen that
pixels located closer to the bump-bonding array have a greater number of crossing
traces than those further away. This gives an almost constant total measured (and
calculated) stray capacitance. Typical stray capacitances in region a were ∼ 22 pF. An
example run is shown in Figure 4.

A small fraction of the pixels have a very large number of crossing traces. These
pixels are located in regions b and c of Figure 3. For the first prototypes these pixels
have capacitances of somewhat more than 100 pF. In the new version of the sensors
we plan to reduce the stray capacitance in region c by narrowing the traces in the
vicinity of the bump-bonding array.

Figure 3: Example traces with varying amounts
of stray capacitance. In the prototypes the r =
6.75 cm.
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Figure 4: Typical capacitance versus bias volt-
age curve for a pixel located near region a.

Another important property of the detectors is series resistance of the traces. The
noise contribution from this series resistance is proportional to Ctot

√
Rs where Ctot is

the total input capacitance and Rs is the series resistance. The contribution to the
noise from the input FET in a charge amplifier is proportional to Ctot

√
2

3gm
where gm

is the transconductance of the input FET. Thus it is desirable to keep Rs comparable
to 2

3gm
. In our case we expect 2

3gm
∼ 300 Ω.

Based on the measurement of one of the trace’s resistance, we obtain a trace resis-
tance of 57± 2Ω/cm. This can be compared to an expected value of 47Ω/cm for a pure
aluminum traces 1µm by 6 µm. For the longest traces, of order 10 cm, the measured
value implies a maximum resistance of 570 Ω.

It would be desirable to reduce this trace resistance by making thicker traces,
however, it is unlikely that the thickness can be increased much beyond its current
value of 1 µm. Increasing the width of the trace is not helpful because it will increase
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the component of Ctot from the traces connecting the pixels to the bump-bonding array
almost linearly. Except in the region the near bump-bonding array, our trace width
of 6 µm is close to optimal.

2.1.2 Leakage Current

Leakage current can add an additional term to the electronic noise that grows with
shaping time. Typical leakage currents in silicon pad detectors, such as the prototypes
used here, have currents of a few nA/cm2. The leakage current was measured during
the capacitance tests and was found to be less than 2 nA/pixel for pixels in the interior
of the detector. In our tests the neighboring pixels and the guard ring were left
“floating” . For pixels on the edge of the detector, with the guard ring floating, the
leakage current was less than 10 nA/pixel. We expect the noise contribution for leakage
current to be minimal; the expected contribution for a leakage current of 10 nA and
an integration time of 1 µs is only 250 electrons.

2.1.3 Calibration

Calorimeters based on silicon are expected to be quite stable over time. The largest
changes in calorimeter response will be due to changes in the electronics. The readout
electronics are being designed with an internal calibration system that allows a wide
variety of charges to be injected into each of the channels in the system. The accuracy
of this system is expected to be limited by the knowledge of the values of the coupling
capacitors incorporated into each of the channels in the readout chip. These capacitors
are expected to be uniform, within a chip, with a spread of ∼ 1%. This spread is
unlikely to have a noticeable contribution to the energy resolution of the calorimeter.
Chip-to-chip variations could be larger.

One possibility is to calibrate each sensor after the readout chip has been bump
bonded. A possible method for this calibration would be to use 60 keV photons from
the decay of radioactive Am241. If the energy from these photons are fully contained
in the silicon sensors they will give a signal of approximately 16,000 electrons. This is
somewhat less than the MIP signal, but well above our noise floor.

The 60 keV photons will easily penetrate any mounting structures and printed
circuit boards used in the testing and assembly of the calorimeter. However, the cali-
bration must be done before the detector assemblies are placed between the tungsten
sheets, as the photons will not efficiently penetrate the tungsten. We have used our
laboratory electronics to measure the energy spectrum from the Am241 photons in the
pixels as shown in Figure 5. The width of the peak is consistent with the expected
electronic noise.

As a demonstration of this technique we show the value of the photon Am241 peak
versus pixel capacitance in Figure 6. The peak shifts to lower values at large values of
the capacitance because of the finite input capacitance of laboratory electronics. The
line corresponds to a ‘dynamic” capacitance of our laboratory electronics Cdyn ∼ 790 pF
which is consistent with the laboratory amplifier’s specifications.

In the readout chip planned for the final detector, the signal-to-noise for Am241

peak will be about 8, which will broaden the peak considerably. Another important
aspect of the planned readout electronics will be that a measurement of the charge will
be done relative to an external bunch clock rather than relative to the time of arrival
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of the photon as was done in the laboratory. This will lead an additional smearing of
the observed spectrum of less than 5%. Thus we expect a total width for the Am241

60keV signal of approximately 15%.
The ADC in the planned detector readout will have a least significant bit approx-

imately equal to the expected noise. Therefore, if there were no systematics in the
ADC it would be possible to calibrate each pixel to 1% with approximately 250 de-
tected photons. For this calibration to be useful it will be necessary to relate the
charge scale at 8 ADC counts to that at full scale readout. This is possible, but will
require great care in the design of the calibration circuit on the readout chip. Some-
what easier, but still difficult, will be a wafer-to-wafer calibration at the sub-percent
level. Here one can average over 1024 pixels/wafer. Again it will be necessary to
relate the average charge scale at 8 ADC counts to the average full scale readout.

2.1.4 Cross Talk

We are continuing to study cross talk introduced by capacitive couplings between
the channels. In general these have lead to cross talk at the 1% level or below.
The cross talk is function of both the capacitive coupling and the properties of the
readout electronics. While we have a qualitative understanding of the cross talk, we
are continuing to work on a quantitative model and on incorporating the properties
of the KPiX electronics into the model.
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2.2 Progress at UC Davis

During 2006, we have designed and fabricated a prototype flex cable for the project.
The cross section of the readout gap is shown schematically in Figure 7, with the flex
readout cable indicated. Figure 8 is a photograph of the first prototype flex cable.
The contour of the cable follows the outline of hexagonal sensor wafers. There are two
chip stations as indicated by the cutouts at the center of the hexagons. One end of
the cable is fashioned into a custom male connector that will mate with commercial
receptacle connectors located on the peripheral data concentrator boards. The cable
has three layers, with the traces running along the buried layer and the outer layers
used for power and ground. Special care was taken to maintain a 50 ohm impedance
for the data and control lines. A lip protruding into the cut out provides the pads
for either wire-bonding (for early prototypes) or bump-bonding (final version) to the
corresponding pads on the sensor wafers.

Figure 7: Readout gap design, indicating the flex cable.

This cable will be tested with a KPiX chip in early 2007. The preparatory work
for this test, which involves making two small custom printed circuit boards, is being
done now. These will be fabricated in-house and assembled at SLAC. The electronics
for the test setup will be provided by Oregon and SLAC.

For the bump-bonding project, we have been in constant consultation with the
SLAC and Oregon groups in a weekly telephone conference. A graduate student,
John Stilley, is being trained in some aspects of the photolithography process involved
in bump- growth. We are awaiting funds from the supplemental request to hire a
technician and train him in the rather tedious aspects of this process. In early 2007,
we will be able to bump-bond a few KPiX chips to the new sensor wafers being
acquired by Oregon. However, it is critical that the support for the technician is in
place for us to be able to carry out the production of 40 assemblies.
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Figure 8: Photograph of the first prototype flex cable.

3 Proposed Research

3.1 Oregon proposed R&D

In the supplementary proposal, Oregon requested the bulk of the funding to purchase
40 silicon detectors. Here, our request is allow evaluation of the detectors, their
electromechanical assembly, and to assemble and test the ECal module. This is the
focus of our proposed research. The 40 detectors are sufficient to outfit a full-depth
(30 layer) ECal test module, with some spares for lab tests, damage, or other studies.
The detector design is quite similar to the first prototypes[5] used in the studies
discussed above. (These first prototypes will continue to be used for detector studies
and for initial bump-bonding and flex cable connection trials.) A number of important
improvements have been to refine the performance of these version two detectors. In
addition, the new detectors will be compatible with the pin assignments of the full
1024-channel version of the KPiX chip, as well as with the flex cables. The overall
layout of the new detectors is shown in Figure 9.

The proposed changes include:

1. Increasing the number of pixels to 1024 from 757. This reduces the pixel area
from (4.0 mm)2 to (3.6 mm)2 and increases the granularity of the detector. This
also makes the number of pixels equal to the channel count for the KPiX chip
design.

2. Decreasing the width of the traces connecting the pixels to the bump-bonding
array in the vicinity of the bump-bonding array. This decreases the capacitive
load of the pixels that are traversed by many traces.

3. Removing the vertices of the hexagonal detectors to produce detectors with 6
long sides and 6 short sides. This is needed in our mechanical design for the
posts that support the tungsten plates.

4. Adding a contact near each vertex to provide for top-side bias of the sensors.
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5. Changing the connections of the KPiX chip to the kapton cable that provides
services and connects the chip to the data concentrator board. Changing to large
bonding pads will allow for larger tolerances when constructing the cable.

Figure 9: Overall design of the new silicon detectors which we propose to purchase. Dimensions
for these figures is µm.

Note that the connection of the KPiX readout chip to the sensor is unchanged,
so we can use the existing detectors as spares and for tests of the bump-bonding
procedure. The cable design for the 1st and 2nd prototypes will be slightly different,
however. The cable for the first prototypes will be wire bonded to the traces on the
sensors that connect to the KPiX chip. For the second prototype, a procedure that
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bump bonds the cable to the traces is foreseen. We are ready to submit this design
to industry.

Oregon also plans to continue with the evaluation of KPiX prototypes, providing
valuable feedback to the designers at SLAC. Finally, we will be preparing for at least
one test beam run, as discussed below.

3.2 UC Davis proposed R&D

UC Davis is responsible for two critical interconnect issues for the Si-W calorimeter.
The connections between the array of sensor pixel traces and the array of readout cells
are made by flip-chip bump-bonding of the ASIC to the sensor wafer. This approach
is similar to the silicon pixel detector being constructed for CMS in which UC Davis
has had a large involvement and has gained considerable expertise.

We anticipate two more rounds of prototyping for the flex cable, increasing the
number of chip stations from two, to six and then to 10. We have identified a vendor
for this highly custom work. The challenge lies in the fact that the cable is very long
(∼ 1m) compared to typical length of few tens of cm that are mass-produced in the
industry. The major difficulty arises in aligning the vias along the length of the cable
at the time of pressing various layers together. The vendor has developed a technique
for a two step procedure and met with success. The cut-outs and lip for bump bonding
provide additional complexity.

The design work for these prototypes will be done by Tiffany Landry, who is sup-
ported by this program at the 25% level. She is supervised by our senior engineer,
Britt Holbrook, who is supported by the University and comes free of cost to the
program. During FY08, we anticipate producing a total of 40 final versions of the
cable.

We expect to have solved the technical issues with bump-bonding KpiX chips to
the sensor wafers in 2007 and will be ready to produce 40 assemblies in FY08. In order
to do this, we absolutely need to be able to hire a full time technician and have the
funds to pay for the use of the Microfabrication Facility at UCD. We can not advertise
for a tech until the funding is known to be committed, so timing is important.

3.3 Project Activities and Deliverables

Here are items which we listed for (calendar year) 2006 and which were in fact com-
pleted:

• Receive KPiX prototype chips and evaluate functionality (SLAC, Oregon).

• Complete evaluation of first round of prototype detectors (Oregon).

• Develop and fab. first kapton flex readout cable (Davis).

• Design 2nd round of detectors to be used in full ECal module (Oregon, SLAC).

• Prepare for mounting of 1st round KPiX prototypes to 1st round detectors
(Davis, Oregon, SLAC).

Here are items which we listed for CY2006 which have not yet been completed:

• Mount (bump bond) a few KPiX prototype chips to detectors (Davis).
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• Design concentrator boards (digital boards downstream of KPiX) (SLAC).

• Develop mechanical design for full ECal module (Annecy, SLAC, Oregon).

In addition to the uncompleted items above, here are items for CY2007 and continuing
into 2008:

• Carry out full tests of a few layers in lab and electron beam at SLAC of KPiX-
detector prototypes (Oregon, SLAC, Davis).

• Design and fabricate next prototype flex readout cable (Davis).

• Carry out mechanical and magnetic field tests of KPiX + detectors (Oregon,
Annecy, SLAC).

• Order full 1024-channel KPiX chips (SLAC).

• Begin fabrication of full ECal module (all).

• Prepare to put full module in electron beam (at SLAC?) for determination of
EM response and resolution (all).

3.4 Test Beams

We are considering as many as three beam tests. The first is a “technical” test (2007)
of 1-2 layers (i.e. one layer ≡ one detector with one prototype readout (KPiX) chip).
Next, we would test the full-depth ECal module in an electron beam, presumably
at SLAC, to fully map out electromagnetic response and resolution. Hopefully, this
will occur beginning in late 2007. Finally, we would put our module plus an ILC
HCal module into a hadron beam, probably at FNAL, to determine hadron response
and validate the GEANT4 simulation codes upon which the design of a full detector
relies. There are currently several possible scenarios for this test. The validation of
the simulations will presumably be aided by using detectors (ECal and HCal) with
fine segmentation, hence there would be an important role for our module in such
tests.

4 Proposed budget

In the budgets below, we give the current LCDRD request for the period October 1,
2007 through September 30, 2008. In order to provide some context, we also indicate
the supplementary request for the corresponding period (year 2 of the supplement
proposal).

Budget overview (k$):

Current Request Supplement Year Total
Two Request

Oregon Direct 36.8 100.1 136.9
Oregon Indirect (26%) 9.6 0 9.6

Davis Direct 53.2 39.6 93.0
Davis Indirect (26%) 13.8 10.3 24.1

Total direct and indirect 113.3 150 263.3
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4.1 Oregon proposed budget (k$)

Current Request Supplement Year Total
Two Request

Other Professionals 0 0 0
Graduate Students 0 0 0

Undergraduate Students 16.0 0 16.0
Total Salaries and Wages 16.0 0 16.0

Fringe Benefits 0 0 0
Total Salaries, Wages & Benefits 16.0 0 16.0

Equipment 18.0 100.1 118.1
Travel 2.0 0 2.0

Materials and Supplies 0.8 0 0.8
Other direct costs 0 0 0
Total direct costs 36.8 100.1 136.9
Indirect costs(1) 9.6 0 9.6

Total direct and indirect 46.4 100.1 146.5

(1) The Oregon indirect rate is 26%. Indirect is not applied to equipment purchases
over 5k$, so for example would not apply to a silicon detector purchase.

4.1.1 Oregon budget justification

Assuming we receive a supplementary award, we will want to make a purchase of as
many silicon detectors as possible during calendar year 2007, rather than waiting until
2008. Hence we would use money from the current budget in addition to the supple-
ment for this purchase. So the equipment request above is primarily test equipment
used for evaluating the detectors and preparing them for assembly. This includes 4k$
for a programmable pulser, 2k$ for probe station parts, and 8k$ for KPiX test boards.
Finally, we request 4k$ for mechanical fixtures for the test beams, making 18k$.
The travel is intended to mostly support test-beam related travel, but might also
include some travel to ILC workshops.
We currently employ an equivalent of two undergraduate physics students in our R&D
at the level of 10 hours per week. We propose to double this request in anticipation
of the need to test detectors and assemble the full prototype. At an hourly wages of
$8/hour with no fringe benefits, including indirect, this is about 16 k$ per year. If a
graduate student becomes available to pursue a hardware project, we would use some
fraction of the undergraduate wages to support the graduate student. In this case,
some amount of benefits might also be required.
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4.2 Davis budget (k$)

Current Request Supplement Year Total
Two Request

Other Professionals 28.5 19.3 47.8
Graduate Students 0 0 0

Undergraduate Students 0 0 0
Total Salaries and Wages 28.5 19.3 47.8

Fringe Benefits 5.7 3.9 9.6
Total Salaries, Wages & Benefits 34.2 23.2 57.4

Equipment 17.0 0 17.0
Travel 2.0 0 2.0

Materials and Supplies 0 16.4 16.4
Other direct costs 0 0 0
Total direct costs 53.2 39.6 92.8
Indirect costs(2) 13.8 10.3 24.1

Total direct and indirect 67.0 49.9 116.9

(2) The Davis indirect rate is 26%.

4.2.1 Davis budget justification

We assume that there will be 40 wafer/readouts to be bonded during FY08. Out of
these 30 will be used in the prototype and 10 will be spares. We will need a full
time Technician to carry out the work. The salary level of $39,388 per year for such
a technician is near the bottom of the scale offered in the highly competitive market
dominated by Silicon Valley. The Microfabrication Facility at UCD charges $28/hr
with a maximum of $2,800/month once the usage exceeds 100 hours. We estimate 1
day/chip for patterning, for a total of 40 days. Hence, we have budgeted for a total
of 2 months of usage of the facility. In addition, we estimate that the mask set will
cost $3K and various chemical supplies and additional $2K. The remainder of the
supplies budget is for miscellaneous electronics components for the flex cable. We
have budgeted $5K for maintaining the bump-bonder, based on the cost of a typical
visit by the manufacturers technician to service the machine.

We anticipate one additional round of prototyping in order to produce the final
version of the flex cable that will support up to 10 chip stations. The NRE for this is
estimated based on the cost of the first round of prototyping of a 2-station cable. The
total cost including NRE and a few cables will be $6K. Once the NRE has been paid,
production cost will be about $200 each, for a total of $8K for 40 cables.

We also request $2K for travel to SLAC to work on the prototype and for two
person trips to LCWS meetings.
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5 Budget beyond September 2008

We anticipate the need for substantial funding in order to complete the prototype
module, outfit the test beams, and provide the manpower to operate the test beams
and analyze the data.
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Project Overview 
The goal of this project is to develop the implementation of digital hadron calorimetry for 
future Linear Collider detectors using Gas Electron Multiplier technology [1].  This is a 
critical and essential development for future experiments that will rely on the Particle 
Flow Algorithm (PFA) [2] approach to achieve the required jet energy and jet-jet mass 
resolution. Figs. 1 and 2 show schematics of this approach. 
 

 
 
 
 

The ionization signal from charged tracks passing through the drift section of the 
active layer is amplified using two-stage GEM foils. The amplified charge is collected at 
the anode, or readout pad, layer, which is at ground potential. This layer is subdivided 
into the small (~1cm x 1cm) pads needed to implement the digital approach. The 
potential differences required to guide the ionization are produced by a resistor network 
with successive connections to the cathode, both sides of each GEM foil, and the anode 
layer. The pad signals are amplified, discriminated, and a digital output produced. The 
GEM design allows a high degree of flexibility with, for instance, possibilities for 
microstrips for precision tracking layer(s), variable pad sizes, and optional, initial 

-2100V

∆V ~400V

∆V ~400V

0V

Fig.1 Schematic of double-GEM detector                                Fig.2 GEM-DHCAL Concept         
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ganging of pads for finer granularity future readout if required by cost considerations. 
Fig.2 shows how the GEM approach is incorporated into a digital calorimeter scheme. 
 
Status Report 
 
Summary of earlier results on small GEM prototypes 
In our previous report we described in detail results on efficiency and hit multiplicity 
from small prototypes. Those results are summarized here for reference. For these 
measurements we used an anode pad array of 3 x 3 1 cm2 pads, 80/20 Argon/CO2, and 
cosmic rays. For the efficiency measurement, with a 40mV threshold vs. an average 
signal size of 200mV, we obtained a 94.6% hit efficiency. This is in good agreement with 
the results from our simulations [3,4]. For the hit multiplicity measurement, we used a Sr-
90 source, collimated so that the decay electrons hit only the central pad in the 3 x 3 
array. The thresholds on all nine channels were set to the 40mV value that gave the 
94.6% efficiency described above. The hit multiplicity is the ratio of the number of hits in 
all nine pads to the number of hits on the central pad. We obtained a value of 1.27. 
 
Development of large-area GEM foils 
We received several batches of 30cm x 30cm GEM foils from 3M Corporation, made to 
our specifications. Figs. 3a and 3b show one of these foils, and magnified hole details.  
 
                                                                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each foil has been subjected to extensive high voltage testing [5-7] since the impact of 
leakage current to the overall gain of the chamber is significant [8]. Fig. 4a shows the 
behavior of the current from each of the twelve HV sectors for a typical uncoated foil. 
The currents for all sectors settle down to less than 5 nA in a short period of time. 3M 
also experimented with various types of coating for the foils e.g. an organic polymer and 
a gold layer. The current behavior results from a gold-coated foil are shown in Fig. 4b. 
The results show erratic behavior and higher residual currents than obtained with the 
uncoated foils. Similar results were obtained from other coatings. Consequently, we have 

  Fig. 3a  New 30cm x 30cm 3M GEM foil                         Fig. 3b  Magnified section of new 3M foil 
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decided to use only uncoated foils for prototype GEM chambers. We note that these 
measurements were carried out by excellent undergraduates working with our group. 
 
 
                                                                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Development of large area GEM chambers 
We have assembled a number of double-GEM chambers using the 3M 30cm x 30cm 
foils. The layer structure of these chambers is shown in Fig. 5a, and an anode board is 
shown in Fig. 5b. The anode board shown is a simplified version of the anticipated 9+ 
layer board we will use in a final design. The periphery of the board has locations for 
connectors for the 32-channel amplifier boards which use the QPA02 chip, kindly 
produced for us by Fermilab PPD Electronics.                                                                   

                            
 
 
 
Fig. 6a shows an assembled chamber with gas and high voltage connections, and Fig. 6b 
shows a typical fast GEM signal. This chamber was used for the beam tests at KAERI as 
described below. 
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      Fig. 4a Current vs. time for an uncoated foil                Fig. 4b Current vs. time for a gold-coated foil 

            Fig. 5a GEM chamber structure                  Fig. 5b Anode board with 1 cm2 pads 
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Preparation of GEM chambers for the “Slice Test” at Fermilab. 
With our colleagues at Argonne National Laboratory, we are preparing a Slice Test at the 
MTFB area at Fermilab in Spring 2007. The details of this test are described below. 
Chamber construction for this test is underway, and uses a new approach. As shown in 
Fig. 7 (a) and (b), we are using a Delrin enclosure to contain a double-GEM structure, 
with gas and high voltage connections fed through the Delrin side walls.  
 

                                  
 
     
 

The anode board shown in Fig. 7(a), which is a small prototype section for use 
with the DCAL chip, forms the sixth side of the chamber enclosure and is taped in place, 
rather than being glued, to allow easy access to the chamber interior. This prototype 
chamber has been tested with a Sr90 source and seen to work well.  

A similar approach will be used for the chambers to be used to test the KPiX chip 
readout. Full-size examples of the DCAL and KPiX anode boards are shown in Figs.8(a) 
and 8(b) respectively. Variations on the rear side pad connections for the DCAL version 
are anticipated to simplify the front-end board manufacture and reduce the cost. 
Similarly, we may change the layout of the KPiX board to position the chip within the 
30cm x 30cm area, rather than occupying an additional piece of board on one side as 
shown in Fig.8(b). 
 

 Fig. 6a Assembled 30cm x 30cm chamber       Fig. 6b Typical signal from GEM chamber 

Fig. 7 Prototype of chamber for Slice Test  (a) Complete assembly, (b) Inside detail 
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Beam telescope/trigger counters for Slice Test. 
UTA has designed and constructed two 19cm x 19cm, and three 1cm x 1cm (active area) 
scintillation counters for use in the Slice Test. Views of these counters are given in Fig. 9 
(a) and (b). 
 

            
 
 
 
The large counters will be places at the front and back of the stack under beam exposure, 
while the three small counters will define a local region on the face of the stack where 
beam particles are incident. The 1cm x 1cm size matches the GEM and RPC anode pad 
size. 
 
Thick-GEM board development 
We have been considering a potentially interesting alternative to the standard GEM foil 
technology. Recent work at the Weizman Institute has shown that a so-called “thick-
GEM” (THGEM) can, in a single layer achieve multiplication levels typical of at least a 
double-GEM device. A THGEM is essentially a circuit board, clad with copper on both 
sides through which holes have been drilled. A typical configuration might be a 0.4 mm 
thick board with 0.3 mm diameter holes spaced 1 mm apart. We have been using in-
house micro-drilling facilities to make small thick-GEM boards. This work has been a 

Fig. 8(a) Anode board for use with DCAL chip.        Fig. 8(b) Anode board for use with KPiX. 

Fig. 9(a) Array of 1cm x 1cm trigger counters.              Fig. 9(b) 19cm x 19cm trigger counters. 
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project for one of the undergraduate students working with our group. A number of small 
boards have been made to test the drilling procedure, and the side-to-side registration. 
 
GEM DHCAL Beam Test Activities 
We successfully constructed several double GEM chambers using the jointly developed 
30cm 30cm× 3M GEM foils.   The chambers have been exposed to radioactive sources 
and cosmic rays in our labs for their initial functionality and characteristics studies.    
However, in order for the chamber’s characteristics and functionalities properly tested 
with sufficient statistics, chambers need to be exposed to particle beam.    

The first attempt to accomplish this took place in May 15 – May 27, 2006, at the 
high intensity, low energy (10MeV) electron beam at the Korean Atomic Energy Agency 
(KAERI).  This beam exposure was a joint effort between UTA and the Radiation 
Detector Development (RDD) Group at Changwon National University (CNU).   Since 
Dr. ChangHie Hahn from CNU physics department spent his sabbatical year working on 
GEM development, he was supported by Korean funding agencies for the development of 
GEM based radiation detector.   One of the proposals contained full support, including 
three UTA members’ travel during the entire period of beam exposure experiment.  One 
of the primary goals of this exercise was to bring CNU team’s ability up to self sufficient 
data taking at the beams and was accomplished beyond expectations. 
 

 
 
Figure 10 (a) Setup at KAERI beam exposure experiment  (b) Chamber plastic cover which shows 
burnt marks and (c) Gain of the irradiated GEM chamber as a function of effective charge deposit 
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 Figure 10(a) shows a photo of the beam exposure set up at the KAERI 
experiment.  Since the beam consists of 30ps pulses of 1010 electrons every 43 µs in 5cm 
radius which translates into about 910  electrons per pad per pulse, it was difficult to 
measure single particle responses.    Also since the beam power is very high, we had to 
shield the entire chamber, except for the sensitive pads in 4cm 4cm× area in the center.   
However, since the beam scanned through 60cm 40cm× area, the top portion of the 
chamber was inadvertently exposed to the beam.  Figure 10(b) shows the burn mark on 
the plastic cover outside the chamber.  As a test, we also exposed a broken GEM foil to 
the beam.  In both cases we did not see any physics damage to the GEM foils.   In 
addition, while the signal shapes were distorted by the hit from 910  electrons per pad per 
pulse, the chamber responded well to such a large signal, giving us confidence that the 
chamber will function at the ILC environment without losing its functionality.   
  Figure 10(c) show a previously measured effect of radiation damage of GEM to 
the gain as a function of effective charge per area.   We estimate the total exposure to our 
chamber was on the order of 122 10× electrons/pad which corresponds to 21.2 10−×  

2mC/mm .  This is a charge density much larger than that expected from 10 years of 
operations at ILC.  When we checked thee chamber after returning to UTA, we found 
that the chamber continued operate the same way as before.  This completed a test of a 
large dose exposure of the chamber, and the chamber’s integrity.  
 
FY07 Project Activities and Deliverables 
 
30cm x 30cm GEM chambers with DCAL readout for Slice Test 
We will assemble 2-3 GEM chambers for the Slice Test using the DCAL chip as the 
front-end readout. This chip has been developed by ANL and FNAL/PPD Electronics, 
and tests on the DCAL2 version show promising results. The very front-end of this chip 
accommodates both a low gain for RPC readout, and a high gain for GEM readout. The 
chambers will be assembled along the lines of the prototype shown in Fig. 7. The rear 
side of the anode pad board will be glued, with conductive epoxy, to a corresponding set 
of pads on the front-end readout board – that carries the DCAL chips. The backend of the 
readout chain will be identical to the RPC setup, with a data concentrator and data 
collector/VME. The active area for the Slice Test will be 16cm x 16cm, which requires 
four DCAL chips per chamber. The chambers will be assembled and tested by February 
2007. Our colleague fom UW, Dr. Tianchi Zhao and his graduate student, will work with 
us both at UTA and Fermilab to commission and test these new chambers. 
 
30cm x 30cm GEM chambers with KPiX readout for Slice Test 
In parallel with the chambers using the DCAL chip, we will assemble 2-3 GEM 
chambers for the Slice Test using the KPiX chip as the front-end readout. This chip has 
been developed by SLAC/U. Oregon for the SiD Si/W electromagnetic calorimeter. An 
adapted version has been made for GEM readout. Since the beam structure for the test 
beam at Fermilab is very different from that expected at the ILC, various timing 
adjustments will have to be made on the KPiX. Since there will only be 2-3 KPiX chips 
in use for the Slice Test, we expect to simply use a USB connection for each chip. The 
chambers will be assembled and tested by February 2007. Our colleague fom UW, Dr. 
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Tianchi Zhao and his graduate student, will work with us both at UTA and Fermilab to 
commission and test these new chambers. 
 
 
Large-area GEM foils 
3M Corporation are currently working on a modification of the GEM foil production 
procedure to make ~1m long x 30cm wide foils. A schematic of one section of these foils 
is shown in Fig. 10. The full ~1m would be obtained by repeating this pattern three time 
down the length of the roll, with a gap between each ~1m length. The first long foils are 
expected in January 2007. We will carry out the usual high voltage tests on these foils 
prior to assembling a first long chamber.  
 

                                          
 
 
 
Prototype 1m x 30cm GEM chambers for 1m3 stack 
Once we have received and tested the long GEM foils from 3M, we will build the first 
full length prototype chambers for the 1m3 GEM stack. We anticipate the first chamber 
to be ready for testing in Summer 2007. 
 
Thick-GEM prototype chamber(s) 
We will continue to pursue the development of thick-GEM’s as they still present an 
attractive alternative to regular GEM foils. We will build small prototypes using our in-
house produced boards. We will also explore the possibilities of making larger boards 
using the facilities of the local electronics industries. We aim to have a medium-size 
prototype thick-GEM chamber assembled by Fall 2007 for testing and performance 
comparison with our regular GEM chambers. 
 
GEM/DHCAL test beam plans 
In order to continue testing GEM based DHCAL, we plan for the future particle beam 
tests of our GEM chambers in three phases as listed below. 
• Phase I: Chamber characteristics run 

o We plan to conduct a single chamber, 100 channel readout characteristics test 
beam during Feb. – Mar. 2007 at Fermilab’s MTBF. 

o Using the beam we will measure rate capabilities, electron and pion responses 
and compare them with responses to 90Sr  beta source, chamber gain as a 

Fig. 10 One section of a 1m long GEM foil being produced by 3M Corp. 
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function of HV, rate capabilities, pad occupancy, and crosstalk as a function 
of distance to the triggered pad. 

o To prepare for this run, we have purchased a 100 channel PCI-based DAQ 
card from ADLink and have already completed DAQ software, GemView [9] 
using LabView to utilize the interface to the ADLink DAQ card. 

o We also have developed online analysis software, Plotter [10], that will allow 
us to monitor the responses as data is accumulated. 

o We are in the process of developing a pulse shaper to stretch the signal to a 
suitably (~10µs) for the ADLink DAQ card to sample adequately [11]. 

o This system, along with the DAQ and Plotter software, will then be 
subsequently used in our labs for development with multiple channel readout. 

• Phase II: Electronics Slice Test 
o This test consists of two parts: a test with DCAL digital chip jointly developed 

by ANL and FNAL and a test with KPiX analog chip being developed by 
SLAC. 

o The primary goal of the test is to exercise the newly developed readout chips 
both in digital (DCAL) and analog (KPiX).   

o We will construct two chambers each for the two slice tests.   We have 
developed a chamber construction method that allows easy disassembly to 
allow switching between different components and an easy repair in case of 
any problems. 

o This test will be performed at Fermilab’s MTBF sometime in Spring 2007.  
Personnel from UTA and UW are working together with ANL and other 
collaborators to prepare for this run. 

• Phase III: Full scale 1m3 prototype calorimeter test beam 
o We will construct a total of 50 (40+10 spare) chamber layers using 1m x  

30cm GEM foils currently being developed at 3M. 
o This test will be performed at Fermilab’s MTBF sometime in 2008.  We will 

be following RPC, given the development pace of the two detector media and 
the available funds. 

o The goal of this test is to measure the responses and resolutions of GEM-
based hadron calorimeter. 

o This full scale prototype will be tested jointly with CALICE Si/W ECAL and 
the NIU tail catcher (TCMT), using the CALICE mechanical support 
structure. 

 
Simulation and PFA development of GEM/DHCAL in the context of SiD 
During the past two years, due in part to lack of funds, we have been concentrating on 
hardware development, rather than simulation.  While the geometry for the GEM 
DHCAL layer structure has been provided and incorporated into the SiD detector overall 
geometry, our previous studies have been conducted using an old Mokka TESLA 
detector geometry.  Since the performance of a detector component is only meaningful as 
an integral part of an overall detector, it is important for our group to obtain funds to 
resume the performance studies of GEM in the context of SiD, development of 
simulations for beam test stacks, and to actively participate in Particle Flow Algorithm 
(PFA) development.   
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Since GEM is already included in the SiD detector geometry, thanks to Norman 
Graf’s efforts, we will start with verifying the implementation of this geometry and 
conduct performance studies of GEM DHCAL in the SiD context.  We will investigate 
the responses and energy resolutions to single particles to compare the detector’s 
performance to the previous studies and will compare GEM with other detector 
technologies, such as RPC and scintillator based HCAL.   
In addition, given the fact that we will be taking series of test beam runs, we need to 
prepare simulation packages for beam tests.   Since we are part of CALICE and will be an 
integral part of the CALICE test beam set up, we can utilize the MC framework that 
allows an easy integration of our detector geometry for test beam, especially the run with 
the full scale 31m  prototype.   This will allow our students to exercise their analysis 
framework and techniques in time for the full scale prototype run.  

Since the largest contribution in worsening jet energy resolution comes from the 
confusion term that stems from unmatched or mismatched energy clusters, the fine 
granularity of the calorimeter cells will be of particular importance.  However, the studies 
that have been conducted so far have yet to clearly demonstrate the dependence of PFA 
resolution on the lateral size of the cells and/or the granularity of longitudinal layers.  
This probably has to do with the fact that there is no clear PFA that the R&D groups can 
use as the common tool.  This, however, should not stop the groups studying these 
dependences with one given algorithm.  In addition, the recent completion of PFA 
template [12] would certainly be of great help.  

Since GEM can essentially provide track position resolution as good as that of a 
tracker, it is natural for us to perform the cell dependence study and to provide optimal 
cell sizes for PFA detector and other parameters such as absorber thickness, sensitive gap 
size, on-board readout electronics sizes, and mechanical support structures.   These 
studies will be done, in particular, for GEM DHCAL.  While the studies are done for 
GEM, since GEM is a gas detector, just like RPC, these studies are useful for other gas 
detectors. 

The preparation and verification of simulation packages and studies in optimal 
detector parameters will allow us to naturally move into the development of PFA in the 
following years.   We will start with developing an H-matrix based electron and photon 
identification algorithm, taking advantage of the experience at ATLAS.   This will be 
tested at the test beam and will be made available to the community for broader use.  We 
will then move into cluster match algorithm for hadrons, utilizing GEM’s fine 
granularity. 

Finally, to expedite the use of the beam test data, we will work closely with the 
SiD software development team and the CALICE software development team to 
incorporate GEM software into already exiting data analysis software.  The development 
of GEM test beam analysis software should begin as soon as possible so that it is 
prepared in time for the anticipated 31m  beam test run in 2008.  

 
To summarize, the major deliverables for FY2007 in simulation and software efforts are 
as follows: 
 Verification of GEM in the SiD geometry and comparisons of the detector 

performance to previous studies 
 Implementation of PFA template and  development of PFA with GEM in SiD 
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 Analysis of Phase I chamber characteristics beam test data 
 Analysis of Phase II Slice test data 
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Budgets 
 
Total Project Budget, in then-year k$ 
 

Item FY2007 
Other Professionals 30230
Graduate Students 33300
Undergraduate Students 0
Total Salaries and Wages 63530
Fringe Benefits 14128
Total Salaries, Wages 
and Fringe Benefits 77658
Equipment 0
Travel 15000
Materials and Supplies 30000
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 122658
Indirect costs 58876
Total direct  
and indirect costs 181534

 
Budget, in then-year k$ 
Institution: University of Texas at Arlington 
 

Item FY2007 
Other Professionals 30230
Graduate Students 22500
Undergraduate Students 0
Total Salaries and Wages 52730
Fringe Benefits 11320
Total Salaries, Wages 
and Fringe Benefits 64050
Equipment 0
Travel 10000
Materials and Supplies 30000
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 104050
Indirect costs 49944
Total direct  
and indirect costs 153994

 
Budget justification: University of Texas at Arlington 

- Postdoctoral Associate (50%). Dr. Jia Li has been responsible for all the detailed 
GEM chamber design and assembly techniques, and has been centrally involved 
in all chamber testing. 
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- A graduate student, Mr. Jacob Smith, will carry out the simulation studies for 
GEM/DHCAL and develop the corresponding version of PFA. Mr. Smith will 
write a Master’s thesis on this subject. 

- The fringe rate for a postdoc is 30%, and 10% for the graduate student. 
- The ILC calorimeter development is a worldwide activity. As such we travel to 

many international conferences and workshops to present the results of our 
GEM/DHCAL development (e.g. at LCWS, CALICE meetings, and SiD 
Workshops). 

- Materials and supplies. The mask set for the 1m long GEM foils will cost ~$10K. 
In addition, we are supplying a number of trigger components for the Fermilab 
Slice Test, and elements of the DCAL and KPiX readout systems not covered by 
ANL or SLAC. 

 
Budget, in then-year k$ 
Institution: University of Washington 
 

Item FY2007 
Other Professionals 0
Graduate Students 10800
Undergraduate Students 0
Total Salaries and Wages 10800
Fringe Benefits 2808
Total Salaries, Wages 
and Fringe Benefits 13608
Equipment 0
Travel 5000
Materials and Supplies 0
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 18608
Indirect costs 8932
Total direct  
and indirect costs 27540

 
 
Budget justification: University of Washington 

- 6 months of a graduate student for setting up and testing the readout components 
for the Slice Test, and to help prepare the readout system for the 1m3 stack. 

- The UW fringe rate for the graduate student is 26%. 
- Domestic travel for Dr. T. Zhao and the graduate student to visit Fermilab, UTA, 

ANL, and SLAC as needed for meetings and test beam work. 
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STATUS REPORT FOR FY2006

Project Name

Development of Particle-Flow Algorithms and Simulation Software for ILC Detector(s)

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

G. Blazey, D. Chakraborty, J. G. Lima, R. McIntosh, V. Zutshi.
Northern Illinois Center for Accelerator and Detector Development[1]
Northern Illinois University

Collaborators
S. Magill et al., Argonne National Laboratory,
N. Graf et al., Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,
C. Milstene et al., Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory,
G. Wilson et al., University of Kansas,
U. Mallik et al., University of Iowa,
The CALICE collaboration.[2]

Project Leader
Dhiman Chakraborty
dhiman@fnal.gov

(815)753-8804, (630)840-8569, (630)452-6368

Project Overview

Unchanged since last year (see Ref. [3]).

Progress made in FY2006

Members of NIU, ANL, SLAC, and UTA began collaborating on PFAs, simulations, and software
development efforts in January, 2002. Fermilab and universities of Kansas and Iowa have since
joined the effort, and links have been established with European colleagues who had been active in
this area already. The results that emerged have been presented at the Calor conferences, ECFA and
ACFA meetings, the American LC workshops, and at the International LC Physics and Detector
Workshops.

1. Detector simulation

The NIU group has made significant contributions to LC detector simulation software during
the past few years. We have extended and maintained earlier versions of the official American
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software on the Linux platform, providing simulation samples to many American groups engaged
in LC R&D. In November 2002 we organized at NICADD/NIU the first of a successfull series of
ILC Simulation workshops. Following workshops were hosted at SLAC in 2003, at ANL in 2004,
and at Boulder (U. of Colorado) in 2006.

Moreover, we have made substantial contributions to the following simulation software projects:

Simulation of full detector concepts: In FY2003-2005 we developed, in collaboration with our
colleagues at SLAC, a stand-alone GEANT4-based simulation package called LCDG4[4]. For
over 2 years, LCDG4 was the official standard detector simulator for ALCPG.

In FY2004 we produced, with groups across the world as signatories, a preliminary “require-
ments document”[5] for the simulation software suite for the ILC detector(s). This document
was the basis for the development of SLIC[6], a sophisticated package for Geant4-based full
detector simulations for the ILC, whose primary author (J.McCormick) was an intern in our
group before moving to SLAC. Developed at SLAC in FY2005, with partial funding from
NICADD, SLIC is an independent implementation that builds on the LCDG4 experience and
retains its predecessor’s strengths.

More recently, we have been using SLIC for our own detector geometry studies. We have
implemented full-detector models of hadronic calorimeters based on steel-scintillator layers,
including first versions of a full TCMT (tail-catcher and muon tracker)[7]. This is the base
geometry we have been using for our PFA developments described later.

Simulation of test-beam prototype modules: As members of the CALICE (CAlorimeter for
the LInear Collider with Electrons) collaboration[2], and in active cooperation with our Euro-
pean colleagues, we produced a GEANT4-based simulator for the detector prototype module
that has been exposed to test beams since August 2006. This program, originally called
“TBMokka”, has been absorbed into the Mokka framework[8], extensively used in Europe for
ILC-related simulations. We are responsible for maintaining the Mokka classes related to the
geometry of the TCMT prototype. Indeed, we have just updated the TCMT geometry classes
and the official Mokka database, according to the CALICE beam test setups implemented for
the data taking runs in August/2006 and October/2006.

Simulation of the signal extraction process following energy deposition: In another ma-
jor endeavor, we have designed and implemented at NIU the “DigiSim” package, to simulate
the conversion of energy deposits in the active media (simulated by GEANT4) into electronic
read-out format[9]. This package offers the user a simple, flexible, extensible, and standard
way for parametric fast simulation of the effects of thresholds, noise, cross-talk, inefficiencies,
attenuation, and timing, that are involved in signal collection, propagation, and conversion
to persistable form (digitization). DigiSim can also be used for hit ganging, which means
that the detector granularity can be artificially improved for studies during the simulation
stage, while the real granularity can be obtained when necessary, by properly ganging the
high-granularity simulated hits, with huge savings in CPU cycles and storage when compared
to full simulation.

Here are some of the salient features of DigiSim:
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• DigiSim adheres to the LCIO event data model, which is now universally accepted by
the ILC detector community. As a result, it can be used on all the different detector
concepts - SiD, LDC, GLD, as well as test beam prototypes - even if the GEANT4
simulation is done by different programs, as is presently the case.1

• DigiSim has been implemented in both Java and C++. The Java implementation is
designed for use in the org.lcsim[10] environment adopted in North America, while
the C++ implementation works within the Marlin framework[11], which is the official
standard in Europe.

• DigiSim reads all its parameters from intuitive ASCII “steering” files that are read at
run time. Thus, the user does not have to recompile his/her reconstruction/analysis
code to change a DigiSim parameter.

• The steering files have the same format in the Java and C++ implementations - a given
steering file will produce equivalent effects in either org.lcsim or Marlin.

• DigiSim can be used either in a stand-alone mode to produce a persistent output, or as an
on-the-fly preprocessor to the reconstruction program. In stand-alone mode, it produces
output in the same format as that envisaged for the real data (except, of course, the
simulation output also contains the “Monte Carlo truth”, which the real data does not).
Since DigiSim is fast compared to most pattern-recognition algorithms used in event
reconstruction, the on-the-fly mode is suitable when one does not wish to write large
intermediate output files on disk, e.g. when one is changing the DigiSim parameters
from one run to another. The stand-alone mode may be the better choice when a stable
set of parameters has been agreed upon, for sharing between multiple users.

An example of some of the effects simulated using DigiSim is shown in Fig. 1. Distribution
functions of parameters such as efficiencies, cross-talk etc. may be expressed in either contin-
uous (analytic) or discreet (histogram) form. Since particle-flow algorithms must deal with
individual showers in a jet, they are expected to be more sensitive to systematic deviations at
the single hit level than traditional jet-finding algorithms, where a single post-reconstruction
scaling often suffices to bring Monte Carlo in satisfactory agreement with data. Therefore,
any high claim to the performance of such an algorithm must be substantiated with a realistic
accounting of the above-mentioned detector effects. Thus, DigiSim plays a vital role, and is
being adopted by the user community worldwide.

In early 2006, we provided support for the American ILC software group to integrate the Java
implementation of DigiSim into the official reconstruction template (based on org.lcsim).
This means that some of the digitization effects on reconstruction can be studied as soon
as the reconstruction algorithms mature and more detector effects get parametrized. This
development was warmly welcomed by the user community at the meeting in Boulder, Co. We
also received suggestions for some modifications and new features, which were immediately
implemented. These included optional output format identical to generator, documentation

1The official GEANT4-based simulation programs are: SLIC for SiD, Mokka for LDC, Jupiter for GLD, and
TBMokka for the CALICE test beam prototype.
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Figure 1: The effect of DigiSim on energy deposits from 10 GeV muons through a scintillator-based
hadron calorimeter: (a) Scintillation light yield before (blue) and after (red) modeling of cross-
talk, (b) After cross-talk simulation (magenta), effects of the geometric acceptance (green) and
quantum efficiency (yellow) of the photodetector are simulated, (c) Effects of exponential (indigo)
and Gaussian (red) noise and discriminator (magenta), (d) Comparison between the particle energy
deposited in elements of the active medium (green) vs. “raw” hits as expected in real data (yellow).
In all plots, both the abscissa and ordinate are shown in log scale.

updates, and some improvements in the internal design. DigiSim is now a standard process
in the org.lcsim simulation chain.

Since mid-2006, the C++ implementation of DigiSim has been used by the CALICE collab-
oration for studies of coherent noise in the EM calorimeter prototype[12], in support of the
test beam data analysis. This is a big step forward towards the adoption of DigiSim within
Europe for ILC studies, beyond the CALICE collaboration, once some features still missing
in the C++ implementation are incorporated.2

At NIU, we are currently using DigiSim within the test beam analysis, for ganging simulated
TCMT hits and for MIP calibration of Monte Carlo hits. We also expect to use it soon for
studies of the photosensor effects in the collected beam test data: electronics noise, dark cur-
rent, SiPM saturation, cross-talk etc. Understanding all these effects is essential to maximize

2This is non-trivial since there are fundamental differences in the ways detector geometries are handled by the
simulation/analysis frameworks in North America and in Europe.
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the PFA performance.

2. Reconstruction tools and particle-flow algorithms

For the first time in calorimeter development, it is necessary to take into account the reconstruction
algorithms in designing the detector(s). The jet energy resolution depends ultimately on how well
the PFA is formulated and tuned.

Clustering algorithms: Clustering is an essential tool within the PFA concept. In 2003-2004
we implemented the so-called superlayers clustering algorithm, which produces clusters of
calorimeter cells using local densities of hits as weights. This algorithm has been used for im-
portant studies carried out at NIU, specially on granularity and multi-bit digital calorimetry,
with results presented in previous LCDRD reports.

In 2005 we developed the directed tree clustering algorithm, as a quasi-geometry-independent
algorithm, better suited for detector geometry optimization. In 2006 this algorithm has been
made generally available within the org.lcsim repository. Indeed, the directed tree algorithm
has been recently shown to outperform other publicly available clustering algorithms for
photon identification[13]. It has been used as the basis for all recent PFA developments at
NIU and incorporated in several others.

Particle-flow algorithms: Naturally, we have also moved our PFA developments to the org.lcsim
framework, where one could use all the available tools towards a fully integrated PFA algo-
rithm. We describe below the main pieces of our PFA algorithm, which takes directed tree
clusters and reconstructed tracks as the input objects.

A typical hadronic shower is fragmented into multiple clusters. One usually refers as primary
cluster to the one containing most of the shower energy, whereas all others are called frag-
ments. The reconstruction of PFA objects consists mostly in two important steps: cluster ID
and fragment association.

Cluster ID aims to identify and correctly classify the primary clusters for each particle
reaching the calorimeters, as either photon clusters (mostly ECAL clusters with no matching
track), charged clusters (with matching track) or neutral hadronic clusters.

Charged clusters: track matching is performed by extrapolating the reconstructed tracks
into each calorimeter layer (using an helix parametrization, no energy losses considered), and
collecting all nearby hits within a window around the intersection points. Typical window
sizes are 11x11 cells in ECAL and 3x3 cells in HCAL. Once one or more hits from a cluster
gets matched to a track, the whole cluster gets associated to that track. Multiple clusters can
be associated to any given track. An average of 70% of the energy from charged clusters get
correctly associated in this step, with a purity better than 95%.

Photon clusters: clusters containing only ECAL hits are fed into a longitudinal H-matrix
trained with photons at several energies. The H-matrix variables used are the fraction of
cluster energy deposited at each ECAL layer, and also log(Eγ). Those clusters with a diagonal
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χ2 satisfying log(χ2
diag) > 2.5, and containing at least one hit in the first 6 layers, are tagged

as photons. These requirements have an efficiency of 97.6% with a purity of 74%.

Neutral clusters and fragments: those clusters with at least 10 hits and not tagged as
either charged or photon clusters are taken as neutral showers. Several charged fragments get
tagged as neutral candidates at this point, but most of them will get absorbed by charged
seeds at the fragment association step before being definitely established as neutral clusters.

Fragment association: once the clusters have been classified, they are used as seeds to
absorb neighboring fragments. This association is performed according to cluster shapes and
directions first, and then to distances from fragments to primary clusters.

The direction-based fragment association aims to associate clusters which are connected
through their extremities. A cluster seed absorbs other clusters (fragments) based on the
directions of cluster extremities as seen from the origin. The hits within the first and last 3
layers of each cluster are used to determine the angular position of cluster extremities with
respect to the origin. The extremities of each fragment are compared to the opposite (inner
vs. outer) extremities of all candidate seeds. If within a maximum angular distance, the frag-
ment is associated to its closer seed in terms of angular distance. This algorithm is applied
first using neutral shower candidates as fragment candidates to charged seeds. Then the
remaining untagged clusters are used as fragment candidates to charged and neutral seeds.
This algorithm is not used for photons.

In the distance-based fragment association, all hits in each seed/fragment pairs are searched
for the closest pair of hits, based purely on the three-dmensional cartesian distance between
a fragment hit and a seed hit. Each fragment will be associated to its closest seed, if the
closest distance between them is smaller than 200mm. This fixed distance is currently under
optimization, and optimal values probably depend on sizes (energies) of fragment and/or
seed clusters. This algorithm is applied after the direction-based merging, only to untagged
clusters as fragments to charged, neutral and photon seeds.

At the last step of fragment association, all remaining untagged clusters are sorted according
to sizes (and then energies). The largest one becomes a new neutral seed, and the other
fragments are tested against this new seed for a possible distance-based association. This
process is repeated until all untagged clusters with 8 or more hits have been processed.

All fragments surviving this last step are currently discarded, in an attempt to minimize the
confusion (association of hits to incorrect clusters). We are also studying the effect on the jet
energy resolution, of discarding small fragments and isolated hits.

Algorithm optimization: the performance of each of the algorithms described is being eval-
uated by comparing efficiency and purity for individual showers before and after each step of
cluster ID and fragment association. Efficiencies are estimated using Ereco/Egen distributions
for individual showers. For perfect clustering, these distributions should be gaussian with
unity mean and widths related to the intrinsic detector resolution for single particles. For
cluster purity, we look at the fraction of the hits in each cluster which are correctly identified,
according to the Monte Carlo information.
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Figure 2: Comparing reconstructed and generated distributions of total calorimetric energy per
event, from each cluster type (photons, charged or neutral clusters). Calorimetric energy here
means the energy determined from the hits in each cluster. Generated clusters contain all hits
associated to each generated particle, even those far from its primary cluster. Reconstructed
charged and neutral clusters have lower calorimetric energies, due to discarded hits and fragments.

Energy reconstruction: once all of the cluster seeds and fragments have been merged,
the final energy accounting takes place. The energy contributions from each component are
determined from the reconstructed clusters. Cluster energies are estimated using a digital
scheme for HCAL, while the ECAL is treated as digital for neutral hadrons and analog for
photons. The distribution from charged clusters is used for control only, as the track momenta,
rather than the calorimetric energy measurements, are used for the final PFA result. Use of
analog information for hadron shower reconstruction is also planned.

Current status: Figure 2 shows the current (preliminary) results for the charged, photon and
neutral components, as reconstructed by our PFA algorithm. We can conclude that the
shower reconstruction is working well for charged particles and photons, but some work is
still necessary to improve the performance for the neutral hadrons.

Figure 3 shows the current (preliminary) results for the reconstruction of the Z-mass using
our PFA algorithm. The total event energy is obtained by simply adding, for each event, the
total energies from the neutral hadrons and photons as reconstructed in the calorimeters, and
using the momenta from the reconstructed tracks rather than their cluster energies.

The energy resolution for the Z mass is measured by a fit to a double gaussian model, which
represents well the observed distribution. The narrower gaussian contains about 59% of the
barrel events, and the width of 3.88 GeV for the Z-mass peak corresponds to an energy
resolution of 41%/

√
E. These preliminary results, although not yet fully optimized, were

presented at the Calor 2006 conference in Chicago[14].
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Figure 3: Preliminary results for the total event energy, in simulated events containing Z → qq̄
decays at

√
s = 91 GeV. We use only those events in which both jets go into the barrel HCAL.

PFA developers worldwide have agreed to adopt the so-called RMS90 parameter for compar-
ison of results. The RMS90 for the histogram shown in Fig. 3 is 5.40 GeV. It is clear that
more work is needed in the optimization of our PFA algorithm.

Prospects: This energy resolution is still far from the goal of 30%/
√

E, but there is much room
for improvements. For instance, it is clear from Fig. 2 that the identification of the neutral
clusters is the main problem, and could be improved by a multivariate-based discriminating
tool dedicated to neutral core vs. fragment identification. The longitudinal H-matrix also
needs to be optimized for different photon energies, as it allows for a significant amount of
low energy hadron clusters satisfying the photon criteria.

The fragment association algorithms are performing well, although the specific criteria for
deciding when to merge fragments needs some fine tuning. Finally, by investigating the tails
of the mass distribution, one frequently gains new insights on improvements to the existing
algorithms, or to the development of new ones.

The calibration used is another potential source of improvements to the final jet energy
resolution. A sophisticated calibration should account for differences in detector response
depending on incident particle type, incidence angles with respect to the calorimeter layers,
and also to the calorimeter depth where shower starts.

The PFA development has been done mostly at the Z pole, and extensions to higher energies
will be performed soon, including jet energy reconstruction from the individual PFA objects.

In summary, in FY2006 we have implemented a fully functional PFA algorithm, although it
is clear that more work is necessary to bring its performance up to ILC expectations. Our
preliminary results also show that using a tail-catcher to estimate the energy leakage in the
hadron calorimeter may be useful to improve the final jet energy resolution by correcting the
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energy of hadronic showers surviving the calorimeters and the solenoid (see Fig. 5 and the
accompanying text below).

3. Detector optimization

Toward the optimization of the HCAL design, the NIU team has pioneered investigations of energy
estimators based on local hit densities as alternatives to the traditional way of simply dividing
the energy measured by each cell by a fixed sampling fraction to estimate its energy. The former
can be used quite effectively with the so-called “digital” calorimetry, where each cell offers only a
binary (1-bit) output indicating whether or not it has received at least the energy expected from a
minimum ionizing particle (MIP), as foreseen for the gas-based HCAL designs (RPC, GEM). But
it also helps extract more precise information out of multi-bit read-out of each cell, which remains
an attractive option for scintillator-based designs.

We have been studying the performance of such estimators as functions of different weighting
schemes, active media, dynamic ranges of the cell energy measurement, cell size etc. Our prelimi-
nary findings suggest that with sufficiently small cells, use of local hit/energy density in lieu of the
deposited energy to weigh the calorimeter hits results in superior energy resolution and separation
of nearby showers. Through extensive simulation and analysis, we have gained some sense of the
optimal cell sizes and geometry for best charged/neutral hadron shower separation in jets within
the context of some specific overall detector parameters, but we continue to work on making the
simulations more realistic and improve the credibility of these results.

4. CALICE beam test

It is expected that the final design geometry for the ILC calorimeters, and also for the solenoid
beyond them, will be imposed by cost considerations. As a consequence, the hadron calorimeter may
not be able to fully contain hadronic showers, specially for high-energy hadrons. We are proposing
a medium-granularity calorimeter (a tail-catcher) to be composed of scintillator strips interspersed
within the return yoke of the solenoid. Such a tail-catcher would improve the energy resolution for
those particles not fully contained, by estimating and correcting for the energy leakage.

As part of the CALICE collaboration, our group designed and assembled a prototype for a
tail-catcher[15]. This prototype has been exposed to muon and pion test beams at Fermilab and
CERN. The data collected until now contains at least 0.3 million events collected at each fixed pion
energy, ranging from 6 to 80 GeV. The goals of the CALICE collaboration include the performance
evaluation of calorimeter technologies being considered for the ILC ECAL and HCAL, as well
as validating the existing hadronic shower simulation models currently available, at unprecedent
granularities.

Within this context, our group is also responsible for the development of all the software tools
in support of the simulation, data collection, monitoring and reconstruction of the TCMT data.
We have extended the HCAL monitoring tools to cover the TCMT, and have been using these tools
for preliminary data analysis. The development of the reconstruction and data analysis software
within the CALICE offline framework is currently under way, and we are participating in that
effort.
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The current (preliminary) results of this data analysis is encouraging. We have used muons as
MIPs to calibrate the relative response of each TCMT strip. Coincidence of adjacent strips is used
as an unbiased selection of good signals through each strip for efficiency estimation. Hit selection
is based on a fixed energy threshold (say E > 0.5Emip, where Emip is the most probable value of
the live energy deposited by a minimum ionizing particle in a sensitive TCMT layer) and also on
the measured pedestal width (say E > 2σped). Background rejection is estimated using data taken
with no beam. Figure 4 shows typical efficiency and background rejection curves, measured as a
function of the selection criteria in terms of MIPs.
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Figure 4: Estimating signal efficiency and background rejection using a secondary muon beam. Left:
pedestal distribution. Middle: signal distribution from a software trigger, requiring coincidence
in parallel strips before and after the test strip. Right: Efficiency and background rejection as
functions of the energy threshold in mips.

Figure 5 shows a simplistic analysis of about 1.5 million events collected with an 80 GeV
π+ beam, where the TCMT was fully instrumented, behind partially instrumented ECAL and
HCAL prototypes. For simplicity, rather than fully accounting for three (two) different absorber
thicknesses in ECAL (HCAL and TCMT), the results presented here are based on a single overall
correction factor per detector. Even in this simplistic scheme, the improvement in energy resolution
is noticeable from the histogram RMS after combining the TCMT live energy measurements.

The preliminary results described above, based on real test beams, indicate that the tail-catcher
provides a significant improvement to the energy resolution provided by a thin hadron calorimeter,
and that scintillators read out with SiPMs is a viable technology option for high-granularity hadron
calorimetry.

Summary of FY2006 achievements

We have met the main objectives for FY2006 put forth in our original proposal, namely to develop
a first version of a complete PFA reconstruction, integrated with DigiSim, completely decoupled
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Figure 5: Improvement in energy resolution for a real beam test of 80 GeV pions, by using a
tail-catcher to correct for the energy leakage through a thin HCAL. This result is based on a very
simplistic scheme with a single correction factor per detector. Best results are expected by using
3,2,2 correction factors for ECAL, HCAL and TCMT respectively, to fully account for different
absorber thicknesses in the prototype used for data taking.

from Monte Carlo information, which could be used for the optimization of PFA-oriented particle
detectors, including their detection technologies and read-out schemes. We have also continued to
produce simulated data samples necessary for our studies, and made them available to others who
may be interested in using our data samples.

Through the end of the fiscal year, the emphasis was shifted toward software development to
support the data collection with the CALICE 1 m3 prototype, using muon and pion beams at
Fermilab and CERN. We have also started analysis of the collected data. The preliminary results
are presented in this report, and show a significant improvement in the energy resolution of energetic
pions by using a scintillator-based tail-catcher prototype designed and built at NIU.

Our results have been regularly presented at international ILC workshops: Bangalore in March,
Vancouver in July, Valencia in November. All of our code is publicly available through the
official repositories of the ALCPG simulation and algorithms working group[16] and CALICE
collaboration[17]. Further documentation is available at our web site[1]. Additional information
and interactive help are provided on request.

The steady progress that we have achieved so far has been made possible by funding received
for this purpose during past years from DOE and NSF, in addition to generous, but less specific,
funding from the Department of Education. In FY2002 we received $45K from the DOE under its
Advanced Detector Research program. An exploratory grant of $8.5K was awarded by the NSF in
FY2003. In FY2004, FY2005 and FY2006 we were awarded $35K, $44.5K, and $55K respectively,
through LCDRD for our simulation software and algorithm development activities.

Activities outlined in this proposal are synergistic with the proposals for hardware prototyping
of different technology choices. We will continue to remain in close contact with the groups involved
in hardware development for the ECAL and the HCAL.
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FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

Experience gained during the past year have led to recognition of new issues and some rearrange-
ment of priorities. In early FY2007 we will develop the TCMT tools, to be used as part of the
CALICE reconstruction software suite. This is a high-priority item.

With better understanding of the photodetector non-linearities and data acquisition effects in
our high-granularity calorimeters, we expect to have functional parametrizations for these effects in
DigiSim by mid 2007. Although DigiSim is ready for use, some improvements are planned in order
to further enhance its flexibility, ability to keep track of history (e.g. in the stand-alone mode, to
record in the output exactly what transformations have been applied), error-reporting capabilities,
and database access for characteristics of individual channels.

With these digitization effects under control, we will bootstrap our participation in the full
CALICE data analysis effort, using the ECAL+HCAL+TCMT data with the final goal of validating
the existing simulation models for hadronic interactions. We will compare data and simulations
for observables like numbers of hits, live energies, longitudinal and transverse profiles of hadronic
showers, in terms of incident energy, particle type and angle of incidence. We plan to use as many
of the existing hadronic models as possible in our comparisons. We anticipate a significant progress
on this front in 2007-2008, as more extensive test beam data becomes available.

We also plan to tune our directed tree clustering algorithm using the test beam data, feeding
back into our PFA development. In 2007 we intend to conclude our PFA optimizations for some of
the existing geometries, and for higher e+e− energies, so that we can effectively participate in the
ILC detector optimization enterprise. We anticipate reaching some important conclusions by the
end of 2007. In particular, we expect to refine our previous results on calorimeter granularity, digital
vs. analog calorimetry and multi-bit read-out scheme with a fully fledged particle-flow algorithm.
These are some very important issues for detector optimization. Moreover, recent experience in
this area shows that the goal of 30%/

√
E for the jet energy resolution at e+e− energies of 200 GeV

and beyond is not easy to achieve.
On the PFA & reconstruction algorithm development front, we will continue to improve pattern-

recognition techniques, optimize the parameters of the algorithms, and compare simulations of
different options for active medium technology, absorber material, and geometry (segmentation).
In particular, we need to understand how the performance of an algorithm depends on the radial
segmentation of the HCAL vis-a-vis its thickness in terms of interaction lengths. It is extremely
important to strike the right balance between the thickness and the number of layers since the
geometric thickness of the calorimeter is severely constrained by considerations of the calorimeter
and the magnet costs - so much so that the containment of hadronic showers is a matter of concern
in the SiD design. We will also continue to study transverse segmentation.

There are several other issues that need to be addressed to fully assess the limit of PFA perfor-
mance:

• Much work is needed to minimize incorrect associations of “fragment” clusters: significant
errors can result when a fragment originating from a neutral particle is incorrectly associated
with a charged particle, or vice-versa.

• An important action item is to improve the propagation of charged particle tracks through
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the calorimeter using progressive fitting techniques that take into account the energy loss and
possible scattering. We have been working on this with C. Milstene of Fermilab.

• The calorimeter designs currently on the table are not inherently compensating. Separate
determination of response to electromagnetic and hadronic interactions in different sections
of the caloriemeter is high on our list of priorities. The dependence of these responses on the
polar angle needs to be studied as well. Since all cells in a given section have fixed linear,
rather than angular, dimensions, the difference may be significant.

• Another important issue is the differences in energy deposition patterns between different
types of neutral hadrons, e.g. n, n̄, and K0

L
. For a given kinetic energy, these particles will

deposit different amounts of visible energies in the calorimeter, especially at low energies.
Good progress has been made in this area by R.Cassell et al. at SLAC. We still need to
quantify how much we may stand to gain by identifying those differences.

We already have some test beam data in hand, but we expect to accumulate a lot more, and
with more complete prototype, by the end of FY2007. Careful analysis of those will be critical for
tuning our simulation and reconstruction programs. A significant part of our efforts will have to
be devoted to this.

Comprehensive studies of critical physics processes will have to be carried out in order to
understand the impact of the calorimeter performance on the physics program of the Linear Collider.
These studies will employ both the analog and digital versions of our PFAs. We plan to continue
with further development of PFA-based jet-reconstruction and a partial assessment of physics reach
vs. calorimeter performance for the ILC.

As described earlier, the investigation on some of these issues have already started. However,
considering the current ILC R&D milestones, the time scales for beam test periods and the available
manpower resources, it is not realistic to expect to complete them all within the span of one year.
We intend to report on tangible progress by the end of FY2007 and hope to come to reasonable
conclusions on the key issues by the end of FY2008.

FY2008 Project Activities and Deliverables

In FY2008, we will try to complete the studies listed above. We will also complete the physics
assessment with a clear statement on the desirability of a digital or analog option for the hadronic
calorimeter. This will, of course, depend to a large extent on the test beam experience as well.
If all goes well, we will also start the development of parametrized simulations of the particle-
flow algorithms. The technology and geometry are expected to have been narrowed down by that
time, thus setting the stage for such parametrized fast simulation for extensive physics studies.
By the end of FY2008 we expect to produce, in collaboration with other groups, a fast simulation
program based on PFAs. In addition, extensive benchmarking of critical physics processes, as well
as evolution of pattern-recognition and reconstruction algorithms will continue.
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Budget justification

The above activities will be carried out by NICADD staff members. Specifically, one Research
Scientist has been working full time on the proposed software R&D, and is expected to continue
likewise through the next 2 years. We request that each year half of his salary be borne by the
grant in question. In view of the enormity of the task at hand and our good progress to date, we
would like to add a graduate student to this effort.

Communication of progress and exchange of ideas through international workshops and confer-
ences will be crucial for our endeavor to have a global impact. Based on the FY2006 experience,
we estimate five domestic and three international trips per year.

Fringe benefits to personnel at NIU’s mandated rate of 57% of salary, and indirect costs at the
off-site rate of 26% (instead of the usual 45%, since the requested personnel will work in offices at
Fermilab allocated specifically for ILC R& D) are included in the requested amount.

Two-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: Northern Illinois University

Item FY2006 FY2007 Total

Research Scientist (1/2 FTE) 31.87 33.15 65.02
Graduate Students 20.00 20.80 40.80
Undergraduate Students 0 0 0

Total Salaries and Wages 51.87 53.95 105.82
Fringe Benefits 18.17 18.89 37.06

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 70.04 72.84 142.88
Equipment 0 0 0
Travel 10.00 10.50 20.50
Materials and Supplies 0 0 0
Other direct costs 0 0 0

Total direct costs 80.04 83.34 163.38
Indirect costs (26% of non-equipment) 20.81 21.64 42.45

Total direct and indirect costs 100.85 104.98 205.83
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Investigation of ECAL Concepts Designed for Particle Flow
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
The project goal is to investigate electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) design concepts suited to
the linear collider physics program. The principal physics design criteria for the ECAL are i)
hermeticity ii) the precise measurement of hadronic jets using particle flow and iii) a design suited
to a general purpose experiment. All these criteria are closely tied to the overall detector design
concept with the work undertaken being very relevant to assessing the relative merits of the SiD,
LDC and GLD approaches, and therefore this project is being coordinated with the detector design
studies. In the following sections we outline some of the reasons for highlighting these criteria and
discuss their impact on the ECAL concept.

In recent months, intrigued by possibilities of sub 100 picosecond timing resolution, we have
also been exploring ways in which precision timing could be incorporated into the detector design
concepts in the ECAL region, and gauging the potential benefits of such approaches.

[Hermeticity] For e+e− center-of-mass energies beyond mZ , physics processes with W’s or Z’s
decaying in channels with 1 or 2 neutrinos occur frequently. Potential new physics such as su-
persymmetry leads to final states with characteristic missing transverse momentum. A principal
detector goal is that events with significant missing transverse momentum should not be faked
by Standard Model processes without neutrinos. It is of paramount concern that high transverse
momentum particles, particularly photons, are detected with zero inefficiency. In the very forward
region, (nearer the beam than the forward tracking), extremely efficient detection of electrons from
two-photon processes is mandatory. It can also be necessary to detect muons and mips in such
regions depending on the event topology. The hermeticity requirements influence the ECAL design
as follows: (i) need to avoid pointing cracks (ii) requirement to detect minimum ionizing particles
(iii) elimination of “intruders”such as cosmics and halo muons (iv) reasonably uniform performance
over the complete solid angle.

[Particle Flow] In the particle flow method of jet energy measurement [1], the ECAL is used to
measure the energy, polar angle and azimuth of photons in hadronic jets. A major requirement is to
avoid double-counting of charged particles and photons in the visible energy measurement. This is
most easily achieved by placing the ECAL at large radius. A snapshot of recent work evaluating the
performance of calorimetry using a particular particle flow algorithm is given in [2]. The essential
issue for the ECAL is measuring the 3-momenta of the photons over a dynamic range of between
about 100 MeV and 500 GeV.
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We have studied the intrinsic contribution to jet energy resolution arising from electromagnetic
energy resolution [3] and we confirm that fractional energy resolution of ≈ 10%/

√
E is necessary

in order to not appreciably degrade the potential jet energy resolution of about 18%/
√

E. For
a realistic particle flow algorithm in a detector where the overall jet energy resolution attains
30%/

√
E, we expect this resolution would be dominated by confusion issues, and one could consider

relaxing the electromagnetic energy resolution requirement substantially (perhaps by a factor of
two) if jet energy resolution was the only physics concern (it isn’t !).

The measurement of τ -lepton decays places severe constraints on the separation of charged
hadrons from photons from π0 decay. Kinematic reconstruction of events containing τ -leptons
places stringent demands on the ECAL. (HCAL is relatively unimportant since neutrons are absent
and K0

L are rare).
Another important aspect of the calorimeter design is the detection and measurement of hadronic

jets in the forward region. Here the charged particle tracking is likely to be compromised (less
track-length, loopers), specialized functions need to be accommodated (eg. Bhabha acolinearity
measurement, luminosity measurement), and in general the environment is less conducive to full
reconstruction (pile-up from γγ events).

[Design suited to general purpose e+e− experiment] Detection and precision measurements of
electrons and photons is an essential element of an e+e− experiment. The measurement of Bhabha’s
and the e+e− → γγ process are part of the basic program and are expected to play an important
role in the measurement of absolute luminosity and the differential luminosity spectrum. Photons
from initial and final-state radiation are often crucial aspects to doing some of the physics. With
the prevalence of “radiative-return” events and events from two-photon interactions, the tagging of
the initial-state photon or a scattered electron can be essential to physics analyses. ��γ events will
be a useful cross-check of the center-of-mass energy determination.

Given that we don’t know what new physics will be explored at the linear collider, there is little
strong guidance on the required energy resolution for the ECAL. One scenario which deserves more
investigation, as it is one of the more compelling constraints on the ECAL energy resolution, is the
measurement of the Higgs branching ratio to γγ presuming a Higgs mass of around 120 GeV. This
was studied in [4]. The best measurement will come from the WW fusion channel (e+e− → νeνeγγ)
at the highest center-of-mass energy which has to compete against a large non-Higgs Standard
Model background. This measurement would be complementary to LHC because together with
other channels the BR could be measured directly. For similar reasons to LHC, the ECAL mass
resolution directly influences the measurement precision. For this kind of application, the constant
term in the energy resolution can be just as important as the stochastic term, and so an ECAL
design which minimizes non-uniformities and can be easily calibrated is important.

[Fast Timing] These initial studies have explored: a) time-of-flight measurement of charged
particles entering the ECAL using either scintillating fiber layers (could also be used for tracking
space points) or small scintillator pads or C̆erenkov radiators with direct light readout, b) a timing
layer near the start of the ECAL designed to also measure photon timing, c) timing layers in the
ECAL and HCAL designed to measure the time-of-flight of hadronic showers. For showers initiated
by neutral hadrons of low momentum, precision timing can be used to measure the neutral hadron
energy under the K0

L or neutron mass hypotheses with high precision, and could also be used to
help distinguish the origin of hadronic shower “fragments” which are a major source of error in
current particle flow algorithms.

Detector Design Considerations relevant to ECAL

The final detector designs will be heavily influenced by the choices made for the calorimetry. Some
of the main design parameters which need to be considered are: the chosen B-field, the inner radius
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of the ECAL, the radius of the coil, and the aspect ratio (ie. the polar angle at which to change
from a barrel to an endcap geometry).

Much of the current ECAL effort has been directed to applying the principles used very success-
fully in the limited solid angle LEP/SLC Silicon-Tungsten ECALs used for luminosity measurements
to a full solid angle detector [5]. This approach is very attractive. Existing studies have character-
ized reasonably well the potential performance of the design studied for the TESLA TDR [6]. The
main potential drawback is the cost, which may force the detector design to smaller radius, larger
field and fewer sampling layers, as in the SiD approach.

To date, there has been relatively little work focussed on ECAL concepts which are well matched
to the goals of particle flow at large radius, where with TPC tracking one can envisage comprehen-
sive charged particle flow. Given that there are good reasons to believe that a larger detector has
a better physics potential[7, 8], this should be seen as an area of critical need.

The University of Kansas group has been working on developing ECAL concepts which have
the potential to be competitive with Si-W in properties where Si-W excels while being substantially
more cost effective and offering complementary capabilities in terms of energy and timing resolution.
A more cost effective solution would naturally lead to the possibility of building a much larger
detector which would be the most effective way of ensuring particle separation for particle flow
measurements. This would naturally fit well into the large and even larger detector design studies.

We have been studying compact hybrid sampling ECAL structures with Tungsten absorber,
with both silicon sampling gaps and scintillator sampling gaps. This approach promises the cost-
effective use of silicon for shower pattern recognition and position measurement, while using cheaper
scintillator layers as the main sampling medium. With this approach we have studied the simpler
configurations of only Silicon sampling and only Scintillator sampling too. The current favored ap-
proach for the scintillator sampling is using scintillator-tiles with wavelength shifting (WLS) fiber
readout to “on-tile” Silicon-Photomultiplier photo-detectors as employed in the CALICE Mini-
CAL [9]. The Si-PM has obvious advantages in terms of hermeticity, operation in B-field, and
calibration (individual photo-electron peaks can be resolved). Features which need to be taken into
account/mitigated are the noise and saturation characteristics.

We have been very encouraged by superb position resolution estimates for photons with Si-
W sampling structures (300 µm for 1 GeV photons) assuming probably unrealistically small (but
technically feasible) 1mm2 pads [10] in a Si-W structure with a Molière radius of 15 mm.

We are starting to envisage a new kind of particle-flow ECAL. The essential issue about gran-
ularity is the separation of photons from charged tracks. This is best achieved by doing this
separation at the longitudinal coordinate near which the photon converts. Our current ideas are to
have a calorimeter which might consist of the following sections in depth :

• PAIRCAL: About 5 radiation lengths with Tungsten absorber and fine transverse granularity
Silicon sampling layers (sampling at least every 0.5 radiation lengths). This device would pin-
point the initial photon-conversion both in terms of transverse coordinate and longitudinal
coordinate with very high efficiency. It may also be used to add some precise outer space
points on high momentum tracks.

• SHOWERCAL: About 10 radiation lengths with Tungsten absorber and coarser transverse
granularity Silicon sampling layers. The sampling would be at least every radiation length.
More frequent sampling with some scintillator layers could be considered, but would need to
be rather compact longitudinally. This device would do the bulk of the energy measuring while
retaining excellent pattern recognition abilities before and after the EM shower maximum.

• EM-TAILCAL: About 15 radiation lengths of cheaper technology ECAL still with sampling
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frequency of at least every radiation length. The absorber could be Tungsten or Lead. Lead
would be cheaper and better in terms of radiation length to interaction length ratio. Lon-
gitudinal compactness requirements would be less severe. This portion should also provide
functionality at least as good as the chosen HCAL technology, but needs to be analog.

This design is better suited to detector integration than the hybrid designs we had been explor-
ing. Each potentially different technology has its own radial space. However, the radial subdivision
may also entail new difficulties with calibration and pattern recognition which will need to be
investigated/minimized.

BROADER IMPACT

The project will support participation of undergraduates in research. Our on-going work with setting
up cosmic-ray test facilities will be done in such a way that we can use the apparatus as part of an
open-day type demonstration in conjunction with a diffusion cloud-chamber. This apparatus will
allow the general public to see and hear cosmic-ray muons. We are interested in making movies
which depict what happens in an e+e− interaction as the reaction products propagate through
the detector and interact. The idea will be to capture images of a simulated event at appropriate
time intervals after the interaction. Particularly relevant to this project, is to depict well the
electromagnetic shower development.

STATUS REPORT

We have made progress on many aspects of the project. Aspects already described in more detail
in the FY2006 renewal are only mentioned and denoted by *.

• * Study of jet energy resolution dependence on intrinsic detector resolutions [3]

• * Studies related to the importance of hermeticity in the detector design by Wilson [11], [12].

• Undergraduate student, Eric Benavidez, has been instrumental in developing our GEANT4
capabilities under Wilson’s supervision. We have developed simulations for the following
using standard and up-to-date GEANT4 releases:

– optical tracking of photons in scintillator tiles

– simple sampling calorimeter test-beam geometries with arbitrary sampling media

– pixelized sampling calorimeters

– radioactive decay modelling.

We also have installed locally, the SLIC (Simulation for the Linear Collider) suite from SLAC
which is used as the front-end for GEANT4 simulation of detector models.

• We have used these simulation tools to study several issues relevant to the ECAL design
concept. These have been reported at the regular meetings both nationally and internation-
ally [13]. Some of the main results are the following:

* Characterization of the energy resolution dependence on absorber and active material
thicknesses.

* We have investigated the position resolution for photons as a function of the cell size.
We have verified that cell sizes much smaller than the Molière radius, do indeed lead to much
better position resolution. Even with 1mm pads, we still found a resolution of pad-size/

√
12

as expected when the detector is sensitive to the position of the initial photon conversion.
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* Study of the correlation between the Silicon and scintillator response in hybrid struc-
tures.

* Study of some of the dynamic range issues associated with measuring beam energy
electrons and photons at the highest center-of-mass energies.

* Observations regarding tracking cutoffs [14], (fixed in recent GEANT4 releases).

• Participation in the particle-flow based detector concept groups (LDC, SiD, GLD).

• * Wilson has written a summary of the main issues involved in evaluating the calorimetry
performance of detector design concepts [15] particularly in light of particle flow. Many of
the issues discussed are very relevant to this status report.

Kinematic Fits

Wilson has investigated the potential for improving the energy resolution of π0’s in hadronic jets by
using 1-C kinematic fits of photon pairs to the π0 mass. These studies [16, 17, 18, 19] indicate that
there are excellent prospects for very significant improvements for detector designs similar to the
current LDC and SiD concepts, where for typical π0 energies in jets, the dominant contributions
to the di-photon mass resolution come from the electromagnetic energy resolution rather than
the opening angle measurement. Figure 1 illustrates the demonstrated improvement under the
assumption of correct pairing of all prompt (decay length < 10 cm) π0’s which decay into two
photons in light-quark hadronic Z decays at

√
s = mZ . For an ECAL with a fractional energy

resolution of 16%/
√

E and 0.5 mrad opening angle resolution, the prompt π0 energy content of
the event improves to on average 9.4%/

√
E after the kinematic fit. This is akin to increasing the

statistics by a factor of three. NB. On an event to event basis, one knows from the fit errors, the
individual errors on the fitted photon 3-vectors. Also shown in the figure is the dependence of
the average normalized resolution on the total prompt π0 energy. Table 1 contrasts the average
measurement errors on the π0 event energy under several different detector resolution assumptions.
This study illustrates that ultra-fine ECAL granularity will have significant performance merits.

A full understanding of the actual impact requires exploration of potential algorithms for pairing
up the photons. Initial investigations of the combinatoric backgrounds are encouraging. For Z
events, the combinatorial background in the di-photon mass spectrum for photons with energy
exceeding 1 GeV is only 0.09 combinations per 10 MeV per event. Further, the symmetrically
decaying π0’s which are most likely to survive a minimum energy cut, are the very ones where the
kinematic fit can improve the π0 energy the most.

ECAL Energy Resolution (%) No fit Fit (0.5 mrad) Fit (2 mrad) Fit (8 mrad)
8.0 8.0 4.9 5.8 6.8
16.0 16.0 9.4 10.7 12.7
32.0 32.0 18.3 19.9 23.4

Table 1: Average normalized fractional energy resolution (%) on the total prompt π0 energy in light-quark Z
events with and without kinematic fitting for different assumptions on the ECAL energy resolution stochastic
term, and the di-photon opening angle resolution assuming perfect pairing in the kinematic fit. Errors are
less than 0.1%.

Lab Development and Measurements

We have continued to develop our lab., centered around a VME based data acquisition system with
multi-channel QDC’s and TDC’s for measurements with scintillator-based detectors. Undergradu-
ates Eric Benavidez and Jonathan van Eenwyk worked together with Wilson on the commissioning
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Figure 1: Kinematic fit results for the prompt π0 energy sum for light-quark Z decays at rest for an ECAL
fractional energy resolution of 16%/

√
E, an opening angle resolution of 0.5 mrad, and under the assumption

of correct photon-photon pairings. Upper graph: Calculated normalized energy resolution from the fit error
matrix. Lower graph: Dependence of the calculated normalized energy resolution on the total energy of
prompt π0’s in the event.
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of this system. Some of these developments are documented at [20]. During 2005, we added con-
siderable functionality: X-Y stage, LED-pulser, fiber-optic link VME controller, optical benches,
1.5 GHz oscilloscope. We plan to commission waveform digitizers and multi-hit TDCs as part of
senior engineering physics student projects in Spring 2007.

Matt Treaster (Master’s student), has focussed on experimental measurements with simple well-
defined scintillator setups. The motivation of the study is three-fold: evaluating the performance of
individual detector layers, testing the modelling of particle interactions with matter in GEANT4,
and evaluating calibration strategies. We have placed particular emphasis on the response to
electrons from internal conversion sources such as Bi-207 and Cs-137 which provide mono-energetic
electron lines in the 0.5 - 1 MeV range. These electrons usually deposit all their energy in 5 mm
of scintillator, but also frequently deposit all their energy in thinner detectors. This energy range
is well matched to the energy deposition scale of mips, and also is very relevant to the evaluation
of the performance for multi-GeV electrons and photons. Figure 2 illustrates some of the quality
data collected with this experimental apparatus using a Bi-207 source, where the two main electron
peaks around 1 MeV and 500 keV can be clearly distinguished. In this preliminary easy-to-use
setup, the thickness of upstream wrapping materials was about 70 mg/cm2; this can and will be
reduced substantially in future studies aimed at precision checks of low energy electrons. Work is
on-going to cross-check various experimental issues, and to verify the correctness of the expected
distributions, the material model, the GEANT4 settings, and the resolution model. Figure 3 shows
one of the checks of the expected distribution in the Cs-137 system where there are two beta
transitions and one gamma line with internal conversion.

Particle Flow and Photon Reconstruction Studies

Eric Benavidez has worked on clustering algorithm studies related to photon reconstruction and on
photon identification algorithms under the supervision of Wilson and in collaboration with Norman
Graf at SLAC. Eric studied the performance of different clustering algorithms, in particular nearest-
neighbor and fixed-cone algorithms and these studies are documented [21].

Together with Wilson and Hensel, they have investigated the use of the H-matrix approach
(developed by Graf) for photon identification. The H-matrix approach uses the inverse covariance
matrix of the fractional energy depositions per layer to form a χ2 for the goodness-of-fit of the
observed cluster to the average behavior of an ensemble of photons.

During 2006, work was undertaken to redo the H-matrix implementation so that it is more
suited to the main detector geometries under consideration. In particular, given ECAL geometries
which have discontinuities in the sampling fractions, we elected to form H-matrices which depend
on the conversion layer and thus factor out the conversion depth from the H-matrix discriminant.
In order to have sufficient statistics for late converting photons, we generated special samples of
photons with origins within the ECAL. This is still a work in progress, which has potential to
recover some of the inefficiency inherent in the previous approach, and it is planned to document
the achieved performance. The non-Gaussian nature of the residual plots at the start and end of
the showers, and the non-uniform χ2 probability distributions suggest that other approaches such
as a likelihood approach may be more suited to this problem.

Benavidez and Wilson participated in the U. Colorado simulation workshop (Jan 2006). Wilson
presented the linear collider physics case at the Aspen winter conference (Feb. 2006). Wilson
participated in the Vancouver workshop, the Valencia workshop, the Valencia LDC meeting, and
the U. Chicago fast timing workshop.

We initiated work on a detector design model incorporating the PAIRCAL/SHOWERCAL/EM-
TAILCAL ideas with Mark Thomson. The strawman detector design is implemented in the
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Figure 2: Measured charge distribution from a Bi-207 source using a BC-408 5mm thick 1-inch diameter
plastic scintillator disk directly mounted to a 2-inch photo-multiplier. The plot contains both self-triggered
events using 5% of the signal in the trigger decision, and a small admixture of pedestal events collected
concurrently.
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Figure 3: Momentum distribution of β electrons from the 514 keV kinetic energy endpoint transition of Cs-
137. Points are simulated data from 20,000 Cs-137 decays using the radioactive decay module of GEANT4
v8.1.p01. Fitted curve shows consistency with the expected end-point after taking into account the Coulomb
correction Fermi function.
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org.lcsim framework (frankyaug05) and events have been generated. Assistance from Norman Graf
appreciated. The model has a B-field of 3 T, and ECAL inner radius of 2.1 m, and as implemented
uses Tungsten as absorber throughout. The ECAL sections total 40 sampling layers and a total
thickness of 20 X0 with uniform 0.5 X0 sampling per layer. The first 10 sampling layers (PAIRCAL)
have Silicon pads with 320 µm thickness, and pad size of 2.5mm × 2.5 mm. The next 10 sampling
layers (SHOWERCAL) have Silicon pads with 320 µm thickness and pad size of 1 cm × 1 cm. The
remaining 20 layers are 2 mm thick 2 cm by 2 cm scintillator tiles. This is followed by 50 layers
of 2 mm thick 4 cm by 4 cm scintillator tiles sampling every 2 X0. Dimensions were chosen to be
technically feasible, and does not take advantage of potential new technologies like MAPS for the
PAIRCAL.

Particle Flow Algorithm Studies: We have contributed to the photon reconstruction effort
which has been used in the org.lcsim based work, led by Norman Graf. Particularly in the context
of investigating the particle flow performance of various detectors including issues like charged
particle tracking in a TPC, and in contributing to studies for LDC, we are still planning to develop
some expertise with the MARLIN-based reconstruction code.

Led prioritization discussion at Snowmass of various detector issues related to particle flow and
helped initiate relevant studies in collaboration with M. Thomson, F. Sefkow, N. Graf, S. Magill.
Many of these issues are under serious study in several of the regions (eg. [2]).

Fast Timing / Temporal Calorimetry

We have looked into some of the potential physics benefits of fast timing. Initial ideas were presented
in [22]. Figure 4 illustrates for near the front of the barrel ECAL of the LDC detector at cos θ = 0,
the time difference between the various particles and photons. Tracks with pT < 0.96 GeV/c loop
and eventually hit the endcap. Note that in the 4T field, there is a substantial component of the
flight path length coming from the curvature in the field. One can see that 100 ps starts to be
interesting in terms of γ/π− separation in the context of the soft photons and pions in hadronic jets.
Considering π/K/p particle ID, 100 ps timing resolution would complement the dE/dx performance
in the cross-over regions in a TPC-based detector, but would clearly be limited to low momentum
as expected. In terms of identifying the hadronic fragments as originating from charged particles
or neutral hadrons, one sees that this is likely to be rather useful for example for π−/n separation,
but probably needs to be done in conjunction with tracking particle ID in general.

Given experience from LEP, we feel that it is very important that photons are timed very well.
For example in physics reactions like e+e− → ννγ, timing is a very powerful tool for eliminating
backgrounds such as halo muons and cosmic rays.

An interesting consequence of the steep dependence of the K0
L and neutron timing curves on

momentum (just normal TOF), is that if one can measure the time really well, one can turn the
time measurement into a measurement of the neutral hadron’s relativistic energy with that mass
hypothesis. This of course assumes that one can detect the early part of the hadronic shower in a
way which measures time and preserves the time resolution. Some representative curves illustrating
the potential in this regard are shown in Figure 5 with central values assuming 50 ps resolution. We
note that this measurement would give the same energy estimate for neutrons as for anti-neutrons;
this is not usually the case for hadronic calorimeters at low momentum.

Several groups have been exploring photon detection based detectors capable of time resolutions
approaching the few pico-second regime [23, 24, 25], in particular a time resolution of 5 ps was
achieved in [23] using 10 mm of quartz coupled to a micro-channel plate PMT. This improves by
a factor of 20 over the state-of-the-art in traditional long scintillator-bar based TOF at collider
detectors where BELLE and CDF have obtained time resolutions of about 100 ps. Reference [26]
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Figure 4: Time difference (ps) between the flight time for massive charged and neutral particles, and the
flight time for photons, versus particle momentum, as measured at the front-face of the ECAL in a LDC-like
detector with B=4T for cos θ = 0. The charged particle flight times include the increased path-length from
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Figure 5: Inferred neutral hadron relativistic energy resolution using the flight time measurement to the
front face of the HCAL (LDC) under the assumption that the neutral hadron is a K0

L (red) or a neutron
(blue). The solid curves are for a time resolution of 50 ps, the neighboring similarly colored dotted curves
are for 75 ps and 25 ps time resolution assumptions. This is calculated from σE/E = γ2β3σt/tγ . For
comparison, the dashed curves with resolution improving with momentum, give the functional form of the
most optimistic single particle analog HCAL resolution curves in the LDC outline document applied to K0

L
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√

E + 2.4%).
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has many details relevant to understanding the limits of traditional systems.
There are three main contributions (besides electronics), affecting the ultimate timing resolution

of timing based detectors:

• E. Time dispersion in the photon emission1.

• P. Time dispersion in the light propagation2.

• D. Transit time spread in the photo-detector3.

The overall timing resolution, σt, assuming either leading edge timing or constant fraction
discrimination, following [27, 28] should be a function like

σt

√
N = σE ⊕ σP d ⊕ σD

where N is the number of photo-electrons, and d is the propagation distance. In [27], it was found
that data from SCSN-38 scintillator bars and SCSF-38 scintillating fiber with FWHM about 2.5 ns
could be described with σE around 1.2 ns.

C̆erenkov based devices are probably mandatory if the pico-second regime is targeted, however
there looks to be considerable potential for detector arrangements with time resolution per particle
in the range 10-100 ps which could feasibly be deployed in a non-invasive manner in a general
purpose e+e− experiment with a high magnetic field.

One possibility which entails minimal additional material or radial or longitudinal space, is
some outer tracking layers with scintillating fiber read-out at both ends with Si-PM’s for example
of the MPPC-100 type [29] with claimed photon detection efficiency of 65%. For example, two
orthogonal planes (r-φ, r-z (barrel), and x-z, y-z (endcap)) with 2 layers of fibers per plane, which
could provide on average 6 time measurements per track, and a space point with a precision of
about one tenth the fiber diameter to aid in linking tracks to the ECAL. The tracking application
is well established [30, 31]. With fibers, the light that does reach the ends, has rather small time
dispersion from propagation. Using σE of 1.2ns from above as an estimate, one then requires at
least 25 photo-electrons per fiber end, to achieve 100 ps resolution per track. This concept requires
a detailed understanding of the achievable light-yield, attenuation lengths and timing properties to
settle on a design if it is primarily driven by timing rather than tracking. Interesting related papers
with older fibers are [32, 33]. It also has the potential to be deployed not just as an outer tracking
layer, but also as timing layers in the calorimeters. It may also be a welcome addition to existing
tracking and calorimeter focussed test-beam facilities.

More timing focussed solutions could use C̆erenkov correlated timing techniques [34, 35] using
quartz bars of modest thickness for TOF of charged tracks. From the calorimetry perspective,
perhaps the most useful way to proceed would be to have direct readout of scintillation light
produced locally in relatively thick small tiles of ultra-fast scintillator located at a few locations
along the shower development axis. C̆erenkov light is fast, but it is unclear whether the uncertainties
on photon path-lengths and orientations of charged particles in the middle of showers is well adapted
to this kind of application (although the information on EM shower fraction should prove useful.)
Such detector functionality may more easily fit into endcap geometries for example due to B-field
considerations.

1Negligible in C̆erenkov devices. Substantial in large area plastic scintillators (eg. 2.5 ns FWHM pulse width
in BC-408), and longer again if wavelength shifting is needed. Small scintillators such as BC-422 quenched with
benzophenone can have pulse widths of 360 ps FWHM or less

2This effect ranges from 450 ps/m in air-coupled scintillator bars to 110 ps/m in single-clad scintillating fiber
(using ∆t/

√
12). For C̆erenkov devices, chromatic effects leading to time dispersion need to be included

3Some of the newer micro-channel plate detectors have TTS FWHM values at the 25 ps level per photo-electron.
More standard fast photo-multipliers and Si-PM’s can have TTS values of around 200 ps FWHM
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Collaboration

We have been in communication with a number of potential collaborators, whom we are interested
in collaborating with on this or related projects: R. Frey, D. Strom (Oregon Si-W), J.C. Brient,
(Ecole Polytechnique CALICE), M. Thomson, D.R. Ward, (Cambridge, calorimeter reconstruction),
K. Kawagoe and T. Takeshita (Kobe and Shinshu, scintillating-tile ECAL), F. Sefkow (DESY,
tile-HCAL applied to ECAL), V. Zutshi (NIU), S. Kuhlmann, S Magill (Argonne), P. Checchia
(Padova), C. Cârloganu, P. Gay (Clermont-Ferrand), D. Onoprienko, T. Bolton (Kansas State), P.
Baringer, A. Bean, D. Besson (Kansas), N. Graf, A. Johnson, R. Cassell, J. McCormick (SLAC),
F. Gaede, A. Raspereza (DESY).

FY2007 PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND DELIVERABLES

We will continue investigations of the performance characteristics of various ECAL concepts both
in FY2006 and FY2007.

A particular priority will be to quantify the relative importance in realistic particle flow al-
gorithms of charged-particle/photon, charged-particle/neutral hadron and photon/neutral-hadron
separation. This is very relevant to assessing the granularity requirements of the ECAL compared
to the HCAL. This amounts to gaining a quantitative understanding of the various sources of“sigma
confusion”.

It is interesting to note that the studies reported in [2] show rather shallow dependencies of the
jet energy resolution on global detector parameters such as B and R, which suggests that intrinsic
detector resolution in conjunction with generic algorithm deficiencies may be of similar importance
to confusion.

Given the multi-faceted nature of particle-flow, and the achievement already of 30%/
√

E at
mZ [2], it is almost certainly appropriate to re-visit some of the assumptions in “perfect particle-
flow” studies which have tended to presume erroneously that 30% was a hard limit. With the
possibilities enunciated in this report for improving the resolution on π0’s, on neutral hadron energy
resolution, and on mass assignment, it is clear that bubble-chamber like techniques can potentially
lead to further significant gains. For example, including kinematically fitted K0

S → π0π0 is another
obvious improvement which should be evaluated.

Wilson will prepare for publication a paper on π0 kinematic fitting. An essential aspect of
realizing the performance gains will be to develop appropriate algorithms for assigning photons to
π0 candidates and characterizing the algorithm performance.

We will test the modelling of particle interactions with matter in the GEANT4 models at a
detailed level using simple experimental setups with sources of low energy electrons, photons and
positrons and with cosmic ray muons, and evaluate calibration strategies for thin scintillators.

We will work on the photon reconstruction for particle flow algorithms. This activity should be
beneficial to all ECAL concepts and detector design concepts. Deliverables will include characteri-
zation of the photon reconstruction performance. We are very keen to also investigate the quality
of reconstruction of photons inside hadronic jets (ie. near interacting charged particles). We will
develop our ability to contribute to characterizing the overall detector performance using the state-
of-the-art particle flow algorithms taking advantage of and contributing to software developments
in all regions.

We will investigate calibration issues for longitudinally subdivided ECAL sections. This will
involve sampling corrections as a function of shower depth/age, and will necessitate reconstruction
of the photon conversion point shower by shower.

We plan to characterize the expected photon response over the full solid angle paying particular
attention to the regions where hermeticity might be compromised.
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We will gain experience with commercially available Si-PM’s, and will investigate and test the
time response of small ultra-fast scintillator tiles with direct light readout targeted as a combined
charged-particle and photon TOF system at a depth of around 3 X0.

We are very interested in getting involved in test-beam tests of particularly photon/charged-
hadron separation, and anticipate participating in current Si-W projects.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND DELIVERABLES BEYOND FY2007

This proposal is targeted at research relevant to some of the key issues in the electromagnetic
calorimeter design concept. It is probable that some of the targeted issues will require further
investigation beyond FY2007 or lead to other compelling related areas of investigation. We fore-
see future funding requests for the validation of design choices and construction and testing of a
prototype once we have converged on an electromagnetic calorimeter design concept.

We also anticipate that some of the initial ideas presented here related to fast timing, may lead
to future proposals which in addition to calorimetry applications may have application to tracking
or particle identification.

The outlined budget for FY2007 assumes little growth in budgets. If substantial growth were
possible, the project would most benefit from additional funding which would permit dedicated
work by a post-doc, or dedicated faculty work during the semester.

BUDGET JUSTIFICATION:

The budget and scope we have outlined for this project is primarily for the design of a concept.
In this respect a majority of the costs are associated with personnel (in the form of undergraduate
and graduate research support), and the support for travel. The travel will be associated both
with software development, particularly in collaboration with SLAC, and also work related to the
detector design concept which will involve travel to discuss with collaborators in Europe, North
America and Asia, and participation at future workshops. The equipment item is for electronics or
a fast light pulser. The materials and supplies items are associated with fabrication of scintillator
based detector assemblies and associated photo-detectors.

One-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: University of Kansas

Item FY2007
Other Professionals 0
Graduate Students 0

Undergraduate Students 6
Total Salaries and Wages 6

Fringe Benefits 0
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 6

Equipment 6
Travel 10

Materials and Supplies 5
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 27
Indirect costs(1) 9

Total direct and indirect costs 36
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Project Overview 
 
The goal of this project is to construct a 1 m3 prototype section of a digital hadron 
calorimeter. The section will consist of 40 steel plates, each 20 mm thick, interleaved 
with Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) as the active medium.  
 
This project is part of the design of a detector for the International Linear Collider (ILC). 
At the ILC, in order to disentangle W and Z bosons via their hadronic decay into a pair of 
jets, jet energy resolutions of the order of 30%/√Ejet or better are required. Simulation 
studies have shown that with the help of Particle Flow Algorithms (PFAs) these types of 
resolutions can be achieved. Contrary to conventional methods relying solely on the 
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calorimetric measurements, PFAs attempt to measure each final state particle in a jet 
separately utilizing the detector component able to provide the best momentum/energy 
resolution. So, charged particles are measured by the tracking detectors imbedded in a 
strong magnetic field, photons are measured with the electromagnetic calorimeter and 
neutral hadrons, i.e. neutrons and KL

0, are measured with the electromagnetic and 
hadronic calorimeters. The major challenge of this approach is the separation of energy 
clusters in the calorimeter originating from charged and neutral particles. In order to keep 
this contribution, commonly named the ‘confusion’ term, to the resolution small the 
readout of the RPCs will be extremely finely segmented, 1 cm2 laterally and layer-by-
layer longitudinally. The optimal segmentation for the ILC detector will be determined 
after evaluation of the test beam results and the subsequent tuning of the simulation of 
hadronic showers (see below). 
 
The electronic readout will be reduced to a single bit per readout channel (digital 
readout). Simulation studies have shown that a digital readout of finely segmented pads is 
able to preserve, if not improve, the energy resolution of single hadrons, traditionally 
measured with analog readout of calorimeter towers. The readout system will be entirely 
compatible with the readout of Gas Electron Multiplier chambers (GEMs), which are also 
being considered for digital hadron calorimetry [1].  
 
The proposed digital hadron calorimeter (DHCAL) for the ILC is an entirely novel idea, 
which will be substantiated with measurements in test beams at Fermilab. The tests will 
be either in stand-alone mode or together with a prototype of the electromagnetic 
calorimeter placed in front of the DHCAL. The proposed technology of a digital hadron 
calorimeter with RPCs is equally applicable to all three ILC detector design efforts, 
namely the SiD, the LDC, and the GDC concepts. This work is being carried out as part 
of the program of the CALICE collaboration [2], which coordinates calorimeter R&D for 
the ILC on a worldwide basis. 
 
The major reasons for constructing a prototype section of a DHCAL and subsequent tests 
in particle beams are summarized in the following. This effort is arguably the most 
important R&D project related to the development of an ILC detector: 
 

- Test of a calorimeter with RPCs: even though RPCs have been 
employed in a large number of HEP experiments, to date no calorimeter 
with finely segmented readout using RPCs as active medium has been 
built and tested. Our tests will validate the use of RPCs in calorimetry. 

- Tests of the novel idea of a DHCAL: in simulation studies of a DHCAL 
the resolution obtained for single hadrons is comparable to the results 
obtained with analog readout. Experimental verification of this and 
validation of the concept of a DHCAL is needed. 

- Study of design parameters: measurements with different configurations 
of the prototype section will provide a better understanding of the 
dependence of the response on the various design parameters, such as the 
choice of absorber, the size of the active gap, the segmentation of the 
readout, etc. 
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- Measurement of hadronic showers: traditional calorimeters measure 
energy with a coarse segmentation, thus integrating over large volumes. 
Our DHCAL prototype section will measure hadronic showers with 
unprecedented spatial resolution and provide very detailed information on 
hadronic showers.    

- Validation of Monte Carlo simulation of hadronic showers: the 
measurements obtained in particle beams will be essential to validate the 
Monte Carlo simulation of hadronic showers. To date differences of up to 
60% are observed when comparing the results on shower shapes based on 
different MC models of the hadronic shower, see Figure 1. The design of a 
detector for the International Linear Collider is driven by the application 
of Particle Flow Algorithms for the measurement of hadronic jets. A 
realistic simulation of hadronic showers is a prerequisite for the 
development of a reliable design of such a detector. 

- Comparison with an Analog Hadron Calorimeter: Currently the 
CALICE collaboration [3] is assembling a prototype section of a hadron 
calorimeter (AHCAL) using scintillator tiles and analog readout. The 
lateral size of the tiles is about a factor of 10 larger than the readout pads 
of the DHCAL.  A technology choice for the hadron calorimeter for an 
ILC detector will be based on a detailed comparison of the performance of 
the AHCAL and DHCAL prototypes. 

 
Figure 1. Comparison of the shower radius in a hadron calorimeter as predicted with 
fifteen different MC models of the hadronic showers normalized to the result with G4-
FTFP.  
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Status Report 
 
We report on progress in three areas: R&D related to the Resistive Plate Chambers 
themselves, development of an electronic readout system, and simulation studies with the 
aim of developing a viable design of an ILC detector. 
 

a) R&D with Resistive Plate Chambers 
 

In FY2006, three prototype RPCs were tested in the Fermilab MT6 beam line. The tests 
included chambers based on different designs, using either one or two glass plates as 
resistive plates. The chambers were read out with a VME based single-bit (digital) 
readout system developed and built by Argonne. The single particle efficiency, the pad 
multiplicity and the rate capability were measured. The results were consistent with 
previous results obtained with cosmic rays. Figure 2 shows the measured single particle 
detection efficiency as measured with 120 GeV/c protons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Single particle detection efficiency versus high voltage as measured with 120 
GeV/c protons in the Fermilab MT6 beam line. Two different methods, labeled fit 
spectrum and match data were used to correct the data for trigger bias. 
 
The design of the chambers was recently revised to minimize the area of the inactive rim 
and the overall thickness of the chambers. The design of the new channel providing the 
enclosure of the gas volume, is shown in Fig. 3. 
 
Further advantages of the new design include better gas tightness, an easier way to 
connect the high voltage leads to the resistive layers and an overall simpler assembly 
procedure. Chambers based on the new design have been assembled and are currently 
undergoing pressure tests. Other properties of the chamber are not expected to have been 
affected by the new design.  
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Figure 3. Side view of the new design of the RPC channels. The glass plates rest on the 
flat surfaces of the narrow part of the channels. Glue is inserted into the pocket provided 
by the 450 cut out. 
 

b) Development of an electronic readout system 
 

The electronic readout system is being developed to provide a cost-effective way of 
reading out large numbers of individual channels for both RPC- and GEM-based 
calorimeters. The system consists of several subsystems which are now all being 
designed and prototyped. 
 
1) Overall concept 
 
Due to the large channel count of the prototype section, the development of a cost 
effective electronic readout system poses a great challenge. A detailed concept has been 
developed and thoroughly documented [3] by the Argonne group. Recently the concept 
has been refined to include modifications suggested by the detailed design work of the 
individual subcomponents. 
  
2) DCAL2 ASIC 
 
The DCAL ASIC went through its second iteration. The redesign (contribution of 
Fermilab) involved a degradation of the input sensitivity by a factor of 20 (specifically 
for GEMs) and 100 (for RPCs in avalanche mode) and a decoupling of the various 
clocks in the chip. The second version was prototyped and detailed testing has begun. 
Figure 4 shows the packaged chip on its test board. The tests are entirely computer 
controlled and are all performed by the Argonne group.  
 
After testing successfully the basic functions of the DCAL2 chip, detailed threshold 
scans using the internal charge injector were performed. For a given charge, the 
threshold of 50% efficiency for each channel was measured. Only slight variations from 
channel-to-channel were observed. Figure 5 shows the average threshold as a function of 
injected charge for both the high and low gain settings. The ratio between the settings is 
approximately five, as expected from the different gains. 
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Further tests of the functionality of the chip are ongoing; however, the results obtained 
so far already indicate that the chip will perform satisfactorily for the planned Vertical 
Slice Test (see below). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. The packaged DCAL2 chip on its test board.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Measurements of the average threshold for 50% hit efficiency as a function of 
injected charge. The error bars indicate the root-mean-square of the distributions for the 
64 channels in a chip. 
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3) The pad and front-end boards 
 
Design of the front-end boards providing the signal pads and housing the DCAL chip has 
begun. In order to accommodate various detector sizes and to reduce the cost of 
producing boards with blind and buried vias, the front-end board has been subdivided in 
depth into two boards which now contain only blind vias: the pad board and the actual 
front-end board. The pad board is a four-layer board containing the signal pads and their 
transfer lines to smaller sized pads located on the other side of the board. The front-end 
board is an eight-layer board containing the front-end ASIC and the digital lines for slow 
control and readout. In designing these boards particular care is devoted to the proper 
shielding of the analog lines from the digital lines of the front-end board. The two boards 
will be connected using conductive glue (currently being tested). The boards are being 
designed by the Argonne group and are the most complex (analog) boards ever designed 
by this group. Figure 6 shows a snapshot of the current status of the design of the front-
end board. First prototypes will be produced by early January 2007. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Snapshot of the design work of the front-end board. Each board will house four 
DCAL2 ASICs. 
 
4) The data concentrator 
 
The data concentrator boards each provide the readout of six front-end ASICs. They are 
being designed by the Argonne group.  
 
5) The data collector 
 
The data collector boards provide a VME-based back-end of the readout system. Each 
board will handle signals from up to twelve data concentrators. The specifications and 
protocols for these boards have been defined. Boston University developed a conceptual 
design of the board, as shown in Fig. 7, and initiated the design work. First prototypes 
are expected by February. 
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Figure 7. Conceptual design of the data collector boards. 
 
6) The trigger and timing units 
 
The trigger and timing units will distribute the trigger and timing information through 
the data collectors to the front-end ASICs. The functionality of the boards has been 
specified. Various possibilities for their actual design are being evaluated. 
 
7) Data Acquisition Software 
 
Data acquisition software is needed to transfer the data from VME to a PC with data 
storage capability. In order to allow for simultaneous data taking with the CALICE 
electromagnetic calorimeter prototype, particular effort is dedicated to making both data 
acquisition systems compatible. A preliminary concept of the software architecture has 
been established, however, the actual programming task has not yet been initiated. 
 

c) Preparations for the test beam 
 

Several additional systems need to be prepared for the test beam runs:  
 
1) High voltage system 
 

High voltage supplies from the Fermilab pool have been tested for use with RPCs. With 
an additional RC-filter the units appear to satisfy the performance criteria. This work is 
being carried out by University of Iowa. 
 
2) Gas distribution system 
 

A gas distribution system has been salvaged from Fermilab and has been revamped and 
tested. The system is ready for use. This work has been carried out by University of Iowa. 
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3) Trigger scintillators 

 
Various scintillator counters have been prepared for use as beam counters. This work has 
been carried out by University of Texas at Arlington (not part of this proposal). 

 
d) Simulation studies 

 
In parallel to the hardware activities, the Argonne group developed two independent 
Particle Flow Algorithms using the baseline of the SiD concept as a starting point. (This 
activity is not supported by LCRD funds, but is essential for the understanding of digital 
hadron calorimetry). The SiD baseline detector features a hadron calorimeter with RPCs 
and steel absorber plates. The results, for the moment mainly at the Z-pole, are very 
encouraging. Figure 7 shows the reconstructed event energy for Z0 boson decays to light 
quarks, where the jets are contained in the barrel region of the detector. The width of the 
distribution corresponds to an energy resolution of approximately 36%/√E(GeV). Further 
improvements to the algorithms are necessary to reach the goal of 30%/√E. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Reconstructed event energy for Z0 decays to light quark at √s = 91 GeV. The 
event energy has been reconstructed using a complete PFA. 
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FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables 
 
In FY2007 we plan to achieve the following activities and milestones: 
  
a) Vertical Slice Test 
 
      ● Construct of the order of 10 RPCs, each with an area of 20x20 cm2. 
      ● Construct a small absorber stack with 10 steel plates.     
      ● Complete the testing of the DCAL2 ASIC. 
      ● Complete the design of the Pad- and Front-end boards. Develop a technique to 
  connect the boards with drops of glue. Prototype and test the boards.   
      ● Complete the design, prototype and test the data concentrator boards. 
      ● Complete the design, prototype and test the data collector boards. 
      ● Write the Data Acquisition software for the readout system. 

●Perform a complete slice test of the readout system using RPCs as signal 
   source: 

- Tests with cosmic rays at Argonne 
- Tests with particles in the Fermilab MT6 beam line 

      ● Analyze the data collected with cosmic rays and in the test beam and compare the 
    results to Monte Carlo simulations of the test set-up. 
 
b) Construction of the 1m3 prototype hadron calorimeter 
 
      ● Based on the results from the vertical slice test, refine the design of the RPCs, Pad- 
   and Front-end boards and the back-end of the readout system. 
      ● Initiate construction of the 120 chambers needed for the prototype calorimeter. 
      ● Produce the 8,000 DCAL2 chips needed for the front-end. 
      ● Initiate the fabrication and assembly of the Pad- and Front-end boards. 
      ● Initiate the fabrication and assembly of the data concentrator and super concentrator  
  boards. 
      ● Complete the fabrication and assembly of the data collector boards. 
      ● Adapt the data acquisition software to handle the 400,000 readout channels of the 
   prototype calorimeter. 
 
FY2008 Project Activities and Deliverables 
 
In FY2008 we plan to complete the construction of the 1 m3 prototype hadron calorimeter 
and move the device to the Fermilab MT6 beam line. We will take data in standalone 
mode as well as together with the CALICE electromagnetic calorimeter prototype. 
Details of the proposed test program can be found in last year’s proposal [4]. 
 
FY2009 Project Activities and Deliverables 
 
In FY2009 we plan to complete the data taking at MT6 and to finish the data analysis and 
comparison with hadron shower simulations. R&D aimed at optimizing the RPC design 
(with respect to its overall thickness) and to further improve the electronic readout system 
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(with additional multiplexing at the various stages of the system) will initiate. The goal of 
this effort will be to produce a Scalable Prototype Section by CY2010/11.  
 

Budgets 
 
Table I summarizes the projected M&S costs for the construction of the prototype 
section, including the outstanding costs for the Vertical Slice Test. The costs have been 
updated from last year’s table taking into account the items which have already been 
purchased, such as the 2nd prototype run of the DCAL chip and the engineering of the 
VME data collector boards, and updating the costs of items where more information is 
available. 
 

Item Cost Contingency Total
RPC mechanics 32,200 9,500 41,700
DCAL ASIC 208,000 10,000 218,000
Front-end boards 110,000 55,000 165,000
Data concentrators 106,000 53,000 159,000
Super concentrators 25,000 12,500 37,500
VME data collector 20,000 10,000 30,000
Timing system 20,000 10,000 30,000
Power supplies 100,000 30,000 130,000
Cables 27,500 13,750 41,250
Total 648,700 203,750 852,450
Indirect cost (15.4%) 99,900 31,400 131,275
Grand total 748,600 235,125 983,725

 
Table I. Summary of the M&S costs for the prototype section. 
 
The following choices were made when compiling Table I: 
 

- The costs for the RPC mechanics include the gas system. 
- The power supplies include both low and high voltage supplies. 
- The price for the ASICs includes packaging of the chips. 

 
Table II summarizes the expected labor costs based on current rates at ANL and FNAL. 
The current labor rates have increased by approximately 15% compared to FY2006. The 
numbers already include the indirect costs. 
 

Item Cost Contingency Total
Mechanical assembly 100,740 25,190 125,930
DCAL ASIC 18,630 9,310 27,940
Front-end boards 36,370 18,170 54,540
Data concentrators 70,090 35,050 105,140
Super concentrators 13,230 6,610 19,840
VME data collector 17,480 12,190 29,670
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Total 256,540 106,520 363,060
  
Table II. Summary of labor costs based on FY2006 labor rates at ANL and FNAL. 
Indirect costs are included. 
 
The total cost of project, including labor, M&S, contingency and indirect cost, is 
$1,346,800. The cost of the mechanical structure and beam test table is not included in 
this estimate, since it will be provided by the DESY laboratory. 
 
 
Total Project Budget, in 2007-year k$ 
 

Item FY2007 
Other Professionals 363
Graduate Students 0
Undergraduate Students 0
Equipment 0
Travel 0
Materials and Supplies 853
Other direct costs 0
Indirect costs 131
Total direct  
and indirect costs 1,347

 
 
Table III lists the financial contributions expected from participating institutes. The exact 
amount of these contributions will depend on the overall funding of the project as well as 
on the specific funding situation of the participating institutes. 
 
Institution Contribution Base amount Contingency Total
Argonne and 
participating 
institutes 

Labor for assembly 
and testing 

260,900 105,270 366,170

Fermilab ASIC production and 
testing 

226,630 19,310 245,940

Total  487,530 124,580 612,110
 
Table III. Summary of the financial contributions expected from participating institutions. 
 
Argonne’s contribution will be to provide the labor for assembling the RPCs and to 
check-out the different parts of the electronic readout system. The participating 
universities will provide the labor to check out the electronic components for which they 
have assumed responsibilities.  
 
 Table IV, finally, lists the amounts remaining to be funded over the period of the next 
two years. 
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 Base amount Contingency Total
Total cost 1,005,140 341,645 1,346,785
Contributions 487,530 124,580 612,110
Outstanding amount 517,610 217,065 734,675
 
 Table IV. Summary of outstanding funds needed for the construction of the prototype 
section. 
 
We realize that the outstanding amount of about $735k can not be funded entirely out of 
LCRD funds. A proposal requesting supplemental funds in the amount of $400k for the 
construction of the prototype section was submitted to the DOE in August 2006. 
Assuming that the DOE will grant the request for supplemental funds, we request with 
the current proposal funding of the outstanding balance, i.e. of $335k. This amount is 
commensurate with the overall size of the LCRD funds. 
 
Budget, in 2007-year k$ 
Institution: Argonne National Laboratory 
 

Item FY2007 
Materials and Supplies 186.1
Other direct costs 0.0
Total direct costs 186.1
Indirect costs 33.9
Total direct  
and indirect costs 220.0

 
 
Budget justification: Argonne oversees the project, builds and tests the RPCs, fabricates 
and tests the front-end boards, the data concentrator and super concentrator boards. 
Argonne is also taking over part of the responsibility for providing the data acquisition 
software. 
 
Budget, in 2007-year k$ 
Institution: Boston University 
 

Item FY2007 
Materials and Supplies 30.0
Other direct costs 0.0
Total direct costs 30.0
Indirect costs 5.0
Total direct  
and indirect costs 35.0
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Budget justification: Boston University designs, fabricates, assembles and tests the data 
collector boards. 
 
 Budget, in 2007-year k$ 
Institution: Chicago  
 

Item FY2007 
Materials and Supplies 43.0
Other direct costs 0.0
Total direct costs 43.0
Indirect costs 7.0
Total direct  
and indirect costs 50.0

 
 
Budget justification: University of Chicago designs, fabricates, assembles and tests the 
timing and trigger unit. The university is also involved in providing the data acquisition 
software. 
 
  
Budget, in 2007-year k$ 
Institution: Iowa  
 

Item FY2007 
Materials and Supplies 43.0
Other direct costs 0.0
Total direct costs 43.0
Indirect costs 7.0
Total direct  
and indirect costs 50.0

 
 
Budget justification: University of Iowa acquires and tests the voltage supply units. The 
university is also responsible for the gas distribution system. 
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Project Overview

We are developing a complete and new concept detector consisting of four major subsystems:
a pixel vertex detector, a single-electron sensitive TPC, a triple-readout fiber calorimeter,
and a dual-solenoid muon system. The pixel and TPC developments are the work of other
groups working on the ILC (mainly GLD and LDC groups, and the tracking-TPC groups),
whereas the calorimeter, the magnetic field configuration, and the muon detector systems
are completely new to high energy physics and their successful design and development are
critical to the 4th Concept detector. The work involves both instrumentation development
and testing, and software, simulation and physics analysis. These funds are requested for
support of people, mainly students and young physicists at the several institutions throughout
this concept group who are working on the novel detectors we are developing, for salary and
stipend support, for travel to and per diem at Fermilab, and to allow the 4th concept group
to function as a group.

Calorimeter The triple-readout calorimeter measures the three main fluctuating compo-
nents of every hadronic shower: (i) the large fluctuations in the spatial distribution of charged
tracks whose dE/dx energy loss is samples by the finely spaced scintillation fibers, (ii) the
fluctuations in π

0 → γγ production in hadronic interactions measured by the Čerenkov light
generated in clear fibers primarily by the e

± in the γ-initiated em showers, and (iii) the fluctu-
ations in binding energy (be) losses during the breakup of heavy nuclei by the shower hadrons
that are measured by the MeV neutrons liberated that are correlated with the belosses. These
multiply redundant measurements result in exceptional hadronic energy resolution by virtue
of event-by-event measurements of all the main fluctuations in hadronic showers: spatial, em

fraction, and binding energy (be) losses. We have explicitly measured in detail the gains in
both energy resolution and hadronic response linearity by measuring the em fraction in each
hadronic shower. These results are published in the NIM paper “Hadron and Jet Detection
in a Dual Readout Calorimeter”, listed under Prior Results.

In addition, we have studied in detail the measurement of electrons and muons in this same
dual readout calorimeter, and published a paper on each. We have made some fundamental
measurements of the detailed differences in Cerenkov and scintillation light production in
hadronic showers, and finally, we have deliberately mixed scintillation and Cerenkov light
generated in hadronic showers into the same fibers and then subsequently separated these
two kinds of light to assess our ability to do so. These results are discussed in five papers
listed under Prior Results.

Our next developments in new calorimetry techniques are two: find an acceptable means to
measure the population of MeV neutrons in a hadronic shower, and find a means of separating
the scintillation and Cerenkov light in a single optical medium such as a crystal of glass. The
motivation for the former is to reduce the last remaining important fluctuation in hadronic
showers (be loss fluctuations) to improve further the energy resolution, and for the latter, to
find a means around the limitation on em shower resolution imposed by the relatively low
Cerenkov light yield in an optical fiber.
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Dual Solenoids, Muon Measurement and MDI The dual-solenoid for the muon system
is also new in high energy physics and consists of an inner tracking solenoid to establish
the TPC field, and an outer solenoid that returns the flux through the annulus between
the solenoids. This geometry accomplishes many objectives: (i) muons are measured in a
gaseous tracking volume with a momentum resolution of σp/p

2 ∼ 3 × 10−4 (GeV/c)−1; (ii)

the physics acceptance for muons is greatly increased at low momenta down to 2-3 GeV/c; (iii)

positive identification of muons (especially in conjunction with the triple-readout calorimeter)
is exceeding good; and, (iv) the cost is reduced over a conventional Fe-chamber sandwich muon
system. There are further advantages to an iron-free detector for the machine, such as our
ability to make the field on the beam axis whatever we like, to bring the quads in very close
to the vertex, to cantilever the beam line elements from the detecter and thereby greatly
reduce the ground motion perturbations of the two beams, in addition to cost savings and
ease of installation, reinstallation such as push-pull, and future modifications and additions.
Two more subtle physics advantages emerge when we consider the possibilities of asymmetric
beam energies and possible novel additions to the detector. In the former case, the 4th
Concept detector can be reconfigured into an asymmetric detector, and in the latter case, the
wide open detector volume outside the calorimeter is free for the addition of novel detectors or
specialized detectors not now conceived. In brief, the absence of the common iron sarcophagus
yields better physics, lower costs, MDI advantages, and several subtle open possibilities.

Work of This Proposal The above problems are mostly people intensive and their so-
lutions come from the coordinated work of a dozen or more young people and a half-dozen
experienced physicists. An essentially complete simulation of the 4th detector now exists and
the first physics problems have been solved 2. In addition, we are simulating the pixel vertex
detector of the sid concept within the 4th concept, and plan to further simulate cross-concept
detectors, such as the sid silicon tracking with the 4th dual-readout calorimeters. This will
enable us to directly compare a TPC and a silicon tracking system on physics events with
everything else the same. This extraordinary capability may prove to be critical when the four
concepts are narrowed to two, presumably by a series of marriages and swapping of detector
subsystems. This has not been done before in high energy physics, but the ILCroot architec-
ture allows these studies to be made, and these codes are available to all in the community.
We take seriously the World Wide Study goal that an ILC detector must be two-to-ten times
better than the LEP detectors, and therefore nothing less than the best detectors and ideas
from each concept should be kept.

These cross-concept simulations and studies are only possible with the ILCroot simulation
and analysis structure developed at Lecce and led by C. Gatto, and this in turn is only possible
by the support of young students and their continuing support requested in this proposal.

Our functioning dual readout calorimeter simulation will be used to design the triple readout
test beam module for which several critical issues must be resolved: how to measure the
neutrons, what photo-converter to use, how to digitize the time history of the fibers, and
how to maintain a constant volume sampling density in 4π projective modules that can be
assembled to maintain complete hermeticity and which are fully scalable.

The electromagnetic energy resolution of the dream module was limited by photoelectron

2A comprehensive report on the simulation and physics analysis of benchmark processes in the 4th Concept is “Per-

formance and Physics Study for the Detector Concepts Report of the Fourth Concept Detector at the International

Linear Collider”, D. Barbareschi, et al., December 2006, given to the Detector Concepts Report group.
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statistics in the Cerenkov signal to σ/E = 20%/
√

E. (This also limited the estimate of em

fraction and therefore the hadronic energy resolution.) One way around this is more or larger
diameter Cerenkov fibers. Another is to use a continuous scintillating crystal or glass with 102

times the Cerenkov light production. In this case we must be able to separate the scintillation
and Cerenkov light to achieve dual readout, and this instrumentation has already started 3

and the main work will be done in the calorimeter area, but the physics assessment will be
done under this funding.

We need to assess the capabilities of SiPMs (silicon PMs, or Multi Pixel Photon Counters)
with an eye on $/mm2 of the photocathode and dark rate. The main hardware work will
be done in the calorimeter area, including the digitizing electronics under a separate request,
but the scientific assessment and even the coordination and scientific direction of the work
will be done here. The SiPM, should it prove adequate, will be used for both the fiber and
the crystal calorimeters.

Particle identification in a physics analysis is powerful, and we will continue to optimize the
identification of all partons in this new detector:

• muon identification in a dual readout calorimeter is unique,

• (u, d, s) jets by jet reconstruction in the calorimeter,

• impact parameter tagged c, b quarks and τ lepton in the pixel vertex detector,

• e and γ in the fiber or crystal calorimeter, and

• the W,Z gauge bosons through jj calorimeter mass resolution in their di-jet decays)

are all interesting and critical problems that require intelligence and time, and they will be
solved in the first year. At the moment, we have approximate functions for particle ID, but
to achieve the best physics performance will require further work and optimization.

The main theme of the 4th Concept is multiply redundant and integrated measurements of
all the bosons and fermions of the standard model.

Broader Impact The work on this project is directed from within a single-investigator
group of a university professor and students, mainly undergraduate physics majors, working
on new problems and seeking new solutions. This explicity integrates teaching and research
since our students have office space in our lab area. It is a place where they can also do their
problem sets.

More funds for undergraduate and beginning graduate students will allow us to hire more
students. At this stage of work, many problems are available that are person-intensive,
rather than equipment-costly: geant4 code for the explicitly detailed simulation of the
triple-readout fibers, incorporation of the dual-solenoid into geant4 and analysis of the
muon system capabilities, and above all, the development of ILCroot, the Lecce group’s
work on a comprehensive 4th concept simulation and physics analysis structure. All of these
activities are perfect for physics majors and beginning graduate students, and as we know,
these are the best recruitment tools available in physics. At Iowa State, one undergraduate
and one graduate student are working on this, and at Lecce four physics students and one
undergradute are working full time. At ISU, I have managed to keep individual students for
1-4 years before they naturally go on, so longer term stable funding is important.

3A short essentially one-day test of these principles was accomplished at CERN in Oct. 2006.
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The achievement of broad impact to enhance scientific and technological understanding and
potential benefits to society at large is obtained in these small high energy physics groups,
by sending students out into the world to workshops and conferences. It is the intent of this
request to be able to support these students.

Results of Prior Research

The calorimeter has substantial beam testing at CERN resulting in five publications in Nucl.

Instr. Methods:

1. “Hadron and Jet Detection with a Dual-Readout Calorimeter”, N. Akchurin, et al., Nucl.

Instr. Meths. A 537 (2005) 537-561.

2. “Electron Detection with a Dual-Readout Calorimeter”, N. Akchurin, et al., Nucl. Instr.

Meths. A 536 (2005) 29-51.

3. “Muon Detection with a Dual-Readout Calorimeter”, N. Akchurin, et al., Nucl. Instr.

Meths. A 533 (2004) 305-321.

4. “Comparison of High-Energy Electromagnetic Shower Profiles Measured with Scintil-
lation and Cerenkov Light”, N. Akchurin, et al., Nucl. Instr. Meths. A 548 ( 2005)
336-354.

5. “Separation of Scintillation and Cerenkov Light in an Optical Calorimeter”, Nucl. Instr.

Meths. A 550 (2005) 185 - 200.

6. “Do Detectors Need a Yoke”, A. Mikhailichenko, Cornell LNS, CBN 01-20, 6 OCt 2001.

7. “Detectors for Linear Collider”, A. Mikhailichenko, Cornell LNS, 8 Mar 2002.

8. “A Few Comments on the Status of Detectors for ILC”, A. Mikhailichenko, CLNS
06/1951, 15 Jan 2006.

The dual-readout dream calorimeter is thoroughly well understood. The level of detail and
understanding is beyond what I am used to in other detectors: TPC calorimeters (Berke-
ley/SLAC), LArgon (SDC), scintillator tile (SDC), HPC (Delphi/LEP), and others.

Current and future work will center on two questions: (1) measurement of the neutrons in
a hadron shower, by several possible means outlined in our detector description, and the
calculations and simulations for making a judgment about which method to choose; and, (2)
the separation of Čerenkov and scintillation light in a crystal or glass medium.

The dual-solenoid is calculated by Mikhailichenko and its engineering aspects are being un-
derstood by Bob Wands and Ryuji Yamada. The use of this novel flux return for muon
reconstruction in physics problems is ideal for a student. This work is well underway, but
requires the solution of physics problems involving the measurement of muons.

Progress to date includes a detector description, several talks at Linear Collider meetings
(Paris 2004, SLAC 2004, Snowmass 2005, Vienna 2005, Bangalore 2006, Vancouver 2006, and
Valencia 2006), the development of a team of people who work on the 4th concept, and the
development of a full first-principles simulation of the whole detector.
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Documents describing work accomplished by the 4th concept group are accessible at the
website http://high-energy.physics.iastate.edu/ilc, we list most of the items here under talks

and Documents:

Talks at ILC Meetings:

Title Person Meeting Date

“Review of Forward Calorimeter
Technologies”

John Hauptman Paris April 2004

“Dual Readout Calorimeter” John Hauptman Paris April 2004

“Update on the DREAM Project” Richard Wigmans Snowmass Aug 2005
”A Fourth Concept Detector” John Hauptman Snowmass Aug 2005

”Fourth Concept Detector (4th)” John Hauptman Vienna Nov 2005
”TPC for 4th” Sorina Popescu Vienna Nov 2005
”DREAM for ILC” Aldo Penzo Vienna Nov 2005

“Evolution of the Dual-readout
Calorimeter”

Aldo Penzo Bangalore Mar 2006

“TPC for the 4th Concept” Sorina Popescu Bangalore Mar 2006
“Simulation and Reconstruction in the
IV Concept”

Corrado Gatto Bangalore Mar 2006

“Detector Concept 4” John Hauptman Bangalore Mar 2006
“Muon Identification and Pion Rejec-
tion in the 4th Concept”

John Hauptman Bangalore Mar 2006

“Machine and controls aspects” Sorina Popescu Bangalore Mar 2006

“e+ Undulator Considerations” Alexander
Mikhailichenko

Vancouver July 2006

“Calorimetry Plans for the 4th Con-
cept”

John Hauptman Vancouver July 2006

“MDI Issues of the 4th Detector Con-
cept”

Alexander
Mikhailichenko

Valencia Nov 2006

“The muon system of the 4th detector
concept”

Franco
Grancagnolo

Valencia Nov 2006

“Results of Detector Simulation for
the 4th concept”

Corrado Gatto Valencia Nov 2006

“ICLroot” Corrado Gatto Valencia Nov 2006
“The 4th detector concept” John Hauptman Valencia Nov 2006
“Calorimetry in the 4th detector con-
cept”

Aldo Penzo Valencia Nov 2006

Documents:
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Title Authors Date

”Dual Readout Calorimetry for the ILC” LCRD proposal Jan 2005
”Ultimate Hadron Calorimetry” LCRD proposal Jan 2005

”Description of the Fourth Concept Detector (4th)
for the International Linear Collider” (the “Detec-
tor Outline Document”)

Le Du, P., et al.,
version 2.52,

May 2006

“4th Concept Answers to MDI Questions” A. Mikailichenko,
et al.

2006

“4th Concept statement on the proposed push-pull
detector configuration at the ILC

A. Mikhailichenko Dec 2006

“Performance and Physics Study for the Detector
Concepts Report of the Fourth Detector Concept
(“4th”) at the International Linear Collider”

D. Barbareschi, et

al.

Dec 2006

In addition, a full set of papers and figures on all aspects of the dream group work on
dual-readout calorimeters is at the website http://www.phys.ttu.edu/dream.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

The work is taking place in Lecce (INFN), Ames (ISU), Lubbock (TTU), and Fermilab. These
places have sufficient resources to support this design work, and we do not request facilities
support.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

The main deliverable is a fully developed and designed concept detector with physics analyses.
Much of this is already accomplished and detailed in our “Detector Outline Document” and
in more recent work presented at the Valencia in November 2006. In particular, we have
achieved a full simulation of all detector systems with the exceptions of the muon tracking
system and the dual-readout crystal calorimeter which has just been beam tested (November
2006), as seen in the talk by C. Gatto at Valencia.

The complete simulation will be finished early in 2007, and it will allow us to seek out the
weaknesses in this design, especially in the interplay of two detectors.

We have started and will finish later in 2007 the “cross concept” simulations involving detector
subsystems from different concepts.

Finally, the present state of the simulations and physics analyses will be included in the ILC
Detector Concepts Report due in late 2006 or early 2007. This will include an analysis of the
final state in

e
+
e
− → HZ → (H → X) + e

+
e
−
, µ

+
µ
−
, and jj,

e
+
e
− → tt̄ → 6 j, other major processes, and an analysis of a precision measurement of the

t quark mass suggested by G.P. Yeh.

The design of a small scalable dual readout fiber module with time history for neutron mea-
surement will be near completion or finished in 2007.

FY2008 Project Activities and Deliverables

We will see the design and initial prototype construction of important aspects of a triple-
readout calorimeter. This involves a critical decision on absorber (brass, W, Pb), three kinds
of fibers, a time-history readout of the scintillating and Čerenkov fibers, and a photoconverter
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selection. Separate funding has been requested for the beam test module itself, and here we
only request support for design and testing.

The varied work on the SiPM photo-converter for calorimetry will proceed in several groups
and be coordinated and assessed here for physics in the 4th concept.

We will coordinate and cooperate with the crystal dual readout work by the dream group
as a front-end to the fiber dual-readout calorimeter and assess its ability to greatly inprove
the photon and electron physics in 4th.

We expect to have completed the module in 2008, and may have started beam tests at
Fermilab.

We also are encouraging the development of high-TC superconductors suitable for large
solenoids, and expect to test the solenoid winding techniques developed at BINP, Novosi-
birsk, for these large solenoids. This is a separately funding request that, if productive, will
assist all experiments

FY2009 Project Activities and Deliverables

The third year will include the beam testing of the triple-readout module and its analysis,
and the final definition of the 4th Concept detector for the ILC. A TRD draft will be available
near the end of 2009.

8
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Budget justification: Iowa State University

All funds requested are for the support of people, mostly students and junior physicists,
working on the design, physics, simulation and understanding of the 4th Concept detector.
We do not request funds for senior personnel, other than travel funds to LCWS meetings,
and we will include students on these trips.

The main work is on the novel calorimeters, simulation, reconstruction and physics analysis of
physics processes important for the Linear Collider, and coupled strongly to the instrumenta-
tion and technologies that we are also developing. We continuously seek out new solutions to
instrumentation problems and new methods for the configuration of a large detector. These
include the dual solenoid muon system, a completely hermetic calorimeter without the usual
barrel-endcap overlap problem in the corner, and a super-TPC combining new ideas from
several groups. These problems are all people-intensive.

Because of the complexities inherent in such an enterprise, these funds may also be used to
fill in oversights and smooth the work on other aspects of the 4th concept detector, such as
work on SiPMs, work on the dual solenoids, work on the beam tests of the calorimeters, and
in general coordination and work on all aspects of this concept.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: Iowa State University

Item FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 Total

Other Professionals 60 .0 60.0 60.0 180.0
Graduate Students 40.0 40.0 40.0 120.0
Undergraduate Students 15.0 15.0 15.0 35.0

Total Salaries and Wages 115.0 115.0 115.0 345.0
Fringe Benefits 15.0 15.0 15.0 45.0

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 130.0 130.0 130.0 130.0
Equipment 0 0 0 0
Travel 20.0 20.0 20.0 60.0
Materials and Supplies 4.0 4.0 4.0 12.0
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0

Total direct costs 154.0 154.0 154.0 466.0
Indirect costs(1) 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0

Total direct and indirect costs 194.0 194.0 194.0 194.0
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Budget justification: INFN, Napoli, and INFN, Lecce

All funds requested are for the support of people, mostly students and junior physicists,
working on the design, physics, simulation and understanding of the 4th Concept detector.
The Lecce group was written ILCroot, the overall simulation and reconstruction for the 4th
concept, including the SiD pixel vertex detector.

In about two years, the present four concepts will merge and intermarry, resulting in two
concepts, as now foreseen with all the uncertainties that surround this picture. In this en-
vironment, the ability of the Lecce group and the capability of the ILCroot structure to
mix-and-match the subsystems all of the four concepts will become of paramount impor-
tance.

The main work is simulation, reconstruction and physics analysis of physics processes impor-
tant for the Linear Collider. But, we continuously seek out new solutions to instrumentation
problems and new methods for the configuration of a large detector. These include the dual
solenoid muon system, a completely hermetic calorimeter without the usual barrel-endcap
overlap problem in the corner, and a super-TPC combining new ideas from several groups.
These problems are all people-intensive.

Three-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: University di Napoli

Item FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 Total

Other Professionals 20.0 20.0 20.0 60.0
Graduate Students 30.0 30.0 30.0 90.0
Undergraduate Students 15.0 15.0 15.0 45.0

Total Salaries and Wages 65.0 65.0 65.0 195.0
Fringe Benefits 5.0 5.0 5.0 15.0

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 70.0 70.0 70.0 210.0
Equipment 0 0 0 0
Travel 8.0 8.0 8.0 24.0
Materials and Supplies 2.0 2.0 2.0 6.0
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0

Total direct costs 80.0 80.0 80.0 240.0
Indirect costs(1) 21.0 21.0 21.0 63.0

Total direct and indirect costs 101.0 101.0 101.0 101.0
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Status Report of RPC R&D program for ILC at Princeton 

and 
 FY ’07 Plans, Deliverables, and Budget Request 

Changguo Lu, Peter Meyers, and AJS Smith,  December 15, 2006 
 

Project Name 
Hadron Calorimetry and Muon Detection at the ILC, using the BESIII type of 

Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) as the active detector element. 
 
Project Overview 
 
1. Introduction.  All proposed detector concepts for  International Linear Collider  

experiments require a hadron calorimeter and  muon identification.  Each of these two 
subsystems must have detectors with the following common features:  

— large area 
— low cost  
— suitability for industrial mass production 
— high efficiency under actual hit rates 
— longevity  
 

So far  two major technologies have been brought forward for such applications: 
RPC’s of various types, and plastic scintillator strips.  Mainly because of their lower 
cost, RPC’s have been adopted by several large colliding-beam detectors, and have 
been operating for many years with mixed success. An extensive R&D program has 
been underway in many experiments, including  BaBar, ATLAS, and CMS, to 
understand and correct various problems and weaknesses that showed up under  high-
rate operation.  
 
Our first year of RPC R&D has been concentrated on BESIII type of Bakelite RPC. 
According to  the test reports from IHEP, Beijing this new type of RPC has made a 
big improvement, makes it a promising candidate detector for ILC hadron calorimetry 
and  muon ID. However, many properties must still be researched and characterized 
before one can be sure it will meet the many demanding requirements  for successful 
long-term operation under ILC conditions. 

 
Status report 

1. Production of hydrofluoric acid in RPC gas mixture 
The fluoride probe test set-up is shown in figure 1. The output gas from a running 

RPC chamber is bubbling through the sampling solution (TISAB II, Total Ionic 
Strength Adjusting Beffer), the fluorine ions are accumulated in the buffer solution, 
the concentration of the fluorine ions will be sensed by the fluoride probe and 
recorded by LabView on-line data acquisition system.  

Test result is shown in figure 2. We operate a 50x50cm2 BESIII RPC prototype, 
bubbling its output gas through the sampling solution. The fluoride probe is merged 
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in the solution to record the variation of its fluorine concentration all the time. At the 
same time the current drawn by the RPC chamber is also recorded.  

 
 
 

Figure 1. Fluoride probe set-up to test the production of fluoride in RPC gas mixture. 

 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Accumulation of the fluoride ions in the sampling solution. 

This amount of F- would be 
accumulated inside the 
chamber and attack the 
electrode!!  

  The first straight line section shows linear dependency of fluoride concentration 
on the time, which indicates the steady production of fluoride in RPC gas discharges. 
The second section of the curve is recorded for the pure Ar gas. In pure Ar the UV 
light created in the gas discharge can release the adsorbed fluoride from the surface, 
therefore we can see the fluoride concentration is continuing increase. Eventually the 
fluoride concentration will reach saturation, from which we can estimate the total 
amount of fluoride produced, that is 0.45ppm F- in 40CC solution after accumulating 
Q=22.5mC during the streamer operation. Therefore we derive the fluoride adsorption 
rate is ~2.67×1019 F-/C.  
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2. Effect of hydrofluoric acid on the resistive plate surface  

 
HF is notoriously chemically reactive, and can attack many different materials. 

To get the sense of this corrosive action, we exposed various materials in the HF 
vapor environment, and measured their surface resistivity before and after the 
exposure.  By this we can quickly learn what kind of electrode is more robust to the 
HF attack. The test device is shown in figure 3.  
 
 
 

HF acid  

Testing samples 

Cover plate with 4 round windows that let 
the testing samples exposed to HF vapor.  

 

 
Figure 3. Test device for checking HF corrosive effect.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Marble side of BaBar 
Bakelite plate, the marble-
pattern is completely 
disappeared, also 
discolored.  

Brown side of Bakelite plate 
shows slightly discolored 
mark.  

Figure 4. HF vapor corrosive action on BaBar Bakelite surface. 
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The BaBar Bakelite plate has two different surfaces, one side shows a marble 

pattern, and the other side shows uniform brown color. The “marble” surface is 
smoother than brown surface, and used as inner surface. But its resistance to HF 
vapor corrosion looks worse according to our test results as shown in figure 4. After 
24 hours of exposure to HF vapor the “marble” pattern has been completely destroyed, 
also the surface looks very rough. The brown surface shows a slightly discolored 
mark, much less severe than “marble” surface. Our test also reveals that the Linseed 
oil coating on Bakelite surface can highly protect the surface from HF vapor attack. 
After 24 hours of exposure no discolored area can be seen.  

 
For BES III Bakelite its surface is badly attacked by HF vapor, see figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. HF corrosive effect on BES III bakelite surface. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The surface resistivity variation is shown in figure 6. In first hour of exposure the 

surface resistivity drops very fast.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Surface resistivity variation of BESIII Bakelite sample upon the exposure to the HF 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. HF vapor effect on Belle RPC glass surface, (top) before water-rinse; (bottom) after water-
i
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Belle’s RPC glass surface, after exposure to HF vapor for ~24 hours, looks 

powdery fluffy, see figure 7. After water rinses the surface, the fluffy “skin” can be 
removed, but the glass surface looks chapped.  

We summarize the HF corrosive effect on the surface resistivity for various RPC 
electrodes in figure 8. The Linseed oil coated BaBar bakelite is the most resistive to the 
HF vapor. In this regard IHEP bakelite is not very good.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 8. Surface resistivity change before and after exposed to HF vapor. 

 
What have we observed in BaBar RPCs? An opened BaBar RPC inner surface is 

shown in figure 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 9.  The inner surface of an opened BaBar RPC. The bleached spots can be clearly seen 

on the anode surface. 
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On the inner surface many white spots on the anode were found, and on the 
opposite cathode surface corresponding Linseed oil droplets can be seen1. A possible 
explanation of these white spots is the following: It might be due to an HF corrosive 
effect. In a self-sustaining sparking mode, tremendous amounts of HF can be formed on 
the anode surface (F- drifts towards anode), and as we found in our HF corrosive test, the 
“marble” surface would be “bleached” and the surface becomes very rough, further 
worsening the sparking area. This action is irreversible.  
 

3. VUV sensitivity of various RPC electrode surfaces 
 
 
 

Figure 10. McPherson VUV monochromater used in UV sensitivity test for various RPC electrodes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Usually the RPC chamber draws dark current, which is larger than cosmic ray 
background. The source of the extra dark current could come from  surface field emission 
or photoelectrons due to UV photon absorption. If it is due to the later, the surface UV 
photoelectric response would show the difference. We use a McPherson VUV 
monochromator to investigate this possibility, as shown in figure 10. 

The monochromatic light, through a narrow inlet and an outlet slit, shines on the test 
sample surface, which serves as cathode of a multiple step avalanche chamber. The 
sample’s back surface, which is coated with graphite paint, contacts the metal side of a 
G-10 plate, which is then connected to the cathode voltage. The first part of the chamber 
is a drift region, in which the E-field is rather low. Here the UV-photoelectrons, coming 
out of the cathode, are drifting away from the cathode, but no gas avalanche. Very little 
photocurrent will be flowing through the test sample. The voltage drop due to the 
photocurrent is completely negligible.  

Following the drift region, there is a second stage – avalanche region. In this region 
the electric field strength is much higher than the drift region. Most of the drifting 
electrons would be crossing the grid mesh (90% of transparency), and entering this 
                                                 
1 J. Va’vra,    http://www-nova.fnal.gov/workshops/stanford03/transparencies/vavra_RPC_summary_2003_talk.pdf
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avalanche region. A Keithley electrometer is used here to measure the total current 
flowing through this region. The monochromator scans from 160nm to 220nm 
wavelength and records the photocurrent response curve. The two-step multiple 
avalanche chamber is shown in figure 11. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 11. Two-steps gas avalanche test chamber. 

 
Test results are shown in figure 12. In the figure we compare the UV response of the 

surfaces with and without Linseed oil coating.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure12. VUV sensitivity test results, (a) BESIII samples, with and without Linseed oil coating; 
(b) BaBar bakelite sample with and without Linseed oil coating, and Belle glass sample. 
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It can be clearly seen that the Linseed oil coating dramatically changes the surface 
UV sensitivity. This is a strong endorsement for the claim which was made at the early 
stage of RPC development and has influenced the mass production of RPC since then: to 
reduce RPC dark current and singles rate the Linseed oil coating is essential. In 
collaboration with IHEP and Gaonenkedi, Inc. we have noticed that in the processing the 
Bakelite plate they already add some other oil into the plate. If we can purposely control 
this coating on the surface, we might be able to completely remove the Linseed oil 
coating step from the RPC production, and thereby also avoid the complication due to 
uncured Linseed oil coating. This  will constitute one of the major items for the second 
year R&D program.  
 
4. Super-high efficient RPC 

The RPC efficiency is limited by various facts: 
•  The geometrical dead space inside of the chamber, such as spacers, that sets the 

absolute upper limit of the efficiency, but this dead space is only ~1.2%;  
•  The fluctuation of the first ionization cluster along the track could bring in 

additional inefficiency to the chamber if the first cluster occurs too late to get 
fully developed in the gap;  

•  Self discharge spots in the chamber will generate extra noise rate and create 
excess of dead space, etc.  

Solutions for further raising the efficiency: make the RPC thicker.  
Due to the fluctuation of the first cluster location, to increase the efficiency a 

thicker RPC is better. Figure 13 shows the differential and integral distribution of the 
first cluster’s location in 2mm gas gap. Why is a thicker RPC better?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a b 
Figure 13.  The differential and integral distribution of the first cluster in the 2mm gas gap. 
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If we set the first 0.5mm is the minimum gas thickness needed to get at least one 

cluster, to get 100% of these clusters developed to a streamer, we need the gas gain in the 
rest (gap-0.5) mm to reach the Meek’s criteria (gas gain ~5x1018).  

We deploy the ratio  of gain in full gap to the gain in (full gap – 0.5mm) as the figure 
of merit:                                             

)5.0(
)(
mmFullGapGain

FullGapGain
 − 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

a b

Figure 14. RPC operational figure of merit, (a) 2mm gas gap, (b) 3mm gas gap. 

 
In figure 14 we calculate the gas gain for 2mm and 3mm gas gap. In each gap thickness 
we also calculate the gain in (gap-0.5mm). The ratio between these two gain curves at 
relevant HV is the figure of merit used to judge the stability of the RPC. From figure 14 
we can see that for 2mm RPC, R=300 and for 3mm RPC, R=75. Larger R means gas gain 
bigger for the full gap, therefore can get more after-pulse or noise signal.   Our 
conclusion: thicker gap is better.  

 

Conclusion: The first year of our ILC R&D project has focused on characterizing 
the effects on RPC performance of materials, gas decomposition products, 
and geometry.  Many detailed studies have been completed, and a 
collaboration has been established with IHEP in Beijing, resulting in  highly 
successful exchanges of materials and ideas.  Promising directions have been 
identified to design better RPC’s for an ILC detector, that we wish to follow 
up in FY ’07. 
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FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables 
 

The main tasks and deliverables  for  FY 2007 are:  

1. Based on results from FY 2006 R&D, continue searching for the better Bakelite 
material. We already have more clear idea and clue, we know what we are looking for 
and how we can get it;  

2. Study the super-efficient RPC (thicker RPC; etc.) 

3. Prepare a design report for a reliable, cheap RPC system for hadron calorimetry 
and muon ID at the ILC.   

Budget justification: Princeton University 
1. Personnel costs. We require support for one technician-month/year for making 
parts, etc. We also need to hire a undergraduate student for three months to participate 
the Bakelite morphological study.  We also request summer support for one graduate 
student in FY 2007. Engineering and additional technical support will be provided 
from the Princeton base program as needed.  

2. Apparatus. As described above, a large fraction of the necessary apparatus is 
already in hand from previous R&D. However, we need the following items to 
complete the system.    

  a. Gas Chromatograph system. and fluoride ion detection system. During the SSC 
era we assembled a very good mass-flow controller system, but it still leaves 
uncertainties in the absolute final mixing ratio. Adding a GC system is needed to 
reduce these uncertainties to the levels required for definitive results.  It is also  good 
for training the students who want to do experimental  work in our lab.  

 b.  Electronics.  We possess very small amounts of modern electronics, but have to 
rely too much on items more than 15 years old (they were granted to us for SSC 
R&D). It is still useful for the non-critical parts of the system, for which we plan to 
deploy it. We shall implement the modern  ADC’s and linear fan-in/out’s.     

 c.  Material (Bakelite plate) R&D. This is the most critical part of our R&D program. 
We already know what need to be improved for the existing Bakelite electrode, but to 
make more superior Bakelite electrode we have to get the Bakelite manufacture 
(Xianhu construction material, Inc.) involved.  In FY 2006 we have asked them to 
make some special Bakelite samples, and they have delivered the samples. In FY 
2007 we need them to make several iterations in accordance with the test results.   
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Requested Apparatus and materials in  FY 2007 

 

item Use of the item Qty Unit price Total cost 

Gas Chromatograph Analyze gas for gas mix 1 set $25,000 $25,000

CAMAC ADC (peak 
sensitive) 16 channels 

Record signal peak 
amplitude  

2 $3,225 $6,450

Bakelite samples and 
RPC prototypes 

3 
batches

 $12,000

Total    $43,450

 

FY 2007 budget, k$ 

Item FY 2007  

Other professionals (1 
technician/mo/yr, incl. benefits) 

  7.200 

Graduate Student (2 mo/yr )   7.800 

Undergraduate Student (2 mo/yr)   3.700 

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe 
Benefits 

18.700 

Equipment 31.450 

Travel   5.000 

Materials and Supplies 12.000 

Other direct costs 0 

Total direct costs 67.150 

Indirect costs 20.700 

Total direct and indirect costs 87.850 
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A Calorimeter based on Scintillator and Cherenkov Radiator Plates Readout 
by SiPMs 

 
Classification (subsystem) 
Calorimeter 
 
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding 
Tianchi Zhao, H.J. Lubatti, David Forbush, Reid Smith  
University of Washington:, Seattle, Washignton 
 
Collaborators 
Adam Para, Niki Saoulidou, Hans Wenzel, Shin-Shan Yu 
CD-Computer & Engineering for Physiscs 
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para@fnal.gov 
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Cheng Li, Ning Shao, Ji Shen 
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Shaohua Wang and Guohao Ren 
Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai, China 
 
Contact person 
Tianchi Zhao 
University of Washington 
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Project Overview 
 
The goal of this project is to design of a calorimeter for the ILC experiment by using 

Cherenkov radiator planes and plastic scintillator planes to achieve good jet energy resolution 
based on the dual readout principle [1]. The basic layout of the calorimeter that we will study is 
similar to conventional sampling calorimeters with active scintillator plates readout by WLS 
fibers. We will replace the passive absorber planes with dense Cherenkov radiator such as lead 
glass plates in order to have an independent energy measurement for the hadron showers in 
addition of the scintillator readout.  This calorimeter concept offers the following advantages: 

♦ Very good energy resolution and a linear energy scale for high energy hadron jets can be 
obtained by using the dual readout technique 

♦ The dominant component of our calorimeter is the heavy Cherenkov radiator such as lead 
glass, thus making it potentially a superb electromagnetic calorimeter that has a 
relatively short Moliere radius and with proper segmentation it can also achieve good 
position resolution for photons. This is in contrast to calorimeter designs based on PFA 
or longitudinal fibers [2] that require separate EM calorimeters. 

♦ The calorimeter can have arbitrary segmentation in both the transverse direction and 
depth, especially with the help of the newly invented SiPM (MPPC) imbedded in the 
calorimeter. 

We believe with sufficient R&D effort, a design of a compact and fully compensated 
calorimeter with a jet energy resolution E/%)3020( − , an EM energy resolution better than 

E/%10  and a decent photon position resolution can be developed. 
 
Status Report 

 
In FY06, we performed GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation for a homogeneous calorimeter 

consisting of a large block of lead glass and started to study a sampling calorimeter based on 
alternative layers of lead glass and plastic scintillator plates. We have also started to investigate 
the lead glass  properties and readout by WLS fibers. Our initial Monte Carlo results were 
presented at the 2006 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium in San Diego last October [3].  

 
Results of GEANT4 studies  

 
1. Single particles in a large homogeneous detector  

Energy resolution of hadron calorimeters, especially in the case of hadronic jets was 
recognized long ago as a challenging problem for high-energy experiments. Jets, as opposed to 
single hadrons, are of particular importance as they are the best representation of the initial 
parton, quark, or gluon in the case of the International Linear Collider, where physics potential of 
the experiments will be largely limited by the jet energy measurement. 

To illustrate the problem of hadron energy measurement, let us consider the case of a total 
absorption calorimeter.  Fig. 1 represents a distribution of total energy deposited in a large block 
of lead glass by 10 Gev electrons and charged pions as simulated in GEANT4. The difference 
between the ‘electromagnetic’ and ‘hadronic’ showers is striking: the total energy deposited by 
electrons is very close to the beam energy and the fluctuations are relatively small, whereas 
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hadron-induced showers exhibit very large fluctuations and on average deposit a significantly 
smaller amount of energy.  

The detector response to the electromagnetic and hadronic showers is different because the 
hadron-nucleus interactions usually lead to nuclear breakup and liberation of nucleons. The 
energy necessary to liberate nucleons is effectively subtracted from the shower energy. Thus, the 
response of the calorimeter to hadrons is lower than the response to electrons, whereas the 
fluctuations of the number of broken nuclei dominate the energy resolution. 

 
    Fig. 1. Total energy deposition of 10 GeV electrons and charged pions in a total 

absorption calorimeter normalized to the beam energy. 
 
Variation of the amount of energy carried by the electromagnetic component of the hadronic 

shower with the incident particle energy leads to a non-linear response from hadron calorimeters. 
Jet energy measurement therefore suffers a calibration error related to the jet fragmentation. The 
difference of the response of the calorimeter to hadrons and electrons introduces additional 
calibration uncertainties, whereas the fluctuations of the π0 content of the jet leads to a dominant 
contribution to jet energy resolution.   

The principal problem of hadron calorimetry can be traced to the fluctuations in the number 
of nuclear interactions: when this number is small the observable energy is closer the beam 
particle energy, when the number of such interactions is large the observable energy is much 
lower. This understanding suggests that the additional information about the actual number of 
broken nuclei, on a shower-by-shower basis, could lead to a significant improvement of the 
performance of hadron calorimeters. 

As a first step towards a design of a dual readout calorimeter we have studied a 
homogeneous calorimeter consisting of a large block of lead glass. Hadron and electron induced 
showers were simulated using GEANT4. The ionization energies deposition, Eionzation, and 
Cerenkov photon energies, ECherenkov, were accumulated. Currently, there are no simulations of 
how the Ionization is detected or how the Cerenkov photons will be read out.  

In case of electron showers both quantities are proportional to the beam energy and offer a 
precise estimator of the energy, albeit ECherenkov requires an overall calibration factor to fulfill 
Kcalibration × Echerenkov=Eionization. Such a calibration does not depend on the electron energy. 

In case of hadronic showers the ratio of ionization to Cerenkov energy depositions depends 
on the number of nuclear interactions, and therefore can be used to determine a correction for the 
binding energy loss, as shown in Fig.2. 
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 Fig. 2. Ratio of observed ionization energy to incoming beam energy as a function of the 
ratio of Cerenkov and ionization energy losses for 10 GeV charged pions. 

 
A parabolic fit to the data shown in Fig. 2 is used to derive the correction function to 

determine the true incoming particle energy. Resulting response functions for several hadron 
energies are shown in Fig. 3. It is evident that the corrected energy distribution is centered on the 
beam energy; hence the calorimeter response is linear. In principle the correction function 
depends on the incoming hadron energy. In practice this difference is very small when we use 
the correction function determined at 10 GeV, as shown in Fig. 3. 

  
 
 
Fig. 3. Raw and corrected energy distributions for pion-induced showers. Two overlayed 

corrected distributions correspond to the correction functions derived for 5 GeV  and 20 GeV 
charged pions.  
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  Fig. 4 Energy resolution for single charged pions as a function of pion energy. Crosses in 

black show the resolution of a calorimeter that only measures the ionization energy and circles in 
red indicate the resolution of a calorimeter using the correction described in the text. 

 
The correction function described above provides the absolute calibration of the calorimeter 

and at the same time markedly improves the hadronic energy resolution, as shown in Fig 4. The 
resulting energy resolution is EEE %23≈σ and it improves with the particle energy as 1/ E  . 
This is in contrast with the raw energy distribution which exhibits the usual ‘constant term’ and 
does not show the 1/ E   improvement. 
2. “Jets” in a large homogeneous detector 

Traditionally the jet energy measurements face two problems: the overall jet energy scale is 
poorly known and the energy resolution is usually much worse than that for single particle of the 
equivalent energy. These problems are primarily related to the difference of the calorimeter 
response to the charged and neutral pions, and the non-linearity of the response to hadrons. 

One should expect that the correction to the hadron response described in the previous 
section removes both contributions to the jet energy resolution. We have used the single particle 
events simulated using GEANT4 to construct artificial ‘jets’ with different fragmentation 
functions and fractions of neutral pions. To investigate the dependence of the jet energy 
resolution on the jet fragmentation function we have constructed three kinds of jets (or 
collections of particles): 

• ‘basic’ with 50% of jet energy in form of 1 GeV particles,  20% of energy in form of  5 
GeV, 20% in form of 10 GeV particles and 10% in form of 20 GeV particles 

• ‘high’ with jets constructed out of 20 GeV particles only 
• ‘low’  with jets constructed out of 5 GeV particles 
To investigate the effect due to fluctuations of the charged and neutral particles, every 

particle in a jet was randomly selected to be neutral or charged with probability of neutral 
particle, εEM being 0 or 0.2.  

Ionization and Cerenkov energy depositions of all particles in a jet were summed up and 
corrected in a manner described before using the correction function derived for 20 GeV charged 
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pions. In all the cases studied the response and energy resolution were practically the same if the 
correction function for 5 or 10 GeV particles was used. 

Fig. 5 shows the resulting energy distribution for uncorrected and corrected jets with 
different jet-compositions. The linear response of the corrected measurement makes the energy 
resolution nearly independent of the fragmentation function, as opposed to the uncorrected 
measurement. In all cases a significant improvement of the energy resolution by about a factor of 
two is observed. The corrected jet energy resolution is similar, but slightly better than the 
resolution for a single charged pion of the same energy.  
 

 
  
Fig. 5 Jet energy resolution as a function of jet energy for ‘basic’ ‘low’ and ‘high’ jets and , 

εEM = 0.2 for uncorrected and corrected energy measurement.  
 
The dominant contribution for the improved jet energy resolution can be traced to the fact 

that the corrected response to charged and neutral pions are equal. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 
showing that even the uncorrected jet energy resolution improves significantly when fluctuations 
of the neutral pion fractions are removed. 

 
Fig. 6. Corrected and uncorrected jet energy resolution as a function of jet energy for ‘basic’ 

jets ,   εEM = 0 and  0.2. 
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3.  Sampling calorimeter 

Practical realization of the homogeneous calorimeter with dual readout described above is 
difficult although one may consider differentiating the Cerenkov and ionization energy deposits, 
the latter resulting in scintillation light, by exploiting the temporal differences in the emission 
process and/or differences in the wavelength of the corresponding photons in the same detector 
media. Given the disparity between the light yields of these two processes a relatively low light 
yield scintillator should be used to minimize the probability of erroneous classification of light 
[1].  

 A more practical implementation of the dual-readout concept may involve two different 
active materials: a Cherenkov radiator, and a scintillator to measure only the ionization 
component of the energy loss. To a first order, such a geometry amounts to replacing passive 
absorber plates of a traditional calorimeter by active lead glass plates.  The commercial lead 
glass may have interaction length as short as about 20 cm. The overall thickness of the 
calorimeter built by using lead glass and thin scintillator plates could be similar to traditional 
calorimeters. For mechanical reasons, a structural material, such as thin steel plates, may also be 
necessary. We are proceeding with detailed optimization studies to determine the trade-offs 
between the thicknesses of the materials involved and the resulting energy resolution.  
4. Hadron Interaction length of lead glass 

Varies types of lead glass materials with different densities are available commercially and 
can be cast into shapes with good surface quality. These lead glass materials have been a popular 
medias for electromagnetic calorimeters in high energy physics experiments. Although their 
response to the EM showers was extensively studied, the response to hadron showers was largely 
unknown. We have calculated the hadron interaction lengths of several common types of lead 
glass materials and lead fluoride crystals by using Geant4 and the results are summarized in 
Table 1. The SF57 used by the OPAL EM calorimeter with density 5.5 g/cm3 and nuclear 
interaction length 21.4 cm is the heaviest lead glass we studied. The density of the heaviest 
commercial lead glass is 6.2 g/cm3. The lead fluoride is a very dense Cherenkov radiator with 
UV absorption edge down to 300 nm. It has been used in EM calorimeters at Jefferson Lab and 
other places. Lead fluoride used as Cherenkov radiator is a single crystal and can only be 
considered for the EM section of the calorimeter because its high cost. 

 
Table 1. Properties of heavy Cherenkov radiators 

Material F5 SF5 SF57 PbF2 
PbO content (%) 40 51 75 - 
Density (g/cm3) 3.47 4.07 5.57 7.8 
Index of refraction 1.6 1.6 1.85 1.82 
UV absorption edge (nm) 370 380 380 300 
Radiation length (cm) 2 1.6 1.5 0.93 
Interaction length (g/cm2) 104 108 120 156 
Interaction length (cm) 29.9 26.5 21.4 20 

 
We have located a large number of lead glass blocks (density about 4 g/cm3) used by 

previous experiments at Fermilab and have started to investigate the possibility of using these 
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lead glass blocks to make prototypes of our calorimeter. The size of these blocks is 15 ×15×40 
cm3 and will need to be reshaped to thinner slices if we use them. 

We are also working on locating lead glass vendors who can provide inexpensive lead glass 
blocks meeting our specifications. Dense scintillating glass materials that can produce both 
scintillation light and Cherenkov light are also been investigated.  
5. Cherenkov radiator readout studies 

Small samples of the PbF2 crystal were obtained from Shanghai Ceramic Institute. We have 
measured the light transmission properties of this material and also have started to measure the 
light yield of the crystal block couple to a piece of WLS fiber readout by a conventional PMT.   

We have started to build an optical model to study the Cherenkov light propagation in the 
radiator and the light collection efficiency by using a Mathematica model and GEANT4 model.   

Very recently Hamamatsu has begun to distribute their new S10362-11 Multi-Pixel Photon 
Counters (MPPC). We have obtains a few samples and has started to test them.  
  
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables 

 
1. Study and optimize the sampling calorimeter with cherenkov radiator and scintillator 

We will use GEANT4 simulation program to investigate the contribution of sampling 
fluctuations to the hadron energy resolution as a function of the sampling fraction. We will 
identify the optimum algorithm for the use of the dual readout information and we will study the 
hadron energy resolution as a function of the transverse and longitudinal segmentation. 

We will study the requirements for detector mechanical structure and effects to the energy 
resolution when we include some thin steel plates as structural material. 
2. Cherenkov light readout by WLS fiber and MPPCs 

Scintillation light readout in the proposed calorimeter structure can be a conventional one, 
using the WLS as a light concentrator. On the other hand the light collection from the lead glass 
plates is a major departure from the traditional calorimeter design. Given the relatively low yield 
of Cherenkov light it is important to develop an efficient light collection system. To this end we 
will: 

• Develop a detailed simulation of light propagation in a lead glass plate including total 
internal reflection, diffuse and specular reflection from the external wrapping and adhesive 
materials. These studies will be used to determine the requirements on the leadg glass 
surface quality as well as the choice of the external reflector. 

• Experimentally determine the light yield from the lead glass plate read out through a WLS 
fiber and/or a photodetector directly coupled to the plate. We will optimize the placement 
of the photodetector and the WLS fiber.  

• In principle a calorimeter can be read out by using SiPMs or MPPCs as they permit a 
nearly crack-less light readout scheme. We will investigate the performance of such solid 
state photomultipliers and identify a realistic scheme of using them in our calorimeter 
design. 

3. Identify an optimum Cherenkov radiator material and a low cost manufacturing method 
The proposed detector involves very large volume of lead glass. Although the cost of the 

lead glass is not prohibitive, a significant cost reduction would always be welcome. This is quite 
feasible, as the geometry of the lead glass plates is very different from a traditional EM 
calorimeters that have lead glass blocks 40 cm to 50 cm long viewed by a photo detector at the 
end. Small size plates and therefore short optical path for photons will make bulk absorption 
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much less critical. Efficient collection of light by a WLS fiber is likely to require a significant 
diffusive reflecting surface, hence leading to relaxed requirements regarding the surface quality. 
We will work with several vendors of the lead glass with an aim of optimization of the cost and 
quality of the lead glass plates. The proposed direction of the R&D will involve: 

• Cost reduction by producing cast lead glass plates. At present the principal component of 
the cost comes from cutting and polishing. Reduced dependence on the surface quality is 
likely to make cast plates quite acceptable. 

• Investigating the properties of heavy Cherenkov radiators. Increase of the lead glass density 
would result in a reduction of the overall dimensions of the detector, thus offering 
significant reduction of the cost. 

The density of lead glass used for EM calorimeters in the past has been in the range of 3.5 
g/cm3 to 5.5 g/cm3. Lead glass density that is determined by its lead content can be as high as 6.2 
g/cm3. The principal obstacle in making very dense lead glass is related to the transparency 
requirement and this is closely related to the large sizes of lead glass block commonly used. Our 
geometry involves small lead glass plates with fiber readout. Such a geometry reduces the optical 
path of photons hence allowing for a possibility that a heavier lead glass might be an acceptable 
medium.  
4. Small scale prototype test 

Our proposed detector design is one of the possible schemes of improving the hadron energy 
resolution by a double readout of the shower energy deposition. Our design has a significant 
advantage by allowing for arbitrary depth and transverse segmentation, as required by various 
physics-inspired requirements. Another unique advantage of this geometry is that such a hadron 
calorimeter will at the same time perform superbly as an electromagnetic calorimeter. By using 
the lead glass alone one should expect the energy resolution in the order of a few percent/ E . 

We propose to construct an electromgnetic-size test module and expose the prototype to the 
electron beam using Fermilab test beams. Our motivation is to study the EM energy resolution of 
our calorimeter and to test the Cherenkov radiator readout. The test module will consist of 30 
layers lead glass plates (~1 radiation length thick) and followed by thin plastic scintillator tiles. 
The transverse size of the module will be approximately 30 cm x 30 cm and the light from lead 
glass and scintillator plates will be collected by WLS fiber loops placed in grooves on the surface 
of the plates.  

In order to study the transverse shower profile, the first six lead glass layers will be 
constructed by 1 cm wide long strips. This arrangement will allow us to study the segmentation 
required for optimizing the EM shower position resolution and the two photon resolution. We 
can also add one or two layers of silicon detectors from the proposed tungsten-silicon 
electromagnetic calorimeter if we can locate the resources. (This is not included in the funding 
request of this proposal).  

For the prototype test, we will first use Hamamatsu R7600-M64 multianode PMTs. The 
configuration, segmentation and WLS fiber arrangement scheme of the prototype module will be 
further optimized. We plan to limit the total number of readout channels to less than 500 (10 
pieces of the 64 channel MAPMTs). We will investigate possibilities of using Fermilab front-end 
electronics (MINOS or MINERVA-style) or the SLAC KPiX chip based system. We will try to 
locate existing resources for the DAQ from Fermilab as much as possible.  
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Budget in K$ for University of Washington 
 

Item FY07 
Other professional 40 

Undergraduate students 8 
Total Salaries and Wages 

Fringe Benefits 
48 
12 

Total Wages and Fringe Benefits 60 
Material and supplies 16 

Equipment 80 
Travel 5 

Total direct Cost  161 
Indirect Cost   34 

Total direct and indirect cost 195 
 
This budget includes: 

- Four month engineering support for the prototypes construction/readout and to work on 
mechanical issues of the calorimeter concept. 

- Four month Postdoctoral Associate to work on GEANT simulation and beam test 
- Undergraduate students to work on the prototype construction and testing  
- The fringe rate for the professional stuff at UW is 27.1% for professional staff, 11.1% 

for undergraduate students and the indirect cost is 56%.  
- Materials and supplies are for constructing the prototype modules  
- Equipment funds are for readout  ~300 PMT channels 
- Travel to allow participation in LCWS conferences and work on the test beam at 

Fermilab. 
- The UW does not charge indirect costs for equipment and M&S for an out campus 

project. 
 
References:  
[1] P. Mockett, “A Review of the Physics and Technology of High-Energy Calorimeter 

Devices”, Proceeding of the ALAC Summer Institute on Particle Physics, July 1983.; G.E. 
Theodosiou et al., “ CHERENKOV AND SCINTILLATION LIGHT MEASUREMENTS 
WITH SCINTILLATING GLASS, SCG1C, IEEE Trans. NS-31, No. 1, February 1984. 

[2] DREAM homepage, http://www.phys.ttu.edu/dream/ 
[3]  Adam Para, Niki Saoulidou, Hans Wenzel, Shin-Shan Yu, Tianchi Zhao, “A Study of a New 

Concept of High Resolution Hadron Calorimeter”, IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium in San 
Diego, October 2006. 
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Calorimeter and Tracking Studies for the ILC

Lucien Cremaldi, Rob Kroeger, Breese Quinn, Don Summers, Jim Reidy, Haiwen Zhao

University of Mississippi

The Experimental High Energy Physics Group at the University of Mississippi requests
support for R&D studies at the ILC. We are interested in making contributions to Detec-
tor Simulations, Calorimeter Reconstruction Algorithms, and the Silicon Tracker. We are
requesting partial manpower support to work on detector software and hardware tasks at
SLAC/Fermilab, and travel support for ILC related actvities.

I. Project Overview

In order to achieve maximum sensitivity to standard and rare physics channels at the
ILC detailed detector simulations are being performed to guide the detector development
efforts. With a number of basic detector designs in progress for the ILC, detector simulation
studies are vigorously continuing to choose the best options. Detector simulations should
be aimed at finding the optimal design through varying the strength of the magnetic field,
detector lengths and radius, the segmentations, thickness, the type of materials, etc. This
work must be completed in order to to move to a final detector configuration, where particle
tracking and energy flow algorithms can be realistically pursued.

Mississippi will has begun work in ’07 in helping with Monte Carlo production and
software algorithm development, under guidance of Dr. Norman Graf and Dr. Tim Barklow
at SLAC. Dr. Haiwen Zhao, who is resident at SLAC, will spend 2 days per week on ILC
initiatives. In the Spring of ’07 he will select a main area of interest involving algorithm
developement and then look in to investigations of physics channels involving Higgs and/or
SUSY production at the ILC. Dr. Zhao has been attending the SiD Benchmarcking meetings
in Fall ’06 to gain experience and understanding.

ILC calorimetry will place novel role on energy-flow design. With sufficient granularity
calorimetry reconstuction algorithms will allow pattern recognition inside the shower to
identify electromagnetic and hadronic jets with good precision. The degree to which these
goals can be met will depend on the physics values and cost issues. In addition, ILC tracking
will place an emphasis on an ultra-thin material budget for maximum tracking pattern
recognition and resolution. The performance of these two device swill be critical in nature
to ILC detector designs.

Through our substantial interactions with colleagues at Fermilab Dr. Lucien Cremaldi
(CMS FPIX) and Dr. Breese Quinn (0. Silicon) anticipate future involvement with the ILC
silicon tracker development at Fermilab and SLAC.

Dr. Rob Kroeger has participated in the construction of the SLD Si-luminosity monitor
and has great experience with calorimeter reconstruction algorithms at BaBaR and CMS.

Dr. Jim Reidy is returning to the University from work at the DoE Program Office,
Germantown. He was program manager for the ILC detector R&D program for three years
while at DOE and, he wants to become involved in the ILC detector program - most likely
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with the SiD concept. He has retired from the university so will no longer have teaching
responsibilities. This will allow for greater flexibility in his schedule. The ILC seems to be
the best way he can contribute to the Mississippi program.

Algorithm Development A present challenge is to test and develop algorithms, espe-
cially the particle flow algorithm for the calorimeter. A digital versus analogue approach is
being studied for the HCAL. This work is a high priority and should be engaged by several
groups. In addition there is a need for refining tracker simulation tools and reconstruction.

In CY07 Mississippi will become involved in these software efforts at SLAC. Dr. Haiwen
Zhao will contribute significant time on testing and developing software with the SLAC
group. This project might include the selection of an algorithm for clean definition of primary
and secondary vertexes in the Si vertex tracker, study of longer lived Ks and Λ0 decays in
the tracker, or general flavor tagging studies.

Hardware The thinning of the silicon tracker material budget remains a challenging task.
A high occupancy in the inner-most layers due to the beamstrahlung challenges the slow
CCD readouts, and so attempts are made to develop faster readouts or move to a hybrid
pixel n+-on-n(p) designs where pixel diodes are individually bonded to pixel readout chips.
This rather high mass pixel sensor is more compatible with the present ILC beam structure
where a fast pipeline readout is necessary.

University of Mississippi has had good experience with silicon development work per-
formed at Fermilab for (1) the DØ inner layer upgrade and (2) CMS silicon pixel detector
for the LHC. We anticipate becoming involved in aspects of design and testing as manpower
permits. We would like to place a summer graduate student s at Fermilab or SLAC
on ILC hardware projects and/or test beam work. The Mississippi machine shop has very
competitive rates and can help with calorimeter or tracker protoyping jobs.

Physics Analysis Studies We would like to naturally engage in physics analysis studies
for detector benchmarking. Capturing full energy flow of H, Z, W decays to jet final states
will be particularly important in the calorimeter design, allowing maximum sensitivity for
physics studies. With student help we can bring some of this work up on our computing
systems in Mississippi.

II. Broader Impact

The ILC represents the new high energy frontier for accelerator based research in the
coming decade. Its studies will compliment the anticipated discoveries at the LHC. Through
its design and testing a new generation of young scientists will be trained in one of the most
exciting scientific endeavors of our age.

The detector development for the ILC will push the envelope on detector and algorithm
design. The ultra-fast readout CCD or hybrid pixel detectors developed for the ILC will
have applications at synchrotron light source facilites, may impact contribute to new designs
for fast medical imaging devices, and act as a platform for novel algorithm designs.
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Many of our universities and national laboratories are playing strong educational roles.
The ILC can capture the imagination of students and contribute the next generation of young
scientist. Undergraduate, female, and minority students will be employed in the projects as
completely as possible. Any computer resources for simulation work or establishing of elec-
tronics or materials testing will add needed university infrastructure and stimulate student
involvement. These are the first steps in the evolution of a young scientist.

III. Results of Prior Support

In early ’00-’04 Mississippi obtained some ILC funds ($40K) to study two accelerator
based LC issues,

1) Detection of Breakdown in RF Cavities with Acoustic Emission Techniques. We
completed our work on detection of acoustic emissions in RF cavities and a report was
written by student Peter Sonnek [1].

2) Reduction of Beam Halo in the LC Beam Delivery system by active monitoring with
Diamond, Quartz detectors. We have performed some diamond and quartz counter tests as
funds allowed. The work was terminated for lack of funding.

Other recent work which may be relevant to ILC:
1) We are actively involved in quartz calorimetry research with the Iowa group (on

CALICE) for SLHC and ILC. In November ’06 we performed a test beam run at the H2 line
at CERN. The results are forthcoming. Initial support for the work ( $25K) came through
the HCAL project funds and now ended. We are applying for additional funding to carry
on.

2) We have participated in the development of the CMS Forward Pixel detectors, focusing
on mechanical and cooling issues. L. Cremaldi was l3 cooling manager and performed many
initial engineering tests and calculations. We have also performed device irradiations at
CERN and IUCF for the CMS HCAL an Forward Pixel projects.

3) We have performed some Si bulk materials testing using UDM (Ultrasonic Defect
Manipulation) In irradiated sample of Cz silicon we improved conductivity and reduced
trapping by UDM [2]. The work was performed with colleauges in Kiev and in our materials
testing laboratories (Dr. Igor Ostrovskii).

4) We have also been involved on test beam and analyses of Si pixel detectors and device
simulations [3].

IV. Facilities, Equipment, and other resourses

1) NC Machine Shop.
2) Data Acquisition and Triggering Modules.
3) UV-VIS and Fluorescence Spectrophotometers.
4) Elecrical Measurement Devices, Oscilloscopes, Logic Analyzers, Picoammeters, Pico-Ohm
meters, etc.
5) Materials Characterization Lab.
6) 25 node Linux Computing System.
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V. FY07 Project Activities and Deliverables

Dr. Haiwen Zhao will contribute up to 2 days a week at SLAC to ILC software needs.
Dr. Zhao is fully supported by UM. He is a seasoned experimenter with good hardware and
software skills. At SLAC he will run Monte Carlo jobs and become involved in subsequent
analysis activities. He will be helping with ILC simulations under the direction of Dr. Nor-
man Graf. Dr. Zhao can also participate in any beam tests or cosmic tests performed at
SLAC and subsequent analysis.

VI. FY2007 Budget and Budget Justification

Table 1: Total Project Budget FY2007 (K$)
University of Mississippi
Item FY2007
A. Other Professionals 10.0K
B. Graduate Students (3mo) 5.0K
C. UnderGraduate Students
Total Salary+Wages 15.0K
Fringe Benefits(28.94% on A., 3% on B.,C.) 3.1K
Total Salary+Wages+Fringe 18.1K
D. Equipment
E. Travel 10K
F. Materials
G. Other Direct Costs
Total Direct Costs 28.1K
H. Indirect Costs (44%∗) 12.4K
Total Direct+Indirect Costs 40.5K

∗ 44% on new, 34% on DoE Supplementals

Budget Justification FY07
A. Post doc or machinist salary to participate in ILC software developement or calorimeter
prototyping.
B. Summer support for one graduate student to work on ILC.
E. Travel to two ILC general meetings and 4 trips to SLAC or Fermilab or summer travel
support for a student.

VII. FY07Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007

(1) Dr. Zhao will continue to work with the SLAC softtware group until his term as post
doc runs out.
(2) We would anticipate continuing involvement with software and hardware activities at
SLAC if a permanent post is provided by DoE.
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(3) Based on committments to DØ and CMS the Mississippi post docs could take on future
rolls at Fermilab with device testing and test beam activities.
(4) We would like to engage in bulk silicon radiation damage tests if funding is made avail-
able.

References

[1] ”ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTS IN CU-ACCELERATION CAVITIES FOR THE
ILC”, Peter Sonnek (Research paper available on request).

[2] ”Ultrasonic Defect Modification in Irradiated Silicon”, Lucien Cremaldi, Igor Ostrovskii,
: http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0310675.

[3] ”Observation, modeling, and temperature dependence of doubly peaked electric fields
in irradiated silicon pixel sensors” ,Vincenzo Chiochia, Morris Swartz, Daniela Borto-
letto, Lucien Cremaldi, Susanna Cucciarelli, Andrei Dorokhov, Christoph Hoermann,
Dongwook Kim, Marcin Konecki, Danek Kotlinski, et al, NUCL.INSTRUM.METH.A
565 212 (2006).
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Department of Physics, Korea University, Seoul 136-701, Korea

T. Wua, C.C. Xua, Z.B. Yina, D.C. Zhoua, G.M. Huanga, Y.Z. Linb

aInstitute of Particle Physics, Huazhong Normal University, Wuhan 430079 China
bHuazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, China
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Physics Department, Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey
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Project Leader

John Hauptman
hauptman@iastate.edu
515-451-0034

Project Overview

High precision hadronic calorimetry is difficult to achieve due to the large shower-to-shower
fluctuations in the spatial distribution of hadronic particles and their energy deposits, large
fluctuations in the production of π

0 → γγ and therefore the electromagnetic (em) content of a
shower, and fluctuations in the hadronic particle energy losses in nuclear break-up, or binding
energy (be) loss fluctuations. These three effects lead to calorimeters with an asymmetric
and non-Gaussian energy response, calorimeters whose response is non-linear in the incident
particle energy, and calorimeters that are not only difficult to calibrate but which do not
maintain a correspondence between electromagnetic energy and hadronic energy.

We are half-way to solving all of these problems of hadronic calorimetry. We have built and
tested a dual-readout fiber calorimeter with excellent hadronic energy resolution and absolute
hadronic energy response linearity from 20 to 300 GeV/c. The results of these extensive tests
are in the NIM papers listed in the section Prior Research. We have recently tested on a
small scale the dual readout method with scintillation and Cerenkov light in a single crystal.
There are several means of direct improvement in this methods and in the crystal itself, and
we propose to explore them. We also propose to measure the be losses by measuring the
MeV neutrons liberated by each shower through their elastic scatters with protons in the
scintillating fibers, but which are distinguished by their later times and larger spatial extent.

Finally, we will design and build a small fully scalable module, and indeed, our full hadron-
containment module will be several scalable modules linked together as they would be for a
4π calorimeter. This gives us the opportunity to face all problems early in the building and
testing cycle.

Fiber Calorimeter The triple-readout calorimeter measures three components of every
hadronic shower: the finely spatially sampled scintillation light generated by dE/dx of all
charged particles in scintillating fibers, the Cerenkov light generated primarily by electrons in
clear (’Cerenkov’) fibers, and the MeV neutron content correlated with binding energy (be)
losses. These measurements should result in exceptional hadronic energy resolution by virtue
of event-by-event measurements of all the main fluctuations in hadronic showers: spatial, em

fraction, and binding energy (be) losses.

The dual readout calorimeter (scintillation and Cerenkov) is thoroughly well-understood. The
level of detail and understanding that is evident in the five published papers (see Prior Re-
search) is beyond what we are used to in other detectors: TPC calorimeters (Berkeley/SLAC),
LArgon (SDC), scintillator tile (SDC), HPC (Delphi/LEP), and others.

Current and future work centers on two questions: (1) measurement of the neutrons in a
hadron shower, by several possible means outlined in our detector description, and the calcu-
lations and simulations for making a judgment about which method to choose; and, (2) the
separation of Cerenkov and scintillation light in a crystal or glass medium.

On the fiber calorimeter, we will optimize the light collection and the photo-conversion effi-
ciencies, and incorporate a new and dedicated electronics chain for the fast digitization and
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time history measurements. The time history is one of four methods to measure the MeV
neutrons. This work is essentially an optimization of the dream module in every possible
respect.

Crystal Calorimeter The limiting factor in the dual-readout (dream) module was the
Cerenkov photo-statistics, limiting both the estimate of fem and the energy resolution of elec-
trons. This is primary due to the small numerical aperture of a fiber and the low production
rate of Cerenkov photons. This problem can be overcome with Cerenkov light generated in
a crystal or glass medium. If this medium is also scintillating, and if we can separate the
scintillation light from the Cerenkov light, then we recover the benefits of a fiber dual readout
calorimeter but with better em shower resolution.

The usual language in high energy calorimetry is that the front part of a calorimeter system,
say the first 20-25 radiation lengths, is the “electromagnetic” calorimeter and the rest, say
a few interaction lengths, is the “hadronic” calorimeter. This is a false dichotomy. One-half
of all hadrons interact in the so-called em section, producing highly fluctuating numbers of
π → γγ and π

±. To maintain excellent hadronic energy resolution, this “ em” section must
also be hadronic, i.e., dual-readout, at least. Therefore, the crystal dual readout is an option
as a front end to the triple readout fiber calorimeter, and the price we pay for this is a
certain area of cable-way that must penetrate the fiber module, maybe near the beam hole in
the end caps, but necessarily resulting in a non-hermetic, maybe only slightly non-hermetic,
calorimeter volume. Clearly, it can be uniformly dispersed, but it will reduce the hermeticity
of the calorimeter.

There are several schemes for separating light1 in continuous media, and we will assess and
pursue these ideas in small scale tests, and await a clearer definition before proceeding.

Relationship to Other Calorimeter Projects If one were to characterize calorimeters
by the degree of transverse and longitudinal segmentation, by the method of discriminating
between particle species within the calorimeter volume, and by the signal-carrying medium,
then the Particle Flow Analysis (pfa) calorimeters of glc, ldc and sid and the multiple
readout calorimeters of this 4th Concept proposal are on opposite ends of the spectrum. We
concentrate on measuring those fluctuations that affect the energy resolution, and we sum
over those fluctuations, like depth development fluctuations, that do not affect the energy
of a shower. Therefore, we have one depth section and very few channels, about 20K, (to
be contrasted with 50M for pfa. Furthermore, we perform our “particle identification” by
means of multiple measurements of shower characteristics. In the case of an electron, the
scintillation and Cerenkov signals are equal, S ≈ C, and the shower is narrow in transverse
channel space. Muons are uniquely identified in a dual readout calorimeter2, and hadronic
shower activity is characterized by large fluctuations channel-to-channel in S vs. C. The
simulation and analysis of the 4th concept3 demonstrates these capabilites.

Broader Impact The work on this project is performed within university groups and small
laboratory groups, and is directed from within single-investigator groups of a university pro-
fessors and students, mainly undergraduate physics majors and beginning graduate students,

1“The Philosophy and Feasibility of Dual Readout Calorimetry”, paper listed under Prior Research.
2See several talks at LCWS meetings, listed under Work Accomplished.
3A comprehensive report on the simulation and physics analysis of benchmark processes in the 4th Concept is “Per-

formance and Physics Study for the Detector Concepts Report of the Fourth Concept Detector at the International

Linear Collider”, D. Barbareschi, et al., December 2006, given to the Detector Concepts Report group.
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working on new problems and seeking new solutions. This explicity integrates teaching and
research since our students have office space in our lab area in the Physics Department.

On the beam tests of the dream module at CERN, several students were involved from
the beginning including QuarkNet students and their high school teacher who were associ-
ated with TTU, and beginning graduate students at TTU. At ISU, undergraduate students
and a graduate student have solved simulation and detector analysis problems for the 4th
calorimeters, and made bench measurements of optical designs.

Students at INFN, Lecce, have created the calorimeter simulation within the ILCroot system
and analyzed the performance of the dual readout calorimeter on ILC physics processes in
ILCroot (see footnote). Undergraduate students at Trieste and Udine were involved this
summer in the testing of SiPMs for the calorimeter and we expect them to join us for their
graduate work.

More funds for undergraduate and beginning graduate students will allow us to hire more
students. At this stage of work, several problems are available that are person-intensive,
rather than equipment-costly: geant4 code for the explicitly detailed simulation of the
triple-readout fibers, incorporation of the dual-solenoid into geant4 and analysis of the muon
system capabilities, and above all, the continuing development of ILCroot, the Lecce group’s
work on a comprehensive 4th concept simulation and physics analysis structure, including
the simulation and analysis of the other concepts gld, ldc, and Sid. All of these activities
are perfect for physics majors and beginning graduate students, and as we know, these are
the best recruitment tools available in physics. At Iowa State, one undergraduate (Jason
Murphy) and one graduate student (Sehwook Lee) are working on this, and at Lecce three
physics students (Anna Mazzacane, Emanuela Cavallo and Vito Di Benedetto) are working
full time. We have managed to keep individual students for 1-4 years before they naturally
go on. The various regional groups will collaborate closely: for instance the Italian Groups
listed in the front page will operate like a single task force.

Results of Prior Research

The calorimeter has substantial beam testing at CERN resulting in five publications in Nucl.

Instr. Methods:

1. ”Hadron and Jet Detection with a Dual-Readout Calorimeter”, N. Akchurin, et al., Nucl.

Instr. Meths. A 537 (2005) 537-561.

2. ”Electron Detection with a Dual-Readout Calorimeter”, N. Akchurin, et al., Nucl. Instr.

Meths. A 536 (2005) 29-51.

3. ”Muon Detection with a Dual-Readout Calorimeter”, N. Akchurin, et al., Nucl. Instr.

Meths. A 533 (2004) 305-321.

4. ”Comparison of High-Energy Electromagnetic Shower Profiles Measured with Scintil-
lation and Cerenkov Light”, N. Akchurin, et al., Nucl. Instr. Meths. A 548 ( 2005)
336-354.

5. “Separation of Scintillation and Cerenkov Light in an Optical Calorimeter”, N. Akchurin,
et al., Nucl. Instr. Meths. A 550 (2005) 185 - 200.

6. “The Philosophy and Feasibility of Dual Readout Calorimetry”, Proc. Calorimetry in

High Energy Physics: XII Int’l Conference, Chicago, Illinois, 5-9 June 2006, p.76.
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7. “Quartz fibers as active elements in detectors for particle physics”, N. Akchurin and R.
Wigmans, Rev. Sci. Instr., 74 (2003) 2955. This group has published numerous other
papers on the HF calorimeters of CMS, and fiber calorimeters in general calorimeters
spacal and spakebab.

Progress to date includes a detector description, several talks at Linear Collider meetings
(CALOR04, Paris 2004, SLAC 2004, Snowmass 2005, and Vienna 2005, CALOR06), the
development of a team of people who work on the 4th concept, and the development of a full
first-principles simulation of the whole detector.

Work accomplished

Documents describing work accomplished by the 4th concept group are accessible at the
website http://www.4thconcept.org, we list most of the items here under talks and Docu-

ments:

Talks at ILC Meetings:

Title Person Meeting Date

“Review of Forward Calorimeter
Technologies”

John Hauptman Paris April 2004

“Dual Readout Calorimeter” John Hauptman Paris April 2004

“Update on the DREAM Project” Richard Wigmans Snowmass Aug 2005
”A Fourth Concept Detector” John Hauptman Snowmass Aug 2005

”Fourth Concept Detector (4th)” John Hauptman Vienna Nov 2005
”TPC for 4th” Sorina Popescu Vienna Nov 2005
”DREAM for ILC” Aldo Penzo Vienna Nov 2005

“Evolution of the Dual-readout
Calorimeter”

Aldo Penzo Bangalore Mar 2006

“TPC for the 4th Concept” Sorina Popescu Bangalore Mar 2006
“Simulation and Reconstruction in the
IV Concept”

Corrado Gatto Bangalore Mar 2006

“Detector Concept 4” John Hauptman Bangalore Mar 2006
“Muon Identification and Pion Rejec-
tion in the 4th Concept”

John Hauptman Bangalore Mar 2006

“Machine and controls aspects” Sorina Popescu Bangalore Mar 2006

“e+ Undulator Considerations” Alexander
Mikhailichenko

Vancouver July 2006

“Calorimetry Plans for the 4th Con-
cept”

John Hauptman Vancouver July 2006

“MDI Issues of the 4th Detector Con-
cept”

Alexander
Mikhailichenko

Valencia Nov 2006

“The muon system of the 4th detector
concept”

Franco
Grancagnolo

Valencia Nov 2006

“Results of Detector Simulation for
the 4th concept”

Corrado Gatto Valencia Nov 2006

“ICLroot” Corrado Gatto Valencia Nov 2006
“The 4th detector concept” John Hauptman Valencia Nov 2006
“Calorimetry in the 4th detector con-
cept”

Aldo Penzo Valencia Nov 2006
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Documents:

Title Authors Date

”Dual Readout Calorimetry for the ILC” LCRD proposal Jan 2005

”Ultimate Hadron Calorimetry” LCRD proposal Jan 2005

”Description of the Fourth Concept Detector (4th)
for the International Linear Collider” (the “Detec-
tor Outline Document”)

Le Du, P., et al.,
version 2.52,

May 2006

“4th Concept Answers to MDI Questions” A. Mikailichenko,
et al.

2006

“4th Concept statement on the proposed push-pull
detector configuration at the ILC

A. Mikhailichenko Dec 2006

“Performance and Physics Study for the Detector
Concepts Report of the Fourth Detector Concept
(“4th”) at the International Linear Collider”

D. Barbareschi, et

al.

Dec 2006

In addition, a full set of papers and figures on all aspects of the dream group work on
dual-readout calorimeters is at the website http://www.phys.ttu.edu/dream.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

The work is taking place in Lecce (INFN), Messina University (INFN), Trieste (INFN), Udine
University, Ames (ISU), Bucharest (IFIN-HH), Lubbock (TTU), and Fermilab. These places
have sufficient resources to support this design and testing work.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

The main focus of the first six months is the definition of the geometry and the configuration
of the fibers for the time-history of the dual readout module. Construction of this module can
begin when this study is complete, near the middle of 2007. During the second six months,
final decisions on the readout and the definition and prototyping of the absorbers and fibers
will be completed. The design of a small scalable dual readout fiber module with time history
for neutron measurement will be near completion or finished in 2007.

The module to be built might better be called a sub-module that will be even smaller that
the 1-tonne Cu dream module, but its geometry and readout will be fully scalable. The
essential volume is a truncated pyramid that can be attached, side-to-side, to other identical
modules to form a larger module, all of which are projective with the origin. The main trick
will be to maintain a constant, or nearly constant to ∼ 1%, fiber volume uniformity such that
spatial fluctuations across regions of different fiber density do not introduce a constant term
in the resolution.

The work at Messina on neutron detection is fibers will be folded into a decision on how to
measure the MeV neutron content of a hadronic shower. We have outlined four methods in
the 4th Concept Detector Outline Document, and would like to try at least two of them.

FY2008 Project Activities and Deliverables

The second year will see the completion of the module and beginning of beam tests at Fer-
milab. The definition of a configuration for the dual readout of a crystal should be finished,
and a conceptual design of a front-end crystal calorimeter completed.
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TTU: 3-year budget (in then-year K$) FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 Total

Other Professionals 60.0 60.0 60.0 180.0
Graduate Students 16.0 16.0 16.0 48.0
Undergraduate Students 2.0 2.0 2.0 6.0

Total Salaries and Wages 78.0 78.0 78.0 234.0
Fringe Benefits 17.2 17.2 17.2 51.5

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 95.2 95.2 95.2 285.6
Equipment 10.0 10.0 10.0 30.0
Travel 10.0 10.0 10.0 30.0
Materials and Supplies 8.0 8.0 8.0 24.0
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0

Total direct costs 123.2 123.2 123.2 369.6
Indirect costs(26% TMDC) 32.0 32.0 32.0 96.1

Total direct and indirect costs 155.2 155.2 155.2 465.6

Design and initial prototype construction of main aspects of a triple-readout calorimeter
should be completed. This involves a critical decision on absorber (brass, W, Pb), three kinds
of fibers, a time-history readout of the scintillating and Cerenkov fibers, and a photoconverter
selection.

The varied work on the SiPM photo-converter for calorimetry will proceed in several groups
and be coordinated and assessed for physics in the 4th concept.

We will coordinate and cooperate with the crystal dual readout work by the dream group as
a front-end to the fiber dual-readout calorimeter and assess its ability to greatly inprove the
photon and electron physics in 4th.

We expect to have completed the module in 2008, and starting beam tests at Fermilab.

FY2009 Project Activities and Deliverables

The third year will include the beam testing of the triple-readout module and its analysis,
and the final definition of the 4th Concept detector for the ILC. A TRD draft will be available
near the end of 2009.

Budget justification: Texas Tech University

The TTU group is expert at the construction, testing and understanding of fiber calorimeters
in particular and calorimeters in general (see Prior Research). A postdoc at TTU will
complement all work related to the development of crystal and fiber modules, readout tech-
niques and simulations. Optimization and prototyping of crystals suitable for a dual readout
technique follows our test of PbWO4 crystals at CERN.

Funds will support a postdoctoral physicist working on this calorimeter in all respects, stu-
dents from TTU, beam tests, and possibly in the essential photo-conversion instrumentation
and associated electronics.
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ISU: 3-year budget (in then-year K$) FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 Total

Other Professionals 60.0 60.0 60.0 180.0
Graduate Students 18.0 18.0 18.0 54.0
Undergraduate Students 6.0 6.0 6.0 18.0

Total Salaries and Wages 84.0 84.0 84.0 252.0
Fringe Benefits 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.5

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 102.5 102.5 102.5 307.5
Equipment 57.0 115.0 115.0 287.0
Travel 8.0 8.0 8.0 24.0
Materials and Supplies 2.0 2.0 2.0 6.0
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0

Total direct costs 169.5 227.5 227.5 624.5
Indirect costs(26% TMDC) 29.2 29.2 29.2 87.8

Total direct and indirect costs 198.7 256.7 256.7 712.1

Budget justification: Iowa State University

Design of module based on dream data, fluka/geant simulations, results of MeV neutron
measurements in fibers; geometrical configuration of a scalable sub-module, mechanical engi-
neering of load support (also with an eye to a full 4π calorimeter), configuration of readout,
acquisition of materials (absorber and fibers) and photo-converters (SiPMs or PMTs as a
back-up); and testing at Fermilab.

Budget justification INFN, Trieste, Messina and Udine

The Trieste, Messina and Udine groups are experts at photodetector development and appli-
cations, both vacuum devices and semiconductors; they have developed methods for neutron
tagging and PSD (Pulse Shape Discrimination) electronics. They are testing and fabricating
in collaboration with industry silicon photomultipliers (SiPM) suitable for the demands of
optical calorimetry. The main focus is quality, reliability and cost per unit photo-conversion
area and dark noise, both critical for fiber calorimeter applications.The Messina group will ex-
ploit neutron beams or radioactive sources at the Catania LNS of INFN. They will use either
a spectrum of neutrons in the multi-MeV range or a tagged neutron beam via suitable nuclear
reactions. This is a very powerful means to understand the critical neutron measurements in
the triple readout calorimeter.

Budget justification IFIN-HH, Bucharest

The Bucharest group works with the Wuhan group and this work will be for the production
and installation of the electronics for the SiPM and the FADCs to follow for the time history
of the Cerenkov and scintiilating fibers.
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INFN-Ts/Ud: 3-year budget (in then-year K$) FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 Total

Other Professionals 30.0 50.0 40.0 120.0
Graduate Students 8.0 16.0 12.0 36.0
Undergraduate Students 2.0 2.0 2.0 6.0

Total Salaries and Wages 40.0 70.0 56.0 166.0
Fringe Benefits 0 0 0 0

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 40.0 70.0 56.0 166.0
Equipment 50.0 70.0 20.0 150.0
Travel 12.0 16.0 16.0 44.0
Materials and Supplies 10.0 20.0 10.0 26.0
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0

Total direct costs 112.0 176.0 102.0 390.0
Indirect costs(1) 0 0 0 0

Total direct and indirect costs 112.0 176.0 102.0 390.0

IFIN-HH: 3-year budget (in then-year K$) FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 Total

Other Professionals 10.0 10.0 10.0 30.00
Graduate Students 0 0 0 0
Undergraduate Students 6.0 6.0 6.0 18.0

Total Salaries and Wages 16.0 16.0 16.0 48.0
Fringe Benefits 0 0 0 0

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 16.0 16.0 16.0 48.0
Equipment 10 10 10 30
Travel 8.0 8.0 8.0 24.0
Materials and Supplies 2.0 2.0 2.0 6.0
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0

Total direct costs 26.0 26.0 26.0 78.0
Indirect costs(1) 0 0 0 0

Total direct and indirect costs 26.0 26.0 26.0 78.0
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All Institutions: 3-year budget (in then-year K$) FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 Total

Other Professionals 160.0 180.0 170.0 510.0
Graduate Students 42.0 50.0 46.0 138.0
Undergraduate Students 16.0 16.0 16.0 48.0

Total Salaries and Wages 218.0 146.0 232.0 596.0
Fringe Benefits 48.0 32.0 51.0 131.0

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 266.0 178.0 283.0 727.0
Equipment 107.0 205.0 165.0 477.0
Travel 38.0 42.0 42.0 122.0
Materials and Supplies 22.0 22.0 22.0 66.0
Other direct costs 0 0 0 0

Total direct costs 433.0 447.0 512.0 1392.0
Indirect costs(26% TMDC) 112.6 116.2 133.1 361.9

Total direct and indirect costs 445.6 563.2 645.1 1753.9

All Institutions: (total)
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

MIPP FRONT-END ELECTRONICS DEVELOPMENT FOR ILC
CALORIMETRY

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Yagmur Torun (assistant professor), William Luebke (research associate)
Illinois Institute of Technology

Collaborators

Nickolas Solomey, Illinois Institute of Technology
Boris Baldin, Sten Hansen, Jinyuan Wu, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
Dick Gustafson, Turgun Nigmanov, Durga Rajaram, University of Michigan Ann Arbor

Project Leader

Name: Yagmur Torun
Email: torun@iit.edu
Phone: 1-312 567 3390

Project Overview

We propose building and testing prototype front-end boards for the Plastic Ball and EM
Calorimeter detectors for the MIPP [1] upgrade (FNAL P-960) [2] to support an event
readout rate of 3 kHz. This will enable collection of data critical to ILC detector R&D:
calorimeter response to neutral particles and hadronic cross sections. We will also
explore incorporating ILC calorimeter prototypes into the MIPP program and tailor the
calorimeter readout system upgrade accordingly.

The infrastructure and instrumentation for setting up a dedicated test stand is available at
Fermilab and IIT. We have collaborators from the Fermilab PPD/EED group who have a
lot of experience in building custom high-performance detector front-end electronics and
the Michigan HEP group who have commissioned and maintained the MIPP calorimeter
systems. Both detectors are functional and their designs are well-documented.

Relevance to ILC Calorimetry

Three of the ILC detector concepts (SiD, LDC, GLD) rely on the particle flow algorithm
which proposes measuring jet energies using both the magnetic field and the calorimeter.
Charged particles are measured using the excellent momentum resolution of the tracker
and neutrals are measured using the calorimeter. The required fractional jet energy
resolution is σ/E = 0.3/ √(E), E in GeV. This ambitious specification is driven by the
requirement to separate the processes W→ jet + jet and Z → jet + jet. In order to measure
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the neutral particle energy, one has to separate the charged and neutral particle hits in the
calorimeter which requires very fine segmentation. Evaluating the performance of
calorimeter designs requires simulation of shower widths for both charged and neutral
particles. Figure 1 shows the simulation for a 10-GeV !- going through two different ILC
calorimeters, one using RPC readout and the other using scintillator readout [3] with
various hadronic shower models available in Geant4 and Geant3. There is 40% variation
in the results. This calls for a data-based approach both for charged and neutral hadronic
response.

Fig 1. Shower radius from a 10 GeV/c negative pion in scintillator and RPC readout calorimeters
simulated by a variety of models available in Geant4 and Geant3. The widths are normalized to
the minimum width.

The charged response can be obtained in a regular test beam such as the one at Fermilab
in the M-Test area. The upgraded MIPP spectrometer offers a unique opportunity to
measure the calorimeter response to three neutral species, the neutron, the KL0 and the
anti-neutron. The basic idea is to use the diffractive reactions
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where the beam particle (proton, antiproton, K+ or K-) fragments diffractively to produce
the neutral beam. The charged particles in the reaction can be reconstructed in the MIPP
spectrometer. The beam momentum is known to about 2%, so the momentum of the
tagged neutral particle can be found by constrained fitting (3-C fit) to better than 2%,
event by event. The tagged neutral particle goes along the beam direction into a test
calorimeter placed in lieu of the present MIPP calorimeter. This technique requires a
proton in the initial state and MIPP has a working liquid hydrogen cryogenic target. The
plastic ball recoil detector will act as an additional veto against neutral target fragments
such as slow pi0’s. The spectrum of the neutral beam can be controlled by changing the
beam momentum. The method is outlined in detail in MIPP-Note 130 [4] in which the
diffractive processes were simulated using DPMJET and event rates were estimated for
the MIPP calorimeter location. With the MIPP upgrade, it should be possible to obtain
about 50k tagged neutrons, 9k tagged K0s, and 11k tagged antineutrons per day in the
calorimeter with the beam momentum set to 20 GeV/c. Table I shows the expected event
rate for different neutral species as a function of beam momentum.

Table I. Tagged neutral particle rates for an ILC test calorimeter placed in MIPP.
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MIPP Overview

The Main Injector Particle Production (MIPP) experiment (FNAL-E907) [1] took physics
data for about 13 months ending March 2006 and collected over 31 million triggers with
about 18 million events for hadronic production measurements on 6 nuclear species with
6 beam species (protons, pions and kaons of both signs) and beam energy ranging from 5
to 120 GeV/c. The layout of the experiment, shown in Fig. 1 below, provides full forward
coverage in the lab frame with complete tracking and particle identification. MIPP is the
only experiment of its kind that can provide consistent systematics over such a large
range of beam energy.

Fig 1. MIPP layout. The beam comes in from the top left and the target is upstream of the
TPC. The plastic ball detector for the upgrade will be placed upstream of the target.
Calorimetry is at the downstream end. Upstream beam chambers are not shown.
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The MIPP beamline at Meson Center directs 120-GeV protons from the Fermilab Main
Injector in slow-spill mode onto a secondary target. The Main Injector also serves the
MINOS experiment and the antiproton source. The requirement for minimal impact on
the neutrino and collider programs limits the MIPP beamline to low duty cycle (typically
one 4-second spill every 2 minutes). Given this operational constraint, a large peak event
rate is required during the spill to compensate. However, the readout speed is limited to
20 events/sec average for interactions in high-Z targets due to limitations in front end
electronics for the time projection chamber (TPC), the main tracking detector. The
electromagnetic calorimeter readout is limited to about 150 Hz. The average in-spill
event rate for thin nuclear targets during the first run was about 30 Hz, which, with the
duty cycle taken into account, translates to about 1 Hz.

MIPP Upgrade

The MIPP collaboration is currently in the process of analyzing the rich data set. With a
great deal of experience gained during operation of the detectors and preliminary
reconstruction of existing data, a proposal [2] has been submitted to Fermilab to upgrade
the experimental setup for a well-optimized second run as follows:

• Repair the spectrometer magnet (Jolly Green Giant) which developed shorts at the
end of the first run

• Upgrade beamline magnet power supplies and controls to allow stable operation at
lower momenta down to 1 GeV/c

• Build a silicon pixel beam veto detector to provide an efficient minimum-bias
interaction trigger

• Add a recoil detector upstream of the target to extend secondary coverage to
backward particles in the lab frame

• Upgrade/rebuild readout electronics and trigger system to increase the in-spill data
acquisition rate by 2 orders of magnitude to 3 kHz

With the ability to collect 5 million events per day in this mode with full secondary
coverage, the MIPP upgrade has the potential to settle many outstanding systematics
questions in atmospheric and accelerator neutrino experiments as well as provide
important data for studies of non-perturbative QCD.

Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The MIPP EM Calorimeter (shown in Fig. 2) consists of 640 channels configured as a
Pb-PWC sandwich with 15-mm-thick Pb layers and 10 alternating x and y planes with 64
channels each. About half the channels contain signals above pedestal mean for each
event. Currently the signals are multiplexed through 20 conditioning boards into 4
digitizer boards and the resulting ADC values read out serially through a CAMAC
interface. The detector has performed well during the MIPP run and its characteristics are
well-understood from both MIPP and its previous service in HyperCP. There are several
ways to upgrade its readout system to the speed required for the upgrade. However, we
would like to design and implement a solution that’s flexible enough to allow testing ILC
calorimeter prototypes in MIPP with minimal effort for the readout interface.
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Fig 2. MIPP calorimeter layout

Plastic Ball

The fully configured plastic ball consists of 815 “phoswich” modules, one of which is
shown schematically in Fig. 3. The module consists of a thin CaF2  and a thick plastic
scintillator sandwiched together, both of which are readout with a single photomultiplier
tube. Charged particles deposit energy in both layers whereas neutral particles such as
neutrons deposit energy in the hydrogen rich plastic scintillator. The photomultiplier
signal is measured using two gates with different widths. The fast signal from the plastic
scintillator is contained in a short gate and a wide gate measures the sum of the plastic
scintillator signal and the slow signal from CaF2.

     

Fig 3. The full plastic ball detector (left) and one channel (right).
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MIPP will use the backward hemisphere with 320 channels upstream of the target where
it will help detect the recoil proton in the tagged neutral beam and also veto against
events with target fragmentation.

Fig 4. Fast front-end electronics concept for the Plastic Ball

A possible deadtime-less front-end configuration is shown in Fig. 4. It incorporates the
new Analog Devices 9259 4-channel 14-bit pipelined ADC chip ($45 each) [5].  The
TMC304 timing chip has been used in the D0 muon system [6] and spares are available.
The event memory is required to locally buffer the 12k or so events acquired during the
spill for readout in between spills. The board can also be used for the MIPP hadron
calorimeter which has only 8 channels.

References

[1] http://ppd.fnal.gov/experiments/e907/
MIPP-Notes referred to below can be reached from
http://ppd.fnal.gov/experiments/e907/notes/notes.html
[2] Proposal to upgrade the MIPP Experiment, Fermilab Proposal P-960, MIPP-Note 138
[3] G. Mavromanolakis, U. of Cambridge, private communication.
[4] Tagged Neutron, Anti-neutron and K0L beams in an Upgraded MIPP Spectrometer,
R. Raja, MIPP-Note 130.
[5] http://www.analog.com/
[6] D0 Muon Readout Electronics Design, B. Baldin et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.
44(97)363.
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Broader Impact

This project will expose undergraduate students to:
• research grade electronics and data acquisition
• HEP simulation tools (in Monte Carlo studies of incorporating an ILC test

calorimeter into MIPP)
• collaborative working environment in a medium-size particle physics experiment
• Fermilab

The crate and controller bought with funds from this grant would add infrastructure for
research and education to our lab at IIT and enable us to take on similar projects in the
future, employing more students.

If the MIPP upgrade is approved, we will explore supporting a graduate student working
on the ILC calorimetry data.

Results of Prior Research

Initial design discussions on front-end boards are in progress and a conceptual design
exists. There has been a series of meetings involving MIPP experimenters and Fermilab
computing division and electrical engineering department staff May through September
2006 to arrive at a configuration for upgrading the data acquisition and readout systems.
A detailed cost and schedule study for the upgrade has been produced and is available in
WBS form in MIPP-Note 139.

This is Dr. Torun’s first semester as assistant professor and first grant proposal
submission. Before that, he was supported by DOE as a senior research associate with
Prof. Daniel Kaplan at IIT as PI under grant DOE DEF02-01ER41159, titled
Participation in Muon Collider/Neutrino Factory Research and Development. As part of
that effort, he has

• Finished analysis of BNL-AGS-E910 data on pion production
• Set up instrumentation and data acquisition at Fermilab’s Lab-G and MuCool Test

Area, built, installed and tested many detectors and performed radiation
measurements for rf cavity diagnostics, some details at http://mice.iit.edu/mta/

• Set up infrastructure and authored large fraction of software for MICE
(International Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment), led software and analysis
working groups (http://mice.iit.edu/)

• Served on the executive and technical boards for the MICE collaboration,
supervised undergraduate and graduate students on software and analysis,
organized workshops and collaboration meetings

• Participated in the MIPP run, contributed to offline analysis software

MuCool, MICE and MIPP programs have all been successful so far. MuCool tests at
Fermilab are ongoing following commissioning of the test area and installation of
detector systems by the IIT group. An end-to-end simulation package for MICE was
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designed and delivered under IIT leadership and is currently in use. MICE will start
taking data Fall 2007.

Some representative publications are:

• Effects of surface damage on rf cavity operation, A. Hassanein et al., Phys. Rev.
ST Accel. Beams 9 (2006) 062001

• The Muon Cooling RF R&D Program, Y. Torun et al., AIP Conf. Proc. 821
(2006) 437

• Muon Cooling: MuCool and MICE, Y. Torun, Nucl. Phys. B (Proc. Sup.) 155
(2006) 381

• Effects of High Solenoidal Magnetic Fields on Rf Accelerating Cavities, A.
Moretti et al., Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 8 (2005) 072001

• Summary of Working Group 3: Machine Design and R&D, Y. Torun et al., Nucl.
Phys. B (Proc. Suppl.) 149 (2005) 251

• MICE Status, Y. Torun, AIP Conf. Proc. 721 (2004) 106
• RF Induced Backgrounds in MICE, J. Norem et al., J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys.

29 (2003) 1683
• Dark Current, Breakdown and Magnetic Field Effects in a Multicell 805 MHz

Cavity, J. Norem et al., Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 6 (2003) 072001
• Beam photography: A Technique for Imaging Dark Currents, P. Gruber and Y.

Torun, PAC2003 proceedings, p1413
• Inclusive Soft Pion Production from 12.3 and 17.5 GeV/c Protons on Be, Cu and

Au, I. Chemakin et al. (E910 Collaboration), Phys. Rev. C65 (2002) 024904

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

The project requires a dedicated test stand at Fermilab for the prototype boards. A
personal computer and a VME crate will be provided by IIT. Signal sources and other
instrumentation will be provided by Fermilab and IIT. Software tools for board design
will be provided by Fermilab.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

We will proceed with the design of the prototype boards with the goal of having a final
design by award announcement (May 07). The anticipated schedule is

• Aug 07: review of front-end design and integration with the rest of MIPP
• Sep 07: board layout spec ready and components procured
• Nov 07: 1 prototype board of each type (plastic ball and calorimeter) ready for test
• Apr 08: boards incorporated into MIPP DAQ test

The initial part of the schedule can probably be accelerated with an advance expenditure
account at IIT after award announcement. The final test phase within the MIPP DAQ
environment has to wait until that system is ready.
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Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007

Upon approval of the MIPP upgrade and successful completion of the upgrade, we
intend to participate in the next run of the experiment and coordinate ILC
calorimetry tests in MIPP if suitable prototypes are available. The collection and
analysis of the test data would be an appropriate project for a graduate student and
we will pursue this if the run is approved.

Budgets

The budget covers support for IIT personnel including students, some hardware for the
test stand and electronics costs for the boards.

Total Project Budget, in then-year k$

Item FY2007
Other Professionals 11,133
Graduate Students 0
Undergraduate Students 6,240
Total Salaries and Wages 17,373
Fringe Benefits 1,511
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits 18,884
Equipment 5,000
Travel 0
Materials and Supplies 6,000
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 29,884
Indirect costs 5,972
Total direct
and indirect costs 35,857
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Budget justification:

1-month salary for Y. Torun: 
Prof. Torun will coordinate the design review and test stand setup at
Fermilab and supervise the undergraduate students. His Ph. D. thesis
was on BNL-AGS-E910, an experiment similar to MIPP that shared some
of the detectors. He has participated in the first MIPP run and offline
analysis. He has built readout electronics and data acquisition for
various detectors at Fermilab’s Lab-G and MuCool Test Area. He has
also taught an electronics lab course at IIT.

1-month salary for W. Luebke:
Mr. Luebke will provide technical support for mechanical and electronics
tasks for the test stand. He has prior experience with electronics test stands
at IIT and Fermilab for MINOS, MuCool and MICE.

Summer student salary:
We have picked a slightly higher stipend than usual to cover the cost of
IIT students commuting between Chicago and Fermilab. We expect to
Hire two students

Components and fabrication for plastic ball front end prototype board: $3,000
($1500 board + $1000 components + $500 contingency)
This is a rough estimate since the design is still at the conceptual level.
It’s based on past experience of the Fermilab Particle Physics Division
Electrical Engineering Department where they have built many similar
boards

Components and fabrication for calorimeter front end prototype: $3,000
($1500 board + $1000 components + $500 contingency)

Crate and power supply for test stand: $3,000

VME crate controller: $2,000

Total $35,857

For fringe benefits, IIT charges 7.65%  on summer salary for faculty and 25% on salary
for other staff. The federally negotiated indirect cost rate for off-campus research is 24%.
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Introduction to Muon and Particle ID Systems R&D 
 
The identification and precise measurement of muons is critical to the physics program of 
the linear collider.  The muons produced from decays of W and Z bosons and from B-
hadrons are key parts of the signatures for the Higgs and hypothesized new particles.  
Muons may also be produced directly from decays of new particles such as 
supersymmetric scalar muons. 
 
The linear collider detector design includes a sub-system that will identify muons, as 
distinct from hadrons, primarily by their penetration through the iron flux return. This 
muon system should operate over the widest possible momentum range with high 
efficiency for muons and low contamination from pions.  In addition, it may be used to 
measure the leakage of hadronic showers from the calorimeter and hence improve the 
energy resolution of hadronic jets.   
 
Because the muon system is the largest one in the LC detector, it is important that a 
realizable design, verified by prototyping, is established early, so that an optimal detector 
is delivered on time and within budget. The muon system must maintain stable operation 
with high reliability since the detectors are largely inaccessible.  These are challenging 
requirements for operation over a span of perhaps 20 years. 
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STATUS REPORT 
 

Scintillator Based Muon System R&D 
 
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding 
 
 Robert Abrams and Rick Van Kooten, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.  
 

Gerald Blazey, Alexandre Dychkant, David Hedin, Victor Rykalin and Vishnu 
Zutshi, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois. 

 
Mike McKenna and Mitchell Wayne, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, 
Indiana. 

 
Alfredo Gutierrez and Paul Karchin, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan. 

 
Collaborators  
 

Alan Bross, Brajesh Choudhary, H. Eugene Fisk, Kurt Krempetz, Caroline 
Milstene, Adam Para, and Oleg Prokofiev, Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois. 

 
Robert Wilson and David Warner, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 
Colorado. 

 
Marcello Piccolo, INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Frascati, Italy. 

 
Giovanni Pauletta, Diego Cauz and Lorenzo Santi, Universita di Udine and INFN 
Trieste – GC Udine, Italy. 

 
Project Leaders 
 
 Paul E. Karchin 
 karchin@physics.wayne.edu
 (313) 577-5424 

H. Eugene Fisk 
hefisk@fnal.gov
(630) 840-4095

 
Project Overview 
 
The importance of an ILC muon system is widely recognized in the ILC physics community.  
A stable, highly efficient detector with excellent hadron rejection is a key requirement to 
accomplish the ILC physics program. Designing a cost-efficient system that meets this 
challenge requires significant R&D.   
 
A strong candidate detector technology that has emerged is based on a MINOS inspired 
scintillator strip design.  The scintillator strips would be inserted into slots in the magnet yoke.  
The current baseline readout utilizes wavelength shifting optical fibers (WLS) fused to clear 
fibers connected to a Hamamatsu multi-anode photomultiplier tube (MAPMT). However, an 
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important technology has emerged that has the potential to drastically reduce the cost: silicon 
photomultipliers (SiPM) connected directly to the WLS fibers, or, possibly, directly connected 
to the scintillator.  Our R&D goal is to accelerate the development of scintillator/SiPM  
detectors that will be applicable to ILC calorimetry as well as muon detection.   
 
A current limitation of using SiPMs is the difficulty in procuring these devices.  To encourage 
industrial development and application in high-energy physics, we submitted a separate 
supplemental proposal in which Fermilab will act as a central agent in contacting suppliers, 
procuring devices, testing and packaging them.  This has the advantage that industrial 
suppliers will see that there is a large potential market, and a major buyer with well-established 
expertise with large scale systems of silicon micro-strip and pixel detectors. The university 
collaborators will oversee the portion of procurement funds for SiPMs under the supplemental 
proposal and it is expected that Fermilab can match those funds from a separate source.  
 
With support from this “base” proposal, the SiPMs will be installed in calorimeter and muon 
prototype detectors and tested with hadron and muon beams at the Fermilab Meson Test Beam 
Facility (MTBF). The calorimeter prototypes designed and built by NIU and Fermilab will be 
the first fully integrated scintillator/SIPM  devices. The scintillator and SiPM will be mounted 
together on large circuit boards which also carry the signal traces which converge upon a 
signal connector. For the muon prototype, the SiPMs will be mounted on small circuit boards 
at the ends of each scintillator.  To study the time structure of the light signals, we will employ 
MAPMT readout for some strips. In addition, the MAPMT readout will serve as a baseline for 
comparison with SiPM readout. 
 
The digitization and readout electronics will be common for SiPM and MAPMT front-ends. 
An existing system designed for the Minerva experiment at Fermilab will be implemented for 
this project and will provide charge and timing measurement of the front-end signals.  
University collaborators will work with Fermilab to build and test these electronics. 
Equipment costs for the electronics will come from outside this proposal, through Fermilab. 
 
In addition to Fermilab, three other institutions will participate in this work, but do not request 
funding in this proposal. Colorado State will provide samples of GPDs (Geiger-mode 
avalanche Photodiodes, a type of SiPM) developed by aPeak Inc. INFN Udine will collaborate 
in detector development and SiPM characterization and procurement, particularly insofar as 
the SiPMs produced by ITC-IRST, Trento, with whom they already have an established 
rapport,  are concerned.  Both INFN Udine and INFN Frascati will collaborate on beam tests.  
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Status Report 
 
Summary of ILC Muon Prototype Testing 
 
In January-February 2006, a set of four 64-element, 1.25m X 2.5m prototype planes was 
assembled in a frame, mounted on a hydraulic lift table, and installed in the Fermilab Meson 
Test Beam Facility.  The scintillators were at +/- 45° angles to the edges of the planes (two at 
+45° and two at -45°).  Two planes had single readouts from one end of the scintillators (S 
planes) and two had dual readouts (D planes), from both ends of the scintillators with 2 
MAPMTs (a and b).  After a brief run in February, results were presented at LCWS06 at 
Bangalore. 
 
Between February and June 2006, a number of improvements were made to the experimental 
setup.   

• A remote control system was installed to operate the vertical motion of counters on 
the table without entering the beam enclosure. 
• A motor driven transport was installed to provide horizontal motion of the table, with 
remote controls. 
• A laser beam alignment system was installed to project the beam position on the set 
of counters  
• A video monitoring system was added to view the position of the counter and the 
laser alignment lines. 
• The number of channels that were instrumented and cabled was doubled from 24 to 
48.  This also reduced the number of accesses and led to more efficient use of beam 
time. 

 
In the late summer of 2006, there was another run in MTBF. The goals of the run were to 
measure the performance of the central strips that run the full 1.77 m length of the strips, and 
to compare the dual readout planes with the single readout planes.  On that occasion, a strip 
equipped with  SiPMs from ITC was also tested.  Some preliminary results were presented at 
the Vancouver Linear Collider Workshop in July, and analysis of the data is currently 
underway. 
 Response at Centers of Strips
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Figure 1(a) shows the detector in place at MTBF.  Figure 1(b) shows a typical pulse height 
distribution for the two ends of a dual readout strip with the beam near the center.  Figure 1(c) 
shows the response at the centers of a number of strips, in units of mean charge.   
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Silicon Photomultipliers 
 
We propose to evaluate Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs) for photodetection. SiPMs are room 
temperature photo-diodes operating in the limited Geiger-mode with performances very 
similar to conventional photo-multiplier tubes i.e. they have high gain (~ 106) but relatively 
modest detection efficiency (quantum x geometric efficiency ~ 15-20%). Not only is the signal 
obtained for minimum ionizing particles with these devices large (~ 10 photo-electrons for our 
1 cm thick extruded scintillator strips), their small size (1mm x 1mm) and low bias voltage 
(30-80 V) implies that they can be mounted in or very close to the scintillator (see Figs. 2 and 
3). Consequently little light is lost since it does not travel large distances in the fiber to the 
photodetector, the need for interfacing to a clear fiber (connectors, splicing etc.) is obliterated 
and the quantity of fiber required is significantly reduced. Even more importantly, the 
generation of electrical signals, inside the detector, at or close to the scintillator surface 
eliminates the problems associated with handling and routing of a large number of fragile 
fibers. Our investigations into the characteristics of these photodetectors confirms their 
suitability for calorimetric and muon detection applications. This conclusion was reached 
based on our studies into their operating bias voltage, dark rate, linearity of response, 
temperature dependence, stability, radiation hardness and immunity to magnetic fields. The  
results of our studies are given in [1] [2].
                                                                     

    
Fig. 2: Example of a SiPM mounted in the 
scintillator as in an HCAL tile.  
 
 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 3: Example of a SiPM mounted close 
to the scintillator as for the muon detector.

References: 
 
1) "Investigation of a solid-state photodetector", (NIM A545:727-737, 2005) 
 
2) "Effects of the strong magnetic field on LED, extruded scintillator and MRS photodiode" 
(NIM A553:438-447, 2005) 
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Tail-Catcher Muon Tracker 
 
As part of the CALICE program, a silicon-tungsten electromagnetic calorimeter and a steel-
scintillator hadron shower imager (see Fig. 4) took beam in the H6B area at CERN in August 
and October of this year. The hadron shower imager physically consists of two devices; a 
hadron calorimeter (HCAL) and the tail-catcher/muon tracker (TCMT). Both devices use 
SiPMs to read out scintillator with embedded WLS fiber.  
 
NIU had primary responsibility for the TCMT which represents the first scintillator-steel muon 
detector prototype using SiPMs as the photo-detectors. The TCMT prototype has a fine and 
coarse section distinguished by the thickness of the absorber plates. The fine section sitting 
directly behind the hadron calorimeter and having the same longitudinal segmentation as the 
HCAL will provide a detailed measurement of the tail end of the hadron showers which is 
crucial to the validation of hadronic shower models since the biggest deviation between 
models occurs in the tails.  The following course section serves as a prototype muon system 
for any design of the ILC detector and will facilitate studies of muon tracking and 
identification within the PFA reconstruction framework. Additionally, the TCMT will provide 
valuable insight into hadronic leakage and punch-through from thin calorimeters and the 
impact of the coil on correction for this leakage.  
 

 
 
           Figure 4: CALICE apparatus in CERN H6B test beam. 
 
The active layers of the TCMT consist of 1m long, 5 cm wide and 5 mm thick extruded 
scintillator strips. A 1.2 mm outer diameter Kuraray WLS fiber is inserted into the co-extruded 
holes that run along the length of the strips. The strips and their associated SiPMs in each layer 
are enclosed in a light tight sheath or cassette. (See Fig. 3.) The top and bottom skins of the 
cassette are formed by 1 mm thick steel with Al bars providing the skeletal rigidity. The 
cassettes are inserted, alternately in the X and Y orientation, in a steel absorber stack which 
has a fine and coarse section. The upstream fine section consists of eight 2 cm thick steel 
plates while the coarse section is comprised of 10 cm thick steel absorber for a total of 
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approximately six interaction lengths. Both the HCAL and TCMT use common electronics and 
DAQ boards developed by the CALICE collaboration as a whole. 
 
Over a period of twenty one days in August and October approximately 25M electron, 
positron, pion and proton events in the 6-80 GeV/c momentum range were collected.  Also 
written to disk were approximately 40M muons of undetermined momenta. These muon events 
were collected during parasitic running periods, with large area trigger counters (1m x 1m). 
For calibration and monitoring purposes approximately 14M pedestal and LED events were 
taken at regular intervals. Analysis of this data has begun and looks promising. Figure 5 shows 
the uniformity of MIP response derived from muon events for an entire 20-channel TCMT 
plane. 
 
In preparation for the CERN beam tests, fully instrumented TCMT cassettes of active planes 
were tested in electron beams at DESY and subsequently in hadron beams at Fermilab. These 
tests were instrumental in evaluating the SiPMs, the full electronics and data acquisition chain, 
and in verifying overall performance of the scintillator and SiPMs.  This capability remains 
intact at Fermilab. 
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Figure 5: Muon MIP Response in a full plane of the TCMT. 

 
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables 
 
1)  SiPM Characterization for Muon Detection 
 
We will collaborate with Fermilab on their purchase of SiPM’s from existing commercial 
vendors in quantities that will permit characterization of the devices and construction of single 
plane full prototype muon modules. We will also collaborate with Fermilab to characterize the 
SiPM’s at SiDet. Studies will involve the determination of the working point, dark rate, and 
linearity of response, temperature dependence, stability, radiation damage and immunity to 
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magnetic fields. Furthermore, we will design a robust packaging for these sensors which is 
optimized for their installation in the integrated active layer. This work will also be done at 
Fermilab’s SiDet facility.  

 
2)  Scintillator Detector Construction 
 
Based on tests of scintillator planes at both NIU and Fermilab we will use extruded scintillator 
with a cross-section that is approximately 1 cm X 4 cm with an extruded longitudinal hole that 
is slightly larger than the 1.2 mm diameter of existing wave-length shifting (WLS) fiber.  We 
will employ a new die in the production of the scintillating strips here at Fermilab using the 
NIU/NICADD extrusion machine in Lab 5.  The outside of the strips will be covered with 
TiO2 that is co-extruded with the scintillator during the extrusion process.  The length of the 
strips for the 1.25 m X 2.5 m planes is a maximum of ~1.8 m.  Each plane is composed of 64 
strips.  Reimbursement for the cost of a new die and the scintillator (~$10K) is not part of the 
request for funding in this supplemental proposal.  
 
The 1.2 mm diameter WLS fiber that is inserted in the long hole in the extruded scintillator 
will be brought into contact with the light sensitive area of a SiPM or MPPC based on 
techniques previously developed at NIU in collaboration with our colleagues at Notre Dame 
and Indiana Universities and Fermilab.  The assembly of additional 1.25m X 2.5m muon 
planes will most likely take place at UND. 
 
We will equip a fraction of the strips with a thermally fused WLS to clear fiber that can be 
readout using our previously developed MAPMT technology.  This will allow a direct 
comparison of the SiPM and MAPMT technologies. 
 
3) Front-end Electronics and Readout 
 
For a minimum ionizing particle the typical integrated charge from either a SiPM or a 
MAPMT is ~ 2pC.  Fermilab has developed front-end boards with readout that digitize timing 
and pulse-height signals, provide high-voltage for the SiPM’s, and communicate with VME-
resident readout controller modules over a Low-Voltage Differential Signal (LVDS) token-
ring. Pulse-heights and latched times will be read from all channels at the end of each spill. 
The front-end board, which is also used for the Minerva experiment, is designed around the D0 
TRiP ASIC which is a redesign of the readout ASIC for the D0 fiber tracker and pre-shower 
detectors.  
 
Each front-end board services 64 SiPM’s, which requires 4 TRiP chips per board. The TRiP 
chips are controlled by a commercial FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) using custom 
firmware. A prototype of this firmware has already been developed and successfully operated. 
In addition to digitization of charge and timing information, the front-end boards can also 
supply high-voltage to the SiPM’s and communicate with the downstream readout system over 
the LVDS link.  

 
The Minerva boards are based on the D0 TRiP ASIC that is in turn based on the SVX4 chip 
design. Each TRiP chip supports 32 channels for digitization, half of which are available for 
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discrimination and timing. Each channel has a pre-amplifier whose gain has two settings 
which differ by a factor of four. A second variable gain amplifier stage is also available; its 
gain is set with switches.  In this way input signals whose maxima range from 5 to 50 pC are 
accommodated.  The analog output is received by an analog pipeline, 48 cells deep, that is 
identical to the one used on the SVX4 chip. To gain dynamic range, the input to the electronics 
can be modified with a passive divider to divide charge from a single SiPM between two TRiP 
channels with a ratio factor of 10.  Each TRiP channel is digitized by a commercial 12-bit 
ADC. 
 
The design, based on shower energy loss, requires no saturation below 500 photoelectrons 
(PE) and an RMS noise well below 1 PE.  Matching this to the 5 pC charge limit, the highest 
gain could be set at 100~fC/PE. The integration time for the ADC in this example will be 10-
12µs, which is much less than the hold time for the charge in the capacitor of 100 µs.  
Prototype boards have been tested explicitly with a 10 µs gate, and the measured pedestal 
RMS was <2 fC. This will put a single photoelectron a factor of 10 or more above the pedestal 
RMS, well within our requirements.  This same electronics will work for digitization of 
MAPMT signals where the maximum gain for the lowest gain anode will be 50~fC/PE, which 
is safely within the desired parameters above. 
 
Each board includes its own high-frequency phase-locked oscillator, which provides a local 
clock signal for the FPGA logic. Global synchronization is provided using an external counter-
reset reference signal distributed over the LVDS interface from the VME readout boards once 
every second, which can be synchronized to the beam structure.  
 
A resonant mode (low) high-voltage generator, mounted on a daughter card, will provide 
power to each board's SiPM’s. The daughter-card design will allow a malfunctioning high-
voltage supply to be easily replaced without changing the main readout board. A controller 
based on the Fermilab RMCC chip will allow the SiPM voltage to be monitored, adjusted or 
disabled under computer control, using the LVDS interface to the board. 

 
4) Beam Tests  
 
After SiPM detectors are qualified at SiDet and installed in scintillator planes we will need to 
test them with charged particle beams at the Fermilab MTest facility as we have done with 
previous prototype detectors.  We will need to qualify new electronics as well as new 
detectors.  We will be stepping up from ~100 channels to ~1000 channels or more and will 
need to develop and qualify software associated with the new electronics as distinct from data 
acquisition software, which will also be new. 

 
We expect to expose our detectors to both hadrons and muons.  We need to establish the 
signal-to-noise ratios as a function of strip position and length and to verify expectations for 
performance.  

 
Developing the software for carrying out beam tests will require personnel with software 
expertise as will the analysis of test beam data.
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Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007 
 
We plan to build and test full scale muon detector planes and instrument one barrel and 
one end cap sector in FY2008 and FY2009.  The purpose is to establish a reliable cost 
and performance baseline for a technology choice decision for the muon system. 

Budgets 
 
Total Project Budget, in then-year k$ 
 

Item FY2007 
  
Other Professional 83
Graduate Student 17
Undergraduate Student  0
Total Salaries and Wages 101
Fringe Benefits 23
Graduate Student Fee Remission 4
Total Salaries, Wages and Benefits 127
Equipment 4
Total Travel 15
Materials and Supplies 11
Other Direct Costs 0
Total Direct Costs 157
Indirect Costs (26% of MTDC) 39
Total Direct and Indirect Costs 197
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Budget, in then-year k$ 
Institution: Indiana University 

 
Item FY2007 

  
Other Professional 22
Graduate Student 
Undergraduate Student  
Total Salaries and Wages 22
Fringe Benefits 7
Graduate Student Fee Remission 
Total Salaries, Wages and Benefits 29
Equipment 
Total Travel 4
Materials and Supplies 
Other Direct Costs 
Total Direct Costs 33
Indirect Costs (26% of MTDC) 9
Total Direct and Indirect Costs 42

 
 
Budget justification: Indiana University 
 
Funds are requested for 6 months salary each year for a research physicist (replacement 
for Robert Abrams). He will lead the test beam effort at Fermilab.  Travel support is 
requested for the research scientist and P.I. Van Kooten for trips to Fermilab and an ILC 
conference. 
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Budget, in then-year k$ 
Institution: Northern Illinois University 
 

Item FY2007 
 
Other Professional 22
Graduate Student 
Undergraduate Student  
Total Salaries and Wages 22
Fringe Benefits (20%) 4
Graduate Student Fee Remission 
Total Salaries, Wages and Benefits 26
Equipment 
Total Travel 2
Materials and Supplies 3
Other Direct Costs 
Total Direct Costs 31
Indirect Costs (26% of MTDC) 8
Total Direct and Indirect Costs 40

 
Budget justification: Northern Illinois University 
 
The major item is four months support for a professional (either Dychkant or Rykalin) 
who will take major responsibility for detector operation with the test beam. Both have 
extensive experience with detector construction and operation including the recent TCMT 
beam tests.  (These funds may be used for a graduate student should one be recruited in a 
timely manner.)  
 
Some funding will be required for test beam equipment and a small mount for travel to 
Fermilab and ILC meetings. 
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Budget, in then-year k$ 
Institution: University of Notre Dame 
 

Item FY2007 
  
Other Professional 30
Graduate Student 5
Undergraduate Student  
Total Salaries and Wages 35
Fringe Benefits (20% of Other Prof.) 6
Graduate Student Fee Remission 
Total Salaries, Wages and Benefits 41
Equipment 4
Total Travel 2
Materials and Supplies 
Other Direct Costs 
Total Direct Costs 47
Indirect Costs (26% of MTDC) 11
Total Direct and Indirect Costs 58

 
Budget justification: University of Notre Dame 
 
Support is requested for 50% of the salary of one technician, Mr. Mike McKenna.  Mr. 
McKenna is a skilled technician with more than 25 years of experience working in 
particle physics. He has worked the majority of his career (more than 20 years) at 
Fermilab and is now a member of the Notre Dame HEP group.  We also request support 
for 25% of a single graduate student to work summers on detector construction, and later, 
data analysis.  Equipment funds are needed to constuct the various tables, jigs, transports 
and other apparatus needed for detector assembly.  Finally, a small amount of travel 
funds are budgeted to cover the cost of transportation of materials between Notre Dame 
and Fermilab. 
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Budget, in then-year k$ 
Institution: Wayne State University 
 

Item FY2007 
 
Other Professional 9
Graduate Student 12
Undergraduate Student  
Total Salaries and Wages 22
Fringe Benefits (26.4%) 6
Graduate Student Fee Remission 4
Total Salaries, Wages and Benefits 31
Equipment 
Total Travel 7
Materials and Supplies 8
Other Direct Costs 
Total Direct Costs 46
Indirect Costs (26% of MTDC) 11
Total Direct and Indirect Costs 57

 
Budget justification: Wayne State University 
 
Salary support is requested for 2 months per year for Research Engineer Alfredo 
Gutierrez in support of MAPMT and SiPM instrumentation and testing.  He has 10 years 
experience with computers and electronics for high energy physics experiments and has 3 
years experience with MAPMT work for this project. 
 
Support is requested for a graduate student for one academic term and during the 
summer, each year, to perform calibration measurements, take data using the prototype 
modules at Fermilab and to analyze the data.  
 
Travel support is requested for 2 1-week trips to Fermilab for the student, 4 trips of 2 
days each to Fermilab for the P.I. and for travel to a domestic and international 
conference for the P.I. 
 
Funds are requested to purchase 2 MAPMTs and 2 SiPMs and associated electronics 
components per year to develop calibration and monitoring procedures for the prototype 
modules. Minor costs are also included for shipping of materials. 
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 7.5 Muon System
   
 

7.5: Continuing Studies of Geiger-Mode 
Avalanche Photodiodes for Linear Collider 

Detector Muon System Readout 
 

(renewal) 
 

Muon System 
 

Contact person  
Robert J. Wilson  

wilson@lamar.colostate.edu 
(970) 491-5033 

 
Institution(s)

Colorado State 
aPeak Inc. 
Fermilab 
Indiana 

Northern Illinois 
Notre Dame 
Wayne State 

INFN Frascati (Italy) 
INFN Udine (Italy) 

 
 

FY07: 14,000 
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Continuing Studies of Geiger-Mode Avalanche Photodiodes 
for Linear Collider Detector Muon System Readout: 

Status Report and 3rd Year Continuation 
 
Classification 
 
Linear Collider Detector Muon System Readout 
 
Institution and Personnel requesting Funding 
 
Colorado State University 
Robert J. Wilson, Professor 
David W. Warner, Engineer 
 
Wilson and Warner have worked with photodetectors for many years at various levels including 
for: the SLD experiment Cerenkov Ring Imaging Device (CRID); BaBar Detector of Internally 
Reflected Cherenkov light (DIRC); Pierre Auger Observatory; GPD applications for detection of 
Cerenkov and scintillation light. They are currently involved with the evaluation of photosensors 
for the pi-zero subsystem of the T2K experiment.  
 
Collaborators 

• Stefan Vasile; President, aPeak Inc. 
•    Alan Bross, Brajesh Choudhary, H. Eugene Fisk, Kurt Krempetz, Caroline Milstene, 

Adam Para, and Oleg Prokofiev, Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois. 
•    Robert Abrams and Rick Van Kooten, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.  
•    Gerald Blazey, Dhiman Chakraborty, Alexandre Dychkant, David Hedin and Vishnu 

Zutshi,  Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois. 
• Mike McKenna and Mitchell Wayne, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana. 
• Alfredo Gutierrez and Paul Karchin, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan. 
• Marcello Piccolo, INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Frascati, Italy. 
• Giovanni Pauletta, Diego Cauz and Lorenzo Santi, Universita di Udine and INFN Trieste 

– GC Udine, Italy. 
 
Project Leader 
Robert J. Wilson 
wilson@lamar.colostate.edu 
(970) 491-5033 
 
Project Overview 
 
In this document we present a status report of our investigation of Geiger-mode Avalanche 
Photodiodes (GPDs) as a potential readout for a scintillator-based muon or calorimeter system 
for a Linear Collider Detector (LCD). We report on several significant positive developments 
during the past year. 
The majority of funds for the investigation thus far have been provided by a sub-contract from 
aPeak Inc., but for the past two years this work was supplemented by modest awards ($14,000 
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per year) through the International Linear Collider University-based Linear Collider Detector 
R&D (LCRD) initiative. These funds have allowed the group to ensure that the substantial 
industry R&D project is tightly coupled to the requirements of Linear Colliders detectors. 
Indeed, during the past year the strong working relationship that has developed led to an 
agreement by aPeak to develop a new device more closely matched to current LCD requirements 
than earlier versions. Collaboration with aPeak Inc. through this LCRD project allows the 
investigator formal access to the proprietary devices and evaluation results being performed 
under the SBIR sub-contract1. aPeak is currently the only US developer of these devices. 
 
This proposal is a 3rd-year continuation of our LCD motivated research into Geiger-mode 
Avalanche Photodiodes applications. The modest level of funding has allowed us to leverage the 
substantial ($735,000) commercial investment and influence the commercial development of a 
very promising technology towards potential use the LCD muon system. This past year was 
particularly successful in that regard. A great deal of critical research on GPD performance has 
been supported by this SBIR funding, but that source ends in early 2007. We have some LCRD 
funds to carry over from 2006 (that contract was not received until late in 2006), but it is 
essential that LCRD funding continue to allow us to continue to interface with the LCRD muon 
group.  
 
Status Report 
 
Last year we reported on successful performance measurements of the temperature dependence 
of single pixel GPDs using a control and readout system developed with a combination of LCRD 
and aPeak SBIR funding.  The positive results from those measurements encouraged aPeak to 
produce a device containing a single chip, just 1 cm on a side, capable of reading out 64 1-mm 
diameter fibers (Figure 1).  We summarize here tests of this device at CSU, including first 
demonstration of multi-photon counting and the recent development of individual pixels with 
greater calorimetric bandwidth motivated by the requirements of the LCD muon system.  
 

 

1.2 

10 mm 

Fig. 1:  64-fiber readout prototype device produced by aPeak Inc.  
[Proprietary information under the FOIA act.] 

                                                 
1 Release of this information at LC meetings and workshops is negotiated with the company on a case by case basis 
to protect their intellectual property rights, but our experience in this regard has been good in each of the past three 
years of the collaboration. 
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The design goal for this device was for a high efficiency, high-density, compact, cheap 
WLS/fiber readout primarily for non-calorimetric use, such as a tracking system. It consists of 64 
x 1 mm2 fiber readout on a single chip where each pixel consists of a cluster of sixteen 160x160 
µm2 GPDs on 240 mm centers. Rather than being simply a binary yes/no response as in previous 
aPeak designs, the output of this device is proportional to the number of hit GPDs. This provides 
sufficient amplitude information to allow hit threshold tuning, while maintaining a good 
geometrical efficiency (0.45 for a 1.0 mm diameter fiber and 0.36 for 1.2 mm fibers). 
 
To investigate the photosensor performance we used a 550-nm LED that could be pulsed at a 
high rate. We calibrated the output intensity of the LED by measuring the response of a 
photomultiplier tube (EMI 911B) and comparing this to the same pmt response to cosmic rays 
passing almost vertically (defined to be 1 “VCR”) through a MINOS bar provided by the LCD 
muon group. The LED voltage and pulse widths were adjusted so the response of the pmt 
approximated 1 VCR. As indicated in Figure 2, the peak position and width match well, but the 
high charge tail is not reproduced. The 1 VCR peak corresponds to about 200 photons exiting the 
WLS fiber in our configuration. Though this scheme does not provide an absolute calibration 
(for example, the monochromatic LED light does not match the WLS spectrum), it does allow 
for high rate measurements of the general response of a test pixel over a range of intensities.   
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Fig. 2:  Matching pmt response to cosmic rays in a MINOS bar to 550 nm LED pulses. 

 
In Figure 3 we show the integrated charge response of a single pixel (10x amplification and 500 
ns integration time) as a function of the light intensity from the LED expressed in units of the 
light output of a single cosmic ray described earlier. The device shows good linearity up to 
roughly 1.2 VCR (240 incident photons) then rolls over as the 16-GPD pixel saturates. The 
rollover region is consistent with previous single GPD detection efficiency measurements. Figure 
4 shows the detection efficiency of a pixel as a function of the measured charged for a range of 
incident intensities at room temperature. The data indicate that high detection efficiency is 
possible at modest light levels. Finally, although single photon resolution was not a design goal 
for this device (and is not evident at room temperature), we have demonstrated photon counting 
capability at low temperatures. Figure 5 shows the integrated charge response of a pixel exposed 
to a light intensity equivalent to one cosmic ray at a temperature of -19°C.  
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Fig. 3:  GPD response (peak of the charge) distribution as a function of LED light intensity 
equivalent to the light yield from a MINOS bar. 
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Fig. 4:  Detection efficiency of a pixel as a function of the measured charged for a range of 
incident intensities.  
 

 
Figure 5:  Demonstration single photon resolution for 1 vertical cosmic ray equivalent LED 
output at -19°C. The peaks correspond to 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. photoelectrons. 
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We have completed a systematic investigation of the response of the device to intensities ranging 
from a one photon per pixel to thousands, and over a temperature range of 25°C to -19°C. 
Preliminary results were presented by Wilson at the 2006 ILC Physics and Detector Workshop 
(Vancouver, Canada) and a paper has been submitted by Stefan Vasile (aPeak Inc.) to the 2006 
IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium. Further analysis and compilation of these data will be 
included in the final aPeak SBIR report mid-2007 and reported at a future ILC workshop. 
 
 
Project Activities, Deliverables, and Budgets 
 
The initial motivation for the high-density 64-channel device was as a cost-effective and 
magnetic field insensitive replacement for the LCD Muon System baseline MAPMT. A target 
activity of the original aPeak SBIR proposal was to demonstrate the performance of the device in 
a beam test with the LCD Muon System prototype.  Due to funding and synchronization 
limitations this test did not occur. However, during the past two years it has become apparent 
that a more effective approach to the muon system readout might be to use individual solid state 
photosensors on each WLS fiber. The scheme has been adopted by the T2K collaboration for all 
of the scintillator based subsystems in that experiment – more than 100,000 channels.  
 
In 2006, the CSU group joined the T2K collaboration, and accepted responsibility for the 
evaluation and selection of the solid state photosensors for the roughly 11,000 channel 
WLS/scintillator pi-zero reconstruction subsystem. The current candidate sensors are the MRS 
from Russian supplier CPTA, and the MPPC from Hamamatsu Photonics (HPK).  CSU will also 
design the photosensor optical connector that will be used in several of the subsystems. The 
activities related to that project combined with our experience with the aPeak GPDs will greatly 
leverage the contributions to the LCRD effort that would be enabled by a continuation of LCRD 
funds. 
 
As a result of the desire of the LCD Muon group to have greater dynamics range in the 
photosensor readout, we have persuaded aPeak to develop a single pixel device with a larger 
number of GPDs per pixel that will not only provide a higher dynamic range but may also 
provide photon counting similar to the Russian and Japanese devices. The first version of that 
device will be delivered to CSU in early 2007 – if this effort is successful it may lead to the first 
US-based source for these devices. In March 2007, in conjunction with test of a T2K prototype, 
we have made plans for a beam test with a single MINOS bar on which we will test the aPeak 
devices along with the MRS and MPPC so we can do a direct comparison (thanks to our T2K 
connection, we have some of the few MPPCs outside of Japan). Members of the Muon Group are 
supplying materials and assisting with the preparations for this test. In addition to Wilson and 
Warner, additional CSU participants in the beam test will include two post-doctoral researchers 
Dr. P. Bauleo and Dr. Y. Caffari along with lab assistant E. Martin.  This activity is funded 
primarily by our aPeak sub-contract and the 2006 LCRD award. 
 
The information we get from this test will be invaluable to the large scale test proposed by the 
Muon group in a separate LCRD proposal. With the continuation of the current level of LCRD 
funding we will be able to contribute to that effort, for example it has been suggested that we 
could assist with the optical connector design and fabrication since their requirements will be 
very similar to our T2K design. 
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2007 Project Activities and Deliverables 
 
In 2007 we will: (1) analyze the data collected with the GPD, MRS and MPPC mounted on a 
single MINOS bar in a Fermilab test beam (2) present the results at a Linear Collider Detector 
Workshop or similar forum (2) and assist with the development of the larger scale LCD muon 
system prototype described by Karchin, Fisk et al. in a separate proposal. We will also continue 
to work with aPeak Inc. to facilitate the development of a US-based vendor for these promising 
devices.  
 
Budget Justification 
 
A continuation of the current level of funding (Table 1) would provide funds for approximately 
144 hours of EDIA by D. Warner (at the Technical Design Facility rate of $55 per hour) and two 
2-day trips (@ $650 each) to the Chicago area or Linear Collider Detector workshops for 
coordination of this effort. This modest level of support would allow us to sustain a basic 
presence and linkage between the only current US developer of SiPMs, the first large-scale use 
of SiPMs in a High Energy Physics experiment and with the LCD R&D program. 
 
 

Table 1: Budget 

Item Total 
Other Professionals (D. Warner)* $ 7,924 
Graduate Students - 
Undergraduate Students - 
Total Salaries & Wages 7,924 
Fringe Benefits (grad. student only @ 3.6%) - 
Total Salaries, Wages & Fringe Benefits 7,924 
Equipment $0 
Travel 1,300 
Materials & Supplies 300 
Other Direct Costs - 
Total Direct Costs 9,524 
Indirect Costs (46%) 4,476 
Total Direct & Indirect Costs $14,000 

* EDIA is billed at an hourly rate so fringe benefits are 
not provided explicitly. The fringe benefit rate for 
engineers in this facility is 20.3%. 
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ILC Detector R&D Proposal 

RPC and Muon System Studies  
 

Henry Band and Kevin Flood 
University of Wisconsin 

Collaborators 
KPIX data acquisition chips will be provided by M. Breidenbach, D. Freytag, G. Haller, 
and R. Herbst of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). 
Small test chambers of the BESIII RPCs have been provided by 
Changguo Lu of Princeton University, Y. Wang and J. Khang of IHEP. 
Muon identification algorithms and detector simulation studies will use the LCSim 
software framework developed and maintained by N. Graf et al., SLAC. 
No funds are sought for these collaborators. 

Project Leader 
 H. R. Band 
 hrb@slac.stanford.edu 
 510-926-2655 

Project Overview 

Introduction 
All four of the ILC detector concepts propose muon systems outside the central solenoid 
to provide muon identification. The muon system detectors should be low cost, reliable, 
and efficient. Several detector technologies have been proposed. Resistive Plate 
Chambers (RPCs) of various types are the likely lowest cost option. This project proposes 
to study the parameters and performance of an ILC muon system through detector 
simulation, to determine a cost-optimized design, and to develop muon identification 
algorithms within the LCSim simulation framework, thus forming a solid foundation for 
an ILC detector conceptual design in FY08. It also proposes to study the RPC detector 
option through studies of RPC aging with existing and proposed RPC designs, and to 
develop and test RPC prototypes for the SiD detector concept. These RPC studies benefit 
not only the muon system but are applicable to possible uses of RPCs in the hadronic 
calorimeter. 
 
RPCs, however, may have a nontrivial technical risk as demonstrated by problems 
experienced by the RPCs installed at the B Factory detectors. Our study of the BaBar 
RPCs sparked a large detector study effort culminating in a new generation of RPCs for 
BaBar, ATLAS and CMS. The 2nd generation BaBar RPCs built under our supervision 
have been much more reliable, particularly when operated in streamer mode at low rates, 
as expected for an ILC muon system. Test RPCs for ATLAS and CMS, operating in 
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avalanche mode, have performed adequately in accelerated aging studies at the CERN 
GIF test facility at rates much higher than expected for the ILC.  However, both sets of 
RPCs have demonstrated unexpected behavior indicating that there is more to learn about 
the long-term operation and performance of RPCs containing Bakelite.  It is desirable to 
build RPCs using materials with better understood properties than linseed oil and 
Bakelite. Glass RPCs at BELLE have been reliable after initial start-up problems were 
solved, but are rate limited and very sensitive to the input gas humidity. New Bakelite 
RPCs developed for the BESIII muon system do not require linseed oil coating of the 
high-voltage surfaces and may prove to be more reliable than the traditional RPC style. 
Choosing the most reliable RPC technology for an ILC detector requires a thorough 
understanding of all aging issues and design problems. 
 
Independent of the detector choice, some general design questions must be answered 
before an ILC muon system can be specified. The number of active layers, resolution, 
segmentation, and size directly affect both the cost of the detector and flux return steel as 
well as the performance. 

Muon system simulation and design 
R&D for the SiD Muon system should include a long-term simulation effort to 
characterize and optimize the detector performance.  Simulation efforts will work within 
the Linear Collider Simulation framework1 (org.lcsim – a Java-based reconstruction and 
analysis package, and SLIC a Geant4-based detector simulation package for the Linear 
Collider) to develop muon analysis packages and detector models.  Both stand-alone 
(using only muon system information) and integrated (adding calorimeter and other sub-
detector information) muon identification algorithms will be developed within this 
framework. These algorithms will be used to study muon ID performance as a function of 
the number of detector layers and detector resolution to help specify the final muon 
system design. Since the SiD calorimeter is <5 λ thick, the muon system may serve as a 
useful tail-catcher calorimeter. Studies of the calorimeter jet energy resolution with and 
without muon system information will determine if this option should be pursued.  
 
It is expected that several different detector technologies would make adequate muon 
system detectors. Initial studies should be generic in approach and concentrate on 
defining the general detector parameters - resolution and minimum number of layers 
needed to optimize muon identification. After the technology choice, studies can be 
focused on the preferred technology to optimize both the detector and steel flux return 
design. Realistic background estimates and detector efficiencies will be implemented as 
the simulation effort matures. 
 
The only significant study of muon identification for the SiD detector2 was made by C. 
Milstene of Fermilab. As shown in Fig. 1, the purity of a sample of muons identified in 
bb jets at 500GeV/c  improves from 69% to 94% if information from the muon system is 
used to aid the calorimeter. The efficiency also improves in this study because the muon 

2

                                                 
1 http://lcsim.org 
2 C. Milstene. “Muon Simulation”,  VLCW06 Vancouver, Canarda. 
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candidates must reach the indicated depth before being included in the efficiency 
denominator.  This study should be repeated. The efficiency and purity will be studied as 
a function of track momentum for both barrel and endcap tracks. 
 
Experience with the BaBar muon identification algorithm suggests that the number of 
interaction lengths penetrated by the muon candidate will be the most powerful 
discriminant between muons and hadrons. Other variables that will aid in hadron 
rejection are the average number of hits per layer along the track through the calorimeter 
and muon system, the goodness of the track fit, the pattern of energy deposition along the 
reconstructed track, and the fraction of layers hit. Algorithms with these variables will be 
developed and applied to various alternative muon system designs.  

 
Fig. 1.  Muon efficiency and purity versus the number of interaction lengths of the hadron calorimeter plus muon 
system for a muon identification algorithm developed by C. Milestene of Fermilab. The muon purity increases from 
69% if only the calorimeter information is used (4.2 λ) to 94% (if most of the coil and muon steel is penetrated) in a 
sample of bb jets @ 500GeV/c2. 
  
The radial thickness of the detector steel will be set by the flux return requirements and 
not by the muon system. The number and thickness of the detector layers, however, will 
determine not only the total detector area (and cost) but also the total steel weight and 
cost. The first simulation goal will be to determine the minimum number of detector 
layers needed for a robust muon ID algorithm. Further studies will determine the needed 
detector resolution. In subsequent years, the simulations should become more realistic by 
including detailed detector geometries, beam backgrounds, and the effects of detector 
inefficiencies. 
 
Simulation efforts to date have been severely manpower limited.   Definitive studies in a 
timely manner are needed for a conceptual detector design. A postdoctoral researcher 
(50% effort) working with the senior staff is needed to help make the basic studies of the 
system and to develop the software algorithms in FY07/8.  The simulation effort should 
ramp up in FY08/9 with the addition of collaborators or junior-level researchers and 
reach a steady level of effort for FY09-FY10 until the SiD TDR is written. 
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RPC Studies 
 A  multi-pronged study of RPC technology is proposed for use in the hadron calorimeter 
and muon systems. 
Goals: 
• Validate the use of the KPIX front-end chip for RPC readout. 
• Measure and predict the aging characteristics of the BESIII-type Bakelite RPCs to 

establish them as alternatives to standard glass or Bakelite RPCs. 
• Gain experience with glass RPCs while studying possible aging mechanisms. 
   
Wisconsin will collaborate with the SLAC KPIX group to test prototypes of the SiD 
KPIX front end data acquisition chip in the readout of RPCs operating in the saturated 
avalanche mode. The SLAC group will provide several KPIX chips for testing and aid in 
the design of a chip carrier that will mate to the ~ 3cm wide pickup strips of the RPCs. 
Initial tests of the device with existing Bakelite RPC chambers will establish the 
compatibility and robustness of the present design with actual RPC signals.  If successful, 
the tests will be extended to glass RPCs as used in the HCAL prototype and to chambers 
constructed from BESIII Bakelite. 
 
A second study will examine the production and absorption of F- (HF) in glass and 
BESIII RPCs and compare them to standard RPCs with linseed oil.  Previous studies 
have found clear correlations between contaminants such as HF and increased noise rates 
and currents. Bakelite RPCs have been found to be sensitive to both the input gas and 
environmental humidity. A study of the humidity sensitivity of RPCs constructed from 
BESIII Bakelite will help determine the optimal operating conditions for these chambers.  
 
In later years, study of alternative RPC gases could  identify gas mixes that would 
minimize the production of harmful contaminants which lead to premature chamber 
aging.   
 
1. KPIX Prototype tests 
The KPIX chip containing 1024 ADC channels has been designed to readout the SiD 
electromagnetic calorimeter. The pulsed power chip will make up to 5 samples per ILC 
beam train.  Use of the chip in other SiD systems has been encouraged. Application of the 
KPIX to muon system RPCs has raised several issues on compatibility. The pickup strips 
used on RPCs are large ~300cm2. Natural channels counts per RPC are < 100, making the 
64 channel KPIX prototype a better choice. It will also be desirable that the muon DAQ 
system collect cosmic rays between ILC pulses to monitor the RPC efficiencies. 
Extending the live time of a 1000 channel KPIX chip would require significant cooling. 
However, a 64 channel device should be capable of much higher live times. 
 
We propose to build a 64 channel KPIX chip carrier which can be connected to existing 
RPC strips by commonly used 17-pair ribbon cables [A more optimized design would be 
developed after selection of the muon system technology].  RPCs instrumented with 
KPIX chips would be tested in the reconstituted Wisconsin cosmic ray test stand at SLAC 
using spares from the BaBar detector. Measurements of pulse height, cluster size, 
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efficiency, and noise rate with cosmic rays would be compared to the existing test stand 
electronics (Flash ADCs, scalars and latches).  
 
The test stand will have the capability to test 6-10 large (> 1 ×1 m) RPCs, well beyond 
the present need.  Four reference RPCs will be used to trigger the DAQ and to define a 
cosmic ray track. Two RPCs with the KPIX readout chip will be sandwiched between the 
reference RPCs and read into a common data stream recorded directly to a PC hard disk. 
Modest upgrades to the test computer, monitoring, and DAQ are desirable.  A half-time 
postdoc position starting at the end of FY07 will implement the test stand DAQ software 
and support data taking. Several bottles of premixed RPC gas will be needed per month 
of operation. If initial tests of the KPIX chip are promising, we would like to procure 5 
glass and BESIII-type RPCs (~1 meter square) for further tests. 

Aging Studies 
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) are likely technology choices for the SiD hadron 
calorimeter (HCAL) and MUON systems due to their low cost. RPCs have often been 
used as muon detectors (BaBar and BELLE) and will be used in both LHC experiments. 
RPCs are inexpensive to build and can be easily constructed in a variety of shapes and 
sizes. The major concern with RPCs has been their aging characteristics (BaBar was 
forced to replace its original RPCs and BELLE had startup problems). Despite the 
significant progress made in recent years in RPC R&D, a full understanding of all aging 
mechanisms has not been reached. For example, the precise role of gas contaminants 
such as HF (acid produced by the breakdown of the Freon used in RPC gases) in 
initiating “hot spots” and increased current remains to be understood.  A thorough 
understanding of the physics and chemistry of RPCs is needed if this technology is to be 
chosen for use in an ILC detector.  
 
Glass RPCs running in saturated avalanche mode are being considered for the SiD 
HCAL. A large (40 m2 of RPCs) prototype system is being proposed for beam tests in 
FY08. The construction schedule for the prototypes is ambitious and leaves little time for 
further studies of possible aging effects or of alternative gas mixes. A smaller parallel 
effort could focus solely on these details and would broaden the US expertise in this 
potentially vital technology. 
  
Recently an attractive alternative to glass has emerged from R&D for the BESIII muon 
system. The BESIII have developed Bakelite RPCs that have thin plastic films covering 
the inner Bakelite surfaces which eliminate the need for the traditional linseed oil coating. 
This new material has intrinsically lower noise than the Bakelite/melamine electrodes 
used in both the LHC and BABAR detectors. Over 1000 chambers were built and 
installed for BESIII.  The bulk resistivity of the Bakelite can be adjusted to allow higher 
rate capability than glass. The BESIII chambers operate in streamer mode. Studies of 
these chambers in saturated avalanche mode while monitoring the humidity and HF 
content of the output gas may prove this design to have significantly superior aging 
properties than standard RPCs.  
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Broader Impact 
The RPC tests described will deepen our understanding of RPC aging mechanisms and 
well hopefully lead to more reliable performance. Any improvements in RPC design or 
operation are applicable to RPC use in other applications such as the Daya Bay cosmic 
ray veto or the muon systems in the LHC detectors ATLAS and CMS. RPCs may 
possibly be used as detectors in Homeland Security monitors of industrial shipping 
containers. 

Results of Prior Research 

SiD Muon System Design Studies 
Studies3 have tried to estimate the cost of design decisions such as the number of detector 
layers or the thickness of the gap into which the detectors are inserted.  Clearly the 
detector cost scales with area, however, the impact on the total weight of the detector is 
less obvious. If the total radial thickness of the steel is set to 3.2 m by the requirement to 
contain the return flux, the dependence of the total steel weight on the gap size or number 
of layers can be calculated as in Table 1. The total steel weight grows by 5.4% per cm of 
gap thickness. Reducing the number of layers from 23 to 14 reduces the detector weight 
by 500 metric tons, a cost savings of > 1.5 million $ if the cost of steel is 3.5$ /kg. 
 
Other studies have estimated the average efficiency of one and two-layer RPC designs if 
the dead area due to edges and gas hoses is taken in account. For a single-layer design 
built from RPCs with a nominal efficiency of 90%, the average layer efficiency varied 
from  78-82% depending on the layer size. A double-gap RPC would have an average 
efficiency of 93%. 

 
Table 1. The expected weight and size of the SiD flux return steel as a function of the thickness of the gaps 
between the steel layers. The total radial steel thickness is set to 2.3 meters to return the flux of the 5T 
solenoid. The yellow portion assumes 23 detector layers. The green portion assumes 14 layers. 
 

                                                 
3 H. R. Band. “RPC Muon Option for SiD”, VLCW06 Vancouver, Canarda. 
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BABAR Instrumented Flux Return 
 
 The BaBar Instrumented Flux Return (IFR) detector system consists of over 2000 
m2 of Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) which are inserted into the gaps of the flux return 
steel. 
BABAR was the first experiment to use bakelite RPCs as a main detector in a colliding 
beam experiment. Unfortunately, the bakelite RPCs have experienced many problems 
due to a variety of causes (excessive linseed oil, poor quality control, aging of the 
graphite coating, gas leaks) which have lead to steadily decreasing RPC efficiencies in 
the barrel and backward endcap. The RPCs in the forward endcap were replaced in 2002 
as part of an upgrade which also increased the amount of absorber in the forward region 
from 4 to > 6 λ. The new RPCs were built in Italy under a stringent Quality Assurance 
program developed by the BaBar IFR group. Many of these QA improvements were 
adopted by the LHC detectors (CMS and ATLAS) which produced their bakelite RPCs at 
the same factory. The performance and aging of these new BaBar RPCs is thus of special 
interest to the worldwide RPC community. The upgrade and aging studies were 
documented in three NIM publications in 2005456 and several talks  by H. Band at 
IEEE06, RPC2005, and IEEE03789. 
 
Although the new forward RPCs have performed well (the average RPC efficiency fell 
from 93% in 2002 to 92% in 2006) maintenance of the system has required constant 
activity and improvements to counteract several different problem areas. The forward 
RPCs experience widely different background and luminosity-driven singles rates (0.01 – 
20 Hz/cm2) depending on position within the endcap. The highest rates are centered 
around the beam-line in the inner layers. Starting in 2004, efficiency losses were seen in 
these regions.  More relevant to an ILC muon system (expected background rates < 0.1 
Hz/cm2) is the performance of BaBar RPCs in positions with low background rates (<2 
Hz/cm2). In four years of operation these low rate RPCs still have an average efficiency 
over 95% as shown in Fig. 2. 

                                                 
4 F. Anulli, R. Baldini, A. Calcaterra, R. De Sangro, G. Finoccgiaro, P Patteri et al. “BaBar Forward 
Endcap Upgrade”. Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 539(2005)155-291. 
5 F. Anulli, R. Baldini, A. Calcaterra, R. De Sangro, G. Finoccgiaro, P Patteri et al. “Performance of second 
generation resistive plate chambers”. Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 552(2005)276-291. 
6 S. Foulkes, J. W. Gary, B. C. Chen, K. Wang, R. Boyce, R. Messner et al., “Gas System Upgrade for the 
BaBar IFR Detector at SLAC“ Nucl. Instr. Meth. A538(2005)801-809. 
7 H.R. Band. “Aging Studies of 2nd Generation BaBar RPCs”. 2006 IEEE NSS Conference Record. 
8 H.R. Band. et al. “Experience with BaBar Resistive Plate Chambers”.  Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl..158:139-
142,2006. 
9 H.R. Band. “Experience with BaBar Resistive Plate Chambers”. 2003 IEEE NSS Conference Record. 
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Fig. 2.  Efficiencies of BaBar RPCs in positions with the lowest backgrounds at Dec. 2002, Dec. 2003, July 2004, July 
2005, and July 2006 measured by µ pairs in data. 
 
Inefficient regions also developed where the gas entered the chambers.  Measurements 
showed that although the input gas was dry, the output gas was at 20-30% RH. The gas 
dryied the Bakelite preferentially near the gas inlets, leading to an increase in the Bakelite 
bulk resistivity and  at moderate background rates, the increased resistance lowered the 
chamber efficiency. A gas humidification system was tested on a subset of forward RPCs 
in 2005 and as shown in Fig. 3, after several months of humidified gas the efficiency was 
much improved.  All of the Babar RPCs have been converted to operation with 
humidified input gas. Tests are in progress to determine the BESIII operational 
parameters. 
 

 
Figure 3. Two-dimensional efficiency of Layer 16 before and after 3 months of 
humidified gas. 

The highest rate areas at small radii around the beam-line areas showed a progressive loss 
of efficiency with beam but not when measured by cosmic rays. One way to lower the 
rate sensitivity is to lower the amount of charge generated by each track or noise hit by 
changing the RPCs from streamer mode to saturated avalanche mode as used in the LHC 
RPCs.  In collaboration with C. Lu of Princeton, 3 RPC chambers were tested by H. Band 
in avalanche mode in 2005.  The chambers utilize a different gas mixture, separate high 
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voltage control, and require pre-amplification of the RPC output pulse. Fig. 4 shows the 
efficiency versus radius before and after the avalanche mode conversion. Tests to date are   
very encouraging.  
 

 
Fig.4.  RPC efficiency as a function of R when the middle east chamber of layer 1 was operating in 
streamer mode (black) and in saturated avalanche mode (red). 
 
 
Some of the BaBar observations of RPC aging2 suggested that pollutants produced in the 
gas  in the highest rate areas were being transported to other regions and producing 
increased noise rates. One candidate for a gas-born pollutant is HF which can be 
produced by the disassociation of the Freon component in the RPC gas. F- ions in the 
RPC exhaust gas have been measured by ATLAS RPC aging studies10 and by BaBar11.  
The RPC exhaust gas was bubbled through a mixture of TISAB and water, and a 
fluorine-specific ion probe measured the F- concentration as a function of time. No free F- 
ions were measured in the RPC input gas. Studies showed that the F- was collected with 
>95% efficiency. Other studies measured the acidity of a water solution versus time and 
found that the measured F- ions in the RPC exhaust gas were consistent with HF 
production . 

The lower charge per track of RPCs operated in avalanche mode compared with RPCs 
operated in streamer mode suggests that less F- is produced in avalanche mode. 
Measurements were made of the F- production rate in two typical RPCs, one operating in 
                                                 
10 G. Aielli et al. “F- ions Production in RPC Operated with Fluorine Compound Gases” presented at the 
“VII Workshop on Resistive Plate Chambers and related Detectors”. Clermont-Ferrard, Oct., 2003. 

 
11 F. Bellini. “Fluorine Studies on the BaBar RPCs” presented at “RPCs@GIF Final Meeting”. Geneva, 
Nov., 2004 
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streamer mode and the other operating in avalanche mode.  Since the F- rate depends on 
the chamber noise rate, the amount of F- production in a day is plotted against the 
integrated RPC HV current in Fig. 5 for the two RPCs. The F- production rate for the 
streamer chamber was 1.42 ± 0.11 µmole/Coulomb. The F- production rate for the 
avalanche chamber was 3.82 ± 0.23 µmole/C. The avalanche chamber produces more F- 
per unit charge than the streamer chamber. However, since the average charge per track is 
4 times less for the avalanche RPC, the relative F- production rates for streamer and 
avalanche RPCs were found to be similar. The rate of  F- production scales linearly with 
the detector current as expected. Studies of the fraction of F- absorbed by the inner 
Bakelite surfaces are in progress. 
 

 
Fig.5. The integrated fluorine production in micromoles per day is plotted against the integrated HV current 
for that day. The current is corrected for bulk resistance effects to represent the current due to the gas gain. 
The streamer data in a) are fit by a linear  dependence of   1.42 ± 0.11 micromole/C. The avalanche data in 
b) are fit by a linear  dependence of   3.82 ± 0.23 micromole/C. 

BaBar Muon ID 
Under the leadership of H. Band, members of the Wisconsin group (I. Iakolov, A. 
Mohapatra, J. Hollar, K. Flood, and H. Band) have developed and maintained a neural net 
(NN) muon identification algorithm12 that has become the recommended BaBar standard, 
replacing previous cut based and likelihood identifiers. A plot of the NN performance 
between 2000 and 2005 is shown in Fig. 6. The NN algorithm has a higher efficiency at 
fixed pion rejection rates than the cut-based algorithm.  Also evident are the performance 
improvements from the endcap upgrade and shielding wall installation. Development 
work has continued on muon particle identification. Improvements in the underlying IFR 

                                                 
12 A. Mohapatra and H. Band, “A Neural Net Algorithm” BaBar Analysis Document 333, 2004. 
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reconstruction code and fine-tuning of the neural net cuts as a function of momentum and 
theta have resulted in significant increases in muon efficiency. The use of present NN 
muon selector increases the relative efficiency for di-muon signal in the B->K(*)l+l- 
analysis by ~30% with no increase in hadronic backgrounds. 
 
K. Flood has explored new methods beyond neural networks for optimizing muon 
identification. The most promising of these are boosted decision trees, which allow 
seamless integration of measurements from all detector systems in a single algorithmic 
framework. Unlike neural networks, the performance of decision trees is robust in the 
presence of incomplete data, improving the selector performance in the BaBar barrel, 
where many of the original RPCs have died.  

 

 
Fig.6. The performance of BaBar neural net and cut-based muon identification algorithms is plotted for 
several run periods. The higher the pion rejection (in %) at fixed muon efficiency, the better the algorithm. 
The NN reduces the pion mis-identification by a factor of two when compared to the cut-based algorithm in 
2000. Also shown is the improved performance due to the endcap upgrade discussed in previous sections, 
which replaced RPCs and added additional absorber in 2004. Installation of the beam shielding wall prior 
to 2005 allowed routine use of the outermost RPC layers, further improving the pion rejection in 2005.  
 
 
Facilities: Equipment and Other Resources 
The proposed RPC studies would take place at SLAC which offers two essential 
advantages. The RPCs in the running BaBar experiment generate large amounts of 
fluorine and possibly other containments in the RPC exhaust gas which can be used in 
planned fluorine absorption experiments. We also plan to run a few test RPCs in the high 
rate BaBar environment(as we have done in the past) to test fluorine production versus 
gas flow, voltage, efficiency, and temperature.   
 
The second unique SLAC resource is the Wisconsin/SLAC RPC test stand that we plan to 
rebuild for these tests. Approximately 50% of the electronic components are Wisconsin 
owned VME data acquisition cards. However, the other half are BaBar spares which 
cannot be removed from SLAC during until the end of BaBar data taking. These BaBar 
spares include CAEN high voltage crates and modules, general monitoring cards and gas 
distribution systems. The other essential BaBar items are thespare RPCs which are 
needed to fill most of the test stand. The BaBar RPCs will generate the cosmic ray 
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trigger, and form the basis of the reconstructed cosmic ray track in software. The 
resolution of the BaBar RPCs is ~ 1 cm, adequate to make two-dimensional efficiency 
studies of the RPCs under study. 
 
In addition to other infrastructure support, SLAC offers extensive technical expertise and 
shop facilities. 
 

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables 

Muon system simulation and design 
The simulations should deliver by the middle of FY08, definitive studies on the main 
design questions posed above to support the design choices proposed in the conceptual 
design report.  

• Develop stand-alone muon identification algorithm in the SiD framework. 
• Determine the required detector resolution and number of detector planes. 
• Estimate the effect of adding a muon tail-catcher on the calorimeter energy 

resolution. 

RPC Studies 
• Rebuild cosmic ray RPC test stand. 
• Test KPIX chips using existing Bakelite RPCs operating in saturated avalanche 

mode.  
• Measure the production and absorption of HF in linseed oil RPCs and BESIII 

RPCs. 

Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007 

 Muon system simulation and design 
      FY08/9 Milestones 

• Optimize muon detector and flux return design. 
• Implement detailed Monte Carlo geometries. 
• Develop integrated muon identification algorithms initially incorporating both the 

calorimeter and muon systems, with the ultimate goal of incorporating all detector 
information. 

• Add background noise and detector inefficiency to MC.  
 

FY9/10 Milestones 
• Optimize algorithms for preferred technology. 
• Provide studies and plots needed for the SiD TDR. 
• Verify robustness of muon ID algorithm against possible detector  problems or 

expected backgrounds. 

RPC Studies 
      FY08/9 Milestones 
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• Complete fluorine and aging studies on standard Bakelite RPCs. 
• Acquire ~1 m2 glass and BESIII RPCs to extend both the KPIX readout tests and 

aging tests.  
• Develop SiD specific RPC designs. 

 
FY9/10 Milestones 
• Build double-gap chamber prototypes for muon system.  
• Study alternative gas mixtures. 
• Document SiD  RPC design for TDR. 

 

Budgets 

M&S 
Funds to design and procure KPIX chip carriers and other electronic components 
necessary for use in the RPC readout  (~15k$) are requested. Requested upgrades of the 
test stand DAQ total ~15k$ for a VME crate, Struck VME to PCI-bus control card, PC, 
and LabView program. Consumables (gas) and replacement fluorine probes (~2 year 
lifetime) for 15k$ complete the request.  

Manpower  
Support for the equivalent of a F.T.E. postdoctoral position is requested. A single postdoc 
could work half-time on the simulation and half-time on the RPC studies. It may be more 
reasonable to share postdocs with either the Wisconsin BaBar or CMS analysis Tasks. 
This would introduce young physicists to the ILC while giving them a chance to work on 
a physics analysis.  
 
There are 3 ILC meetings per year (two abroad and 1 US) and typically two other  
workshops (SiD or subsystem).  Funds are requested for three foreign and 4 domestic 
trips to present research results and to participate in detector planning discussions. 
 
The University of Wisconsin fringe rate on postdoctoral salaries is 25%. Overhead costs 
for off-campus projects are 26%. 
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Total Project Budget, in then-year k$ 
 

Item FY2007 
Other Professionals 0
Graduate Students 0
FTE PostDoc   50
Total Salaries and Wages 50 k$
Fringe Benefits 12.5 k$
Total Salaries, Wages 
and Fringe Benefits 62.5
Equipment 30k$
Travel 15k$
Materials and Supplies 15k$
Other direct costs 0
Total direct costs 122.5k$
Indirect costs 24.050k$
Total direct  
and indirect costs 146.550 k$
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Appendix: Participation Data 
 
 

 
 

Funding requested by detector proposals FY07 
Luminosity, Energy, Polarization total $847,922 
Vertex Detector total $217,413 
Tracking total $805,728 
Calorimetry total $2,499,556 
Muon system total $357,550 
Total $4,728,169 

 
 
 

Number of projects in this document N 
Luminosity, Energy, Polarization total 9 
Vertex Detector total 4 
Tracking total 10 
Calorimetry total 14 
Muon system total 3
Total 40 

 
 
 

Participation by institutions N 
U.S. Universities 37 
National and industrial laboratories 6 
Foreign institutions 36 
Total 79 
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